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Introduction: perspectives
on child language

Edith L. Bavin

1.1 Introduction

This handbook aims to provide an overview of current theoretical

approaches and research in a range of topics related to child language.

The field is multidimensional, as illustrated by the many courses on child

language or language acquisition that are taught in departments of

Linguistics, Psychology, Cognitive Science, Speech Pathology, Education

and Anthropology. This cross-disciplinary nature of the field is reflected in

this handbook, which is aimed at upper level undergraduate students up.

Graduate students and researchers will find the chapters invaluable.

Clinicians also will find some of the chapters of interest. In this introduc-

tory chapter I present a general overview of the field and some of the

recent developments. In section 1.4 I discuss the organization of this

volume and provide an overview of each chapter.

1.2 The study of child language

There are different approaches to the study of child language, and

researchers investigate different aspects of the language acquisition proc-

ess. For example, some will focus on testing particular theoretical claims;

others on developmental, cognitive or social factors in the acquisition

process; others on the development of a particular feature of language;

and others on what we might learn about language development from

studying what goes wrong in particular situations. The chapters in this

volume illustrate differences in theoretical perspective, language features

investigated and methods used. They cover a range of theoretical issues

and topics on aspects of the child’s developing language system. The topics

range from the infant’s discrimination of sounds, segmentation of lingui-

stic units and prelinguistic communication to children’s phonological,



lexical, grammatical, semantic and pragmatic development. Additional

topics include bilingualism and atypical language development. Each

chapter presents the current state of knowledge in a particular area.

A number of questions underlie the theorizing and research on language

acquisition. A crucial question is ‘What does the child bring to the task of

language acquisition?’ (or ‘What is the ‘initial state?’) There is disagreement

in the field as to whether linguistic concepts are innate or whether general

cognitive abilities are sufficient for the child to acquire a language. The

issue, then, is to what extent domain specific or domain general tools are

involved in acquiring a language. A related question is: Are there constraints

or biases that influence the child’s acquisition of language, and if so what is

their origin? This question is discussed in relation to the prelinguistic

domain: infants’ segmentation of the input language, as well as their devel-

opment of word learning, that is, the mapping of form and meaning. Some

of the word learning literature argues for innate biases. However, biases

develop with exposure to a language (e.g. see Smith 1999). There are other

questions – fundamental to particular aspects of the study of child language –

questions related to crosslinguistic and crosscultural similarities in the

course of language acquisition, whether there are different trajectories in

acquiring one or two languages and how the study of atypical language

development informs theories of typical language acquisition. Chapters in

the handbook take up these and other issues.

1.3 The past two decades: developments in the field

In the past two decades acquisition research within the nativist (generati-

vist) tradition, pioneered by NoamChomsky, has focused on the principles

and parameters theory. The theory supports the notion of Universal

Grammar (see Ch. 2, Ch. 14), assuming universal principles of language

and parameters that constrain possible variation across languages. Also in

the past two decades, emergentist approaches to language acquisition

have developed. MacWhinney (1999: xvii) describes emergentism as a

way of ‘linking a growing understanding of the brain with new theories

of cognition’. Emergentism does not reject nativism; it provides ‘accounts

in which structures emerge from the interaction of known processes’

(p. x). As reflected in this handbook, a large proportion of the current

research on child language is based on emergentism.

Shifts in theoretical perspectives have led to new questions and new

approaches. For example, the statistical learning approach has investi-

gated how well infants can detect patterns in the linguistic input. There

have also been advances in understanding the relationship between

cognitive development and language development (e.g. see Bowerman &

Levinson 2001). The emergentist coalition model of word learning

(Hollich et al. 2000) has been proposed, a model in which domain general
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attentional processes, lexical principles and social pragmatic cues are all

involved in the process of word learning, with different cues applying at

different stages. The factors that help ‘bootstrap’ the infant into language

have been researched, as has the continuity in development from prelin-

guistic to linguistic knowledge. Infant segmentation of the input language,

their early vocalizations and their gesture use have been investigated in

relation to how these early developments are linked to the child’s devel-

oping linguistic system. Some of the research has targeted the natural

course of language development; other research has focused on atypical

language development. Verb learning has been a major issue in the past

decade (e.g. see Hirsh-Pasek & Golinkoff 2006); the research undertaken

has informed much of the theoretical debate. While still limited in terms

of the number of languages investigated, crosslinguistic research has

provided valuable information about the impact of language-specific fac-

tors on the acquisition process, as well as generating discussion about

language universals. There have been developments in research on sign

languages also. In the context of atypical language development a focus of

theorizing has been on the relationship between language and cognition.

Research on language acquisition has benefited from new technologies,

including online methods of testing children’s developing language

knowledge (e.g. see Sekerina et al. 2008). The intermodal preferential

looking paradigm (Hirsh-Pasek & Golinkoff 1996) has influenced research

on infants’ and toddlers’ knowledge of words and structures. For example,

research on verb learning using this paradigm has investigated the age at

which children are able to generalize new verbs to different structures.

These research findings have informed theoretical claims about young

children’s knowledge of abstract syntactic categories, and whether the

structure in which a verb appears helps in determining something about

its meaning, that is, whether there is support for ‘syntactic bootstrapping’

(e.g. Naigles 1996, Fisher 2002b, and see Ch. 13).

Another technological advance has been the development of eye tracking,

used to tap children’s online processing of language structures (see Ch. 18).

Eye tracking is used to investigate the interpretations being made by the

listener at specific points in an utterance, for example an utterance that is

potentially ambiguous. It has been used more recently to investigate struc-

turalpriming– theeffectofonestructureonsubsequentusesof that structure.

The use of neurophysiologicalmeasures to examine the brain’s response

to language-related stimuli has increased. As discussed by Friederici (Ch. 4),

while no singlemethod provides a range of informationwith the necessary

fine-grained spatial and temporal resolution required to determine the

relationship between particular brain regions and language functions,

the use of event related potentials, for example, has added to our under-

standing of the neural commitment to language, the link between brain

maturation and language development. Research using imaging techni-

ques has informed the study of bilingualism and of sign languages.

Introduction: perspectives on child language 3



There have been additions to the number of languages included in the

database of the Child Language Data Exchange System (CHILDES).

Monolingual data, bilingual data and data from language-impaired chil-

dren are available for researchers to access, and new tools for analysing the

data have been developed. These are readily available to researchers

(MacWhinney 2000, http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/).

There has been an increase in the number of studies using parent report

measures for documenting developments in infant and toddler communi-

cation. For example, the Macarthur–Bates Communicative Development

Inventories (Fenson et al. 1994, 2007, www.sci.sdsu.edu/cdi/cdiwelcome.htm)

are used widely in English-speaking communities to identify variation in the

development of prelinguistic communication, vocabulary and features of

early grammatical development. The inventories have also been adapted for

use with other languages.

Much progress has been made in the study of child language in the past

two decades. I have outlined some of the developments; these and others

are evident in the chapters of this volume.

1.4 The handbook: an overview

The handbook is divided into five parts. Part I focuses on theoretical and

methodological perspectives on language acquisition. It covers the formal

linguistic nativist approach and emergentist approaches. Issues of learn-

ability and innatism are discussed in depth. One chapter focuses on statis-

tical learning; another focuses on neurocognition, the link between brain

development and the young child’s response to linguistic stimuli. There is

also a chapter showing the need for crosslinguistic typological research.

Each of the chapters included in Part I provides an overview of a different

way of approaching the study of child language, giving a rationale for

the approach and some of the evidence supporting it. Methodological

approaches are influenced by the theoretical perspective taken by research-

ers. The chapters in parts II, III, IV and V take up issues and approaches

introduced in Part I. Many of the chapters include some crosslinguistic data.

The main focus of Part II is prelinguistic development, with two chapters

on infants’ speech perception and one chapter on the relationship between

gesture and language development. Part III covers the structural aspects of

language: phonology and grammar, with chapters on the development of

phonology and theoretical explanations; factors influencing the acquisition

of grammatical categories; verb argument structure; complex sentences;

and the morphosyntax interface, with an emphasis on verb agreement.

Part IV, covering the age range from toddler to teenager, focuses on seman-

tic and pragmatic development. The chapters in this section discuss lexical

meaning, sentence scope, sentence processing, pragmatic development and

the development of structures and narrative organization. Part V examines
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different contexts of language acquisition. Included are chapters on bilin-

gualism and sign languages and four chapters on atypical development.

These four chapters cover specific language impairment (SLI), autism spec-

trum disorder (ASD), Williams syndrome and Down syndrome. The final

chapter discusses the issue of how the brain adapts to overcome underlying

deficits, and if compensation leads to alternative pathways to language

acquisition in order to preserve language functioning.

A brief overview of each chapter is presented in the following sections.

1.4.1 Part I: theoretical and methodological approaches
Valian (Ch. 2) introduces the concepts of nativism and learnability. As she

states, discussions about nativism focus on whether the child’s mind has

content independent of experience. There is disagreement amongst

researchers working in the language domain as to the nature of the ‘initial

state’, that is, what the child brings to the task of acquiring a language. The

nativist perspective represented in this chapter assumes innate linguistic

content, that is, abstract linguistic concepts. The ‘final state’ (the mature

state) is viewed as a formal theory of language. According to this view,

acquisition involves themapping of particular forms from the language of

the child’s environment to the innate abstract categories. Opponents

assume that abstract syntactic categories are learned but, as Valian points

out, additional mechanisms would then be required to explain how the

abstract categories are built up. The chapter draws on ‘poverty of the

stimulus’ arguments, using the ‘case filter’ as an example of abstract

syntactic categories for which there is no evidence in the input. The special

nature of language is illustrated with examples from animal communica-

tion, language development in special circumstances and the early lan-

guage knowledge that children seem to demonstrate.

Representing an opposing theoretical position to that presented in

chapter 2, Thiessen (Ch. 3) provides an overview of Statistical Learning.

Statistical Learning focuses on the fact that regularities in language occur

at the phoneme, syllable, word and phrase level. The major task for the

child in acquiring a language is detecting the regularities (patterns) in the

input language. Pattern detection is clearly not domain specific; general

cognitive abilities, not domain (language) specific, are assumed to be used

in identifying the patterns. From the regularities detected, categories can

be built by linking items that behave similarly. Research using natural

languages as well as artificial stimuli reveals that infants are remarkably

adept at detecting regularities, for example transitional probabilities.

These can serve as cues to word boundaries. That experience with lan-

guage affects learning is taken up in chapters 7 and 8.

Friederici’s chapter (Ch. 4) on the neurocognition of language develop-

ment illustrates that language development is closely linked to brain matu-

ration. Neurophysiological measures are used to examine the brain’s

Introduction: perspectives on child language 5



response to language-related stimuli. Event-related potentials (ERPs), in

particular, have been used to document changes in infants’ brains.

Comparisons can then be made with an adult (mature) model, developed

on the basis of ERP components generated by the adult brain in response to

different language stimuli and aspects of language processing. ERP research

on infant’s discrimination of phonetic features, stress patterns and phono-

tactics is discussed in the chapter, as is research on lexical learning, which

suggests that between 12 and 18 months of age there is some ‘stabilization’

between form and meaning. Friederici cites research with two year olds

focusing on lexical and syntactic properties, showing that the ‘structure

building’ processes are already in place but more development is required

for the adult-like neural mechanisms which support syntactic processes.

Tomasello (Ch. 5) presents a usage-based approach to language develop-

ment: ‘structure emerges from use’. This is opposed to the theoretical posi-

tionpresented in chapter 2. Tomasello emphasizes the primacy of pragmatics

in human communication. For example, even from the age of about one year,

shared understandings are evident in infants’ communication. It is assumed

in this approach that children rely on general cognitive skills in constructing

their language. These skills help in identifying the intentions of mature

language users as well as the distributional patterns of the language. As

patterns become entrenched young children generalize to form abstract

linguistic categories specific to their language. Naturalistic and experimental

evidence discussed in the chapter supports the approach: that children ini-

tially learn on an item-by-item basis and build up abstract categories.

In the final chapter in Part I (Ch. 6), Stoll discusses the need for cross-

linguistic typological research. She provides an overview of some of the

crosslinguistic research that has been undertaken, which has provided

valuable insights into similarities and differences in the course of lan-

guage acquisition. However, the number and range of languages for

which acquisition data is available represents a small percentage of the

world’s languages. Stoll argues that systematic comparisons of typologi-

cally different languages are necessary for identifying universals in acquis-

ition. However, she also indicates some of the inherent problems in

conducting research in culturally and linguistically diverse contexts. The

existing data, some of which is available on the Child Language Data

Exchange System (CHILDES), are not always comparable given different

methods are used and different aspects of language researched.

1.4.2 Part II: early development: precursors to linguistic
development

Three chapters comprise the early development section. They cover infant

speech perception, crosslinguistic perspectives on segmentation and cat-

egorization in early language acquisition, and gesture use. Curtin and

Hufnagle (Ch. 7) provide a comprehensive overview of research on infant
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speech perception, and some of the models proposed to explain the reor-

ganisation of infants’ perceptual abilities. Themodels differ in the assump-

tions made about the role of experience and the nature of innate biases.

The research discussed in the chapter supports the Statistical Learning

approach. That is, while biases are evident at birth, exposure to a language

rapidly shapes infants’ perceptual abilities. Categories emerge and are

reorganized on the basis of perceptual learning and exposure to the lan-

guage of the environment. More abstract phonemic representations

emerge later.

In discussing infant speech perception in relation to segmenting of

words, Höhle (Ch. 8) takes up the interplay between innate processing

capacities and language particular properties. She focuses on information

that may be used by infants in the early steps to language. Sensitivity to

rhythmical information available at birth influences the rapid acquisition

of rhythmic features of the language in the child’s environment. Infants

seem to rely on rhythmic as well as non-rhythmical features in the task of

segmenting words from the input language. Höhle cites examples from

typologically different languages to illustrate that rhythmical and distri-

butional information at the phoneme, syllable and word level are relevant

in the task of segmenting and categorizing.

In the third chapter in this section, Goldin-Meadow (Ch. 9) focuses on the

close relationship between gesture and speech. She argues that gesture

‘serves as a window on the child’s communicative abilities’. The chapter

discusses the changing function of gestures in a child’s early years and the

transition to speech. Gesture use is a precursor of the spoken word and a

predictor of developing language. Goldin-Meadow proposes that gesture

use may influence the cognitive state of the child; it might encourage

language feedback, so helping to promote language learning by influenc-

ing the language input received. Included in the chapter is research with

different groups: typically developing children, late talkers, deaf ‘home-

signers’, children with Down syndrome, children with unilateral brain

damage, and children with specific language impairment (see Tomblin

Ch. 23, Leonard Ch. 24).

1.4.3 Part III: phonology, morphology and syntax
The chapters in Part III represent different theoretical views, explanations

and data on the acquisition of phonology, morphology, syntax and seman-

tics. Vihman, DePaolis and Keren-Portnoy (Ch. 10) draw on Dynamic

Systems Theory (Thelen & Smith 1994) in explaining the continuity

between babbling and first words. Lexical and phonological learning,

they argue, requires the development of representations that integrate

perception and production. Powerful learning mechanisms are proposed

to explain development changes, as skills emerge and act as the catalyst for

behavioural change. Babbling practice provides the resources for the
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identification and shaping of early word forms. Detailed examples are

provided to illustrate that both distributional and item learning account

for the development of a child’s phonological system.

In chapter 11 Demuth takes a different perspective in linking phono-

logical and language development, drawing on recent developments in

phonological theory to explain developmental patterns across languages.

She focuses on research that investigates the interactions between seg-

ments and higher level prosodic structures (e.g. prosodic words).

Frequency in the input and competing ‘markedness’ constraints are dis-

cussed as two factors that contribute to variability in production, both

within and across languages. However, as Demuth points out, it is not yet

clear which units need to be considered in determining frequency. The

chapter illustrates that the production of grammatical morphemes is con-

strained by children’s developing prosodic representations. As discussed,

it is those grammatical morphemes that are prosodically licensed that

children are likely to produce.

Behrens (Ch. 12) provides a comprehensive account of factors that

influence the acquisition of inflectional morphology and word formation.

In contrast to the theoretical approach taken in chapter 15, Behrens adopts

an emergentist perspective – children rely on language-specific heuristics to

build up grammatical categories – and supports the usage-based approach

discussed in chapter 3. She includes Brown’s (1973) classic study of the

acquisition of English morphology, but also draws on crosslinguistic data

to illustrate how children build upmorphological paradigms, howmorpho-

logical development is measured and the different criteria used to deter-

mine productivity. Critical evaluation is provided on a number of

explanations that have been proposed for the acquisition of grammatical

morphology. She discusses recent research on the acquisition of past tense,

Slobin’s (1985c) operating principles, and the Competition Model.

In chapter 13, Allen discusses different theoretical approaches to

explaining how children determine in which structures particular verbs

are used by mature language users. She considers the innatist and usage-

based positions, presenting arguments for and against semantic bootstrap-

ping and syntactic bootstrapping. Drawing on evidence from children’s

spontaneous productions, elicited productions and experimental work

testing comprehension of different structures, she shows that different

conclusions are often drawn. Allen also discusses that much evidence in

support of the usage-based approach could represent syntactic priming

(Fisher 2002a), and the more recent proposal for ‘weak abstract represen-

tations’. The chapter covers the acquisition of argument structure alter-

nations, focusing on passive and dative structures, and in identifying the

challenges posed for acquisition by ellipsis of arguments in the input

language, Allen discusses preferred argument structure.

The topic of chapter 14 is complex structures. Lust, Foley and Dye, taking

a Universal Grammar perspective, argue that complex structures provide a
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‘core domain’ for investigating aspects of syntactic and semantic knowledge

including hierarchical structure; constituent order; locality domains recur-

sion; and principles of Universal Grammar, such as structure dependence.

The authors focus on four types of structures that are traditionally referred

to as complex sentences: complementation, coordination, adverbial subor-

dinate clause adjunction and relative clauses. For each of these structures,

the chapter presents the challenge they pose for acquisition and data from

early spontaneous speech as well as from experimental work. The authors

argue that the young child brings knowledge about the linguistic system, for

example, knowledge of control structures, branching direction and ana-

phora. They propose an integration of language-specific and potentially

universal syntactic knowledge over the course of development.

Also adopting the Universal Grammar approach, Deen (Ch. 15) discusses

the interaction of syntax with morphology, specifically three components

of the morphosyntax interface. For readers not familiar with the formal-

ism used in this approach a brief summary is provided. Amain focus of the

chapter is a detailed comparison of patterns in the development of verb

inflection in languages with richmorphology (e.g. Italian) andmorpholog-

ically poor languages (e.g. English), and in languages that allow null sub-

jects and those that require overt subjects. The chapter examines the

theoretical explanations that have been proposed for the omission of

verb inflections by children: a deficit in inflectional knowledge, a deficit

in converting a syntactic representation into a string of morphological

items, or a deficit in the underlying syntactic representation.

1.4.4 Part IV: semantics, pragmatics and discourse
A range of possibilities exist for what a new word could mean, but children

seem to target an appropriate preliminarymeaning rapidly. Many research-

ers who work on the acquisition of word meaning have argued that

children are guided in the task of word learning by constraints (or biases).

These include the ‘shape bias’ and ‘mutual exclusivity’. Such constraints

limit the possible form–meaning mappings for the child. There is disagree-

ment, however, about the origin of the constraints, whether they are innate

or learned from identifying patterns in the input language. Clark (Ch. 16)

adopts a different approach. She argues that children treat language as a

cooperative endeavour, making pragmatic assumptions about communica-

tion; from these assumptions they ‘pick up’ information that helps them in

developing a lexicon. Clark argues that joint attention, physical co-presence,

and conversational co-presence are all factors that assist children in targeting

an appropriate form in the input languagewithwhich to encodepreliminary

meanings associated with objects and events in their world.

Adopting a Universal Grammar approach, specifically the principles and

parameters theory, Crain (Ch. 17) discusses the emergence of semantic

knowledge. He illustrates that semantic scope in human languages is
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similar to that of classical logic. Different structures containing logical

operators, e.g. not, every, any, are illustrated from several languages. He

compares different entailment relations that apply in English and

Japanese in simple negative statements with disjunction. The difference

can be captured by a parameter of variation. Initially young English- and

Japanese-speaking children make similar interpretations for these struc-

tures. This finding can be accounted for by the ‘subset principle’ within the

theoretical framework adopted. Other topics discussed in the chapter

include children’s knowledge of isomorphism and inverse scope. Much

of the research testing this knowledge adopts a truth verification task.

A recent development in the field is the use of eye-gaze paradigms to

investigate the development of language comprehension, fromword recog-

nition to sentence interpretation. In chapter 18, Snedeker outlines the

processes involved in understanding speech and discusses the reasons

why it is important to understand the development of children’s processing,

not just to inform acquisition theory but also to provide insights into the

architecture of the adult comprehension system. She discusses some of the

research that has been undertaken using the ‘visual world paradigm’ to

investigate lexical (verb bias), prosodic and referential effects on adults’ and

children’s interpretation of potentially ambiguous syntactic structures. She

also cites more recent experimental work that combines structural priming

and eye-gaze analysis to investigate how children represent argument struc-

ture. The priming studies demonstrate that by age three years children

employ abstract grammatical representations in online comprehension.

Language acquisition involvesmore than themapping of form andmean-

ing. It also involves knowinghow to use the forms appropriately in different

situations. This is the area of pragmatics. In chapter 19 Becker-Bryant

discusses the developmental progression of pragmatic behaviours and the

family and peer influences that affect the development of pragmatic com-

petence. While infants demonstrate some rudimentary knowledge of con-

versational behaviour, the associated skills becomemore sophisticated over

the childhood years. Initiating and sustaining conversations, perspective

taking, responding to feedback, requests, are some of the topics included in

the chapter, but there ismuchmore. The chapter also covers the adolescent

years –whendifferent registers are used for different social functions, e.g. to

indicate group identity, and the use ofmobile phones and the internetmean

conversations are not always face-to-face.

Berman (Ch. 20) focuses on the functions of linguistic forms in child-

ren’s narratives. Different functions develop and new structures emerge as

children master the global level of discourse organisation. Such develop-

ment depends on children’s linguistic and cognitive abilities. Berman

discusses ‘reference’ and ‘cohesion’ with examples to illustrate some of

the different strategies used by children inmaintaining reference. She also

includes research on ‘temporality’ and ‘connectivity’. While the chapter

on complex clauses in Part III of this volume focuses on structure at the
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sentence level, Berman’s chapter examines the ‘syntactic architecture’ of

texts: syntactic packaging combined with thematic and discourse criteria.

As Berman points out, while command of themorphosyntax of a language

is largelymastered by the age of five years, it takesmany years for speakers

to recruit the forms ‘flexibly and skilfully’ in extended discourse.

1.4.5 Part V: varieties of development
Most children in the world are exposed to more than one language. In

chapter 21 Pearson proposes that the study of bilingual and multilingual

children can inform researchers about the process of language acquisition.

The chapter introduces terminology used in classifying individuals with

exposure to two ormore languages, andwith varying levels of competence

in the languages. It covers linguistic behaviours associated with bilingual-

ism (e.g. code-switching), and research findings showing some advantages

for bilinguals overmonolinguals (e.g. in cognitive development), as well as

some delays (e.g. vocabulary development). Pearson cites neuro-imaging

studies which have investigated how the two languages are represented in

the brain. Other topics include the development of phonology, syntax and

semantics in early bilinguals compared to second-language learners.

A section on the practical implications of bilingualism looks at the types

of schooling that promote development in two languages.

In chapter 22, Lillo-Martin provides an overview of research over the

past twenty years on the acquisition of sign language, with an emphasis on

the acquisition of sign language by deaf children born to deaf parents. The

chapter discusses similarities and differences between the acquisition of

sign and spoken language, and how the study of sign language can inform

researchers about grammar, the nature of language and acquisition in

general. About 95 per cent of deaf children have hearing parents and

many are not exposed to sign language from birth; this provides a unique

context for investigating the nature of language and language acquisition.

The chapter includes examples of the types of errors in young children’s

production of signs, and discusses the development of specific structures,

with examples fromAmerican Sign Language, Brazilian Sign Language and

the Sign Language of the Netherlands.

Specific language impairment (SLI) has been widely discussed in the

literature in the past few years. Chapter 23 is the first of two chapters

focusing on SLI. The chapter focuses on what is known about the course

and aetiology of SLI. Tomblin discusses the criteria commonly used for

identifying SLI: a discrepancy between performance on language and non-

verbal IQ measures. He also cites research comparing the language of

children with SLI and other developmental disorders (see Ch. 25 & Ch. 26),

with evidence suggesting that children with SLI ‘occupy a similar region’.

The persistence of language difficulties of children with SLI is discussed in

relation to whether SLI represents deviant or delayed acquisition. The cause
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of SLI is not known. However, genetic, neurological and environmental

factors have been shown to have an influence on SLI; Tomblin cites research

in these areas, as well as giving an overview of the academic and social

outcomes of children who have persistent language difficulties.

In the second chapter on SLI (Ch. 24), Leonard discusses features of the

language of SLI and explanations that have been proposed.While all areas of

language can be affected, from phonology to narratives and conversation

skills, much of the research in English has focused on morphology, specif-

ically past tense and agreement morphology and the inappropriate use of

optimal infinitives in contexts requiring tense and agreementmarking. The

grammatical morphology affected differs across languages. Verb agreement

is not problematic for all languages; when it is, the nature of the difficulties

varies. Leonard illustrates this with data from English, German, Swedish,

Italian, Spanish and French. Research in the area of SLI represents different

theoretical views: formal accounts which assume innate linguistic knowl-

edge, and processing accounts which do not; rather they emphasize mem-

ory and processing limitations. Leonard proposes that neither approach

provides a full account of the language difficulties evident in SLI.

Chapter 25 gives an overview of the language of children with autism

(ASD). Luyster and Lord discuss early developments in communicative

behaviour and features of the language of children with ASD. The research

cited shows impairment in preverbal communication (e.g. eye contact).

There is variability in language development for children with ASD. Some

remain nonverbal; for those who develop spoken language the structural

features are often intact. The main deficit is in the area of pragmatics, the

appropriate use of language in social contexts. The authors discuss the

reason for discrepancy in results across different research studies, suggest-

ing they reflect the lack of a generally accepted standardized measure of

language in ASD. The chapter touches on genetic factors and cites electro-

physiological studies which indicate some atypical associations between

language and brain structure and function.

In the final chapter, Richardson and Thomas (Ch. 26) discuss what we

know about the development of language in two genetically defined dis-

orders (Williams syndrome and Down syndrome) and how it informs our

understanding of normal language development. The authors illustrate

that cognitive ability cannot reliably predict language development in all

areas. Evidence of such dissociation is relevant in discussions about the

modular nature of language, and whether the modular system emerges or

is part of the initial state. One view favours ‘residual normality’. The

neuroconstructivist view is that ‘normal performance’ could be achieved

through atypical means. That is, there may be ‘compensation’; different

underlying mechanisms may lead to ‘normal performance’. As discussed

by the authors, fundamental questions about the functional organization

of the language system and the extent to which it is constrained by the

processing properties of human neurology remain.
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Innateness and
learnability

Virginia Valian

2.1 Introduction

This chapter addresses five questions. (1) What is the debate between

nativism and empiricism about? (2) If there is innate linguistic content,

what are good candidates for it? (3)What are the arguments for and against

nativism? (4) What acquisition mechanisms are there? (5) What kind of

empirical evidence do we presently have that would allow us to decide

whether humans innately have some linguistic knowledge?

2.2 The nativism–empiricism debate

2.2.1 The central question
The central question about nativism iswhether the child’smindhas content

independent of experience. The important word is ‘content’. By content I

mean knowledge, in the form of concepts and propositions. It is not con-

troversial that humans are more sophisticated learners and users of infor-

mation than any other species. Researchers may disagree about just how to

characterize learning and memory mechanisms, but everyone agrees that

all species have built-in methods of acquiring information. The nativism–

empiricism debate is about content: does the mind have any content prior

to experience? All learning mechanisms operate on content of some sort. It

is the nature of the content that divides nativists and empiricists.

The least sophisticated content is primitive categories for classifying

sense data, categories like colour and form. Those categories allow us to

group together stimuli that share properties (such as redness). Perceptual

categories such as lines and angles allow us to recognize a stimulus we
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have encountered before. Empiricists and nativists alike accept rudimen-

tary categories that are based on physical properties. It is when we move

beyond perceptual categories to concepts that differences between empiri-

cists and nativists arise. Strict empiricism rules out any innate knowledge

in any realm, but it is possible to accept innate concepts in some domains

and reject them in others. To take one example, it is possible to be a

nativist with respect to non-linguistic concepts but an empiricist with

respect to language. A concept in the cognitive domain might be the

notion of an agent of an action or the notion of logical (predicate–

argument) structure in thinking, concepts that might be useful in the

acquisition of language. A concept in the linguistic domain might be the

notion of syntactic categories like noun or verb. According to content

nativism in linguistics, some abstract linguistic concepts, such as syntactic

categories, are necessary in order to explain the child’s eventual knowl-

edge. Empiricism denies such innate content.

Is there a middle ground between nativism and empiricism, or a way of

avoiding the nativism–empiricism controversy altogether? To say, for

example, that humans are ‘biased’ or ‘predisposed’ to learn language

might seem to be a middle ground. But it is only while they retain their

vagueness that biases or predispositions appear to be a middle ground. If,

once they are fleshed out, the biases involve the absence of innate syntac-

tic content, then they are empiricist; if they involve innate syntactic con-

tent, then they are nativist. Interactionism (Elman et al. 1996, Thelen &

Smith 1994) is sometimes presented as an alternative to either nativism or

empiricism, as is constructivism (e.g. Tomasello 2003 and Ch. 5). In both

cases, the organism is seen as actively contributing towhatever knowledge

is acquired. But a mind could be active without having prior linguistic

content, and it is the postulation of innate content that marks the nativist.

Since both interactionism and constructivism either argue against innate

syntactic content or assume that it does not exist, those positions are also

forms of empiricism.

2.2.2 Preliminaries and terminology
The question of what linguistic concepts are innate can be asked about

every aspect of language, from phonology to pragmatics, but this chapter

will focus on syntax (and morphosyntax), since that is where debate is

concentrated. Although syntactic concepts are nomore complex or abstract

than semantic concepts, there is nevertheless less debate about semantics,

perhaps because it is (incorrectly) seen as part and parcel of cognition.

In the key arguments advanced by nativists and empiricists, conceptions

of the ‘final state’, that is, the mature mental grammar, are closely related

to conceptions of the ‘initial state’, that is, what linguistic concepts are

innate.Much of the dispute betweennativists and empiricists follows from

their different judgments about the correctness of formal linguistic
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descriptions of language as an approximation of people’s mental gram-

mars. With different conceptions of the final state, different conceptions

of the initial state are likely. Themore abstract and complex the final state,

the more likely a rich initial state is. A nativist need not adopt a complex

picture of the final state, but adopting a complex picture makes it more

likely that one will be a nativist, because input can only provide examples,

not abstract structure itself.

In this chapter I use a formal linguistic theory – the framework of

principles and parameters theory – as an approximation of the child’s

final state, because it offers specific proposals about language universals

that can be the basis for hypotheses of what is innate. In addition, formal

theories cover a broad range of syntactic phenomena and aim for system-

aticity and coherence. My choice of a formal theory is compatible with also

seeing language as a vehicle for awide range of communicative intentions.

Nativism commits someone neither to a particular grammatical theory

nor to a particular philosophy of linguistics. Nativism is compatible with a

wide range of theories, such as Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar

(HPSG, Sag & Wasow 1999), minimalism (Chomsky 1995), and lexical–

functional grammar (Bresnan 2001). Nativism is equally compatible with

a theory of language as a theory of people’s psychological (or biological)

states (Chomsky 2006) or as a theory of abstract objects (Katz 1981).

2.2.3 Examples of what is acquired: categories and word order
Two ‘simple’ aspects of language are acquired early by all speakers: syn-

tactic categories and word order. (Sections 2.6.5 and 2.6.6 provide more

detail.) Syntactic categories fall into twomain linguistic types: lexical and
functional. The lexical categories are nouns, verbs, adjectives and

adverbs, and, in some cases, prepositions. Functional categories include

determiners (words like the and my), inflectional elements (such as tense

on a verb and auxiliaries in English), and complementizers (such as the that

of ‘I knew that she was happy’). Functional categories typically contribute

less to the meaning of a sentence than lexical categories do. That children

separate nouns from pronouns is seen by the absence of errors like ‘big he’

(Bloom 1990b).

Nativists andmost empiricists agree that children’s grammars – at some

point – include abstract syntactic categories and represent word order in

terms of abstract categories. Disagreements concern the origin of catego-

ries (andwhen they are acquired; see Section 2.6.5). Nativists typically start

with the hypothesis that at least some syntactic categories, or the features

that make up those categories, are innate; empiricists will start with the

hypothesis that none are innate, but rather are induced based on exposure

to the distribution of those elements across the language.

Does thismean that nativists leave no role for learning? No, learning can

still have an important role, for example, in determining what categories
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particular words belong to. But, crucially, what is learned is not the

abstract categories themselves. Instead, learners will acquire a mapping

between the innate abstract categories and the particular words in the

learner’s target language that belong to each category. For empiricists, the

hypothesis that no categories are innate means that the only way of

acquiring them is by learning. Among the earliest such proposals is one

by Braine (1963), proposing that children construct a pivot-open grammar

in which certain words or word combinations, like here’s a, act as pivots

which the child can finish with a wide range of words (almost always

nouns). More recent proposals include lexically specific formulae (Pine &

Lieven 1997, Pine & Martindale 1996), lexically based learning, and usage-

based learning (Tomasello 2003 and Ch. 5). After the child has amassed a

number of such cases, he or she creates categories for the different words.

The agreement about the child’s state, at least by age 5, with respect to

syntactic categories and word order makes it possible in principle to

examine different learning mechanisms to see what innate content, if

any, is required in order for the mechanism to arrive at those categories.

2.3 Candidates for innateness: linguistic universals

The principles-and-parameters framework offers linguistic universals as

candidates for innateness. Linguistic universals are principles and proper-

ties that (a) are true of every language and (b) define what it is to be a

language. It is not enough just to say (a). Properties that are true of all

languages may hold because of irrelevant properties of speakers rather

than because of properties of language.

The existing sentences in all languages are, for example, of finite length.

But the finite length of any given sentence is due to speakers’ limited

cognitive systems (and limited lifetimes), rather than due to speakers’

language. We would not want to say that finite length is a linguistic

universal. Speakers acquire a theory of their language that allows for

sentences of any lengthwhatsoever, even though people cannot physically

produce sentences that would take more than a lifetime to utter.

For two reasons linguistic universals are good candidates for what could

be innate syntactic content. First, universals set the defining conditions on

what could be a language. Whatever is innate should not be particular to a

single language but to language. Second, any child can learn any language.

If anything is going to be innate, it is the abstract linguistic features that

allow a child to be an omnicompetent language learner.

Linguistic universals are of two types: absolute and relative. Absolute
universals are syntactic principles or structures that appear in every lan-

guage (Chomsky 1981). One reason to expect all absolute universals to be

innate is that, by definition, they hold for every language. They are the best

linguistic survival kit a child could have. Another reason for hypothesizing
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their innateness is that absolute universals are abstract and cannot be

directly perceived from exposure to sentences. Later in this chapter I will

give the case filter as an example.

What I am calling relative universals are of two types. One type is the

building blocks of syntax – syntactic features and categories. The
entire stock of features and categories may be innate, or only a subset

may be innate. Not every language uses every feature and category. Some

languages, for example, have a genuine future tense, but English does not.

Tensed main verbs in English are either present or past tense. The ‘future’

in English is carried by the modal will, or combined forms like be going to;

main verbs themselves do not have a future form. French main verbs, in

contrast, have present, past and future tenses. Even if all features are

innate, they will not all surface in any particular language, just as future

tense does not surface in English.

In addition, the members of a given category may differ from one

language to another. For example, in English, possessive pronouns behave

like articles and cannot be combinedwith them (‘themy ball’ is impossible

in English). In Italian, however, possessive pronouns behave like adjectives

and can be combined with articles. Thus, the innate specification of cate-

gories must be abstract. An innate syntactic category will not come with a

list of examples, because the exact examples will vary (if only within a

narrow set of boundaries). Similarly, no particular word order can be

innate. In some languages, like English, function words tend to precede

lexical categorieswithin a phrase (the ball), but in other languages, function

words tend to follow lexical categories. The dominant English word order

is subject–verb–object, but in other languages other orders are possible.

The second type of relative universal is parameters. Parameters define

dimensions of linguistically significant variation, such as whether the

subject of a verb must be overt. Another parameter concerns word order:

in English the verb comes before its object, but in Japanese the object

comes before its verb. Parameters are typically two-valued; each language

takes one value or the other for each parameter. Parameters are an impor-

tant type of linguistic universal, since they map out what syntactic varia-

tion is possible. By hypothesis, all parameters are innate, and each is

independent of every other. The child’s task is to choose, over the course

of development, which value of each parameter characterizes his or her

language. Parameters are relative universals because, for a given language,

only one value can be correct.

A useful heuristic for identifying candidates for innateness is that they

be universal in one of these two senses – absolute or relative. Within

linguistics, the set of absolute and relative universals is referred to as

Universal Grammar. Universal Grammar forms the upper bound of innate

syntactic content. But the upper bound is not necessarily also the lower

bound. A nativist could take a much more modest position and propose

that only some universals are innate, while others can be inferred.
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2.4 Logical arguments for innateness

2.4.1 Types of linguistic evidence
The main logical argument given to support the claim of innate syntactic

content is the argument from the poverty of the stimulus. This argument

states that input contains too little information from children to reach the

final state; the input is impoverished.Mostexamplesofpovertyof thestimulus

arguments are related to two structures: subject–auxiliary inversion in ques-

tions in English (see Pullum & Scholz 2002, and responses by, among others,

Fodor &Crowther 2002, Legate & Yang 2002) and anaphoric one in English (see

Hornstein & Lightfoot 1981, Lidz et al. 2003b, and responses by Regier & Gahl

2004, Tomasel lo, 200 4). I will not review th ose examples b ut, in section 2.3.1,

I consider a syntactic phenomenon commonly referred to as the case filter.

Claiming that the input is impoverished is different from claiming that

it is noisy or degenerate. The former claim is that input to children lacks

information that would allow children to acquire certain syntactic princi-

ples or regularities. The latter claim is that input to children includes run-

on or incomplete sentences, false starts, and perhaps some outright

ungrammaticalities. Speech to children tends to be short, free of hesita-

tions, and generally free of outright errors, though it does contain a

reasonable number of fragments and sentences without subjects about

5 per cent of the time. The language acquisition mechanism is obviously

built to withstand a certain amount of noise in the input.

The important question is how themechanism copeswith impoverished

input. Input, in the form of speech to the child (or speech that the child

hears), is called positive evidence. That speech illustrates sentences of the

language. It is evidence that certain words and phrases occur. Two other

possible types of evidence are negative evidence and indirect negative

evidence. Negative evidence is responses from the child’s interlocutor

either that a certain way that the child has just spoken is ungrammatical

or that the child should replace his or her formulation with the one the

interlocutor has just produced. If, for example, the child says “I knowed it”

and the parent says, “Oh, you knew it”, the use of knew for knowed could

constitute negative evidence (sometimes also called implicit correction,

negative feedback, a recast, or a reformulation). Similarly, if a child says

“That the last one” and the parent says, “That’s the last one” the use of

that’s for that could constitute negative evidence.

Indirect negative evidence is the absence of a structure that the child

would expect to see, given a starting hypothesis. If, for example, an Italian

child thought that subjects might be required, their consistent absence in

sentences like Piove ‘It’s raining’ might be sufficient for the child to revise

that hypothesis.

All three sources of evidence are imperfect and require inferences on the

child’s part. Although adults’ errors in talking to children are few, theymight
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temporarily mislead the child. Negative evidence is also imperfect, both

because it does not occur every time the child makes a mistake and because

the child might not recognize it as a correction. Data from my laboratory,

based on twenty-one child–mother pairs, suggest that parents provide

‘implicit’ corrections for about 25 per cent of children’s ungrammatical

utterances. More to the point is that the child might not recognize the use

of that’s for that as a correction. Indirect negative evidence requires the child

both to have a specific hypothesis and to determine whether the absence of

confirmatory speech is due to syntactic or nonsyntactic reasons. Peoplenever

produce triply embedded sentences to children, for example, but they should

not take that as evidence that triple embeddings are ungrammatical.

2.4.2 An example of a poverty-of-the-stimulus argument:
the case filter

Consider examples 1–5; only 1 is grammatical. (The * indicates ungramma-

ticality.) What distinguishes the examples is that (2) – (5) all have the

incorrect case for one or both pronouns. Case refers to the syntactic func-

tion that a noun or pronoun plays in a sentence. It is not the same as the

semantic role, as is apparent by the contrast in (1) and (1’). The first person

is the person doing the greeting in both sentences, but in (1) the pronoun

has nominative case (I) and in (1’) it has objective (or accusative) case (me).

Similarly, the third person is the one being greeted in both sentences, but

in (1) the correct form is him and in (1’) it is he.

(1) I greeted him yesterday; (1’) He was greeted yesterday by me.

* (2) Me greeted him yesterday; *(2’) Him was greeted yesterday by I.

* (3) My greeted him yesterday; *(3’) Him was greeted yesterday by my.

* (4) I greeted he yesterday; * (4’) He was greeted yesterday by I.

* (5) I greeted his yesterday; * (5’) His was greeted yesterday by me.

Case is a syntactic property that noun phrases (NPs) have as a function of

their relation to another category, such as a verb, a preposition, an inflec-

tional element like tense or another noun phrase. English has three cases:

nominative, objective (or accusative) and possessive (or genitive; see Carnie

2006, for an introduction to case and other syntactic properties and rela-

tions). Although case is only visible on pronouns in English, the case filter

claims that it is invisibly present on all overt nouns in English. If we replace I

with the girl in (1), the girl has nominative case even though the case is not

overtly visible. In some languages, such as Hungarian,most cases are visibly

present on all overt noun phrases, both pronouns and nouns. And some

languages, again like Hungarian, have many cases – upwards of ten.

The case filter is an example of an absolute universal within government-

and-binding theory. It is the requirement that all overt nouns and
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pronouns in every language have case; different cases may have distinct

morphological forms, as with first person pronouns in English, or may be

abstract and have no external form, but only a positional relation to

another grammatical element that can assign case to the noun or pronoun

in question, as with full lexical noun phrases in English and all nouns and

pronouns in Thai. (The word ‘filter’ is used because structures containing

an overt NP that is not cased are filtered out).

Even though case is largely morphologically absent in English, there are

examples that show it is grammatically present and, in the example of

objective/accusative case, assigned by the verb (or preposition) just to its

left. Without the concept of case, the ungrammaticality of certain sequences

is otherwise inexplicable. In (6), the verb consider assigns objective case to Jane.

(6) Lee considered Jane to be happy

* (7) Lee considered she to be happy

(8) Lee considered her to be happy

The ungrammaticality of (7) and grammaticality of (8) show that the

position right after the verb, if filled by a noun or pronoun, is one that

receives objective case; otherwise she would be an acceptable substitution

for Jane. She would be acceptable if the following verb, instead of being an

infinitive, were tensed, as in ‘Lee considered she would be happy [to

receive the package]’. In that case, the tensed verb assigns nominative

case to the pronoun.

If an element intervenes between the verb and the following noun, case

cannot be assigned and the resulting string of words is ungrammatical. In

(9) it is possible to put the adverb quickly directly after the main verb

considered, although it is a bit awkward.

(9) Lee considered quickly whether to go

* (10) Lee considered quickly the matter

(11) Lee quickly considered the matter

(12) Lee considered the matter quickly

In (10) the sequence is worse than awkward; it is not grammatical. The

important difference between (9) and (10) is that in (10) there is no overt

object NP whereas in (10) there is (the matter). Since, in (10), an adverb

intervenes between the verb and the NP to which it would otherwise assign

accusative case, the sentence is ungrammatical. If the adverb is moved so

that it does not intervene between the verb and its object, as in (11) or (12),

the sentences are grammatical. In English, then, if an element intervenes

between the verb and its noun, objective case cannot be assigned.

A sequence like (13), which is easily understood, and is very similar in

surface form to sentences like (6), (8), and (9), is nevertheless ungrammatical.
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The NP Jane is uncased: whether intervenes between considered and Jane,

preventing the verb from assigning case to the NP.

* (13) Lee considered whether Jane to go

Neither she nor her can substitute for Jane, also showing that the position is

one which cannot receive case. If it could, at least one cased form of the

pronoun would be legitimate. (Again, the sentence can be saved by chang-

ing the infinitive to a tensed verb, as in ‘would go’.) Without the case filter,

the ungrammaticality of (13) is inexplicable. (13) violates the case filter,

and is thereby ungrammatical.

The concept of the case filter presupposes the concept of grammatical

case, the category of NP, and a syntactic mechanism for assigning case.

That mechanism in turn involves reference to syntactic categories like

verb and preposition. The claim that all NPs in every language must have

case is thus embedded in a linguistic system. Only within that system does

the claim havemeaning. If the case filter is innate, so are the concepts that

comprise it.

The case filter is a good example of a poverty of the stimulus argument.

Native speakers of English show, by their acceptance or rejection of the

sequences in (1) – (13), that a concept like the case filter is part of their

mental grammar. But there is no evidence in the input that could lead

speakers to put it there. Case does not correspond to concepts that might

bemore easily inferred from context, such as ‘agent of an action’ or ‘object

of an action’. Case is purely syntactic (and, in languages with overt case,

morphosyntactic).

There is no way to acquire the case filter from positive evidence. Unlike

examples with subject–auxiliary inversion, where there is disagreement

about how many possibly informative examples might exist in speech to

children, in this context there are no examples. There is also no way to

acquire the case filter from negative evidence. Even if children spontane-

ously produced sequences like (10) and (13) (of which there are no known

examples), and received reformulations by their caregivers, nothing in the

reformulation could allow the child to infer the case filter or the concepts

that make it up. Indirect negative evidence could lead children to wonder

why no sequences like (13) are in their input. They might expect to hear

combinations of sequences like (6) and (9). But there is no path that could

take children from the absence of such combinations to the syntactic

components of the case filter.

2.4.3 Arguments against nativism
Arguments against nativism generally take the form of parsimony argu-

ments. If acquisition can be explained without recourse to innate content,

then no innate content should be proposed. The fewer entities – mental or

otherwise, innate or acquired – the better. Nativism seems to posit more
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entities than empiricism and thus to be less preferable. But parsimony is a

comparative notion that demands (a) two theories for (b) the same body of

facts. Parsimony chooses between two specific competing explanations of

the same set of phenomena. If one theory accounts for more data than

another, the fact that it uses more entities than another theory is not a

violation of parsimony. Parsimony never comes into play.

The need for a comparable set of data is one reason that the conception

of the final state is so important in language acquisition theories. If very

little knowledge of an abstract character is acquired, very few mental

concepts – innate or otherwise – will be required to explain that knowl-

edge. If a great deal of abstract knowledge is acquired, many more con-

cepts will be encompassed. The example of the case filter is a case in point.

Empiricist theories have not addressed its acquisition. Since nativists and

empiricists tend to disagree about the nature of the final state, parsimony

is usually an irrelevant principle: the two positions are not explaining the

same set of phenomena and thus cannot be evaluated with respect to

parsimony.

An alternate approach is to stay closer to the data. Some investigators

have analysed corpora from early child speech and concluded that the

child does not – during the specific time period when the observations are

made – have one or another abstract syntactic category, such as determin-

ers (e.g. Pine & Martindale 1996). Instead, the child has local and limited

knowledge about particular words that function as verbs or determiners in

the adult system. If syntactic categories like determiners play no role in

the young child’s performance, they appear otiose. One can achieve a

simpler and more parsimonious account of the child’s behaviour by omit-

ting the possibility of such innate categories and postulating that they

develop later, after the child has abandoned narrow, lexically specific

generalizations.

But if the child does eventually acquire knowledge of an abstract cat-

egory, as almost everyone agrees is the case, he or she must – within this

empiricist approach – shift at some point from a set of unrelated small-

scale word patterns to an organized category. Such qualitative differences

must be accounted for in some fashion, either by invoking additional

concepts or additional mechanisms. Something may have been saved by

ruling out innate categories, but something will be spent by postulating as

yet undetermined mechanisms. The extent to which the initial parsimony

yields a net saving is thus unknown.

One important goal of language acquisition theories is an explanation of

how the child arrives at his or her final state. It is not enough to describe

one or another point in development. If the child shows no clear knowl-

edge of a concept at one time, but does showknowledge of it at a later time,

the theory of development must state how that change takes place.

Nativists solve part of the problem of syntactic development by postu-

lating a continuous process in which the child learns how to map innate
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categories and structures onto input. The initial learning mechanism con-

tinues until learning is complete. Thus, the nativist does not postulate

unknown learningmechanisms of unknown complexity. Rather, the com-

plexity of the system is known, in principle, at the outset: this innate

content, this learning mechanism. The contrast between the two

approaches to development demonstrates their incomparability. They

are not explaining the same phenomena and thus neither can be rated as

more or less parsimonious than the other.

Whether development actually is continuous in the nativist’s sense is

irrelevant to the logic of the continuity argument. What is important is

that development could be continuous in the way the nativist postulates.

The possibility of continuity, coupled with a final state of knowledge of

abstract categories, means that we cannot assess theories with respect to

parsimony or simplicity until we have competing theories of how knowl-

edge develops to an agreed-upon final state.

2.5 Mechanisms of acquisition and learnability

Any theory of acquisition has to show that the knowledge postulated for

the prior state, plus a particular learning mechanism, plus the input, will

yield the knowledge postulated at the subsequent state. Learnability the-

ories seek to lay out those elements: what combination of the learner’s

initial stock of concepts, mechanism of acquisition, and input will yield a

particular intermediate or final state (see, for example, Berwick & Niyogi

1996, Fodor 1998a, Gibson & Wexler 1994, Lightfoot 1989, Wexler &

Culicover 1980, Yang 2002). When learnability researchers try to model

acquisition of an entire language, they discover enormous difficulties even

when they provide the model with a great deal of innate content. Such

learnability models often propose a form of acquisition called triggering.

A trigger is a minimal input – perhaps only a single sentence – which

is sufficient to set the correct value of a binary-valued parameter. On such

a model, parameter values are not learned. Rather, a parameter is like a

switch, set in one position or the other by positive evidence. There are a

number of difficulties with the model of triggering, but for our purposes

the important point is that triggering is not psychologically plausible. It

idealizes acquisition as instantaneous once the appropriate datum arrives

(to amind prepared to receive it). But since children do not appear tomake

instantaneous decisions, the idealization appears to misstate the actual

acquisition process.

One possible model of acquisition is hypothesis-testing (e.g. Valian

1990), which can be constrained or unconstrained. In nativist theories,

hypothesis-testing is constrained by absolute and relative universals. The

analogy is to theory confirmation in science, although there is no impli-

cation that the child consciously tests hypotheses. For parameters, the
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hypotheses are constrained by the possible values, which incoming data

are used to choose between. In the case of syntactic rules, such as subject–

auxiliary inversion, the hypotheses will be constrained by innate knowl-

edge of possible syntactic structures – the fact that linguistic rules are

structure-dependent.

Thus, the child would never entertain the structure-independent

hypothesis that the first auxiliary in a sentence with an embedding (‘The

girl who is happy is singing’) is the one which is inverted yielding the

incorrect ‘Is the girl happy is singing?’ instead of ‘Is the girl who is happy

singing?’ (see Crain & Nakayama 1987 for relevant data). Rather, the child

will only entertain the hypothesis that the auxiliary of the matrix clause

can be inverted. In the case of syntactic categories, hypotheses will be

directed to which specific categories are instantiated in the learner’s

language. Hypothesis-testing need not be nativist. It can be unconstrained

by any innate syntactic content, though it might be constrained by cogni-

tion. Nativist hypothesis-testing differs from triggering not in whether

linguistic content is assumed to be innate – in both sets of theories, there

is innate linguistic content – but in what mechanism is proposed. In

hypothesis-testing, learning takes time.

Any form of hypothesis-testing uses one or another form of distribu-

tional analysis to evaluate the incoming data. Distributional analysis is

essentially a form of pattern analysis in which learners observe what

elements of a sequence go where, what elements can substitute for other

elements, and what elements tend to occur together. Many different

instantiations of such models have been proposed for different aspects of

language acquisition (Cartwright & Brent 1997, Freudenthal et al. 2006,

Mintz 2003, Redington et al. 1998; see Thiessen Ch. 3 for a discussion of

statistical learning). Models differ in what units they presuppose. For

example, most models aimed at acquisition of syntactic categories assume

that individual words (and sometimes morphemes) are available to the

child; the bracketing of speech into words is assumed already to have

taken place. Non-nativist theories try to eliminate any syntactic informa-

tion, such as information about what categories to aim for. Models of

isolated pockets of syntax at particular points in the acquisition sequence

can achieve at least limited success with relatively little by way of innate

content, although even models limited to acquisition of syntactic catego-

ries have had only partial success (e.g. good accuracy but low complete-

ness, Mintz 2003, or the reverse). Given the failure of taxonomic

linguistics, it seems unlikely that a purely taxonomic approach to lan-

guage acquisition could be successful. There are no non-nativist theories

that have tackled acquisition of the entire grammar.

I am omitting here a range of curve-fitting models like dynamical

changemodels, and connectionist models. In thesemodels learningmech-

anisms are seen as continuous and what is learned is seen as discontinu-

ous. What a given network learns appears to change qualitatively over the
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course of development, even as themechanisms remain constant. In some

cases, proponents of such models see knowledge acquisition as a mirage:

knowledge does not genuinely take place but only appears to (Thelen &

Smith 1994, see Spelke & Newport 1998, for a reinterpretation). For such

models, no comparison is possible with models of knowledge acquisition,

since they are explaining different things.

In other cases, proponents sometimes propose themodels as knowledge

acquisition devices, but without any need for innate concepts (Elman et al.

1996). In that case, the issues are whether the models presuppose some of

the concepts that are supposedly learned and whether they succeed in

modelling acquisition. Critiques of these models vary (for a summary of

critiques of connectionism and replies, see Bechtel & Abrahamsen 2002,

also see Marcus 2003, Valian 1999).

2.6 Empirical evidence concerning nativism

Several characteristics of language acquisition show that language is

special. (1) Only humans acquire a full language. (2) Language appears to

be independent of other cognitive abilities: even profoundly cognitively

impaired individuals have close-to-normal syntax; syntactic deficits occur

in individuals with no cognitive impairment. (3) Acquisition occurs most

easily and fully during early childhood. (4) Some linguistic impairments

appear due to certain genetic mutations. (5) Children’s early knowledge of

syntactic categories andword order, and the precursors of that knowledge,

suggest innate content. Let us consider these characteristics of acquisition

in turn.

2.6.1 Animals and language
That only humans acquire a full language is clear. Some species have

communication systems that encode a limited amount of information,

but no species encodes remotely as many concepts as those encoded by

the languages humans acquire, and no species’ communication systemhas

the form of the languages that humans acquire.

Take the dance of the honeybees, for example, which encodes the dis-

tance and direction of a source of food or possible new site for a hive. The

dance does not encode the altitude of the site, despite the possible rele-

vance of that information (von Frisch 1967). Nor does the dance differ-

entiate between food or a new hive. In addition, the nature of the encoding

is very different from that of languages humans acquire: direction is

encoded by the angle of the dance and distance by the number of waggles

in the dance. This system is thus a continuous rather than discrete system

of the sort used in human language (Janda 1978). There is nothing akin

to grammatical categories and nothing akin to a phenomenon like
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word order. Vervets have alarm calls that appear to differ depending on the

identity of the predator, but, again, there is nothing akin to syntactic

categories or word order.

Thus, on two grounds, naturally occurring animal communication sys-

tems differ from the languages humans acquire. First, they are not effable

(Katz 1978): they do not contain the means that would allow communica-

tion of more than a tiny number of concepts and there is no evidence that

any of the communications are propositional in nature. Second, they bear

no syntactic similarity to the languages that humans acquire. Although the

lack of language among animals shows that animals differ fromhumans, it

does not entail that humans have innate syntactic concepts and animals

lack them. Humans might differ from animals in their computational

power alone, or in the extra-syntactic concepts they have.

Studies that attempt to expose animals to language or to teach them

language might provide a better comparison. Animals that have been

studied include chimpanzees, bonobos, dolphins and grey parrots. The

results suggest that animals can use symbols (at least occasionally) in

connection with the objects they refer to, can make limited requests

using symbols, and can follow limited commands made by humans (see

Kako 1999, for discussion and summary). None of these animals, however,

shows evidence of syntactic categories.

Ifnospecial innateendowmentwere required toacquire language, thenany

two species with identical abilities to learn and remember information and

with identical repertoires of cognitive concepts should be able to acquire

language on the basis of the input provided. If one of the two species is

nevertheless unable to learn language, that provides an argument for innate

content. The problem, however, is that it is impossible to be certain that we

have creatures who are cognitively identical. Bonobos (one of two species of

chimpanzee, sometimes called a pygmy chimpanzee) and humans, for

example, have highly similar learning abilities and similar cognition; they

also share about 98 per cent of their DNA. But the small differences between

bonobos and humans might be just those that are relevant to language.

Because arguments for innate content based on cross-species differences cru-

cially rely on the assumption of cross-species similarity of the non-linguistic

systems and of learningmechanisms, the arguments can only be suggestive.

With those caveats inmind, consider a particular bonobo, Kanzi. Kanzi’s

experimenters spoke English to him, attempting as much as possible to

duplicate conditions in which a human child acquires language (Savage-

Rumbaugh et al. 1993). The experimenters also accompanied their speech

by points to lexigrams on a keyboard for major words, including ‘nouns’

and ‘verbs’. Lexigrams did not include functionmorphemes, so the system

did not fully duplicate the auditory system. Since Kanzi could not produce

speech, he had to use a combination of points to objects, gestures and

lexigrams, a clear handicap compared to a normal child, a handicap that

precluded Kanzi’s using function words like a and the. Kanzi began
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learning the lexigrams for single words when just a fewmonths old. By the

age of 5 years, his sequences were 1.15 items long (only 10 per cent of his

utterances weremore than one item long; Greenfield & Savage-Rumbaugh

1990). They remained at that length for the next three years. In his short

utterance length and failure to develop more complex utterances Kanzi

was very different from a human child.

In comprehension tests at age 8, Kanzi appeared to understand a wide

range of sentences, such as “Take the snake outdoors,” “The surprise is

hiding in the dishwasher,” “Get Rose with the snake” (Savage-Rumbaugh

et al. 1993). After hearing such sentences, Kanzi carried out the correct

action almost 75 per cent of the time on average. Indeed, he was correct

more often than a child aged 1;6 to 2 years who was tested on similar

materials and averaged 65 per cent. Impressive though Kanzi’s achieve-

ments were, he may typically have answered correctly on the basis of his

knowledge of the individual items, themost plausible combination of those

items, and an order of mention strategy. For example, when told to “Pour

themilk in the bowl,” Kanzi performed the correct action. In this particular

case, other than by eliminating one of the items, it is hard to see how Kanzi

could get the command wrong. The correct action is the most plausible

combination of the individual words and follows order of mention.

In production, Kanzi failed to develop agent–action word order, instead

systematically using action–agent order, despite the input. If input deter-

mined what rules a learner would form, then ‘smart’ animals like bonobos

would acquire a regularity as simple, obvious, and robust as the agent–

action order. Kanzi seemed to have the concepts of agent and action, he

was a good learner generally, and he had an enriched environment. But he

did not learn the agent–action order. Kanzi’s gaps seem more plausibly

explained as due to inadequate mental representation than deficient

learning processes. Kanzi does not seem to bring the same syntactic con-

cepts to the task that children do (see also Terrace 1987, for discussions of

earlier failures with chimpanzees).

The import of Kanzi’s data is to illustrate the argument that the speech

data towhich children are exposed underdetermineswhat theywill acquire.

Bonobos’ failure to absorb the regularities in their input demonstrates that

nomatter how ‘transparent’ and input-dictated a regularity appears to those

of us who acquire it, it is opaque to a learner who cannot represent that

regularity in its hypothesis space. We do not know why Kanzi did not

represent word order as human children do, even after massive exposure.

Although it seems likely that bonobos lack the innate syntactic ideas that

humans have, it is also possible that they have different learning mecha-

nisms or different cognition. Kanzi’s data, however suggestive, do not prove

that humans have innate syntactic concepts. His data are primarily useful to

us in showing that rich input doesn’t by itself yield learning.

Even under conditions of great enrichment, animals do not develop

anything like a full language, while humans, even under conditions of
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great impoverishment, do. For example, deaf children born to hearing

parents who do not want their children to learn sign language create a

limited gesture system that uses some of the devices, such as word order

and inflection, that natural languages use (Goldin-Meadow 2003b, 2005

and Ch. 9).

Another example is the evolving sign language of deaf individuals in

Nicaragua. Before 1977, Nicaraguan deaf individuals had no access to other

deaf individuals or to schooling. After the revolution, in 1977, 25 deaf

individuals were brought together to a school and others joined them in

successive years. By 1983 there were 400 individuals of various ages receiv-

ing education together (Senghas 2003). The first group developed a com-

mon, albeit limited, gestural system. Young individuals who entered the

school later, and who were exposed to the limited sign system of the first

group, developed the system further, so that it now encoded properties

that were not initially present, such as a syntactic means for representing

the positions of objects (Senghas 2003, Senghas & Coppola 2001, Senghas

et al. 2004).

The examples of children with greatly impoverished or no input con-

trast strikingly with the examples of chimpanzees. The contrast makes it

clear that something innate distinguishes animals and humans, but it does

not entail that that something is innate content.

2.6.2 Dissociation between language and cognition
Whenwe turn to individuals with various forms of cognitive impairments,

we find some conditions where syntax is close to normal, as with individ-

uals withWilliams syndrome (see Richardson & Thomas Ch. 26). And there

are forms of linguistic impairment that leave cognition relatively intact.

Such examples again suggest that language is special and at least in part

distinct from other cognitive systems. But they do not entail innate syn-

tactic content.

2.6.3 Sensitive period
Language acquisition is most likely to be complete if acquired in child-

hood, though there are exceptional examples of individuals acquiring

native-like fluency in a new language as adults. This argues that language

is different from other aspects of cognition which people typically

improve at with age, until reaching a plateau. But, again, it does not

argue for innate content.

2.6.4 Genetic involvement
A family known as KE has been studied for years because of the language

difficulties of some of its members, difficulties which are now known to
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be due to a mutation in just one gene, FOX2P, involving one nucleotide

change (see Marcus & Fisher 2003, for review and Tomblin Ch. 23).

Even though only a single change on a single gene is involved, that gene

has multiple effects, perhaps by influencing the actions of other genes

(Marcus & Fisher 2003). Tests of syntax comprehension and production

are not the only places where individuals with the mutation show deficits.

Affected individuals also have difficulties telling apart words and non-

words; indeed, that difference alone can distinguish affected and unaf-

fected family members (Watkins et al. 2002); affected individuals have

some cognitive and motor difficulties as well. Further, the FOX2P gene is

found in a number of species and, even in humans, is related to lung

and other organ functions as well as cognitive function. Finally, other

forms of language delay and impairment show no mutation on FOX2P.

As with the considerations we have examined in sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.3,

the genetic data strongly suggest that humans are wired to learn

language. But the data leave unanswered the question of whether the

wiring involves syntactic content or a linguistic ability that does not

involve content.

2.6.5 Syntactic categories and their precursors
A nativist view of category acquisition places an abstract specification of

categories in the child’s grammar as part of the child’s initial state. For a

nativist, the child’s task is then to find out what words fall into each

category and how that category behaves in the child’s target language;

input plays the role of providing specific information. On an empiricist

view, the child creates the categories on the basis of regularities in the

input and context.

Children appear to have knowledge of categories, including functional

categories, very early. Consider, for example, the class of determiners:

articles like a and the, demonstratives like this and that, possessive pro-

nouns likemy and quantifiers. Spontaneous speech data demonstrate that

children use determiners appropriately as soon as they start putting words

together – between the ages of 18 and 28months (Abu-Akel et al. 2004, in a

longitudinal investigation of seventeen 18 month olds; Ihns & Leonard

1988, in a longitudinal investigation of a 2 year old; Valian 1986, in a cross-

sectional study of six 2 year olds; Valian et al. in press, in a cross-sectional

study of twenty-one 2 year olds).

Experimental data show that very young children attend to and under-

stand determiners, using them to aid in noun repetition (Gerken et al. 1990,

with 2 year olds) or to pick out a stuffed animal or block (Gelman &

Taylor 1984, with 2 year olds). Eighteen month olds and older infants

parse a speech stream better if they hear a genuine determiner than a

nonsense form or function word from a different class (such as and),

and, often, better than if they hear no determiner (Gerken & McIntosh
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1993, Kedar et al. 2006, Zangl & Fernald 2007). Even though children

at 18 months seldom produce determiners, their comprehension is

improved when they hear real determiners, indicating that they have a

determiner slot which they expect to be filled appropriately. Eleven

month olds prefer to look at monosyllabic nouns that are preceded by

real, rather than nonce, determiners (Hallé et al. in press); 14–16 month

olds listen longer to test passages where a nonsense noun is in a verb

context rather than a noun context (Höhle et al. 2004); 18 month olds look

longer to a visual target if it is described by a sentence with a determiner

before the noun than if a different shortwordprecedes the noun (Kedar et al.

2006). Thus, there is strong evidence that even infants have the category

determiner.

Sceptics have questioned whether 2 year olds actually have a category

determiner, proposing instead that children have lexically specific formu-

lae (Pine & Lieven 1997, Pine & Martindale 1996), but subsequent work

suggests that children are not bound by frames in their use of determiners

(Valian et al. in press). Children’s only error with respect to determiners is

their failure to use them in all the contexts where they are required. The

reason for those omissionsmay be prosodic rather than syntactic (Demuth

Ch. 11, Gerken 1994): if unstressed syllables do not fit a prosodic template

for a language, they will tend to be omitted.

Precursors to a full understanding of determiners are revealed by

experiments with very young infants: 8 month olds use the to segment

speech using nonce nouns, but find the nonsense syllable kuh equally

useful (Shi et al. 2006c). Young infants thus appear initially to have

an underspecified representation, accepting a high-frequency vowel

whether it appears in the or kuh. Twelve month olds exposed to a mini-

ature artificial language are able to use the combination of high-

frequency markers yoked with either one- or two-syllable words to

form categories (Gómez & Lakusta 2004). Even though the items in the

language have no meaning, infants form the categories quickly. Since

these categories are not natural language categories, the main force of

the experiment is to demonstrate that children do not form item-

specific representations as their first hypothesis, but more abstract

representations.

2.6.6 Word order and its precursors
Word order and categories are intimately entwined. To get word order

right, the child either has to have memorized a very large number of

sequences or to have coded those sequences in terms of categories.

Children do get word order right, both within a phrase (for example,

placing determiners in front of adjectives, and placing determiners and

adjectives in front of nouns) and within a sentence (correctly ordering the

major elements of a sentence, such as the subject, verb and object). As with
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categories, children’s spontaneous speech is ordered appropriately as soon

as children put words together.

Sceptics have proposed that 2 year olds do not understand that English

word order is subject–verb–object (Akhtar 1999, Akhtar & Tomasello

1997), based on studies with nonce verbs, in which 2 year olds do not

correct wrong word orders that experimenters use with nonce verbs. They

do, however, produce correct orders with those verbs (Fisher 2002a), and

other features of the experiments leave open whether, in some of the

experimental situations, 2 year olds drew the correct inferences about

the nature of the experimenter’s game (Naigles 2002). Even children

younger than 2, however, are sensitive to word order. Sixteen month

olds, for example, listen longer to sequences displaying correct word

order than to those with incorrect word order (Shady 1996).

Precursors to word order sensitivity are apparent in infants ranging

from 7 to 12 months of age. Seven month olds exposed to artificial

language sequences, quickly acquire order-dependent patterns (Marcus

et al. 1999), and work with miniature artificial languages demons-

trates sensitivity to order among 12 month olds (Gómez & Gerken 1999).

Notably, tamarins can acquire some of the same patterns that human

infants do, but not all; the ones that tamarins cannot acquire involve

recursion (Fitch & Hauser 2004, Hauser et al. 2002). Eight month olds

are sensitive to whether high frequency items like determiners occur

first or last in a phrase: Japanese 8 month olds preferred to hear a highly

frequent nonce syllable after low-frequency syllables, while Italian

children preferred the reverse pattern (Gervain et al. in press). As with

category data for infants, the importance of these experiments is their

demonstration that children’s first hypotheses are abstract, rather than

item-based.

2.7 Inference to the best explanation

Observational and experimental data on two year olds’ behaviour suggest

that, as soon as children can string words together, they are operating

with abstract syntactic categories and understand the basic word order

pattern of their language. Experiments with even younger children dem-

onstrate that infants under the age of one year form abstract categories

and rules rather than lexically specific ones. Taken together, the data

provide more specific empirical evidence about innate syntactic content

that go beyond the claim that language is special, and the data suggest

what the precursors to acquisition are. When taken together with the

argument from poverty of the stimulus, the data make a strong case

for innateness of syntactic content. The data do not compel that inter-

pretation, but they support the inference of innate content as the best

explanation.
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3

Statistical learning

Erik Thiessen

3.1 Introduction

Language is a uniquely human endowment – no other animal communi-

cates using a system as rich or inventive as human language. Statistical

learning approaches to language emphasize the richness of human com-

munication: it is the primary source of data fromwhich the child identifies

the patterns in their native language. Statistical learning refers to the

process of identifying units in the input, such as words or categories, by

discovering what features of the input predict other features, and group-

ing features that are likely to co-occur. It is a domain general ability,

meaning that learners can discover these statistical relations in many

different types of input, including language, music, vision and other sen-

sory modalities (Fiser & Aslin 2001, Saffran et al. 1997). Humans, from

infancy to adulthood, and several species of animals show evidence of

statistical learning, suggesting that the mechanism that gives rise to stat-

istical learning is both evolutionarily old and present from – or near to –

birth (Kirkham et al. 2002, Toro & Trobalon 2005). This presents a challenge

for theories of language that emphasize learning: if animals and adults are

capable of statistical learning, why do infants learn language more

successfully than any animal, and most adults (e.g. Johnson & Newport

1989)? To begin to answer this question, it is necessary to understandwhat

statistics learners can detect, how the characteristics of the learningmech-

anism and the learner affect learning, and how these characteristics

change with age.

The definition of statistical learning – the process of using likelihood of

occurrence to group elements in the environment – is in some ways

similar to the definition of associative learning. Association is clearly an

important component of statistical learning, which requires the ability to

associate two stimuli that are likely to co-occur. But the two kinds of

learning are not identical; there aremany examples of associative learning



that are not statistical learning, such as fear conditioning and food aver-

sion. Bregman (1934) found that, while infants could be conditioned to fear

rats by pairing themwith the presentation of a loud noise, it is muchmore

difficult to condition them to fear inanimate objects, such as wooden

blocks or swatches of cloth (cf. Cook & Mineka 1990). Even though the

statistical relation between loud noises and the inanimate objects is the

same as the relation between loud noises and rats, learning proceeds

differently. Similarly, consider food aversion: the well-known distaste for

a particular food that can be acquired when sensations of nausea follow

shortly after eating the food (Bernstein & Borson 1986). This aversion can

develop even after several experiences in which the food was not associ-

ated with nausea – that is, even though there is, statistically, a low prob-

ability of the food leading to unpleasant outcomes.

Saffran et al.’s (1996b) experiments on word segmentation in infancy

provide a concrete example of statistical learning. In their experiments,

infants heard a nonsense language made up of four three-syllable words,

such as golabu, padoti, tupiro and bidaku. Within a word, syllables always

predicted each other; after go, la occurred 100 per cent of the time. At the

end of a word, however, the next syllable is unpredictable, as any of the

other three words could subsequently occur. This mimics a property of

natural languages: sound sequences are typically more predictable within

words than at word boundaries (e.g. Swingley 2005). After listening to the

artificial language, infants were able to distinguish between predictable

sequences (words like golabu) and unpredictable sequences (sequences that

crossed word boundaries, like bupado). Infants’ ability to distinguish

between the predictable and unpredictable sequences indicates that they

were able to identify which syllables cohered by identifying the statistical

relations between syllables.

The defining feature of statistical learning, then, is not that it leads to

associations between A and B, but that the formation of these associations

is governed by the statistical relationship between A and B. In the remain-

der of this chapter, we will examine statistical learning in more detail,

focusing on three questions. First, to what statistical features of the envi-

ronment are learners sensitive? Second, how is statistical learning con-

strained? Finally, how do the characteristics of the learning organism

affect the outcome of statistical learning?

3.2 To what statistical features of the environment
are learners sensitive?

Statistical learning is guided by the statistical information in the environ-

ment. But what statistics do learners detect? The literature on statistical

learning contains a wide variety of examples. At a descriptive level, we can

group these statistics into two broad categories: conditional statistics and
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distributional statistics. Conditional statistics specify the likelihood of

some event Y, given information about whether some other event X has

occurred. These conditional statistics are a subtler metric of the strength

of the relation between two events than the simple frequency of their

co-occurrence.

Distributional statistics assess the central tendency and variability of

members of some population, such as a distribution of colours ranging

from a prototypical blue, to blue-green, to a prototypical green. How likely

is each colour to occur? Which colour is most common? Those familiar

with Bayesian statistics might see some similarity between the categories

of conditional and distributional statistics, and the ideas of conditional

and prior probabilities. While distributional statistics and conditional

statistics have a different flavour at a descriptive level, they may arise

from the same mechanisms, a question we will discuss in section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Conditional statistics
Transitional probability is the most familiar statistic in the statistical

learning literature, and it provides an excellent introduction to condi-

tional statistics. The transitional probability between two items, X and Y,

can be formalized as the number of times the sequence X-Y occurs, divided

by the number of times X occurs. If the sequence X-Y occurs 50 times, and X

occurs 100 times, then the transitional probability between X and Y is 0.5.

When X occurs, it is followed by Y 50 per cent of the time. Both infants and

adults can use transitional probabilities to group items that are highly

likely to co-occur (Aslin et al. 1998). For example, infants can use transi-

tional probabilities to group syllables, and segment words from fluent

speech (Saffran et al. 1996a). Indeed, infants are sensitive to transitional

probabilities from 2 months of age, if not before (Kirkham et al. 2002).

In experimental demonstrations of statistical learning, the sequences

with high transitional probabilities are very high indeed (often approach-

ing or equalling 1.0), whereas the sequenceswith low probabilities contain

at least one juncturewith a transitional probability at or below 0.33. Adults

are able tomake distinctions between high- and low-probability sequences

when the distinction is less extreme (e.g. Saffran et al. 1996b). As yet, it is

unclear what minimum difference in transitional probabilities learners

need to differentiate between sequences, or if this ‘just noticeable differ-

ence’ changes as a function of the learner’s age, or of the type of the

stimuli.

While our discussion of transitional probabilities has so far been limited

to X and Y pairs in which Y immediately follows X, many of the relations

infants and adults learn involve regularities between elements that are not

immediately adjacent. This is especially true of languages. While the pre-

dicts that a noun will follow, the noun can follow several words later (as

in the big brown dog). If learners’ statistical sensitivity were limited to
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detecting relations between adjacent items, it would be a severely limited

learning tool. However, several experiments have demonstrated that both

infant and adult learners can detect non-adjacent transitional probabilities

(Newport & Aslin 2004, Creel et al. 2004). That is, in sequences where X and

Y are separated by intervening, unpredictable elements – such that listen-

ers might be exposed to XAY, XBY, XCY – participants are able to learn that

X predicts a following Y.

Though transitional probabilities are clearly useful and informative,

there are many different kinds of conditional statistics available to learn-

ers beyond transitional probabilities. One such is co-occurrence probabil-

ity, the likelihood that two (or more) events occur together. While

transitional probabilities assess sequential relationships, co-occurrence

statistics measure simultaneous relations. Both infants and adults are

sensitive to co-occurrence statistics (Chun & Jiang 1999, Younger &

Fearing 1998). Thus, transitional probabilities are but one example of the

kinds of conditional statistics to which learners are sensitive. This suggests

that statistical learning may be applied in a wide variety of different

learning situations.

One of the reasons that conditional probabilities are so useful to learners

is that they are a more sensitive measure of the strength of the relation

between two (or more) items than simple frequency of co-occurrence.

Consider the causal reasoning situation that Schulz and Gopnik (2004)

presented to preschool children. In their experiment, two objects, A and

B, are possible causes for an event X. Children are twice shown that A and

B, together, cause event X to occur. They are then shown once that A,

alone, causes the event to occur. B, seen once alone, does not. Critically,

children have seen B three times, and more often than not, B preceded

event X. But the conditional probability between A and X (100 per cent)

is much higher than the conditional probability between B and X.

Accordingly, children determined that A was the cause of the event, and

B was not a cause.

Several subsequent experiments have confirmed that young children

and even infants are successful at using these kinds of conditional proba-

bilities to identify causal relations (e.g. Sobel & Kirkham 2007, Sobel et al.

2004). Similarly, several theorists have proposed that conditional proba-

bilities might play a critical role in infants’ discovery of referential rela-

tions between words and objects (Yu & Smith 2007). If a word occurs in the

presence of three objects, A, B, and C, it can be difficult to determine to

which of those objects theword refers. If theword is uttered a second time,

in the presence of objects B, D and E, the conditional probability between

the word and object B is relatively higher than the conditional relation

between the word and other objects, which can provide a cue for word

learning. The fact that conditional statistics are useful in such disparate

situations as causal reasoning and word learning provides some insight

into how widely useful conditional statistics might be.
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3.2.2 Distributional statistics
While conditional statistics are clearly informative, they are not the only

kind of statistical information to which learners attend. An additional

group of statistics can be described as distributional statistics, as opposed

to conditional statistics. Distributional statistics reflect the relative fre-

quency of an event. For example, if X occurs seventy times, and Y occurs

thirty times, we might say that the distributional probability of X is

70 per cent. As such, distributional statistics reflect information about

the central tendency, and variability, of a group of events. Even very

young infants are sensitive to these kinds of distributional statistics

(e.g. Dougherty & Haith 2002, Maye et al. 2002).

Distributional statistics have long been suggested to be important for

various aspects of language learning (e.g. Reber & Lewis 1977). Indeed,

distributional statistics may play a role in one of the most striking linguis-

tic developments in the first year of life: infants’ adaptation to the phone-

mic structure of their native language. At birth, infants distinguish

between phonemic contrasts not found in their native language. After

their first birthday, infants are primarily sensitive to those sounds that

are phonemic – indicate a difference inmeaning – in their native language

(e.g. Werker & Tees 1984). The phonemic categories that a language

employs affect the distribution of sounds in the input (Werker et al.

2007). Sounds near the prototypical centre of a category occur frequently.

Sounds that fall between phonemic categories – and as such are

ambiguous – are comparatively rare. Infants are sensitive to this kind of

distributional information. When exposed to a bimodal distribution of

sounds – a distribution with two modes, and a sparsely populated region

between the two prototypical centres – infants are more likely to discrim-

inate between the two prototypes. When exposed to a distribution where

one central sound occurs most frequently, infants are less likely to dis-

criminate (Maye et al. 2002). This kind of sensitivity to distributional

probabilities may explain how infants adapt to the phonemic structure

of their native language in the first year of life.

One aspect of distributional statistics is the ability to identify the most

common feature or pattern in the input, as in responding differently to

unimodal or bimodal distributions. Sensitivity to distributional information

can allow learners to, for example, learn a pattern that regularly occurs, but

is occasionally violated (e.g. Saffran & Thiessen 2003). But another aspect of

distributional statistics is information about variability. Variability can be

thought of as a measure of whether the distributional probabilities of a set

of two (ormore) events are equivalent, or skewed. In a situationwhere all of

the events have roughly equal distributional probabilities, there is high

variability: any of the possible events is equally likely to occur, so it is

impossible to predict which one will occur. In a situation where one of the

events has a markedly higher probability, there is lower variability, as it is

likely that the probable event is the one that will occur next.
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Adult learners can be exquisitely sensitive to the variability in their

environment (e.g. Mueller et al. 1974). Infants are also sensitive to varia-

bility in the environment, although they may respond to variability differ-

ently than adults (Hudson Kam & Newport 2005). Variability has been

argued to play a particularly important role in many kinds of learning:

variable elements may serve to highlight invariant structural elements in

the input (e.g. Gómez 2002). For example, when learning to identify mean-

ing in speech, listenersmust learn that some changes in the acoustic signal

indicate a difference in meaning (as in big vs. pig). Other changes in the

acoustic signal, such as changes in speaker identity (two different speakers

saying pig), do not signal a difference in meaning. Acoustic information

that is not meaningful may vary more widely than acoustic information

that indicates a difference in meaning. Singh (2008) argues that speaker

variability focuses infants on the phonemic identity of words.

3.2.3 Are distributional and conditional statistics tracked
by the same learning mechanism?

At a descriptive level, conditional statistics and distributional statistics

appear to capture different kinds of information. Conditional statistics

describe the strength of the relation between two or more items, while

distributional statistics describe the central tendencies and variability of a

distribution of items. While both entail learning from the statistical struc-

ture of the environment, an important question to ask is whether they are

really the same kind of learning. That is, do they arise from the activity of

the same learning mechanisms? There are a variety of ways one could

attempt to resolve this question. As with all questions of mechanism,

no single approach will be definitive, so we will discuss two: formal

approaches and behavioural approaches.

A formal approach emphasizes identifying the computations that learn-

ers perform. And at a formal level, there are indeed similarities between

conditional and distributional statistics. Both kinds of statistics require

learners to track at least a rough approximation of the frequency of events

in the environment. Indeed, conditional probabilities can be thought of as

a special case of distributional probabilities. A conditional probability is

simply a context-sensitive distributional probability. Distributional prob-

abilities track the likelihood of some event, Y. Conditional probabilities

track how likely Y is to occur in a particular context: after X. As one would

expect from probabilities with so much in common, several computa-

tional architectures are capable of learning from both kinds of statistics

(e.g. Christiansen et al. 1998, Vallabha et al. 2007).

Despite these similarities, much work at the formal level remains neces-

sary for a complete understanding of statistical learning. It is not clear

which formal statistics best approximate the statistical regularities to

which learners are sensitive. Consider transitional probabilities. Some
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authors have suggested thatmutual informationmay better simulate learners’

statistical intuitions (e.g. Redington et al. 1998, Swingley 2005). Transitional

probability computes relations unidirectionally, moving forward in time –

after X has occurred, what is the probability that Y will occur next? Mutual

information captures the strength of a relationship in both directions – not

only whether X is likely to predict Y, but what is the likelihood that Y has

been preceded by X. These relations are not identical; while there is a high

probability that the word dog is preceded by the, there is a much lower

probability that the leads to dog, as many words can follow the.

In many situations, transitional probabilities, mutual information and

other formal statistical indices of relatedness highlight the same cohesive

units in a sequence. However, in some situations they make different

predictions, and recent research has begun to examine which kinds of

statistics best capture learners’ performance (e.g. Aslin et al. 1998, Xu &

Tenenbaum 2007). While it is unlikely that learners are computing formal

statistics, understandingwhich formal statistics best characterize learning

will lead to more precise definition of the underlying learning mecha-

nisms that capitalize on the statistical regularities in the environment.

Thus, it is important to remember that when we speak of transitional

probabilities, or any other formal statistic, these are only an approxima-

tion of the statistics learners are performing, and perhaps not an optimal

approximation. This uncertainty makes it difficult to assess, at a formal

level, whether sensitivity to conditional and distributional statistics is

mediated by the same or different learning mechanisms.

Related to the question of what formal statistic best expresses how learn-

ers detect relations between X and Y is an additional formal question: what

are X and Y? That is, what are the primitive units over which these compu-

tations are performed, and do they differ as a function of the kind of statistic

learners detect? For example, consider the synthesized speech Saffran et al.

(1996b) used to assess whether infants use transitional probability as a cue

to word segmentation. This language contains four three-syllable nonsense

words: tupiro, golabu, bidaku, padoti. In a speech stream like this, there are two

especially likely units over which to compute transitional probabilities:

syllables and phonemes. Infants may be computing the transitional proba-

bilities between units like bi and da, or units like /b/ and /i/. In Saffran et al.’s

original language, transitional probabilities were higher within words than

at word boundaries for either kind of unit of computation. Subsequent

experiments indicate that infants may rely primarily on computations

between phonemic units (Newport et al. 2004). Similarly, phonemes seem

to be privileged over syllables in the identification of non-adjacent transi-

tional probabilities (Newport & Aslin 2004). However, there is likely no

single answer to the question of which units of representation are the

primitive units of computation. Different types of stimuli will entail differ-

ent primitives, and even within the same type of input, learners can use

different units as a function of the structure of the input (Saffran et al. 2005).
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A complementary approach to the question of underlying learningmech-

anisms focuses on behavioural data. If sensitivity to different kinds of

statistical information arises from different learning mechanisms, then

there should be a divergence in the age at which sensitivity emerges, or

species that show sensitivity to one kind of statistic, but not another. Adults,

of course, are sensitive to both conditional and distributional statistics

(Saffran et al. 1996b). By 8 months, infants are also sensitive to both condi-

tional and distributional statistics (e.g. Maye et al. 2002, Saffran et al. 1996a).

Currently, there is little data to indicate at which age sensitivity to these

kinds of statistical information first emerges (though see Kirkham et al.

2002). Animal models may also be informative with regard to this question.

If sensitivity to distributional and conditional statistics arises fromdifferent

mechanisms, it would be logically possible to find a species sensitive to one,

but not both. Clearly, species other than humans are sensitive to many

kinds of statistical relations, (e.g. Kluender et al. 1998, Toro & Trobalon

2005), so future research comparing the commonality of sensitivity to

these kinds of information across species may yield new insights.

In summary, statistical learning refers to learning that is guided by the

statistical structure of the environment. But as we have seen, there are a

variety of potential statistical relations to which learners could attend.

Even beyond the two broad types of statistical information – conditional

and distributional statistics – there are a multitude of potential statistical

relations available based on the elements of computation: for example,

phonemes, syllables, words and phrases. How can learners possibly sort

through this multitude of potential statistics, and discover useful rela-

tions? This is the question we address in section 3.3.

3.3 Constraints on statistical learning

One of the perils of statistical learning is what Pinker (1997) has termed a

‘combinatorial explosion’. There are, in principle, an infinite number of

statistical relations a learnermight attempt to track in the input. There are

multiple types of statistics, multiple possible units of statistical analysis

and multiple distances over which one might attempt to identify regular

patterns. But while there are an infinite number of possible statistics a

learner might compute, there are only a finite number of exemplars a

learner experiences to determine which statistics are fruitful. For learning

to succeed, statistical learning must be constrained such that not all

statistics are equally likely to be considered.

An additional argument for constraints on statistical learning arises

from the study of language. Across the globe, linguistic systems share

deep commonalities in the way that they are organized, despite surface

dissimilarities (for discussion, see Pinker 1994). If languages are learned

via an unconstrained learning mechanism, languages should vary more
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widely than is actually observed. One way to resolve this apparent quan-

dary is to suggest that linguistic universals arise from children’s innately

endowed linguistic abilities, including innate knowledge about the struc-

ture of language (e.g. Pinker & Bloom 1990). This is the central hypothesis

of the Universal Grammar tradition. The key prediction of Universal

Grammar is that language learning is constrained in ways that are unique

to language. That is, infants learn about language using innate knowledge

or mechanisms that are domain-specific; crosslinguistic similarities are a

result of these domain-specific constraints on language acquisition.

3.3.1 Constrained statistical learning
An alternative perspective suggests that language is learned, at least in

part, via domain general statistical learning mechanisms. However, these

mechanisms are constrained, such that not all relations are learned

equally well (e.g. Fiser & Aslin 2005, Newport & Aslin 2000, Saffran 2003,

Saffran & Thiessen 2003). Importantly, these constraints are not specific to

language. Instead, just as statistical learning is a domain general process,

operating on many different kinds of input, the constraints on statistical

learning are domain general. According to this framework, the similarities

across languages are one source of evidence that can identify the con-

straints on statistical learning. These crosslinguistic similarities arise

because learners are not blank slates; they prefer certain kinds of statis-

tical relations. Human languages have been shaped by generations of

language learners. Linguistic structures that fit with the constraints on

statistical learning – and thus are easier to learn – survive, while structures

that do not fit within the constraints on statistical learning are less likely

to persist. To the extent that constraints on statistical learning exist, they

also simplify the combinatorial explosion problem, as some statistical

relations will never be considered. But learning in non-linguistic domains

should be similarly constrained.

This proposal immediately raises two related questions: is there evi-

dence to suggest that statistical learning is constrained, and, if so, what

are these constraints? Research with infants strongly indicates an affirma-

tive answer to the first question. Constraints on statistical learning exist;

infants learn some patterns more easily than others (e.g. Saffran 2002,

Saffran & Thiessen 2003). Research with adults, and computational simu-

lations, suggests similar conclusions (e.g. Endress et al. 2005, Peperkamp

et al. 2006). Note, however, that results from adults present an interpreta-

tional difficulty. When these results indicate that adults’ learning is con-

strained, especially in ways that would appear adaptive for language, the

constraints may have arisen from adults’ experience with language.

According to the constrained statistical learning framework, the con-

straints on learning should be consistent with crosslinguistic structure.

Saffran and Thiessen (2003) tested this claim by exploring infants’ learning
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of phonotactic regularities. Phonotactics refers to the patterns of sound

combinations a language allows. A phonotactic regularity in English, for

example, is that /fs/ can occur at the ends of syllables (as in giraffes), but not

at the beginning. Crosslinguistically, phonotactic regularities quite often

involve generalizations across classes of sounds, such as voiced sounds

or fricatives. Phonotactic regularities that govern a mix of sounds from

multiple classes (e.g. two fricatives and a stop consonant), with no higher

order commonality between them, are less common crosslinguistically

(Chomsky & Halle 1968). Saffran and Thiessen found evidence that

English-learning infants learn patterns that are more likely to occur cross-

linguistically more easily than patterns which are unlikely to occur

crosslinguistically.

Findings of this nature can potentially provide explanations for why

languages show the types of patterns they do. Patterns that are difficult for

infants – the primary language learners in a community – may be less

likely to be preserved in language. But critically, according to the con-

strained statistical learning hypothesis, the difficulty in learning does not

arise from knowledge or constraints that are specific to language. Instead,

these are constraints on the learning mechanisms themselves, which

should apply across a number of domains. As such, one of the primary

empirical claims of the constrained statistical learning hypothesis is that

the constraints on learning from linguistic stimuli should also constrain

learning of non-linguistic stimuli. While this claim has not been exhaus-

tively examined, at least one series of experiments has found similar

constraints operating over both linguistic and non-linguistic stimuli

(Saffran 2002).

3.3.2 How constraints simplify the learning environment
The constrained statistical learning frameworkmakes an additional claim,

which is that the constraints on learning simplify the learning problem. In

particular, constraints shouldmake a ‘combinatorial explosion’ less likely.

An example of this kind of constraint is the embeddedness constraint

proposed by Fiser and Aslin (2005). Using visual stimuli, they found that

participants who had discovered a superordinate structure were insensi-

tive to the statistical relation between subordinate elements of the super-

structure. For example, while participants were able to identify that

shapes A, B and C predicted each other (they were all members of a

three-shape complex with high co-occurrence statistics), they failed to

identify that shapes A and B, or B and C, were related.While this is initially

counterintuitive, this embeddedness constraint may be highly adaptive; it

limits the number of potential computations a learner performs.

Constraints need not absolutely limit learners from performing certain

kinds of computations. Some constraints simply bias learners to preferen-

tially seek out one kind of relation, but these constraints can be overridden
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in the face of appropriate input. This kind of ‘soft’ constraint can be seen

when learners are required to identify transitional probabilities between

non-adjacent items. Learners appear to preferentially identify adjacent tran-

sitional probabilities; they only discover non-adjacent transitional probabil-

ities under certain conditions (e.g. Creel et al. 2004). But the nature of the

input can support learners’ ability to discover non-adjacent transitional

probabilities. When presented with three-item strings of the form ‘X-A-Y’,

for example, the variability of the middle element affects the likelihood of

detecting the non-adjacent relation between X and Y. When the A position

has low variability (it is filled by only a few possible exemplars), learners are

less likely to detect the non-adjacent relationship. But when the A position

has high variability, learners are more likely to detect it (Gómez 2002).

Similarly, learners can be prompted to change their preference for the

primitive elements over which they attempt to characterize statistical

relations. When presented with a series of tones, there are two possible

relations infants could compute: the absolute pitch of each tone, or the

relative pitch between tones (how much each tone moves up or down in

pitch compared to the previous tone). While young infants are sensitive to

both, they appear to preferentially rely on absolute pitch, at least when

segmenting a tone stream based on transitional probabilities (Saffran &

Griepentrog 2001). That is, when both relative and absolute pitch cues are

available, infants weight absolute pitch more heavily. However, this pref-

erence is not absolute. If the characteristics of the input are such that

absolute pitch is less informative than relative pitch, infants will use

relative pitch to segment the tone sequence (Saffran et al. 2005).

3.4 How the characteristics of the learner influence
statistical learning

So far, we have discussed the structure of input, and the nature of learning

mechanisms, as the factors that determine learning outcomes. But identi-

cal input to identical learning mechanisms can lead to different outcomes

as a function of the characteristics of the learner. Once again, an example

from food aversion serves to illustrate this point. Rats easily learn an

aversion to tastes that precede nausea. By contrast, rats do not easily

learn an association between audiovisual cues and nausea (Garcia &

Koelling 1966). Many species of birds, however, show a different pattern

of learning. Quail learn to avoid visual cues preceding nausea; this may be

due to the fact that many birds rely heavily on vision in their search for

food (Wilcoxon et al. 1971). The characteristics of the organism bias it to

identify some relations in the environment, and ignore others. In the

remainder of this section, we will examine how the characteristics of

human learners influence statistical learning, with a particular focus on

information processing, perception and prior experience.
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3.4.1 How information processing, perception and prior
experience influence statistical learning

Statistical learning is considered to be a form of implicit learning,

because learners frequently seem unaware of what, if anything, they

have learned (Saffran et al. 1997, Stadler 1992). However, even implicit

learning can be affected by information processing abilities, such as

attentional control (e.g. Stadler 1995), and statistical learning is no

exception (Baker et al. 2004). Infants identify statistical relations more

quickly in stimuli that hold their attention (Thiessen et al. 2005).

And while statistical learning can proceed in the absence of focused

attention, learners appear to be greatly impaired when they are forced

to divide their attention between two sources of input in the same

modality, such as speech and tones (Toro et al. 2005). In addition to atten-

tion, working memory has been argued to play an important role in

determining the statistics which learners are able to detect (Newport

1988).

The way in which a learner perceives the input also has a significant

effect on their ultimate learning. Consider modality as an example. When

exposed to audio stimuli, listeners are quite adept at identifying sequential

regularities: A occurs, then B, then C (e.g. Saffran et al. 1996a). When

exposed to visual items, however, learners are less adept at identifying

sequential regularities. Instead, learners seem best able to detect

relations among items that co-occur simultaneously (Conway &

Christiansen 2005, Saffran 2002). Structurally, the relations can be identi-

cal across modalities – A can predict B in both vision and audition – but

perceptual modality affects how well learners identify them. Perception

has other, more subtle effects on statistical learning. One of the earliest

examinations of statistical learning (Hayes & Clark 1970) noted that some

elements in an auditory stream are more salient than others, and this

may influence grouping. Subsequent research has supported this notion.

For example, identifying non-adjacent statistical relations is facilitated

if there is a perceptual similarity between the non-adjacent elements

(Creel et al. 2004).

The relation between perception and statistical learning is bidirectional.

Just as perception affects statistical learning, statistical learning has an

effect on perception (e.g. Maye et al. 2002, Werker & Tees 1984). Indeed,

statistical learning has been argued to play an important role, not only in

the development of speech perception, but also in the development of

visual perception (e.g. Fiser & Aslin 2005). It is worth noting, though, that

infants are typically much more flexible in allowing input to shape their

subsequent perception. Adults, likely due to their greater previous experi-

ence, are much more entrenched in their representations than infants

(e.g. Iverson et al. 2003b).

As the prior discussion indicates, another characteristic of the organism

that affects statistical learning is prior experience. What a learner knows
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affects what they are subsequently able to learn. Consider word learning

as an example. Any novel label could, in principle, refer to any item in the

current visual scene, or even to absent items (Quine 1964). One way to

alleviate this problem is through repeated references to words. The first

time an infant hears a word, it may be in the presence of four items, A, B, C

and D – and, as such, it may be ambiguous which item the word labels. But

if the infant hears the word a second time, in the presence of items B, E, F

and G, the likelihood that the word refers to item B is greatly increased.

Infants are sensitive to this kind of cumulative statistical information in

making word–object pairings (Yu & Smith 2007).

In addition to using statistical information to identify word–object rela-

tions, children simplify the word-learning problem because they have

several biases or adaptive assumptions (Markman 1991). At least some of

these biases may develop as a result of children’s sensitivity to statistical

information in their environment. One of these assumptions is the shape

bias: the assumption that words refer to categories of objects with the

same shape. The shape bias appears to develop as a function of children’s

experience (Landau et al. 1988). Consistent with this hypothesis, young

children can be trained to show the shape bias by exposure to new labels

that refer to objects with similar shape (Smith et al. 2002). Samuelson

(2002) argues that children develop the shape bias in response to their

experience with words in their language – essentially, they detect that the

words that they learn refer to objects with similar shapes. Learning regu-

larities like the shape bias, which constrain future hypotheses, occurs

across several different domains as a function of the statistical regularities

in the input (Kemp et al. 2007).

While previous experience constrains subsequent statistical learning

(e.g. Curtin et al. 2005), these constraints are often adaptive, in that they

are shaped by, and well suited to, the characteristics of the input. Indeed,

statistical learning, if it were not shaped by previous experience, would be

insufficient formany of the learning challenges a child faces. For example,

even though transitional probabilities have been widely investigated as

cues to word boundaries, transitional probabilities alone are not sufficient

to identifyword boundaries in fluent, natural speech.Word segmentation is

much more successful when learners also incorporate phonotactic, rhyth-

mic and other acoustic cues (e.g. Christiansen et al. 1998, Thiessen &

Saffran 2003, Yang 2004). Statistical learning can help learners identify

the function of these acoustic cues – for example, whether stress signifies

the beginning or the end of a word in fluent speech (Thiessen & Saffran

2007) – which then constrain subsequent learning. While this is a highly

adaptive strategy, it does come at a cost. Better adaptation to one environ-

ment often means being poorly adapted to a different environment

(e.g. Best & McRoberts 2003). This idea of adaptation to an environment

has important implications for discussing change in learning outcomes as

a function of age.
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3.4.2 The effect of age-related changes in constraints
on language learning

Eachof these organism-level constraints on statistical learning – information

processing abilities, perception and prior experience – changes as a function

of age. This may help to explain one of the great puzzles of language

acquisition: why it is that young infants are more successful in acquiring

language than adults (Johnson &Newport 1989). This has been referred to as

a critical, or sensitive, period, to emphasize the idea that if a learner does not

master language before puberty, they are unlikely to ever achieve full lin-

guistic competence. While at least some adult language learners achieve

native-like levels of fluency (Birdsong & Molis 2001), a clear consensus in

the literature is that adults find it more difficult to acquire language than do

infants and young children (e.g. Bialystok & Hakuta 1999).

This presents an apparent paradox for theories of language acquisition

that emphasize learning. Adults, like infants, are quite capable of statisti-

cal learning – indeed, adults are often tested using stimuli that are more

complex than what is typically presented to infants (Fiser & Aslin 2005,

Saffran et al. 1997). If statistical learning is critical to language acquisition,

and adults can learn from the statistical structure of linguistic input just as

well as infants, why do adults have difficulty learning language? One

answer to this paradox is to assert that statistical learning plays, at most,

a peripheral role in language acquisition. Language acquisition, from this

point of view, is accomplished largely by mechanisms that are specific to

language, and available only to infants. Adults are unable to learn language

as well as infants because they lack access to these language-specific

learning mechanisms (e.g. Chomsky 1965).

An alternative approach to resolving this paradox is to argue that the

constraints on statistical learning change with development, as a function

of the age and prior experience of the learner. One example of this

approach is the entrenchment hypothesis: that what adults have learned

about their first language conflicts with their second language, andmakes

language learning as an adult more difficult (e.g. Theakston 2004). Clearly,

experience with the first language can interfere with second language

processing. However, the entrenchment hypothesis has some difficulty

explaining why adults with little to no prior experience with language –

such as deaf adults exposed to sign language for the first time – show

impaired language development (e.g. Senghas et al. 2004).

A second example of the approach focusing on developmental changes

in constraints on learning is Newport’s (1990) ‘Less is More’ hypothesis.

According to this hypothesis, infants are better suited to learning language

because of their information processing limitations, especially limitations

on attention and memory. Adult language learners’ errors frequently con-

sist of what Newport (1988) has termed ‘frozen forms’: utterances inwhich

whole words or phrases are produced, without appropriate awareness of

their constituent words or morphemes. This may indicate that adults’
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ability to perceive and remember complex stimuli is actually too good.

Adults’ superior information processing abilities (Pelphrey & Reznick

2003) may allow them to store and process entire complex chunks of

language, such as phrases. Young children, by contrast, may be able to

process and store only component parts of linguistic stimuli. This may be

advantageous, if it forces children to analyse language in appropriate

components, such as words rather than phrases, or morphemes (like

plural -s or past tense -ed) rather than whole words.

Evidence consistent with Newport’s (1988, 1990) Less is More hypothesis

includes research suggesting that adults actually acquire some aspects of

language more successfully when they are distracted (Cochran et al. 1999).

Additionally, children are more likely to regularize irregular linguistic pro-

ductions, whereas adults are more likely to reproduce them faithfully

(Hudson Kam & Newport 2005). Some computational modelling suggests

that learning language is facilitated when early exposure to the linguistic

system is limited to simpler input, which children’s processing limitations

might accomplish (Elman1993, but seeRohde&Plaut 1999). Indeed, a variety

of experimental data suggests that some of the most substantial changes in

linguistic behaviour can occur when learners are unaware of what they are

learning (e.g. Kaschak et al. 2006, Reber & Lewis 1977). This is often the case

with children, but less clearly true of adults. Thoughmuch research remains

to be done to understand age-related changes in language learning outcomes,

the Less is More hypothesis illustrates an important point. Infants and adults

exposed to the same input may internalize very different representations

over which to perform statistical computations, as a function of their prior

experience, information-processing skills and perceptual abilities.

3.5 Conclusion

Statistical learning appears complex – it requires a sophisticated memory

system that tracks, at least approximately, frequency, distribution and

co-occurrence. With a plethora of statistics available in the environment,

one might expect learners to be overwhelmed by the wealth of informa-

tion, especially infant learners. Fortunately, infants are able to integrate

these different statistics as they learn about their native language, rather

than being overwhelmed. Consider stress as an example. Stressed syllables

are louder, longer and higher pitched than their unstressed counterparts.

Older infants and adults exposed to English use stress as a cue to word

boundaries (e.g. Jusczyk et al. 1999a). This is an adaptive strategy, as most

content words in English begin with a stressed syllable (Cutler & Carter

1987). But how do infants discover that stress is a useful cue to word

boundaries from their exposure to English?

Thiessen and Saffran (2003) proposed that statistical learning plays

an important role in this process, in a variety of different ways. When
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transitional probabilities and stress cues to word boundaries are placed in

conflict, 6-month-old infants follow transitional probabilities, rather than

stress cues (Thiessen & Saffran 2003). It may be the case that transitional

probabilities are one of the earliest cues that infants use to segment

words from fluent speech (cf. Kirkham et al. 2002). If so, then the words

infants segment from fluent speech via transitional probabilities could

provide them with experience with lexical forms, from which they could

identify the relation between stress and word position. Learning the asso-

ciation between stress and word position is, in turn, a statistical learning

problem – although it entails different statistics than transitional proba-

bilities. From lexical forms, infants can detect a correlation between lex-

ical stress and word onsets. This is a co-occurrence statistic, rather than a

transitional probability. Experimental results indicate that infants can

indeed learn correlations between stress andword position from exposure

to words in which there is a regular correlation between stress and word

position (Thiessen & Saffran 2007).

As learning to use lexical stress as a cue to word boundaries indicates,

learning can require infants to detect different kinds of statistics. In

the case of lexical stress, transitional probabilities help infants identify

word boundaries, and co-occurrence statistics highlight where, in the

newly discovered words, stress is occurring (Thiessen & Saffran 2007).

Learners – whether they are infants, adults, or animals – must flexibly

integrate varying kinds of statistical information, both in brief learning

episodes and over a lifetime of experience. No single statistic will provide

enough information to identify the structure of input as complex as

language. The fact that statistical learning has been implicated in infants’

learning about many different aspects of language, including phonotactic

structure (Chambers et al. 2003), prosodic structure (Thiessen & Saffran),

word meaning (Yu & Smith 2007), phrase structure (Morgan et al. 1989),

and the grammatical class of words (Mintz 2002), indicates that there is

much more to statistical learning than transitional probabilities.
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4

Neurocognition of
language development

Angela D. Friederici

4.1 Introduction

Children’s entrance into language has been described at different levels,

either primarily considering the acoustic–phonological input and the reg-

ularities therein (see Thiessen Ch. 3) or stressing the importance of social

aspects (see Tomasello Ch. 5). The empirical evidence upon which these

approaches are based is mostly behavioural in nature. The neurocognitive

approach outlined in the present chapter goes beyond behavioural data

and covers two developmental aspects: first, it contributes to the descrip-

tion of the developing language system based on language-related neural

markers, and second, it adds to the description of the maturation of those

brain systems that support language functions. Both aspects may not be

independent from each other, and thus, information about thematuration

of brain systemsmay be of value for investigating an adequate description

of language acquisition.

4.1.1 Neurophysiological methods
Multiple brain imaging methods are available, but up to now no single

method provides the full range of information necessary to describe the

function–brain relationships with a fine-grained spatial and temporal

resolution. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron

emission tomography (PET) provide good spatial resolution, allowing

conclusions to be drawn about which brain areas are involved in a partic-

ular process, but their temporal resolution is limited to about one second.

Moreover, PET is an invasive technique and thus not applicable in non-

clinical studies. The fact that both techniques do not tolerate movement

makes them difficult to use in children. Near infrared spectroscopy

(NIRS, also called optical imaging) is another method that, like fMRI,

registers the hemodynamic response of the brain. Its spatial resolution is



low, but it is much easier to use in infants and children as the registration

system is mounted directly on the child’s head.

The methods of electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetencephalog-

raphy (MEG) both have high temporal resolution of the order of milli-

seconds, but their spatial resolution is somewhat limited. As EEG

registration is the method used most extensively in developmental stud-

ies, we will describe this method in more detail.

Neurophysiological measures register the brain’s response to inputs

directly, not necessarily requiring the infant’s attention. Thus, thesemeas-

ures can easily be applied to newborns and very young infants. The most

frequently used neurophysiological measure in infants and young chil-

dren is the measurement of event-related brain potentials (ERPs) as regis-

tered with EEG (Fig. 4.1). ERPs reflect the brain’s activity in response to a

particular stimulus event with high temporal resolution.

Brain responses are averaged and time-locked to the onset of the stim-

ulus. Each time-locked, averaged waveform typically shows several posi-

tive or negative peaks at particular latencies after stimulus onset. Each

peak, or component, has a characteristic pattern. Each different compo-

nent’s polarity (negative/positive inflection of the waveform relative to

baseline) together with latency (in milliseconds) and scalp distribution

(e.g. over frontal or other brain regions) allow us to determine the cogni-

tive processes associated with each of them. Changes in the dimensions of

ERPs can indicate changes in the cognitive mechanisms they reflect. For

example, a longer latency can be interpreted to reflect a slowing down of a

Figure 4.1 The electroencephalogram (EEG) is recorded from scalp electrodes
implemented in a cap. The online EEG is averaged over several stimuli (S) of the same
type and time locked to the onset of S. The result of this average procedure is the event-
related brain potential (ERP). Different ERP components can be identifiedwhich are labelled
according to the polarity (negativity: N, positivity: P) and their latency (200 for 200ms). Note
that negativity is plotted up.
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particular cognitive process, while a smaller amplitude could indicate a

reduction in processing demands or efficiency. A change in the cortical

region supporting a particular process, on the other hand,may be reflected

in the topography of the ERP.

4.1.2 Neurocognition of language in the adult brain
An adequate description of the developing language system and its neural

basis requires respective knowledge about the mature system in the adult.

Against the background of an adult model, we will be able to identify the

course of development.

In the following paragraphs, therefore, we will briefly sketch the neural

basis of language processing in the adult and then review the relevant

studies on the neurocognition of language development.

Our knowledge about the neural basis of language processing in the adult

has increased considerably over the past two decades due to the advent and

systematic use of neuro-imaging techniques. Before that time, our knowl-

edge about the relationship between particular language functions and

brain regions was based on studies with brain-damaged patients. The result-

ing classical neuroanatomical model of language functions localized lan-

guage to the left hemispherewithin two regions: Broca’s area, located in the

inferior frontal cortex, andWernicke’s area in the superior temporal cortex

(see Fig. 4.2). Until the 1970s, Broca’s area was thought to be responsible for

language production, whileWernicke’s area was thought to support speech

perception and language comprehension. Systematic studies triggered by

developing psycholinguistic theories led to a revised neuroanatomical

Figure 4.2 Schematic view of the left hemisphere. Brain areas are differentiated according
to their cytoarchitectonic characteristics and numbered by Brodmann (1909). Broca’s area
comprises Brodmann Areas (BA) 44 and 45 and Wernicke’s area comprises BA 22 and 42.
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model of language processing. This model, which deemed Broca’s area

responsible for syntactic processes and Wernicke’s area responsible for

semantic processes, has again been revised on the basis of the neurophysio-

logical studies of the last two decades.

The present view identifies different networks consisting of specific

brain areas and the connections between them, which support different

aspects of language processing such as phonology, syntax and semantics.

The analysis of acoustic speech input is performed by primary and secon-

dary auditory cortices in the left and right hemispheres. Phonetic process-

ing involves the left superior temporal sulcus and the dorsal (superior)

portion of Brodmann Area (BA 44). The ventral (inferior) portion of BA 44

together with the anterior portion of the superior temporal gyrus (STG)

supports initial, local syntactic phrase structure building, whereas the

more anterior portion of BA 44, at the transition to BA 45, together with

the posterior STG, supports the processing of structural and thematic

assignments across phrases. Semantic processes are based in a temporo-

frontal network consisting of the left STG and BA 45/47. Prosodic processes

are mainly located in the right hemisphere (STG and BA 44) as are dis-

course processes (STG and BA 45/47) (for a review see Bookheimer 2002,

Friederici 2002, Hickok & Poeppel 2007).

With respect to the time course of language processing, a number of

specific ERP components have been found to correlate with particular

aspects of language processing in adults, namely phonological (prosodic),

semantic, thematic and syntactic processes (for review see Friederici 2002,

Bornkessel & Schlesewsky 2006). The ERP components generated by the

mature brain in response to different aspects of processing can be used as

an adult neurocognitive model against which the developmental changes

in the ERP pattern are interpretable. We will discuss different adult ERP

components in the context of the relevant developmental data.

4.2 Neurocognition of language development

In the following section, we will review those ERP studies that contribute

to the question of how the language processing system develops over the

first years of life, starting from phonological discrimination and continu-

ing with the build up of lexical and syntactic knowledge.

4.2.1 Discriminating phonological information
The information upon which infants can rely at the very beginning of

language learning are the phonological cues in the speech input. In order

to extract these cues and regularities from the auditory input, the infant

first must be able to discriminate between different phonological param-

eters at the segmental and suprasegmental levels.
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At the segmental level, behavioural studies have shown that infants as

young as 1–4 months of age discriminate consonants and vowels (Eimas

et al. 1971, for a review see Jusczyk 1997). Neurophysiological studies have

added to this considerably. One ERP paradigm that has proved to be partic-

ularly useful in investigating young infants’ abilities to discriminate

between phonetic features is the so-called Mismatch Negativity paradigm.

In this paradigm a rarely occurring (deviant) stimulus is presented within a

sequence of standard stimuli. Deviant and standard stimuli usually differ in

one crucial feature. In adults, the discrimination of these two stimulus types

is seen as a negative deflection with a peak latency of 100 to 200 ms follow-

ing change onset (see Fig. 4.3). This negative deflection is labelled Mismatch

Negativity (MMN) (for a review see Näätänen et al. 2001). Whereas the

amplitude of the MMN is mainly modulated by the discrimination abilities

of the subjects being investigated and the magnitude of the physical differ-

ence between deviant and standard stimuli,MMN latency primarily depends

on the deviance onset and is related to the demands of sensory discrimina-

tion (for recent reviews, see Näätänen et al. 2001, Picton et al. 2000).

Negative mismatch responses have already been reported in infants, and

even in preterm newborns (e.g. Cheour et al. 1997, 2002, Cheour-Luhtanen

et al. 1995. 1996, Kushnerenko et al. 2002, Martynova et al. 2003, Morr et al.

2002, Weber et al. 2004). The negative response in newborns, however,

typically does not reveal the sharp negative deflection of the adult MMN.

Source: adapted from K ujala & Näätänen, Neuroscience and
Biobehavioural Reviews, 2001

Figure 4.3 The mismatch negativity (MMN). Left panel: in a passive auditory oddball
paradigm, rarely occurring stimuli (deviant or oddball) are presented among frequently
occurring stimuli (standards). Grey shading indicates the difference between the two
stimulus conditions. Right panel: the subtraction wave depicts the brain response to
deviant stimuli minus the brain response to standard stimuli.
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Instead, a long-lasting negative wave or a rather late negative response

occurs (Cheour et al. 2002, Cheour-Luhtanen et al. 1995, 1996, Martynova

et al. 2003). In 3-month-old infants, a sharp negative deflection can be

observed (Cheour et al. 1997, Kushnerenko et al. 2002, Morr et al. 2002).

Several other studies, however, reported a broad positive response in the

infants’ ERPs that was more prominent for the deviant stimulus (Dehaene-

Lambertz 2000, Dehaene-Lambertz & Baillet 1998, Dehaene-Lambertz &

Dehaene 1994, Dehaene-Lambertz & Peña 2001, Friederici et al. 2002,

Leppänen et al. 1997). There are several reasons that may contribute to

whether we observe a negative or a positive deflection as a mismatch

response, including differences in the infants’ state of alertness (Friederici

et al. 2002), methodological differences such as filtering the data (Trainor

et al. 2003, Weber et al. 2004), and the coexistence or overlap of two types of

mismatch responses (He et al. 2007). In general, the available studies suggest

a developmental transition from mismatch triggered positive deflections

during early developmental stages towards negative deflections and MMN

in later developmental stages. Given the differences in ERP patterns of the

MMN response in young infants and adults, the discrimination process

could be viewed as being qualitatively different, possibly more acoustically

based early in development and phonemically based later on.

Independent of these considerations, the MMN response can be taken to

functionally indicate discrimination in the auditory domain. Mismatch

negativity responses have been observed for phonetic features in different

languages such as Finnish, German and English, for vowel contrasts

(Cheour et al. 1997, Friederici et al. 2002, 2004, Leppänen et al. 1999,

Pihko et al. 1999) and for consonant contrasts (Dehaene-Lambertz &

Baillet 1998, Rivera-Gaxiola et al. 2005) indicating that infants are able to

discriminate different phonemes independent of their target language

between 1 and 4 months.

Evidence for language-specific phonemic discrimination, however, only

seems to be established between the ages of 6 and 12months (Cheour et al.

1998a, Rivera-Gaxiola et al. 2005). These ERP studies indicated that younger

infants, aged 6 and 7months, show discrimination for phonemic contrasts

that are both relevant and not-relevant to their target language, whereas

older infants, aged 11 and 12 months, only display a discrimination

response for phonemic contrasts that are relevant to their target language.

These results are in agreement with behavioural data reporting language-

specific reactions during the second half of the first year of life (Aslin et al.

1981, Werker & Tees 1984).

More recently, language-specific brain responses in an ERP study were

shown in infants as young as 4 months old for a phonological contrast

marking stress (Friederici et al. 2007). In this study, they used bisyllabic

items whose first syllable was short and the second long or vice versa.

German infants reactedmorestrongly to itemswithstressonthesecondsyllable,

a stress pattern which is infrequent in their target language, while French
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infants reacted more strongly to items with stress on the first syllable, a stress

pattern infrequent in their target language (see Fig.4.4). These data thus provide

evidence for language-specific brain reactions at the age of 4 months.

In these Mismatch Negativity studies, stimuli usually consist of single

syllables or bisyllabic pseudowords. Although they clearly indicate the

infants’ sensibility to phonetic features early during development, they

cannot speak to the issue of how infants are able to segment the incoming

speech stream into lexically or syntactically relevant units.

4.2.2 From auditory input to lexical form
To acquire lexical knowledge, infants have to segment words from the

auditory stream. Before lexical knowledge is established, segmentation

Source: Friederici et al., Current Biology, 2007

Figure 4.4 Averaged ERPs per condition (standard: solid line; deviant: dotted line) for each language group
(German: left panel / French: right panel) and item type: for items with stress on the second syllable (top panel)
and itemswith stress on the first syllable (bottom panel). The shaded area indicates the timewindow chosen for
statistic analysis in which the effect was statistically significant. MMR= mismatch response.
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might be aided by knowledge of a given language’s potential word forms,

such as dominant stress patterns or possible phonotactic structures (e.g.

possible beginnings and endings) of words.

4.2.2.1 Stress information

Behavioural studies suggest that stress information is used at around 7.5

(Jusczyk et al. 1999a) to 9 months (Houston et al. 2000) of age. The ability to

segment bisyllabic words with stress on the first syllable from speech input

was found at the age of 7.5 months, but word segmentation effects for

bisyllabic words with stress on the second syllable are only reported at

10.5 months of age (Jusczyk et al. 1999a). Neurophysiological studies, how-

ever, suggest that infants are sensitive to stress information as early as

4 months of age and, moreover, that they react specifically to the preferred

stress patterns of their target language (Friederici et al. 2007). The main

effect of conditioning was lateralized to the left hemisphere, suggesting

that language dominance may be established early. Functionally, this find-

ing indicates that infants have already established knowledge about the

dominant stress patterns of their target language by the age of 4 months.

The ability to use word stress for word recognition during speech per-

ception was shown in a recent ERP study of infants learning Dutch

(Kooijman et al. 2005). In that study, 10-month-old infants recognized

two-syllable words with stress on the first syllable in continuous speech

after they had heard the words in isolation. Recognition was reflected in a

greater negativity between 350 and 500 ms over the left hemisphere for

familiar words compared to unfamiliar words.

4.2.2.2 Phonotactic information

Besides information about syllable stress, phonotactic cues signalling word

onset or offset could also be used to segment words from an auditory

sequence. Behaviourally, it was shown that 9-month-old infants are able to

use this information for word segmentation in minimal contexts, but only

when cues were spoken in an infant-directed manner (Friederici & Wessels

1993, Jusczyk & Luce 1994). These behavioural studies are interesting, but

they cannot resolve whether this phonotactic knowledge is lexically relevant

at that age. Neurophysiological studies, however, can determine lexical rele-

vance. The applicable correlate in the ERP is the so-called N400 component, a

negative waveform peaking at around 400 ms. In adults the N400 effect is

observednot only for aspects of lexicalmeaning, but also for aspects of lexical

form. The amplitude of the N400 is larger for semantically incongruous

words than for congruous words, and also larger for pseudowords than for

words (for reviews seeKutas&VanPetten1994). TheN400 can thus beused to

investigate lexically relevant knowledge both at phonotactic and semantic

levels.

To investigate this issue, a paradigm appropriate for both adults and

young children is used in which the participant is shown a picture of an
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object and at the same time is presented with an auditory stimulus. This

stimulus may be a word matching or not matching the object’s name, or it

may be a pseudoword that is phonotactically legal or illegal. Using this

paradigm, developmental changes were observed between the ages of

12 and 19 months (Friedrich & Friederici 2005a, 2005b). At 19 months

the ERP effects are similar to those of adults, i.e. an N400 effect was

found for incongruous (non-matching) words and phonotactically legal

pseudowords, but not for phonotactically illegal pseudowords. At 12

months, however, no N400 effects were observed. These data indicate

that at the age of 14 months, but not at 12 months, both real words and

phonotactically legal pseudowords are considered as possible word candi-

dates, but phonotactically illegal pseudowords have already been excluded

from the native language lexicon (Friedrich & Friederici 2005a).

There appears to be a developmental transition between the age of

9 months, when phonotactic knowledge about word onsets and word off-

sets is used for word segmentation (Friederici & Wessels 1993), and the age

of 19months,whenphonotactic knowledge about phonotactically legal and

illegal lexical forms is established (Friedrich & Friederici 2005a, 2005b).

4.2.2.3 Familiarity and recognition of word form

What happens between 9 and 19 months of age? How can we describe the

build up of lexical knowledge, which is the mapping between semantic

meaning and phonological word form? Given the available data onemight

assume two stages in the development of lexical knowledge: a familiarity

stage and a recognition stage. That is, before the child is able to recognize

the phonological word form as referring to a specific meaning, there may

be a stagewhich can be described as ‘familiarity’ with a phonological form.

There are ERP studies suggesting that children are trying to map sounds

onto meaning at about 11 months of age. Such a mapping has been pro-

posed based on a negative deflection observed around 200ms post stimulus

onset at 11 months of age in response to listening to familiar versus unfa-

miliar words (Thierry et al. 2003). There are, however, some concerns about

the statistical techniques used in this study, as the analysis was performed

to cover every millisecond of recording without applying a correction for

multiple comparisons, thus challenging the authors’ interpretation.

Using a picture–word priming paradigm, an early fronto-central nega-

tivity between 100–400ms in 12, 14, and 19month olds was also found for

auditory target words that were congruous with a picture compared to

incongruous words (Friedrich & Friederici 2005a; Fig. 4.5 displays the ERPs

at frontal electrode F7). This early effect was taken to be too early for a

semantic N400 effect and was, therefore, interpreted as a phonological–

lexical priming effect reflecting the fulfilment of a phonological (word)

expectation built up after seeing the picture of an object. At this age,

infants seem to have some lexical knowledge, but the word form referring

to a given object (meaning) might not yet be sharply defined, allowing
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phonetically similar words still to be considered as possible word candi-

dates. This interpretation is supported by the finding that 12 and 14month

olds showed an ERP difference between known words and phonetically

illegal words, but not between known words and phonetically legal words

(Friedrich & Friederici 2005a). These data support the idea of a transition

from a familiarity stage to a recognition stage during the development and

build up of lexical knowledge.

4.2.3 From lexical form to word meaning
The studies discussed so far suggest a gradual development and establish-

ment of the lexicon, i.e. the mapping from word form to meaning and its

internal organization. For a review of the behavioural evidence concerning

word learning, see Werker and Yeung (2005).

In ERP research, the N400 effect has not only been used to investigate

phonotactically relevant aspects of the lexicon, but first and foremost, it

has been used to evaluate semantic knowledge. It has been interpreted to

reflect the process of semantic integration. It is assumed that a perceived

word has to be integrated into the semantic memory of the perceiver in

order to be ‘understood’ (Kutas & Federmeier 2000). In the study of seman-

tic processes in infants and young children, the adult N400 has been used

as an ERP template against which the ERPs for semantic knowledge and

processes during early development are compared.

In an ERP study on the processing of words whose meanings infants

either did or did not know, infants between 13 and 17 months old showed

a bilateral negativity for unknown words, but 20 month olds showed a

negativity only in the left hemisphere (Mills et al. 1997). This result was

interpreted as a developmental change towards a hemispheric speciali-

zation for word processing. In a more recent study, the effects of word

Figure 4.5 The phonological–lexical priming effect, i.e. early negativity, for the comparison of congruous and
incongruous words in different age groups. Note the different microvolt scales for the different age groups.
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experience (training) and vocabulary size (word production) were tested

(Mills et al. 1997). In this word-learning paradigm, 20 month olds acquired

novel words either paired with a novel object or alone. After training, the

infants’ ERPs showed a repetition effect, indicated by a reduced N200–500

amplitude, in response to familiar and novel unpaired words, whereas an

increased, bilaterally distributed N200–500 was found for novel paired

words. This finding was taken to indicate that the N200–500 is linked to

word meaning. However, it is not entirely clear whether the N200–500

reflects semantic processes only or if phonological familiarity also plays a

role. The interpretation of this early effect as semantic is challenged by

data showing that semantic effects in adults are observed later in reference

to the N400 and by the phonological–lexical priming effect reported by

Friedrich and Friederici (2005b). It is possible that the early onset of this

effect in infants as compared to adults reported by Mills et al. (1997) is due

to infants’ relatively small vocabularies. A small vocabulary results in a low

number of phonologically possible alternative word forms, allowing the

brain to react early, i.e. after hearing a word’s first phonemes.

A clear semantic context N400 effect at the word level has been demon-

strated for 14 and 19 month olds (Friedrich & Friederici 2005a, 2005b) (see

Fig. 4.6), but not for 12 month olds. The ERP to words in picture context

showed a centro-parietal, bilaterally distributed negatively deflected wave

between 400–1400 ms, which was more negative for words that did not

match the picture context than for those that did (Fig. 4.6 displays the

parietal electrode PZ). Compared to adults, this N400-like effect reached

significance later and lasted longer. There were also topographic differ-

ences of the effect as children showed stronger involvement of frontal

electrode sites than adults. The latency differences suggest slower lexical–

semantic processing in children than in adults. The more frontal distribu-

tion seen in children could either mean that their semantic processing is

Figure 4.6 TheN400 as an index of lexical–semantic processes, here showing a picture–word incongruity effect.
Grand-average ERP at electrode PZ for the different age groups. Note the different microvolt scales for the
different age groups.
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still more image-based (adults show a frontal distribution when pictures

instead of words are processed; West & Holcomb 2002) or that they may

have to activate more attentional resources during semantic processing

(in adults frontal activation is correlated with increased attention;

Courchesne 1990).

The first appearance of the semantic N400 effect in neurophysiological

measures at the word level is closely related to the time point at which fast

mapping abilities are observed. The ability to learn new words after only a

few representations has been demonstrated behaviourally in 13, 14, and

15 month olds, but not in 12 month olds (Schafer & Punkett 1998, Werker

et al. 1998, Woodward et al. 1994). This might suggest a causal relationship

between the N400 neural mechanism and word-learning capacity. It has

been proposed that the observed transition in word learning may reflect a

developmental change from slow associative learning towards fast mapping

(Friedrich in press). A possible underlying mechanism might be that slow

associative learning is based on a one-to-one mapping from entire word

forms to semantic concepts. Fast learning, on the other hand, may be possi-

ble once words and semantic concepts are broken into semantic features

allowing a novel (feature-based) organization of lexicon and semantic mem-

ory, thereby enabling an easy integration of new words into memory. The

underlying assumption here is thatmapping is achieved at the featural level.

4.2.4 From auditory input to sentential structure
In addition to word knowledge, the child must acquire the syntactic rules

according to whichwords are combined in a sentence. One possible way to

extract structural information from auditory input lies in the fact that

syntactic phrase boundaries and prosodic phrase boundaries largely over-

lap. Each prosodic phrase boundary is a syntactic boundary although not

every syntactic boundary is marked phonologically. Acoustically prosodic

phrase boundaries are marked by three parameters: preboundary length,

pitch and pause. It has been argued that prosodic informationmight aid in

the acquisition of syntactic units and the relationships between them

(Gleitman & Wanner 1982).

4.2.4.1 Prosodic information

Behavioural studieshave shown that 6-month-old infants use converging cues

of either pitch and pause or pitch and preboundary length for clause segmen-

tation (Seidl 2007). This indicates that infants at this age weigh different

prosodic cues and that, similar to adults, pause is not the only relevant cue.

In adults a particular ERP component has been found to correlate with

the processing of prosodic boundaries, i.e. intonational phrase boundaries

(IPh). This ERP component is a positive shift occurring at the IPh called the

closure positive shift (CPS) (Steinhauer et al. 1999). This ERP component

was observed not only when the IPh was marked by preboundary length,
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pitch, and pause, but alsowhen the pause cuewas deleted (Steinhauer et al.

1999). The CPS component is distributed over left and right parietal record-

ing sites for spoken sentences in which segmental and suprasegmental

information are present. It is, instead, lateralized to the right hemisphere

for hummed sentences in which only segmental information is present

(Pannekamp et al. 2005). This suggests that suprasegmental information is

primarily processed in the right hemisphere, which is supported by brain-

imaging studies in adults (Meyer et al. 2002, 2004).

In infants, similar right hemispheric dominance in the processing of

sentential prosody was found for 3 month olds in an imaging study using

near-infrared optical spectroscopy (Homae et al. 2006). This finding sug-

gests that the neural mechanism of processing prosodic information is in

place quite early during development.

When investigating infants’ brain responses specifically to the process-

ing of IPh boundaries, we find that 8-month-old infants (Pannekamp et al.

2006, see Fig. 4.7) and even 5-month-old infants (Männel & Friederici

submitted) demonstrate the ERP component known to correlate with the

processing of IPh boundary information. These data indicate that the

neural mechanisms known to support the processing of the acoustic

cues of clause boundaries are established before the age of 6 months,

allowing the infants to behave accordingly when they reach 6 months of

age (Seidl 2007).

Source: adapted form Friederici, TICS, 2005 and Steinhauer  et al., Nat. Neurosci., 1999

Processing intonational phr ase boundaries

Figure 4.7 The CPS (closure positive shift) as an index of processing intonational phrase boundaries. (a) Grand-
average ERP for adults at electrode PZ. Vertical line indicates sentence onset. IPh1, IPh2 and IPh3 bars indicate
the length of the two intonational phrases in sentence type A ([Kevin verspricht Mama zu schlafen] IPh1 [und
ganz lange lieb zu sein] IPh2 / [Kevin promises Mum to sleep] [and to be a good boy for a while]) represented as
solid line, and the three intonational phrases in sentence type B ([Kevin verspricht] IPh1 [Mama zu küssen] IPh2
[und ganz lange lieb zu sein] IPh3 / [Kevin promises] IPh1 [to kiss Mum] IPh2 [and to be a good boy for a while]
IPh3) represented as dotted lines. Arrows indicate the CPS. (b) Grand-average ERP for 8-month-old infants at
electrode P4 for sentence type A (solid line) and sentence type B (dotted line).
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4.2.4.2 Structural regularities

To learn the structure of the language into which the infant is born, he or

she cannot rely on phonological cues alone but must also consider posi-

tional regularities of elements in the speech input. Behavioural studies have

shown that by the age of 8 months, infants calculate transitional probabil-

ities within three-syllable strings in aminiature, artificial grammar (Saffran

et al. 1996a).With a somewhatmore complex artificial grammar, learning of

transitional probabilities was demonstrated in 12 month olds (Gómez &

Gerken 1999). A study with 7month olds suggested that infants’ learning at

that age might go beyond statistical learning, possibly involving the extrac-

tion and representation of algebraic rules (Marcus et al. 1999).

In natural languages crucial grammatical information is not necessarily

encoded in adjacent elements, e.g. for subject–verb agreement (he looks vs

we look_). The learning systemhas to recognize the relationship between the

pronoun (he/we) and the inflection (-s/-Ø) by abstracting from the intervening

verb stem. For an artificial grammar, Gómez (2002) has shown that adults

and 18-month-old children can learn non-adjacent dependencies in an AXB

pattern for 3-syllable strings under some circumstances.

For a natural language, Santelmann and Jusczyk (1998) reported that

18-month-old children learning English can track the relationship between

is and verb-ing (e.g. is digging vs. can digging). However, work by Tincoff et al.

(2000) indicated that the relationship between the auxiliary and the progres-

sive (-ing) is represented only between specific items (is-ing) and is not gener-

alized to are-ing or were-ing combinations in 18 month olds. Moreover, it was

demonstrated that the children’s capacity to recognize non-adjacent depend-

encies relied on their ability to linguistically analyse the material between

the two dependent elements. Recognition of dependency relationships was

possible for 19-month-old German children only when the intervening

material was clearly marked (e.g. as in English, where adverbs are marked

by the inflection -ly, as in is energetically digging), but not in the absence of a

clear morphological marker (Höhle et al. 2006). Thus, non-adjacent depend-

encies in natural languages can be acquired under particular circumstances

around the age of 18–19 months as demonstrated by behavioural studies.

It would be of special interest to also have ERP data regarding this issue

as these may be able to identify the type of processing mechanism under-

lying the children’s behaviour given that specific ERP components related

to particular syntactic processes have been reported.

4.2.5 Syntactic processes
In adults, two ERP components are identified to correlate with syntactic

processes, each assumed to reflect specific subprocesses. For syntactic

violations in a grammatical string, an early left anterior negativity

(ELAN, 100–200 ms) has been observed for local phrase structure viola-

tions, and a somewhat later left anterior negativity (LAN, 300–400ms) was
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found for the violation of non-adjacent elements (e.g. subject–verb agree-

ment). Both of these negativities reflect the automatic detection of a

structural violation usually followed by a late positivity (P600) reflecting

processes of syntactic reanalysis and repair (for a review see Bornkessel &

Schlesewsky 2006, Friederici 2002).

Unfortunately, up to now there are no published studies on the process-

ing of syntactic structure in artificial grammars in very young infants. In

an initial step, we conducted an ERP study with 6-month-old German

infants coming from monolingual families. They had to learn the relation

between an auxiliary and a verb inflection (Italian: sta-verb-are vs. puo-verb-

ando). Preliminary results suggest that 6-month-old German infants are

able to learn these dependencies as violations elicit a centro-parietal pos-

itivity resembling the P600. Further studies are certainly necessary in

order to be able to describe the underlying mechanisms, but this type of

ERP component (P600) suggests that these 6-month-old infants have pro-

cessed the incorrect sequences as strings that violate a syntactic rule.

For natural languages, the available ERP studies suggest that a late positivity

can be observed at the age of 2 years. For local phrase structure violations (e.g.

Der Löwe im brüllt ‘The lion in-the roars’) a late positivity (P600) was reported in

24-month-old German children. At this stage, however, no early negativity

was present (Oberecker & Friederici 2006. see Fig. 4.8a). An early anterior

negativity (child-specific ELAN) in addition to the late positivity (P600) was

found in children at the age of 32months (Oberecker et al. 2005. see Fig. 4.8b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8 The ELAN-P600 pattern as an index of syntactic processes. ELAN stands for early
left anterior negativity and is displayed in the upper row (a). P600 stands for a late, centro-
parietal positivity and is displayed in the lower row (b). Grand-average ERPs at selected
electrodes (F7, PZ) across the different age groups. Note the different microvolt scales
between children and adults.
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Violations of non-adjacent dependencies in English (e.g. will matching) did

not elicit a significant late positivity even in 30-month-old English children,

but only in 36 month olds (Silva-Pereyra et al. 2005). This difference may be

explained by the fact that the German study (Oberecker & Friederici 2006)

tested local dependencies (word category violation), which may be easier to

process than the non-local dependencies (modal verb-inflection agreement)

tested in the English study. It is not surprising that the ELAN effect, which is

taken to reflect highly automatic phrase structure building processes

(Friederici 2002) is present only late during development as it may need

time to be established. In contrast, the P600, which is taken to reflect

processes of syntactic integration, is present at 24 months.

Given that the pattern of the syntactic ERP effects observed by

Oberecker and Friederici (2006) is very similar to that of adults, we can

conclude that the basic brain mechanisms supporting syntactic processes

are similar to adults once the ERP components are present. However, all

these ERP components still have a longer latency suggesting that the

underlying processes are still not as fast as in adults.

4.3 Summary: Neurocognition of language development

The neurophysiological studies discussed in this review provide informa-

tion on language development which is complementary and in addition to

behavioural studies. They are schematically presented in Figure 4.9.

Source: adapted from Friederici 2006

Figure 4.9 A schematic overview of the developmental stages of auditory language perception and the ERP
correlates that provide the possibility to investigate phonological, semantic and syntactic processes. The
developmental stages can be viewed as interrelated steps during which novel information is extracted and
processed on the basis of previously acquired knowledge. Once the basic phonological processes are
established, phonemic knowledge is used to identify and represent the first lexical forms and create a larger
lexical–semantic knowledge base, which is then used to process meaning in sentential context. The depicted
time course of the different developmental stage is an approximation and is based on the ERP studies available
in the literature. This also holds for the relation between the developmental age and the ERP components
reported in the different studies discussed in the text.
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For the phonological discrimination observed early during infancy, the

differences in the polarity and scalp distribution of ERP effects suggest that

infants rely on processes that are dissimilar from those in adults, possibly

reflecting acoustically based rather than phonemically based processes.

The similarity of the neurophysiological markers for prosodic processes

and a similar right hemispheric basis may be taken to indicate similar

brainmechanisms involved in the processing of intonational phrase boun-

daries in infants and in adults. The ERP studies on lexical learning nicely

show the developmental trajectory from familiarity-based to recognition-

based processes and suggest a gradual build up and stabilization of the

mapping between phonological word form andmeaning between the ages

of 12 to 19 months. With respect to the build up of structural knowledge

and the ability to process non-adjacent dependencies, both necessary for

the acquisition of syntactic rules, we clearly need further studies. The data

available so far indicate that local structure building processes are present

at the age of 2 years and that non-adjacent syntactic relations are com-

puted around the age of 3 years. However, from these data it is also clear

that it takes some further development before the neural mechanisms

supporting syntactic processes are adult-like.
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5

The usage-based theory
of language acquisition

Michael Tomasello

5.1 Introduction

The usage-based approach to linguistic communication may be summar-

ized in the two aphorisms:

• meaning is use

• structure emerges from use

‘Meaning is use’ represents an approach to the functional or semantic

dimension of linguistic communication. It originated with Wittgenstein

(1953) and other pragmatically based philosophers of language, who

wanted to combat the idea that meanings are things and instead focus

on howpeople use linguistic conventions to achieve social ends. ‘Structure

emerges from use’ represents an approach to the structural or grammat-

ical dimension of linguistic communication. It is implicit in the work on

grammaticalization and language change of many historical linguists, and

has been made explicit by Langacker (1987, 2000) and other usage-based

linguists, whowant to combat the idea of a wholly formal grammar devoid

of meaning and instead focus on how meaning-based grammatical con-

structions emerge from individual acts of language use.

Drawing on the work of many other researchers, Tomasello (2003)

proposes a usage-based theory of language acquisition. Paralleling the

two aphorisms above, the proposal is that children come to the process

of language acquisition, at around one year of age, equipped with two sets

of cognitive skills, both evolved for other, more general functions before

linguistic communication emerged in the human species:

• intention-reading (functional dimension)

• pattern-finding (grammatical dimension)

‘Intention-reading’ is what children must do to discern the goals or inten-

tions of mature speakers when they use linguistic conventions to achieve



social ends, and thereby to learn these conventions from them culturally.

Intention-reading – including skills of joint attention – is the central

cognitive construct in the so-called social-pragmatic approach to language

acquisition (which ismost often used in the study of word learning; Bruner

1983, Nelson 1996, Tomasello 1992, 2000d, 2001). ‘Pattern-finding’ is what

childrenmust do to go productively beyond the individual utterances they

hear people using around them to create abstract linguistic schemas or

constructions. As a summary term for such things as categorization, anal-

ogy and distributional analysis, pattern-finding is the central cognitive

construct in the so-called usage-based approach to the acquisition of

grammar (Goldberg 1995, 2006, Tomasello 2000a, 2003).

These theoretical positions on the functional and grammatical dimen-

sions of language use and acquisition are minority positions in the field.

Essentially, they represent the view that the pragmatics of human com-

munication is primary, both phylogenetically and ontogenetically, and

that the nature of conventional languages – and how they are acquired –

can only be understood by starting from processes of communication

more broadly. In this chapter I provide a synoptic account of the usage-

based approach to language acquisition, in both its functional and gram-

matical dimensions.

5.2 Prelinguistic communication

In the usage-based view one must always begin with communicative func-

tion, and it turns out that human infants communicate in some fairly

sophisticated ways before they have acquired any linguistic conventions

(see Goldin-Meadow Ch. 9). For example, almost all infants communicate

by pointing before they have acquired any productive language, andmany

also use some kind of iconic or conventionalized gestures as well.

Interestingly and importantly, other animal species, including our nearest

primate relatives, do not communicate with conspecifics in these ways.

This suggests that human pointing and other gestures may already

embody forms of social cognition and communicative motivation that

are unique to the species, and that are necessary as a first step on the

way to linguistic conventions both phylogentically and ontogenetically

(Tomasello 2008).

The interesting thing about pointing is that there is almost no informa-

tion in the gesture itself; it basically says ‘look in that direction and you’ll

knowwhat I mean’. So where does themeaning come from? One can say it

comes from context, but this has a very special significancewith respect to

human communication; specifically, it means mutually understood con-

text. One person could point for another in exactly the sameway to exactly

the same clock on the wall, for example, and mean everything from ‘what

a beautiful clock’ to ‘our friend is late’, depending only on their shared
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experience and attention prior to the pointing act. From their earliest

communicative pointing, infants understand and produce pointing ges-

tures in the context of some such joint attentional frames or common

conceptual ground (Tomasello et al. 2007 ). For example, if an 18-month-old

girl is engaged in cleaning up toys with an adult, and the adult points to a

toy across the room, she will fetch it and clean it up also – assuming that

the adult pointing gesture is relevant to their shared activity. But if another

person enters the room and points to the exact same toy in the exact same

way at a comparable moment, even though the infant herself has been

engaged in cleaning up (with the first adult), she does not interpret this

pointing gesture as relevant to her own activity egocentrically and so she

does not clean up the toy but instead shares attention to it declaratively or

gives it to the new adult (Liebel et al . in press).

Even young infants do not just communicate about what they under-

stand of the world, but about the shared understandings they have with

other potential communicative partners. Infants have the ability to

construct such shared understandings – in the form of specific formats,

scripts, routines or joint attentional frames in specific interactive con-

texts – from around the first birthday, and these structure their earliest

intentional communication (Bruner 1983, Tomasello 1988). The cognitive

aspect of these joint attentional frames comprises precisely those concep-

tualizations that will later structure young children’s complex utterances:

agents acting on patients, agents giving things to others, objects being in

locations ormoving to locations, objects changing states, people in various

psychological states and so forth. Importantly, when children communi-

cate in specific instances of such situations or events, they comprehend

both their role and the role of the communicative partner. For example, in

the diary observations of Carpenter et al. (unpublished data) a 14-month-

old boy on two different occasions wants his chair pushed up to the dining

room table in preparation for mealtime. On one occasion he and his mum

are standing next to the table and so he points to the chair; on another

occasion he and hismum are standing next to the chair and so he points to

the table. This suggests that this child already has some understanding –

which he knows he shares with his mum – about preparations for meal-

time, where his chair goes at the table, and so forth, that serve as a kind of

background topic for the communicative act. He then highlights for his

mum, by pointing, the aspect of the situation he wants her to focus on –

the one that is new for her – so that she can discern his communicative

intention (that the chair be placed under the table in its usual place). On

other occasions, with a different joint attentional frame as common

ground, it is easy to imagine that this child might point to his chair

wanting to be placed in it, or point to the empty space at the table simply

to indicate dispassionately that the chair that is normally there is missing

(and indeed the Carpenter et al. observations include several from prelin-

guistic children indicating absent referents; see also Lizskowski et al. 2007).
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In terms of communicative motives, it is well established that infants

point for both imperative and declarative motives before language (Bates

et al. 1979, Carpenter et al. 1998). Recent research has even documented

that 12-month-old infants point helpfully to inform others of things they

are ignorant about. For example, if the mother is searching for something

and the child knows where it is, even 12-month-old infants will inform her

of this with no desire for the object themselves (Lizskowski et al. 2006). The

imperative, declarative and informative motives underlying infants’ pre-

linguistic communication are of course exactly the same motives that will

structure their early language in the coming months.

Infants’ prelinguistic gestural communication, therefore, already

includes a species-unique ability to construct with others various kinds

of joint attentional common ground to serve as background topic for the

attention-directing act of pointing – comprising such things as agents,

locations, objects, etc. – as well as species-unique motives for communi-

cating (declarative and informative) that are the exact same motives with

which they will use their earliest language. Indeed, many of young child-

ren’s earliest uses of language are actually accompanied by pointing or

other gestures, and these partition the communicative intention in ways

that demonstrate the equivalence of gesture and language from a commu-

nicative point of view; for example, the childmight point to the doorwhile

saying “Daddy” to indicate what he might later indicate with “Daddy

leave” or some such (Iverson & Goldin-Meadow 2005). In general, prelin-

guistic communication paves the way for the acquisition of the ‘arbitrary’

linguistic conventions that infants use, initially, in exactly the same kinds

of situations, for exactly the same kinds of communicative motives, as

their early gestures.

5.3 Utterances and words

When we turn to children’s early linguistic communication, the most

basic unit of linguistic experience, and the one with which children

begin, is not the word but the utterance. An utterance is the smallest

unit in which a person expresses a complete communicative intention –

that is, an intention that another person attend to something within the

joint attentional frame and so do something as a result – and it thus

corresponds to prelinguistic communicative acts such as pointing. Like

an act of pointing, an utterance is used to both direct a recipient’s atten-

tion to something referentially, and also to express a communicative

motive (imperative, declarative, informative and others), typically through

some form of emotional expression in the face and/or voice. When the

child either comprehends or produces an utterance such as ‘Birdie!’

(to point it out) or ‘Hold!’ (to request), he or she understands a full commu-

nicative act, comprising both reference andmotive – even though the form
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is simply a single adult word expressed with a certain emotion. These

so-called holophrases are thus already, in a very simple way, composite

structures.

When an adult speaks to him or her, then, what the child is attempting

to do most urgently is to comprehend the overall communicative inten-

tion behind the utterance; what does the adult intend for me to attend to

and to do in the joint attentional situation? At the same time, he or she is

also attempting to determine the communicative function of particular

constituents within the utterance. This is a kind of ‘blame assignment’

procedure in which the child attempts to determine the functional role of

a constituent in the utterance as a whole. This requires that the child

determine, to some degree of specificity, the communicative intention of

the whole utterance; one cannot determine a novel sub-function without

knowing something about the overall function. Presumably, particular

utterance constituents such as words are most easily identified – and

emerge as independent units – when the same phonological form appears

in different utterances over time with some functional consistency. Thus,

if the child hears ‘There’s the ball’, ‘Gimme my ball’, ‘The ball’s rolling’,

‘The ball’s bouncing’, ‘I want a ball’, ‘Throw the ball’, ‘That ball’s Jeffery’s’,

‘Where’s your ball?’, etc., the word ball comes to exist as a potential utter-

ance constituent for future use when the child needs to indicate one of a

certain class of objects as one sub-function of an utterance. One thing that

facilitates this process is if the adult stresses the key word, as an indication

of its referential newness, and its associated referent is indeed new to the

situation (Grassman & Tomasello 2007).

As a non-linguistic example, a young girl may see her father use a stapler

and understand that his goal is to staple together two pieces of paper. In

some cases, the girl may understand also that the sub-goal/function of

placing the papers inside the stapler’s jaws is to align them with the

stapling mechanism inside the stapler, and that the sub-function of press-

ing down on the stapler is to eject the staple through the two papers – with

both of these sub-functions being in the service of the overall goal of

attaching the two sheets of paper. The girl does not need to understand

all of this to mimic an adult stapling papers with the same stapler over

and over again (analogy: child can say “There-ya-go” over and over again

without understanding its internal constituents). But to the extent that the

girl does not understand these sub-functions, she will be lost when she

encounters some new stapler in which the sub-functions are effected by a

different means, for example, one whose stapling mechanism does not

require pressing down but rather squeezing. Only to the extent that the

girl understands the relevant sub-functions, will she be able to adapt to

new situations creatively by, for example, adjusting her behaviour to effect

the same outcomewith the new staplingmechanism. In the sameway, the

child may hear an adult say “I stapled your papers” and comprehend not

only the utterance and its overall communicative intention, but also, for
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example, thewords I and stapled and their communicative sub-functions in

the utterance (the contributions they are making to the utterance as a

whole), along with the phrase your papers and its communicative sub-

function in the utterance (and the sub-sub-functions of your and papers).

As in the case of the stapler, it is only if the child performs some kind of

blame assignment that she will be able to comprehend the constituent

linguistic elements in a deep enoughway to enable her in the future to use

them creatively in novel utterances (Tomasello 2003).

This is the way children learn words. That is, children do not try to learn

words directly; they try to comprehend utterances and in doing so they

oftenmust comprehend a word in the sense of determining the functional

role it is playing in the utterance – and they see commonalities in this

functional role across utterances. The lexicon, as it were, is thus only an

emergent phenomenon in the sense of Bybee (1998). This is true despite

the fact that the process is sometimes obscured in Western middle-class

culture because parents and children often establish highly frequent

utterance schemas for naming objects (e.g. ‘That’s a __’. ‘It’s a __’, ‘Here’s

the __’, etc.). Children understand quite well the overall function of these

utterances as well as the function of the open slot, with the new word in

the slot always serving to name the new object in the situation. This gives

the impression that what children are doing ismapping a single word onto

a single object or action, or concept thereof, as in most theories of word

learning (e.g. Bloom 2000, Markman 1989). But if ‘mapping’ means simply

associative learning, this is clearly not how things work. Children are

attempting to understand how the adult is using an utterance (and its

constituents as sub-elements) to direct their attention. The process is not

one of association or mapping but of intention-reading and blame

assignment.

We may use children’s learning of new words in an experiment as an

example. Akhtar and Tomasello (1996) had an adult set up a joint atten-

tional game with 24-month-old children in which a novel action was

performed always and only with a particular toy character on a particular

substrate (e.g. Big Bird on a swing, with other character–action pairings

demonstrated as well). She then picked up Big Bird and announced “Let’s

meek Big Bird”, but the swing was nowhere to be found – so the action was

not performed. Children thus never saw the new word meek paired with

the corresponding action. But later, when the adult handed themanew toy

and told them to ‘Meek it’, they searched for (and found) the swing and

used it to swing the new character, thus demonstrating their understand-

ing of the action intended. The only way they could do this was to under-

stand the adult’s intentions with respect to the key objects and actions in

this jointly understood situation when she originally said “Let’s meek Big

Bird.” – and something of the particular intentions behind the use ofmeek –

even though she never actually did it. That is to say, the child had to

identify the aspect of the adult’s overall communicative intention not
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covered by the known parts of the utterance let’s and Big Bird and connect

it to the unknownwordmeek. To learn a newword, childrenmust extract it

from a larger utterance and connect it with the relevant aspect of the joint

attentional frame they share with the adult.

In many ways this process is even clearer for word types other than

nouns and verbs for concrete objects and actions. Thus, many function

words can only be learned through efforts to isolate their functional

contribution in some larger and less predictable set of phrases. For exam-

ple, Tomasello (1987) reports that his daughter learned the preposition of

from such expressions as piece of ice, piece of bread, scared of that, and scared of

monsters. It is hard to conceive of anymethod of acquisition here other than

some process of extracting of from larger expressions and attempting to

discern its function in the overall utterance. Levy andNelson (1994)make a

similar argument about children’s earliest uses of causal and temporal

terms as because, so, since, and, but, before and if. And, of course, there can be

no question of mapping or association when what is involved is not

learning a word per se, but rather learning which referential term of

several to choose for a given referent – for example, the chair or that chair

in my room or it – in different communicative situations. Learning to make

these pragmatic choices in the conventional way – so-called referential

choice – requires children to understand why a person chose onemeans of

expression rather than another, that is, her intentions in making the

choice (Matthews et al. 2006).

5.4 Schemas and constructions

This communication-based, usage-based way of looking at things means

we cannot explain children’s acquisition of grammatical competence by

starting with individual words, learned in isolation, and then gluing them

together with abstract meaningless rules, as in the very common ‘words

and rules’ approach (Pinker 1999). Instead, we must begin with children’s

comprehension and production of whole,meaningful utterances.We then

investigate how children extract words (with their functions) from utter-

ances and, at the same time, how they find analogical patterns across

utterances (basedmainly on communicative function) and thereby abstract

meaningful grammatical constructions.

A linguistic construction is prototypically a unit of language that com-

prises multiple linguistic elements used together for a relatively coherent

communicative function, with sub-functions being performed by the ele-

ments as well. Consequently, constructions may vary in their complexity

depending on the number of elements involved and their interrelations.

For example, the English regular plural construction (N+s) is relatively

simple, whereas the passive construction (NP was VERBed by NP) is rela-

tively complex. Constructions also vary in their abstractness, from abstract
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constructions such as the English plural and passive, to various concrete

idioms such as kick the bucket and hold one’s breath. Importantly, even the

most abstract constructions are still symbolic, as they possess a coherent,

if abstract, meaning in relative independence of the lexical items involved

(Goldberg 1995). Thus, we know the general profile of the event when we

hear ‘The dax gotmibbed by the gazzer’, even thoughwe knownone of the

individual content words.

Children begin, as noted above, by producing holophrases – one unit

utterances with an intonational contour expressing communicative

motive. Their earliest multi-unit utterances soon form schemas or con-

structions, but ones that are highly concrete, not abstract (i.e. based on

particular words and phrases, not abstract categories). From the point of

view of linguistic form, the utterance-level constructions underlying child-

ren’s earliest multi-word utterances come in three types: word combina-

tions, pivot schemas, and item-based constructions.

5.4.1 Word combinations
Beginning at around 18months of age, many children combine two words

or holophrases in situations in which they both are relevant – with both

words having roughly equivalent status. For example, a child has learned

to name a ball and a table and then spies a ball on a table and says, “Ball

table”. Utterances of this type include both ‘successive single-word utter-

ances’ (with a pause between them; Bloom 1973) and ‘word combinations’

or ‘expressions’ (under a single intonational contour). The defining feature

of word combinations or expressions is that they partition the experiential

scene into multiple symbolizable units – in a way that holophrases obvi-

ously (by definition) do not – and they are totally concrete in the sense that

they are comprised only of concrete pieces of language, not categories.

5.4.2 Pivot schemas
Beginning at around this same age, however, many of children’s multi-

word productions show amore systematic pattern. Often there is oneword

or phrase that seems to structure the utterance in the sense that it deter-

mines the speech act function of the utterance as a whole (often with help

from an intonational contour), with the other linguistic item(s) simply

filling in variable slot(s) – the first type of linguistic abstraction. Thus, in

many of these early utterances one event-word is used with a wide variety

of object labels (e.g. ‘More milk’, ‘More grapes’, ‘More juice’) yielding a

schema such as ‘More __’. Following Braine (1963), wemay call these pivot

schemas or constructions (see also Lieven et al. 1997, 2003).

Not only are pivot schemas organized only locally, but even within

themselves they do not have syntax; that is, ‘Gone juice’ does not mean

something different from ‘Juice gone’ (and there is no other marking to
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indicate syntactic role for elements in pivot schemas). The consistent

ordering patterns in many pivot schemas are very likely direct reproduc-

tions of the ordering patterns children have heard most often in adult

speech, with no communicative significance. This means that although

young children are using their early pivot schemas to partition scenes

conceptually with different words, they are not using syntactic symbols –

such as word order or case marking – to indicate the different roles being

played by different participants in that scene.

5.4.3 Item-based constructions
Item-based constructions go beyond pivot schemas in having syntactic

marking as an integral part of the construction. For example, children

barely two years of age respond appropriately to requests that they ‘Make

the bunny push the horse’ (reversible transitives) that depend crucially

and exclusively on a knowledge of canonical English word order

(e.g. DeVilliers & DeVilliers 1973b, Hirsh-Pasek & Golinkoff 1996).

However, the syntactic marking in these item-based constructions is still

verb specific, depending on how a child has heard a particular verb being

used. Thus, in experimental studies, when children who are themselves

producing many transitive utterances are taught a new verb in any one of

many different constructions, they mostly cannot transfer their knowl-

edge of word order from their existing item-based constructions to this

new item until after their third birthdays – and this finding holds in

comprehension as well (Tomasello 2000d, 2003). These findings would

seem to indicate that young children’s early syntactic marking – at least

with English word order – is only local, learned for different verbs on a

one-by-one basis. What little experimental evidence we have from nonce

verb studies of case-marking languages (e.g. Berman 1993, Wittek &

Tomasello 2005) is in general accord with this developmental pattern.

The main point is that unlike in pivot schemas, in item-based con-

structions children use syntactic symbols such as morphology, adposi-

tions and word order to syntactically mark the roles participants are

playing in these events, including generalized ‘slots’ that include whole

categories of entities as participants. But all of this is done on an item-

specific basis; that is, the child does not generalize across scenes to

syntactically mark similar participant roles in similar ways without hav-

ing heard those participants used and marked in adult discourse for each

verb specifically. This limited generality is presumably due to the diffi-

culty of categorizing or schematizing entire utterances, including refer-

ence to both the event and the participant roles involved, into more

abstract constructions – especially given the many different kinds of

utterances children hear and must sort through. Early syntactic compe-

tence is therefore best characterized as a semi-structured inventory of

relatively independent verb-island constructions that pair a scene of
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experience and an item-based construction, with very few structural

relationships among these constructional islands.

5.4.4 Abstract constructions
Between two and three years of age, children begin constructing somemore

abstract constructions, with fewer particular lexical items necessary.

However, despite their abstractness, each of these has a particular function

in the sense of the communicative contexts inwhich it is appropriately used.

Examples of some early abstract constructions in English are as follows:

1 Identificationals, attributives, and possessives

Serve to identify an object or to attribute to it some property. Most

common for the identification function: It’s a/the X; That’s a/the X; or

This’s a/the X. Most common for the attributive function: It’s X; That’s X.

Most common for the possessive function: (It’s) X’s _; That’s X’s/my _; This

is X’s/your _.

2 Simple transitives and intransitives

Serve to indicate or request an activity or state of affairs. Transitives (NP

+ V + NP): prototype is a scene in which there are two participants and

one acts on the other (e.g. Daddy cut the grass). Intransitives (NP + V):

prototype is an activity involving a single participant; either an actor

does something (e.g.Mummy smiled; unergatives) or something happens

to something (e.g. The vase broke; unaccusatives).

3 Datives, ditransitives, and benefactives

Serve to indicate or request the transfer of objects (and other things)

between people. Dative (NP + V + NP to NP): He gave it to Mummy.

Ditransitive (NP + V + NP + NP): Daddy sent her a present or Daddy told

me a story. Benefactive (NP + V + NP for NP): She did it for me.

4 Locatives, resultatives, and causatives

Serve to indicate or request spatial or causal relations. Early locatives

include such things as Put NP in/on/ the NP, Take NP off my shirt, NP’s under

the NP, etc. Resultatives indicate outcomes of actions and include such

things as NP eat NP all up, NP wash it off, NP push it down, etc. Causatives

prototypically involve as a first verb make, let or help, as inMake NP do

it, Help NP do it or Let NP do it.

5 Passives and reflexives

Serve to indicate things happening to people or things, who are not

active agents. Children’s early passives (NP + be/get + V + byNP) are such

things as Spot got hit by a car or Mummy got sick or It was taken by a bear.

Reflexives are such things as I hurt myself.

6 Imperatives and questions

Many of the above construction types can be used as imperatives to

request certain kinds of actions, typically without a subject as in:

Push it here, Smile, Don’t do that, etc. Many of the above construction
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types can be used as questions to request certain kinds of informa-

tion. While mature questions are quite complex, two very common

formulae early on are: What NP doing? and Where NP (going)? Slightly

later they start with such things as : How do …, What are …, and

Where is … .

The key theoretical point is that when we conceptualize children’s

early grammatical competence not in terms of abstract computa-

tional rules with no semantic content, but rather in terms of con-

structional patterns conventionally associated with particular

semantic content, the acquisition processes needed are not so

different from those we need for word learning. The child needs

first to see that when the adult produces an utterance that fits

a particular linguistic pattern (construction), he or she intends a

particular kind of meaning. To see similarities among different

utterances, young children need skills of schematization and

analogy – skills they also use in other domains of cognitive activity

(Gentner & Markman 1997).

5.5 Common objections

More formally oriented theorists object on a number of grounds to this usage-

based, item-based approach to child language acquisition. The three most

common objectio ns are: (1) i t c annot deal with more complex constructions,

especially those involving two verbs and syntactic embedding; (2) i t d oes n ot

specify how the generalization/abstraction process is to be constrained, and

(3) it does not deal with the so-called ‘poverty of the stimulus’.

5.5.1 Complex constructions
Many more formally oriented theorists agree that the kind of account

given above works for the very earliest stages of language acquisition –

for very simple constructions – but it does not work for more syntactically

complex constructions. Recent research has found, however, that complex

constructions may not be so different if children’s actual productions are

looked at carefully (Diessel 2004).

For example, among the more complex constructions in English are

sentential complement constructions. The prototype is an utterance like

‘I know she hit him’ and ‘I think I can do it’. Diessel and Tomasello

(2001) looked at young English-speaking children’s earliest utterances

with sentential complements from 2 to 5 years of age. They found that

virtually all of them were composed of a simple sentence schema that

the child had already mastered combined with one of a delimited set of

fixed phrases containing a complement-taking matrix verb (see also

Bloom 1992). The matrix verbs were of two types. First were epistemic
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verbs such as think and know. As one example, in almost all cases children

used I think to indicate their own uncertainty about something, and they

basically never used the verb think in anything but this first person,

present tense form; that is, there were virtually no examples of He

thinks …, She thinks …, etc., virtually no examples of I don’t think …, I

can’t think …, etc. and virtually no examples of I thought…, I didn’t think …,

etc. And there were almost no uses with a complementizer (virtually no

examples of I think that …). It thus appears that for many young children

I think is a relatively fixed phrase meaning something like Maybe. The

child then pieces together this fixed phrase (or one of the other similar

phrases like I hope …, I bet …, etc.) with a full proposition, with its

function being as a sort of evidential marker (not as a matrix clause

that embeds another as in traditional analyses). The second kind of

matrix verbs were attention-getting verbs like Look and See, used in

conjunction with full finite clauses. In this case, children used these

‘matrix’ verbs almost exclusively in imperative form (again almost no

negations, no non-present tenses, no complementizers), as in ‘See the

dog eating a bone,’ suggesting again an item-based approach not involv-

ing syntactic embedding. (See Brandt et al. submitted, for very similar

findings in German – even though German subordinate clauses have a

different word order from main clauses.)

A second example is relative clauses. Textbook descriptions focus on

so-called restrictive relative clauses – e.g. ‘The dog that barked all night died

this morning’ – in which the relative clause serves to identify a noun by

using presupposed information (both speaker and listener already know

that there was barking all night – that’s why it can be used as identifying

information). Because relative clauses are a part of a noun phrase argu-

ment, they are classically characterized as embedded clauses. Diessel and

Tomasello (2000) studied four English-speaking children between ages 1;9

and 5;2 in quantitative detail and made a surprising discovery: virtually all

of these children’s earliest relative clauses were of the same general form,

and this form was not the form typically described in textbooks. Examples

would be:

Here’s the toy that spins around

That’s the sugar that goes in there

What is noteworthy here is: (1) the main clause is a presentational

construction (predicate nominal or closely related), basically introducing

a new topic using a previously mastered fixed presentational phrase

such as Here’s the…, That’s the … ; and (2) the information in the relative

clause is not presupposed, as in textbook (restrictive) relative clauses,

but rather is new information about the just-introduced referent. Again,

the main point is that, when examined closely, even this very complex

construction is firmly based in a set of simpler constructions (copular

presentationals) that children have mastered as item-based constructions
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some time before relative clauses are first acquired and produced. Even

in German, where again relative clauses have a different word order

from simple main clauses, this same basic acquisition pattern is found

(Brandt et al. 2008)

Finally are questions. A particularly interesting phenomenon is so-called

inversion errors. English-speaking children sometimes invert the subject

and auxiliary in wh-questions and sometimes not – leading to errors such

as ‘Why they can’t go?’ A number of fairly complex and abstract rule-based

accounts have been proposed to account for these errors, but in a more

detailed analysis Rowland and Pine (2000) discovered the surprising fact

that the child they studied from age 2 to 4 consistently inverted or failed to

invert particular wh-word–auxiliary combinations on an item-specific

basis. He thus consistently said such incorrect things as Why I can… ?

What she will… ? What you can… ?, but at the same time he also said such

correct things as How did… ? How do… ? What do … ? In a recent experi-

ment, Ambridge et al. (2006) elicited inversion errors from 4-year-old

English children and confirmed this pattern. Young children do not seem

to have an overall rule for forming questions, or even wh-questions, but

rather they have a collection ofmore item-based schemas that presumably

will become a set of more coherent and abstract constructions later in

ontogeny.

5.5.2 Constraining constructions
In all theories of language acquisition, there must be some constraints on

children’s linguistic generalizations and abstractions. Classically, a major

problem for formal theories is that as the rules and principles are made

more elegant and powerful through theoretical analyses, they become so

abstract that they generate too large a set of grammatical utterances – and

so constraints (e.g. the subjacency constraint) must be posited to restore

empirical accuracy. In usage-based theories children are abstracting as

they learn, but they cannot do this indiscriminately; they must make just

those generalizations that are conventional in the language they are learn-

ing and not others. It is thus clear that any serious theory of syntactic

development, whatever its basic assumptions, must address the question

of why children make just the generalizations they do and not others.

We may illustrate the basic problem with so-called dative alternation

constructions. The situation is that some verbs can felicitously appear in

both ditransitive and prepositional dative constructions, but others can-

not; for example:

He gave/sent/bequeathed/donated his books to the library.

He gave/sent/bequeathed/*donated the library his books.

Why should the other three verbs be felicitous in both constructions, but

donate be felicitous only in the prepositional dative? The three verbs have
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very similar meanings, and so it would seem likely that they should all

behave the same. Another example is:

She said/told something to her mother.

She *said/told her mother something.

Again, the meanings of the verbs are very close, and so the difference of

behaviour seems unprincipled and unpredictable (Bowerman 1988,

1996). Other similar alternations are the causative alternation (I rolled

the ball; The ball rolled) and the locative alternation (I sprayed paint on the

wall; I sprayed the wall with paint) – both of which also apply only to limited

sets of verbs.

One solution is quite simple. Perhaps children only learn verbs for the

constructions in which they have heard them. Based on all of the evidence

reviewed above, this is very likely the case at the earliest stages of develop-

ment. But it is not true later in development, especially in the 3-to-5-year

age period. Children at this age overgeneralize with some regularity, as

documented most systematically by Bowerman (1982b, 1988, see Pinker

1989, for a summary of evidence): ‘Don’t giggle me’ (at age 3;0) and ‘I said

her no’ (at age 3;1). It is thus not the case that children are totally con-

servative throughout development, and so this cannot be the whole

answer. A second simple but untrue solution is that when children make

overgeneralization errors adults correct them, and so children’s overgen-

eralization tendencies are constrained by the linguistic environment.

But this is not true in the sense that adults do not explicitly correct

child utterances for their grammatical correctness with any frequency

(Brown & Hanlon 1970). Adults, at least Western middle-class adults, do

respond differently to well-formed and ill-formed child utterances

(e.g. Bohannon & Stanowicz 1988, Farrar 1992), but this kind of indirect

feedback is generally not considered by most theorists sufficient to

constrain children’s overgeneralization tendencies, and it is far from

consistent.

Given the inadequacy of these simple solutions, three factors have

been most widely discussed. First, Pinker (1989) proposed that there are

certain very specific and (mostly) semantic constraints that apply to

particular English constructions and to the verbs that may or may not

be conventionally used in them. For example, a verb can be used

felicitously with the English transitive construction if it denotes ‘man-

ner of locomotion’ (e.g. walk and drive as in ‘I walked the dog at mid-

night’ or ‘I drove my car to New York’), but not if it denotes a ‘motion

in a lexically specified direction’ (e.g. come and fall as in *‘He came her

to school’ or *‘She falled him down’). How children learn these verb

classes – and they must learn them since they differ across languages –

is unknown at this time. Second, it has also been proposed that the

more frequently children hear a verb used in a particular construction

(the more firmly its usage is entrenched), the less likely they will be to
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extend that verb to any novel construction with which they have not

heard it used (Bates & MacWhinney 1989, Braine & Brooks 1995, Clark

1987, Goldberg 1995). And third, if children hear a verb used in a

linguistic construction that serves the same communicative function as

some possible generalization, they may infer that the generalization is

not conventional – the heard construction pre-empts the generalization.

For example, if a child hears ‘He made the rabbit disappear’, when she

might have expected ‘He disappeared the rabbit’, she may infer that

disappear does not occur in a simple transitive construction – since the

adult seems to be going to some lengths to avoid using it in this way (the

periphrastic causative being a more marked construction).

Two experimental studies provide evidence that indeed all three of these

constraining processes – entrenchment, pre-emption and knowledge of

semantic subclasses of verbs – are at work. First, Brooks et al. (1999)

modelled the use of a number of fixed-transitivity English verbs for chil-

dren from 3;5 to 8;0 years – verbs such as disappear that are exclusively

intransitive and verbs such as hit that are exclusively transitive. Therewere

four pairs of verbs, one member of each pair typically learned early by

children and typically used often by adults (and so presumably more

entrenched) and one member of each pair typically learned later by chil-

dren and typically used less frequently by adults (less entrenched). The

four pairs were: come–arrive, take–remove, hit–strike, disappear–vanish (the first

member of each pair being more entrenched). The finding was that, in the

face of adult questions attempting to induce them to overgeneralize,

children of all ages were less likely to overgeneralize the strongly

entrenched verbs than the weakly entrenched verbs; that is, they were

more likely to produce ‘I arrived it’ than ‘I comed it’.

Second, Brooks and Tomasello (1999a) taught novel verbs to children 2.5,

4.5, and 7.0 years of age. They then attempted to induce children to general-

ize these novel verbs to new constructions. Some of these verbs conformed

to Pinker’s (1989) semantic criteria, and somedidnot. Additionally, in some

cases experimenters attempted to pre-empt generalizations by providing

children with alternative ways of using the new verb (thus providing them

with the possibility of answering ‘What’s the boy doing?’with ‘He’smaking

the ball tam’ – which allows the verb to stay intransitive). In brief, the study

found that both of these constraining factors worked, but only from age

4.5. Children from 4.5 showed a tendency to generalize or not generalize a

verb in line with itsmembership in one of the key semantic subclasses, and

they were less likely to generalize a verb to a novel construction if the adult

provided them with a pre-empting alternative construction. But the

younger children showed no such tendency.

Overall, entrenchment seems to work early, from 3;0 or before, as partic-

ular verb island constructions become either more or less entrenched

depending on usage. Pre-emption and semantic subclasses begin to work

sometime later, perhaps not until 4 years of age or later, as children learn
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more about the conventional uses of verbs and about all of the alternative

linguistic constructions at their disposal in different communicative cir-

cumstances. Thus, just as verb–argument constructions become more

abstract only gradually, so also are they constrained only gradually.

5.5.3 Poverty of the stimulus
The fundamental argument for the existence of an innate universal

grammar – and against the kind of item-based, usage-based approach

advocated here – is the argument from the poverty of the stimulus.

Chomsky has made this clear in a number of places, and it has recently

been reiterated by Crain and Pietroski (2001). The problem is that the argu-

ment is formulated in terms of a formal generative grammar as adult

endpoint and a childwhohas available only behaviouristic learning theory –

which enables him or her only to string words together in a Markov chain

(with no understanding of phrasal organization or any other structure–

function correlations), making blind associations and inductive inferences

in the process (with no conceptual understanding of linguistic function at

all). But, as Tomasello (2003) argues, there is no poverty of the stimulus if

linguistic competence is conceived not as a set of formal, algebraic rules but

rather as a structured inventory of meaningful grammatical constructions,

with the child possessing sophisticated learning skills involving categoriza-

tion, analogy and distributional learning. There is certainly no poverty

of the stimulus when it comes to the particular constructions children

learn. Each of those listed in the preceding section – e.g. transitives, ditran-

sitives, passives, questions, etc. – are heard by young childrenmany dozens

or hundreds of times each and every day for several years before they have

mastered them on an abstract level (Cameron-Faulkner et al. 2003). And,

importantly, the acquisition of these constructions is determined in large

measure by the frequency (cue availability) and consistency (cue reliability)

with which children hear them – along with their complexity (cue cost) of

course (Lieven & Tomasello 2008). Indeed, relatively precise predictions

about age of acquisition may be made crosslinguistically by quantifying

these three input variables (Bates & MacWhinney 1989, Chan et al. in

press, Dittmar et al. 2008).

The poverty of the stimulus problem only arises in very abstract argu-

ments against approaches that recognized no kind of structure depend-

ency within utterances (again, presumably behaviourism). Chomsky

(1980) gives the following example of question formation in English.

(1) a. The man is tall.

b. Is the man __ tall?

(2) a. The man who is smoking is tall.

b. *Is the man who __ smoking is tall?

c. Is the man who is smoking __ tall?
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The idea is that forming simple questions such as ‘Is the man tall?’

could be done on the basis of either of two hypotheses: move the first-

occurring auxiliary to the front or move the auxiliary from the main

predicate to the front. To differentiate between these two hypotheses

children supposedly need to see examples like (2c) in which the subject

NP contains a relative clause with an auxiliary (which did not move to

the front). Chomsky (1980: 40) has famously claimed that children

almost never hear such sentences. But in an analysis of some written

corpora and corpora of child-directed speech, Pullum and Scholz (2002)

find many of just the right kind of examples that children need, such

things as:

(3) Can those who are leaving early __ sit near the door?

(4) Is the boy who was crying __ still here?

(5) Could those who are coming __ raise their hands?

But actually, if one thinks about it for a bit, children do not really need

to encounter such sentences at all (Elman 2001). If children understand

NPs with relative clauses – if they understand that the whole phrase is

used to make one act of reference – then there would never be any

temptation to extract an auxiliary from it; they would simply understand

that that unit stays together as one functional unit. It may be said that

this is simply another way of stating that children understand structure

dependence. True. And that is the point. If we allow children to have

some notion of meaning or function, then they understand structure of

sentences to the extent needed to form a conventional English yes–no

question. Modern usage-based theorists are not behaviourists who

believe the child works with unstructured linear strings, but rather

they are cognitivists who believe in structure – just not of the purely

formal kind.

5.6 Conclusions

The usage-based theory of language acquisition makes the fundamental

claim that language structure emerges from language use. This applies

at the level of individual words, as their communicative function

derives from their use, as well as at the level of grammar, as structure

emerges from patterns of use of multi-unit utterances. Historically, the

structure of a language emerges through processes of grammaticaliza-

tion. Ontogenetically, children hear individual utterances and then (re-)

construct the abstract constructions of a language. All of this is done

with general cognitive processes, and universals of linguistic structure

derive from the fact that people everywhere have the same set of

general cognitive processes. As noted at the outset, Tomasello (2003)
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argues that we may segregate these general cognitive processes into the

two overall headings of: (1 ) intention-reading, comprising the species

unique social cognitive skills responsible for symbol acquisition and the

functional dimensions of language, and (2) pattern-finding, the primate-

wide cognitive skills involved in the abstraction process. More specifi-

cally, these two kinds of general cognitive abilities interact in specific

acquisition tasks to yield four specific sets of processes:

* Intention-Reading and Cultural Learning, which account for how children

learn conventional form–function pairings, including everything from

words to complex constructions;
* Schematization and Analogy, which account for how children create

abstract syntactic constructions (and syntactic roles such as subject

and direct object) out of the concrete utterances they have heard;
* Entrenchment and Pre-emption, which account for how children constrain

their abstractions to just those that are conventional in their linguistic

community; and
* Functionally Based Distributional Analysis, which accounts for how children

form paradigmatic categories of various kinds of linguistic constituents

(e.g. nouns and verbs).

Together these processes account for how children construct a lan-

guage, that is, a structured inventory of linguistic constructions, from

the language they hear being used around them. Further insights into

how these processes work in detail are given in Lieven and Tomasello

(in press) and Abbot-Smith and Tomasello (2006), mainly in the form of

patterns of linguistic input that facilitate these processes – for example,

type frequency for analogy, token frequency for entrenchment, statistical

patterns leading to paradigmatic categories and all aspects of cue validity –

and processes of exemplar-based learning and categorization. Tomasello

(2003) also argues that connectionist accounts – at least in their current

form in which almost everything is based on distributional analysis with

no account of communicative function – are not sufficient to account for

language acquisition. Children acquire language first and foremost by

understanding how others use language.
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6

Crosslinguistic
approaches to language
acquisition

Sabine Stoll

6.1 Introduction

Human language is the only communication system with extensive varia-

tion in form and meaning across the groups of its users. Human language

comes in a greatmany varieties, and the structures we find in grammars of

individual languages and in the way meanings are expressed vary to an

impressive degree. Currently, there are about 6,000–7,000 languages

spoken.1 For only about half of these we have some kind of basic gram-

matical description and for only about 10 per cent do we have good and

elaborate analyses. Yet in-depth description of the adult language is a

prerequisite for any acquisition study. Even though in the last forty years

a lot of crosslinguistic language acquisition research has been conducted,

it is still for only about 2 per cent of the world’s languages that we have at

least one acquisition study. For even these 2 per cent, however, we may

only have acquisition studies devoted to one individual feature or aspect of

language development.

Furthermore, this small sample is heavily biased toward Indo-European

languages of Western Europe with the bulk of research still concentrated

on English. This bias manifests itself even in the titles of works on lan-

guage acquisition. English is the default case: if there is a title about the

acquisition of language or some feature of language without naming the

language, then we can assume the work is on English; if the work bears on

any other language, that language is normally named in the title.

A problem of this small biased sample is that we take English and a few

other Indo-European languages as the prototype for acquisition. Yet it iswell

My warm thanks go to Edith Bavin, Balthasar Bickel, Gabriella Hermon, Elena Lieven and Dan Slobin for helpful

comments.
1 In addition, there is a large number of sign languages (see Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2006) but I limit myself in

this chapter to spoken languages.



known that these languages are typologically unusual; English and the Indo-

European languages of Northwestern Europe for whichwe have acquisition

data (e.g. French, Italian, German) exhibit a large number of linguistically

rare phenomena (cf. Dahl 1990, Haspelmath 2001). A prominent example is

the relative construction with relative pronouns (e.g. whom in the woman

whom I saw or that in the mouse that ate the cheese). This construction raises

specific acquisition issues (see Diessel & Tomasello 2000), but it is not

attested in many other languages where its function is taken over by

structurally different constructions (e.g. Comrie & Kuteva 2005).

Thus a substantial part of our knowledge about language acquisition is

built on specific constructions prominent in languages of Europe that have

been well described, but we do not have information about how other,

more widespread, constructions are acquired. Generalizing from the

acquisition of one or a few languages to language in general is comparable

to biologists studying one unusual mammal species, such as whales, and

making generalizations from that to all other mammals. It is well known

that children learn the language of their environment but languages differ

and we need to include in our research the range of features that children

may have to acquire. Acquisition studies of less well-documented lan-

guages and, in general, a more crosslinguistic perspective on acquisition

is a top priority in the field.

Crosslinguistic language acquisition research is usually understood in

two different ways. First, and most frequently, the term is used for acquis-

ition studies of languages other than English. Studies of this type of

research, for instance, investigate how ergative structures are acquired

in Quiche Mayan, or how grammatical morphology is acquired in Turkish.

Results of such studies are often used to test theories of language acquis-

ition that are developed on the basis of research on English, or that are

informed by general speculation about the nature of grammar.

The other type of crosslinguistic research is inherently comparative, and

languages for comparison are selected on the basis of typological differ-

ences or similarities. I will use the term ‘typological language acquisition

research’ for this type of research. The goal is to systematically explore

commonalities and differences in the acquisition of specific linguistic

features across different languages. Languages are grouped typologically

on the basis of shared features. For example, word order has often been

used to define types of languages; English has a predominantly subject–

verb–object pattern (SVO), whereas Welsh has a predominantly VSO order

and Japanese has a SOV order. A variety of features is used to classify

languages into typologies, for example case marking. Some languages

are classified as Ergative–Absolutive while others are Nominative–

Accusative, identified on the pattern of case marking used. A language

with ergative case marking typically treats the subject of an intransitive

sentence like the object of a transitive sentence while the subject of a

transitive sentence is distinct. However, there is variation within this
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general pattern (Van Valin 1992). The advantage of the ‘typological lan-

guage acquisition research’ approach is that a range of crosslinguistic

variation is covered.

There has been an increase in the number of studies comparing acquis-

ition across languages. Despite this, most research – even when on less

well-studied languages – still focuses on one language; typological acquis-

ition research is relatively rare. Some typological studies are Pye et al.

(2007), Slobin (1997b) and Strömqvist et al. (1995). The use of different

data sets, different methods or different criteria for coding makes it diffi-

cult to compare across languages. This complicates post hoc comparisons

and meta-analyses and creates a considerable challenge to a full-scale

typological approach.

In the remainder of this chapter I discuss some examples of variation

across languages and theoretical and methodological challenges posed by

language variation. I then review one example of an intra-genealogical

acquisition study, a study that compares languages within language fam-

ilies and one example of an inter-genealogical acquisition study that com-

pares languages across families.

6.2 Variation across languages

6.2.1 Some theoretical views
Variation is found at all linguistic levels: phonology, morphology, syntax,

semantics and pragmatics. In addition, there is considerable variation in

the context in which learning occurs. The main question of typological

language acquisition research is whether and if so, how, the actual course

of language acquisition is affected by differences across languages, as well

as cultures. However, language acquisition research is very much guided

by what language is understood to be, and this affects how typological

research can be conceived.

In approaches to language acquisition which adopt a nativist perspec-

tive (see Valian Ch. 2), linguistic diversity and variation originally played a

marginal role. This has changed somewhat in current work that incorpo-

rates data from a wider range of languages. Within nativist approaches

explanations of how children deal with variation range from performance

factors to the assumption of innate mechanisms. In one version of the

theory to account for variation across languages, a small set of parameters

was proposed to limit the possible syntactic variation. For example, the

pro-drop parameter distinguishes languages which allow pronoun sub-

jects to be non-overt, as in Italian, and languages which require pronoun

subjects, as in English (Hyams 1989b).

In contrast to approaches which assume innate language structures, the

cognitive, constructivist or usage-based theories (e.g. Bybee 1985, Langacker

1987, Tomasello 2000b and Ch. 5) assume that children construct their
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languages from a small set of item-specific and low-scope constructions. For

usage-based approaches, crosslinguistic variation is of key importance

because item-specific constructions are necessarily also language-specific,

and the variation in linguistic structure is likely to have an impact on how

individual constructions are learned (Slobin 1985a).

Dan Slobin has been leading a visionary initiative over the past two

decades in expanding our understanding of similarities and differences

in the acquisition of languages of different types. His work has focused, in

part, on how languages differ in what is grammaticized, and the problem

of form–function mapping in the acquisition process, that is, detecting

linguistic forms and assigning a meaning/function to each. He launched a

large pioneering project that culminated in five volumes, with sketch

descriptions of the language acquisition of twenty-eight languages ranging

across a wide range of families (e.g. Slobin 1985a, 1985b, 1992, 1997a,

1997b).2 A number of language acquisition researchers provided selective,

mostly uniform, summaries of what we know about the acquisition of

these languages. The rationale behind his approach was that different

types of languages pose different types of acquisition problems and the

crosslinguistic method is a ‘method for the discovery of general principles

of acquisition’ (Slobin 1985a: 5).

Slobin’s goal was to use this crosslinguistic data to determine the relative

difficulties in acquiring formal devices (Slobin 1973). The assumption that

the ‘rate and order of development of the semantic notions expressed by

languages are fairly constant across children learning different languages’

(Slobin 1973: 187) is difficult to evaluate. The complexity measure of forms

consisted in comparing time of first use and time of mastery. As Bowerman

(1985) pointed out, this is a very difficultmeasure to apply, since it is far from

clear how first use should be coded andwhether the establishment of timeof

acquisition can be assessed fromvery different types of data collected from a

small number of children. In addition, the timeof acquisitionwill depend on

the criterion used by the researcher, the data and themethod. The data used

in Slobin’s collections stems from a number of different resources: diaries,

experiments and longitudinal studies of children of varying ages, across

different time spans and stages of development. That is, the data is hetero-

geneous. However, the chapters provide valuable insights, and some simi-

larities and differences in the acquisition of different languages emerged.

It has often been assumed that the more complex a feature the more

difficult it is to learn (Slobin 1985a). The crucial challenge, however, is to

ascertain what complexity consists of. Complexity can be measured along

a number of dimensions, and in order to understand development

2 The languages represented include: English, German, Hebrew, Japanese, Kaluli, Polish, Romance languages

(with particular emphasis on French), Turkish, ASL, Hungarian, Georgian, West Greenlandic, Quiche Maya,

Warlpiri, Mandarin, Sesotho, Scandinavian languages, a comparison of Estonian, Finnish and Hungarian,

Finnish, Greek and Korean.
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processes, an understanding of the complexity is needed, not just of the

form of a structure, but also its function and its interrelation with other

structures in the language. Interacting with complexity of form is how

consistent and how transparent their functions are. Bates and

MacWhinney (1987, 1989) proposed the Competition model to account

for some of the different patterns of acquisition found across languages. In

this model, mechanisms determining the ways in which cues combine or

compete are described and the strength withwhich a cue is used is directly

proportional to the informational value or cue validity. Cue validity is the

product of cue availability (proportion of time a cue is present) and cue

reliability (proportion of time when the cue is present that it indicates the

correct solution) (McDonald 1986, McDonald & MacWhinney 1989). When

there are several morphological forms with one function and several

functions for one form, cue validity and reliability are affected. For example,

if a particular case form is used to mark some nouns but not others,

that form is low in validity. The extent to which word order is important

in helping children determinewho didwhat towhomhas been investigated

within the Competition model. Animacy, case marking, agreement or

stress may be used in the early stages, depending on the language being

acquired (cf. Bates et al. 1982, 1984, MacWhinney & Bates 1989). In English,

for instance, word order is the dominant cue for young children, but in

Hungarian it is animacy and, in Turkish, case marking. That is, young

children learning different languages focus on different cues, not necessa-

rily word order, and they are not necessarily the predominant cues which

adult speakers of the language rely on.

6.2.2 Conceptualization and linguistic relativity
A large body of research suggests that language is tightly connected with

the conceptualization of theworld (e.g. Bowerman&Choi 2003, Lucy 1992,

Slobin 1996). This research focuses on linguistic relativity which states

that the grammar and the lexicon of a language systematically influence

how a speaker of this language perceives and conceptualizes the world

around. Even concepts like time and space have been shown to be con-

ceptualized differently across languages and cultures. In the spatial

domain, Levinson (2003) postulates three major linguistic frames of refer-

ences that are grammaticalized or lexicalized in the languages of the

world: intrinsic (‘the man is inside the house’), relative (‘the man stands

to the right of the house’) and absolute (‘the man is to the north of the

house’). Children will need to learn which of these modes of orientation is

relevant in the language of their surroundings. Thus finding out how

children learn a language also means finding out how their conceptualiza-

tion of the world develops.

Korean and English differ both in their conceptualization of space and the

linguistic expressions that encode spatial distinctions. In a pathbreaking
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typological study, Choi and Bowerman (1991) compared the acquisition of

Korean and English spatial terms.Where Korean uses verbs to encode spatial

concepts, English uses predominantly adpositions. In English a distinction is

madebetween in (enclosure of a figure in some container) and on (contact of a

figure with some object – for support). In contrast Korean distinguishes the

kind of fit. For example, nehhta ‘put loosely in or around’ contrasts with kkita

‘interlock, fit tightly’. Choi et al. (1999) found that children from 18–23

months show sensitivity to these language-specific differences. That is,

infants are attuned to the way in which their language conceptualizes

space. The linguistic input affects concept formation from the earliest stages.

6.2.3 Phonological systems
Children need to learn individual sounds and their phonological contrasts.

There are approximately 3,000 categorically distinct sounds used in living

languages and there are quite a fewmore thatwould in principle be possible –

the IPA generates over 50,000 possible symbol combinations (p.c. Ian

Maddieson). In their first year, babies build up language-specific phonetic

prototypes which help to organize sounds into categories (Kuhl et al. 1992,

also see Curtin & Hufnagle Ch. 7 and Vihman et al. Ch. 10). This also holds for

children acquiring tone language such as Yoruba (Niger-Congo, Nigeria)

(Harrison 2000). Languages differ in the number of phonemes in their

sound system. Rotokas (North Bougainville family, Papua New Guinea) is

the language with the smallest known inventory (11 phonemes), whereas

!Xóõ (Tuu family, Botswana) is at the other extreme with approximately 153

phonemes. Out of the 122 consonants of !Xóõ there are about 83 clicks which

are preferred word-initially over nonclicks (Maddieson 2005, Traill 1985).

Clicks are known to be complex to produce and range among the most

complex articulatory speech sounds. Children learning such a complex

sound system might differ systematically in word-learning strategies from

children learning languageswith a smaller inventory. Childrenwho still have

a small vocabulary may be very selective in their choice of words, that is,

either actively avoid words which are difficult to pronounce or substitute

consonants systematically (for a summary, see Macken & Ferguson 1983). In

fact, clicks are reported to be acquired late in Xhosa (Mowrer & Burger 1991)

and closely related Sesotho (Demuth1992), but the functional load of clicks in

these Bantu languages is considerably lower than in thenon-Bantu (‘Khoisan’)

languages of Southern Africa. However, the acquisition of ‘Khoisan’ lan-

guages has not yet been documented and so it is not known if clicks are

acquired earlier than in Xhosa and Sesotho.

6.2.4 Words
There are different types of words, phonological and grammatical words,

and their structure and identification differ from language to language. To
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illustrate why the study of diversity is crucial but difficult, let us consider

an example which shows how our theories are driven by the data we use.

Morphology directly influences the kind of words we have in a language

(more analytic or synthetic – see Behrens Ch. 12) but this interrelation has

not been addressed in studies of word acquisition. A study on the acquis-

ition of verbs in five Mayan languages (Pye et al. 2007) showed that even in

closely related languages the children’s first verb forms differ, depending

on the morphology of the particular language (see Section 6.6.1). Words

are language-specific constructions and generalizations are difficult to

make without taking a wide range of factors into consideration.

It has been taken as common ground that the order ofmorphemeswithin

a word is fixed and that free permutation of the morphemes is not possible.

Any change in order is assumed to create a word with a different meaning.

This assumption was confirmed for the languages that have been docu-

mented so far. Recent research on words in Chintang (Sino-Tibetan,

Eastern Nepal), however, (Bickel et al. 2007), shows that prefixes can freely

permutate within a word without any change in meaning or other conse-

quences, such as dialect change or pragmatic differences. Thus, speakers

freely vary between forms like u-kha-ma-cop-yokt-e (3nonsg.a-1nonsg.p-neg-
see-neg-pst excl) and kha-u-ma-cop-yokt-e, ma-kha-u-cop-yokt-e ‘they didn’t see

us (excl.)’.3 Free prefix permutation severely reduces the amount of repeti-

tion available in the input, but we have at present no idea of how children

manage to successfully cope with this feature.

A major finding in word learning has been that children in their early

word use tend to prefer nouns over verbs (Gentner 1982). Gentner’s obser-

vation is based on a number of languages including English, German,

Japanese, Kaluli, Mandarin and Turkish. The generalization, however, is

based on a survey of early vocabulary studies collected from a variety of

independent studies conducted by different researchers. Subsequent stud-

ies on other languages (Tzeltal: Brown 1998a, Mandarin Chinese: Tardif

1996, Korean: Choi & Gopnik 1995), and a reanalysis of the English data

have shownmixed results; verbs seem to be more represented in the early

vocabulary of Korean, for example. It is likely that the use of different data

sets or maternal checklists or spontaneous speech samples, yield different

results (Clark 2003). An additional factor is the context in which a sponta-

neous speech sample is collected (Tardif et al. 1999). Similarities across

English and Mandarin have been found if the context is kept constant.

Estimating the frequency of nouns and verbs presupposes that we can

easily distinguish between nouns and verbs in the speech of a child.

However, this can be often a challenge both in child language and in

some languages in general such as, for example, Riau Indonesian and

colloquial Jakarta Indonesian (Gil 2000).

3 3nonsg.a = third person nonsingular agent, 1nonsg.p = first person nonsingular Patient, neg=negative,

pst = past, excl. = exclusive.
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6.2.5 Verb morphology
A considerable challenge to acquisition is posed by morphology. Some

languages have a lot of morphology such as for instance Mohawk

(Iroquoian, United States, Canada); other languages such as English or

Mandarin Chinese have very little morphology and Vietnamese has

none. In verbs, for instance, languages vary as to how many grammatical

categories can be expressed within a single verb form. Based on a world-

wide survey, Bickel and Nichols (2005) report a range between 0

(Vietnamese, with no evidence of any inflectional form in the verb), and

13 (Koasati). Grammatical categories expressed in the verb can cover a

wide range, from more familiar categories like tense, aspect or negation

to less well-known but widespread categories like evidentiality (grammat-

ical marking of evidence for a statement) and mirativity (grammatical

marking of new and unexpected information) to less common categories

like honorificity or switch-reference. A child learning a language which

obligatorily expresses honorificity in verb forms (e.g. Maithili: daur-l-ak

‘run-PST-3nh, ‘he ran’ (non honorific), daur-l-aith ‘run-PST-3h ‘he run’ (hon-

orific)), has amore complex task of verb learning in the sense of pattern-to-

world matching than a child learning a language which does not even

express person systematically.

The more verbal categories encoded, the more verb forms a given lan-

guage exhibits. English expresses three grammatical categories in the

verb: person of subject, number of subject and tense, with only two

forms to mark them. For example, in She works the -s encodes the person

and number of the subject and tense; in She worked the -ed expresses tense.

In contrast, the Sino-Tibetan language Chintang obligatorily encodes eight

categories and speakers of the language need to make choices in all eight

(tense, mood, aspect, polarity, person of subject, number of subject, per-

son of object, number of object). A transitive verb in this language has up

to 983 distinct forms (Bickel et al. 2007). Even though with many verbs,

some of these forms are rarely used, they are still part of the grammar of

adults, and children will acquire them.

The number of verb forms to acquire adds complexity to the task of

acquisition, but the way the forms are encoded also adds complexity.

Turkish, for example, is agglutinating: that is, each morpheme encodes

one meaning. In contrast, Russian and Polish are inflectional languages, in

which forms combine several elements of meaning. Exact repetitions of

verbs in agglutinating languages like Turkish (as well as in languages with

very little verbalmorphology like English) are statisticallymuchmore likely

than in ‘inflectional’ languages like Polish, and exact repetitions become

even more rare if the number of categories increase as in a polysynthetic

‘inflectional’ language like Chintang (Tibeto-Burman, Eastern Nepal). Thus,

in English constructions like I saw you,He sawme,We saw them, the verb form

is repeated nomatter what person or gender is involved. In Polish there is a

different verb form for each person and in addition the gender of the subject
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is also marked at the verb, e.g. ja go zobaczyłam (I him saw.1sg fem) ‘I saw

him’, ty nam zobaczyłas (you us saw.2sg fem) ‘You saw us’, but ty nam zobacyłes

(You us saw.2sgmasc) if the addressee ismasculine. Thus the probability for

exact repetitions of verb forms is much lower in a language like Polish than

in English.

For languages like Chintang the likelihood of exact repetition is even

less. For a sentence like ‘I saw you’, Chintang differentiates the three verb

forms copnehẽ, copnace and copnanihẽ, with different suffixal strings depend-

ing on whether the object ‘you’ is singular, dual or plural, respectively.

‘You saw me’ involves an altogether different pattern of tense and agree-

ment marking, involving a prefix: acobehẽ ‘You (singular) saw me’, acobaŋ-
cihẽ ‘You (dual) sawme’, acobaŋnihẽ ‘You (plural) sawme’ (Bickel et al. 2007).

In summary, verb forms in morphologically rich languages are more

variable and the child has to master many more forms and combinations

of forms and the appropriate contexts of use.

An area in which similarities in acquisition patterns have been reported

is in the acquisition of tense/aspect. Data on tense and aspect are available

from a wide variety of historically unrelated languages (see Li & Shirai

2000). There is a strong correlation between tense and grammatical and

lexical aspect. Grammatical aspect is a formal category of some languages

encoding the temporal structure of an event (e.g. perfective vs. imperfec-

tive aspect). Lexical aspect, also called Aktionsarten, is an inherent

property of predicates categorizing events into states, activities, telic

(goal-directed) events, and other such types. Perfective verb forms, that

is, forms portraying events as unstructured wholes (such as the Russian

form dat’ ‘give.PFV’) and telic Aktionsarten, that is, verbs including a goal

or result in their lexical semantics (such as buy) typically appear in the past

tense form of a verb, whereas imperfective aspect and atelic Aktionsarten

typically appear in the present (or nonpast) form (Shirai et al. 1998).

However, there is variation in the acquisition of tense and aspect across

languages. It is unclear whether the variation is due to differences in the

language-specific structures that are being acquired, or because research-

ers use different criteria for identifying acquisition or different types of

data onwhich to base their conclusions. For example, some data have been

collected through observation while other data have been elicited in

experimental settings. Another likely source of variation is the discourse

context of aspect usage, which has been shown to cause substantial varia-

tion in a study on the acquisition of Russian aspect (Stoll 2001, 2005).

6.3 Variation in context

Children learn their language from their environment, and there is much

descriptive work on the input that children receive. There is not only

variation in the structures that children have to learn, but also in their
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cultural and linguistic contexts (Lieven 1994, Ochs & Schieffelin 1984).

Studying the linguistic environment of children can help answer two

important questions. First, are there any commonalities of qualitative

changes made by the caretakers when talking to the child, in other

words do all cultures somehow facilitate their speech when talking to

children (not necessarily in the same way)? Second, does the input influ-

ence development; that is, do we find correlations between certain fea-

tures in the input and the language development of the child?

As discussed by Ochs and Schieffelin (1984), some cultures are more

child-centred while others are more situation-centred. The difference

relates to the values and beliefs of the society. In a child-centred society,

as is typical with urban industrialized Western groups, a child is assumed

to be a communicative partner from birth and caregivers will talk to a

young baby as if the baby can understand, and will even answer for the

baby; in addition, a baby’s vocalization will be interpreted as a word. In

contrast, in situation-centred societies, a young baby is not assumed to be a

communicative partner and so child-directed speech does not play the

same role. In fact, children may not be addressed directly until they start

to produce intelligible words (e.g. Quiche Mayan: Ratner & Pye 1984,

Kaluli: Schieffelin 1985). Other features also vary, such as prompting a

child to use appropriate language or even speaking for the child. However,

it is difficult to compare directly across cultures because we may not have

captured all the contexts in which adults talk to children (de León 1998).

Thus we do not know the extent to which children learn language struc-

tures from the language addressed to them and from language they

overhear,

Research on the dyadic interaction between mothers and their children

inWestern, literate, urban contexts (that is, child-centred) has identified a

series of features characterizing child-directed speech: shorter and simpler

utterances, higher pitch (Fernald & Kuhl 1987, Fernald et al. 1989), exag-

gerated intonation, few errors (Snow & Ferguson 1977). None of these

adaptations, which should facilitate acquisition, applies universally.

Higher pitch, for example, was long assumed to be a good candidate for a

universal of child-directed speech. It has even been found in tone lan-

guages such as Mandarin Chinese (Grieser & Kuhl 1988, Papousek et al.

1991). However, there are societies in which higher pitch seems absent

from child-directed speech because it is reserved for other registers, as

Ratner and Pye (1984) suggest for Quiche Maya (though for an alternative

interpretation, see Fernald et al. 1989). A study by Fernald et al. (1989),

comparing prosodic modifications in mother’s and father’s speech to

preverbal children in languages with considerably diverse prosodic struc-

tures (French, Italian, German, Japanese and both British and American

English) suggests that even though there are common patterns found in

the input there are language-specific variations. Repetition has also been

reported for the speech addressed to young children in, for example,
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Tzeltal (Brown 1998b), English (Cameron-Faulkner et al. 2003) and also in a

recent comparative study of Russian, English and German (Stoll et al. in

press).

6.4 Methods for investigating language acquisition

A main problem for typological research is the comparison across studies.

If, for instance, we want to compare the acquisition of aspect in French,

Russian and English using the results of already available studies we would

encounter a number of difficulties. Researchers may have collected differ-

ent types of data and with different research methods, number of partic-

ipants and age range of the children. There is a wide range of methods used

in language acquisition research: experimental paradigms, structured elic-

itations using a uniform stimulus kit, picture identification and observa-

tions in naturalistic or laboratory contexts. Experiments are used to test

what children can do both in production and comprehension in a specific

context, but they raise methodological and practical issues for typological

research. Experiments for investigating typological similarities and differ-

ences in acquisition patterns need to be equivalent across language groups,

but this can be difficult for a number of reasons. For example, one exper-

imental paradigm for research on very young children’s comprehension is

the intermodal preferential looking paradigm (IPL) (Golinkoff et al. 1987). In

this paradigm, children are simultaneously presentedwith two pictures and

an auditory match for one of the pictures. It is assumed that if children

understand the input they will look longer at the matching picture,

although there are problems in interpreting what it is the children have

actually understood. However, even though the design is relatively simple,

the technical and practical prerequisites can be a challenge if one wants to

conduct such an experiment in the field. For such an experiment an elec-

tricity supply is needed but is not always available. In addition, there needs

to be a location where the experiment can be conducted without interrup-

tion fromothers. Thismeans that IPL testing ismore or less restrained to the

specific cultural context of technically advanced societies.

Any kind of data collection needs to be conducted in collaborationwith a

native speaker of the language and for experimental or comparative

research it needs to be conducted in a uniform context for all participants.

In various cultures there can be difficulties in finding assistants who can

deal with the experimental situation appropriately. Further, the instruc-

tions of the experiment need to be equivalent across languages. Any differ-

ences can bias the results considerably. Keeping the instructions constant

is not a trivial task, for example, one languagemay have obligatory articles

while another does not which results in differences in the stimuli.

Another problem is in developing stimuli that can be compared across

languages. The use of picture prompts (or videos) for instance presupposes
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that children of the culture are familiar with pictures or videos, but this

may not be the case. The choice of stimuli can also introduce a bias.

Familiarity with the stimuli can bear significantly on the results.

Consider the acquisition of ergativity; if we want to compare its acquis-

ition inQuicheMayan children (Mexico),Warlpiri (Australia) and Inuktitut

(Canada), we might have difficulties in finding stimuli that are equally

common and appropriate in the three societies and ecosystems. Another

example is if we want to test children’s understanding of transitivity

comparing Russian with English and other languages we need to be

aware that case marking of objects in Russian is different for masculine

animate nouns than for masculine inanimate nouns; neuter nouns and

feminine nouns have yet another ending. The researcher must decide

which gender groups to use. If all gender/animate combinations are

included, the number of items to test will be large and the task may be

too long for young children. However, to restrict the stimuli to one case

would render the data not representative.

Thus it can be a challenge to control the conditions without biasing the

results. It is less difficult to conduct an experiment across closely related

languages and cultures than in unrelated languages or very different

cultures. This does not mean that typological/crosscultural research is

impossible but it is important to be aware of introducing potential biases

that are unrelated to the research questions.

We expect that a situation is understoodmore or less in a similar enough

way. However an important point to keep in mind is that there are cultural

differences. As Greenfield (1997) has argued, in order to use a test developed

for one culture in another, the cultures must share values, knowledge and

communication. For example, there needs to be agreement on the merit of

particular responses to particular questions. In addition, we cannot assume

a universal function of questions; testing a child on something forwhichwe

know the answer may not be appropriate. Also, knowledge may be held

jointly in some cultures so it will not be culturally appropriate to test an

individual; a group session would be more appropriate.

Further, the context for an experiment is always quite specific and does

not necessarily translate to other linguistic contexts (Stoll 2005, Tardif et al.

1999) or performance in general (Richards 1994). Depending on the exact

design, the stimuli and the procedure, very different results can be

obtained as shown for instance by various results on the acquisition of

the transitive construction in English (Abbot-Smith & Tomasello 2006).

The goal of longitudinal naturalistic acquisition studies is to gain a repre-

sentative sample of the language of a child or a group of children and the

linguistic context over a specific developmental period. These data consti-

tute an important resource. The main advantage is that we obtain sponta-

neous speech samples. However, one of the problems is that the resources

required are extensive. In addition, the time commitment is huge; data need

to be transcribed, translated with glosses for morphemes and also coded so
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that patterns of development can be analysed. This requires the help of

research assistants who are native speakers of the language.

There are several questions that need to be decided in developing such a

project: How many children to record? With whom to record them? In

which situations? At what time of the day? At what intervals? With or

without observer? Are there siblings and will they be in the recording?

Answers to these questions have a direct influence on the sample of speech

obtained (Hoff-Ginsberg 1991). Three issues are of particular relevance. First,

small samples make generalizations to the population problematic, espe-

cially since there is variability in how children develop (Bates et al. 1988,

Lieven 1997, Lieven, Pine & Barnes 1992).With only a small sample, there is

no way of knowing what the normal range of development is. Second, the

density of sampling can influence the results. Since the frequency of occur-

rence of linguistic structures varies, the frequency of sampling influences

the probability of howoften a linguistic featurewill be encountered. Thus, if

we are interested in a rarely occurring linguistic feature, wemight severely

underestimate the age of emergence just because our sample is not dense

enough (Tomasello& Stahl 2004). Third, the situation inwhich the sampling

occurs influences the data obtained (Hoff Ginsberg 1991). Bornstein and

colleagues (Bornstein et al. 2000, 2002) found that the recording situation

strongly affects children’s output. Children acquiring English were more

likely to produce longer utterances if they are recorded at a time that the

mother judged would provide an optimal sample of speech than when, for

example, the child plays by herself with the mother nearby. In order to

make generalizations,we need tohave an overall picture of the typical day of

a child and choose contexts which best allow for comparisons across cul-

tures. Fourth, the interpretation of the child data requires that we knowhow

the output of the child correlates with the input of the caretakers (Stoll &

Gries in press). In addition we needmethods to compare the data of children

learning different languagesmeaningfully and thesemethods still need to be

developed. This is an important task of future research.

6.5 Child Language Data Exchange System

An important source of data from a variety of languages was developed in

the early 1980s by BrianMacWhinney and Catherine Snow; this is the Child

Language Data Exchange System project (CHILDES). CHILDES provides a

series of tools to transcribe and analyse data to facilitate empirical language

acquisition research. It hosts corpora on about thirty languages. English is

the best represented language with several corpora that are morphologi-

cally glossed. Three other languages, Irish (Guilfoyle), Sesotho (Demuth) and

Indonesian (Gil), are represented by corpora that are translated and mor-

phologically glossed for both child and interactors (Indonesian and Sesotho)

and for the child only (Irish). In addition, CHILDES contains corpora of five
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languages, which are glossed but not translated, and there are corpora of

three languages, which are translated but not glossed. All other corpora of

the remaining languages are transcripts only.

The lack of glossing and translation limits theway the data can beused for

analysis since quantitative analysis is limited to orthographically identifi-

able structures. For typological work, glossing and translations are required.

Given the amount of resources needed to build up a transcribed, translated

and glossed longitudinal corpus, it is clear why not all the corpora in

CHILDES have been glossed and translated yet. However, the data available

help in making crosslinguistic and typological comparisons possible. The

data is free for researchers to access as are the tools available for analysis.

6.6 Typological studies of language acquisition

Slobin (1997d) called the two major ways of engaging in typological

language acquisition studies based on the sampling of languages intra-

typological and cross-typological. To avoid confusion with the term ‘cross-

linguistic studies’, I will use the standard terms used in typology, namely

intra-genealogical studies for studies which compare languages within

language families and inter-genealogical for studies which investigate

the acquisition of a feature across language families. I focus only on studies

here that were designed as typological studies thus excluding studies that

evaluate very different data sets.

6.6.1 Intra-genealogical studies
Since the grammars of closely related languages usually do not differ as

strongly as grammars of unrelated languages we can hold several variables

constant, which potentially otherwise might influence our results. Intra-

genealogical studies (e.g. Smoczynska 1985, Strömqvist et al. 1995) also

constitute an important basis for inter-genealogical studies.

To illustrate how intra-genealogical studies operate I present the findings

of a recent study of early verb forms in fiveMayan languages (Pye et al. 2007).

The key feature in this study is that the same method of analysing longi-

tudinal data is used in all five languages. The study starts from the observa-

tion that children learning Quiche, Q’anjob’al and Yukatek produce many

more combinations of verb root plus suffixes than children learning Tzeltal

and Tzotzil, who produce a high proportion of bare verb roots. Even though

the morphology of the languages is similar, there are differences in the

position of some affixes, such as the position of an affix that marks verb

transitivity andmood, and there are other differences in the structure of the

inflectional paradigms. These fine-grained differences make the compari-

sons of early verb forms in these languages a natural experiment. The data

for comparison are early verb forms occurring in natural speech, and a
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sample of child-directed speech. A range of factors in the input were corre-

lated with the use of bare verb forms in the children’s data. The factors

include: the frequency of verbs occurring without prefixes, verbs in

sentence-initial position, the number of imperatives used, and what are

called ‘right-edge factors’, that is, the frequency of occurrence of verb

forms without suffixes at the right edge of a sentence. The main significant

factor turns out to be the frequencywithwhich adults produce verb forms at

the right edge ofwords and sentences. Contexts vary significantly in the five

languages inwhich the verb root can occur without an overt suffix. In Tzeltal

and Tzotzil verb roots can appear simultaneously at the right edge of the verb

stem and the right edge of the sentence. In the other three languages the verb

root only occurs at the right edge of the verb stem but not at the end of the

sentence because these have status suffixes that need to appear at the right

sentence edge. The study shows that if the researchers had restricted their

analysis to Tzeltal and Tzotzil, they would have concluded that children are

drawn to the ‘semantic kernels’ of verbs. However, the results from Quiche,

Yukatek and Q’anjob’al show that the input influences why Tzeltal and

Tzotzil children favour the extraction of verb roots (Pye et al. 2007). This

study exemplifies how intra-genealogical studies can reach a high level of

precision in testing variables in closely related languages.

6.6.2 Inter-genealogical studies
In inter-genealogical studies, features are investigated independent of

language families. Studies of this type range from small-scale studies

including two languages to larger studies with a number of languages.

Such typological studies provide in-depth insights into how children

acquiring different languages compare in the acquisition of a specific

feature (e.g. Allen et al. 2006, Bowerman et al. 1995, Imai & Gentner 1997,

Johnston & Slobin 1979). A key characteristic here is the justification for

the choice of languages. The choice of languages depends on the variables

a researcher is interested in.

A discussion of Slobin’s typological study of motion verbs (Slobin 1997d),

which is part of a larger typological study on narratives (Berman & Slobin

1994), illustrates this kind of research. The study was influenced by Talmy’s

(1985) typology of the way languages code path andmanner of movement.

On the one hand, there are what he calls ‘verb-framed’ languages, which

encode paths by the verb, and leave out the manner of the motion com-

pletely or express it in a complement (typically a gerund), e.g. Spanish salió

(corriendo) ‘he exited (running)’. The other type of motion verbs are what

Talmy calls ‘satellite-framed’ languages, where the verb root expresses

manner of motion and particles (adpositions, adverbs) are used to express

the path; e.g. She ran out of the house. In Slobin’s study the languages were

chosen depending on the way they express motion. The use of motion

verbs was then investigated in a narrative experiment with a picture book
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without words as a stimulus (Frog, Where are you?, Mayer 1969). The experi-

ment was conducted with English, German, Spanish, Turkish and

Hebrew-speaking children. In comparing the narratives of children learn-

ing verb-framed and satellite-framed languages, distinct styles emerged.

English children, for instance, devoted more narrative attention to the

dynamics of movement along a path because of the availability of verbs of

motion that trace out detailed paths in relation to ground elements. This is

shown in the number of different verb types used in the two languages.

English children used many more verb types expressing motion than did

Spanish children. Spanish speakers, by contrast, gave relatively more

attention to static scene setting (Slobin 1997d). This dichotomy was later

extended to a third group of languages, where manner and path were

balanced across different parts of speech (Thai, Warlpiri and several

other languages of different families, see Strömqvist & Verhoeven 2004).

The inclusion of a wider range of languages helped develop theories about

linguistic categories and also about the acquisition of these categories.

6.7 Conclusions

The past few decades have seen considerable progress in the study of lan-

guage acquisition across a wide range of languages, including some endan-

gered languages such as Tzeltal, Tzotzil, Yukatec and Inuktitut. This research

is a pressing task because more than half of the approximately 7,000 lan-

guages (and thus linguistic diversity) are severely endangered. Language

acquisition research of little-known languages requires extensive collabora-

tion with field linguists and social anthropologists. This makes typological

language acquisition resource intensive. However, it is only by conducting

such research that our understanding of the diversity of human language and

the effect of this diversity on language acquisition can be fully understood.
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Early developments





7

Speech perception

Suzanne Curtin
Dan Hufnagle

7.1 Introduction

Prior to the onset of productive language, infants demonstrate a range of

speech perception abilities. Their ability to perceive numerous speech

sounds, segment speech, learn frequent patterns and hone in on the

appropriate linguistic units for the ambient language is impressive.

Speech perception research has revealed that these abilities not only

provide the basis for learning native-language sound categories, but also

the basis for learning syllable structure and segmenting and storingwords.

Early preferences for speech over other environmental sounds and for

infant-directed speech over adult-directed speech help guide infants’

attention to the relevant information in the speech input. These prelin-

guistic speech perception abilities demonstrated in infancy result in a

strong foundation for later language development. In this chapter we

will focus on early infant speech perception abilities and discuss how

speech perception shapes early word learning and the linguistic categories

that emerge from the growing lexicon.

The chapter begins with an overview of infants’ perceptual abilities at

birth. We then provide a review of language-general speech perception

capabilities demonstrated by infants over the first fewmonths of life. This

is followed by a discussion of the ways in which infant speech perception

abilities change as a result of experiencewith the target language.We then

review findings exploring how infants use different properties of language

input to find and identify words in the speech stream. By the time infants

are 12months of age they have learned a great deal about sound categories

and what constitutes a word. We provide a review of how learning about

sounds andwords influences early word–object associations.We complete

the chapter by discussing various theoretical approaches that have been

proposed to account for speech perception development and early word

learning.



7.2 Perceptual abilities at birth

Prior to birth, infants’ speech perception is shaped by experience.

Neonates exhibit changes in sucking behaviour depending on whether

the infants hear stories that were read by their mothers during the last

few weeks of pregnancy or whether they hear novel stories (DeCasper &

Spence 1986). Newborns also prefer their mother’s voice to the voices of

other females (DeCasper & Fifer 1980). They prefer to listen to infant-

directed speech (Cooper & Aslin 1990), which has higher pitch, longer

vowels, wider pitch variation and increased rhythmicity compared to

adult-directed speech (Fernald 1985, Werker & McLeod 1989).

A useful and potentially necessary starting point for infants is the ability

to separate speech sounds from non-speech sounds, and it has been pro-

posed that there is an initial bias for listening to speech over other types of

sounds (Jusczyk 1997). Indeed, newborns listen longer to speech than to

non-speech sounds that are matched in complexity and spectral frequency

(Vouloumanos & Werker 2007). These early preferences and biases allow

the infant to direct attention to certain properties of the speech signal

thereby facilitating language acquisition.

Exposure to speech at these very early stages activates specialized areas

of the brain (Dehaene-Lambertz & Peña 2001). Optical imaging studieswith

neonates reveal greater activity in the left hemisphere than the right when

presented with normal forward speech but not when backward speech is

presented (Peña et al. 2003). Studies using functional magnetic resonance

imaging (fMRI) reveal distinct patterns of activation to the two types of

speech (Dehaene-Lambertz et al. 2002). The results of these studies suggest

that some of the basic psychoacoustic and cognitive capabilities that are

essential for speech perception are available to the infant at or just before

birth. However, these capabilities are not necessarily unique to humans.

Non-human primates demonstrate similar abilities, suggesting reliance on

general processes of the primate auditory system (Ramus et al. 2000,

Tincoff et al. 2005).

Young infants demonstrate the ability to discriminate different speech

sounds. Discrimination of stop consonants has been demonstrated in new-

borns by heart-rate deceleration (Lecanuet et al 1995). Newborns can dis-

criminate some vowel categories, as indicated by event-related potential

research (Cheour-Luhtanen et al. 1995). Within a few months, they are able

to discriminate vowels that are not phonemically distinguished in the

native language (Swoboda et al. 1976, Trehub 1976) and discriminate some

vowels that are acoustically quite similar (Marean et al. 1992). Asymmetries

in vowel perception have been observed in discrimination tasks. Newborns

use the most extreme ‘point’ vowels in the vowel space (e.g. /i/ and /u/) as

reference anchors. This results in reduceddiscrimination for vowels that are

close to the point vowels in phonetic space (e.g. /I/ and /U/) when the point
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vowel is presented first and used for comparison. The non-point vowel is

subsumed into the point vowel category. This does not happen, however,

when the non-point vowel is the standard (Polka & Bohn 2003).

Categorical perception of consonants has been shown in young infants

using high-amplitude sucking procedures (Bertoncini et al. 1987) and by

event-related potentials recorded from the scalp in 3month olds (Dehaene-

Lambertz & Gliga 2004). Seminal work examining categorical perception

found that infants discriminate consonant tokens if they are pulled from

either side of the adult voice onset time (VOT) category boundary (e.g. /ba/

from /pa/), but do not discriminate two tokens from within one side of

the category boundary (Aslin et al. 1981, Eimas et al. 1971). However,

research with 3–4 month olds has shown graded, within-category percep-

tion of VOT under different testing conditions (Miller & Eimas 1996).

Specifically, when infants are familiarized with the prototypical exemplar

and then tested on a non-prototypical member of a category, discrimina-

tion is difficult. However, when familiarized with the non-prototype and

then presentedwith the prototype, discrimination of VOT is observed. This

ability to discriminate within-category tokens persists to 8 months

(McMurray & Aslin 2005). These findings suggest that although categorical

perception may be the most easily revealed, within-category sensitivity is

also possible.

Infants demonstrate discrimination of consonants in the ambient lan-

guage as well as contrasts that occur in other languages (see Saffran et al.

2006 for a review). Kikuyu-learning infants of 4months of age can discrim-

inate the voicing contrast (ba vs. pa) found in English, but not in Kikuyu

(Streeter 1976). Guatemalan infants at 4.5 to 6 months old are also able to

discriminate the English voicing contrast but, surprisingly, not the voicing

contrast found in their native Spanish language (Lasky et al. 1975), which

employs a different voicing distinction than English (Lisker & Abramson

1967). One explanation for this finding is that the English voicing contrast

is aligned with a language-general voicing boundary (Jusczyk 1997).

Infants learning a language such as Spanish where the voicing distinction

does not align with this general boundary must reset or shift their percep-

tual categories (Aslin & Pisoni 1980). Experience with the target language

will provide appropriate information about the relevant speech sound

contrasts for the language.

Many of the studies exploring discrimination of consonants and vowels

present the contrast in single syllable units (e.g. /ba/). Infants can, however,

perceive some phonetic contrasts in multisyllabic strings in initial posi-

tion (bada vs. gada) as well as in medial position (daba vs. daga) (Jusczyk &

Thompson 1978). Within these longer sequences, infants are also sensitive

to a number of prosodic cues, such as vowel duration (Eilers et al. 1984) and

pitch peaks (Bull et al. 1984). Infants demonstrate great sensitivity to

prosodic information, especially rhythmicity. Newborns discriminate lan-

guages from different rhythmical classes (Mehler & Christophe 1995,
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Mehler et al. 1988, Nazzi et al. 1998). By 2–4 months infants are able to

discriminate languages from within a single rhythmical class (e.g. English

and Dutch), and soon after begin to discriminate between two dialects

from within the same language (e.g. American and British English; for a

review, see Nazzi & Ramus 2003). The ability to discriminate languages

based on rhythmic class helps to lay the foundation for speech segmenta-

tion by highlighting units for segmentation.

7.3 Learning language-specific sound categories

Infants are able to perceive a number of speech contrasts from birth, but

these contrastsmay not correspondwith the speech sound contrasts that are

used by the individual languages that the infants are learning. Before

6 months of age, infants discriminate a range of consonant and vowel con-

trasts present in their native language as well as contrasts found in other

languages. Listening experience over the first year of life leads to improved

discrimination formore difficult phonetic distinctions in thenative language

(Kuhl et al. 2006, Polka et al. 2001). Experiencewith the ambient language also

leads to a decline in the ability to discriminate non-native contrasts.

Unlike young infants, adults fail to discriminate similar sounds that are

not part of their native language inventory (Pisoni & Lively 1995).

Pioneering work byWerker and Tees (1984) documented the rapid decline

of this ability at the end of the first year of life. They compared Hindi-

and English-speaking adults’ and 6 to 12 month olds’ discrimination of

the Hindi retroflex-dental /da/–/Da/ place distinction and the voiceless

aspirated-breathy voiced /tha/–/dha/ distinction. Predictably, Hindi-speaking

adults discriminated minimal pairs better than English-speaking adults.

However, 6- to 8-month-old English learners also discriminated the Hindi

contrasts. On the other hand, 10 to 12 month olds performed like English-

speaking adults and failed to discriminate (Werker 1989,Werker&Tees 1984).

Listening experience inone’snative language triggers this decline in the ability

to perceive non-native distinctions. This pattern of decline has been replicated

in a number of distinctions using the Conditioned Head Turn procedure

(Anderson et al. 2003, Pegg & Werker 1997, Werker & Lalonde 1988), the

Visual Habituation discrimination task (Best et al. 1995), and event-related

potential research (Cheour et al. 1998b, Kuhl & Coffey-Corrina 2001, Rivera-

Gaxiola et al. 2003).

This reorganization of perceptual abilities, where native-language con-

trasts are preserved and non-native contrasts are lost, occurs earlier for

vowels than consonants. As with consonant perception, infants are able

to discriminate across a range of vowel categories within the first few

months of life. However, by 6 months of age infants already appear to be

less sensitive to non-native vowel contrasts. For example, Kuhl and col-

leagues (1992) observed a language-specific perceptual bias when testing
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within-vowel-category discrimination with English and Swedish 6-month-

old infants, inwhichnon-prototypical (i.e. non-native) vowelswere perceived

as part of the native language category. Polka andWerker (1994) found that

English-learning 4-month-old infants could discriminate non-English vowel

contrasts found in German, whereas 6 to 8 month olds showed more sensi-

tivity to English than German contrasts, and 10- to 12-month-old infants

were unable to discriminate the German contrasts. In a follow-up study,

Polka and Bohn (1996) found that although infants at all of the ages tested

(4–12 months) could discriminate all vowel contrasts presented (native and

non-native), an asymmetry was observed by 6 months of age with native

prototypical vowels affecting the perception of non-prototypical vowels.

The reason for the earlier reorganization of the perceptual space of vowels

might be because vowels carry much of the basic prosodic information that

infants are attracted to in early infancy (Fernald 1992, Mehler et al. 1988).

The functional reorganization from language-general to language-

specific speech perception (Werker 1995) is clearly evident in infants who

are raised in amonolingual environment. Infants in bilingual environments

demonstrate a unique developmental trajectory when tuning to the catego-

ries of their native languages. Catalan, Spanish and Catalan–Spanish bilin-

gual infantswere tested on their discrimination of the vowel distinction /e/–/

E/ (as in /dethi/ and /dEthi/) that is used inCatalan but not in Spanish (Bosch&

Sebastián-Gallés 2003). All three groups discriminated the /e/–/E/ contrast at

4months of age. The Spanishmonolingual infants stopped discriminating it

at 8 months, but the Catalan monolingual group continued discrimination.

The bilinguals failed at discrimination at 8 months, but demonstrated

success at discrimination once again at 12 months of age, resulting in a

U-shaped developmental pattern for discrimination. This findingwith bilin-

guals suggests that listening experience alone does not result in mainte-

nance of a distinction. Further support comes froma studywith French- and

English-learning infants (Burns et al. 2003). Infants were tested on their

ability to discriminate both the French phonemic voice–voiceless contrast

(/ba/–/pa/) and the English phonemic voice–voiceless contrast (/ba/–/pa/, but

phonetically [pa]–[pha]). By 10–12 months of age the French infants were

better at discriminating the French distinction than the English one.

Similarly, the English infants at this age were better at discriminating the

English than the French contrast. However, like the Spanish–Catalan

8 month olds, the bilingual English–French infants failed to show evidence

of discriminating either contrast at 10–12months. Further tests with 17–20-

month-old bilingual infants revealed two distinct patterns of discrimina-

tion: half of the older bilingual infants successfully discriminated both the

French and the English contrasts, and half the infants only discriminated

one or the other. These results suggest that many bilingual infants are

dominant in one of their languages from infancy.

The age at which perception becomes language-specific is not the same for

all speech sound contrasts. When this happens for a specific contrast
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depends on a number of variables. The salience of a particular contrast likely

plays a role. Support for this comes from the fact that vowel perception

becomes language-specific a few months earlier than consonant perception

(Kuhl et al. 1992, Polka &Werker 1994). Moreover, acoustically quite distinct

contrasts that lie completely outside the phonological space of the native

language (e.g. click contrasts) may continue to be discriminated even with-

out listening experience (Best et al. 1988). Frequency also plays an important

role. Infants stop discriminating two non-native phones that are variants of a

single highly frequent native phone at a younger age than they do variants of

a less frequent native phone (Anderson et al. 2003). While these factors

contribute to when language-specific perception for a specific contrast may

arise, how this reorganization might be accomplished remains unclear.

Stochastic processes and similarity metrics have been proposed to

explain perceptual reorganization. An artificial language learning study

by Maye et al. (2002) tested whether or not statistical learning may play a

role in phonetic category reorganization. Two groups of infants were

familiarized to different distributions of eight tokens of /da/ spanning a

continuum from [da] to the unaspirated, voiceless [ta]. All infants heard all

eight tokens, but one group heard a distribution of stimuli that corre-

sponded to a single phonetic category, and the other group heard a dis-

tribution of stimuli that corresponded to two categories. Infants in the

two-category group were better able to discriminate the endpoint stimuli

(e.g. the most extreme /da/ and /ta/ stimuli) than were infants in the one-

category group even though those tokens were equally frequent across

groups (see also Maye & Weiss 2003).

Distributional learning has also been shown to facilitate discrimination

of a difficult phonetic contrast when that contrast defines categories that

serve a functional role in the native language, such as differentiating

betweenwords. Maye et al. (2008) demonstrated that exposure to a bimodal

distribution in 8-month-old infants’ input can lead to increased discrim-

ination of prevoiced /g/ versus short-lag /k/ (unaspirated voiceless) conso-

nants. This exposure also helps with the discrimination of an unfamiliar

contrast sharing the same phonetic feature as the contrast presented

during familiarization (e.g. /d/–/t/). These findings reveal that infants are

sensitive to the frequency distribution of speech sounds in the input and

that infants demonstrate sensitivity during the age range in which devel-

opmental changes in speech perception are observed. Therefore attention

to the statistical distribution of speech sounds in the input is one of the

factors driving speech perception reorganization over the first year of life.

7.4 Learning language-specific syllable sequences

During the first year of life, infants not only begin to figure out the specific

sound categories of their language, but also the phonotactics. Phonotactics
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are the language-specific co-occurrences of speech sounds in different

syllable positions (i.e. ‘pt’ does not occur word initially in English but can

occur at the end of a word, such as kept). Cues to phonotactic regularities

tend to be probabilistic rather than categorical. For instance, the sequence

‘ft’ tends to occur more often within a word (‘after’) than across word

boundaries (‘off to’, ‘tough to’) (Mattys & Jusczyk 2001a). Similar to find-

ings in phonetic perception (Maye et al. 2002), artificial language learning

studies have shown that infants use distributional statistics to learn about

the phonotactics of the ambient language (Chambers et al. 2003, Saffran &

Thiessen 2003).

Between 6 and 9 months, infants develop knowledge of phonotactic

regularities in their language (Jusczyk et al. 1993b). For example, an

English-learning infant will listen longer to a word beginning with the

legal ‘str’ sequence than the unacceptable ‘rst’ sequence and show the

opposite pattern for word endings. At 9–10 months infants in a monolin-

gual learning environment show a preference for listening to lists of words

that correspond to native language phonotactics (Jusczyk et al. 1993b).

Bilingual learning infants show a preference by this age for the phonotac-

tic patterns of the dominant language in their input (Bosch & Sebastián-

Gallés 2001). Jusczyk et al. (1994) found that infant preferences could most

parsimoniously be explained by input frequency. When presented with

nonsense words with two equally legal phonotactic sequences, infants

of 10 months consistently show a preference for the stimuli with the

more commonly occurring sequences. Chambers et al. (2003) familiarized

16.5 month olds with CVC syllables which had restrictions on which

consonants could occur in initial position and which ones could occur in

final position (e.g. /bæp/ but not /pæb/). Infants in this study listened longer

to novel sequences in the test phase that did not conform to the phono-

tactic regularities observed in the familiarization phase. Infants demon-

strate sensitivity to native language phonotactics, but it is possible to teach

infants novel phonotactic patterns.

Recent studies have begun to explore the role of word position in

infants’ preference for native-language phonotactics. Jusczyk et al.

(1999c) demonstrated that 9-month-old infants prefer lists of non-words

that share common word-initial consonants to lists of non-words with

varying word-initial consonants, but they have no preference for lists of

non-words that share commonword-final consonants. Similarly, Zamuner

(2006) found that Dutch 10-month-old infants discriminate voicing and

place of articulation contrasts in word-initial position, but fail to discrim-

inate these contrasts in word-final position. Only by 16months are infants

able to discriminate place of articulation contrasts in word-final position,

but these infants still fail to discriminate the voicing contrast. Moreover,

9- and 11-month-old Dutch-learning infants show no preference for legal

versus illegal voicing phonotactics when this contrast occurs word-finally

(Zamuner 2006). These results suggest that early on infants are only
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sensitive to contrasts and sequences of segments in salient positions.

Further support for this comes from Karzon (1985) who demonstrated

that 1- to 4-month-old infants are better able to discriminate the middle

syllable in marana vs. malana if it is emphasized with infant-directed pro-

sody. Together, these studies illustrate that infants’ speech perception is

poorer when contrasts occur in non-initial positions.

Kajikawa and colleagues (2006) explored sensitivity to word-level pho-

notactic patterns in English and Japanese monolingual infants at the ages

of 6, 12 and 18months. All of the test words in their studywere phonotacti-

cally legal in English (neek, neeks and neekusu), but only neekusu is legal in

Japanese. They found that English-learning infants could discriminate

between neek and neeks at 18 months of age, but the Japanese infants

could not. At 6 and 12months, neither the English nor the Japanese infants

could discriminate these forms. All infants at all ages could discriminate

neeks and neekusu. However, at 18months Japanese infants diverged slightly

in their discrimination of neekusu and neeks from the English infants,

beginning to treat them similarly, suggesting sensitivity to the legal

sound sequences in their native language.

7.5 Finding words

Spoken words do not occur in isolation; rather they form a continuous

stream. One of the tasks that infants face is segmenting this continuous

stream into smaller units. Research examining speech segmentation has

found that infants begin this process between 6 and 8 months of age.

Infants use familiar word forms to aid segmentation. If a highly frequent

form such as mummy precedes an unfamiliar word, then segmentation of

the unknown form is facilitated (Bortfeld et al. 2005). Support for the role of

familiar forms comes from preference studies in which the infant is first

familiarized to CVC words (cup) and then presented with passages con-

taining those words at test and also passages containing minimally differ-

ent foils (tup) (Jusczyk & Aslin 1995). Infants of 7.5 months demonstrated a

listening preference for the familiar passages, suggesting they extracted

these words from the speech stream.

Familiar words are not enough for infants to excel at segmentation. The

number of word forms that any individual infant is familiar with by the

time he or she begins segmenting is highly variable. Moreover, even

infants who are familiar with a large number of word forms do not know

enough of these forms to segment many more words when infants begin

segmentation in earnest. For this reason, it is important to examine other

information in speech that may help with word segmentation. Several

potential cues to word boundaries have been identified, such as prosodic,

rhythmic and segmental information, transitional probabilities, phono-

tactics and stress (see Saffran et al. 2006 for a review). All of these cues are
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part of the distributional properties of the speech input. Eight-month-old

infants are able to segment the speech into ‘words’ using the statistical

information available about the co-occurrence of syllables (transitional

probabilities) (Saffran et al. 1996b). Syllables themselves carry other infor-

mation, such as phonotactic and prominence information (word stress).

Probabilistic information in the form of phonotactics is used for segmen-

tation by 9 months of age. When infants of this age are presented with

sequences of consonants that are typically found within a word versus

consonant sequences that typically occur across a word boundary, they

listened longer to sequences containing the clusters typically occurring

within a word (Mattys et al. 1999). This suggests that infants have knowl-

edge of which consonant clusters tend to occur with words and those that

occur at boundaries.

Infants are sensitive to the alternation of strong and weak syllables at a

very young age (Gerken 2004, Mehler & Christophe 1995, Mehler et al.

1988, Nazzi et al. 1998). English-learning 7.5-month-old infants use strong

syllables to determine the presence of certain words in fluent speech

(Newsome & Jusczyk 1995). When infants were exposed to strong syllables

of two-syllable words, for example ‘king’ for ‘KINGdom’ (stressed syllable

in all caps), and then passages containing the entire word, the infants did

not listen longer to passages that contained the entire word than to

passages that contained no familiar targets. Moreover, when infants

were exposed first to the passages with the entire word, they did not listen

longer to the strong syllable in isolation. Thus, infants were doing more

than just matching strong syllables, indicating that they were matching

the entire word.

In an artificial language learning task, Curtin et al. (2005) exposed 9- and

7-month-old infants to an unparsed speech stream that stressed every third

syllable. During test, infants preferred (i.e. listened longer to) sequences that

corresponded to an initially stressed sequence from the familiarization

phase. This was the case even though all of the test sequences had equally

stressed syllables. They further found that when 7-month-old infants seg-

ment stress-initial sequences from the speech stream they have a listening

preference for items that are identical in their segments and their stress

patterns (DObita, DObita) over ones that were segmentally the same but had

stress shifted to an adjacent syllable (DObita, doBIta). Taken together, these

studies support the claim that stress is a salient cue that can be used by

infants to parse the continuous speech stream (Jusczyk et al. 1999a).

The items used in the experiments of Curtin and colleagues (2005) and

Jusczyk and colleagues (1999a) corresponded to a trochaic pattern (strong–

weak stress), and it may be the case that infants were segmenting speech

based on the trochaic pattern that is found in their native language. This

type of language-specific preference for a particular rhythmic patternmay

guide segmentation (Jusczyk et al. 1999a, Polka et al. 2002). Infants are

sensitive to changes in stress patterns between 1 and 4 months of age
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(Jusczyk & Thompson 1978), and sometime between 6 and 9months of age

they begin to orient to the predominant stress pattern of the language they

are learning (Echols et al. 1997, Jusczyk et al. 1993b). Infants exposed to a

predominately iambic language (wS), such as Canadian French, segment

only wS words (Polka et al. 2002). When English infants are presented with

wS forms, such as ‘guiTAR’, they misparse iambic wS patterns. Here, they

segment ‘TAR’ as an initial syllable. If ‘TAR’ is consistently followed by an

unstressedword (e.g. is), infants treat ‘TAR#is’ as a single unit (Jusczyk et al.

1999a). However, if two strong syllable words are adjacent, as in ‘COLD

ICE’ or ‘PACK ASH’, then infants do not misparse these sequences as a

single unit, and by 11 months, English-learning infants no longer mis-

segment wS words (Mattys & Jusczyk 2001a).

The specific dialect of a language that infants are exposed to may also

influence segmentation. While 8-month-old infants exposed to Canadian

French demonstrate segmentation of wS items (Polka et al. 2002), infants of

this age who are exposed to European French do not demonstrate segmenta-

tion of words (Nazzi et al. 2006). Even by 12 months they fail to segment

bisyllabic units, but demonstrate evidence of segmenting individual syllables.

It is not until 16months that European French infants are segmenting whole

units (Nazzi et al.). It is possible that the cues for iambic patternshavedifferent

degrees of salience in different dialects. It is also possible that different testing

procedures across these studies yield divergent results. Further crosslinguistic

and cross-dialectical studies are required to elucidate these findings.

The infant has a number of potential cues available to help segment the

speech stream. Not all cueswill provide the same information aboutwhere

a potential word boundary may exist, nor will all cues necessarily be of

equal salience. If all these cues are available, the question arises as to

which cues might be used more often and when different cues might

facilitate segmentation. To address this, Johnson and Jusczyk (2001) pitted

coarticulation (information about the effect of an adjacent sound on the

production of a speech sound) and stress against transitional probabilities

to determine if either one could override the statistical information. They

found that both coarticulatory and stress information override transi-

tional probabilities when infants are 8 months of age. However, when

transitional probabilities and stress provide conflicting cues to bounda-

ries, infants around 6 months of age pay more attention to transitional

probabilities than to stress information (Thiessen & Saffran 2003). Likely

the interplay between different cues to segmentation, such as stress and

statistical information, changes over the course of development.

7.6 Early word recognition

Infants can recognize the sound patterns of their names as young as

4.5 months (Mandel et al. 1995), and by 6 months, they can recognize their
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names in ongoing speech (Mandel et al. 1995, Mandel-Emer 1997). By

11months of age, French and English infants can recognize frequent famil-

iar words without any training (Hallé & Boysson-Bardies 1994, Vihman et al.

2004), but 9month olds do not. Similar results have been obtainedwith ERP

studies. Infants as young as 11months demonstrate recognition for familiar

word forms, even though they do not necessarily understand these words

(Thierry et al. 2003). Infants’ ability to rememberwords, whether or not they

are tied to meaning, is impressive. Newborns can remember a simple word

form for over 24 hours (Swain et al. 1993). Jusczyk and Hohne (1997) dem-

onstrated that by 9 months, infants are able to retain the sound patterns of

frequently presented words for up to two weeks.

In order to recognize words there needs to be similarity between the

word currently being processed and the stored form. However, the degree

of required similarity appears to change depending on the age of the child.

Recognition at 7 months seems to require segmental information to be an

exact match. If there is a change in the initial consonant of the exposure

words (cup to tup), then infants fail to recognize the word (Jusczyk & Aslin

1995, see also Stager &Werker 1997). This is also the case for speaker voice.

At 7.5 months there is reduced recognition of a word if it is produced by a

speaker with a very different voice (male to female) from the original

production (Houston & Jusczyk 2000). Reduced recognition holds even if

the voices are both female but with very different voice characteristics,

suggesting it is not only gender differences but also the overall degree of

differences that influence recognition (Houston & Jusczyk 2003). Lower

level cues also affect word recognition. Seven-month-old infants recognize

words they have segmented only if they agree in coarticulation informa-

tion (information concerning the effect of an adjacent sound on the pro-

duction of a speech sound) (Curtin et al. 2001). Word recognition is optimal

when all aspects, such as speaker affect, speech rate and pitch, match the

form the infant heard during exposure (Singh et al. 2004).

Younger infants require information to match between the target word

form and the stored one. However, as infants develop, they seem to pay

less attention to segmental information. At 9months infants pay attention

to prosodic cues over segmental cues (Mattys et al. 1999). At 11 months, if

the onset consonant in an unstressed syllable changes (e.g. canárd to ganárd

‘duck’) infants treat both words as familiar (Hallé & Boysson-Bardies 1996).

This is not the case if the phonetic detail occurs in a stressed syllable. Here,

infants tend to treat the mispronounced word as unfamiliar (Vihman et al.

2004). Shifting the stress to another syllable in segmentally equivalent

forms diminishes word recognition for 7-month-old infants (Curtin et al.

2005), but it does not affect word recognition at 11 months (Vihman et al.

2004). In tasks measuring memory for familiar words, infants older than

11 months begin to place more importance on segmental phonetic infor-

mation than on suprasegmental and indexical (e.g. speaker voice, affect)

cues. Infants will now recognize a word even when affect, gender and
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other such cues are varied (Singh et al. 2004). By the end of the first year,

infants are learning what information is important for word recognition.

The linguistic knowledge gained during this time provides the foundation

for building a lexicon. Learning the relationship between sound patterns

and meaning is not an easy task, but with stored word forms, the infant

can begin the process of mapping words to meaning (Jusczyk 1997).

At the initial stages of word learning, detailed information about the

word form is stored. Evidence for this stems from word recognition tasks

using familiar objects and familiar words. Data using a two-choice visual

fixation paradigm indicates that infants of 14 to 23 months, when pre-

sented with a display of two known objects, will shift their gaze and look

longer towards a target object (e.g. a baby) when they hear its correct

pronunciation as opposed to a close, but incorrect, pronunciation

(e.g. vaby; Swingley & Aslin 2000, 2002). While overall word familiarity

influences recognition, the effect is also observed for recently acquired

words (Bailey & Plunkett 2002). It has been argued that neighbourhood

density may play a role as well because it is difficult to learn a newword (e.

g. gall) that is similar to a well-known word (ball), even at 20 months

(Swingley & Aslin 2000). This is further supported by eye-tracking studies

that have found that 24 month olds respond more quickly when distin-

guishing words that differ in all segments (dog vs. tree) than to ones with

much overlap in their segments (dog vs. doll) suggesting infants are attend-

ing to word-initial information (Swingley et al. 1999). Moreover, infants at

18–20 months look just as quickly and reliably to the appropriate object

when presented with partial words as they do when presented with the

entire word (e.g. baby [bey] and [beybi]; Fernald et al. 2001).

7.7 Early word–object associative learning

When infants first begin tomap words onto concepts, they need to hold in

memory information about the sound pattern of the word and link that

sound pattern to the concept. Research examining infants’ discrimination

and categorization of speech sounds has demonstrated that reorganization

and fine-tuning of phonetic categories takes place over the first 12months

of life (see Saffran et al. 2006 for a review). Is the phonetic knowledge

accrued over this time available to guide early word learning? To address

this question, Werker and colleagues (1998) outlined an associative word-

learning task known as the Switch task to test whether infants use pho-

netic detail to direct word learning. In this task, infants are presented with

two word–object pairings. For half the trials they see Object A paired with

spoken Word A, and on the other half of the trials infants see Object B

paired with Word B. Infants are habituated to these pairings, and once

their looking time declines by a preset amount the test phase begins.

Infants are presented with two types of test trials. ‘Same’ trials are made
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up of the appropriate pairing between a familiar word and familiar object

(e.g. Word A and Object A). ‘Switch’ trials contain a familiar word and a

familiar object, but with a mismatch in the pairing (e.g. Object A with

Word B). If the infant has learned to associate the words with their appro-

priate objects, they should be surprised when there is a mismatch in the

pairing. As a result, they should look longer during the Switch than the

Same trial. If they have only learned the words and objects, but have not

associated them with one another, then there should be no difference in

looking times for either type of test trial. Infants of 14 months, but not

younger, can learn words and the appropriate association with their

objects in this procedure as long as the objects are moving (Werker et al.

1998), and if the newly learned words are phonetically dissimilar (e.g. [lIf]

and [nim]) (Stager & Werker 1997).

It is not until infants are 17 months of age that they can succeed at this

task if the words are phonetically similar as in, [bI]/[dI], even though

younger infants can discriminate these syllables in a simple discrimina-

tion task (Stager &Werker 1997). To account for these findings, Stager and

Werker proposed a ‘resource limitation’ explanation. They suggested that

infants 14 months of age fail in this task because they are not yet accom-

plished word learners. In other words, the computational demands

required for linking words and object hinder their ability to attend to

and access the phonetic detail that distinguishes between words.

This finding has been demonstrated across a number of studies using a

range of contrasts (Pater et al. 2004). One manipulation presented the [b]–

[d] contrast in an appropriate word form such as [bIn] vs. [dIn]. Still, infants

of 14 months failed in this condition. Even if the acoustic salience of the

contrast is increased infants continue to fail at this task. Indeed, infants of

14 months also fail on the potentially less confusable voicing distinction

[bIn]–[phIn] and on a voicing + place distinction, [phIn]–[dIn] (Pater et al.

2004). In a task in which infants physically manipulated and grouped

objects with the same labels together, infants of 20 months failed to

learn words that differ minimally in only their word-medial vowel, even

when acoustically quite distinct vowels were used (Nazzi 2005). In con-

trast, findings by Curtin and colleagues (submitted) suggest that 15-month-

old infants are able to learn novel words that differ only in one vowel

sound in a Switch task. They argue that richer acoustic properties of

vowels facilitate infants’ performance with these similar-sounding

words, but that not all contrasts will be equally discriminable. Infants

only succeeded in utilizing the vowel pair that was distinguished by the

first formant and failed with vowel pairs that were distinguished by the

second formant. These results demonstrate that infants initially use some

acoustic cues before others and do so before they use consonant features.

Support for the resource limitation explanation comes from findings

where infants of 14 months with particularly large vocabularies success-

fully notice a switch (Werker et al. 2002a, Werker & Fennell 2004). Their
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success is presumably due to the fact that they are more accomplished

word learners. The resource limitation hypothesis has been further elabo-

rated in a series of studies that demonstrated that if the cognitive demands

required of the task are lessened by presenting infants with minimally

different known words (e.g. ‘ball’ [bal] vs. ‘doll’ [dal], which are minimal

pairs in many North American dialects), then 14 month olds succeed

(Fennell & Werker 2003). Additionally, when the load is reduced by

increasing object familiarity by simply allowing the infant to interact

with an object over a period of weeks without it being given a label, infants

of 14 months are able to learn minimally different words (Fennell 2004).

In tasks where the labels of known objects are mispronounced, research-

ers have found that infants as young as 14 months detect subtle phonetic

differences (Bailey & Plunkett 2002, Fennell & Werker 2003, Swingley &

Aslin 2002). Furthermore, when learning two new words, infants of

14 months are able to notice mismatches in word–object pairings if the

demands of the task are lessened by providing infants with pictures of

both referents simultaneously (Ballem & Plunkett 2005).

In a series of studies, Thiessen (2007) explored whether contexts in

which children have heard the relevant, phonetically similar contrasts is

a factor in their ability to succeed in this word-learning task. More specif-

ically, Thiessen tested a distributional account, which predicts that chil-

dren will use phonetic contrasts when they experience the two phones in

very distinct contexts. For example, since [da] and [tha] are very similar

contexts, they form a dense neighbourhood. However, if infants encounter

these forms in lexical contexts that contain greater phonetic variability,

perhaps the phonetically similar words that are differentiated by the /d/–/t/

contrast would be less likely to interfere. To test this hypothesis, Thiessen

(2007) familiarized 15 to 16 month olds with three word–object pairings:

the novel word daw pairedwith a novel object, dawbow pairedwith another

novel object, and tawgoo also paired with a novel object. In the Same trial,

infants saw the appropriate pairing of daw with its object. In the Switch

trial, the daw object was paired with taw. If distributional information in

the formof lexical context plays a role in allowing children to use phonetic

contrasts, then they should reliably notice a switch, and indeed, 15 to 16

month olds are successful. While more exposure is not enough to reduce

resource demands (Thiessen 2007), prior exposure, such as hearing

sequences in a word segmentation task, which require the infant to pull

word-like units from the continuous speech stream, can help infants learn

word–object associations at 17 months (Graf Estes et al. 2007a).

The results of these studies suggest that there are a number of factors

involved in early word learning. The specific contrast being tested,

whether a consonant or a vowel, will influence the outcome. Task differ-

ences suggest that infants store the information about sound sequences

thatmake up theword, but access to that information depends onwhether

the infant is performing a recognition task or a retrieval task and also
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depends on whether or not the infant is familiar with one or more of the

words. Additionally, more experienced word learners successfully notice

minimally differing word pairs. Thus, while the overall picture is complex,

infants are clearly able to store information about the sound sequences

that make up words and match these sequences to meaning. While there

may be instances where they do not detect fine phonetic details, infants

are successfully learning about meaningful words.

7.8 Theoretical approaches

Aslin and Pisoni (1980) outlined four possible models for the development

of speech perception. The universal model argues that infants are born

with sensitivities to native and non-native phonetic contrasts, and experi-

ence functions to only maintain the existing built-in sensitivities. Without

experience, sensitivities to non-native contrasts will be lost. Similarly, the

attunement model argues that while biases exist at birth, experience

functions to shape them more precisely and ultimately to converge on

the adult categories. The ability to discriminate contrasts is driven by

experience according to the perceptual learning model. The overall rate

of development is dependent on frequency of contrasts in the language

input, the acoustic discriminability of contrasts, and the infant’s attention.

Finally, the maturational theory argues that development occurs follow-

ing a predetermined schedule. In this case, whether or not a child can

discriminate a contrast is completely independent of experience. No

model by itself can account for all of the findings related to developmental

speech perception, nor can one alone account for other speech develop-

ments occurring over the first two years of life.

Other models of developmental speech perception have been proposed to

explain general and language-specific perception of speech sounds. Two

specific models are the Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM, Best 1994,

Best & McRoberts 2003) and the Native Language Magnet model (NLM, Kuhl

1993). PAMprovides a ‘direct realist’ account of native and non-native speech

perception (Best 1994). Young infants perceive speech categorically by

recovering information about the distal object from the acoustic signal –

specifically information about the vocal tract configuration as represented in

gestural phonology (Browman & Goldstein 1986). Non-native speech seg-

mentswill be perceived according to how theymight be assimilated to native

categories (see Best & McRoberts 2003, for an extension of PAM). Non-native

sounds will be discriminated if they are assimilated into two different native

language speech categories, but if the non-native sounds are assimilated to a

single native language category, they will not be discriminable.

Acoustic cues, rather than vocal tract gestures, are the source of infor-

mation available to the listener according to the NLM (Kuhl 1993). NLM

categories emerge in multidimensional space, and initially, this type of
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category structure results in asymmetries in discrimination. Frequently

heard instances emerge as new prototypes of categories, which then rede-

fine or evenmerge initial categories (Kuhl 1993, 2004). Studieswith infants

demonstrate that these best instances of a phonetic category act as percep-

tual magnets and pull nearby tokens into their perceptual space. Thus

perceptual asymmetries are evident as poorer performance if a prototype

of the category is used as a standard in a discrimination task.

Both of these models focus exclusively on the development of sound

categories and do not focus on the role of speech perception in word

learning. A unified account of how language experience affects perception

of native-language sound categories and word recognition in infancy was

proposed by Jusczyk (1997). According to WRAPSA (word recognition and

phonetic structure acquisition), as the acoustic signal enters the auditory

system a set of ‘auditory analysers’ provides a description of the signal.

Over the course of acquisition, the output of the auditory analyser is

weighted to give prominence to features that are required for contrasting

different words. Once the signal is weighted, pattern extraction takes

place. At this time, the signal is segmented into units that temporally

group together prominent features into syllabic units. WRAPSA assumes

that infants first have access to prosodic information, then syllabic, and

only later on in development do they have access to phonetic information.

In order to recognize words, representations act as probes. If a closematch

is obtained between a probe and an existing representation of a known

word, then the word is recognized and its meaning (if represented) is

accessed. If no match can be found, the probe will either be reprocessed

or stored as a new entry with or without meaning.

PRIMIR (Processing Rich Information fromMultidimensional Interactive

Representations) is a new theoretical framework (Werker & Curtin 2005).

PRIMIR utilizes the fact that there is rich information available in the

speech input, and claims that infants can pick up this information and

organize it along a number of multidimensional interactive planes. Access

to information depends on the joint activity of three dynamic filters:

initial biases (such as preferences for speech over non-speech), develop-

mental level of the child and requirements of the task the infant is facing.

These filters work together to direct attention to one plane (or more).

PRIMIR assumes that the same general statistical learning mechanisms

are operating over different levels of analysis simultaneously. Thus, pro-

sodic analysis, segmentation of the speech stream, extraction of syllables,

forming phonetic categories and storing word forms happen simultane-

ously, with each level further influencing the category formation and the

information pickup at all other levels. Categories of all types will emerge

based first on natural clusters that become reweighted and reorganized as

a function of listening experience and perceptual learning. This results in

language-specific phonetic and indexical categories and a preference for

frequent phonotactic sequences and stress patterns. All this information is
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used to segment words from the speech stream and recognize word forms.

Word forms are sequences that have been identified as possible lexical

candidates that eventually or simultaneously become linked to meaning.

Within the PRIMIR framework, they are stored as exemplars.

The earliest representations are richly detailed and encode phonetic and

indexical information. Over time, with the establishment of a sufficient

vocabulary containing multiple phonological contrasts in multiple posi-

tions, more abstract phonemic representations emerge. Phonemes may

emerge in staggered fashion and will likely be positionally bound at first.

Some abstract representations may not be solidified until the child learns

to read (Werker & Curtin 2005).

7.9 Challenges

From birth through the first year, infants modify general speech perception

abilities to conform to the categories and structures that are relevant to their

native language. The field is awash with empirical findings from recent

decades, providing great insight into the development of speech perception.

Yet it is still just the beginning. Rich information exists in the speech stream,

and its statistical patterns allow learners to induce linguistically relevant

structure. Some of the information that infants can use is now known, but it

is unclear whether this information is necessary or sufficient to account for

language development. We still do not know the extent of the information

that is available to infants. Another challenge is understanding the interac-

tion ofmaturation and other developmental events on the kinds of informa-

tion that infants acquire and use in the development of speech perception.
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8

Crosslinguistic
perspectives on
segmentation and
categorization in early
language acquisition

Barbara Höhle

8.1 Introduction

The previous chapter has shown how infants’ speech perception is shaped

by the developing phonological system and how this process discharges

into the establishment of lexical representations and the processing of

content words. The present chapter will follow the issue of interactions of

innate processing capacities and the specific requirements of the language

to be learnedwith a specific focus on crosslinguistic research including the

initial steps infants take to enter the specific morphosyntactic system of

the target language.

One of the fascinating questions of language acquisition research con-

cerns the nature of the interplay of innate prerequisites the child brings to

solve this task and the impact of the different conditions of experience

provided by the child’s exposure to one or more language(s) and their

specific structural features. Language acquisition is a developmental area

in which the target of the learning process is the subject of multiple

variations. Even though the crosslinguistic variation can be described

within a restricted set of dimensions or parameters that constrain the

grammatical options a language can take (Chomsky 1981), we have to

assume that the learning mechanisms involved are characterized by at
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least some flexibility to cover this variation. The crosslinguistic enterprise

of language acquisition research initiated by Slobin and his coworkers

(Slobin 1985a, 1985b, 1992, 1997a, 1997b) has demonstrated that to a

certain degree different kinds of languages pose different kinds of acquis-

ition tasks to the child. As a consequence we see that specific structural

features of the language to be learned have an impact on the acquisition

process from very early on. Nevertheless, it is far from being clear how and

when the child – equipped with some kinds of universal mechanisms to

acquire a language – adapts to these specific problems that every language

poses to the acquisition process.

The flexibility of the learningmechanism and the variation in the type of

information that thesemechanisms rely onwill be the focus of this chapter.

Looking at two tasks that the child has tomaster and seems tomasterwithin

the early phases of language acquisition – namely the segmentation of the

speech input into linguistically relevant units and the assignment of these

units to syntactic categories – we will see that learners seem to use various

different cues to solve these problems. An overview on existing data on

language processing and language learning capacities in childrenwithin the

first two years of life will show that there is no unique trajectory of language

acquisition across languages but that this trajectory is shaped by specific

features of the target language from early on.

Many of the questions that we are looking at in this chapter have already

been asked in Peters’ contribution to Slobin’s Crosslinguistic Study of

Language Acquisition (1997b). Peters argues that the acquisition pattern of

the morphosyntactic system of a language is heavily dependent on proso-

dic as well as on features of themorphological system of the language. The

interaction of these features can make the morphosyntactic system easier

or harder for the child to track thus accounting for the differences in the

developmental speed observed across different languages (cf. the contri-

butions in Slobin 1985a, 1985b, 1992, 1997a, 1997b). According to this

view grammatical morphemes are relatively easy to acquire when they are

frequent, have a fixed position relative to an open-class stem, a clear

function, an easily recognizable form, and thus are, on the basis of these

properties, easy to segment. These parameters define classes of languages

corresponding to typological groupings that should allow predictions

about how similar or dissimilar acquisition patterns in different languages

are. Thus, it has been shown that the acquisition of Turkish case markings

proceeds very fast and is accomplished already by age two (Aksu-Koc &

Slobin 1985) while the acquisition of case markings is still in progress in

German learners at age four (Clahsen 1984, Mills 1985) even though the

Turkish case system has a higher number of cases than the German

system. Probably the differences in the form of case marking between

German and Turkish are relevant for this developmental asynchrony.

While Turkish is an agglutinating language with a highly transparent

form–function relation given by clearly segmentable affixes that typically
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mark only one morphosyntactic category, German has an inflectional

system with the typical fusion of several morphosyntactic categories into

one affix. This example demonstrates that the manner of encoding gram-

matical features in the language and thereby in the input to the child is

crucial for how easily the child finds the information necessary to acquire

the specific grammatical features of the target language in his or her input.

In the following sections we will ask how typological differences of this

kind interact with the mechanisms that young children use for their ear-

liest steps into language acquisition. We will focus on two domains that

have been researched quite intensively and at least across some languages

during the last years, namely the acquisition of segmentation routines for

words and the syntactic categorization of these linguistic elements.

8.2 Some methodological remarks

Since we are looking at an early phase of language acquisition comprising

mainly the first eighteenmonths of life wewill present mostly experimen-

tal data from studies using one of the methods that have been established

for the study of early language acquisition and processing (for an overview

see Jusczyk 1997). Most of the studies that will be discussed have used the

headturn preference paradigm. Some others – especially those that have

studied newborns – were run with the high amplitude sucking paradigm.

Nevertheless, even using the same experimental paradigm there is still a

lot of variation in methodological details of the studies. The outcome of

experimentswith infants can be heavily influenced on slight experimental

variations including the number of trials used, the duration of the familiar-

ization phase if included, the number of different stimuli, etc. Studies

using the headturn preference paradigm have found familiarity effects

(i.e. longer listening times to familiar stimuli) as well as novelty effects

(i.e. longer listening times to unfamiliar stimuli) in experiments with very

similar setups (Thiessen & Saffran 2003). This might be the result of an

interaction involving the complexity of the stimuli presented and the

developmentally changing capacities of the child to process them that

has not yet been understood in its full complexity (cf. Burnham & Dodd

1999, Houston-Price & Nakai 2004). Nevertheless, according to the model

by Hunter and Ames (1988) phases of familiarity preference and novelty

preference might be present even within one single experiment making

the duration of testing to a variable heavily influencing whether we find a

familiarity preference, a novelty preference or even a null effect when

listening times are averaged over all trials of an experimental session.

Thus, comparing the performance of children across languages using

these experimental techniques is an enterprise that implies a high degree

of methodological comparability of the experiments with respect to the

kind of stimuli, the age of the children that typically only is distributed
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over a very narrow range and the number of trials used. Our review will

show that research fulfilling these requirements is just going to be started

in the areas under consideration.

8.3 Crosslinguistic issues in word segmentation

8.3.1 Rhythmical typology and rhythmical sensitivity
So far, the typological approach has been followed most consequently by

research on the emergence of word segmentation capacities in children

learning stress-timed and syllable-timed languages. Traditionally, stress-

timed languages (e.g. most of the Germanic languages) are considered to

base their rhythm on the recurrence pattern of stressed syllables while

syllable-timed languages (e.g. most of the Romance languages) base their

rhythmon the syllable per se (Pike 1945). Abercombrie (1967)made amore

general claim assuming that rhythmical structure is based on the iso-

chrony of the rhythmical units leading to the expectation of a constant

timing of the stressed syllables in stress-timed languages and of constant

timing of all syllables in syllable-timed languages. As phonetic analyses of

the crucial temporal intervals in languages of these two classes did not

yield much evidence for the isochrony hypothesis (Dauer 1983, Roach

1982) other phonologists have proposed that the auditory impression of

a specific rhythmical structure is a by-product of other phonological prop-

erties like the complexity of syllable structure and the reduction of

unstressed syllables (Dauer 1983, Nespor 1990). In fact, Ramus and col-

leagues (Ramus et al. 1999) showed that clustering of languages by their

proportion of vocalic intervals and the variability of consonantal intervals

leads to groupings that are in accordancewith the traditional classification

of stress-timed, syllable-timed and mora-timed languages (i.e. languages

like Japanese or Tamil where the rhythm of which is supposed to depend

on the mora – a subsyllabic unit determining the syllable weight (Otake

et al. 1993)). The clusters found reflect the difference between languages

with respect to the typical syllable structure. Stress-timed languages have

complex and variable syllable structures ranging from simple CV syllables

to syllables with complex consonant clusters in onset and coda. In con-

trast, syllable- and mora-timed languages show less variable syllable pat-

terns with a dominance of simple CV syllables leading to a high proportion

of vowels and high homogeneity of the syllable structures observed. Adult

listeners are able to perceive differences between languages based on

exactly these cues (Ramus et al. 2003).

But what about children? Infants’ ability to discriminate between differ-

ent languages seems to reflect exactly the boundaries set by these rhyth-

mical groupings. Nazzi and colleagues (Nazzi et al. 1998) have tested

systematically the ability of newborns to discriminate languages of the

respective types. They found that French newborns discriminate between
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languages of different rhythmic groups (e.g. English from Japanese or

English from Italian) but not between languages of the same rhythmic

group (e.g. English from Dutch or Italian from Spanish). This shows that

infants are equipped with the perceptual mechanisms sensitive to the

phonetic features that constitute the rhythmical structure of language.

Using different types of synthesized Dutch and Japanese speech strings,

Ramus (2002) demonstrated that the discrimination capacities of new-

borns are in fact dependent on the rhythmic properties of the speech

input and not on more general intonation patterns.

This sensitivity to rhythmical information seems to be the basis for a fast

acquisition of at least some rhythmic or prosodic features specific to the

target language. At the age of 5 months English-learning infants already

show a high sensitivity for the rhythmical features of their native lan-

guage. Even though they are still not able to discriminate foreign lan-

guages belonging to the same rhythmical class (e.g. German vs. Dutch)

they can discriminate their native language, i.e. English, from other lan-

guages belonging to the same rhythmical class (e.g. Dutch) (Nazzi et al.

2000). The observation of a very early acquisition of prosodic features of

the target language is supported by data showing that German infants as

young as six months prefer to listen to trochaic as compared to iambic

syllabics while French infants of the same age do not show an analogous

behaviour (Höhle et al. submitted). Asymmetrical brain responses to tro-

chaic and iambic bisyllables by German and French 4month olds probably

already reflect the sensitivity to the rhythmical pattern typical for the

target language (Friederici et al. 2007).

On the background of these findings it is surprising that Jusczyk et al.

(1993a) did not find a preference for the trochaic pattern (that is, with

strong–weak stress) in English-learning infants before the age of 9months.

The currently existing data do not allowus to decidewhether this reflects a

real delay for English learners due to some crucial differences between the

languages looked at or whether methodological differences between the

studies in the different languages are responsible for the diverging results

for learners of the rhythmically similar languages German and English.

While the study with German and French learners only used simple CVCV

sequences that showed only prosodic but no segmental variation, the

study with English learners used a whole set of different English trochaic

and iambic words (that is, words with strong–weak stress).

8.3.2 Using rhythm to segment speech
Adapting the metrical segmentation strategy initially proposed for speech

processing in adults (Cutler et al. 1986) to language acquisition, many

researchers proposed that the rhythmic sensitivity of infants plays a cru-

cial role in determining a segmentation strategy for the detection of word

boundaries in the native language (Curtin et al. 2005, Echols et al. 1997,
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Houston et al. 2000, Jusczyk et al. 1999a, Morgan & Saffran 1995, Nazzi &

Ramus 2003, Nazzi et al. 2006). In stress-timed languages there is a coinci-

dence of the boundaries of metrical feet and of word boundaries. The

initial boundary of a metrical foot – defined by a strong syllable – is a

reliable cue for an initial word boundary for a reasonable number of

content words in these languages. In fact, counts for English have shown

that about 90 per cent of the content word tokens in a corpus of spoken

language have an initial strong syllable (Cutler & Carter 1987). For German,

the proportions are similar: about 96 per cent of the bisyllabic words have

a stressed syllable as their initial syllable. Children learning English and

German, as well as children learning Dutch (which is a stress-timed lan-

guage very similar to English and German with respect to word stress),

from early on use a segmentation strategy that is adapted to this correla-

tion of stress and word boundaries (Höhle 2002, Houston et al. 2000,

Jusczyk et al. 1999a). Learners of these languages between eight and nine

months old have been shown to be successful in segmenting words with

initial strong stress out of continuous speech but not words with an initial

weak syllable. This suggests that they use ametrical segmentation strategy

that takes strong syllables as being word-initial and attaches following

weak syllables to the strong one. This is exactly what the hypothesis of a

rhythmically triggered segmentation strategy would predict.

For a full evaluation of the hypothesis that early segmentation is deter-

mined by rhythmic properties, data from languages not belonging to the

stress-timed class are necessary. So far, only French has been investigated

under this question. Nazzi and colleagues (Nazzi et al. 2006) provide evi-

dence that twelve-month-old French learners segment their speech input

into syllables but are not able to correctly segment bisyllabic words. Only

at the age of sixteen months were French learners able to detect new

bisyllabic words in continuous speech. These results suggest a delay of

French learners in segmenting multisyllabic words from continuous

speech compared to learners of the stress-timed languages as reported

above. If French has a high proportion of monosyllabic words, starting

out with a syllabic segmentation strategy might be appropriate in this

language, providing the child with an initial lexicon of a sufficient size

to establish additional segmentation routines based on other kinds of

information. But even monosyllabic French words are sometimes hard to

segment on the basis of a syllabic segmentation routine due to the fact that

word initial resyllabification processes (liaison) are regularly observed in

French words starting with a vowel. For instance, the definite singular

article forms (la, le) lose their vowel and the remaining consonant is

attached to the word beginning (le ami > l’ami). This raises the question

which other cues may help learners to find word boundaries (see Curtin &

Hufnagle Ch. 7). In general, phonotactic regularities (Friederici & Wessels

1993, Jusczyk et al. 1993b, Mattys & Jusczyk 2001b) as well as allophonic

cues (Johnson & Jusczyk 2001, Jusczyk et al. 1999b) and transitional
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probabilities (Thiessen & Saffran 2003, Saffran et al. 1996a) between sylla-

bles provide useful information for word segmentation that infants can

process. But the efficiency of these cues in a given language depends

heavily on its specific phonological features, i.e. in languages with only

simple syllable structures phonotactics might be less informative than in

languages allowing complex consonant clusters. So far the role of these

other cues has not been studied for French learners.

The situation for French provides amore complicated picture when data

from learners of Canadian French are taken under consideration. Polka

and Sundara (2003) report segmentation of bisyllabic words as early as

8months of age using the same experimental method as Nazzi et al. (2006).

It is still unclear which differences between Canadian French and

European French are relevant for the diverging findings. Nevertheless,

the discrepancies observed challenge the hypothesis that the assignment

of a language to a rhythmical group is the single factor that predicts which

kind of segmentation routine infants learning the language initially use.

More research on different languages, especially on languages not belong-

ing to the stress-timed language category, is clearly needed.

8.3.3 Further phonological cues to word boundaries
Assuming that children use all kinds of cues that their speech input

provides, one may ask what other kind of information supports the child

to solve the segmentation task. Our group has looked at early segmenta-

tion processes in Turkish infants. Turkish is interesting to look at due to

several features (cf. Kabak & Vogel 2001). First of all, Turkish is a language

belonging to the syllable-timed group. Second, Turkish – in contrast to

French – has lexical stress with main stress on the final syllable in most

words. Third, Turkish has vowel harmony with the restriction that all

vowels within one word have to belong to one and the same of two differ-

ent harmony classes based on the front–back distinction with front vowels

forming one class and back vowels forming the other class. If two syllables

with vowels not belonging to the same harmony class appear in adjacent

syllables there is a very high probability of a word boundary between the

syllables.

In a series of experiments we tested Turkish infants’ sensitivity for

vowel harmony. Already at the age of sixmonths Turkish infants preferred

to listen to bisyllabic non-words that obey the Turkish harmony restric-

tions compared to bisyllabic sequences, the vowels of which did not stem

from one class. German six month olds tested with the same material did

not show any listening preferences for the harmonic or the non-harmonic

sequences. This suggests that the preference observed for the Turkish

infants is not due to general acoustic preferences for sequences of vowels

with similar articulatory features. In contrast, the Turkish infants’ prefer-

ence for vowel harmonic sequences seems to be the result of their
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exposure to a language that systematically uses vowel harmony in their

lexical inventory. Being sensitive to this feature, six-month-old Turkish

infants may be ready to use it for word segmentation.

This was tested in a second experiment with nine-month-old Turkish

learners. In this experiment the influence of vowel harmony as a cue to

word boundaries was tested by presenting strings in which a word boun-

dary was or was not marked by a following non-harmonic syllable. The

results of this study indicate that the Turkish infants’ segmentation of

continuous speech is supported by harmony information. This shows that

infants use different types of cues provided by their ambient language to

find a solution for the segmentation problem. In addition, infants seem to

acquire knowledge about typical word forms in their language in a very

fast manner within the first months of life. This can either be rhythmical

patterns as shown for the German learners as well as non-rhythmical

information as co-occurrence patterns of specific segments as is the case

for vowel harmony in Turkish.

This observation still leaves us with some sort of hen-and-egg problem

(cf. Thiessen & Saffran 2003). If sixmonth olds know the features of typical

word forms in their language they must have solved the segmentation

problem – at least partly – before the age of six months. Language-specific

features like a trochaic dominance or the existence of vowel harmony in

the lexical inventory must be a result of having recognized that these

features exist in the ambient language, which is only possible on the

basis of already segmented words. As a consequence Thiessen and

Saffran suggest that children start out the segmentation process with

distributional analyses of transitional probabilities between segments – a

process that is not dependent on prior knowledge of at least some features

of the target. By these mechanisms first word forms are identified that

serve as input for the analysis of phonological features being typical for

word forms in the respective language. Evidence for their account is

provided by findings that seven-month-old English learners weight transi-

tional probabilities as a more reliable cue for a boundary than prosodic

cues while the reverse pattern showed up for nine month olds. The fact

that a trochaic bias is not present in six month olds but is in nine month

olds (Jusczyk et al. 1993a) is in accordance with this developmental trajec-

tory as well as the observation that segmentation of bisyllabic words is

present before the age of nine months (Jusczyk et al. 1999a) and the fact

that unstressed closed-class elements can already be segmented by seven

month olds (Höhle & Weissenborn 2003).

But if the delay of English learners is not only due to the method used in

the study it would suggest that English learners are slower in recognizing

the typical features of word forms in their language than, for instance,

German or Turkish learners. If this is the case we have to ask which

features of German and Turkish that are not present in English might aid

the process of finding words in the former languages. Rhythmically,
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German and English form one class leaving Turkish aside. But, morpho-

logically, German and Turkish have a lot of common properties even

though the two languages traditionally belong to different typological

classes with respect to their morphological system – Turkish as an aggluti-

nating and German as an inflecting language. Nevertheless, what both

languages have in common and what puts them apart from English is

their rich system of affixes appearing at the edges of words, with a high

frequency making them excellent candidates for markers of word boun-

daries. Given infants’ sensitivity for recurrent patterns these elements

should be salient for the infants from very early on. Evidence for this

assumption will be presented in the following sections.

8.3.4 Function morphemes and their role for segmenting
the speech stream

8.3.4.1 Bound grammatical morphemes

In our outline of a morphological typology of different languages we saw

that Turkish belongs to the synthetic agglutinating languages with many

affixes that can be attached to one stem forming a morphologically very

complex word. In addition, due to the word-final stress that always moves

to the last affix of the word these affixes have a high degree of perceptual

saliency. These featuresmay support the acquisition of themorphosyntac-

tic system that Turkish learners have mastered already by the age of two

years (Akcu-Koz & Slobin 1985).

In contrast the form–function relation in inflectional languages like

German is more opaque. But, due to formal syncretisms, the number of

different affixes is highly restricted in German with only around twelve

different inflectional endings that can stand for over some dozens of differ-

ent combinations of morphosyntactic categories. This leads to a very high

frequency of occurrence for the single forms of the inflectional affixes in

German. Again, following the assumption that infants arehighly sensitive to

frequently occurring segments, they should have a firm representation of

these segments fromearly on. In addition,while unstressed syllables belong-

ing to a word stem are not generally reduced to schwa, German inflectional

endings only involve schwa as a vocalic part. This makes the usefulness of

German inflectional endings as markers for word boundaries even higher.

The question now is whether – given their probably low degree of

perceptual salience caused by not being stressed and the reduced vowel –

infants can process them. Recent research has provided some evidence for

this. Blenn et al. (2003) as well as Pelzer and Höhle (2006) have shown that

German ten month olds respond to the affixes of noun phrases occurring

within continuous speech. They presented the infants with sentences

involving noun phrases with concordant morphology, i.e. every member

of the phrase had the same dative plural affix (e.g. diesen jungen Katzen ‘these

young cats’) and the same sentences involving non-concordant dative
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singular phrases (e.g. dieser jungen Katze ‘this young cat’). It is important to

note that both types of phrases are grammatical in German. The infants

showed a listening preference for the sentences involving the concordant

(but grammatical) phrases compared to the sentences involving the non-

concordant phrases. First of all, this result shows that children as young as

ten months process unstressed affixes as they constituted the only differ-

ence in the form of the two sentence types, all other word forms being

identical across the sentences. In a second experiment, the authors pre-

sented English children of about the same age with the same German

material using the same procedure. English children did not respond

differently to the concordant and non-concordant affixes. This suggests

that the reaction of the German children was already based on some

experience they have with the crucial affixes from their prior exposure

to German, andwas not only a response to the dense reoccurrence of some

sound patterns within a restricted domain. In the former case no differ-

ences between the German and the English infants should have appeared.

As Pelzer and Höhle (2006) suggest, this sensitivity might help the German

infants to segment whole phrases marked concordantly out of continuous

speech. To test this, they presented ten-month-old German learners in a

further experiment with passages containing sentences with either con-

cordant or non-concordant noun phrases. Then the infants were tested

with isolated noun phrases, the familiar ones from the passages and some

new concordant and non-concordant ones. The infants showed a listening

preference for the concordant noun phrases as compared to the non-

concordant ones only for the noun phrases that had already appeared in

the passages. Again, this result suggests that infants do not simply respond

to the recurrences of identical endings within a phrase as this should have

led to a general preference for the concordant phrases. Instead, the result

suggests that due to the recurring affixes concordant phrases are easier to

segment from the passages and easier to memorize, leading to better

recognition of the concordant than the non-concordant phrases in the

test phase. As the unfamiliar phrases had not been presented before in

continuous speech, neither segmentation nor memorization tapped their

processing during the test phase.

In German, the appearance of concordant phrases is restricted to single

instances of noun phrases depending on the gender of the noun, the

grammatical case and phonological features of the noun itself. Thus, con-

cordant phrases in German are rather the exception than the rule, making

the finding that the German children respond to this feature even more

intriguing. A question for further researchwould be how children learning

a language that makes more heavy use of this feature (e.g. Spanish, Italian)

respond to it. So far, our results suggest that very young children are able

to process affixes andmight build up some sort of representation for them

early in their language acquisition process. The recognition of these items

in the speech input may facilitate its further analysis. This does not imply
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that the children already have a representation of the morphosyntactic

functions of the affixes but that they have the capacity to establish a form

representation of these items that allows for an identification of these

elements across utterances.

In languages that make less use of inflectional endings, free-standing

grammatical morphemesmay have a similar function as structural anchor

points in the sense of Valian and Coulson (1988). Function words such as

the in English share some of the properties described for the affixes above,

typically having a high frequency of occurrence and often appearing at the

edges of syntactic units like phrases or clauses. Similarly, we can ask for

evidence that children are sensitive to these elements from early on.

8.3.4.2 Free grammatical morphemes

One of the first experiments that provided evidence that infants can

detect function words within continuous speech comes from Höhle and

Weissenborn (2003) looking at German infants. Using an experimental

design that had been conceived by Jusczyk and Aslin (1995) to study the

detection of lexical words in continuous speech, seven to eightmonth olds

and six month olds were familiarized with different function words and

other unstressed closed-class elements including determiners as well as

prepositions. After the familiarization they were presented with text pas-

sages either including one of the familiarized items or not. Only the seven

to eight month olds but not the six month olds showed significant longer

listening times to passages including a familiarized function word than to

passages not including a familiarized item. According to these results, the

older infants had detected the crucial elements in continuous speech

despite the fact that they had the typical features of unstressed closed-

class elements in continuous speech, for instance showing only half of the

duration of the corresponding words presented in isolation. This suggests

that – at least for German learners – there might be less perceptual dis-

advantages for unstressed functional items than previously thought.

These findings for German learners are supported by findings from even

younger French learners. Shi et al. (2006b) did a similar experiment inwhich

six month olds were familiarized with one determiner (either la ‘definite

article, singular feminine’or des ‘indefinite article, plural’) and then tested

with noun phrases including the familiarized determiner or not. Infants

showed a familiarity effect for the phrases including the familiarized deter-

miner. A further experiment using two phonetically highly similar functors

(la ‘the’and ta ‘your’) failed to show an enhanced attention to the phrase

containing the familiarized determiner. This suggests that the representa-

tions the six month olds build up for the word forms during the familiar-

ization phase are not fully phonetically specified. We cannot decide

whether the fact that French learners have reacted to the function words

at a younger age than the German children tested by Höhle and

Weissenborn (2003) is due tomethodological differences in the experiments
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or whether it reflects systematic differences in the speed of the acquisition

processes in the two languages. A crucial difference between the two studies

is the complexity of the stimuli presented during the test phase. While Shi

and colleagues tested with isolated noun phrases that included the critical

determiner always in initial position, Höhle and Weissenborn used whole

sentences. Thus, the crucial elements were embedded in longer strings

having material before and after them. This may have rendered their detec-

tion harder than in the material used by Shi and colleagues.

Further results meanwhile suggest that young children are not only able

to detect these elements in continuous speech but also build up form

representations for them from early on. Höhle and Weissenborn (2000)

found that German learners’ ability to recognize determiners as familiar

items starts around the age of eleven months. They familiarized eleven

month olds with bisyllabic sequences, either representing a noun phrase

including the definite article plus a monosyllabic noun (e.g. der Kahn ‘the

boat’) or a bisyllabic word, the first syllable of which did not constitute a

word form by itself and the second syllable of which was segmentally

identical to the noun of the noun phrases (e.g. Vulkan ‘volcano’). The

noun phrase aswell as the bisyllabic words represented an iambicmetrical

pattern. In the test phase, passages were presented in which only the

strong syllable of the familiarization items appeared in new contexts.

Only the children who had been familiarized with the noun phrases

responded with longer listening times to the passages including this syl-

lable, but not the children familiarized with the bisyllabic words. This

suggests that the children had segmented the noun phrases during the

familiarization but had represented the bisyllabic words as one unit. Since

the only difference between the familiarization strings was constituted by

the form of the first syllable we assume that the children – based on an

already existing form representation of the determiner – had segmented

this item out of the string and were left with a second monosyllabic item.

Nine month olds did not yet show this effect.

Findings pointing in a similar direction are reported by Shi et al. (2006c)

for English learners. They showed that eleven to thirteen month olds but

not eight month olds preferred to listen to sequences consisting of combi-

nations of a real determiner or pronoun and a nonsense word (e.g. the breek,

his tink) than to sequences in which the functor had been replaced by a

nonsense syllable (e.g. ris tink). Effects for even younger English learners

were obtained by Shi et al. (2006a). They familiarized eight and eleven

month olds with nonsense words (e.g. breek) preceded by a high (the) or a

lower (her) frequency function word or by nonsense syllables that were

phonetically very similar to the real function words (kuh, ler). In the test

phase of the experiment only the nonsense words were presented for test-

ing their recognition. The elevenmonth olds showed longer listening times

to the nonsense word that had been familiarized together with the high

frequency existing determiner (the) as compared to the nonsense functor.
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For the low-frequency function word no effect was observed. The pattern of

the eight month olds was different. They showed longer listening times to

those nonsense words that had either been familiarized with the or with kuh

than to those familiarized with the functor with the lower frequency or its

phonetic foil. This suggests that both age groups recognize the high fre-

quency functor as a familiar string in the input and therefore seem to

segment the string before the nonsense word, which facilitates the recog-

nition of the item in the test phase. While the phonological representation

of the high frequency function word the seems to be already quite specific

for the eleven month olds, it is still underspecified for the eight month olds

leading to the same results for the real and the nonce function word.

Similar results for French learners were obtained by Shi and Lepage (in

press). They familiarized eight month olds with sequences of either the

French indefinite plural determiner des or the 1st person singular posses-

sive pronoun in the plural form mes or a nonsense syllable kes together

with an infrequent French noun. In the test phase infants were only

presented with the isolated nouns. Shi and Lepage found that the infants

listened longer to those nouns that had been familiarized together with

one of the existing function words during familiarization than to the

nouns that had been presented with a preceding nonsense syllable. To

test for frequency effects of the functors used, Shi and Lepage ran a second

experiment in which the personal pronoun mes was replaced by the less

frequent form for the 2nd person plural vos. This form did not yield the

same effect that had been observed for the more frequent form mes in the

first experiment. This frequency effect supports the assumption that

already existing first lexical representations of frequent functors help

the child to segment their speech input by providing information about

word boundaries of items being adjacent to these functors.

Even though the experiments with the German, French and English learn-

ers are very similar with respect to themethods used, their results are not the

same. Höhle and Weissenborn (2000) found a comparable effect only for

German infants of about eleven months but not for nine month olds. The

items used in the German studywere two forms of the definite article, i.e. the

singular masculine form der and the singular neuter form das. The missing

effect for the German nine month olds may be due to the more complex

article paradigm in German as compared to French, and to the more system-

atic use of articles in French as in German. German has three different gender

forms and the article forms are different for the four cases leading to a

paradigm involving twelve positions (ignoring number) that are filled by six

different forms. French, on the other hand, has only twodifferent genders and

nocasemarking leading toonly twoword forms in the respectiveword classes

(again ignoring the plural). The situation for English is evenmore simplewith

only one single form of the definite article the even including the plural. Even

though theGerman systemhas a lot of syncretisms the higher form inventory

must lead to a lower frequency of the single forms of the paradigm.
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Summarizing, the results for German, French and English uniformly

show that children learning these languages process and establish a form

representation of functional elements from early on. The crucial factor for

this early acquisition seems to be the high frequency of the corresponding

forms as frequency can account for the asynchronous acquisition found

across different function words within languages as well as for differences

found across languages. Due to their high frequency, functional elements

may well be accessible to infants’ processing and learning mechanisms

that have been proven to be highly proficient in computing frequency

distributions of sound patterns (Jusczyk et al. 1994, Mattys & Jusczyk

2001b, Maye et al. 2002, Onishi et al. 2002, Saffran et al. 1996a). The cross-

linguistic comparison suggests that the acoustic salience of the realization

of functional elements in the speech stream does not make good predic-

tions about their acquisition. With respect to acoustics, English determin-

ers should be the less salient ones in the languages considered as they are

generally realized as unstressed syllables with schwa vowels. In German,

determiners are unstressed as well, but the degree of vowel reduction is

generally lower than in English. In French there are some function words

with only schwa vowels (e.g. le, te, se) while the majority have full vowels

(e.g. la, mon, les). If perceptual saliency defined by these parameters deter-

mines the rate of acquisition wewould expect the English infants to be the

last in acquiring function words – an expectation that is contradicted

by the data. This raises the question whether stress is as crucial for

infants’ speech processing as typically assumed (e.g. Bates & Goodman

1999, Gleitman & Wanner 1982). So far, there is no empirical evidence

supporting the claim that infants have special problems in processing

unstressed material (E. K. Johnson 2005, Jusczyk & Thompson 1978).

Adults’ disadvantages in the processing of unstressed words might thus

be the result of changing attentional parameters (Cutler & Foss 1977,

Cutler & Swinney 1987).

Building up a first form representation of these elements of course does

not imply that children already have established knowledge about the

morphosyntactic functions of grammatical morphemes. The data pre-

sented above show that children have established some form of represen-

tations of frequently occurring sound patterns on which they map

corresponding parts of the incoming signal. This mapping process may

support an initial structuring of the signal (Valian & Coulson 1988).

8.4 Crosslinguistic issues in the syntactic
categorization of words

8.4.1 Categorizing words
The question about how different syntactic categories are established

during language acquisition is a matter of intense debate. Within nativist
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accounts it is assumed that the knowledge on the existence of different

syntactic categories is part of Universal Grammar and that the child’s

acquisition task consists in identifying instances of these categories in

the language they are learning (e.g. Pinker 1984). According to Pinker’s

semantic bootstrapping hypothesis children are equipped with universal

linking rules between semantic properties and form class. By the use of

these linking rules children would assign a word referring to an object to

the class of nouns and a word referring to an action to the class of verbs.

This aids children to bootstrap into a first lexicon involving syntactic

category information about the items included. This syntactic classifica-

tion of the first lexical items allows the child to perform an analysis of the

distributional patterns the words typically occur in. These distributional

patterns substitute the use of meaning–class relations as a more reliable

cue to syntactic category membership of new words.

Accounts not sharing the assumption of an initial linguistic endowment

assume that syntactic categories emerge during the acquisition process by

mapping syntactic categories onto conceptual ones (Gentner 1982) or by

identifying similar features of initially syntactically non-categorized items

(Tomasello 2000c). In other proposals input cues like phonological proper-

ties of the word forms themselves or distributional information is consid-

ered as the basis for the construction of syntactic categories (Maratsos &

Chalkley 1980).

8.4.2 Phonetic and phonological cues to word category
The discussion about a possible impact of phonetic or phonological infor-

mation on word categorization goes back to Gleitman and colleagues’

(Gleitman & Wanner 1982, Gleitman et al. 1988) proposal that the correla-

tion of stress and syntactic category, at least for the closed–open-class

distinction, might be useful for the learner to discover the morphosyntac-

tic distinctions typically associated with these two categories.

Only recently, phonological correlations between open- and closed-class

items corresponding roughly to lexical and grammatical morphemes and

their potential role in language acquisition have been the subject of

empirical studies. Based on the observation that function words are typi-

cally more minimal in their phonological form, Shi and colleagues (Shi

et al. 1998) have investigated different features relevant for phonological

complexity vs. minimality in English, Mandarin Chinese and Turkish

infant-directed speech. They found that in all three languages under inves-

tigation the average lexical item had significantly more syllables, more

complex syllables, higher vowel durations and a higher relative amplitude

than the average functional item. Besides these features holding for all

three languages there were single cues only observed in single languages

depending on the specific phonological systems of the respective lan-

guage, e.g. in Turkish lexical items were harmonic to the preceding
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syllable in more cases than functional items, in Mandarin Chinese more

marked tones occurred in lexical than in functional items, in English a

higher amount of vowel reductionwas observed in functional as compared

to lexical items. Even though comparing the means yielded significant

differences between the two classes there was a high amount of overlap

with respect to every single feature under study so that none of the cues on

its own had the power to allow a reliable assignment of a given item to one

of the two classes. But simulations with self-organizing neural networks

showed that using these cues simultaneously led to a reliable assignment

of items to the two grammatical classes.

The data provided so far suggest that the input contains acoustic and

phonological cues that a learner might use for a rudimentary classifi-

cation into lexical and functional items. The question now is whether the

learner has the capacities to make use of these cues. Data by Shi et al. (1999)

suggest that this is the case. They found that English-learning infants

make a categorical distinction between English lexical and English function

words that were representing the typical features observed for the two

word classes.

There are indications that word forms may contain phonological cues

that allow a more fine-graded categorization within these broad classes,

i.e. the categorization of nouns and verbs (Durieux & Gillis 2001, Kelly

1996). But so far there is no empirical evidence that children of the age

considered here use these cues to categorize nouns and verbs.

8.4.3 Distributional cues to word category
Most recent research has looked at distributional information as a cue to

syntactic categorization of words. From a linguistic point of view distribu-

tional information should be the most reliable cue for the syntactic cate-

gorization of word forms as syntactic categories are established by words

sharing the same distributional properties. Based on the observation that

children are sensitive to functionalmorphemes, the assumption that func-

tional morphemes provide important structural information that children

use to categorize content words is not far away. Functional morphemes

can be seen as providing the structural frame of a sentence with empty

slots for the insertion of content words. The idea of structural frames is

supported by Soderstrom and colleagues (Soderstrom et al. 2007) who

found that sixteen-month-old English learners notice the misplacement

of an inflectional ending but not the misplacement of a non-inflected

content word within a given sentence. This is in line with findings by

Shafer et al. (1998). They presented ten- and eleven-month-old English

learners with normal passages and with passages in which some of the

function words had been replaced by nonsense syllables. Using the ERP

technique they found differences in the eleven month olds’ brain

responses for the normal and the modified passages suggesting that
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these infants have some sensitivity to the distribution of elements with

typical functionword shape in speech. These findings support the assump-

tion that infants begin building a syntactic structure based on function

morphemes and their relationships. If this is the case these morphosyn-

tactic structures provide crucial information on the syntactic categories of

the content elements appearing within these structures.

The first evidence for this scenario was presented by Brown (1957), who

found that three to five year olds’ interpretation of a new word is depend-

ent on its morphosyntactic environment, e.g. by relating a sib to a pre-

sented object and sibbing to a presented action – a finding that has

been verified by a number of more recent studies with toddlers (Eyer

et al. 2002, Gelman & Markman 1985, Taylor & Gelman 1988) and with

even younger children (Bernal et al. 2007, Katz et al. 1974, Waxman &

Booth, 2001, 2003).

A study with German learners suggests that the morphosyntactic envi-

ronment not only helps the child to find a referent for a newword but that

the new word is assigned to a syntactic category with specific distribu-

tional features. Höhle et al. (2004) presented fifteen month olds with noun

phrases consisting of the German indefinite article and a new non-existent

word form (ein pronk ‘a pronk’). After familiarizing infants with these noun

phrases the new word was presented within another syntactic environ-

ment either constituting another frame for the noun use of the word

(e.g. dieser pronk ‘this pronk’) or constituting a frame for the verb use of

the same new word (e.g. sie pronk 1 ‘she pronk’). The children showed a

listening preference for the use of the new word in the verb context,

suggesting a novelty effect for the ungrammatical structure. These results

suggest that German learners use the appearance of a determiner before

an unknown word to assign the new word to a syntactic category that we

would call nouns. The fact that they accept the use of the new word in

environments that are lexically different from but syntactically identical

to the environment in which the word had occurred before shows that

children as young as fifteen months have some generalized knowledge

about the syntactic features of at least some syntactic classes and do

not generally exploit syntactic knowledge in an item-by-item fashion

(Tomasello 2000c). Mintz (2006) provided evidence that even younger

children of 12 months use distributional information to categorize

new words.

In contrast to the bigrams used by Höhle et al. (2004), Mintz tested

the reliability of so-called frequent frames for assigning new words to

a syntactic category. Frequent frames are constituted by non-adjacent

1 Note that the use of the new word as verb form does not necessarily request the adding of an inflectional

ending in German. Furthermore, a replication of the experiment using a new non-existent word form that

could also be an inflected verb form (e.g.melt) yielded the same results. It is important for the interpretation

of the results that a group of infants familiarizedwith a pronoun context (er pronk – ‘he pronk’) and presented

with the same sentences during testing did not show the same effect.
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word pairs with a variably filled one-word slot between them that occur

with a high frequency in the child’s input (Mintz 2003) like e.g. to … it.

The elements constituting the frequent frames are not necessarily

function words. Mintz argues that the frequency of co-occurrence of the

words constituting the frame by itself makes it likely that the existence

of the frame reflects a systematic aspect of the language and is not a

product of chance. This in turn suggests that the words occurring within

this frame share systematic properties like the syntactic category. From

the analyses of several corpora of child-directed speech, Mintz (2003)

could show that child-directed speech contains frequent frames of the

above type and that in fact the different words occurring in these frames

had a high degree of overlap with respect to their syntactic category.

Interestingly, most of the frequent frames observed in these corpora

were frames for verbs.

Children can only make use of these frames if they are able to learn and

process non-adjacent dependencies. This capacity has been shown for

children in their second year of life across different languages (Gómez

2002, Höhle et al. 2006, Santelmann & Jusczyk 1998). Mintz (2006) tested

whether English-learning children would be able to use the information

given by frequent frames for a syntactic categorization of the words occur-

ring within the frames. Similarly to Höhle et al. (2004) infants were fami-

liarized with new words within a context providing either a syntactic

frame for a noun or for a verb and then were tested with the same words

in either a different frame for the familiarized category or in a different

frame indicating another syntactic category for the enclosed word. As the

German learners in the Höhle et al. (2004) study, twelve-month-old English

learners showed a novelty effect for the presentation of the newwords in a

frame indicating another syntactic category than the familiarized one.

These results show that already at the end of the first year children can

use distributional information for determining the syntactic category of

new words.

The question arises whether the concept of frequent frames can be

applied to other languages having a more complex morphological system

than English. As described by Mintz (2006), frequent frames are defined by

pairs of word forms. Converting this concept to a language like German

raises the question as to whether a language with a richer inflectional

system contains a reliable number of frequent frames. Due to the gender

and casemarking system inGerman the single form it can be replaced by at

least five different forms of the personal pronoun. This means that one

single frame in English, to … it, will be distributed to five different ones in

German, leading to a lower frequency of the frame in German as compared

to English. These crosslinguistic differences suggest a typological differ-

entiation in the definition of frequent frames that not only takes word

forms as possible constituents of a frame but also bound grammatical

affixes. For instance, German verb forms are marked systematically by
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inflectional endings which are – at least partially – unique for this word

class. This leads to the hypothesis that in inflecting and agglutinating

languages affixes are used as category markers by infants from early on,

a hypothesis that – to my knowledge – has not been tested yet.

8.5 Some conclusions

Our overview on early segmentation and categorization abilities in young

children shows that basically theremight be two kinds of information that

are especially relevant for the early steps of young children into language

acquisition, namely rhythmic information and distributional information

on different kinds of linguistic levels including the phoneme, the syllable

and the word level.

Several studies have raised the question ofwhether there is a dominance

relation between rhythmical and segmental statistical cues of one type of

cue being weighted over the other by young children (Johnson & Jusczyk

2001, Mattys et al. 1999, Thiessen & Saffran 2003). The present results for

English children suggest an initially stronger reliance on transitional

probabilities between segments that turns into a dominance of prosodic

cues around the age of nine months. Nevertheless, the dominance of

prosodic cues might only have a short life span, given the fact that by

the end of their first year of life English learners are able to correctly

identify iambic words which would not be possible based on a metrical

segmentation strategy alone. Thus, additional cues like, e.g. phonotactic

and allophonic cues, as well as the growing influence of top-down pro-

cesses by the mapping of already established lexical form representations

to sequences of the incoming signal make the processing system more

flexible and more efficient (Höhle et al. 2006, Kedar et al. 2006, Zangl &

Fernald 2007).

A still open, important question is whether the available evidence con-

cerning patterns of the hierarchy and interaction of different cues for the

initial segmentation and categorization of the speech input as well as the

changes these patternsmay undergo that is still based on only a handful of

languages will turn out to be universal or not. That is, given the fact that

actually only a minimal proportion of the about 6,000 different languages

across the world (Haspelmath et al. 2005) have been studied with respect to

the critical structural properties and their impact on acquisition until

now, an answer to this question will require both research on a much

broader variety of languages – specifically focusing on typologically very

different groups like tone languages or polysynthetic languages – and

corresponding comparative acquisition research. Initial steps in this direc-

tion have been taken (Mattock & Burnham 2006) but strengthening and

broadening crosslinguistic approaches to early language acquisition is still

a major challenge for the future.
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9

From gesture to word

Susan Goldin-Meadow

9.1 Gesture’s role in learning language

When people talk, they gesture and those gestures often convey ideas not

found in the talk. Evenmore striking, the information conveyed in gesture

and not in speech typically reflects knowledge that speakers don’t know

they have about a task, and is the first sign that they are ready to learn that

task (Goldin-Meadow 2003a). In this chapter, the task to be learned is

language, and my goal is to explore the role that gesture plays in the

learning process.

Because gestures are produced along with speech and thus in the service

of communication, they take on the intentionality of speech (although

they rarely come under conscious control). But gestures are not part of a

codified system – their forms and meanings are constructed in an ad hoc

fashion in the context of the speech they accompany. It is precisely

because gestures are produced as part of an intentional communicative

act and are constructed at themoment of speaking that they are of interest

to us. They are communicative acts that are free to take on forms that

speech cannot assume or, for a child at the earliest stages of language

learning, forms that the child cannot yet articulate in speech. And, as we

will see, children use gesture before they are able to speak.

9.2 Gesture can serve as a stepping stone to first words

At a time in their development when children are limited in what they

can say, gesture offers an additional avenue of expression, one that can

extend the range of ideas a child is able to express. And young children

take advantage of this offer (Bates 1976, Bates et al. 1979). Strikingly,

even deaf children acquiring sign language produce gestures (Capirci

et al. 1998).



Children typically begin to gesture between 8 and 12 months. They first

use deictics, pointing or hold-up gestures whose meaning is given entirely

by the context and not by their form. For example, a child of 8monthsmay

hold up an object to draw an adult’s attention to it and then, several

months later, point at the object. Children do not use their early pointing

gestures merely to direct attention to an object or themselves; they use

them to influence the mental states of others (Tomasello et al. 2007). As

such, pointing gestures constitute the child’s first foray into establishing

common ground with another person in order to affect how that person

acts, feels or thinks.

Pointing gestures typically precede spokenwords by severalmonths and

give children an easy way to refer to objects before they have words for

those objects. But note that an adult has to follow a pointing gesture’s

trajectory to its target in order to figure out which object the child means

to indicate. In this sense, pointing gestures resemble context-sensitive

pronouns such as this or that more than they resemble nouns. Despite

their reliance on the here-and-now, however, pointing gestures constitute

an important early step in symbolic development and pave the way for

learning spoken language. In fact, a large proportion of the nouns that

eventually appear in a child’s vocabulary can be predicted from looking at

that child’s earlier pointing gestures (Iverson & Goldin-Meadow 2005).

In addition to deictic gestures, children produce conventional gestures

common in their cultures, for example, nods and side-to-side headshakes

(Guidetti 2005), and also iconic gestures, although the number tends to be

quite small and variable across children (Acredolo & Goodwyn 1988). For

example, a child might open and close her mouth to represent a fish, or

flap her hands to represent a bird (Iverson et al. 1994). Children do not

produce beat gestures (which pattern with the rhythm of language) or

metaphoric gestures (which capture abstract meanings, for example, mov-

ing the hand forward to indicate the future) until later in development,

around the time that they begin to tell narratives (McNeill 1992).

Unlike a pointing gesture, the form of an iconic gesture captures aspects

of its intended referent – its meaning is consequently less dependent on

context. These gestures therefore have the potential to function just like

words and, according to Goodwyn and Acredolo (1998), they do just that.

Children use their iconic gestures to label a wide range of objects (trees,

rabbits, rain). They use them to describe how an object looks (big), how it

feels (hot), and evenwhether it is there (all gone). They use them to request

objects (bottle) and actions (out). However, there are differences across

children, not only in how often they use iconic gestures, but also in

whether they use these gestures when they cannot yet use words.

Goodwyn and Acredolo (1993) compared the ages at which children first

used words and iconic gestures symbolically. They found that the onset of

words occurred at the same time as the onset of gestures for only thirteen

of their twenty-two children. The other nine began producing gestural
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symbols at least one month before they began producing verbal symbols –

some began as much as three months before. Importantly, none of the

children produced verbal symbols before they produced gestural symbols.

In other words, none of the children found words easier than gestures, but

some did find gestures easier than words.

Children vary widely in how quickly their vocabularies grow. Can look-

ing at early gesture use in children and parents help us predict this

variability? Rowe et al. (2008) videotaped fifty-three children in their

homes during their daily activities every four months between 14 and 34

months. At 42months, childrenwere given a standardized vocabulary test,

the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. Interestingly, the rate at which

children used gesture at 14months predicted the size of their vocabularies

at 42 months, even after taking into account the number of words the

children and their parents produced at 14 months. Early gesture can

predict the trajectory of child vocabulary development.

Not surprisingly, children stop using iconic gestures as words as they

develop. They use fewer gestural symbols once they begin to combine

words with other words, whether they are learning English (Acredolo &

Goodwyn 1988) or Italian (Iverson et al. 1994). Thus, there seems to be a

shift in attitude toward gesture over development. This shift has been

experimentally verified by Namy and Waxman (1998) who tried to teach

18- and 26-month-old English-learning children novel words and novel

gestures. Children at both ages learned the words, but only the younger

children learned the gestures. The older children had already figured out

that words, not gestures, carry the communicative burden in their worlds.

Children thus exploit the manual modality at the very earliest stages of

language learning. Perhaps they do so because the manual modality

presents fewer burdens. It certainly seems easier to produce a pointing

gesture to indicate a drum than to articulate the word drum. It may even be

easier to generate a drum-beating motion than to say drum – children may

need more motor control to make their mouths produce words than to

make their hands produce gestures. Whatever the reason, gesture does

seem to provide an early route to first words, at least for some children.

9.3 Gesture becomes integrated with speech during
the one-word period

Even though they treat gestures like words in some respects, children very

rarely combine their gestureswith other gestures and, if they do, the phase

tends to be short-lived (Goldin-Meadow & Morford 1985). But children do

frequently combine their gestures with words, and they produce these

word-plus-gesture combinations well before they combine words with

words. Children’s earliest gesture–speech combinations contain gestures

that convey information redundant with the information conveyed in
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speech; for example, pointing at an object while naming it (Greenfield &

Smith 1976). The onset of these gesture–speech combinations marks the

beginning of gesture–speech integration in the young child’s

communications.

The proportion of a child’s communications that contains gesture seems

to remain relatively constant throughout the single-word period. What

changes over this time period is the relationship gesture holds to speech.

At the beginning of the one-word period, three properties characterize

children’s gestures: (1) Gesture is frequently produced alone, that is, with-

out any vocalizations at all, either meaningless sounds or meaningful

words. (2) On the rare occasions when gesture is produced with a vocal-

ization, it is combined only with meaningless sounds and not with words;

this omission is striking given that the child is able to produce meaning-

ful words without gesture during this period. (3) The few gesture-plus-

meaningless sound combinations that the child produces are not timed

in an adult fashion; that is, the sound does not occur on the stroke or the

peak of the gesture (cf. Kendon 1980).

Some time during the one-word period, two notable changes take place

in the relationship between gesture and speech (Butcher &Goldin-Meadow

2000). First, gesture-alone communications decrease and, in their place,

the child begins to produce gesture-plus-meaningful-word combinations

for the first time. Gesture and speech thus begin to have a coherent semantic

relationship with one another. Second, gesture becomes synchronized

with speech, not only with the meaningful words that comprise the

novel combinations but also, importantly, with the old combinations

that contain meaningless sounds (in other words, temporal synchroniza-

tion applies to both meaningful and meaningless units and is therefore a

separate phenomenon from semantic coherence). Thus, gesture and

speech begin to have a synchronous temporal relationship with one another.

These two properties – semantic coherence and temporal synchrony –

characterize the integrated gesture–speech system found in adults

(McNeill 1992) and appear to have their origins during the one-word

period.

This moment of integration is the culmination of the increasingly tight

relation that has been evolving between hand and mouth (Iverson &

Thelen 1999). Infants produce rhythmic manual behaviours prior to the

onset of babbling. These manual behaviours entrain vocal activity so that

the child’s vocalizations begin to adopt the hand’s rhythmical organiza-

tion, thus assuming a pattern characteristic of reduplicated babble (Ejiri &

Masataka 2001). These rhythmic vocalizations becomemore frequent with

manual behaviours (e.g. arm swinging, hand banging) and less frequent

with non-manual behaviours (e.g. leg kicking, torso bouncing). Thus, by 9

to 12 months, the time when children produce their first words and

gestures, the link between hand and mouth is strong, specific, and stable,

and ready to be used for communication (Iverson & Fagan 2004).
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9.4 Gesture paves the way to two-word combinations
and beyond

The onset of gesture–speech integration sets the stage for a new type of

gesture–speech combination – combinations in which gesture conveys

information that is different from the information conveyed in speech.

For example, a child can gesture at an object while describing the action to

be done on that object in speech (pointing to an apple and saying “give”),

or gesture at an object while describing the owner of that object in speech

(pointing at a toy and saying “mine”, Greenfield & Smith 1976). This type of

gesture–speech combination allows a child to express two elements of a

proposition (one in gesture and one in speech) at a time when the child is

not yet able to express those elements within a single spoken utterance.

Children begin to produce combinations in which gesture conveys differ-

ent information from speech (point at box + “open”) at the same time as, or

later than – but not before – combinations in which gesture and speech

convey the same information (point at box + “box”, Goldin-Meadow &

Butcher 2003). Thus, combinations in which gesture and speech convey

different information are not produced until after gesture and speech

become synchronized, and thus appear to be a product of an integrated

gesture–speech system (rather than a product of two systems functioning

independently of one another).

In turn, combinations in which gesture and speech convey different

information predict the onset of two-word combinations. Goldin-

Meadow and Butcher (2003) found in six English-learning children that

the correlation between the age of onset of this type of gesture–speech

combination and the age of onset of two-word combinations was high and

reliable. The children who were first to produce combinations in which

gesture and speech conveyed different information were also first to

produce two-word combinations. Importantly, the correlation between

gesture–speech combinations and two-word speech was specific to combi-

nations in which gesture and speech conveyed different information – the

correlation between the age of onset of combinations inwhich gesture and

speech conveyed the same information and the age of onset of two-word

combinations was low and unreliable. It is the relation that gesture holds to

speech that matters, not merely gesture’s presence.

These findings were replicated on ten additional children learning

English (Iverson & Goldin-Meadow 2005) and three learning Italian

(Iverson et al. 2008). Despite the fact that the Italian children were

immersed in a gesture-rich culture and had larger gestural repertoires

than the American children (although, interestingly, they also had smaller

spoken vocabularies), they still used gesture–speech combinations to con-

vey sentence-like ideas several months before they expressed these ideas

in two-word combinations.
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Gesture thus serves as a signal that a child will soon be ready to begin

producing two-word sentences. What happens next? Gesture could con-

tinue to expand a child’s communicative repertoire, combining with

words to convey increasingly complex ideas. Alternatively, after serving

as an opening wedge into two-word sentences, gesture could cease its role

as a forerunner of linguistic change. Ozcaliskan and Goldin-Meadow

(2005a) observed forty children at 14, 18 and 22 months to address this

question, and found that the types of gesture–speech combinations chil-

dren produced changed over time and presaged changes in their speech

(e.g. GIVE gesture + “I paint” was produced several months before the child

produced comparable two-predicate combinations entirely in speech,

“Give and I paint”). Ozcaliskan and Goldin-Meadow (2008) continued to

observe these same forty children until 34 months to determine whether

gesture remains at the cutting edge of change as children flesh out their

skeletal linguistic constructions with additional arguments (e.g. GIVE +

point at brush + “I paint”). They found that once a linguistic construction

was established in a child’s repertoire, the child no longer used gesture as a

stepping-stone to elaborate the construction. Gesture thus appears to be a

forerunner of ground-breaking linguistic change, but not change that

merely fleshes out a construction.

In sum, once gesture and speech become integrated into a single system

(as indexed by the onset of semantically coherent and temporally

synchronized gesture–speech combinations), the stage is set for the child

to use the two modalities to convey two distinct pieces of a single propo-

sition within the same communicative act. Moreover, the ability to use

gesture and speech to convey different semantic elements of a proposition

is a harbinger of the child’s next step – producing two elements within a

single spoken utterance, that is, producing a simple sentence.

9.5 Once language is mastered, gesture is a harbinger
of things to come in other cognitive domains

Over time, children become proficient users of their spoken language and

no longer need gesture to expand their linguistic devices. But gesture does

not drop out of their communicative repertoires. Instead it continues to be

at the cutting edge of children’s knowledge but in domains other than

language. Older children frequently use hand gestures as they speak

(Jancovic et al. 1975), gesturing, for example, when asked to narrate a

story (e.g. McNeill 1992), give directions (e.g. Iverson 1999) or explain

their reasoning on a series of problems (e.g. Church & Goldin-Meadow

1986). And children continue to convey information in gesture that is

different from the information they convey in speech (Goldin-Meadow

2003a). More importantly, children who produce gestures that convey

information not found in speech on a task appear to be in a transitional
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state with respect to that task – they are more likely to profit from

instruction and make progress on the task than children whose gestures

overlap with their speech (Church & Goldin-Meadow 1986, Perry et al.

1988, Pine et al. 2004). Thus, once language is mastered, gesture begins to

mark children as being ready to learn other cognitive tasks.

Gesture continues to accompany speech throughout childhood (and

adulthood), forming a complementary system across the two modalities.

At all ages, gesture provides another medium through which ideas can be

conveyed, a medium that is analog in nature. It is, in addition, a medium

that is not codified and therefore not constrained by rules and standards of

form, as is speech.

9.6 Children are also gesture comprehenders

Children not only produce gestures – they also receive them. There is good

evidence that children can understand the gestures that others produce by

12 months. For example, children look at a target to which an adult

is pointing at 12 to 15 months (Butterworth & Grover 1988, Leung &

Rheingold 1981, Murphy & Messer 1977). But do young children integrate

the information they get from the pointing gesture with the message they

are getting from speech?

Allen and Shatz (1983) asked 18 month olds a series of questions with

and without gesture, for example, “What says meow?” uttered while

holding up a toy cat or cow. The children were more likely to provide

some sort of response when the question was accompanied by gesture.

However, they were no more likely to give the right response, even

when the gesture provided the correct hint (i.e. holding up the cat vs. the

cow). From these observations, we might guess that, for children of this

age, gesture serves merely as an attention-getter, not as a source of

information.

Macnamara (1977) presented children of roughly the same age with two

gestures – the pointing gesture or the hold-out gesture (extending an

object out to a child, as though offering it) – and varied the speech that

went with each gesture. In this study, the children did respond to the

gesture, although nonverbally – they looked at the objects that were

pointed at, and reached for the objects that were held out. Moreover,

when there was a conflict between the information conveyed in gesture

and speech, children went with gesture. If the pointed-at object was not

the object named in the speech, the child looked at the object indicated by

the gesture.

From these studies, we know that very young children notice gestures

when they are produced along with speech and can even respond appro-

priately to it. However, we do not know whether very young children can

take information conveyed in gesture and integrate it with information
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conveyed in speech. To find out, we need to present children with infor-

mation that has the possibility of being integrated. Morford and Goldin-

Meadow (1992) did just that in a study of children in the one-word stage.

The children were given ‘sentences’ composed of a word and a gesture, for

example, “push” said while pointing at a ball, or “clock” said while pro-

ducing a GIVE gesture (flat hand, palm facing up, held at chest level). If

children can integrate information across gesture and speech, they ought

to respond to the first sentence by pushing the ball, and to the second by

giving the clock. If not, they might throw the ball or push some other

object in response to the first sentence, and shake the clock or give a

different object in response to the second sentence. The children

responded by pushing the ball and giving the clock – that is, their

responses indicated that they were indeed able to integrate information

across gesture and speech. Moreover, they responded more accurately to

the “push” + point at ball sentence than to the same information presented

entirely in speech – “push ball”. For these one-word children, gesture +

word combinations were easier to interpret than word+word combinations

conveying the same information.

One more point deserves mention – gesture + word combinations were

more than the sum of their parts. Morford and Goldin-Meadow (1992)

summed the mean number of times children pushed the ball when pre-

sented with the word “push” alone (0.7 out of 12 possible) with the mean

number of times children pushed the ball when presented with the point

at ball gesture on its own (1.0 out of 12). That sumwas significantly smaller

than the mean number of times children pushed the ball when presented

with the “push” + point at ball combination (4.9 out of 12). In other words,

the children needed to experience both parts of a gesture + word combina-

tion in order to produce the correct response. Gesture and speech together

evoked a different response than either gesture alone or speech alone.

Kelly (2001) found the same effect in slightly older children responding

tomore sophisticatedmessages. The situation was as natural as possible. A

childwas brought into a roomand the doorwas left ajar. In the speech only

condition, the adult said, “It’s going to get loud in here” and did nothing

else. In the gesture only condition, the adult said nothing and pointed at

the open door. In the gesture + speech condition, the adult said, “It’s going

to get loud in here” while pointing at the door. The adult wanted the child

to get up and close the door, but he didn’t indicate his wishes directly in

either gesture or speech. The child had to make a pragmatic inference in

order to respond to the adult’s intended message.

Even 3 year olds were able to make this inference, and were more likely

to do so when presentedwith gesture + speech thanwith either part alone.

Kelly summed the proportion of times 3 year olds responded correctly

(i.e. they closed the door) when presented with speech alone (0.12) and

when presentedwith gesture alone (0.22). That sum (0.34) was significantly

smaller than the proportion of times the children responded correctly
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when presented with gesture + speech (0.73). Interestingly, 4 year olds did

not show this emergent effect. Unlike younger children who needed both

gesture and speech in order to infer the adult’s intended meaning, 4 year

olds could make pragmatic inferences from either speech or gesture on its

own. Thus, for 3 year olds (but not 4 year olds), gesture and speech must

work together to co-determine meaning in sentences of this type. Gesture

on its own is ambiguous in this context, and needs speech (or a knowing

listener) to constrain itsmeaning. However, speech on its own is ambiguous

in the same way, and needs gesture to constrain its meaning. It appears to

be a two-way street.

9.7 The gestural input children receive

Very little is known about the gestures that children receive as input

during development. Bekken (1989) observed mothers interacting with

their 18-month-old daughters in an everyday play situation and examined

the gestures that those mothers produced when talking to their children.

She found that mothers gestured less frequently overall when talking to a

child compared to an adult, but produced proportionally more simple

pointing gestures. Shatz (1982) similarly found that, when talking to

young language-learning children, adults produce a small number of rela-

tively simple gestures (pointing gestures rather than metaphoric and beat

gestures).

More recently, Iverson et al. (1999) observed Italian mothers interacting

with their 16- to 20-month-old children, and found that themothers gestured

less than their children did. However, when mothers did gesture, their

gestures co-occurred with speech, were conceptually simple (pointing or

conventional gestures), referred to the immediate context, and were used to

reinforce themessage conveyed in speech. In other words, mothers’ gestures

took on a simplified form reminiscent of the simplified ‘Motherese’ they used

in speech. In addition, mothers varied widely in their overall production of

gesture and speech, some talking and gesturing quite a bit and others less so.

And those differences were relatively stable over time despite changes in the

children’s use of gesture and speech (see also Ozcaliskan et al. 2005b).

Moreover, the gestures parents produce seem to have an effect on their

children’s gestures. Namy et al. (2000) found that the number of gestures

parents produced during a book-reading task with their 15-month-old

children was highly correlated with the number of gestures the children

themselves produced. Indeed, the majority of gestures acquired by infants

appear to be derived from gestural or motor routines that parents engage

in with them, either deliberately (e.g. the itsy-bitsy spider song which is

accompanied by a finger gesture depicting a spider crawling motion) or

unwittingly (e.g. sniffing a flower) (Acredolo & Goodwyn 1988, Goodwyn &

Acredolo 1993). There are, in addition, crosscultural differences in gesture
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rates, reflected in both parents and children. For example, Goldin-Meadow

and Saltzman (2000) found that Chinese mothers gestured significantly

more when talking to their orally trained deaf children (and to their

hearing children) than did American mothers. In turn, the Chinese deaf

children produced more gestures than the American deaf children (Wang

et al. 1993).

The gestures adults produce not only have an effect on child gesture,

they also affect child speech. Children are more likely to learn a novel

word in an experimental situation if it is presented with gesture than

without it (Ellis Weismer & Hesketh 1993). And when parents are asked

to teach their children in the one-word stage gestures for objects and

actions, children not only learn the gestures but their verbal vocabularies

increase as well (Goodwyn et al. 2000). Rowe et al. (2008) examined the

impact of parental gesture on child language in a naturalistic setting and

although they did not find a direct effect of parental gesture on child

vocabulary growth, they did find an indirect effect: The more a parent

gestured when her child was 14 months, the more her child gestured at

14 months and the larger the child’s spoken vocabulary 2.5 years later.

The gestures parents produce seem to have an impact on how often

children gesture and may even influence the ease with which children

learn new words. However, parental gesture cannot be essential for either

development. Children who are blind from birth not only are capable

language learners (Andersen et al. 1984, Landau & Gleitman 1985), but

they also gesture when they talk even though they have never seen anyone

gesture. Indeed, on certain tasks, congenitally blind children produce

gestures at the same rate and in the same distribution as sighted children

(Iverson & Goldin-Meadow 1998). Children do not have to see gesture in

order to use it.

9.8 Gesture in children who are having difficulty
learning language

Some children cannot easily learn the spoken language that surrounds

them and end up being language-delayed. Do such children turn to

gesture?

Thal et al. (1991) observed a group of children in the one-word stage

who were in the lowest 10 per cent for their age group in terms of size of

productive vocabulary. They characterized the children’s verbal and ges-

tural skills at the initial observation session when the children ranged in

age from 18 to 29months, and then observed each child again a year later.

They found that some of the children were no longer delayed at the one-

year follow-up – they had caught up to their peers. The interesting point

about these so-called ‘late bloomers’ is that they had actually shown signs

of promise a year earlier – and they showed this promise in gesture. The
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late bloomers had performed significantly better on a series of gesture

tests taken during the initial observation session than did the children

who, a year later, were still delayed. Indeed, the late bloomers’ gesture

performance was no different from normally developing peers. Thus,

children whose language development was delayed but whose gestural

development was not had a better prognosis than children who were

delayed in both language and gesture. At the least, gesture seems to reflect

skills that can help children recover from language delay – it may even

serve as one of those skills.

If gesture and speech are part of the same system, children who show

delays in language learning ought to show delays in gesture as well, and

they do. Ozcaliskan et al. (2008) observed eleven children with early uni-

lateral brain injuries between 18 and 30 months, and compared them to

forty typically developing children observed over the same time period.

The children with brain injury produced gesture–speech combinations

conveying sentence-like ideas several months before they conveyed the

same ideas entirely in speech, just as the typically developing children did.

However, the childrenwith brain injurywere delayed by severalmonths in

both types of combinations. Along the same lines, Iverson et al. (2003a)

observed five children with Down syndrome (mean age 48 months) and

matched them on language level, essentially vocabulary size, with five

typically developing children (mean age 18 months). The typically devel-

oping children were already producing the types of gesture–speech combi-

nations that herald the onset of two-word speech. The children with Down

syndrome were not, suggesting that, despite their age, they were not yet

ready to produce two-word utterances.

What happens to children whose language continues to be delayed at

later stages of development? Some children fail to acquire age appropriate

language skills yet they seem to have no other identifiable problems (i.e. no

emotional, neurological, visual, hearing or intellectual impairments).

Children whomeet these criteria are diagnosed as having specific language

impairment (SLI; see Leonard Ch. 24, Tomblin Ch. 23). Evans et al. (2001)

studied a group of SLI children ranging in age from7 to 9.5 years. They asked

each child to participate in a series of Piagetian conservation tasks, and

compared their performance to a group of normally developing children

who were matched to the SLI children on number of correct judgments on

the tasks. The task-matched normally developing children turned out to be

somewhat younger (7 to 8) than the children with SLI (7 to 9.5).

The question that Evans and her colleagues asked was whether the

children with SLI would turn to gesture to alleviate the difficulties they

had with spoken language. They found that the children with SLI did not

use gesture more often than the task-matched children without SLI.

However, the childrenwith SLI were farmore likely than the task-matched

children to express information in their explanations that could only be

found in gesture. When Evans and colleagues coded gesture and speech
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together, they found that the children with SLI produced significantly

more conserving explanations than the task-matched children without

SLI. It may not be surprising that the children with SLI knew more about

conservation than their task-matched peers – theywere older. However, all

of the ‘extra’ knowledge that the SLI children had was in gesture. The

children seemed to be using gesture as a way around their difficulties with

speech.

Throughout development, speakers seem to be able to use gesture to

detour around whatever road-blocks prevent them from expressing their

ideas in words. These detours may not always be obvious to the ordinary

listener, to the researcher, or even to the clinician. Theymay reside, not in

how much a speaker gestures, but in the type of information the speaker

conveys in those gestures. It is important to note that the gestures SLI

children produce do not form a substitute system replacing speech. The

children’s gestures are no different from the gestures that any speaker

produces along with talk. Children with SLI exploit the gesture–speech

system that all speakers employ and use it to work around their language

difficulties.

9.9 Gesture in children who do not have a model
for language

We turn next to a situation in which children are unable to acquire spoken

language. It is not, however, because they cannot acquire language – it is

because they cannot hear. It is extremely difficult for deaf children with

profound hearing losses to acquire spoken language. If these children are

exposed to sign language, they learn that language as naturally and effort-

lessly as hearing children learn spoken language (Lillo-Martin 1999 and

Ch. 22, Newport &Meier 1985). But most deaf children are not born to deaf

parents who could provide them with input from a sign language from

birth. Rather, 90 per cent of deaf children are born to hearing parents.

These parents typically do not know sign language and would prefer that

their deaf children learn the spoken language that they and their relatives

speak. As a result, a number of profoundly deaf children of hearing parents

are sent to oral schools for the deaf – schools that focus on developing a

deaf child’s oral potential, using visual and kinesthetic cues and eschew-

ing sign language to do so. Unfortunately, most profoundly deaf children

do not achieve the kind of proficiency in spoken language that hearing

children do. Even with intensive instruction, deaf children’s acquisition of

speech is markedly delayed when compared either to the acquisition of

speech by hearing children of hearing parents, or to the acquisition of sign

by deaf children of deaf parents. By age 5 or 6, and despite intensive early

training programmes, the average profoundly deaf child has only a very

reduced oral linguistic capacity (Mayberry 1992).
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Do deaf children who are unable to learn spoken language and are not

yet exposed to sign language turn to gesture to communicate? If so, do the

children use gestures in the same way that the hearing speakers who

surround them do (i.e. as though they were accompanying speech), or do

they refashion their gestures into a linguistic system reminiscent of the

sign languages of deaf communities?

Deaf children who are orally trained do use gesture to communicate and

these gestures even have a name – ‘homesigns’. It may not be all that

surprising that deaf children exploit themanualmodality for the purposes

of communication – it is, after all, the only modality accessible to them,

and they see gesture all of the time when their hearing parents talk to

them.What is surprising, however, is that the deaf children’s gestures take

on both the functions and the forms found in natural languages (Goldin-

Meadow 2003b), and thus look quite different from the gestures that

young hearing children produce.

In terms of language functions, the homesigners use gesture to request

objects and actions from others and make comments on the actions and

attributes of objects and people in the room. But they also use gesture to

refer to objects and events that are not perceptible to either the speaker or

the listener. For example, one deaf child produced the following string of

gesture sentences to indicate that the family was going to move a chair

downstairs in preparation for setting up a cardboard Christmas chimney:

He pointed at the chair and then gestured ‘move-away’. He pointed at the

chair again and pointed downstairs where the chair was going to be

moved. He gestured ‘chimney’, ‘move-away’ (produced in the direction of

the chair) and ‘move-here’ (produced in the direction of the cardboard

chimney). Homesigners also use gesture to tell stories, to make generic

statements, to talk to themselves, and to comment on their own and

others’ gestures.

In terms of language forms, homesigners often combine their gestures

into strings (unlike hearing children who rarely do so) and those gesture

strings have many of the properties of sentences. For example, home-

signers’ gesture combinations are structured, with underlying predicate

frames that influence how likely it is that a gesture will be produced for a

particular argument, and with surface level devices that indicate ‘who

does what to whom’. In addition, the gestures are themselves composed

of parts (akin to morphemes) and are marked differently when serving

noun-like vs. verb-like roles.

Thus, homesigners use gesture systems that contain many of the basic

properties found in all natural languages. It is important to note, however,

that their gesture systems are not full-blown languages, and for good

reason. The children are developing their gesture systems on their own

without a community of communication partners. Indeed, when home-

sign children are brought together into a community (as they were in

Nicaragua after the first school for the deaf was opened in the late
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1970s), their sign systems begin to cohere into a recognized and shared

language. That language becomes increasingly complex, particularly after

a new generation of deaf children learns the system as a native language

(Kegl et al. 1999). The manual modality can take on linguistic properties,

even in the hands of a young child not yet exposed to a conventional

language model. But it seems to grow into a full-blown language only

with the support of a community that can transmit the system to the

next generation.

The homesigners had not been exposed to a conventional sign lan-

guage and thus could not have fashioned their gesture systems after

such a model. They were, however, exposed to the gestures that their

hearing parents used when they talked. These parents were committed

to teaching their children English and therefore talked to them as often

as they could, and when they talked, they gestured. The parents’ ges-

tures might have displayed the language-like properties found in their

children’s gestures. It turns out, however, that they did not (Goldin-

Meadow 2003b) – the parents’ gestures looked just like any hearing

speaker’s gestures.

Why didn’t the hearing parents display language-like properties in their

gestures? In fact, the children’s hearing parents did not really have the

option of displaying language-like properties in their gestures simply

because the parents produced all of their gestures with talk. Their gestures

formed a single system with the speech they accompanied and had to fit,

both temporally and semantically, with that speech – they were thus not

‘free’ to take on language-like properties. In contrast, the deaf children had

no such constraints on their gestures. They had essentially no productive

speech and always produced gesture on its own, without talk. Moreover,

because gesture was the only means of communication open to these

children, it had to take on the full burden of communication. The result

was language-like structure. The homesigners may (or may not) have used

their hearing parents’ gestures as a starting point. However, it is very clear

that the children went well beyond that point. They transformed the

speech-accompanying gestures they saw into a system that looks very

much like language.

9.10 Gesture is versatile: it can be language or it can play
a role in helping children learn language

Gesture is versatile. It can serve as a substitute for language in the hands of

a child who is not exposed to a model for language. Gesture thus offers us

what may be the clearest window onto the skills that children themselves

bring to language learning. These are the skills that interact with the

language model to which a child is exposed in the typical process of

language learning.
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But gesture is important even when children are exposed to a language

model. Gesture provides the first sign that children are ready to learn their

first words and sentences. It thus reflects changes that are about to appear

in a child’s developing language. There is, moreover, the possibility that

gesture plays a role in bringing those changes about in at least two ways

(Goldin-Meadow & Wagner 2005).

First, gesture offers a mechanism by which children can point out their

thoughts to listeners who might then calibrate their speech to those

thoughts, thereby facilitating the learning process. Indeed, there is evi-

dence thatmothers ‘translate’ their children’s gestures into words, provid-

ing timelymodels for how one- and two-word ideas can be expressed in the

child’s language (Goldin-Meadow et al. 2007). As a second example in older

children and another task, children on the verge of learning a maths task

gesture differently from children who are not ready to learn that task, and

teachers take advantage of this signal, altering the instruction they give a

child as a function of the gestures the child produces on the task (Goldin-

Meadow & Singer 2003). Learners can thus signal through their gestures

that they are in a particular cognitive state, and listeners use that signal to

adjust their responses accordingly, providing input that the learner might

not have got had he or she not gestured.

Second, gesture can play a role in learning by influencing the learners

themselves. For example, encouraging school-aged children to produce

gestures conveying a correct problem-solving strategy increases the like-

lihood that those children will solve the problem correctly (Broaders et al.

2007, Cook et al. 2008). Thus, the act of gesturing seems itself to play a role

in learning in general, leaving open the possibility that gesturing also

plays a role in language learning. For example, the act of referring to an

object in gesture could facilitate learning the word for that object in

toddlers at the early stages of language learning. Future work is needed

to explore whether gesture promotes language learning not only by influ-

encing the linguistic input the learner receives, but also by influencing the

learner’s own cognitive state.

In sum, gesture can serve as a window onto the child’s communica-

tive abilities, one that often provides a view of the child that is distinct

from the view provided by speech. Moreover, gesture can expand child-

ren’s communicative resources when they are at the one-word stage,

and predict with some precision when those children will begin pro-

ducing two-word sentences. To the extent that early gesture predicts

later language learning, we can begin to use its absence as an early

marker of language learning that may go awry. But gesture has the

potential to go beyond reflecting early language learning abilities to

play a role in causing changes in those abilities. If so, gesture may turn

out not only to be an early diagnostic for difficulties in later language

learning, but also to be a technique by which language learning can be

improved.
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10.1 Introduction

What is the developmental function of babbling in relation to language, if

any? How is it related to the child’s first words, and can this relationship

shed any light on the highly controversial issue of the origins of grammar

in acquisition? Studies of both infant speech perception and early vocal

production have produced a wealth of findings over the past thirty-five

years, but theoretical progress has been slow, with deductive ideas drawn

from linguistic theory often masking the coherent evidence provided by

observational and experimental studies.

Dynamic systems theory (Thelen & Smith 1994), with its emphasis on

the role of variability in developmental advance, on the independent

emergence of related skills as a self-organizing catalyst for behavioural

change and on the deep interconnectedness between perception

and action and learning, offers a promising perspective on early speech

development. While reviewing the empirical findings of studies of pro-

duction and of links between perception and production this chapter

will also consider the relationship of those findings to dynamic systems

theory.

10.1.1 The challenge: construction of a first system
A central concern of the study of child language is to account for the

developmental source of linguistic knowledge. In one influential approach

to this problem innately given Universal Grammar (or UG) is assumed to

provide the knowledge of linguistic structure that serves as the starting

point for language acquisition, leading to the basic question: What exactly

needs to be learned? (Peperkamp 2003). This must then be followed by the

question of the nature of the triggering process needed to establish the

specifics of a given language: How does the child recognize the critical data that



will make it possible to set the appropriate parameters, or to rerank constraints in the

appropriate way? (see for example, Fikkert 1994, Lleó & Prinz 1997). For

approaches that deny the existence of UG, such as the constructivist

approach (see Menn 2006, Tomasello Ch. 5), the questions are the con-

verse: With what knowledge, if any, does the child begin?, followed by the

complementary question: How can the child gain knowledge of linguistic struc-

ture or system?

The role of phonology in the development of linguistic knowledge is

often given short shrift by researchers interested in word learning

(e.g. Bloom 2000, Hollich et al. 2000), while production is similarly disre-

garded by researchers focusing on perceptual advances. Yet before a child

can begin to develop linguistic meaning or make referential use of words

he or she must be able to represent and access word forms or phrases,

which can then come to be associated with recurrent situations, objects or

events. Furthermore, it seems shortsighted to assume that perceptual

advances alone can suffice to account for language learning. A long tradi-

tion of both diary and planned observational studies has found wide

individual differences in the rate and pathway of emergence of word

production and phonological knowledge across children developing nor-

mally, even within the same ambient language group (see Vihman 1996);

experimental group studies of word recognition and learning shed little

light on this critical aspect of phonological development since it is indi-

viduals that learn words, not groups. It is evident that both lexical and

phonological learning depend on the development of representations that

integrate perception and production; this remains a central issue which

has so far attracted insufficient attention.

In this chapterwewill adopt the second position identified above, which

looks for broad biological foundations to language but posits no specific

linguistic knowledge as part of that foundation. Following Braine (1994)

we will argue that it is a powerful learning mechanism – coupled with the

speech motor system – rather than innate knowledge of linguistic princi-

ples that can be identified as the source of the remarkable human capacity

for language. Pierrehumbert (2003: 118) proposed that the phonological

system is ‘initiated bottom-up from surface statistics over the speech

stream, but refined using type statistics over the lexicon’. She does not

elaborate on the source of the lexical knowledge that supports the

second cycle of statistical learning, however. We argue below that the

missing link is production experience, which brings the specific adult

lexicon to which the child is exposed into focus and into partial or

incipient mastery, leading, as Pierrehumbert says, to a new cycle of stat-

istical learning based on types, not tokens. We will seek to show how

that learning is first fuelled by the maturational emergence within the

first year of vocal production of adult-like syllables. We will demonstrate

the role played by babbling practice in supporting attention to and

memory for first words, and we will argue that those early words in turn
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provide a database for distributional learning, the proximal source of

emergent phonological systematicity.

10.1.2 Dynamic systems theory (DST) and the origins of grammar
In general, developmental ideas have been scarce in the literature on

phonological acquisition, which has tended to draw instead on formal

models of adult language and to apply them in a deductive way to child

language patterns. Yet when we turn to such a deeply developmental

theory as that of Thelen and Smith (1994), we find that their ideas have a

remarkable degree of correspondence with the empirical findings which

have accumulated over the past thirty-odd years of intensive study of

infant speech perception and production, despite the fact that those

findings are outside the domain of Thelen and Smith’s own research

(although Thelen 1991 relates dynamic systems ideas to the development

of vocal production).

A key dynamic systems idea is that we must examine process in order to

understand the origins of structure, which also means accepting variability

as the very stuff of development. ‘In detail … development is messy …

What looks like a cohesive, orchestrated process from afar takes on the

flavor of amore exploratory, opportunistic, syncretic, and function-driven

process in its instantiation’ (Thelen & Smith 1994: xvi). In what follows we

will first provide a brief account of the process by which babbling is

transformed into the first word production.

Nonlinearity is found again and again in empirically grounded accounts of

language acquisition aswell as in other areas of development. Thenotion of a

predictable succession of categorically distinct ‘stages’ is generally revealed,

on closer analysis, to be a false lead. ‘The boundaries of progressive stages are…

blurred by seeming regressions in performance and losses of previously well-

established behaviors’ (Thelen&Smith 1994: xvii; our italics). Inwhat follows

we will illustrate the nonlinearity of early phonological development, in

which the first largely accurate word forms give way to a long period of

template-based production, which is less accurate but also more systematic,

reflecting the first steps in the construction of a phonological grammar.

According to Thelen and Smith (1994: 247), in a discussion of the emer-

gence of successful reaching for objects in the first year:

From the messy details of real time – from the variability and context

sensitivity of each act – global order can emerge … Knowledge … is not a

thing, but a continuous process; not a structure, but an action, embedded

in, and derived from, a history of actions. (our italics)

In what follows we will attempt to account for the emergence of flexible

word-production patterns – different for each child, in accordancewith the

differences in individual histories of exposure, of ‘intake’, of early vocal

production preferences and of first word use.
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10.2 The starting point: biological precursors

Interest in early speech patterns has grown considerably since Jakobson

(1941/68) made the claim that babble is wholly unrelated to early word

forms, which he took to signal the onset of linguistic production. These

ideas were shown to be untenable over thirty years ago (Oller et al. 1976,

Vihman et al. 1985); babbling is now generally accepted as providing the

raw material for early words. The continuity between babble and first

words should not, however, be taken as evidence that the onset of canon-

ical babbling (Oller 1980) is primarily a language-driven activity. There is

strong evidence that babble is just one of many rhythmic motor skills that

come online in the first year of life, providing the infant with the tools

with which to gain knowledge of the world (Iverson et al. 2007, Thelen

1981). In Piaget’s terms (1952), babble is a kind of ‘secondary circular

reaction’, a perceptuomotor link that helps to lay the foundations for

intelligent behaviour.

Campos et al. (2000) document the cascading effect of cognitive advances

springing from the ability to initiate locomotion. Considered in a social

context, the onset of babble can be expected to have a similar cascading

effect. Currently there is a growing consensus that babble is best viewed as

a multimodal activity, involving both proprioceptive and auditory experi-

ence. This provides powerful support for perceptuomotor learning, an

excellent illustration of the way that simple linear progression in a basic

motor systemmakes possible the learning of complex cognitive structures

(cf., e.g. Rochat 1998, Westermann & Miranda 2004).

The babbling patterns of infants are highly individual and yet subject to

very simple biological constraints. The earliest stable supraglottal conso-

nants produced (excluding glides, which are difficult to distinguish from

vowels) are stops and nasals (Locke 1983, McCune & Vihman 2001), both of

which can be articulated by simple raising and lowering of the jaw. Davis

and MacNeilage (1995) have formulated this process in terms of the frame/

content theory of early speech organization. In their account, early speech

is dominated by successive cycles of mandibular oscillation (the ‘frames’),

in which the starting tongue position determines both consonant and

vowel. Thus, alveolar stops co-occur with front vowels (e.g. [di]), velar

stops with back vowels (e.g. [ko]), and bilabial stops with central vowels

(e.g. [ba]).1 As babbling becomes more variegated, combining different

consonants within a single vocalization, the infant gains control over the

‘content’ within each syllable, leading to awider range of consonant/vowel

combinations. The co-occurrence of consonants and vowels in early

speech has been found to hold in numerous languages (but see Chen &

Kent 2005).

1 For an introduction to phonetics we refer readers to Ladefoged (2006).
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The gaining of voluntarymotoric control over a specific consonant is the

next step toward incorporating these articulatory gestures into early

words. McCune and Vihman (2001) tracked these simple early speech

patterns – termed vocal motor schemes (VMSs) – in twenty infants. They

characterize a VMS as ‘a generalized action plan that generates consistent

phonetic forms … a formalized pattern of motor activity that does not

require heavy cognitive resources to enact’ (McCune & Vihman 2001: 152).

They operationalized the onset of a VMS as the production of ten or more

occurrences of a given consonant in each of three out of four successive

30-minute observational sessions. The VMS thus incorporates an element

of both consistency and stability over time. Attainment of a VMS means

that the infant is able to consistently access a speech-like motoric pattern

with the expenditure of only very limited cognitive resources – freeing

those resources to support the novel attentional and memory tasks of

associating an arbitrary sound pattern with a meaning.

10.3 The role of babbling: the accuracy of first words,
‘preselection’ and the ‘articulatory filter’

Contrasting their findings with the ‘course of phonological development

as it has been previously reported’ Ferguson and Farwell (1975: 429) noted

a number of ‘surprising tendencies’ in the course of their analysis of the

first words of three children acquiring English. The surprises included

(a) the relative ‘accuracy’ of many early child words, with later regression

to more primitive forms, (b) the great variability of the early word forms,

and finally (c) the ‘seeming great selectivity of the child in deciding which

words he will try to produce’ (Ferguson & Farwell 1975: 429).

The finding of early accuracy has been supported in many subsequent

studies (cf. Appendix B in Vihman 1996, which includes the first recorded

words of twenty-seven children each acquiring one of seven different

languages). To illustrate this, Table 10.1 presents the first four words of a

Dutch child, Thomas (based on Elbers & Ton 1985).

Likemost early words, the Dutch target words are one or two syllables in

length and include mainly early learned consonants (labial and coronal

stops, the glide /j/, and /s/, less common in early words but still one of the

core consonants in babbling as well as words: See Locke 1983). Somewhat

unusually, however, two of the words include two different places of

articulation, with a change of both place and manner in pus.2 The child

forms are remarkably close to the adult models, if we allow for cluster

reduction and a substitution of [x] for /s/ inmost forms of /pus(jə)/. Thomas’

2 Elbers and Ton note that eight of Thomas’ first twenty words involved more than one place of articulation;

only one violates the sequence front–back seen in part and pus. This is typical of early melodic patterns: See

Jaeger 1997, Vihman and Croft 2007.
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first fourwords fit the characterization of (more or less) ‘accurate’; they are

also seemingly ‘preselected’ for their relatively simple and accessible

target forms. Interestingly, Elbers and Ton note that the babbling patterns

[at(ə)], [pa:t(ə)] and [bəx], recorded during ‘playpen monologues’ when the

child was alone, ‘are already present in babbling before their corresponding

words are reported to be produced’ (1985: 557).

What then is the mechanism underlying the evident ‘preselection’ of

forms to attempt? How can the child know what not to attempt? Vihman

(1993) proposed that an ‘articulatory filter’ might be mediating the input,

rendering salient those patterns with which the child was already familiar

from his or her own babbling production. In this model, the emergence of

adult-like syllables, in the middle of the first year, provides the child with a

valuable resource (a kind of ‘bootstrap’, or easily accessible facilitator) for

focusing in on selected portions of the fast-moving input speech stream. The

tool would be deployed involuntarily: once one or more consonants have

been well practised – some weeks or months after canonical babbling

begins – the child’s attention is likely to be captured by sound patterns

that constitute a ‘good enough’ match to his or her own babbled produc-

tions, just as adult attention is sometimes captured by overhearing a highly

familiar proper name, for example, embedded in a conversation not con-

sciously attended (Wood & Cowan 1995). By ‘good enough’ we mean here

roughly the same thing as was intended above by ‘accurate’. Such an

implicit experience of a match of own vocal pattern to input speech

would eventually lead to the child’s use of such patterns in relevant fre-

quently repeated or routine situations; the consequence would be a small

number of known lexical items, the first identifiable words, typically pro-

duced only in limited contexts (Vihman & McCune 1994; see Figure 10.1).

A recent experimental study confirmed the existence of something like

an ‘articulatory filter’ by testing the effect of well-practised consonants

(VMS) on the child’s attention to non-words embedded in short sentences

(DePaolis 2006). DePaolis recorded the infants every one or two weeks

from 9 to 10 months on and tested them as soon as they had mastered at

least one supraglottal consonant to VMS criterion. In order to administer

the perception test as soon as the child showed a reliable production

Table 10.1. First word forms: relative ‘accuracy’

Thomas (Dutch, 15–16 months)

adult form gloss child form

/auto:/, /o:to:/ ‘car’ [at], [atə], [aut], [autoː], [oːt], [oːtoː]
/hap/, /hapjə/, /hapi/ ‘a (little) bite’ [ap], [apə], [hap], [hapə], [hab], [habə]
/pa:rt/, /paːrtjə/ ‘horse, horsie’ [paːt], [paːtə], [baːt], [baːtə]
/pus/, /pusjə/ ‘cat, kitty’ [pusj], [pəx], [bəx], [pux], [bux]
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preference, VMS was defined operationally either as in McCune and

Vihman (2001, see section 10.2), or, alternatively, as fifty or more occur-

rences in the course of one to three sessions.3 Testing involved presenta-

tion of three types of brief contrasting passages of five sentences, each

passage consisting of nine uses of non-words featuring (a) the child’s VMS

(e.g. for /p/b/, bapeb), (b) another child’s VMS (e.g. for a child producing /t/d/

to less than VMS criterion, deeted), or (c) the fricatives /f/v/, which are

seldom if ever used to VMS criterion in this period (e.g. vufev). The passages

consisted of simple sentences with one or two content-word slots filled

with the relevant non-word type.

Testing the children within a week of the recording session in which the

first VMS was identified proved critical, as the testing revealed a bipolar

response to the non-word passages: Of the eighteen children tested, half

had only a single VMS; of those nine children, six showed greater attention

to the passages featuring their own VMS, while of the nine with multiple

VMSs, all but one showed the reverse pattern, greater attention to the

‘other-child’ VMS passage. Thus, the extent of a child’s prior use of a

Repeated v ocal
production

leading to VMSPerception

Production

Articulatory Filter:
cross-modal mapping of

production onto
perception

Word form
similar to child
vocal pattern
used repeatedly
in routine
situations

‘Accurate’
production of
word
incorporating
child vocal
pattern

Salience of
words

containing
VMS

Figure 10.1 The matching of self- and other-produced vocal patterns to own production,
supported by a familiar situational and/or verbal context, helps the infant to ‘choose’
relatively accurate first words.

3 Voicing differences were disregarded in tallying infant consonant production, both because infants do not

control voicing in word production at this age (Macken 1980) and because voicing is difficult to transcribe

reliably.
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particular consonant had, as predicted, an effect on his or her perceptual

attention to that consonant – but the effect shifted from attention to what

is familiar to attention to what is novel with the mastery of a second

consonant.

Interestingly, production practice has been shown to affect semantic

processing as well. In an event-related potential study in which infants

heard familiar words that were presented together with (but slightly fol-

lowing) pictures that did or did not match the words, Friedrich (2007)

found an ‘N400 effect’ at 14 months but not at 12 months (see also

Friederici Ch. 4).4 Strikingly, 12 month olds as a group did show an early

differential response to the matching vs. the mismatching picture–word

pairs (interpreted as a priming effect of the pictures in the case of match-

ing words only), indicating that (most of) the words were recognized when

presented in the matching condition. In the mismatch condition conflict-

ing information from picture vs. word was the likely cause of the infants’

failure to recognize the words; as a consequence, there was no associated

meaning search and no N400 effect. In contrast, a subgroup of 12 month

olds with high early word production (five to twenty-nine words) did show

the N400 effect, with significantly stronger responses in the children

reported to be saying the most words – indicating that these precocious

infants were accessing the familiar words and responding with an effort at

semantic integration even when the words were out of context in relation

to the images they were looking at.

10.4 Word templates: the beginnings of phonological
organization

10.4.1 Holistic early word representations: production
vs. perception

Early production studies gave rise to the claim that the first phonological

representations are whole-word based (Ferguson & Farwell 1975) and

‘holistic’ or ‘schematic’ (Waterson 1971). The claim is now controversial,

since recent experimental studies, addressing either word recognition or

word learning, have seemed to suggest that early (perceptual) representa-

tions are, on the contrary, ‘finely detailed’, giving rise to the ‘phonetic

specificity’ hypothesis (based on eye-tracking: Swingley 2003, Swingley &

Aslin 2000, 2002; preferential looking: Bailey & Plunkett 2002; or the

‘switch paradigm’: Fennel & Werker 2003, Werker et al. 2002b). These

studies test children’s ability to detect differences between novel or famil-

iar words that are minimally distinct phonetically, which involves little or

no involvement of prior knowledge, whereas the production studies

4 In adults, a larger negative deflection (N400) in response to unexpected than expected words in a given

context is taken to reflect the effort of semantic integration.
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necessarily involve accessing representations in long-termmemory, often

in the absence of any immediate verbal or situational priming.

The nature of infant ‘phonological representation’ is as yet poorly

understood. Different results are obtained, depending on accentual pat-

tern (English vs. French: Vihman et al. 2004) and task demands – specifi-

cally, word recognition, word learning and word production. The task

differences are important: in the case of word recognition, both the word

form and the contextual situation or the image of a referent object may be

expected to prime memory for the word and its associations, making the

memory load negligible (as in the Swingley and Plunkett studies).

In the case of word learning significant attentional resources must be

allocated to the problem of retaining the arbitrary sound–meaning link, as

Werker and her colleagues have argued (cf. also Storkel 2001, who made

the same point on the basis of a word-learning experiment with 3 year

olds). This should make the task of learning new words particularly

difficult for children who lack a stock of well-practised production

patterns or routines to support memory for the new word form. One

indication of this is the finding, reported by Werker et al. (2002b),

that after habituation training to associate /bɪ/ to one novel object and

/dɪ/ to another, the only 14 month olds who responded with surprise to

the ‘switch trial’, in which the new ‘word form’ is associated with the

wrong object, were those with a reported production vocabulary of

over twenty-five words (whereas the 17 month olds were ‘successful’ as a

group in showing word learning in this sense). The fact that a larger

production vocabulary has been found to be associated with advanced

performance as regards both semantic processing of familiar words and

novel word learning is a strong indication that production experience

supports the accessing and use of familiar word representations (cf. also

Mills et al. 1997).

The contradiction between the apparently ‘detailed’ representations

suggested by perception experiments and the holistic representations

imputed to children on the basis of production studies can be reconciled,

then, if we bear inmind that word production requires cognitive resources

above and beyondwhat is required for word recognition or even newword

learning – in particular, memory and planning as well as motoric skill. As

children begin tomake use of larger numbers of word types theymust rely

on temporarily activated representations for production, often showing

regression in accuracy in the word forms they produce. These later repre-

sentations, although dependent on perceptual experience of a sound pat-

tern, give us good reason to accept Waterson’s (1971) judgment that they

are holistic ‘schemas’ or, in our terms, templates, in which the child’s

previous production practice strongly influences his or her memory for

word forms. We will support this contention with examples, below, and

will address the question of the source of the holistic representations in

our discussion of learning mechanisms.
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10.4.2 Whole word phon ology: variabilit y
Several arguments for whole word representation as the basis for produc-

tion are summarized in Vihman and Croft (2007 : 689); we review them

here, beginning with illustration and discussion of the first, ‘variability’.

The three remaining arguments – holistic match of child to adult form,

similarity among child forms, and response to challenges – will be dis-

cussed in the next section.

1. Variability: A sound may be produced differently in different early

words, and individual words may be more or less variable (Ferguson &

Farwell 1975). This suggests that although the child has gained

knowledge of particular words (‘item learning’), he or she has not

yet developed abstract categories of sounds.

Ferguson and Farwell (1975) famously reported twelve widely varying

pronunciations of the word pen produced in the course of a single session

at about 15 months by K, one of the two American children they observed,

with alternate production of labial or alveolar, oral or nasal onset, or

neither, andwith a range of oral or nasal low tomid vowels, as shown in (1):

(1) [mãə (im.), ʌ̃ (im.), dɛdn, hɪn, mbõ, phɪn, thn ̩ (x3), bɑh, dhaʊ˜n, buã]5

The child K seems to have a holistic auditory image of theword but no clear

vocal match for it within her existing repertoire, even with the support of

an immediately preceding adult production;6 the exploratory variation,

which seems primarily to target the articulatorily unfamiliar final nasal,

clearly reflects the perceptual influence of the final nasal on the word as a

whole.

A similar example of a ‘hard word’, attempted six times by an English

child, Jude (also aged 15 months, but already producing twenty-five words

in a half-hour session, which corresponds to a cumulative lexicon of over

fifty words: Vihman & Miller 1988), is circle, variously produced, in full or

partial whisper, as:

(2) [ts̩ɬu, ts̩thə (x2), th th, tɒ̥tɬju̥ (im.), khtƚu̥ (im.)]

Here we see evidence of child attention to the sibilant and its co-occurrence

with a stop and a lateral, although the place of the stop appears to be

uncertain as does the sequencing of the various segments, again despite

the presence of an immediate adult model in two cases. It is evidently not

the individual sounds themselves that Jude cannot accurately reproduce,

5 im. ‘imitated’. Note that K had produced no more than eight or nine words in a session spontaneously at this

point.
6 In the full listing of child variants for each word that Ferguson and Farwell included in a later reprint of this

paper (1977) we find that K, in the three preceding weekly recording sessions, had produced onset oral and

nasal labial stops but only two codas, a weak [k] in [mʌ̃kbu]monkey (im.) and [x] in [bwux] book. A nasal vowel

occurred once, for the first time, in the previous session: [æ̃] on, and also in two other words in the current

session: [mɑ̃] me/mine and [hɪʌ ̃], [mkjũ] thank you.
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since each of them is produced in at least one attempt at theword. Similarly,

there is no reason to believe that he cannot perceive the adult segments.

Instead, his difficulty appears to derive from the planning and production of

the word pattern as a whole, in sequence, with its rapidly changing series of

consonantal gestures.

The children’s ‘underlying representations’ cannot easily be inferred

from these production efforts. They are better described as dynamic or

fleeting than as set or stable (or reliably accessible), with apparent influ-

ence on the momentary remembered form of the word not only from the

percept of the target word itself but also from coexisting (‘whole word’)

production patterns in the child’s repertoire – patterns which must be

accessed for vocal expression.

10.4.3 Templates in the word production of three
late talkers.

Three further arguments for whole word phonology were cited in Vihman

and Croft (2007).

2. Holistic match of child to adult form: Comparison of early child words to

their adult models on a segment-by-segment basis is often difficult, as

Waterson (1971) showed in the case of her son ‘P’. Instead, the child

appeared to be targeting a ‘whole gestalt’.

3. Similarity among child forms: The interrelation between the child’s own

words may be more evident than the relation to the adult models

(Macken 1979).

4. Response to challenges: The ‘gestalts’ or ‘templates’ which are taken to

underlie the common patterning of a child’s words can be seen as

responses to one or more challenges posed by the segmental sequence

or structure of the word form as a whole. The primary challenge, in

most cases, is the difficulty of producing different consonants, vowels or

bothwithin a single syllable of a word (e.g. pen) or across syllables (circle).

The relationship of child to adult form and the sources of child difficulty

have already been illustrated by the two sets of variable forms presented

above for K and Jude, one just beginning to produce words, the other (Jude)

having a considerably larger lexicon. Appreciation of the patterning seen

in a child’s word forms requires that one consider the full set of word

forms produced in a given session, however, or over a delimited period of

time (e.g. Priestly 1977).

In order to further illustrate these principles and to show their interrela-

tionship we draw here on patterns observed at the ‘twenty-five-word point’

(25wp: the first half-hour recording sessionwith twenty-five ormorewords)

of each of three British children who were late to begin talking. Similar

patterns, templates or ‘canonical forms’ (Menn1983) fromyounger children

have been reported in numerous studies, beginning with Waterson (1971)
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and Menn (1971). For recent crosslinguistic data illustrating template use

see Vihman and Kunnari (2006), based on longitudinal observations, and

Vihman and Croft (2007), based on diary studies.

Two of the children whose data we present here (Elise and Tony) were

identified at 30 months as ‘(expressive) late talkers’ on the basis of having a

scorewithin 3months of chronological age on the Reynell-III Receptive Scale

and a score of 6 months or more below chronological age on the Reynell-III

Expressive Scale.7 These children thus differ from the younger children

whose data have been presented in illustration of the development of tem-

plates in earlier studies by virtue of their larger (age-appropriate) receptive

lexicon. It is all the more striking that their limited phonetic resources

should result in patterns that resemble those of the younger children. At

the same time, theirwider ranging lexical targetsmean that the ‘adaptations’

observed are sometimes even more radical than those reported for younger

children. The process of induction of templatic patterns that we describe

under learning mechanisms, below, can be understood to be the same.

1. Jack (26 months.)8

In this session Jack, who was engaged primarily in ‘book reading’

with his mother, actually produced fifty-two different word types

altogether, excluding word combinations, onomatopoeia and doubt-

fully identifiable forms. All of thewords were produced spontaneously

at least once. Twoword patterns dominate Jack’s production: CVVN, or

monosyllables including a diphthong and nasal coda, and CVGlV, or

disyllables with a medial glide.

a. CVVN: Some of these forms are relatively accurate (designated as

‘select’ in Table 10.2). In each of these ‘selected’ words the rhyme

matches the target, although initial clusters are reduced and the

Table 10.2. Later word forms: the emergence of a CVVN pattern

Jack <CVVN>

Select Adapt

clown [daʊn] boat [beɪn]
crane [heɪːːn] ladybird [laːbwaʊm]
green [ɡiːn] moon [bʊːən]
paint [beɪn] (x2) spoon [m ̩buːm]
plane [deɪːin] worm [beʊm]
train [dəɪn]

7 When first seen, at 25 months, Jack was not yet producing combinations despite having a reported

vocabulary of over 100 words on the Oxford CDI (Hamilton et al. 2001). At 2;6 he scored within the normal

range for both expression and comprehension on the Reynell, however, and so he cannot be considered a

true ‘late talker’.
8 We discuss the children’s word patterns here in order of child age at the 25wp.
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onset consonant sometimes changes in unexpected or atypical

ways (crane, plane). In other cases (‘adapt’) the words show ‘adapta-

tion’ to the emergent template. For example, two words show

consonant harmony (ladybird, spoon) and two (boat, ladybird) show

a change of stop to nasal coda. In two further cases Jack draws out

or creates a diphthong: moon, worm.

There are three additional CVVC forms with a non-nasal coda.

Plate [beɪth] seems regular and ‘accurate’ but does not participate in

the pattern; its co-occurrence in the same session with [beɪn] for
boat shows the unevenness of template use. The remaining two

forms have coda [k]: bike [maɪʔkh] (with its anomalous onset) and

grape(s) [geɪk], with consonant harmony.

b. CVGlV: In the case of this template there are no ‘accurate’ or

‘selected’ productions, although the pattern applies most closely

to adult open monosyllables with a long vowel:10 bee [biːa], no
[nəuːːə], ski [ŋiːa], two [duːə]. Note that most of these forms also

occurred in the same session as monosyllables, CVVo: no [nəuː], ski
[gi] (x2) and two [duː]. The most striking adaptations, however,

involve longer words produced with this pattern (Table 10.3).

These forms seem to reflect Jack’s ease in producing diphthongs,

which he can also extend into a second syllable.

2. Elise (33 months.)

Drawing on Elise’s 25wp, with 23 imitated and 25 spontaneous words

(omitting onomatopoeia), we find a single strong pattern, inwhich [s] or

[ts] are added or substituted for final consonants or clusters.

a. Monosyllables: In the case of monosyllables Elise sometimes

seems to be targeting a plural form (bees, eyes), but there is reason

to doubt that the final -s ever has morphological value (cf. pink, red:

Table 10.3. Later word forms: the emergence

of a disyllabic CVGlV pattern

Jack <CVGlV>

Adapt

banana(s) [bɛːː | aʊ]9

bubbles [bɔːwuːə]
guitar [ɡiːaː]
Harriett [heɪjɛː]
pizza [mbia, biə]
strawberries [dauːwi]
toast [dəuːːa]

9 The vertical line represents a brief pause or break between the two syllables.
10 All forms are presented here as transcribed; a glide is necessarily present in the disyllabic forms, even where

not indicated, as a transition to the final vowel.
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Table 10.4). In addition, Elise produces two monosyllables with

coda /n/, arms [æːːn] (imitated) and mouse [mãn, mãnt, mãnθ] (this

may reflect a confusion of mouse and man, based on a picture

involving both a mouse and a pirate).

b. Disyllables. These forms sometimes include the fricative or affri-

cate coda in the first syllable: cross bones [dəsbaːn], icecream [wisbɹiːː]
and even chicken [dɪdsən] (with possible metathesis of the sibilant

release of the onset affricate), all imitated. More often the coda is

in word-final position, for both vowel- and consonant-final word

targets (see Table 10.5).

Table 10.4. Later word forms: the emergence of a

monosyllabic fricative coda pattern

Elise monosyllables <CV(V)s/ts>

Select Adapt

birds [baːdsː, bɛː[p]s] bees [weɪːɕ]
cat(s) [[t]ɛtsːː] bike(s) [baɪs]
eyes [aɪs] books (im.) [bɪdʔsː]
horse (im.) [haɪːts] cake (im.) [khiːːʃts]

cloud (im.) [waɪːːsːː]
dog(s) [dəʔtsː]
pig [bɪds] (x4)
pink (im.) [bits]
red (im.) [weʔðs]
sheep (im.) [wɪtsː]
shoes [ʒəts]
socks [dədsː]
trees [wiːːs ̺ːː]

im. = imitation

Table 10.5. Later word forms: the

emergence of a disyllabic fricative coda

pattern

Elise <VoCVCVs/x/ts>

Adapt

ladybird [əbɛbɛːts]
pirate [wɛwets]
fairy (im.) [hɛːwix]
microphone [həʔdudɛs]
lady [ɛdiːʃ]
rabbit [haʔpiːsːː, baʔbiːtsː]
T-shirt [əʔtɛtʃ]
telescope [tetətɛːs]
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Elise’s remaining disyllabic forms with codas have either /m/

(balloon [ələuːm] or /t/ (boat [bəʔath], pepper pig [haʔbɛbɪth], both
imitated). Interestingly, although Elise sometimes inserts a final

[s] where none is warranted, she never omits a coda altogether

when the target has one.

3. Tony (35 months.)

Tony, the latest of the three children to reach the 25wp (when he

produced 33 different words spontaneously), has a dominant word

pattern <VoCVVo>, the largest subset of which shows themore specific

pattern <VowVVo>. In both cases Tony tends to add a filler [(h)V] before

the word if there is none in the target.

a. Stop or nasal: In the case of words not produced with medial [w],

labial and velar stops and nasals occur initially or medially

(Table 10.6); in the case of two target words with /f/ onset Tony

produces anomalous substitutions (fly, four) – in both cases using

an output pattern that serves elsewhere for a ‘selected’ word (bye,

go). There is also one disyllabic target adapted for production with

reduplication of the velar-onset first syllable (’copter [ɡɒʔɡɒʔ] (x2)),
which is again similar to a frequent output syllable (cf. (a) car, all gone

as well as go).

b. Medial <w>. This more specific pattern is produced as a match to

target (‘selected’) in five words or phrases, while in ten additional

words Tony imposes the pattern, sometimes at the expense of quite

radical changes to the targetword form (e.g. carry, soil: Table 10.7). In

addition, two words are adapted to this template but include a

(harmonizing) labial coda: bum [awʌm], Tom [əwɑːːm]. Tony pro-

duces codas in only three other words, all monosyllabic targets; all

harmonize coda with onset: beep [biːph], dig [hɛɡɪɡ] and stuck [gɒkh,
ɒʔgʊkh]. It is striking that Tony uses no coronal consonants at all.

Table 10.6. Later word forms: the emergence of

a <VCV> pattern

Tony <VoCVVo>

Select Adapt

(a) ball [ɒːbɔː] (x4) please [heɪː biː]
(a) bike [æʔbaː] train [ɒgeɪːːː]
bye [baɪː] fly [əbaɪː]
(a) car [hægaː, aːɡaː] (x2) four [əɡɔːː]
all gone [ɔːgɒ]
go [ɡəuːː]
(oh) no [ŋəuːː (x3), ɔːəŋəʊ]
more [mɔː] (x3)
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Alongside his strong labial bias, expressed in his ‘choice’ or discov-

ery of <w> as a template consonant, he also produces many words

with [g] and substitutes a velar nasal in the word no.

The patterns we see in the words produced by these three late talkers

reflect, as do the patterns of younger children, their reliance on a small

core consonant inventory, one which primarily consists of stops, nasals

and glides. Beyond that, we see in the many ‘adapted’ forms, or forms

which fail tomatch the target (even in cases where the child clearly has the

necessary articulatory or phonetic resources to make a more accurate

match, e.g. Jack’s boat, toast), evidence that the children are inducing

generalized patterns from their own output. That is, once the child has

learned a certain number of adult-based words, usually at the fairly slow

pace characteristic of ‘item learning’, word learning becomes easier (as

evidenced by a rapid increase in new word production). This greater

facility can be ascribed to the emergence of one or more well-practised

‘motor plans’ or templates that serve to support attention and memory to

the form–meaning link. We see this as the beginning of phonological

systematicity – in other words, as an emergent phonological grammar, in

which the child goes beyond individual word forms to develop patterns

representing possible word shapes which are based on the intersect

between his or her own output forms and common input patterns.

10.5 Learning mechanisms

Studies of artificial grammar learning in adults (e.g. Reber 1967) already

suggested the importance of statistical or ‘distributional’ learning over

Table 10.7. Later word forms: the emergence of

a <VwV> pattern

Tony <VowVVo>

Select Adapt

all wet [aː wɛʔ] aeroplane [aʊwɛ]
away [aweɪː] carry [əwiə]
hurray [həweɪː] flowers [aːwe]
wee [wiːː] (x2) fly [ɒʔwaɪːː]
whoa [wəuː] over [əuːwɛ]

soil [hawaʊ, əwaʊː]
that way [ɒ.weɪː]
up there [ʌʔbwɛː, aːbwɛː]
wheelbarrow [aʔwɛː, awɛː]
wire [əːwaːː, ɛwa]
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forty years ago, but it is only in the past decade that experimental findings

have made it clear that children, like adults, automatically tally distribu-

tional regularities in the environment (Saffran et al. 1996a; also see

Thiessen Ch. 3). This learning capacity is not restricted to speech (i.e. is

not ‘domain specific’), however, but has been shown to apply automati-

cally to any regularly recurring sequence in the infants’ environment

(Kirkham et al. 2002). If we relate these findings to the host of experimental

studies of prelinguistic responses to speech reported in the 1990s (Jusczyk

1997), we can conclude that over the course of the first year infants

gradually gain a sense of input language patterning as regards sequences

at any level of linguistic organization – segments, syllables, accentual

patterns, words, phrases, clauses. Based on adult studies (e.g. Saffran

et al. 1997), it is clear that this learning occurs in the absence of any specific

intent to learn or even of (conscious or focused) attention to linguistic

patterning as such.

However, word production requires that the child register arbitrary form–

meaning relationships; the word forms repeatedly used in a given situa-

tionmust persist in the child’s memory, together with their context of use

(or meaning), in order to lead to recognizable word use. This need not

imply conscious attention or a specific intention to learn. Rather, the

routine recurrence in a given situation of a sound pattern familiar from

the child’s own vocal practice can be taken to prime the child to produce

that pattern in the often experienced situation (see Fig. 10.1). Each such

use – which necessarily involves motoric effort (Elbers & Wijnen 1992) –

can be expected to strengthen the memory trace, making future deploy-

ment of the same pattern more likely (Edelman 1987) and supporting

memory for both form and meaning. Such early word production, sup-

ported by the experience of a perceptual match, can be taken to be the

source of the relatively ‘accurate’ first words, as indicated above. This is

‘item learning’; each word must be remembered individually as a whole,

form and meaning together. It is thus quite different from the rapid,

automatic registering of recurrent regularities (‘distributional learning’).

Current thinking in neuroscience supports the idea of a dual memory

system. It is widely accepted that the hippocampus is required to consolidate

detailed, multimodal episodic memories, which are the basis of learning

from unique experiences, such as the item learning just described

(McClelland et al. 1995, Squire & Kandel 1999). Furthermore, the registering

and recall of arbitrary form–meaning pairs also generally depends on pro-

cessing in the frontal lobes (known tobe involved in the selectionof percepts

for focused attention). In contrast, the registration of regularities – the

essence of distributional learning – occurs even in the face of hippocampal

damage, permitting amnesic patients to abstract structure from a set of

related items, for example (Knowlton & Squire 1993).

There is thus ample evidence to support a distinction between two types

of learning – one probabilistic, statistical, sensitive to distributional
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properties such as frequency of occurrence and sequential patterning, the

other responding to chance conjunctions of unrelated elements (notably,

for our purposes, the arbitrary association of form andmeaning), essential

for the construction of a lexicon. What is most important is the idea that

once motor production begins to highlight words in the input, leading to

item learning, the ‘input’ to the child’s distributional learningmechanism

will necessarily begin to include the child’s own word forms. This is a

critical change: now the internal structure of the first words – the

‘selected’ target words, as (1) filtered through the child’s primitive speech

production mechanism and (2) analysed through distributional learning –

will automatically be induced, providing the child with implicit phono-

logical patterns that can be ‘projected’ onto the input speech stream,

‘capturing’ possible words to say which will gradually becomemore ambi-

tious, less close to the vocal patterns actually available to the child. The

new words need only share a minimal resemblance to the induced pat-

terns and will be altered in individual ways, resulting in templates such as

those described here.

The whole process is data-driven from the bottom up and self-organized

through the powerful learning mechanisms highlighted above.

Furthermore, at the same time that the infant is producing new word

forms that conform to an internally developing templatic system, he or

she is also gradually moving closer to the adult system through ongoing

implicit comparison of child to adult word forms. As suggested by

Pierrehumbert (2003), who supposed that the process happens only

much later than the period of the first words, once the child has a much

larger lexicon, ‘type statistics’ can be induced from his or her internal

word representations, creating more or less well-defined templates and

greatly facilitating and accelerating the process of further lexical learning.

10.6 Conclusion. From babble to words:
a developmental account

In order to better understand the processes that might account for the

origins of phonological system we have presented some of the evidence to

support the essential continuity between babbling and first words.We also

claimed that babbling is only one of many manifestations of the child’s

general motoric development, with its rhythmic base and its cascading

socio-cognitive consequences. And we argued that a child’s babbling prac-

tice provides the essential resources for the identification and shaping of

early word forms. We provided experimental evidence to back up the

claim that the apparent preselection of adult targets reflects implicit

multimodal matching of the child’s own vocal production patterns to

frequent input speech sequences. In dynamic systems terms,maturational

advances in vocal production – primarily the emergence of rhythmic
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canonical babbling syllables in the middle of the first year – provide fuel

for a phase-shift to first word production. But the presence of speech-like

syllables in repertoire is not in itself sufficient to catalyze this shift.

Instead, the normal environment of a growing child – the presence of

talking caretakers, the infant’s sense of reward elicited by the production

of vocal forms that echo some of that talk, the proprioceptive feedback

obtained from the articulation of the syllables which provide that reward –

makes available numerous supporting experiences to tune those syllables

in the direction of the ambient language and eventually to register, in the

child’s mind, matching input sequences along with their situational con-

text or meaning (see also McCune 1992).

The route from babbling to words that we described is ‘universal’ but

also highly individual, since the starting points (the particular first sylla-

bles or consonants to be mastered) differ as do the pathways followed. We

noted that particularly challenging word forms may give rise to an excep-

tional degree of variability (for evidence of an increase in the variability of

a child’s word forms in the weeks immediately preceding the first manifes-

tation of a stable templatic pattern see Vihman & Velleman 1989, Vihman

et al. 1994).We also considered both first words (Table 10.1) and later words

(three late talkers). In all cases we saw individual phonetic constraints

deriving from variable motor skills and practice and we saw that those

constraints translated into particular pathways leading to phonological

structure. Non-linearity was reflected, if indirectly, in the late-talker word

patterns, in which the ‘adapted’ word forms were sometimes quite remote

from their targets yet close to many other forms produced by the child. As

outlined by Thelen and Smith, knowledge here again reflects the history of

actions of each child, although we did not here trace individual babbling

patterns through the accurate first words to the generalized patterns of the

later words. We did see that the children construct knowledge each in

their own way, based on their own specific perceptuomotor experiences.

Finally, we argued that there is no need to posit innate knowledge struc-

tures (UG) in order to explain the emergence of language. The learning

mechanisms we invoke, unique in humans due to the combinatory power

of distributional and item learning, seem to us to be sufficient to account

for the formation of a phonological system.
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11

The prosody of syllables,
words and morphemes

Katherine Demuth

11.1 Introduction

Much of the early work on the acquisition of phonology focused on the

transition from babbling to first words (see Vihman 1996 for review, and

Ch. 10). Over the past fifteen years research has increasingly begun to

examine children’s later phonological development at higher levels of

prosodic structure (e.g. the syllable, the prosodicword and the phonological

phrase). This new focus has been stimulated in part by new approaches to

phonological theory (e.g. Optimality Theory: Prince & Smolensky 2004), as

well as other developments in understanding prosodic structure more gen-

erally. This has provided the tools needed for investigating children’s early

language productions as the outcome of a series of competing constraints

rather than rules, where simple (unmarked) structures are predicted to

appear earlier than those that are more complex. At the same time, there

has been an increase in the availability of longitudinal, phonetically tran-

scribed corpora of child speech between the ages of 1–3, in languages such

as Dutch, Japanese, European Portuguese, English and French. Some of

these data also provide information about the language input (child-directed

speech) children hear. Researchers have subsequently been able to use both

frequency and markedness considerations in making within-language and

crosslinguistic predictions about the course of phonological development.

This chapter first reviews some of the structures that are important to the

study of prosodic development. It then highlights some of the recent find-

ings regarding prosodic development, identifying areas for further research.

11.2 Prosodic structures

To investigate the structure of children’s early syllables, words and mor-

phemes it is useful to consider the prosodic hierarchy in (1) (Nespor &

Vogel 1986, Selkirk 1984, 1996). In particular, prosodic words (PWs) (also



called phonological words) are composed of feet (metrical units) and syl-

lables. These PWs may also be embedded in higher level phonological

phrases (PPs), phonological utterances and intonational phrases.

(1) The prosodic hierarchy

Utt (Phonological Utterance) I saw the man give the kitty the banana

|

IP (Intonational Phrase) I saw the man

|

PP (Phonological Phrase) the man

|

PW (Prosodic Word) banana

|

Ft (Foot) man/kitty

|

σ (Syllable) man

|

μ (Mora) ma

Syllables in turn are composed of an onset consonant and a rhyme, as in

(2). The rhyme consists of an obligatory nucleus, and an optional coda.

These subsyllabic units are called moras. Thus, monomoraic syllables

contain only a nucleus, whereas bimoraic syllables may contain either

a vowel plus coda consonant (dog), a diphthong (play), or a long/tense

vowel (see).

(2) Basic syllable structure

σ

onset

nucleus

[p       I             g]

rhyme 

coda

Some languages also permit complex (branching) onsets and codas.

These are realized as consonant clusters. The consonant clusters per-

mitted vary depending on the language. However, most consonant

clusters obey the sonority sequencing principle (SSP), where sonority

is greatest in the nucleus, and decreases toward the edges of the

syllable (Clements 1990, Selkirk 1984). This is captured by the sonority

hierarchy in (3), where each sound can be categorized in terms of one

of seven manners of articulation (Ladefoged 1993). More sonorant
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segments tend to fill the nucleus of the syllable, and less sonorous

segments tend to fill onset and coda positions. In the case of consonant

clusters, sonority typically falls from the nucleus outward. For example,

in the word blend /blɛnd/, /ɛ/ is a vowel, /b/ and /d/ are stops; /l/ and /n/

are a liquid and nasal, which are both less sonorant than a stop, but

more sonorous than a vowel.

(3) The sonority hierarchy

stops > affricates > fricatives > nasals > liquids > glides > vowels

least sonorant most sonorant

Languages differ in the types of syllable structures, foot structures,

and PW structures permitted. Children must therefore learn what types

of prosodic structures their target language allows. Moras play an

important role in languages such as English and Dutch, where stress

assignment is sensitive to the syllable weight (how many moras it

contains), and where stress generally falls on heavy syllables (i.e. those

containing two moras of structure). Foot structure also differs from

language to language. Languages such as English and Dutch permit

one-syllable bimoraic feet such as in dog, whereas Bantu languages

like Sesotho have only monomoraic syllables, and therefore disyllabic

feet, as in nama ‘meat’. Languages also differ in the directionality of

feet, many exhibiting Strong-(weak) trochaic feet (English, Dutch), but

some exhibiting binary or longer (w)(w)S iambic feet (e.g. K’iche’,

French). Binary feet can be disyllabic (4a) or monosyllabic (bimoraic)

(4b). They therefore constitute well-formed minimal words (McCarthy &

Prince 1994). Some languages also permit words containing only a light

(monomoraic) syllable, or a subminimal word (4c). Subminimal words

are generally considered to be marked and unusual since they are PWs

that do not contain a foot. However, words of this type are permitted in

Romance languages and Japanese.

(4) Prosodic words composed of a foot (a, b), and a subminimal word (c).

PW PW PW 

 F   F       
               

σ σ σ σ 
               

μ μ μ 

(a) disyllabic foot  (kitty) (b) bimoraic foot (dog) (c) monomoraic
subminimal word

The frequency of different PW shapes varies from language to language.

Although both English and Spanish permit four-syllable PWs containing
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two feet (5a), as well as a foot plus an initial unfooted syllable (5b),

both are much more frequent in Spanish. In contrast, English and

Dutch contain many monosyllabic and disyllabic PWs like those in

(4a) and (4b).

(5) Prosodic words composed of more than one foot

   F            F 

    PW 

 σ     σ σ σ σ 

        PW 

             F 

σ       σ 

(a) two feet (e.g. alligator) (b) one foot plus an initial unfooted
syllable (e.g. banana)

With these structural preliminaries, we can now consider how children

learn these various prosodic structures. We first review early findings in

the field, and then discuss more recent research.

11.3 Prosodic development: early observations

Although much of the early research on the acquisition of phonology

focused on segments, some European researchers began to focus on the

word as an important unit in children’s early phonological organization.

Drawing on insights from Firth (1948), Waterson (1971, 1987) proposed

that children’s early phonologies could best be characterized by holistic,

non-segmental prosodic units. These findings were followed by proposals

by Allen and Hawkins (1978, 1980) that English-speaking children’s early

words tended to take the rhythmic form of disyllabic trochaic (Strong–

weak) feet (e.g. kitty). They observed that children’s early words are often

augmented (cup > cupy) or truncated (e.g. banana > nana) in form, both

processes resulting in a trochaic foot. They further proposed that such

early word shapes might be universal, representing the default, or

unmarked form of early words.

Following research on the prosody–syntax interface (Selkirk 1984),

Matthei (1989) investigated across-word processes in children’s early

speech. Consistent with Allen and Hawkins (1978, 1980), he found that

some lexical items were augmented to a disyllabic trochaic foot when

produced in isolation (6a–b). However, when the two are combined into

a larger phonological phrase, both were phonologically reduced (6c), again

yielding a disyllabic trochaic foot.
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(6) Child Adult Target

(a) [’bebi] /’bebi/ ‘baby’ (1;5)

(b) [’bʊkɔ] /’bʊk/ ‘book’

(c) [’bebʊ] /’bebiz ’bʌk/ ‘baby’s book’

Around the same time, Macken (1978, 1979) found that some children

exhibited templatic patterns in their early words. That is, some children

went through a period of development where their early words exhibited

certain distributions of consonants, such as only labial consonants word-

initially, and only coronal consonants word-medially. Thus, words such as

Spanish Fernando were realized as [mano], and libro ‘book’ as [pito]. Such

findings lead to proposals that children had both a perception and a

production representation (Kiparsky & Menn 1977, Menn 1983, Menn &

Matthei 1992) (though others disagree: Smolensky 1996). The early

research from several of the above researchers began to lay the ground-

work for thinking of children’s early phonologies in terms of output

constraints.

By the 1980s, acquisition researchers had experienced the limitations of

rule-based, segmental accounts of children’s early productions (e.g. Smith

1973), and had begun to explore other approaches to understanding the

nature of early phonological systems. Demuth (1993) used an autosegmen-

tal approach to the acquisition of Bantu tonal systems. She showed that

2-year-old Sesotho-speaking children had no problem learning lexical

tones, but only acquired grammatical tone melodies (tone sandhi) around

the age of 3. Other researchers used similar non-linear approaches to under-

standing the aspects of phonological development in both first- and second-

language acquisition (e.g. Archibald 1995, Yavas 1994). The field was

therefore ripe for exploring new approaches to phonological acquisition.

11.4 The emergence of unmarked prosodic structures

Early on, Jakobson (1941) had proposed that children begin language

acquisition by initially producing a maximally different set of ‘unmarked’

consonants (i.e. those that are easy to produce, and widely found amongst

the world’s languages). Although this proposal has never been verified at

the segmental level, phonologically simple structures, such as stop con-

sonants (e.g. /p/, /t/, /k/) and simple CV syllable structures (such as /ba/), do

tend to be acquired early.

Several researchers began to expand this idea to account for the early

appearance of other structures in children’s early phonologies. For exam-

ple, Fee (1995) andDemuth and Fee (1995) suggested that bothweak initial-

syllable truncation (banana > nana) and reduplication/vowel epenthesis

(e.g. dog > dada) could be understood in terms of markedness. Drawing

on developments in prosodic phonology (Nespor & Vogel 1986, Selkirk
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1984, 1996), they proposed that children’s early productions exhibit pro-

hibitions against more ‘marked’ prosodic structures such as syllable-final

coda consonants (e.g. dog) and initial weak (unstressed) syllables (banana).

Observing that the same types of constraints could also account for early

word-shapes in Dutch, they proposed that perhaps children learning all

languages would exhibit a similar stage of early development, where

prosodic words were both minimally and maximally a binary foot, or

‘minimal word’.

Similarly, Gnanadesikan (2004) proposed that the ‘emergence of the

unmarked’ could help account for the fact that children tended to preserve

the least sonorant consonant in cases of consonant cluster reduction at the

beginnings of words (e.g. tree > tee, stop > top). Pater (1997) then integrated

these proposals, showing that children’s early word truncations could be

understood in terms of markedness constraints at both the level of the

syllable and prosodic word. Thus, banana is often truncated to bana, pre-

serving the least sonorant (least marked) consonant in the syllable/word

onset. Note that such truncations also indicate that children have per-

ceived at least the onset of the weak, unstressed syllable, even though

they have not fully produced it.

11.5 The acquisition of syllable structures

The importance of syllables as units of phonological analysis was a rela-

tively neglected area of research until the work of Clements and Keyser

(1983). Further research pointed to the importance of the sonority hier-

archy and the sonority sequencing principle for understanding some of

the crosslinguistic restrictions on syllable structures (see (2), (3), and (4)

above). These developments set the stage for examining how and when

different types of syllable structures are acquired, both within and across

languages. Thus, although there are certainly individual differences in the

timing of acquisition within a given language, there are also robust cross-

linguistic differences.

11.5.1 Coda consonant acquisition
Many children’s earliest syllable structures consist of simple CV struc-

tures, with coda consonants omitted. Over time, children develop the

ability to produce coda consonants, and other, more marked, complex

syllable structures. Interestingly, coda consonants tend to appear earlier

in languages where codas and coda clusters are common. Lleó (2003)

reports that someGerman-speaking children begin to use coda consonants

while still babbling. In contrast, she finds that Spanish-speaking children’s

first use of coda consonants is much more delayed, with many coda con-

sonants still being omitted after the age of 2. Demuth and McCullough (in
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press-a) find that French-speaking children exhibit an intermediate

scenario, producing most coda consonants around 1;8 years. These cross-

linguistic differences in the timing of coda consonant acquisition can be

explained by the interaction of at least two factors: the overall frequency of

coda consonants in the ambient language, and the prosodic position in

which they occur within the word. For example, using an elicited produc-

tion task with novel words, Kirk and Demuth (2006) found that English-

speaking children were much more likely to produce coda consonants in

stressed or word-final syllables, as compared with unstressed and/or word-

medial syllables. They suggest that this is due to the fact that both stressed

and final syllables, in English and many other languages, tend to be longer

in duration than medial or unstressed syllables. This may provide young

language learners with more time to articulate more complexity within

the syllable. It is perhaps not surprising, then, that coda consonants are

acquired later in Spanish, since many of these occur in unstressed and/or

word-medial position. Thus, some of the within-speaker variability in the

production of coda consonants may be a function of the prosodic contexts

in which these appear. This may also help explain some of the crosslin-

guistic differences in when coda consonants are acquired. Thus, both

frequency and prosodic context play a role in the determining when

coda consonants may emerge.

These findings do not address the types of consonants that are first

acquired in the coda. On markedness grounds it might be expected that

more sonorous consonants would be acquired in the coda first. However,

in a corpus study of English child-directed speech, Stites et al. (2004) found

that alveolar stops are the most frequent coda consonants in English. In a

longitudinal study of child speech they also found that most English-

speaking children’s first coda consonants are alveolar stops rather than

the less frequent, phonologically less-marked sonorant coda consonants.

Kehoe and Stoel-Gammon (2001), in a larger cross-sectional study, con-

firmed this finding, showing that /t/ was the first coda consonant acquired

by most children, followed quickly by /d/. Thus, although frequency and

markedness typically pattern together, children may show a preference

for frequency over markedness effects in their early productions, all else

being equal. This raises questions about the notion of markedness as a

whole, and its relationship to frequency for learners of a particular lan-

guage. It also raises the question of which linguistic units learners are

using for calculating ‘frequency’. For example, Zamuner et al. (2004) show

that coda consonant production is a function of neighbourhood density.

That is, it is the frequency of the rhyme + coda, rather than simply the coda

consonant itself, that is the best predictor of accuracy in coda consonant

production, at least for English. On the other hand, /ʁ/ is one of the most

frequent consonants in French, yet several studies have found that at

least some French-speaking children have persistent problems with the

production of / ʁ/ (e.g. Demuth & McCullough in press-a, dos Santos 2007,
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Rose 2000). This may be due to articulatory problems with this uvular

fricative, or due to its variable realization in the input children hear.

11.5.2 Consonant cluster acquisition
Research on the structure of the syllable has provided a framework for

examining the acquisition of consonant clusters as well. Some of the early

research focused on consonant cluster reduction in children with phono-

logical delay, where various explanations were given for why clusters are

simplified the way they are (e.g. Chin & Dinnsen 1992, Gierut 1999) (see

Bernhardt & Stemberger 1998 for review). Following Pater (1997), some

researchers proposed that children typically preserve the least marked

onset, i.e. the least sonorant segment of the cluster (e.g. Barlow 1997,

Ohala 1996, 1999). Thus, in a word like stop, the obstruent /t/ would be

preserved, but in a word like sleep, the /s/ would be preserved. Others noted

the limitations of the sonority account (e.g. Barlow 1997, 2001). Goad and

Rose (2004) proposed that children preserve the consonant that is the head

of the syllable (e.g. plate > pate; slate > late). However, Pater and Barlow

(2003) show that some children simplify sneeze to neeze, but sleep to seep.

Jongstra (2003) therefore proposed that when the sonority distance is

close, the segment contiguous with the nucleus will be preserved (sneeze >

neeze), whereas when the sonority distance is sufficiently far, the least

sonorous segment will be preserved (sleep > seep). However, a recent

study of cluster simplification calls all the above into question, noting

that features from both consonants often remain in cluster reduction

(e.g. spin > fin) (Kirk 2008). Most of these studies have been carried out in

Germanic languages; it is possible that research on other languages might

shed light on these issues.

The studies mentioned above all examine word- and syllable-onset clus-

ters. Only a few studies have investigated the acquisition of word- and

syllable-final clusters. One might predict these to be later acquired since

codas are more marked than onsets. However, Lleó and Prinz (1996) found

that final clusters were acquired several months earlier than word-initial

clusters in a longitudinal study of German-speaking 1–2 year olds. Levelt

et al. (2000) also found that the majority of the children in the Dutch CLPF

corpus acquired word-final before word-initial consonant clusters, though

both patterns occur, probably due to equal frequency in children-directed

speech. Kirk and Demuth (2005) found that English-speaking 2 year olds

were more accurate at producing word-final as opposed to word-initial

consonant clusters. In English, coda clusters are more frequent than onset

clusters. Interestingly, the English-speaking children in their study also

exhibited better production of final nasal + s and stop + s clusters than

final nasal + stop and s + stop clusters. Furthermore, children often meta-

thesized the s + stop clusters (wasp > waps), suggesting that frequency or

articulatory factors may be involved. Note also that the most accurately
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produced clusters are those that typically occur with morphologically

complex forms, suggesting that morphology may provide a further per-

ceptual or production advantage for these coda clusters.

To explore these issues further, Demuth and Kehoe (2006) examined

the acquisition of consonant clusters in French. They found that 2 year

olds were more accurate at producing onset rather than word-final

clusters in picture identification tasks, a finding confirmed in a subse-

quent longitudinal study (Demuth & McCullough in press-a). Some

researchers have proposed that some word-final consonants in French

(and other languages) prosodify as onsets to empty-headed syllables

(e.g. partir ‘to leave’ /paʁ.ti.ʁØ/) (Charette 1991). It is possible that this

structure is more marked, and therefore later acquired, though Goad

and Brannen (2003) claim that such structures are universal at early

stages of acquisition. Rose (2000) noted, however, that one child from

his longitudinal study of two children learning Canadian French had

acquired /ʁ/ in word-final position, but had /ʁ/ as a coda word-internally.

He therefore proposed that this child had a coda representation for /ʁ/
in all positions. However, others have also noted that the acoustic and

articulatory characteristics of French /ʁ/ are extremely variable, both

within and between speakers (see Demuth & McCullough in press-a).

Little is known about the acquisition of segments that are variably

realized in the input, or where the syllabic representation is ambiguous

(see discussion in Kehoe et al. 2008, Rose 2000).

11.6 The acquisition of prosodic word structure

Initial research on the acquisition of PW structure (Demuth 1995a, Pater

1997) suggested that children had an early awareness of word-minimality

effects, and that this could be captured in terms of constraint interactions.

Using acoustic evidence, Ota (1999) also showed that Japanese-learners

exhibit compensatory lengthening of the vowel when a coda is omitted,

thereby preserving moraic (and minimimal word) structure. But Japanese

is a mora-timed language.What about word-minimality effects in a syllable-

timed language like French, where CV subminimal words are also permit-

ted? Demuth and Johnson (2003) examined this issue in longitudinal data

fromone French-speaking child. They found that her earliestwords (1;3–1;5)

were all target or reduplicated CVCV forms. As in other languages, her

early grammar showed a highly ranked constraint against word-final

(coda) consonants, resulting in either reduplicated CVCV repairs, or trun-

cated CV outputs. Interestingly, she also reduced some disyllabic CVCV

words to monosyllabic CV form. Further analysis showed that segmental

constraints against fricatives, velar stops and clusters were more highly

ranked than faithfulness to syllable preservation and/or word minimality

(see dos Santos 2007, for similar observations from another child who does
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have velar consonants). Demuth and Johnson (2003) show that CV submi-

nimal words account for 20 per cent of all words French-speaking children

hear. They suggest that learners are sensitive to the high-frequency pho-

nological structures of the target language, and quickly begin to adjust

their grammars (constraint ranking) to accommodate such forms. Note

that such a perspective on the development of early grammars minimizes

the role of universal markedness. Rather, higher frequency phonological

forms become the ‘unmarked’ structures on a language-specific basis.

This issue has been subsequently pursued in several other studies. For

example, Goad and Buckley (2006) proposed that one Canadian French-

speaking child did show early word-minimality effects through compen-

satory vowel lengthening (CVC > CV:), though no acoustic analysis was

provided. However, analysis of two French children showed no systematic

lengthening of the vowel when the word-final consonant was missing

(Tremblay & Demuth 2007). The number of subjects examined in all

these studies is small, suggesting that further study with more children

at the early stages of acquisition (1–2 years) is required to resolve this issue.

Returning to English, Demuth et al. (2006) examined word-minimality in

four children between the ages of 1–3. Although some children showed

apparent compensatory vowel lengthening, this occurred on both mono-

syllabic and disyllabic words, and on both long/tense as well as short/lax

vowels. If learners were using compensatory lengthening to preserve

word-minimality, one would expect it to be restricted to monosyllabic

words with short/lax vowels, where a second mora of structure is required

to preserve a bimoraic foot, or minimal word. Further acoustic analysis of

three children’s compensatory processes found that two of the children

exhibited compensatory lengthening for missing codas with all vowels,

whereas only one (older) child showed compensatory lengthening only for

target words with a short/lax vowel (Song & Demuth in press). This sug-

gests that English-speaking children may initially compensate for omitted

coda segments, and only later (around the age of two) come to realize that

English has word-minimality constraints. The English findings contrast

with those of Ota (1999) for Japanese. However, since coda consonants are

always moraic in Japanese, it is possible that compensatory lengthening is

due to segmental factors here as well. Alternatively, perhaps children

become more aware of moraic structure and its consequences for PW

structure earlier in a mora-timed language. This is obviously an area for

further crosslinguistic research.

Roark and Demuth (2000) proposed that the frequency of syllable and

prosodic word shapes in the input children hear may help determine the

PW structures children use in their early utterances. In a corpus study of

child-directed speech they showed that most words in English are mono-

syllabic, whereas Spanish has many more trisyllabic and quadrasyllabic

words. They suggested that these word-shape characteristics may account

for English-speaking children’s tendency to truncate words like banana
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until around 2;6 years (Pater 1997). In contrast Spanish-speaking children

permit larger PWs much earlier (see also Lleó 2006). Further support for a

frequency-based account comes from studies of European Portuguese

(Vigário et al. 2006). However, Prieto (2006) suggests that the relative

frequency of foot shape, rather than PW shape, helps explain why

Catalan learners (but not Spanish learners) exhibit a stage of development

where they truncate disyllabic S(w) PWs. Finally, Ota (2006) suggests that

lexical frequency effects best account for the few cases of truncation found

in child Japanese. Thus, frequency effects at different levels of prosodic

structure may help determine the relative ranking of constraints in the

grammars of children learning different languages, resulting in different

truncation patterns in early PW development.

Critically, these patterns of truncation appear to be due to phonological,

not perceptual or articulatory constraints. For example, Carter and Gerken

(2004) found that children left a prosodic ‘trace’ of the missing syllable

(realized as a silent duration) when they omitted the initial unstressed

syllable of a three-syllable word. This suggests that, in some cases, children

have ‘planned’ for the syllable, even though no segmental content is

realized. Such ‘covert contrasts’ in children’s early speech are oftenmissed

in traditional phonetic transcription. This raises questions about the

extent to which other ‘omissions’ in child speech may be realized at

some level of analysis, suggesting the need for a developmental model of

speech planning/production.

11.7 The acquisition prosodic morphology

Drawing on insights from the prosodic hierarchy, researchers began to

examine children’s acquisition of grammatical morphemes. Since many

grammatical morphemes are variably produced for a certain period in

development, syntacticians have often claimed that children’s morpho-

syntactic representations take time to be fully acquired. However,

researchers have also begun to find that some of the variability in child-

ren’s production of grammatical morphemes is not random, but predict-

ably constrained by aspects of children’s developing prosodic

representations. That is, there may be phonological (as well as syntactic

and semantic) restrictions on children’s use of grammatical morphemes.

For example, researchers of Bantu languages such as Sesotho reported that

children tend to produce noun class prefixes with monosyllabic stems

before consistently producing them with disyllabic stems (Connelly

1984). Demuth (1994) suggested that children first produce noun class

prefixes that can constituted part of a disyllabic foot (mo-tho ‘person’),

tending to omit those that are unfooted (mo-sadi > [sadi] ‘woman’).

Demuth and Ellis (in press) have recently shown that this tendency holds

until the age of 2;3.
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Selkirk (1996) shows that different languages prosodify grammatical

function items at different levels of structure (7). She also suggests that

unfooted grammatical morphemes that were prosodified at the level of

the phonological phrases (PPs) (7b) violate constraints on well-formed

prosodic structure, where each level of the prosodic hierarchy is immedi-

ately dominated by the next higher level (e.g. syllable > foot > PW, etc.).

Thus, grammatical morphemes that are prosodified as free clitics

(7b) (e.g. French) require the child to produce a marked type of structure.

This is also the case with the affixal clitics in (7d) (e.g. Spanish). In contrast,

grammatical morphemes that can be prosodified as an internal clitic as

part of a foot (7c) should be the easiest and earliest acquired. We hypothe-

size that this is the form that the earliest noun class prefixes assume

in Sesotho. Finally, those grammatical morphemes that themselves consti-

tute a PW (7a) (as in German) will require the child to produce yet another

‘word’.

(7) The prosodic structure of grammatical function items

PP PP PP PP 

PW        PW      fnc PW PW PW 

 fnc       lex lex Ft fnc PW 

 fnc       lex lex 

a. prosodic word b. free clitic c. internal clitic d. affixal clitic

Gerken and colleagues (Gerken 1994, Gerken & McIntosh 1993) have

also found that English learners were more likely to produce grammatical

morphemes such as pronouns and determiners when these could be

prosodified as part of a foot (e.g. Tom [hit the]Ft pig vs. Tom [wanted]Ft
the pig). Gerken (1996) then showed that this could also be captured in

terms of Selkirk’s (1996) markedness constraints. Thus, children’s vari-

able omission of grammatical function items could be understood in

terms of prosodic constraints, where those that could be prosodified as

part of a foot were more likely to be produced at a certain stage of

acquisition.

Lleó (1996) had long noted that Spanish-speaking children (unlike

German-speaking children) exhibit the use of (proto)determiners from

the beginning of their speech. This was explained in terms of the high

frequency of Spanish three-syllable words, which required a monomor-

phemic structure like that in (7d). This then provides Spanish-speaking

children with the prosodic structure needed for the early use of determin-

ers (Demuth 2001, Lleó 2001, Lleó & Demuth 1999). Further support for

this Prosodic Licensing Hypothesis came from the fact that three-syllable
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words that are truncated to two syllables are nonetheless accompanied by

a (proto)determiner (e.g. la muñeca ‘the doll’ > [a’meka], Demuth 2001). This

suggests that Spanish-speaking children can use the prosodic structure in

(7d) at this point in development, and can fill the initial prosodic slot with

either lexical or functional material.

Research on other languages similarly shows that young children are

more likely to produce grammatical morphemes that are prosodically

licensed than those that are not. For example, Demuth and Tremblay

(2008) showed that French-speaking children consistently use determiners

with monosyllabic words around 1;10 years, whereas consistent use with

disyllabic and trisyllabic words lags by two and four months, respectively.

This suggests that the early determiners are prosodified as part of the foot,

and that determiner use with two- and three-syllable words appears only

once these can be prosodified at the level of the PP (7b). Similarly, Demuth

and McCullough (in press-b) found that English-speaking children had

significantly higher use of articles when these could be prosodified as

part of a foot with the preceding word. In contrast, children tended to

omit articles that remained unfooted (those prosodified at the level of the

PP) (e.g. Tom [hit the]FT ball vs. Tom [wanted]FT (the) ball). This pattern persisted

for 4–5months, disappearing as the children approached 2–2;6 years. Note

that this is about the same time that children begin to more reliably

produce the initial unstressed syllables of lexical items like banana

(cf. Pater 1997).

The prosodic licensing of grammatical morphemes appears to occur at

the level of the syllable as well, where some children exhibit syllable

structure (phonotactic) restrictions on the acquisition of English third

person -s (e.g. Stemberger & Bernhardt 1997). That is, children are much

more likely to produce this grammatical morpheme when it occurs as

a simple coda consonant than when it forms part of a consonant cluster

(e.g. sees vs. hits) (Song et al. in submission). This suggests that there is

still much to be discovered about the phonology–syntax interface in child-

ren’s developing grammars, where constraints on prosodic representa-

tions may account for much of the variable production of grammatical

morphemes.

These findings suggest that children’s acquisition of grammatical mor-

phemes is closely tied to the development of prosodic representations.

Given that many grammatical morphemes are unstressed prosodic clitics,

their acquisition is dependent on the development of higher level prosodic

structures. The Prosodic Licensing Hypothesis therefore provides a frame-

work for exploring the development of higher level prosodic representa-

tions, and how this changes over time. It also provides a principled means

for making predictions about the course of grammatical morpheme devel-

opment within and across languages. As shown in the case of Spanish

determiner acquisition, however, these developments are also closely

tied to the prosodic properties of the lexicon.
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11.8 The future of phonological acquisition

11.8.1 Theoretical developments
The field of phonological acquisition has been significantly influenced

by the developments in phonological theory, including the prosodic

issues outlined above. Many other developments in phonological theory

have implications for our understanding of children’s phonological sys-

tems as well, and this will continue to develop in years to come. The

recent development of constraint-based approaches to the study of pho-

nological systems (e.g. Prince & Smolensky 2004) provides a framework

for investigating interactions between different types of constraints in

the developing system, and for viewing phonological acquisition as a

constraint-satisfaction problem. This provides a much-needed vocabu-

lary for understanding what constraints change over time.

11.8.2 Frequency versus prosodic factors
There is still the problem of understanding the mechanisms underlying

phonological change. Researchers have long known that lexical frequency

plays an important role in psycholinguistic processing (e.g. MacDonald

et al. 1994), and infant speech perception studies show that infants are also

sensitive to the frequency of the segments and prosodic structures they

hear (e.g. Anderson et al. 2003). It has also long been known that 3–5 year

olds’ representation of familiar, high-frequency words is more robust in

both perception and production than that of novel and low-frequency

words (Edwards et al. 2004). And, as noted above, researchers have found

frequency effects on children’s production of syllable and prosodic word

structures.

One of the challenges to the study of frequency effects is what to count.

Demuth (2001) suggests that language learners may be keeping track of

the statistics of structures at all levels of the prosodic hierarchy, as well as

the segmental interactions therein. For example, much of the research on

lexical acquisition finds that children’s accuracy in the production of

lexical items is closely related to neighbourhood density (Edwards et al.

2004, Storkel 2004). Thus, some of the variability found in the acquisition

of syllable structures, as well as words and morphemes, may be explained

by the frequency with which these occur in the lexicon. However, as

mentioned above, there are also limits to the frequency accounts. Across

different prosodic contexts, other contextual and/or gestural planning

phenomena may better account for some of the variable production

found. For example, the position within the word or within the phono-

logical utterance (Hsieh et al. 1999), as well as the presence or absence of

stress, may also play an important role in determining the nature of child-

ren’s early syllable, word and morpheme productions. Such issues are not
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currently incorporated into models of early acquisition. Controlling for

such prosodic factors may provide a clearer understanding of children’s

phonological competence and the factors that contribute to variability in

production.

11.8.3 Articulatory and acoustic factors
Given the complexities of language production, theremay also be acoustic

and/or articulatory evidence that children are actually approximating

certain contrasts and that these are not heard by the listener/transcriber.

There has been renewed recent interest in investigating such ‘covert con-

trasts’ (e.g. Scobbie et al. 2000), providing acoustic evidence for children’s

developing phonological representations For example, Stoel-Gammon and

Buder (2002) show that most English-speaking children control extrinsic

vowel lengthening before voiced/voiceless consonants by the age of 2 (see

also several of the studies mentioned above). Little is known about the

prosodic organization of children’s early productions, and how this inter-

acts with both prosodic constraints and planning/production. Further

study of children’s developing articulatory abilities, and their acoustic

correlates, may help to address these issues.

11.8.4 Sources of data
Another challenge to the field has been the lack of longitudinal phoneti-

cally transcribed data frommultiple children between the ages of 1 and 2.

This type of data is particularly important since children are actively

acquiring the phonology of their language during this time – a point at

which it is often difficult to conduct elicited production experiments.

Several new longitudinal corpora are now becoming available on

CHILDES (MacWhinney 2000). Many of these include interactions with

parents, providing important information about the input children hear.

Some corpora contain acoustic files and/or phonetic transcription, allow-

ing for the acoustic/phonetic analysis of both child and adult speech.

Phonological and phonetic analysis tools (e.g. PHON tools – see CHILDES

(Rose et al. 2006) and Praat tools (Boersma & Weenink 2005)) are now also

available to facilitate phonological and acoustic analysis.

11.9 Conclusion

The field of phonological acquisition has grown significantly since the

1990s, beginning to more systematically explore interactions between

the acquisition of segments and higher level prosodic structures. This

has been possible due to several developments in phonological theory, as

well as the increasing availability of early, phonologically transcribed
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longitudinal language acquisition data. Both have allowed researchers to

more thoroughly explore the nature of the constraints on children’s early

phonologies, and how these change over time. This in turn has allowed the

field to begin tomake testable predictions about the factors that influence

the process of phonological development. These advances can now begin

to provide a clearer picture of how phonological systems are acquired in

normally developing individuals, with implications for better understand-

ing the nature of language delay.
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12

Grammatical categories

Heike Behrens

12.1 Introduction

This chapter addresses the acquisition of inflectional morphology and word

formation with a focus on the processes of generalization that have been

identified in intensive crosslinguistic research. Section 12.1 provides defini-

tions of the terms grammatical and categories, and presents evidence for the

language-specific nature of these morphological paradigms. Regarding the

acquisition of morphological categories, criteria for the assessment of child-

ren’s development are discussed (Section 12.2), and it is shown how children

generalize over inflectional morphology (Section 12.3) and word-formation

processes (Section 12.4). Here, I will focus on the different factors that con-

tribute to the identification of morphological regularities and their interac-

tion with other aspects of language. Finally, it will be shown how different

theories try to capture the interactionof these linguistic aspects (Section 12.5).

In linguistic terminology, morphology deals with the grammar of words

(Booij 2005), whereas syntax is concerned with the relationship between

words. This distinction is not an absolute one as some languages encode

morphologically what others encode by specific syntactic constructions or

lexically through circumscription, e.g. English forms the passive by a syn-

tactic operation (Peter hugs his dog→ The dog is hugged by Peter), Latin or Sesotho

do so by inflection.

In the hierarchy of grammatical relations, words have properties regar-

ding the syntactic functions they can represent (part-of speech category or

word class), as well as their internal makeup (stem, inflectional and deri-

vational affixes or stem changes) and the word formation they can take

part in (compounding, derivation and conversion). Typological research

shows that languages differ widely regarding the categories they encode

morphologically, and the way in which they do so. Thus, the term ‘gram-

matical category’ requires clarification on the notion of what is grammat-

ical as well as how to conceive of a category.



12.1.1 What is grammatical?
The term ‘grammatical’ refers to the syntactic and morphological proper-

ties of a language. Morphology and syntax are related to phonology, on

the one hand, and semantics and pragmatics, on the other. Phonological

and prosodic properties of the stem may determine the declension class a

word falls in or the allomorphs. For example, the English plural mor-

pheme has three different realizations (-s, -z, or -əz) depending on the

noun stem (cf. cats, pigs and horses). Likewise, grammatical categories can

encode semantic distinctions like tense and aspect, or pragmatic ones like

honorifics (different forms to encode degrees of politeness).

Slobin (1997c: 277) defines a grammatical morpheme as follows:

Prototypical grammatical morphemes are affixed to content words, are

general inmeaning, phonologically reduced, and not etymologically trans-

parent. Familiar examples are elements like plural markers on nouns and

tense/aspect inflections on verbs. Another obvious type of grammatical

morpheme is represented by ‘little words’ like prepositions and auxilia-

ries, which consist of small sets of items occurring in syntactically fixed

positions.

From a typological perspective, languages differ widely in their division

of labour between syntax and semantics, and in the number of categories

they distinguish morphologically. Fixed-word-order languages like Chinese

have no grammatical morphology and few function words, whereas richly

inflecting languages like Latin or Inuit languages can have highly complex

categories. On the function side, there seem tobe someuniversal tendencies

of what is encoded by grammatical morphology, but they are by no means

deterministic (Section 12.1.3).

12.1.2 What is a category?
There are twomain views of how to think of categories: a formal one and a

prototypical or emergent one (see Smith 2005, Taylor 2003). In classical

philosophy, categories were conceived as binary with clear boundaries:

one is a member or one is not. Such binary approaches form the basis for

the binary nature of inflectional categories (see Ud Deen Ch. 15) and the

part-of-speech classification in Generative Grammar. Chomsky (1970)

hypothesized that words can be classified by the features [±N] and [±V].

Supposedly, [±N] and [±V] are features of Universal Grammar, and their

combination yields four lexical categories: Verb [−N +V], Noun [+N −V],
Adjective [+N +V], Preposition [−N −V], which are taken to be universal

syntactic primitives (Chomsky 1970; for review on the history of this

classification see Eschenlohr 1997). If grammatical categories followed

such a binary organization, all words and word forms should be classifi-

able in an unambiguous fashion, and the task for the learner is to identify

these categories. However, the features [±V] and [±N] have no defining
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properties other than ‘nouniness’ and ‘verbiness’. It is not clear on what

basis the child would come up with the correct classification if labels like

nouns and verbs were to refer to innate categories, rather than language-

specific heuristics (Sasse 1993: 647).

A different approach to categorization emphasizes the fuzziness of

category boundaries and emphasizes that categories tend to show proto-

type effects in a number of domains (Taylor 2003). Prototypical members

of a category are accessed faster in the mental lexicon, tend to be more

frequent and the like. This suggests that category members are not equal,

as assumed in the classical tradition. However, the prototype version

cannot explain why we can build categories on the fly, i.e. see similarities

or analogies between different entities or events. For this reason, several

cognitive psychologists emphasize that categories are emergent and

flexible (Smith 2005). Moreover, humans are very good at establishing

relational analogies (Gentner 2003) between items that have no or only

very little surface similarity (x is to y as a is to b). These powerful general-

ization skills explain why the human mind is a very efficient and flexible

categorizer, in fact muchmore adaptable than if it was equipped with a set

of prespecified categories (Gentner 2003).

12.1.3 Are there grammaticizable notions?
Grammatical categories cannot be defined on formal grounds, but their

linguistic function or meaning could be specified, for example because

certain semantic distinctions are part of the human genetic prespecifica-

tion. Spelke and colleagues distinguish four innate core knowledge systems

that facilitate later learning based on experience. These four systems

represent inanimate objects and theirmechanical interactions, agents and

their goal-directed actions, sets and their numerical relationships of order-

ing, addition and subtraction, and places in the spatial layout and their

geometric relationships (Spelke & Kinzler 2007: 89).

Similar concepts were developed in Cognitive Linguistics (see Slobin 1997c:

266). Typological comparisons revealed that only few notions are encoded

by closed-class items (in particular notions like tense, aspect, causativity,

voice, mood and person), whereas other notions do not seem to be encoded

grammatically at all, although they are part of our everyday experience:

Languages do not tend to encode colour grammatically or the state-of-mind

of the speaker, i.e. whether hewas interested or bored (Talmy 1985; see also

the summary in Slobin 1997c). In addition, grammaticalization processes in

different languages seem to go in similar directions. These findings suggest

that these processes and representations are common to all humans and

thus not the product of the individual mind. If that were the case, two

different acquisition models would be needed: one for identifying the –

potentially unlimited – semantic richness of open-class lexical items,
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as well as a look-up mechanism for the semantically constrained set of

closed-class grammatical categories (Slobin 1997c: 267). Subsequent typo-

logical research on differences between languages as well as courses of

acquisition indifferent languages has shown,however, that formandmean-

ing are not neatly carved up in entirely predictable packages of closed-class

items with a constrained set of meaning, and lexical items with variable

meaning. But if such predictability is not there, if open- and closed-class

meaning form a cline rather than two distinct sets, children would not be

helped by specific innate knowledge about grammaticizable notions (Slobin

1997c: 309). Instead, cognitive factors like language processing and concept

formation, aswell as social aspects of communication, will interact with the

specific affordances of the form–function relations found in language types

and in individual languages.

12.1.4 Crosslinguistic differences and ‘typological
bootstrapping’

Form–function correspondences vary systematically between language

types, and also within languages of the same type. Language types can be

distinguished according to the nature of inflectional paradigms as in

the classic distinction between isolating languages like Chinese with no

or very little grammatical markers. Inflection can be agglutinative like in

Turkish, where affixes for different grammatical categories are added

to the stem. Typically, each grammatical category is represented by a

different morpheme such that there is a one-to-one mapping of form and

grammatical function. But inflection can also be fusional or synthetic. In

fusional languages, inflectional morphemes typically encode several func-

tions (e.g. case plus number or tense plus agreement in German), in (poly)

synthetic or incorporating languages affixes not only consist of grammat-

ical markers, but also other words or their pronominalized forms can be

incorporated into a single word (e.g. Inuit languages, see Allen Ch. 13).

The number of grammatical categories possible or obligatory in a

language as well as the nature of the morphology (additive or fusional/

synthetic) will affect what the language-learning child will have to pay

attention to. Systematic crosslinguistic comparisons started with Slobin’s

(1973) study on cognitive prerequisites of language, where he operational-

ized the differences between languages in order to find out what makes

language learning easy or hard. He found, for example, that children

learning Turkish, a very regular agglutinative language, acquired certain

grammatical notions much earlier than children learning Serbo-Croatian,

a language with highly complex inflectional morphology.

In order to understand more about these generalization processes, two

questions have to be addressed: how can we measure children’s morpho-

logical development, and how can we assess the productivity of their

linguistic representations?
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12.2 Measures of development

12.2.1 Compositional or holistic forms?
Acquiring morphology can be an additive and a deconstructivist process.

In the additive scenario, the child starts out with an uninflected stem and

learns to add morphological markers, including building up the inflec-

tional paradigm for each grammatical category. Such order of acquisition

is typical for languages like English with relatively little morphology,

and where the stem of a word corresponds to the citation form (to laugh).

The child then adds agreement, aspect and tensemorphology, for example

(laugh-s, laugh-ing, laugh-ed). Morpheme-order studies (Section 12.3.1) exa-

mine the typical order of acquisition and provide hypotheses for such

order.

In the deconstructivist scenario, children start out with complex mor-

phological forms and analyse their internal constituency only later. They

have stored the form holistically, just like a second-language learner who

may know a greeting formula in the new language without being aware of

its structure. This is typical for richly inflected languages where children

never or only rarely encounter stems in isolation. But it is also found in

other languages, when children pick up forms in an unanalysed fashion.

Consider the closest relatives of English: German and Dutch. Here, the

infinitive (the citation form of the verb) has an inflectional suffix (mach-en

or mak-en ‘to make’). Strictly speaking the form is compositional which

raises the question of how to conceive of such forms if there is no evidence

that the child is aware of its internal structure: To assume at face value that

the child has access to the compositional structure of a complex morpho-

logical form would be an overestimation. Thus, criteria for productivity

are needed (Section 12.2.2).

The assessment of productivity also affects a more general measure of

linguistic complexity, the mean length of utterance (MLU; Brown 1973).

For the early stages of language development, the MLU turned out to be a

more reliablemeasure of children’s language development than age alone.

MLU works best in language where acquisition is predominantly an addi-

tive process. Brown (1973) computed MLU in morphemes, but this turned

out to be disadvantageous for languages with a richer inflectional reper-

toire because the complex nature of words inflates the MLU, although the

inflectional markers may not be productive. Thus, MLU is now more

commonlymeasured in words, which renders a problem for polysynthetic

languages.

12.2.2 Criteria for productivity
The major methodological issue in child language study is the assessment

of productivity. In the context of child-language research, productivity
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refers to the internal analysis of a form, not the productivity of the mor-

phemes as such, i.e. whether they are synchronically used to inflect new

words that enter the language. That is, acquisition researchers need to find

out whether children are aware of the internal structure of a string of their

language, and whether the child has developed generalizations and is able

to apply them to new contexts.

The most straightforward criterion for acquisition seems to be the adult-

like provision of the morpheme(s) under investigation. Brown (1973) set a

criterion of 90 per cent provision in obligatory contexts. The problem here

is to define obligatory context: The linguistic and the non-linguistic context

has to be taken into account in order to decide whether, for example, the

use of a particular tense marker or the definite or indefinite article is

required (Brown 1973: 255–256 & 259–270, Cazden 1968). The 90 per cent

criterion of provision in obligatory contexts measures the endstate of

development. At the onset of development, the criterion of contrast or

alternation marks the beginning of paradigm building (Section 12.3.3).

Here, the child has to use at least two different inflectional forms of the

same word stem as the first sign of creativity. Alternatively, one could look

for the occurrence of a morpheme with different words, e.g. the plural

morpheme on different nouns. The criterion of contrast is not a strict one.

Some researchers prefer a criterion of at least three different forms in order

to reduce the chance that the child has simply memorized two or three

inflected plural forms without having noticed their morphological constit-

uency. There are a number of reasons why these criteria are widely used.

The main reason is the indeterminacy of the notion of ‘onset of productiv-

ity’.While having a contrast of three or four or five forms seems better than

having a contrast of just two forms, there is no absolute dividing line

between acquired/non-acquired. Thus, setting a number is just an opera-

tional criterion to fix the minimum number of exemplars. A second reason

is that a low number is often used because of the nature of the data set. In

many cases, it is just not possible to find more than two or three relevant

exampleswithin a single transcript, either because the inflectional category

is rather rare (e.g. the passive) or because the inflectional category shows a

lot of allomorphy such that the individual allomorphs have low token

frequency.

More clear-cut examples for productivity are children’s overgeneralization

errors, most notably in the form of overgeneralization, when a wrong

allomorph is applied, e.g. a regular form for the irregular one (e.g. go-ed

instead of went). Since it is unlikely that the child hears goed in the input,

she or he must have made up the form. Such effects can be reproduced

experimentally by testing children on nonce words, for example in the

famous wug-tests by Berko (1958). She presented children with unfamiliar

nouns and verbs and elicited plural, past tense or progressive forms. The

use of nonce words ensures that children cannot rely on their memory

because they have not heard that word before. To pass such tests, children
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have to learn the nonce word first, i.e., the task demand is higher than

when inflecting a familiar word. Thus, nonce word tests estimate the

upper end of productivity rather than the onset.

In their study on early passives in Inuktitut, Allen and Crago (1996:

139–143) list several other criteria that are less frequently used to assess

productivity. Innovative forms by conversion of a word to a different word

class reveal productivity, for example, as in ‘It balls’ in response to the

question ‘What does the ball do?’. Self-corrections can also serve as an

indicator that the child is aware of morphological forms.

In languages with several affixes, errors in the ordering of the morphemes

can also serve as a diagnostic. This would be the case if children, for

example, would be aware of the scope effect of the different positions of

the passivemorpheme in an agglutinating language like Inuktitut (Allen &

Crago 1996: 141).

Yet other criteria for acquisition could be set by comparing the frequency

of the child’s use with adult use, the degree to which the child exploits the

semantic and pragmatic domain of that marker, or the semantic and pragmatic

appropriateness of the child’s use of a morpheme (Brown 1973: 255).

12.3 The acquisition of inflectional morphology

12.3.1 Morpheme order studies
The order of the acquisition of grammatical morphemes has been one of

the foremost issues in acquisition research. Within each language, mor-

pheme-order studies define the typical pathway of acquisition and can

therefore serve for diagnostic purposes of children’s development. From a

crosslinguistic perspective, differences in the order of acquisition of ‘similar’

morphemes can provide information on cognitive, phonological, semantic

and distributional factors that influence children’s segmentation and classi-

fication processes.

In Brown’s seminal study on the development of language in three

American children (Adam, Eve and Sarah, cf. the Brown corpus in the

CHILDES database; MacWhinney 2000), the emergence of morphology

marks Stage II in their development (Brown 1973). Before this, individual

words are combined without a clear encoding of the semantic or gramma-

tical relationship that holds between them, thus evoking the impression of

‘telegraphic speech’. The reason for the later emergence of grammatical

functors is that in order to acquire them, the child has to sort out numerous

semantic and formal variables. Regarding formal variables, Brown (1973,

249–250) distinguishes factors that affect perceptual salience (e.g. the

amount of phonetic substance, stress, serial position, high and stable fre-

quency) and factors of grammatical complexity (e.g. phonological proper-

ties of the stem and stem changes, class membership of the stem, number

of allomorphs; see also Peters 1985: 1055 for segmentation heuristics).
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Semantically, grammatical functors can encode numerous relations like

possession, case, number, gender, tense, aspect, modality, voice and so

forth). The results of the analysis of longitudinal samples of spontaneous

speech fromAdam, Eve and Sarah was that there is a high correlation in the

rank order of fourteen grammaticalmorphemes that reached the 90 per cent

criterion of provision in obligatory contexts (Brown 1973). In stage II

(MLU 2.25) the present progressive, the plural and the prepositions in and on

were acquired. In stages III and IV (MLU 2.75 and 3.50) the past irregular

(e.g. ran), third person irregular (e.g. has), uncontractible copula (e.g. is in

‘She is happy’) and articles became productive, followed by third person

and past regular, the uncontractible auxiliary (e.g. is in ‘It is running’) and

the contractible auxiliaries (as in ‘It’s running’) and copula (as in ‘She’s

happy’) in Stage V (MLU 4.00). These results were confirmed in other studies

for English, for example in a cross-sectional study by Jill de Villiers and Peter

de Villiers (1973a). Like in Brown’s study, MLU was a better predictor of

development than age. A comparison of different studies using different

methodologies (including imitation andnonceword tasks) generally supports

the rank order of acquisition for Englishmorphology found in Brown’s study

and its stringent and systematic criteria for scoring productivity (Brown 1973:

273–290).

But what accounts for the systematicity found in the acquisition

of English morphemes? First, these are data from the same language,

American English, thus it can be assumed that children are facedwith the

same input properties such that the same processing factors (perceptual

salience and grammatical complexity) determine the ease of acquisition.

If this was the case, differences between languages are predicted because

different languages posit different acquisition spaces (Section 12.1.4).

Alternatively, the morphemes could unfold along a semantic–pragmatic

scale in the sense that it is more relevant for children to encode ongoing

events or plurals than rather abstract auxiliaries. If semantic factors

play themost important role, crosslinguistic similarities will be expected

(Section 12.5).

12.3.2 Generalization and schema formation
But before investigating different theories to account for the acquisition

of morphology, let us first focus on the onset of morphological paradigm

building, i.e. the trajectory between first, most likely lexically specific or

item-based morphological markers and the earliest generalizations. In a

usage-based perspective, generalization over experience leads to schema

formation (Langacker 2000). Thus, generalization is a bottom-up process.

On the one hand, repeated encounter of particular strings in a language

leads to entrenchment, i.e. thememory traces for that string becomemore

robust. With an increasing amount of stored linguistic experience, the

child will start to register commonalities between certain forms and the
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functions they encode. For example, the child may notice that some

forms that denote events or activities receive an -ing suffix when refer-

ring to ongoing events or activities, but an -ed when referring to the

past. The child can now relate the forms of a stem to one another, but

can also relate all those forms marked by -ed or -ing, thus forming

grammatical categories. Acquisition then is a process from low-level

schemas where the related strings still share a lot of surface similarity,

to more abstract schemas. Bybee (1995) attributes development to the

different roles of type and token frequency: while high-token frequency

leads to strong entrenchment, high-type frequency leads to generaliza-

tion. This also explains why high-frequency irregular forms (like the

English irregular verbs) remain in the language although their inflec-

tional pattern is no longer productive, and why they may be acquired

early despite of their irregular status (see the results from morpheme-

order studies above).

From the perspective of a child engaged in communicative acts, the child

is confronted with whole utterances, not individual words or morphemes.

Tomasello (2003: 174) sees the emergence of grammatical categories as a

process of identifying their function in larger communicative units:

(1) On the level of an expression, children have to identify communicative

intentions in the input (e.g. I wanna see it), and they have to be able to

reproduce these expressions.

(2) Children form a pivot schema by forming a schema on the one hand,

and a slot-filler category on the other (e.g. throw ball, throw can, throw

pillow).

(3) Next, children form item-based constructions as second-order symbols

(e.g. Mary hugs John, John hugs Mary).

(4) Then, children form abstract constructions like syntactic roles based

on analogy (A hugs B, X kisses Y).

(5) They form paradigmatic categories (e.g. part-of-speech categories or

inflectional paradigms) based on categorization by distributional

analysis.

12.3.3 Paradigm building
Evidence for the item-based nature of acquisition mainly comes from

distributional analyses where it is shown that children do not acquire the

full paradigm at once. Moreover, the limited nature of the formal paradigm

may be related to semantic associations. In their analysis of British child-

ren’s use of the various inflectional forms of the verb go, Theakston et al.

(2002) showed that the children assigned different functions to the forms

(e.g. going for intentionality, gone for disappearance) and did not seem to be

aware that these forms belonged to the same inflectional paradigm.

Likewise, Behrens (2003) found that children learning German, Dutch and
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English seem to acquire the different functions of the highly polysemous

and polyfunctional verb go (or gehen and gaan, respectively) in different

orders, in accordancewith the frequencywithwhich the different functions

are used in the input language.

An international research team coordinated by Wolfgang Dressler

is studying the processes in acquiring pre- and proto-morphology in

more detail. They have focused not only on distributional patterns

and the relation between children’s language and the input they receive,

but also on more general, possibly universal patterns in crosslinguistic

acquisition; they have explained this by bottom-up processes (e.g. Bittner

et al. 2003).

In the pre-morphological phase identified in this research, the child

might exhibit individual form–function correspondences, for example

by not only using linguistic symbols in a rote-learned, but adult-like

fashion, but also by encoding certain aspects by idiosyncratic meanings.

For example, a child might not yet distinguish the nominal or predicative

use of particular words morphosyntactically, but could mark the predica-

tive function through extragrammatical means (Bittner et al. 2003), such

as truncating word forms to establish a morphological contrast, using

filler syllables, or producing onomatopoeic reduplications (e.g. run run)

(e.g. in German, a common baby-talk word for ‘bed’ is heia, and ‘to sleep’

is heia machen ‘make heia’ or reduplicated heia heia machen). In a comparison

of the acquisition of verb morphology in various languages (including

Germanic and Romance languages as well as Finnish, Lithuanian, Greek,

Turkish, Croatian and Yucatec Mayan) the first stage of generalization

(so-called proto-morphology) showed the greatest individual variation:

children start to generalize based on the analogies they perceive, and

individual patterns can show in lexical spurts of the verb category as

opposed to more continuous acquisition of verbs and their morphology.

The verb spurt tended to be more pronounced than in languages with

little verb morphology rather than those with richer morphology, but

individual differences were attested in all languages under investigation.

Subsequently, children acquired a number of inflectional contrasts for

individual verbs, and started to generalize the inflectional properties to

other verbs. Again, the concrete manifestations of these generalizations

may be child-specific, more general patterns seemed to emerge when

children had acquired a critical mass of exemplars that allowed them

to draw generalizations over a larger number of exemplars (Bittner et al.

2003).

Threemajor conclusions can be drawn from such studies: first, the order

of emergence of (verb) morphology is not a direct frequency match of the

adult language (see also Wijnen et al. 2001). Second, generalization can be

source- as well as product-oriented. In a source-oriented construction of

complex morphological forms, the child adds morphemes to the stem.

For example, the child may have identified a particular suffix as the past
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tense marker in English and so adds it to all stems treated as verbs. In a

product-oriented generalization, the child would adjust forms to the

schema of the inflected forms in the adult language. For example, in

German a string consisting of the article die followed by a bisyllabic noun

ending on -(e)n has a very high likelihood of encoding a plural. Children

might try to match their own plural forms to the schema ‘bisyllabic noun

ending on -(e)n’. This product or schema orientation explains certain trun-

cation of nouns that cannot be accounted for by a simple addition of

inflectional morphemes (Behrens 2002, Bittner 2000, Köpcke 1998). For

example, the Germanwords Apfel ‘apple’ and Vogel ‘bird’ form the plural by

vowel raising of the stem, without adding a suffix (Äpfel, Vögel). This is a

‘bad’ German plural from the schema perspective, because the ending is

ambiguous between singular and plural forms. Children try to produce

better plural forms by adding suffixes (Apfel-n, Vogel-n) but also by truncat-

ing the stem (Apf-en, Vog-en). Thus, Gestalt and schema-oriented approaches

contribute to the identification of the basis on which children generalize

as children have to relate the source (stem) to the product (inflected form)

of morphological processes.

Third, morphological development does not follow a strictly U-shaped

learning trajectory, discussed often in relation to English past tense acquis-

ition, in which children start out with rote-learned and target-like forms

(e.g. ran), then segment the rote-learned forms and start to overgeneralize

the most regular pattern(s) to irregular stems (e.g. runned), and finally

‘relearn’ the irregular forms (See Marcus et al. 1992). Such a development

predicts errors especially in the secondphase. Instead, errors occur through-

out development and may change in nature over time.

Behrens (2002) investigated the error rates and error patterns in a

German child’s learning of the plural in German. Throughout the first

6 months of morphological development, some subsets of nouns were not

susceptible to errors. For example, nouns ending with schwa always take

the -n plural, and the child never made an error on this class. Other, less

predictable plural classes showed much higher error rates, irrespective of

type frequency of that plural class – probably because the child at this early

age did not have enough linguistic experience to generalize based on type

frequency, and because some of themore uncommon allomorphs apply to

nouns with high-token frequency. Crucially, the error patterns changed

with development: initially, the child overgeneralized, in particular the -n

ending; a little later, hemade frequent errors with nouns that do not take a

plural suffix, because these nouns violate the iconicity principle – that

plurals should be marked (Köpcke 1998). These results show the need for

fine-grained analyses, or experimental work, to find out about children’s

generalization patterns.

The time course of acquisition is important; error patterns may change

within just a few weeks or even days. Such change is indicative of learning

processes as conceived of in dynamic systems theory (DST; cf. vanDijk 2004,
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van Geert 19 94). As discussed above, morphology requires the integration of

multiple interrelated components of language. In DST is it assumed that

changes in one aspect of a complex system affect other components. Only a

system that is not developing is stable. Learning phases, then, are charac-

terized by higher variability because previously established units become

destabilized. Variation, often in the form of apparent regress, is thus an

indicator of development (van Geert 19 94).

To sum up, research on the emergence of morphological paradigms

shows that children start out with rather small generalizations, and

build up the inflectional paradigms in a piecemeal fashion. There seems

to be agreement in the literature that the concrete nature of inflectional

paradigms has to be learned in a language-specific fashion (see Ud

Deen Ch. 15, Section 15.5.1), and that complexity of a morphological

paradigm affects its acquisition. To assess complexity and the factors

that contribute to the ease or difficulty in the acquisition of morpho-

logy is the subject of a number of processing models of morphology

(see Section 12.5 ).

12.4 The acquisition of derivational morphol ogy
and compounding

Derivational morphology and word formation processes are studied far

less extensively than inflectional morphology. The focus of the studies is

on compounding where two lexical stems are combined to form a new

word (nose beard for moustache ; Becker 1994 ) and on the formation of

agentive nouns (kiss → kisser). Also, some more specific semantic domains

have been studied in some detail, for example prefixes for undoing actions

like un- in English (Clark 1993 : 219–238) or ways to encode causative events

(Bowerman 1974).

In princip l e, t he r ules fo r wo rd f or matio n can be a cqu i red by the sam e

generaliz at i on mechan isms that help child ren to acquire i nflect ional

morphology. When c hild ren t ry to fill le xical gaps , they may rely o n t he

d e r i v at i o n a l a nd c o m p o u n d i n g p at t e r n s t h ey h a v e i d e n t i f i ed in t h ei r

target languag e. For ex ample, children c an change the p art-of- spe ech

c at e go ry of a w ord , eit h er thro ug h c onv er si o n ( wo rd-c lass change with-

out overt morpholo gical markin g as in English) or by apply ing the

app ropriat e affixe s to a noun root as in Slav ic languages (see Clar k

1993: 198–218). As w it h inflec t io nal morpho logy, overgeneralization

and l exical i nnovations based on regular w ord f ormation strategies are

attested. The generalization p rocesses rely on t he reg ularity in the adult

language, as well as o n t he semantic abstractness of the resulting

lexe mes (Bec ker 1994b, Clark  1993). Word formation e rror s and o ver-

generalizations are attested as early as errors and overgeneralizations in

inflectional morphology.
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12.5 Theories

There is a range of explanatory theories that either claim universal con-

straints on the acquisition ofmorphology, or that emphasize the properties

specific to the language or language type, that affect the processability and

therefore account for the relative ease or difficulty of acquisition. Unlike in

syntax acquisition, there are only a few proposals regarding concrete innate

representations of morphology. In the principles and parameters and the

minimalist version of Generative Grammar, a systematic relationship

between the inflectional properties of verbs and verbmovement is assumed

(See Blom 2007 for an overview of different versions of the theory; Ud Deen

Ch. 15 for a recent generativist account; Dimroth et al. 2003 for a semantics-

based theory).

But in the second half of the twentieth century, there were prominent

proposals that assumed that children may rely on the prespecification

from general cognition or semantics. Jean Piaget proposed a stage model

of development and assumed that language development depends on the

prior development of the relevant concepts in general cognition (See

Johnston 1985). Slobin (1985c) initially assumed that children’s grammat-

ical acquisition would be driven by their functional need because, he

hypothesized, all children would be involved in similar kinds of activities,

facing similar communicative requirements.What unites the so-called Basic

Child Grammar that he proposed are the functions encoded. Children

would have to search for the appropriate means to encode them in their

target languages. These assumptions are nowwidely refuted (Slobin 1997c),

there seems to be agreement that children acquire form and function in

synchrony (Section 12.5.4).

Regarding the acquisition of morphological categories, the major con-

temporary theories can be described as processing models. The Dual

Mechanism model (Section 12.5.2) conceives of the human processor as

being divided between a module that handles regular inflection, and a

memory storage for the holistic storage of analytical forms. In contrast,

single mechanism models assume that there is no principled division

between regular and irregular morphology, but that children learn all

morphology by generalization over the input patterns they take in

(Sections 12.5.1 and 12.5.2).

12.5.1 Dual route versus single route processing
A second domain is concerned with whether inflectional morphology is

processed in two different ways. It has been proposed that the human

processor is designed to process regularmorphology by compositional and

rule-governed processes such that the inflectional morpheme is added

to the stem (Clahsen 1999a, Marcus 2000, Marcus et al. 1992, Pinker
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1999, Pinker & Prince 1991). Irregular forms have to be memorized,

i.e. they are stored holistically in themental lexicon. In languageprocessing,

the speaker would first search through the stored inventory of irregular

forms, and if the item is not found there, compose the regular form by

rule. Failure of look-up results in overgeneralization errors. For example, a

speakerwanting to encode the past tense formof go fails to retrievewent and

consequently produces go-ed by rule.

Single-route models do not make a categorical distinction between

regular and irregular morphology, but assume that all degrees of regula-

rity can be learned on the basis of generalizing over the input children

hear (Elman et al. 1996; see also the discussion in Clahsen 1999a). In the

course of the past two decades, processing models have been refined and

can now be tested using a variety of data types and methods (longitudinal,

cross-sectional, experimental, computational).

12.5.2 Operating principles
What accounts for the ease of acquisition? Slobin (1973, 1985c) formulated

forty so-called operating principles that children were assumed to make

use of when processing their target language (see Slobin 1985c: 1251–1256).

These operating principles are assumed to guide children in their initial

segmentation of speech (Peters 1985), and provide strategies and proced-

ures for attending to and storing the input they receive, and for deriving

linguistic patterns from it by organizing segmented elements into units

and mapping them to their function (Slobin 1985c). For example, inflec-

tional morphology often surfaces as suffixes, and thus children would pay

attention to the end of a unit and store it separately from the unit (Slobin

1985c: 1251). Operating principles would need to be flexible enough to

allow the acquisition of typologically different languages and thus account

for the variable mappings between different levels of representation

attested in different languages. For example, children should strengthen

particular solutions that have proven successful to similar problems.

Strengthening explains why gender is acquired early in Hebrew, where it

is a pervasive category that is relevant for a wide range of agreement

phenomena and plural formation, whereas it is acquired late in Romance

languages, where it only plays a marginal role (Slobin 1985c).

But the concept of operating principles, although psychologically plau-

sible, was criticized at the time. This was because the operating principles

were designed to deal with the divergent processing problems different

languages pose, and offered a large repertoire of strategies and learning

procedures. There were a number of problems raised. First, they lacked

predictive power as there was no theory of when to apply which operating

principle (Bowerman 1985, Hakuta 1988). Second, the underlying assump-

tion was that children’s language development would follow the same

cognitive development irrespective of the language being acquired.
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The first problemwas addressed in the CompetitionModel developed by

Elizabeth Bates and Brian MacWhinney (Bates & MacWhinney 1987, see

also the extended version in MacWhinney 2004b, 2005), the second prob-

lem led to a rethinking of the relationship between thought and language

in theories of linguistic relativity (Bowerman 1985, 1994, Bowerman &

Choi 2003, Slobin 1997c, 1997d).

12.5.3 Competition model
From a processing perspective, each language and dialect has its own

affordances regarding cues it offers for learning its structure. Bates and

MacWhinney (1987) conceptualized these cues as being in competition

with one another such that the ease or difficulty of acquisition can be

predicted by the validity of a cue (a function of its availability and reli-

ability) in relation to the cost of processing it. Morphological markers that

show a one-to-one mapping of form and function have the highest cue

validity (e.g. the very regular agglutinative affixes found in Turkish);

cues that have several functions have lower validity. Cue cost computes

the difficulty of processing: affixes, for example, are easier to process than

subtle phonetic changes of the stem. Frequent elements are easier to

detect and to store than low frequent ones.

The competition model allows prediction of the order of acquisition in

different languages. Regarding syntactic transitivity, for example, word

order is a very reliable cue in English, but less reliable in German, where

subjects and direct objects can be reordered. In German, case marking on

the definite article of masculine nouns is the most reliable cue, but not

always available (because not all nouns are masculines, and not all mascu-

lines are accompanied by the definite article).

A study on German revealed that young children rely on word order, and

only older children are able to process case cues (Lindner 2003; see also

Kempe & MacWhinney 1998). Thus, the competition model allows us to

compute the effect of the relation between different cues on acquisition.

Similar ideas are currently explored in probabilistic theories of language

(e.g. Bod et al. 2003). Probabilistic models have been applied to the acqui-

sition of part-of-speech categories through observing co-occurrence statis-

tics (Redington et al. 1998) or throughmultiple-cue integration, i.e. prosodic,

phonological and distributional cues (Christiansen & Monaghan 2006).

12.5.4 Linguistic relativity
Several researchers assumed that children across theworldwill start out to

learn languages based on the same functions and similar if not same

semantics, because (a) they would perceive visual stimuli in the same

way, e.g. spatial configurations, (b) they are involved in similar events

and activities, e.g. scenes where an agent manipulates an object), (c) their
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general cognitive development would proceed in similar fashion. For

example, it should be cognitively easier to refer to past events that resulted

in an observable change-of-state than to encode abstract temporal rela-

tions like before and after . This is because they may involve a different

deictic origo than the here-and-now, and the order of events may be differ-

ent from the order specified in the utterance (e.g. Before John went to Paris

he spent five days in London).

However, research in typologically different languages and their acqui-

sition has shown that not only do languages differ in how they divide up

‘semantic space’, but language itself plays an important role in directing

children’s linguistic and non-linguistic categorization (Bowerman 1985,

1994, Slobin 1997d , Stoll Ch. 6). Children need to pay attention to those

categories that are (obligatorily) encoded in their language: Turkish chil-

dren, for example, need to keep track of whether an event they report

on has been observed directly or not, since Turkish encodes evidential

modality (Aksu-Koç 1998 ).

12.6 Summary and outlook

This chapter has focused on generalization processes as well as theories

and methods to account for the developmental processes observed.

Analysis of children’s spontaneous speech or systematically elicited data

has informed us about the time course and nature of generalization,

as well as on individual differences in children’s learning trajectories.

Crosslinguistic comparisons have led to deeper insights into the factors

that influence acquisition. The five volumes edited by Slobin (1985–1995)

present detailed descriptions of the acquisition of morphosyntax in a wide

range of typologically different languages, while the chapters in Berman

and Slobin (1994) systematically compare data from narratives, as do

chapters in Strömqvist and Verhoeven (2004).

Through experimental work it has been possible to operationalize the

variables found in the language and in learner’s development (e.g. Thomas &

Gathercole, 2007, on the interaction of grammatical gender and phonolog-

ical mutation in Welsh), and computational models of development help

to identify the processes necessary for integrating interacting linguistic

variables. However, while these models are very successful in dealing with

the form side of language, they are currently less well suited to integrate

semantic and pragmatic factors, simply because these are hard to

implement.

Morphological categories pose a language-specific acquisition problem

that involves the integration of multiple cues and domains (phonology,

prosody, semantics, pragmatics, syntax). Generalization seems to proceed

in a usage-based and piecemeal fashion. While there is a substantial

body of research showing how and in what order children build the
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paradigm of a particular inflectional category, there is less insight into the

gradedness of the child’s representation regarding the function of these

miniparadigms.
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13

Verb argument structure

Shanley Allen

13.1 Introduction

In syntax, an argument is defined as ‘a noun phrase bearing a specific

grammatical or semantic relation to a verb and whose overt or implied

presence is required for well-formedness in structures containing that

verb’ (Trask 1993: 20). Arguments can be identified in two ways: in terms

of syntactic roles with respect to the verb such as Subject and Object, and in

terms of semantic roles in relation to the verb such as Agent (entity

that instigates an action) and Patient (entity that undergoes an action).

Argument structure is the specification of the number and types of argu-

ments required for a verb in that structure to bewell-formed. For instance, an

intransitive structure requires one Subject argument (e.g. John laughed) while

a transitive structure requires both a Subject and an Object (e.g. John built the

cabinet). Stereotypically the Subject is an Agent and the Object is a Patient, as

is the case in the two examples just cited.However, one does not need to look

far to find exceptions to this. For example, the Subjects in The cabinet broke

andMary liked the cabinet are not Agents since they do not perform any action

(cabinet is a Patient,Mary is anExperiencer). In addition to the intransitive and

the transitive, many more complex argument structures occur and have

been studied extensively (see Levin 1993 for a review of over eighty argu-

ment structures used in English). Some common structures include the

passive (e.g. The cabinet was built by John), the ditransitive (the prepositional

dative, e.g. John gave the cabinet to Mary, or the double object dative, e.g. John

gave Mary the cabinet), and the causative (the lexical causative, e.g. John broke

the cabinet, or the periphrastic causative, e.g. John made the cabinet break).

All verbs in a languagemust be used in at least one argument structure, but

most verbsmayappear in twoormore structures as indicated in the examples

just cited. Thus, many researchers have argued that the lexical entry for each
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verb in the mental lexicon must specify which argument structures a verb

permits in the form of subcategorization frames (e.g. Baker 1979, Oehrle

1976). Others have argued that subcategorization frames are unnecessary

because so much of a verb’s argument structure can be derived from its

meaning (e.g. Levin 1993, Pinker 1989). For example, most verbs of change

of state (e.g. break, bend,melt, drop) can appear in both intransitive and lexical

causative structures (e.g. The cabinet broke, John broke the cabinet). Other well-

defined subtypes of verbs such as verbs of appearance and occurrence

(e.g. appear, arise, happen, recur) can be used in the intransitive structure but

not the lexical causative structure (e.g. The rabbit appeared, *The magician

appeared the rabbit). Thus, if one can appropriately identify the relevant

meaning of a given verb, one can determine the argument structure of

that verb. Still other researchers have argued that not verb meanings but

rather construction meanings are the essential starting point for under-

standing argument structure (e.g. Fillmore et al. 1988, Goldberg 1995). For

instance, it is clear from the sentence structure alone that Johnmooped the ball

to Mary describes an event of transfer and that John mooped the ball onto the

table describes an event of causedmotion; knowing themeaning of the verb

is not necessary to understanding much of the meaning of the sentences.

The main task that children face in learning argument structure is

determining which verbs can appear in which argument structures.

Consider an English-speaking child who wants to tell a friend about her

experiences observing an otter in the zoo. How does she learn that she can

describe this event by saying I saw an otter but not I looked an otter? Although

both verbs have similar meanings, see is transitive and look is intransitive.

If that otter then precipitously descends from the land into the water, the

English-speaking child can describe that event by saying either The otter

dropped into the water or The otter fell into the water. But how does she learn

that The zookeeper dropped the otter into the water is perfectly grammatical

while The zookeeper fell the otter into the water is not permitted? Although both

verbs can be used in the intransitive structure with Patient Subjects, only

drop can be used in the lexical causative structure. And if the zookeeper

subsequently brings the otter over to show it to the child, how does she

know to describe this event as The zookeeper carried the otter to me and not The

zookeeper carried me the otter – in other words, that carry can be used in the

prepositional dative but not the double object dative? Indeed, children

often overgeneralize argument structures belying their struggle in figu-

ring out the appropriate patterns (e.g. Don’t giggle me to mean ‘Don’t make

me giggle’, Bowerman 1982a). Given the complexity of the system, learn-

ing argument structure is clearly no small task.

This chapter reviews a representative sample of the extensive literature

on the acquisition of argument structure. Section 13.2 outlines three

theoretical debates that have driven the research on argument structure

acquisition: is early knowledge related to argument structure innate

or lexically driven? Given innate building blocks, do children break into
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argument structure using verbmeaning or sentence structure? How strong

are argument structure representations at the outset and how do they

develop over time? Section 13.3 illustrates the relevance of particular

argument structures to these theoretical debates in a brief review of the

work on the acquisition of passives and datives. Finally, section 13.4 dis-

cusses how children can learn argument structure when arguments are

often omitted in caregiver speech, and how children’s use of different

forms for arguments (e.g. noun phrase, pronoun, omitted) relates to their

understanding of information flow in the discourse.

13.2 Theoretical approaches

13.2.1 Bootstrapping using innate knowledge
Consistent with the generative linguistic approach to language develop-

ment, one prominent theory of the acquisition of argument structure is

that children are innately endowed with key knowledge that helps them

break into the system. This includes (1) apparently universal syntactic

categories such as noun and verb, (2) basic understanding of the potential

syntactic relations between the two such as Subject and Object, (3) basic

knowledge of the semantic roles or functions of arguments such as Agent

and Patient, and (4) expectations about the likely links between syntactic

roles and semantic functions (i.e. linking rules), such as that the Agent of an

action is also likely to be the Subject of a verb (Gleitman et al. 2005, Pinker

1984, 1989). Children are assumed to use this innate knowledge to ‘boot-

strap’ themselves into a fully abstract and adult-like system of argument

structure. However, there are two conflicting approaches about the direc-

tion in which this bootstrapping occurs to solve the linking problem: from

semantics to syntax (semantic bootstrapping – Pinker 1989) or from syntax

to semantics (syntactic bootstrapping – Gleitman 1990).

13.2.1.1 Semantic bootstrapping

Under the semantic bootstrapping account, children focus first on the

semantics of the event denoted by a verb, homing in on the meaning of

that verb (Pinker 1984, 1989). For example, they notice through observation

that a running event typically involves an Agent who does the running,

and that a pushing event typically involves an Agent who does the pushing

and a Patient that gets pushed. When children later hear an utterance like

John runs or Bill is pushing the car, they use their innately specified linking

rules to infer that the Agent is the Subject and the Patient is theObject.With

repeated similar experiences, childrenmap this information about Subjects

andObjects to facts aboutword order, noun and verbmorphology and other

indicators of syntactic roles. Pinker and his colleagues conducted several

spontaneous speech and elicited production studies indicating that appro-

priate and overgeneralized utterances involving various argument structure
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alternations are largely constrained by semantic classes (Gropen et al. 1989,

Pinker 1989, Pinker et al. 1987). For example, they found that children’s

dative overgeneralizations do not extend to verb classes that do not allow

it and, in studies using novel verbs, children prefer to generalize the passive

structure to novel verbs of action rather than novel verbs of experience,

mirroring the verb class distribution of passives with real verbs. Some

supportive evidence for children’s early sensitivity to verb classes comes

from a non-linguistic task showing that infants have expectations as to

the participants associated with particular events. Gordon (2003) showed

infants videos of either a ‘giving’ event in which two people approach each

other and exchange a stuffed bear, or a ‘hugging’ event in which two people

approach each other and hug but the bear does not change hands. After

habituation to the event, infants are then shown the samevideo butwithout

the bear. Infants’ eye movements indicate that they search for the missing

bear in the ‘giving’ condition but not in the ‘hugging’ condition.

The semantic bootstrapping approach has been challenged on several

fronts. First, the links between syntactic and semantic categories have

been shown to vary too much across languages for universal linking

rules to be plausible (Bowerman & Brown 2007, Slobin 1997c). Second,

later spontaneous speech analysis revealed that many Subjects in the first

utterances of English-speaking children were not Agents, thus violating

the proposed default linking rules (e.g. I like it, Pete hurt by car; Bowerman

1990, Lieven et al. 1997). Third, a detailed analysis of causative overgener-

alization errors indicates that they are common in verb classes that

strongly prohibit the lexical causative such as verbswhich are not dynamic

(e.g.… the cold stayed them awake, 2;11) or for which the caused event is not

brought about directly (e.g. I want to watch you this book, 4;3), and that such

overgeneralizations persist until age 12 which is much later than Pinker’s

theory would predict (Bowerman & Croft 2007). Fourth, Goldberg and her

colleagues (Casenhiser & Goldberg 2005, Goldberg 1995, 1999, 2006,

Goldberg et al. 2004, 2005) provide evidence that innate linking rules are

not needed for semantic bootstrapping; rather, children can use the verb

that is the most frequently used in a given construction to ‘[facilitate]

the association of the meaning of the verb in the construction with the

construction itself, allowing learners to get a “fix” on the construction’s

meaning’ (Goldberg et al. 2004: 310). For example, their analysis of sponta-

neous interactions between twenty-seven children aged 2;4 and their care-

givers showed that put was the most frequently used verb in the caused

motion construction (e.g. John put the book on the table) appearing in about a

third of child and caregiver uses, and that put was not used in any other

construction than caused motion so was an excellent predictor of that

construction. Subsequent experiments with adults and children aged 5–7

provide evidence that participants can learn an argument structure con-

struction on the basis of limited input data, and that highly frequent use of

one verb in that construction in the input facilitates learning. All of these
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challenges show that semantic bootstrapping as proposed by Pinker (1989)

does not work.

13.2.1.2 Syntactic bootstrapping

Another set of challenges to semantic bootstrapping comes from those who

claim that semantics is not dependable as a cue to argument structure

(Gleitman 1990, Gleitman et al. 2005). First, children under radically differ-

ent exposure conditions (e.g. blind vs. sighted, with vs. without exposure to

natural language) acquiremuch the same representations for verbs (Goldin-

Meadow 2003b, Landau & Gleitman 1985). Second, many verbs are identical

to each other except in one respectwhich is difficult to distinguish just from

observation of the event (e.g. chase vs. flee), and some verbs do not refer to

observable states or events (e.g. think, know; Gleitman 1990). Third, even for

more ‘concrete’ verbs it is not a straightforward task to pick out the event in

a realworld scene denoted by aparticular verb (Gillette et al. 1999, Snedeker&

Gleitman 2004).

These researchers instead propose syntactic bootstrapping – that chil-

dren attend first to the number of arguments a verb has and the syntactic

arrangement in which they appear and then use that information as a

‘syntactic zoom lens’ (Fisher et al. 1994) to bootstrap themselves into the

meaning of the verb. If a child hears a sentence like The rabbit ziffs the ball to

the elephant, she or he is likely to hypothesize that ziff is a verb of transfer

such as give or throw; a verb of placement (put) or perception (see) would not

fit the syntactic frame. The efficacy of this process has been confirmed by

many comprehension studies using the preferential looking paradigm (see

Naigles & Swensen 2007 for a review). For example, Naigles (1990) showed

two groups of 24month olds a video in which a rabbit repeatedly pushed a

duck into a squatting position while both rabbit and duck circled their

arms. One group heard the accompanying phrase The rabbit is gorping the

duck (transitive) while the other heard The rabbit and the duck are gorping

(intransitive). Then both groups saw the two events separated – pushing

to squat on one screen and arm-circling on another – while hearingWhere’s

gorping now? Find gorping! The group exposed to the transitive utterance

selected the pushing event while the group exposed to the intransitive

utterance selected the arm-circling event. Since both groups saw the

same initial video, there would be no reason to expect such a differentia-

tion in interpretation of the verb gorp under the semantic bootstrapping

account. Similar results have been found for slightly older children (Bavin &

Growcutt 1999, Hirsh-Pasek & Golinkoff 1996) including that children can

interpret non-causal verbmeanings (Naigles & Kako 1993), can usemultiple

syntactic frames to learn verb meaning (Naigles 1996), can interpret verb

meaning even when information about arguments is minimal (i.e. both

arguments specified with pronoun she – Fisher 1996, 2002b), and can use

syntactic frames to distinguish themeanings of perspective verbs (chase, flee)

and mental state verbs (think, believe) (Fisher et al. 1994, Papafragou et al.
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2007). Naigles and colleagues show that children as young as age 2 can

adjust their interpretation of a known verb to fit a new syntactic frame

(e.g. acting out a bringing event uponhearingNoah goes the elephant to the ark),

illustrating that they derive meaning as least as much from the syntactic

frame as from the verb (Naigles et al. 1992, 1993). Syntactic bootstrapping

also holds in languages other than English. Children use the number of

arguments in sentences to extend causative meanings to familiar verbs

presented in transitive frames and non-causative meanings to familiar

verbs presented in intransitive frames in languages as varied as Mandarin

Chinese, Kannada and French (Lee & Naigles 2008, Lidz et al. 2003a, Naigles &

Lehrer 2002).

Work cited in the previous paragraph indicates that children’s argu-

ment structure representations are sensitive to the number of nouns in a

sentence. More recent work has investigated whether children are also

sensitive to the semantic roles of those arguments and thus to the linking

rules between semantics and syntax that are central to argument struc-

ture. In a preferential looking study by Gertner et al. (2006), 21 and

25month oldswere simultaneously shown two video clipswith arguments

in opposite roles (e.g. bunny gorping duck, duck gorping bunny). They

looked longer at the screen for which the semantic role in the video event

matched the syntactic role in the accompanying speech, for both Subject–

Agent (e.g. The bunny is gorping the duck!) and Object–Patient (e.g. He is gorping

the duck!), indicating their sensitivity to linking rules. Similar results using a

different paradigmwere found for slightly older children by Fernandes et al.

(2006).

13.2.2 Usage-based learning
The strong form of the two bootstrapping accounts just described assumes

that children break into argument structure aided by innate linguistic

knowledge. An alternative view, the usage-based learning approach, is

that children use only general cognitive mechanisms to learn argument

structure on the basis of generalizations from the input (Tomasello 2000a,

2003, and see Ch. 5). This approach has its foundations in studies of sponta-

neous speech. Tomasello’s (1992) detailed analysis of one child’s speech

before age 2 showed that each verb seemed to be an ‘island’ with its own

argument structure (e.g. eater for the verb eat and runner for the verb run), a

pattern later confirmed in data from several other children (Lieven et al.

1997, McClure et al. 2006). Tomasello hypothesized that these first verb-

specific argument structures are gradually generalized by the child to more

abstract categories such as Agent, Subject and intransitive verb, eventually

leading to verb-general representations of argument structure only after age

3;0. Children’s overgeneralization errors are also rare before age 3;0, sug-

gesting that they have not yet formed initial generalizations (Bowerman

1982a, Pinker 1989). Finally, the strong effect of input frequency on the
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emergence of productivity of argument structures in children is consistent

with a usage-based view (Allen&Crago 1996,Demuth&Kline 2006, Gordon&

Chafetz 1990).

More powerful evidence for the usage-based approach comes from three

types of elicited production studies: novel verb generalization, weird word

order, and training. In a typical novel verb generalization study (Tomasello &

Brooks 1998), children at 2;0 and 2;6 were taught one verb modelled as

intransitive (e.g. The ball is dacking) and another as transitive (e.g. Jim is

tamming the car). The experimenter then asked the child ‘What’s agent
doing?’ attempting to elicit transitive structures. Although children typi-

cally produced a new transitive sentence for the verb modelled as transi-

tive (e.g. He’s tamming the car), very few produced a transitive sentence for

the verb modelled as intransitive (e.g. He’s dacking the ball). Several similar

studies in English, Hebrew and Spanish eliciting transitive structures from

novel verbs modelled in either neutral, intransitive or passive frames

consistently show similar results, implying that children younger than

3;0 do not yet have an abstract representation of these structures (see

Tomasello 2000a and references therein). The same finding holds for

elicited production studies using the dative alternation as discussed in

section 13.3.2 (Conwell & Demuth 2007, Gropen et al. 1989).

In the weird word order paradigm, children hear an experimenter descri-

bing events using novel and familiar verbs in a weird word order (e.g. Ernie

Bert pushing to describe Ernie pushing Bert) or with incorrect linking

relations (e.g. The frog is pushing the lion to describe an action in which the

lion is Agent and the frog is Patient) and are then asked to describe similar

events in their own words. Children younger than 3;6 typically ‘correct’

the word order from Subject–Object–Verb to Subject–Verb–Object for fre-

quent familiar verbs; for novel verbs and infrequent familiar verbs they

either use the weird order or avoid using the verb altogether (Abbot-Smith

et al. 2001, Akhtar 1999, Matthews et al. 2005). Both English- and German-

speaking children aged 2;4 ‘correct’ the semantics–syntax linking for familiar

verbs; German-speaking children also do so for novel verbs but English-

speaking children mostly avoid using them (Abbot-Smith et al. in press).

The third type of elicited production study involves training children in

use of either intransitive–transitive (e.g. This tiger is bouncing / This tortoise is

bouncing this tiger) or passive–transitive alternations (e.g. The tiger’s gonna

get bounced / The tortoise is gonna bounce the tiger) for a set of familiar verbs,

then presenting them with a novel verb in either intransitive or passive

and encouraging them to use it in the transitive. Trained children aged 2;6

generalized the transitive structure with novel verbs more than twice as

often as a group of control childrenwho did not receive training indicating

that developing a representation of the transitive structure is influenced

by input frequency (Abbot-Smith et al. 2004, Childers & Tomasello 2001).

Overall, the results of both spontaneous speech and elicited production

studies suggest that 2-year-old children restrict their use of a verb to the
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syntactic frame in which it is learned and do not easily generalize to other

frames as would be predicted if they had innate knowledge of categories

such as Agent and Subject (Tomasello 2000a).

13.2.3 Weak abstract representation
Fisher (2002a) critiques the strong version of the usage-based approach

while acknowledging its valuable contributions to understanding the role

of lexical learning in acquisition. She argues that many of the findings

interpreted by usage-based theorists as lack of abstraction could rather be

interpreted as evidence of syntactic priming (Bock 1986) – children persist

in using the learned syntactic frames because they have just heard them –

or as evidence of appropriate conservatism – children know that not all

English intransitive verbs can be used transitively (e.g. sleep, giggle). More

importantly, she points out that a non-trivial number of 2 year olds in

studies claimed to support a strong usage-based theory in fact generalized

novel verbs to new sentence frames (Abbot-Smith et al. 2001, Brooks &

Tomasello 1999b) or changed ungrammatical to grammatical word orders

(Akhtar 1999). Finally, she notes that virtually all of the evidence for the

usage-based approach derives from production studies which arguably

require active behavioural decision making and thus relatively strong

syntactic representations. In contrast, comprehension studies using the

preferential looking paradigm, which places fewer performance demands

on children and thus is more sensitive to weak syntactic representations,

have provided evidence for abstract representations of argument struc-

tures as young as 2;0 (see section 13.2.1.2). Supported by these three

types of evidence, Fisher suggests that 2-year-old children do in fact

have abstract representations of the syntactic frames in question although

they are weaker than those of older children and adults. In their reply

to Fisher’s critique, Tomasello and Abbot-Smith (2002: 210) concede that

young children may ‘have a weak transitive schema – one that enables

certain kinds of linguistic operations but not others – whereas older chil-

dren have a stronger and more robust schema based on a wider range of

stored linguistic experience’.

Growing out of this interaction between Fisher (2002a) and Tomasello

and Abbot-Smith (2002), the research on argument structure acquisition

has now largely turned towards exploring the nature of weak argument

structure representations and how they strengthen over time in interac-

tion with lexical learning. Most of the literature published after 2003 from

both the syntactic bootstrapping and usage-based approaches is framed

within this discussion. For example, a study of spontaneous speech in

2 year olds stresses the ‘limited scope formulae …which serve as building

blocks for more abstract structures’ in addition to the many verb-specific

patterns found (McClure et al. 2006: 693), and the weird linking study

mentioned earlier takes care to point out that 80 per cent of the ten
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English-speaking children who used a transitive structure with a novel

verb corrected the linking (indicating a verb-general representation of the

transitive structure) in addition to noting that the other twenty children

avoided the novel verb (Abbot-Smith et al. in press).

In addition, several researchers have begun to explore this question

using priming – a paradigm particularly sensitive to revealing represen-

tation strength. In a typical production priming study, an experimenter

models one argument structure in picture descriptions with several

verbs and then asks the child to describe a new picture with a different

verb. The child’s use of the primed argument structure is taken to indi-

cate that he or she has a verb-general representation for the structure

that can extend to a new verb. Savage et al. (2003) showed that 6-year-old

English-speaking children could easily generalize the passive structure to

new verbs after being primed with five passive utterances, but 3 and

4 year olds could only generalize if all the primes were identical except

for the verb (e.g. It got pushed by it and It got caught by it rather than The brick

got pushed by the digger and The ball got caught by the net) and thus had high

lexical overlap with the potential target utterance. A follow-up study

with 4 year olds revealed that the effect of priming was stronger when

varied verbs were used in the priming phase than when a single verb

was used, and the effect of varied primes persisted for up to a month

suggesting that learning occurred during the study (Savage et al. 2006).

Huttenlocher et al. (2004) foundproductive generalization of both transitive/

passive and dative structures with 5 year olds using methods similar to

Savage et al. (2003). Finally, Shimpi et al. (2007) found weak but productive

generalizationof both transitives/passives and dativeswith 4 year oldswhen

ten passive examples were modelled in the priming phase (i.e. double the

amount used by Savage et al. 2003), and with 3 year olds when children’s

responses were interspersed with the primes rather than the primes and

responses occurring in separate blocks. The production priming results

taken together indicate that 3 year olds have weak representations of the

passive and dative structures that can be accessed under favourable experi-

mental conditions, and that this representation gradually gets more robust

through the age of 5 or 6. A recent study has tested comprehension priming

using eye-tracking with children aged 3 and 4 (Thothathiri & Snedeker

2008). Children heard several sentences asking them to manipulate objects

in a display in front of them. Two prime utterances used either the prepo-

sitional dative or the double object dative (e.g. Give the lion the ball or Give the

ball to the lion). Then a test utterance was presented using either the primed

or non-primed dative structure, but that was ambiguous between the two

until after the onset of the first post-verbal noun (e.g. Give the bird the dogbone

or Give the birdhouse to the sheep). Children’s eye gaze was analysed to deter-

minewhether they expected the test utterance tohave the same structure as

primed. Four year olds showed a stronger comprehension priming effect

than 3 year olds, consistent with the interpretation that young children
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have a weak syntactic representation of the two dative structures that

strengthens with development.

13.3 Trajectory and patterns in the acquisition
of argument structure alternations

Looking at argument structure acquisition from the point of view of theory

often focuses on abstract questions for which data are secondary. In this

next section, we focus on argument structure acquisition from the point

of view of the structures themselves – specifically passive and dative – in

order to get a sense of the trajectory and patterns of development within

one structure.

13.3.1 Passives
Typical passives are shown in the (b) sentences in (1) and (2), with their

active transitive counterparts in the (a) sentences.

(1) a. The cat chased the dog.

b. The dog was chased by the cat.

(2) a. Marion climbed the big tree.

b. The big tree was climbed by Marion.

In the active transitive sentences the Agent appears in Subject position

while the Patient appears in Object position. In passive sentences the

linking between syntactic roles and semantic roles changes: the Patient

appears in Subject position while the Agent optionally appears in an

adjunct phrase introduced by the preposition by in English. This entails

that the standard word order also differs for the two structures: Agent–

Verb–Patient for active transitives and Patient–Verb–Agent for passives.

The passive is permitted crosslinguistically for virtually all transitive

action verbs like those in (1) and (2) with Agent Subjects and Patient

Objects. However, only a subset of non-action verb classes for which the

Subject and Object are linked to other semantic roles permit the passive,

and those classes differ across languages (Pinker et al. 1987). For instance,

psychological verbs permit passivization in English (e.g. The paintings were

admired by the tourists) but verbs of pure possession do not (e.g. *A new game

was had by the brothers). From the discourse perspective, the passive focuses

attention on the Patient of the transitive action and defocuses the Agent.

The passive has been the most frequently studied argument structure

in the acquisition literature. It is an ideal test of whether children’s appa-

rent comprehension and production of argument structures derive from

a true understanding of the argument structure of a particular verb, or

reflects knowledge of the real-world context or the most frequent or
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default pattern that occurs with that verb in the input. In addition, the

differential distribution of the passive across semantic classes of verbs

predicts that children will quickly learn and easily overgeneralize passives

using verbs with Agent Subjects and Patient Objects, but will learn the

passive of other classes of verbs more slowly (Pinker et al. 1987).

Four main findings concerning passives have been central to the liter-

ature on argument structure acquisition. First, passives do not typically

appear in English spontaneous speech until around age 4, and children’s

early comprehension and production of passives is strongly influenced by

their reliance on the word order and linking patterns of the much more

frequent active structure and by their knowledge of real-world context (see

O’Grady 1997 and references therein). Both comprehension and produc-

tion errors involve reversing the roles of the arguments – treating the

Patient Subject as if it were the Agent and the Agent in the adjunct by

phrase as if it were the Patient. Children also comprehend and produce

passives earlier when the Agent and Patient are non-reversible as in (2)

(i.e. one cannot say Marion was climbed by the tree) than when they are

reversible as in (1), reflecting the influence of real-world plausibility of

events. Indeed, English-speaking children may not fully understand the

argument structure of passives until age 6 or later even though they

produce passive structures earlier than that.

A second finding is that children are sensitive to semantic classes

of verbs in learning the passive. Two semantic classes are typically distin-

guished: action verbs and non-action verbs. In two separate studies invol-

ving children aged 3–11, Sudhalter and Braine (1985) tested children’s

ability to identify the Agent (for action passives) or Experiencer (for non-

action passives). Children aged 3–6 performed almost twice as well on

passives containing action verbs (54–58 per cent) as compared to non-action

verbs (26–29 per cent). Even for 11 year olds there was a clear difference

between the two types of verbs (85 per cent for action; 70 to 77 per cent for

different types of non-action). Similar results have been found in other

studies using both real verbs (e.g. Gordon & Chafetz 1990, Maratsos et al.

1985) and novel verbs (Pinker et al. 1987).

Third, the timing of passive acquisition is affected by the frequency of

use of passives in the input. English-speaking children’s production and

comprehension of the passive increases when frequency of passive input

is increased as part of experimental conditions (Baker & Nelson 1984,

Brooks & Tomasello 1999b, Pinker et al. 1987, Vasilyeva et al. 2006). Input

frequency may also explain the difference in time of acquisition between

action and non-action passives since action passives are much more fre-

quent in child-directed speech (Gordon & Chafetz 1990). In addition, the

passive is learned earlier in languages in which it appears more frequently

in the input. Passives are acquired and productively used as early as between

2;0 and 2;8 in Sesotho, K’iche’ Mayan, Zulu and Inuktitut, languages in

which passives occur as much as forty times more frequently in the input
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than in English (Allen & Crago 1996, Demuth 1989, Demuth & Kline 2006,

Pye & Quixtan Poz 1988).

Finally, three types of evidence support the finding that children

develop abstract representations for the passive structure in English some-

time after age 3, although earlier for other languages such as Inuktitut

(Allen & Crago 1996). First, children overgeneralize the passive structure

with verbs (or nouns used as verbs) that do not normally passivize and thus

could not have been heard in the input. However, passive overgeneraliza-

tions are not frequent, are virtually non-existent before 2;6, and typically

do not start appearing until well after age 3 in English (Pinker et al. 1987).

Examples shown here are from English (3a), German (3b) and Inuktitut (3c)

(Allen & Crago 1996, Pinker et al. 1987).

(3) a. Until I’m four I don’t have to be gone (= taken to the dentist). (3;6).

b. Der Löffel ist besuppt.

‘The spoon is souped.’ (3;6)

c. Siaqri-tau-vuq.

slide-passive-indicative.3singular.subject
‘It was slidden.’ (3;3, child’s foot slid on a slippery surface)

Second, several elicited production studies show limited evidence of gene-

ralizability of the passive (see section 13.2.2). Brooks and Tomasello

(1999b) taught children (mean ages 2;11 and 3;5) two novel verbs in either

the active transitive or passive structure, using utterances such as Big Bird

meeked the car or The car got meeked by Big Bird (for an action inwhich Big Bird

pulled a car in a clear glass jar up through a clear glass tube affixed to a

ramp). Children in both transitive and passive conditions were then asked

questions focused on the Agent (e.g. What happened to Big Bird?) and the

Patient (e.g.What happened to the car?) to see if they could use the new verb

in themodelled structure and generalize it to the other structure. Children

taught the transitive structure virtually always responded with the tran-

sitive, even for the Patient-focused questions which adults would answer

with the passive. In contrast, children taught the passive structure often

used transitives in their responses (20 per cent at 2;11, 55 per cent at 3;5).

In addition, about 40 per cent of children in a follow-up study who were

taught one verb in the transitive and the other in the passive produced at

least one passive structure with the transitive-modelled verb. These results

suggest that children age 3;5 and younger have some verb-general repre-

sentation of the active structure, but a weaker representation of the

passive which is revealed under less stringent experimental conditions.

The final type of evidence, priming studies, is discussed in section 13.2.3.

13.3.2 Dative alternation
Verbs which permit the dative alternation may appear in either the pre-

positional dative construction (4a) or the double object construction (4b).
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(4) a. John gave the book to Mary.

b. John gave Mary the book.

Most verbs of transfer which take Patient and Recipient Objects allow the

alternation such as give, bequeath, take, send, slide, throw, sell, build, prepare

and tell. However, the double object construction is not permitted with

Latinate verbs (e.g. *John donated the library the book), in situations where the

Recipient cannot reasonably be construed as a possessor of the Patient

(e.g. *John sent China the book), or with a variety of semantic classes of verbs

including verbs of saying (e.g. *John confessed Mary the secret), verbs of man-

ner of speaking (e.g. *John barked Mary an order), and verbs of selection

(e.g. *John selected Mary a necklace). The alternation is also restricted by the

form in which the arguments are realized: the double object dative is

atypical when the Patient is a pronoun (e.g. ?John gave Mary it), and much

more common than the prepositional dative when the Recipient is a

pronoun (e.g. John gave her the book). From a discourse perspective, the

prepositional dative highlights the transfer event while the double object

construction highlights the endstate of transfer (usually possession of the

Patient by the Recipient).

Children comprehend and spontaneously produce both forms of the

dative alternation from a relatively early age. The first spontaneous

forms appear in children’s speech in English when their utterances have

a mean length of two words; this corresponds to ages between 1;6 and 3;4

depending on the child (Campbell & Tomasello 2001, Gropen et al. 1989,

Snyder & Stromswold 1997, Viau 2006). Several different verbs appear

in children’s earliest dative constructions although give is one of the first

verbs produced and the most frequently used. In spontaneous speech

transcripts of seven children aged 1;3–5;1, Campbell and Tomasello

(2001) found that the majority of children used some dative alternation

verbs in both possible constructions (give, get,make, show, bring, read), some

in only the double object construction (tell, feed, hand, pay), and some in

only the prepositional dative construction (fix, leave, open, take); this diffe-

rentiation occurs in adult speech as well (Thothathiri & Snedeker, 2008).

Campbell and Tomasello also found that most verbs which appeared in

one or other of the dative constructions had first appeared in the child’s

data in a simple transitive construction where the child was the implied

recipient (Read story, Give that) or where the child specified the recipient in

later conversation (Make a cake, I may give some).

The above-mentioned studies all find that the first use of the double object

construction typically precedes or occurs at the same time as the first use of

the prepositional dative; Viau (2006) shows an average temporal gap of 3.3

months between the two in his transcript study of twenty-two children. This

difference may be influenced by input frequency since the double object

construction occurs more often in speech to English-speaking children,

even though both dative constructions are used frequently in the input
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with multiple verbs (Campbell & Tomasello 2001, Snyder & Stromswold

1997). It may also be influenced by semantic differences between the two

constructions such as the emphasis on motion of the Patient (prepositional

dative) vs. eventual possession of the Patient (double object construction)

proposed by Gropen et al. (1989). Viau (2006) provides evidence that linguis-

tic elements containing the semantic primitive have, assumed to underlie

possession in the double object construction, are acquired earlier than those

containing the semantic primitive go which is assumed to underlie the

motion component of the prepositional data.

Evidence pertinent to the development of verb-general representations of

the dative alternation comes from the same three sources as for the passive:

overgeneralizations in spontaneous speech, elicited production studies and

priming studies. The latter is discussed in section 13.2.3. Gropen et al. (1989)

summarize literature showing that children rarely overgeneralize the

dative alternation, that dative overgeneralizations begin appearing younger

than passive overgeneralizations and continue for several years, and that

they appear only after children have begunusing the dative forms correctly.

Their own study of transcripts from five children shows that overgeneral-

izations account for about 5 per cent of the double object constructions

produced, and occur only once in every 4,000 or so utterances. Some exam-

ples compiled by Gropen et al. are shown in (5).

(5) a. I’ll brush him his hair. (2;3)

b. How come you’re putting me that kind of juice? (2;4)

c. I said her no. (3;1)

White (1987) showed that children age 3–5 can interpret and act out over-

generalized double object constructions, while Mazurkewich and White

(1984) found that 9 year olds judged as grammatical almost half of the

erroneous overgeneralized double object constructions on a grammatical-

ity judgment test. These results suggest that children have some abstract

representation of the dative structures from relatively early in acquisition

but take a long time to work out the limits of the pattern.

Gropen et al. (1989) also conducted an elicited production study to

test the strength of children’s verb-general representations of the dative

alternation. They taught four novel verbs each denoting a novel event

(e.g. sliding a ball through a tunnel to a mouse at the other end), two

with the double object dative and two with the prepositional dative.

After each verb was taught, they asked the child to describe the event

with questions eliciting both the double object construction (e.g. Can you

tell me what I’m doing with the mouse?) and the prepositional dative (e.g. Can

you tell me what I’m doing with the ball?). The children in their study, aged 6–8

years, easily generalized the novel verb to the non-modelled structure. In a

similar study with 3 year olds in which the children were simply asked to

describe the novel event to their caregiver, Conwell and Demuth (2007)

found that virtually all child descriptions used the modelled construction.
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However, children in a follow-up study who heard one action described

with the double object dative and the other with the prepositional dative

used the non-modelled construction in 31 per cent of their own descrip-

tions. This suggests that children have an understanding of the dative

alternation that they can use productively in at least some circumstances,

consistent with the ‘weak representation’ hypothesis (see section 13.2.3).

Demuth and colleagues (Demuth et al. 2005, Demuth et al. 2003) studied

the extent of 3- to 12-year-old children’s verb-general representations in

a Sesotho construction closely related to the dative – the double object

applicative containing benefactives as shown in (6) – which is used pro-

ductively by Sesotho-speaking children as early as age 2;1 (Demuth 1998).

(6) a. Mosadi o-rek-el-a ngwana dijo.

woman agreement-buy-applicative-mood child food

‘The woman is buying food for the child.’

(Demuth et al. 2005: 424)

b. Banana ba-a-mo-pheh-el-a.

girls agreement-present-object(benefactive)-cook-
applicative-mood

‘The girls are cooking (the meat) for her.’

(Demuth et al. 2005: 425)

Sesotho has no prepositional alternative for benefactives, and thus use of

the double object construction is not subject to semantic restrictions

related to verb classes as in English. However, the order of Patient and

Benefactive arguments following the verb is constrained semantically

such that the argument highest on the animacy hierarchy (human >

animal > inanimate) must appear closest to the verb as in (6a); the order

is not fixed if both arguments have the same level of animacy. Children as

young as four years showed sensitivity to the ordering of arguments in a

forced choice grammaticality judgment task (3 year olds showed sensiti-

vity in some but not all conditions), although children’s judgments also

became more adult-like with age. Double object constructions with both

objects expressed are not common in Sesotho caregiver speech – only two

examples in 98 hours – since the arguments are commonly expressed as

morphemes on the verb or omitted as shown in (6b) (Demuth et al. 2000).

Therefore, these results show that children can abstract verb-general

representations from the input at relatively young ages even for low

frequency structures.

13.4 Argument realization

Much of the literature on argument structure acquisition assumes that

arguments are always present in caregiver speech to provide the full input
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necessary to child learners, and that children always produce all the argu-

ments that a verb requires. However, this is not the case in so-called pro-

drop languages such as Spanish where arguments may be realized by

agreement markers on the verb (7a), and in so-called discourse-oriented

languages such as Mandarin Chinese where arguments may be omitted

when retrievable from the discourse context (7b).

(7) a. Habl-o con mi abuel-a cada dia.

speak-1singular.subject with my grandparent-feminine every day
‘(I) speak with my grandmother every day.’

b. Bei1.

carry

‘(The child) carried (the puppy to Grandma).’

(Lee & Naigles 2005: 530)

The omission of arguments thus poses two challenges: how do children

receive sufficient data from the input to learn argument structure, and

how do they display their knowledge of argument structure?

13.4.1 Argument omission in caregiver speech
As just noted, arguments are frequently omitted in caregiver speech in

many languages. Rispoli (1995) found that only 1 per cent of transitive

sentences in his Japanese caregiver data had two overt case-marked

arguments while 90 per cent had one or no arguments whose syntactic

role was usually not identified. Narasimhan, Budwig and Murty (2005)

found similar results for caregiver Hindi: only 7 per cent of transitive

sentences contained two arguments while 44 per cent contained no

arguments. In caregiver Inuktitut, Skarabela (2006) found that fewer

than 15 per cent of arguments were realized overtly (data are not

separated by verb type) although most of the omitted arguments were

indexed by person/number agreement markers on the verb which indi-

cate syntactic role. How do children learning these languages receive

the data they need to determine the argument structure of verbs in

their language?

Bowerman and Brown (2007) discuss three ways in which children could

receive this information from the input. First, even though any given

utterance may contain only one or none of the required arguments for a

verb, across several utterances it is likely that all the arguments will

appear. They cite an example from Clancy (1996) in which a Korean care-

giver refers to an event involving sticking plastic shapes to a board vari-

ously as ‘shall auntie stick?’ (Agent), ‘stick this’ (Patient), and ‘stick there’

(Location) – using all three arguments of the verb pwuthita ‘stick’ but across

three separate utterances. Thus a child who is able to keep track of all of

the instances of one verb will eventually have the requisite evidence to
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determine a verb’s argument structure. At amore general and comprehen-

sive level, Lee and Naigles (2005) show probabilistic associations between

number of arguments and verbs of different semantic classes forMandarin

Chinese, another language with frequent argument omission. In a study of

7,884 tokens of the 60 most frequent verb types in data from caregiver

speech to ten different children aged around 1;10, they found that object

NPs followed transitive verbs (e.g.mai3 ‘buy’) significantlymore frequently

than intransitive verbs (e.g. ku1 ‘cry’), full clauses followed internal/

communication verbs (e.g. siao1 ‘say’) significantly more frequently than

motion verbs (e.g. pao3 ‘run’), and locative phrases followed motion verbs

significantly more frequently than internal/communication verbs. These

and other results from their study are very similar to findings for a compa-

rable database of caregiver English (Naigles & Hoff-Ginsberg 1995, 1998)

even thoughMandarin has rampant argument ellipsis and English does not.

A second source of evidence is the other linguistic tendencies that

co-occur with verbs of certain argument structures. Rispoli’s (1987, 1995)

study of Japanese caregiver speech revealed that transitive and intransitive

verbs are differentially associated with such properties as the animacy of

the Patient and the speech act of the utterance in which the verb occurs.

Wittek (2007) shows for German that the use of the adverbialwieder ‘again’

is a reliable cue to one argument structure pattern in that language.

Although German requires arguments in most cases, such a cue could

also work well in a language with argument ellipsis.

A third possibility is that children can glean information even from

omitted arguments because of their knowledge of the discourse effects on

argument realization. Adults realize arguments in various forms depending

on the accessibility of the referent to the interlocutor (see Ariel 1990 and

references therein). A referent newly introduced into discourse is deemed

inaccessible and realized as a full noun phrase whereas a referent just

mentioned in the previous utterance is already accessible to the interlocutor

and thus typically appears as a pronoun or is omitted. Children as young as

2 years are also sensitive to accessibility features in realizing arguments

in their own speech (e.g. Allen 2000, Clancy 1997, Guerriero et al. 2006,

Matthews et al. 2006, Narasimhan et al. 2005, Serratrice 2005; see Allen et al.

2008 for a review). In one typical spontaneous speech study, Allen (2000b)

investigated children’s sensitivity to eight accessibility features in over

3,000 arguments from four children aged 2;0–3;6 speaking Inuktitut, a

language characterized by rampant argument omission. She found that

children were significantly more likely to realize arguments overtly when

they were newly introduced to discourse (vs. given), absent from the physi-

cal context (vs. present), contrastedwith other referents (vs. not contrasted),

and ambiguous as to the referent in context (vs. unambiguous). A follow-up

study found that children were more likely to realize an argument the less

accessible it was: fully accessible arguments were realized overtly in only

18 per cent of cases while arguments inaccessible for all features (i.e. newly
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introduced, contrasted, ambiguous) were realized overtly in 86 per cent of

cases (Allen 2007b). In a typical experimental study, Matthews et al. (2006)

assessed the effects of joint attention on argument realization in one hun-

dred English-speaking children aged two, three and four years. Participants

viewed ten short video clips (e.g. clown jumping, fairy eating an apple). For

one block of five clips, the experimenter was watching the screen with the

child (i.e. accessible because of joint attention); for the other, the experi-

menter was not able to view the screen (i.e. not accessible because of lack of

joint attention). After viewing each clip, participants were asked to recount

the clip to the experimenter with the request “What happened? What

did you see?” The three and four year olds, but not the two year olds,

chose different linguistic forms (noun vs. pronoun) to realize the referents

depending onwhether the interlocutor shared attention to the video or not.

Although the studies just described do not directly assess whether children

are able to use the input to learn argument structure in argument omission

languages, they show that childrenmanipulate argument form according to

accessibility in their own speech and thus may well recognize the implicit

presence of an argument in the input in situations where an argument

would normally be required but is omitted for reasons of accessibility.

13.4.2 Preferred argument structure in child speech
The distribution of children’s lexical vs. omitted (or pronominalized) argu-

ments in spontaneous speech can also reveal their knowledge of argument

structure. As discussed in the previous section, an argument which is not

accessible in the discourse is likely to be realized as a lexical noun phrase,

while an argument which is accessible is likely to be pronominalized or

omitted depending on the typology of the language. Du Bois’s (1987) study

of adult narratives in Sakapulteko Maya as well as much further work in

languages of varying typologies reveals that choices about argument reali-

zation also have relevance to argument structure (Du Bois et al. 2003). In

particular, there is a strong correlation between the syntactic role inwhich

an argument is realized, the accessibility of that argument and the mor-

phological form in which it appears – a pattern which Du Bois has named

Preferred Argument Structure. Utterances are typically restricted to a

maximum of one lexical and one new argument per clause (typically

the same argument), and new and lexical arguments are typically not

expressed as the Subject of a transitive verb but rather as an Object or as

the Subject of an intransitive verb. Speakers thus reveal their knowledge of

argument structure through their differential expression of new vs. given

referents and lexical vs. non-lexical arguments in different syntactic roles.

Several spontaneous speech studies have shown that young children

also follow the patterns of Preferred Argument Structure. In a study of

four Inuktitut-speaking children aged 2;0–3;6, Allen and Schröder (2003)

found that only 0.2 per cent of children’s transitive clauses containedmore
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than one lexical or new argument, and only 1 per cent of Subjects of

transitive verbs were realized as lexical forms or arguments new to the

discourse. Clancy (2003) found the same pattern for speakers of Korean

aged 1;8–2;10: only 5 and 2 per cent of transitive clauses contained more

than one lexical or new argument respectively, and only 13 and 3 per cent

of Subjects of transitive verbs contained lexical forms and new arguments

respectively. Similar results hold for children aged 1;9 and 3;0 learning

Japanese and English (Guerriero et al. 2001), children aged 2;10–4;3 learn-

ing Hindi (Narasimhan et al. 2005), and children aged 2;0–2;5 learning

TzeltalMayan (Brown 1998c). These results are striking given the divergent

typologies of the languages with respect to whether they allow argument

omission and whether they mark syntactic role, and show that children

across languages are highly sensitive not only to individual links between

referent accessibility and argument realization but also to the broader

argument structure patterns this entails. (See Clancy 2003 for arguments

that the nature of children’s early activities is the underlying source of

their early sensitivity to Preferred Argument Structure.)

13.5 Conclusion

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, the research on the acquisition

of argument structure has been driven by determining what mechanism

children use to break into the system. Theories range from generalization

from the input on the basis of initial item-by-item learning on the one hand,

to guidance from innate linguistic knowledge on the other. It is clear by

now that some elements of both these positions are true – children’s early

knowledge of argument structure is not adult-like regardless of whatever

innate knowledge they may have, yet children have much more sensitive

early knowledge than was previously believed. Current research focuses on

deepening our understanding of the nature of the knowledge that children

bring to the task of learning argument structure, and investigating how

various factors such as input frequency and processing ability interact with

the argument structure system to mediate development towards adult-like

knowledge.
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acquisition of complex
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Cristina D. Dye

14.1 Introduction

14.1.1 ‘Complex’ vs. ‘simple’
The term ‘complex sentence’ generally describes all sentences which are

not ‘simple’ sentences. It traditionally covers all cases where more than a

single clause is involved, as in sentential coordination (e.g.Mary dances and

Anne sings), adverbial subordinate clause adjunction (e.g. Anne dances when

Mary sings), and caseswhere some formof sentence-internal clausal embed-

ding is involved as in sentence complementation (e.g. [Mary claims [that

Anne wrote a book]]) or relativization (e.g. [Mary reads the book [that Anne

wrote]]) (brackets display the multi-clausal factor). This descriptive charac-

terization is not fully valid however. Sentences with non-clausal coordina-

tion (e.g.Mary and Anne wrote a book) or various forms of nominal and verbal

embedding or adjunction (e.g. the enemy’s destruction of the city) fall between

‘simple’ and ‘complex’ categories. In fact any ‘simple’ sentence which

involves an operation, such as question formation, implicitly involves a

relation between distinct clausal variations.

In this chapter we will review highlights of recent research on sentence

types commonly described as ‘complex’ in keeping with the traditional

background. However we will do so in amanner which suggests that there

is no firm line between ‘complex’ and ‘simple’ sentences.

14.1.2 Complex sentences as a core
Complex sentences in many ways provide a core domain for investigation

of the acquisition and development of syntactic and semantic knowledge.

We are grateful to Edith Bavin and James W. Gair for their careful reading and many helpful suggestions. All

errors are our own.



Their study can lead us in the investigation of the most basic aspects of

syntactic and semantic knowledge, such as those summarized in (i)–(v).

(i) Hierarchical structure: The elements of a sentence appear not merely in

a temporal or linear order but also form a hierarchy of constituents

Example: Within the sentence Mary sings [when Anne dances] the

bracketed clause forms a subordinate constituent

(ii) Order: Not only words but also constituents may be related in differ-

ent orders

Example: Some clausal constituentsmay appear initially or finally,

as in Mary sings [when Anne dances] and [When Anne dances] Mary sings

(iii) Locality domains: Hierarchical structure and order inform the range

for some grammatical operations, e.g. anaphora (where the reference

or meaning of a linguistic element depends on an antecedent)

Example:Mary believes [that Anne admires herself] permits coreference

between herself and Anne, but not between herself and Mary.

(iv) Recursion: Human language includes the capacity to generate an infin-

ite set of sentences by having an operation apply to its own output

Example:Mary believes [that Anne claims [that Paul thinks [that Chris says…

(v) Linguistic principles such as Structure dependence: Operations in

human language depend not merely on linear order but on structure

(Chomsky 1988, Lust 2006: 55)

Example: Question formation involves operations that refer not

simply to the order in which words appear but to their structural

role, as in: Is [the man [who is tall]] in the room?

Complex sentences in essence make overt what may be only implicit in

simple sentences. For example, they often reveal overt complementizers,

which may introduce sentential complements (e.g. Mary claims [that Anne

wrote a book]), and which are generally silent in simple sentences. They

provide domains for reduction of redundancy, therefore leading to null

sites or ellipsis (e.g.Mary sings and Mary dances →Mary sings and Ø dances) and

implicate all the principles involved in these (e.g. principles of anaphora,

which determine the interpretation of the null sites). They provide barriers

for certain long distance operations.

Complex sentences provide a domain where various fundamental ques-

tions regarding the nature of a ‘Language Faculty’ can be more critically

investigated. For example simple word associations, which may be

involved in simple sentences (as in the ‘verb island’ constraint of

Tomasello 1992 for example, and Ch. 5), cannot account for long-distance

operations and need not be confounded to the same degree that they are in

simple sentences. Lexical and functional category development can be

dissociated through investigation of complex sentence domains.

Whereas linguistic principles such as structure dependence can be probed

in simple sentences, they are more easily revealed in complex sentence

structures.
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While there is much research on the young child’s first words and first

simple sentences stemming from classic early work (e.g. Brown 1973),

there has been relatively little work which has probed early formation of

complex sentences (with a few exceptions, e.g. Bowerman 1979, Diessel

2004). The time may have come for a more comprehensive integration of

research on complex sentence formation with a view towards assessing

the underlying linguistic knowledge it reveals.

14.1.3 The purpose and structure of this chapter
Here we cull basic discoveries on the acquisition of complex sentences. In

our brief review we examine what the child knows about the linguistic

system that underlies complex sentence formation and related operations

(e.g. i–v above) and how this knowledge is revealed throughout the course

of development. To this end we focus on selected research that has probed

the theory of Universal Grammar (UG) in language acquisition. This theory

seeks to define ‘both a set of universal principleswhich capture what under-

lies language structure across languages, and a finite set of parameters to

account for possible crosslinguistic variation’ and at the same time to

explicate a Language Faculty which may account for the human capacity

for language (Lust 2006: 55; see Chomsky 1981, 1988). Research on lan-

guage acquisition in this framework investigates the degree to which

knowledge of linguistic principles constrains language acquisition and

affects its development. It emphasizes discovering the knowledge of the

grammatical system underlying particular constructions, especially the

capacity for recursion, hierarchical structure and structure dependence.

A contrasting perspective on language acquisition views complex sen-

tences as built from simpler constructions, which are concrete instances of

language use, i.e. individual pairings of form and function (e.g. Goldberg

1995). Under this approach language acquisition is a process of gradually

building larger constructions from the experience of smaller ones. This

general approach has been applied to the study of the acquisition of

several types of complex sentences (see Diessel 2004 and references

therein). This chapter cites exemplary research from this paradigm in

the relevant sections below.

The present chapter is organized as follows: section 14.2 reviews the

acquisition of complementation, section 14.3 the acquisition of coordina-

tion, section 14.4 the acquisition of adverbial subordinate clause adjunc-

tion and section 14.5 the acquisition of relative clauses. In section 14.6 we

briefly consider results of this overview with regard to leading questions

regarding the study of language acquisition in the field today.1

1 Due to length limitations this chapter does not address additional issues related to complex sentences such

as the acquisition of wh-questions and long-distance binding (e.g. de Villiers 1995). For these the reader is

referred to Lust et al. (1994), Crain and Thornton (1998, Ch. 22), Guasti (2002, Ch. 6).
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14.2 Complement clauses

14.2.1 The acquisition challenge
We may define ‘complement clauses’ as clauses embedded in one of the

argument slots of the verb in the main clause. Complement clauses, as in

(1)–(2), involve structural embedding wherein one clause is embedded

within another. In addition they integrate structural phenomena such as

the complementizer as head of a clause, the finiteness of the embedded

clause, pro forms like pronouns or null sites, anaphora (e.g. principles of

‘control’, which semantically identify the null subject of a non-finite

complement termed ‘PRO’ in certain generative theories), as well as spe-

cific lexicon involved in main verbs. There is considerable variation across

and within languages in complement clauses especially regarding the

degree of syntactic and semantic integration between the complement

and the matrix clause. Specific dimensions of variation include whether

the complement clause is finite or non-finite, whether the complemen-

tizer is overt or covert and whether it is +/− wh, as illustrated in (1)–(3).

(1) finite, overt C, +wh

Mary asked whether they would leave.

(2) finite, covert C, −wh

Mary said they would leave.

(3) non-finite, overt C, +wh

Mary asked where to go.

Complements also vary with regard to the nature of their subject, i.e. overt

as in (1)–(3) above or null as in (4)–(7) below. Complements with null

subjects may vary with regard to the nature of the null subject and its

relation withmatrix clause arguments, that is, whether subjects or objects

control them:

(4) Subject control:

Maryi tries [PROi to leave].

Maryi promised Joe [PROi to leave].

(5) Object control:

Mary told Joei [PROi to leave].

Languages vary in the form and function of complement clauses as in the

French examples (6) and (7), where the indirect object is marked by a

preposition.

(6) Marie a promis à Jean de partir

‘Mary promised (TO) John to leave.’

(7) Marie a dit à Jean de partir

‘Mary told (TO) John to leave.’
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The child learning a given language needs to discover which type(s) of

complement clauses occur in the target language and how these may vary

within the language.

14.2.2 Complement structures in early spontaneous speech
Production of complement clauses has been reported even beforeMLU 2 in

spontaneous speech (Bloom et al. 1980, 1989, Limber 1973), e.g. (8)–(10).

These utterances may or may not reveal overt complementizers.

(8) no Kathryn want play with self

(K11, 22.3, MLU 1.92, Bloom 1970: 161)

(9) Tu crois lé pieure là?

= Tu crois qu’elle pleure là?

you think COMP: she cry there

‘Do you think she is crying there?’

(French, 1;11, Dye 2005:17)

(10) Chcem pić dżem w słoiku

I-want to-drink jam in jar

‘I want to drink (the) jam in (the) jar’

(Polish, Jaś, 2;0, Smoczyńska 1985: 643)

Bloom et al. (1989) documented very early clausal complements to English

epistemic and perception verbs in children’s spontaneous speech. Diessel

and Tomasello (2001) analysed finite complement clauses in the sponta-

neous speech of children acquiring English, arguing that these clauses

occur with only a few different verbs in early utterances. Diessel and

Tomasello argue that the main clause verb serves only as a kind of epis-

temic or attention-getting frame for the clause, and thus that these utter-

ances reflect only one proposition. This view, which suggests that early

complement clauses do not reflect true grammatical embedding, contrasts

with findings from a body of research uncovering grammatical constraints

in early complements. We turn next to these findings.

14.2.3 Complement clause and control
Most of the acquisition research on complement clauses has focused on

what has been termed ‘control structures’ (e.g. (4) (5)) and children’s

interpretation of the null subject of the complement. Early work uncov-

ered a general preference for object as antecedent. Chomsky (1969) tested

children (5–9 years) on the comprehension of structures like (11) and (12):

(11) Bozo tells Donald PRO to hop up and down

(12) Bozo promises Donald PRO to hop up and down
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She reported that many children tend to interpret the matrix clause object

as the controller of the embedded clause subject in both structures, incor-

rectly interpreting (12) to mean ‘Bozo promises Donald that Donald would

hop up and down’. This empirical finding was subsequently replicated

(e.g. Cohen Sherman & Lust 1986, Eisenberg & Cairns 1994, Hsu et al. 1985,

1993). Similar findings have been reported for French and Spanish (Clark

1985 and references therein). Chomsky (1969) proposed that this behaviour

could be explained by a minimum distance principle (MDP) (Rosenbaum

1967). TheMDPhas often been interpreted tomean that children choose the

matrix object because it is the ‘nearest’, where ‘nearness’ refers to linear

distance in the word string, reflecting a performance strategy.

Theoretically, if children could rely on a performance strategy such as

the surface MDP they could bypass adult grammar. For example, Hsu,

Cairns and Fiengo (1985) tested sixty-four children aged 3;2 to 8;3 on

complement and adjunct control structures through an act-out task and

proposed several distinct ‘stages’ or ‘grammar types’: (i) object oriented

(ii) mixed subject–object (iii) approaching adult and (iv) adult. As these

authors point out their proposal raises the question of how or why the

child might move from one stage to the next.

Maratsos (1974) predicted that if the MDP were a simple performance

strategy then children would misinterpret null subjects in passive, object-

control sentences such as (13), because here PRO is nearest to the ‘by’-

phrase not to the syntactic subject.

(13) Maryi was told by Joe [PROi to leave].

The results of an act-out task with forty 4 and 5 year olds did not support

this prediction; children correctly interpreted (13) (see also Goodluck

1978, Tavakolian 1978).

In addition, Cohen Sherman (1983) and Cohen Sherman and Lust (1986,

1993) provided evidence against the stage theory. They tested developmen-

tal groups of children on both comprehension and production on both

non-finite subject and object control structures (14a,b) and finite (non-

control) structures (14 c,d) with and without pragmatic lead (i.e. a preced-

ing sentence introducing one of the arguments of the main clause).

(14) (This is a story about Tom/Billy)

a. Tomi [promises Billyj [PROi to eat the ice cream cone]].

b. Tomi [tells Billyj [PROj to eat the ice cream cone]].

c. Tomi [promises Billyj [that heijk will drink the milk]].

d. Tomi [tells Billyj [that heijk will drink the milk]].

Seventy-two children (3 to 8 years) were tested in a production (elicited

imitation) and a comprehension (act-out) task. Results replicated previous

findings regarding preference for matrix object as controller. However,

they additionally revealed a correlation between PRO and infinitival
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complements on the one hand and between lexical pronouns and finite

complements on the other hand, suggesting that children know about the

finite/non-finite distinction in embedding types and about the distribution

of null or lexical subjects in each. Children did not allowpragmatic context

(in the form of pragmatic lead) to influence interpretation of the subject in

infinitival clauses (14a,b) but did so in the interpretation of the subject of

finite complements (14c,d) suggesting that children know that control of

null subjects in non-finite complement structures is obligatory. The results

of Eisenberg and Cairns (1994) support the early availability of grammat-

ical knowledge of control.

Young children acquiring Mandarin Chinese (ages 2;6 – 5;0, mean age 3;9,

N = 95) have also been shown to distinguish control from non-control

structures (Chien & Lust 1983, 1985). They distinguished grammatical sub-

jects from topics in these control structures, reducing redundancy in an

imitation task in sentences like (17) to produce (18) but resisting this in

sentences like (15). A reduction of topic as in (16) is ill-formed since it appears

to yield a topic-controlled gap in an obligatorily subject-controlled position.

(15) Xiăohuá, jiějie xı̆huān Xiăohuá dài màozi.

Xiăohuá, older sister like Xiăohuá wear hat

‘Xiăohuá, (her) older sister likes Xiăohuá (to) wear (a) hat’

(16) * Xiăohuái, jiějie xı̆huān Øi dài màozi.

(17) Xiăohuá, bàba xı̆huān baoa kàn diànshi.

Xiăohuá, father like father watch TV

‘Xiăohuá, (her) father likes (her) father to watch TV’

(18) Xiăohuá, bàbai xı̆huānj Øi kàn diànshi.

Cohen Sherman and Lust concluded that a principle of minimal distance

that is structure dependent selects the object as the ‘unmarked’ option in

control structure like (14a,b). Pinker (1984) suggests that the child’s pref-

erence for object interpretation is a default hypothesis reflecting what

crosslinguistically is the unmarked option; verbs like ‘promise’, which

are rare across languages, would require additional learning.

14.2.4 Distinguishing complement from coordinate clauses
Children acquiringMandarin also differentiate complement fromcoordinate

structures (Chien & Lust 1983, 1985). They distinguish the anaphora in ‘con-

trol’ constructions like (15) from that in coordinate sentences. Young child-

ren’s ability to distinguish complement and coordinate structures has also

been shown inEnglish (CohenSherman&Lust 1993). Complement sentences

as in (14) were compared with sentences involving coordination (19).

(19) a. [The turtlei tickles the skunkj] and [Øi,*j bumps the car].

b. [The turtlei tickles the skunkj] and [hei,*j bumps the car].
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In an act-out task children chose different antecedents for the two sen-

tence types, favouring the object in complement structures, but the sub-

ject in coordinate structures.

14.2.5 Summary of findings on complementation
There is evidence for early productivity of complement clauses in child

language and evidence that children know about the distribution and

interpretation of empty category subjects (e.g. PRO) in these clauses as

well as about a principle of minimality involved in assigning reference to

the embedded subject. This principle appears to reflect structure depend-

ence. At the same time children’s errors in antecedent choice reveal that

they are acquiring language-specific lexical knowledge such as the distinc-

tion between subject and object control verbs such as promise and tell.

14.3 Coordination

14.3.1 The acquisition challenge
Coordination provides perhaps the most basic recursive device of natural

language grammars, illustrated in the Dr Seuss (1965) example in (20) and a

paradigm case of complex sentence formation. (For an in-depth discussion of

the complexities of coordination and its acquisition see Lust et al. in press.)

(20) When tweetle beetles fight, it’s called a tweetle beetle battle, and
when they battle in a puddle, it’s a tweetle beetle puddle battle.

And when tweetle beetles battle with paddles in a puddle, they

call it a tweetle beetle puddle paddle battle. AND ….

Although seemingly simple, coordination involves many of the most

fundamental syntactic aspects of language knowledge, including struc-

tural configuration. Various constituents can be coordinated and must

obey certain structural constraints, ruling in sentential coordination

(21a) and phrasal coordination (21b), but ruling out (22), where a noun

phrase and a verb phrase are conjoined.

(21) a. Ben’s band bangs and Bim’s band booms

b. [[Bim] and [Ben]] lead bands with brooms

(22) *[[Ben] and [bang booms]] make tweetle beetles happy

Various forms of anaphora productively apply in coordination.

Antecedents may either precede or follow the proform or gap, ((23)–(28))

illustrating this variation. Coreferential elements are underlined.

(23) Tweetle beetles battle and [they]/[ Ø] use paddles.

(24) Tweetle beetles Ø and Pudgy Wuggies carry paddles.
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(25) Tweetle beetles carry [Ø] and [Ø] use paddles.

(26) Tweetle beetles make [Ø] and Pudgy Wuggies carry [paddles].

(27) Tweetle beetles battle in puddles and Pudgy Wuggies do [Ø] too.

(28) Tweetle beetles battle Pudgies and so do Wuggies [Ø].

Constraints apply to these operations, as in (29) or (30).

(29) * Tweetle beetles carry paddles and use [Ø].

(30) *Tweetle beetles battle in puddles and Pudgy Wuggies [Ø].

Coordination is also a domain for syntactic constraints on various oper-

ations. For example, there are constraints against wh-questions reaching

into the coordinate clause as in (31), and also constraints requiring ‘across

the board’ operations, as in (32) where the ‘what’ question must apply in

both clauses:

(31) *What do Tweetle beetles carry paddles and [Ø].

(32) *What do Tweetle beetles like [Ø] and Pudgy Wuggies hate paddles.

In the acquisition of coordination, then, the child must assemble knowl-

edge about constituent structure, anaphora, and a wide array of essential

linguistic operations. This knowledge must provide the infinite but con-

strained productivity involved in these recursive structures. Coordination

also involves semantic and pragmatic factors such as those related to

temporal order, or causality. Specific coordinating connectives may inte-

grate such features in their morphology (e.g. ‘but’ integrating a negation

feature, or ‘because’ integrating causality). Children must integrate their

developing cognitive, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic knowledge; in

doing so they will, for example, overcome an ‘order of mention strategy’

(e.g. Beilin & Lust 1975, Clark 1973).

Coordination varies across languages in how it is realized including

whether coordinate connectives are overt (e.g. they are not in Mandarin

(33) or (34)), whether and how they vary morphologically across coordina-

tion types and the degree to which coordinate and adverbial clause struc-

tures are distinguished syntactically and/or semantically.

(33) suanlah-tang

sour-hot soup

‘hot and sour soup’

(Chao 1968/1976: 483)

(34) wo mai piao jin – qu

I buy ticket enter-go

‘I bought a ticket and went in/I bought a ticket to go in’

(Li and Thompson 1981:595)
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The child must then not only acquire a constrained, productive grammar

of coordination, but map that to a language-specific lexicon and grammar.

14.3.2 Coordina tion in early spon taneous speec h
Sentential coordinations as in (35 )–(36) appear to be developmentally prim-

itive; they are in place when phrasal or reduced coordinations appear,

e.g. (37).2

(35) There water and there water (group MLU 2.36, Lust & Mervis 1980)

(36) Mae de matta no sorede Yū-chan ga nete-ta keredo

front at waited FP and Yū NOM sleeping-was however

‘Ø waited at the front and Yū was sleeping though’

(33 months, Lust et al. 1980)

(37) Tora to raion kowai n da yo

tiger and lion frightening is GEN COP FP[EMPH]

‘(The) tiger and (the) lion are frightening!’

(34 months, Lust et al. 1980)

Examples from left-branching languages such as Japanese show early

productivity of the left-branching embedding representation of coordina-

tion, as in (38) from Japanese child speech and (39) from a comparable

study of Sinhala (Gair et al. 1998).

(38) Kore ni notte yochien iku no

this in ride-GER Ø kindergarten go FP

‘Ride on this and go to kindergarten’

(36 months, Lust et al. 1980)

(39) mamə [gedərə gihilla] kææmə kææwa

I home go-LA food eat-PAST

‘I went home and ate’3

(2.11, Gair et al. 1998)

14.3.3 Early coordination is not a ‘simple’
developmental primitive

A review of experimental research on the acquisition of coordination

relative to adjunction has not supported the claim that early coordination

involves simple linearization or juxtaposition (Lust 1994). For example, in

a study of coordination with VP-ellipsis structures like (40), children as

young as 3;0 were found to compute multiple interpretations of the ‘does

2 See Lust (1981) and deVilliers et al. (1977). Note that 36 and 37 are examples from Japanese.
3 LA is a conjunctive participle; it can sometimes have the semantic meaning of ‘when’.
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too’ clause, including those in (40a–d), while ruling out ungrammatical

interpretations like (40e) and others.

(40) Oscar bites his apple and Bert does too

a. Oi bites Oi’s apple and Bj bites Bj’s apple iijj

b. Oi bites Oi’s apple and Bj bits Oi’s apple iiji

c. Oi bites Bj’s apple and Bj bites Bj’s apple ijjj

d. Oi bites Ek’s apple and Bj bites Ek’s apple ikjk

e. *Oi bites Oi’s apple and Bj bites Ek’s apple iijk

Within the domain of coordination, children thus demonstrate compe-

tence for ellipsis, knowledge of ambiguity, variable binding and structure-

dependence (see Foley et al. 2003). Here coordination does not appear to be

a ‘simple’ early structural type.

14.3.4 Distinguishing coordination from complement
and adverbial clauses

Several studies across languages have provided evidence that young chil-

dren distinguish coordinate from adjoined or embedded clauses, both

syntactically and semantically. As noted in section 14.2.4, children distin-

guish complement and coordinate structures in English and Chinese.

Additional evidence comes from a study investigating pro-drop in subor-

dinate clauses where children acquiring English (2;2 to 4;5) imitated struc-

tures like (41)–( 42) (Nú ñ ez del Prado et al .1993 ).

(41) Mickey sings and Mickey/he whistles.

(42) Pluto coughs when Pluto/he wakes up.

In their imitations children reduced the second subject (noun or pronoun)

to a null subject significantly more in coordinate structures (15.3 per cent

of all items) than in subordinate structures (2.4 per cent of all items).When

they imitated adverbial structures like (42), they reduced the noun to a

pronoun or retained the pronoun.

14.3.5 Crosslinguistic variation
Left-branching languages (such as Chinese) differ systematically from right-

branching languages (such as English), as reflected in children’s early forms

of coordination. For example, in elicited imitation, English-speaking chil-

dren (ages 1.11–3.1, mean age 2.6) found the [V [O+O]] structure (43) most

accessible (Lust 1977) but Chinese-speaking children (ages 2.0–4.5, mean age

3.3) found the [ [V+V]O] (44) significantlymore accessible (Lust&Chien 1984).

(43) [Eat [the crackers and the cake]]

(44) [[XI-yi-xi ye ca-yi-ca] wawa]

[[wash and dry] the doll]
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These results provide evidence that children consult the branching direc-

tion (or head direction) of the grammar of the language they are acquiring

and that this parameter of variation affects early, even simple, sentence

formation. Research on Japanese coordination (Lust & Wakayama 1979,

1981) supports this view. The effects of right- and left-branching language

differences on simple sentences are also seen in studies of subject pro-drop

in simple sentences (Mazuka et al. 1986, 1995, cf. Bloom 1990a) (See also

Weissenborn 1992).

14.3.6 Conclusions on the acquisition of coordination
Children distinguish coordinate and adjoined or embedded clauses, both

syntactically and semantically, early in acquisition. Directionality in the

specific language being acquired influences coordination (both in ana-

phora direction and in the direction of phrasal coordination). Sentential

coordinations appear to be developmentally primitive; they are in place

when phrasal or reduced coordinations appear. Children integrate prag-

matic and cognitive knowledge over the course of development in coordi-

nation. The course of acquisition continuously integrates general

linguistic principles and language-specific knowledge.

14.4 Adverbial subordinate clauses

14.4.1. The acquisition challenge
Sentenceswith adverbial subordinate clauses adjoin one clause to another:

(45) Jane uses a computer [when she works]

Although it appears closely related to a coordinate clause, the adverbial

clause domain provides different possibilities for syntactic and semantic

operations. For example, subject pro-drop is not allowed in the adverbial

subordinate clause domain in English (46), although it is in coordinate

clauses (47).

(46) Jane uses a computer [when she/*Ø works]

(47) Jane uses a computer and Ø works

Diessel (2004: 152–156) summarizes several syntactic, semantic and prag-

matic factors which distinguish coordinate and adverbial subordinate

clause structures.

Adverbial clauses may vary in finiteness and in the type of syntactic

domain they provide, distinguishing (46) and (48) in terms of whether a

lexical pronoun or a null subject is allowed and distinguishing the type of

anaphora they involve (e.g. bound or free).

(48) Jane uses a computer [when *she/ Ø working]
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Depending on the language, adverbial clauses may also vary in direction-

ality appearing either in postposed/right-branching position as in (46)

above or in preposed/left-branching position, as in (49) below:

(49) [When she/ *Ø works], Jane uses a computer.

It has been hypothesized that the unmarked direction of adverbial sub-

ordinate clause adjunction in a language reflects the ‘principal branching

direction’ of a language as either right or left, and that this determines

systematic differences between right- and left-branching languages. This

directionality interacts with the reference of pronominal elements. In (46)

and (49), coreference is possible between the subjects of the two clauses

but it is not in (50), reflecting a violation of one of the principles of

anaphora (Principle C) (See Crain & McKee 1985, Lust et al. 1992 for dis-

cussion of acquisition of this area).

(50) *Shei uses a computer when Janei works.

Table 14.1 summarizes the universal and language-specific features of

language knowledge that a childmust integrate in the domain of adverbial

clauses.

14.4.2 Adverbial clauses in early spontaneous speech
Children acquiring English tend to produce temporal clauses very early, as

in the examples in (51) and (52) from a 2 year old. These clauses may be

introduced by an overt element, as in (52) or not, as in (51). They may

appear before the main clause, as in (51), or after, as in (52).

(51) Child (sitting in his car seat): I get out!

Mother: Not yet!

Child: Get home, get out.

Mother: Yes. Then you’ll get out.

(2;1,23, Clark 2003: 259)

(52) The toast make a noise when you put butter on.

(2; 4,26, Clark 2003: 259)

Table 14.1. Types of knowledge that must be integrated in adverbial

clauses

Universal features of language Language-specific features

• Hierarchical structure • Directionality
• Adjunction • Lexical forms for anaphoric elements
• Clausal architecture • Lexical and semantic knowledge of connectives
• Constraints on anaphora
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14.4.3 Adverbial clauses and principles of anaphora
Configuration, directionality and finiteness of the adverbial clause domain

interact with the determination of reference for anaphoric elements in

adverbial clauses. Lust et al. (1986) probed knowledge of these interactions

in a study of structures like (53)–(56) in English.4

(53) Pronoun, forward: Billy dropped the penny [when he saw the cat]

(54) Null, forward: Johnny washed the table [when Ø drinking juice]

(55) Pronoun, backward: [Whenhe coloured the books] Tommydrankmilk

(56) Null, backward: [WhenØ dressing the baby] Daddy dropped the book

Using both imitation and act-out tasks, Lust et al. found that children

acquiring English distinguished between the null and overt proforms in

these structures according to the finiteness of the subordinate clause

(e.g. in an imitation task they frequently converted the null subjects in

non-finite sentences to pronoun subjects with tensed predicates.)

Within a given language, both the directionality and the interpretation

of the anaphora appear to vary according to the configuration of the

clause. For example, in Hindi in clauses introduced by the adverbial jab

‘when’, children were found to generalize directionality over null and

overt anaphora, linking a forward antecedent-proform to right-branching

structures, and a backward antecedent-proform to left-branching struc-

tures (Lust et al. 1995). In Sinhala and Japanese, children differentiated two

types of adverbial clauses in terms of their finiteness, their configuration

(position at which the adverbial clause was joined) and the anaphora

involved (e.g. Gair et al. 1998, Lust et al. 1985, Oshima & Lust 1997). These

results reveal that knowledge of the structure of adverbial clauses is

integratedwith knowledge of different forms of anaphora andwith knowl-

edge of directionality of adjunction within and across languages; this

knowledge is evident from an early age.5

14.4.4 Conclusions on adverbial clauses
Study of the acquisition of adverbial clauses demonstrates that children

integrate knowledge of hierarchical structure (e.g. attachment of an adver-

bial clause at different hierarchical points in a sentence), recursion

(e.g. through capacity for adjunction) and the lexicon (e.g. various pro-

forms either lexical or null), with language-specific directionality, with

constraints on anaphora and with the meaning of the connectives that

introduce adverbial clauses.6

4 Also see Goodluck (1981). 5 Also see Mazuka (1996, 1998).
6 See, for example, Winskel (2004) and references therein for discussion of the acquisition of temporal

clauses in terms of their semantic content.
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14.5 Relative clauses

14.5.1 The acquisition challenge
Relative clause structures like those in (57) reflect the linguistic property

of recursion.

(57) This is [[[ the train [that hit the bus [that bumped the car [that …

Other relative clauses are illustrated in examples (58)–( 61) (from

Tavakolian 1981). In each of these examples, the relative clause is brack-

eted and the head of the clause italicized. The examples vary depending on

whether the main clause subject or object is modified (58, 59) vs. (60, 61)

and whether the gap within the relative clause appears in subject (58, 60)

or object position (59, 61).

(58) SS (main clause subject is modified; gap in subject position)

The sheep [that jumps over the rabbit] stands on the lion.

(59) SO (main clause subject is modified; gap in object position)

The lion [that the horse kisses] knocks down the duck.

(60) OO (main clause object is modified; gap in object position)

The horse hits the sheep [that the duck kisses]

(61) OS (main clause object is modified; gap in subject position)

The duck stands on the lion [that bumps into the pig]

Languages differ in a number of grammatical features associated with

relative clauses. For example, in Mandarin the head of the relative clause

may be lexically specified (62) or null (63) (from Mandarin, Packard 1987).

(The e indicates the gap; Packard glosses the modification marker de with

the abbreviation MOD.)

(62) wo kan ei de shui

I read ei MOD booki
‘books which I read’

(63) wo kan ei de Øi

I read ei MOD Øi

‘the one(s) which I read’

Korean permits internally headed relative clauses, as in example (64) from

K.-Y. Lee (1991). (See Andrews 1985 for examples of syntactic features

associated with relative clauses in other languages.)

(64) chayk pilyekanke nayil kackookessumnita

book borrow-go-PAST-COMP tomorrow bring-COMP-come-FUT-DECL

‘(I) will bring back the book I borrowed tomorrow.’
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In dimensions of relative clause syntax such as the overt realization of the

elements appearing as head at clause boundaries and in gap position,

languages vary in what they permit.

14.5.2 Relative clauses in early spontaneous speech
Reports of early production of relative clauses in English natural speech

include structures like the examples in (65)–(66) (also see Hamburger 1980,

Tomasello Ch. 5).

(65) Look I got!

= Look what I’ve got (showing a cookie he had been given)

(1;11,22, Clark 2003: 251)

(66) Herb work ə big building have ə elevator’n it

= Herb works in a building that has an elevator

(2;0,9, Clark 2003: 251)

These proto-relatives may be characterized by the presence of a clause or a

clause-like segment in a typical noun phrase position (65) or juxtaposed to

a noun phrase (66).

14.5.3 Lexically headed relative clauses
Much of the early work on the acquisition of relative clauses focused on

children’s interpretations of relative clauses that differed in whether they

modified a main clause subject or object, and in whether they included a

gap in subject or object position within the relative clause, as in (58)–(61)

above. For example, in a study of English lexically headed relative clauses

with twenty-four children aged 3 to 5 years, Tavakolian (1981) reported that

the children interpreted relative clauses modifying a main clause object as if

they modified the subject, corresponding to a coordinate structure, as in (67).

A total of 63per centof the interpretationsofOS structureswereof this nature.

(67) Stimulus: The sheep jumps over the rabbit [that stands on the

lion].

Interpretation: sheep jumps over rabbit, sheep stands on lion

Using an act-out task to test children’s understanding of relative clauses,

Goodluck and Tavakolian (1982) found that the animacy of an embedded

object influenced whether children could successfully act out a sentence

containing a relative clause. If the object was animate, as in (68), it was

harder than if the object was inanimate, as in (69).

(68) The dog kicks the horse that knocks over the sheep.

(69) The dog kicks the horse that knocks over the table.
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Hamburger and Crain (1982) reported that when the context supplied

two exemplars of the head noun (e.g. two horses for (68)), thus satisfying a

felicity condition, children aged 3 to 5 years produced fewer errors with OS

sentences. (For related research see Crain & Thornton 1998, Kidd & Bavin

2002 and references therein.)

Some production studies have also probed the distinction between sub-

ject and object relative clauses. Demuth (1995b) investigated production of

relative clauses in the spontaneous speech of three children acquiring

Sesotho (one sampled at ages 2;6 and 3;0, one at 2;6 and 3;2 and one at

4;0–4;1). By the age of about 3, the younger children use as many subject

relative clauses as the child at four years of age. In contrast, the number of

object relatives increases from almost none at 3 years of age to 40 per cent

of relative clauses at age 4. Demuth also reports that in the early data

children frequently use the relative suffix on the embedded verb in

Sesotho (glossed RL below), but that the clause-boundary relative marker

(glossed REL) is either missing or is included only in cases where it also

represents agreement. The example in (70) illustrates a child’s omission of

REL and inclusion of RL (both markers are obligatory in the adult

language).

(70) Mane enkile teng

= mane moo ke-e-nk-ile-ng teng

LOC REL 1SG-9PN-take-PERF-RL there

‘Over there where I took it’

(Sesotho, 2;6, Demuth 1995b)7

Demuth concludes that a developmental trend from subject to object

relative clauses exists in Sesotho, and that children initially distinguish

relative clauses from other clauses (as indicated by the verbal suffix), but

have not yet determined the syntactic status of the REL marker.

The overt realization of the elements appearing at clause boundaries has

also been investigated in the acquisition of French. Labelle (1990) con-

ducted an elicited production study with 108 children (3–6 years old)

acquiring French. The study elicited relative clauses by asking children

to choose one of two pictures to put a sticker on. The pictures depicted a

character or object involved in two different activities; the most natural

way to distinguish themwould be to use a relative clause (e.g. for an object

relative clause The ball that he is catching or The ball that he is throwing). In this

study children produced the complementizers that introduce subject and

object relative clauses (qui and que) far more frequently than the overt

operators that introduce oblique relative clauses (e.g. the locative relative

clause marker dans laquelle ‘in which’). See also Guasti and Shlonsky (1995)

and Foley (1996).

7 9PN=gender/number class 9 pronominal.
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14.5.4 Findings for free or headless relatives
The term ‘headless’ refers to the absence of a nominal head, as in example

(71). A series of studies has compared the development of lexically headed

relative clauses like those discussed in section 14.5.3, and ‘free’ or ‘headless’

relative clauses. In a study of ninety-six children between the ages of 3;6 and

7;7 Flynn and Lust (1981) tested headless relative clauses, as in (71), and

lexically headed relative clauses, as in (72)–(73). Examples (72) and (73) differ

in whether or not there is semantic content in the head (balloon versus thing).

(71) Fozzie Bear hugs [what Kermit the Frog kisses]

(72) Ernie touches [the balloon [which Big Bird throws]]

(73) Cookie Monster eats [the thing [which Ernie kicks]]

Using an elicited imitation task they found that children performed sig-

nificantly better on the free relatives than on the lexically headed; there

were no significant differences for structures involving head nouns with

semantic content and those without. These findings indicate that, consis-

tent with early spontaneous speech data, headless relatives may be devel-

opmentally primitive. The authors argue that free relatives provide an

especially direct route to nominalization of the clause, and to subsequent

embedding under an NP within the main clause.

A primacy for headless relatives appears to also characterize the acquis-

ition of Mandarin Chinese. Packard (1987) analysed the spontaneous

speech of twenty-seven Taiwanese children in two age groups (2;0–2;5

and 2;6–2;11), counting examples of nominal modifiers with the de

marker, including forms with and without overt heads. In Packard’s full

set of 6,209 utterances, referring expressions with de modification

appeared in both age groups, but the percentage of such utterances with

a lexical head increased from 18.7 per cent of referring expressions in the

younger group to 47.3 per cent in the older group.

In Korean, K.-Y. Lee (1991) analysed the spontaneous speech of 36 children

(ages 1;4 to 3;9; see also Lee et al. 1991). She reports findings pointing to the

earlier productivity of relative clauses without a lexical nominal head than

with a lexical head. Lee found that children produced relative clauses like

(74) ,which are introduced by the clause marker/complementizer kes.

(74) Mok-ey ke-nun-ke ya?

Neck-LOC wear-PRES-COMP INT?

‘Is it theone (you)wearon theneck?’ (referring tohermother’s necklace)

(Korean, 1;11, K.-Y. Lee 1991)

Kes operates as a complementizer in adult Korean but generally does not

appear in adult relative clauses of this form.8 Children nevertheless insert

kes, a finding compatible with Murasugi’s (2000) report that children

8 Kes introduces sentential complements and also appears at the boundary of internally headed relative clause

structures (K.-Y. Lee 1991).
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acquiring Japanese insert the particle no in relative clauses where it is not

grammatical in adult Japanese:

(75) buta san-ga tataiteru no taiko

piggy-NOM is-hitting no drum

‘the drum that the piggy is playing’

(Japanese, 2;11, Murasugi 2000: 235)9

Murasugi argues that no, which is a genitive marker, can instantiate the

head of CP. In both Japanese and Korean, children appear able to general-

ize an element appearing in complementizer position in the adult gram-

mar to introduce relative clauses. In Quechua also, children spontaneously

produce more headless relatives than other forms (Courtney 2006). Taken

together, these findings suggest a developmental path that leads from the

free relative to the lexically headed form. It may be the case that when the

free relative more directly corresponds to the lexically headed form it

assists the acquisition of lexically headed forms. (Foley 1996). Children

appear to be integrating knowledge of adjunction with other grammatical

components needed for embedding within a nominal phrase.

This picture of development as a process of integrating grammatical

components is supported by findings from the acquisition of Tulu. In an

elicited imitation experiment Somashekar (1999) compared the develop-

ment of several relative clause types in monolingual children aged 2;5 to

6;6. These types included the verbal adjective, where the embedded verb

inflects for tense but not agreement; in another type, the correlative, the

embedded verb inflects for both tense and agreement, as in (76).

(76) [yeeri kuuli dekk-ye-naa] aayei eDDennaaye.

whoi teeth washed-3MASC.SG.-Q hei good:3MASC.SG

‘He who brushed (his) teeth is good.’

Children often converted correlatives (and other relative clauses) to verbal

adjectives. Importantly, when they did so they also frequently made the

required change on the inflection of the embedded verb, including the

tense marker but omitting agreement, as required by the syntax of Tulu.

Such frequent conversions in Somashekar’s data suggest that children

begin early to integrate the syntax of clausal structure with the syntax of

embedded verb inflection.

14.5.5 Semantics in relative clauses
Additional recent work on relative clauses has examined various cognitive

semantic aspects of relativization (e.g. Ozeki & Shirai 2005 for Japanese

and Korean). Fragman et al. (2007) report children’s early awareness of the

restrictive/non-restrictive distinction in English.

9 Murasugi’s gloss assumes buta san (noun and honorific) is a single lexical item.
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14.5.6 Conclusions on relative clauses
Research findings suggest that while lexically headed relatives develop over

time, free or headless relatives appear foundational to the development

of lexically headed forms. While some studies propose a developmental

course in which complex relative sentences expand from simple sentences

(e.g. Diessel & Tomasello 2005), the patterns of development reviewed

here cannot be so described.10 For example, at very early stages Tulu-

speaking children reveal a capacity to relate clausal structure and verbal

morphosyntax. Korean-speaking children add a clausal head kes and

Japanese-speaking children add no to early relatives, even when not occur-

ring in the adult language in these structures. These results are consistent

with children’s continuous access to a capacity for complex sentence struc-

ture and recursion, and with the need to acquire and integrate language-

specific knowledge, such as branching direction, verbal inflection and

lexical forms (e.g. of elements introducing and potentially heading relative

clauses).

14.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have suggested that just as there is no clear grammatical

distinction between simple and complex sentences, so there is no funda-

mental distinction in acquisition between simple and complex sentences.

The data do not support a view that complex sentences develop from

simple sentences in an additive fashion. For example, sentences with

relativization and/or complementation do not simply expand from simple

sentences, and early coordinated and adverbial sentences do not reflect

flat juxtaposition of component parts. A second example is the apparent

absence of a stage at which children’s early grammars allow coordination

but not adjunction (Lust 1994).11 In several studies young children were

found to distinguish coordinate from non-coordinate structures, appa-

rently consulting the clausal and hierarchical structure of their language

in order to do so. It does not appear that at a first ‘stage’ children have

competence only for simple sentences and at a subsequent ‘stage’ they

gain competence for complex sentences.

Instead, there is evidence for complex sentence grammar from the

beginning of productive combinatorial speech. Children’s language

shows an early sensitivity to parametric crosslinguistic variation in gram-

matical factors related to complex sentence formation, such as direction-

ality of adjunction and to finite/non-finite distinctions in clausal

adjunctions. This has led some to speculate as to how these early sensitiv-

ities might arise even before the child speaks a first word (Mazuka 1996).

10 See also Crain et al. (1990) for a contrasting view of development.
11 See Tavakolian (1978), Lebeaux (1990), Cohen Sherman and Lust (1993) and Cairns et al. (1993).
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While there clearly is an effect on complex sentence formation from the

development of simple sentence grammar, at the same time there is

evidence that the grammar of complex sentences also affects children’s

simple sentence formation early in development.

We have also discovered evidence of developmental phenomena. For

example, sentential coordinations appear developmentally primitive rel-

ative to other types of coordination. Relative clauses without lexical heads

appear developmentally primitive to those with heads. Yet the form of

development we observe here is not a simple addition of one concrete

construction to another. For example, the developmentally primary sen-

tential coordinations or relative clauses without nominal lexical heads are

both complex structures, superficially at least as complex as the coordina-

tion and relative clause types they provide foundations for.

In general, our review coheres with Bloom’s (1970: 138) observation that

in early language acquisition, ‘increase in structure or complexity [i]s not a

matter of simply increasing length of utterance by adding structure to

structure or adding elements within a structure’. Development appears to

involve integration of language-specific structure, the lexicon, and cogni-

tive and semantic features, with potentially universal syntactic knowledge

in the course of mapping to a specific language grammar.
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15

The morphosyntax
interface

Kamil Ud Deen

15.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates the acquisition of morphology in child language,

and considers various possible explanations for the empirical facts. The

discussion revolves around the morphosyntax interface, a term used to refer

to the confluence of two areas of language, morphology and syntax, and

the processes involved in linking these two. A morpheme is the smallest

unit of meaning in language, and the study of morphemes is referred to as

morphology. Morphemes include regular words (e.g. girl, eat, beautiful, etc.),

but also smaller units of language such as prefixes (e.g. un-, re-), suffixes

(e.g. -s, -ed, -ing), etc. The way in which these morphemes are ordered

depends on a variety of different factors, including properties of the

sound system, properties of themorphemes themselves, as well as proper-

ties of the grammatical system. This latter system is referred to as syntax –

the abstract set of principles that govern the ordering and interpretation of

morphemes in a sentence. The morphosyntax interface, therefore, is the

locus of interaction of these two areas of language.

Many linguistic phenomena arise out of this interface of morphology and

syntax, including the familiar passive construction, questions and inflection.

The focus of this chapter is inflectional morphology – a classic example of a

linguistic phenomenon that is both syntactic and morphological in nature

(see Behrens Ch. 12). Inflection is a variation in the form of a word that is

conditioned by a particular grammatical context. For example, the verb eat

occurs in a variety of different forms, including eats, eating, ate. The choice of

which of these forms a speaker uses is determined by the context in which

the word occurs – eats occurs in a habitual or historical present context;

eating occurs after an auxiliary verb in the present progressive context, etc.

These different forms represent different inflectional forms of the verb.

Languages vary as to which kinds of inflection they exhibit, but typical

examples of inflection are agreement on the verb for person (e.g. a verb in



English often has -s attached to the end when the subject of the sentence is

third person, singular), number (e.g. the noun in English has -s attached

when indicating that the referent is plural), case (e.g. nominative, accusative,

genitive pronouns in English), tense, modality, aspect, etc.

The morphosyntax interface is an important area of research in the

study of child language because children exhibit (i) interesting patterns

in the acquisition of inflectional morphology, and (ii) significant cross-

linguistic similarities in the nature of those patterns. In particular, this

chapter asks the question of whether the patterns in the acquisition of

morphology have as their source (i) a lack of knowledge of inflectional

morphology, (ii) a lack of syntactic knowledge, or (iii) problems with the

conversion of a syntactic representation into a string of morphemes.

The chapter begins with a discussion of the architecture of the morpho-

syntax interface (Section 15.2). This section begins with an overview of the

theoretical framework in which the ensuing discussion is couched (for read-

ers who are not familiar with the theory), and is followed by a description of

how the morphosyntax interface is organized. Section 15.3 then describes

themajor findings in the acquisition of inflectionalmorphology, stating five

important generalizations. Section 15.4 describes the Root Infinitive phe-

nomenon. These two sections establish the empirical facts which then serve

as the background for section 15.5, in which we discuss several recent

theories, categorized into those that propose a deficit in (i) inflectional

knowledge, (ii) the process of converting a syntactic representation into a

morphological string, and (iii) the underlying syntactic representation.

15.2 The morphosyntax interface

15.2.1 The generative approach to language
This chapter assumes amodel of language that was first proposed byNoam

Chomsky (1957). The details of this model have changed over the last fifty

years, but the basic approach remains unchanged. Simplifying the model

somewhat, the idea is that all sentences in a language are generated by a

computational system that is comprised of a finite set of principles oper-

ating on a set of lexical items. These lexical items are manipulated by the

finite set of principles within a highly constrained hierarchical structure,

which takes the formof a binary branching tree. The hierarchical structure

associated with the sentence ‘The girl chased the mouse’ is shown in (1).

(1) S
VP

NP
V

det N

The       girl chased the   mouse 

NP

det N
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The words in the sentence are arranged in pre-specified positions in the

terminal nodes of the syntactic tree in (1), which are labelled according to

the function that they perform. Terminal nodes are the locations on the

tree which do not branch any further. So the determiner the (sometimes

also referred to as an article) occurs within a node labelled det, the noun girl

occurs within a node labelled N, the verb chased occurs within a node

labelled V, etc. These various nodes are grouped into phrases, which take

as their label themajor element within that phrase. So the girl constitutes a

phrase which takes the label Noun Phrase (the noun being the major

element within that phrase). The rest of the words are categorized in a

similar fashion.

The top node on the tree in (1) is labelled S because it represents the

entire Sentence. In the 1980s, this label was changed from S to Inflectional

Phrase (IP), in recognition of the fact that in a wide variety of languages the

highest positions of the tree are typically reserved for inflectional kinds of

elements. This top node branches downwards in a binary fashion, with the

next two nodes down labelled NP and VP. This division represents a basic

division in any sentence: that of subject and predicate. The NP stands for

the subject noun phrase, and the VP stands for the verbal predicate.

Finally, the grammatical object (the mouse) occurs deeper within the VP,

within another NP.1

This formalism has several important characteristics. First, all nodes

that are labelled alike are assumed to function alike. For example, NPs

should be interchangeable, and in fact this is largely true (e.g. ‘The mouse

chased the girl’, where the object NP has been switched with the subject

NP, is a grammatical sentence). Second, the overall structure has a ‘nested’

characteristic. That is, each binary branching node is nested within

another binary branching node, except for the very top node. This creates

a series of hierarchically embedded structures that are basically of the

same type. Note that the VP consists of not only the verb, but also the NP

that corresponds to the grammatical object. This captures the intuition

that the predicate is more than just the verb, but is affected by the proper-

ties of the object. Thus this nested structure allows for groupings of words

into linguisticallymeaningful units.Wewill return to this characteristic in

our discussion of syntactic accounts of child language in section 15.5.3.

And finally, this model has a finite set of principles, which together with

the stipulated structure have the capacity to generate an infinite set of

sentences. This generative capacity is appealing because it provides a mech-

anism to explain how children are able to acquire the ability to understand

and produce an infinite set of sentences without having to learn each and

every one of them.

1 The structure described here is obviously Anglo-centric. While the structures for other languages differ from

that outlined here, the basic tenets of this framework remain constant (e.g. binary branching, phrasing).
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15.2.2 The interface
It is generally accepted that in producing a grammatical sentence, the

particular morphemes we produce, both their form and relative order,

are a reflection of this underlying syntactic representation of the sentence.

The idea is that a speaker creates a syntactic representation of a sentence,

translates that into a series of lexical and morphological items (often

referred to as ‘linearization’), and then actually physically pronounces

them. The listener, who does not have access to the underlying intended

syntactic representation, perceives the lexical and morphological items,

takes note of their form and order, and decodes them into a syntactic

representation. The morphosyntax interface (MI) refers to this interaction

of syntaxwithmorphology.Minimally, theMI includes the following three

components:

I. syntax

II. conversion algorithm

III. morphology

Each of these areas are studied extensively in adult language, especially

I and III. The conversion algorithm II receives somewhat less attention,

although it is assumed in virtually every theory of syntax and/or morphol-

ogy. The precise mechanisms of the conversion from syntax to morphol-

ogy (and vice versa in comprehension) are not very well understood, but

there are several formal descriptions of how morphology links up with

syntax.

Within the generativist approach to language acquisition one well-

known formalization is Baker’s (1988) Mirror Principle, which holds that

the overt order of a string of morphemes is either a direct reflection of the

underlying architecture of a syntactic tree, or its exact mirror image. Thus

if one observes a string of morphemes as in (2a), one can assume (by the

Mirror Principle) that the underlying structure of that sentence is as in (2b),

or its exact mirror image (2c).

(2) a. Observed order of morphemes: A – B – C    

b. c.AP 
BP 

CP A 
B 

C 

CP
BP

APC
B

A

The underlying assumption to this approach is that the conversion algo-

rithm is a simple reader of the terminal nodes of the tree. So in the case of

(2b), the tree is read from left to right, top to bottom, while in (2c), the tree

is read from right to left, bottom to top. This produces a linearized string of

abstract categories, each of which is thenmatched to appropriate items in
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the lexicon. An example from English is ‘I chase mice’, which would be

represented as the structure in (2b), where I would be A, chase would be B

and mice would be C. On this approach, the properly functioning MI

involves the output of a syntactic component, the correct conversion

algorithm, and appropriate access to a full lexicon. If any one of these

components is deficient in any manner (as may be the case with children),

then the process may produce non-adult-like utterances.2

Now, if a child produces an utterance that is morphologically unadult-

like (e.g. a typical young child utterance missing 3rd person singular -s in

English, such as ‘Mummy eat cookies today’), it is not immediately clear

where the source of that error lies: it could conceivably be any one of the

three components to the morphosyntax interface in (I–III), or indeed some

other domain entirely.3 Hyams (1989a) refers to this as the Domain

Problem: when the child produces an error, it is not immediately clear

which domain of language is responsible for that error. As such, over the

last several years, various theories have been put forward to explain

essentially the same set of facts, each appealing to a different domain.

We shall discuss several of these theories below, but first we must estab-

lish what those basic empirical facts are.

15.3 Some properties of the acquisition of morphology

Over the last few decades, several important generalizations have emerged

from the study of morphology in child language. While there are excep-

tional cases, the generalizations presented here are good rules-of-thumb

that might guide a researcher’s first analysis of child data. Following

these five generalizations, we discuss the phenomenon known as Root

Infinitives (also known as Optional Infinitives).

15.3.1 Five generalizations
15.3.1.1 Generalization 1. Inflection acquired before age 5

Typically developing children are remarkably good at acquiring inflection.

Over the last few decades, children acquiring a wide range of languages

have been found to exhibit high degrees of control (about 80 per cent

2 This kind of direct linking between syntax and morphology is widely assumed in the literature. For example,

Pollock’s (1989) split-INFL hypothesis was based upon the observation that negation occurs in a different

relative order with finite verbs versus non-finite verbs. This was used as evidence that the syntactic position to

which finite verbs move in the syntax is different from that of non-finite verbs. The details of this proposal are

beyond the scope of this chapter, but the reader is referred to Pollock’s original paper, as well as Haegeman

(1991) and Carnie (2006) for an overview.
3 An obvious candidate is phonology. There have been several influential proposals that seek to explain the

omission of inflectional elements (including grammatical subjects) as phonological processes, e.g. Gerken

(1991), Gerken andMcIntosh (1993) andDemuth (2007). I do not discuss these here because they do not

directly relate to the morphosyntax interface.
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correct in obligatory contexts) over inflectionalmorphology by about age 5

or earlier. This is a remarkable feat when one considers that children are

rarely (if ever) explicitly taught the form, meaning or context of inflec-

tional morphemes. Nevertheless, children come to know the inflectional

systems of their language at a very early age.

In fact, if a child uses target inflectionalmorphemes in less than 50per cent

of obligatory contexts at an age when the inflectional morphology would

typically be acquired, this is often taken by speech pathologists as an initial

indication that the child has a language disorder. For example, Rice and

Wexler (1996b), using data from thirty-seven American children aged 4;4 to

5;8 diagnosed with specific language impairment (SLI) (see Tomblin Ch. 23

and Leonard Ch. 24,) and forty age-matched normal children, find that the

unimpaired children used third person singular -s, past tense -ed, and the

auxiliaries be and do in over 80 per cent of obligatory contexts, while the SLI

children produced all four of these morphemes in less than 50 per cent of

obligatory contexts.

15.3.1.2 Generalization 2. Early acquisition in inflectionally rich

languages

A somewhat counterintuitive finding is that children acquiring languages

that have a rich inventory of inflectional morphemes seem to acquire that

system significantly earlier than children acquiring languages relatively

meagre in inflection, such as English. For example, Guasti (1993/94) inves-

tigated the speech of three children (aged 1;8–2;7) acquiring Italian, and

reported that the children began producing agreement before the age of 2,

and the rate of error never rose above 3 per cent. Furthermore, omission of

inflection was very rare, although avoidance of certain forms (e.g. plural)

was attested. Guasti concluded that the agreement system is in place from

very early on, perhaps even as young as 2 years of age. Similarly, Deen

(2004) reports that children acquiring Swahili (a Bantu language spoken in

Eastern Africa with a very rich set of inflectional morphemes) converge on

the correct agreement system before age 3, producing less than 2 per cent

errors and omitting agreement less than 20 per cent of the time. Results

such as these have been found in a wide variety of languages, including

Spanish (Grinstead 2000), Catalan (Grinstead 2000), Sesotho (Demuth

1992) and German (Poeppel & Wexler 1993), and stand in contrast to the

acquisition of inflections in morphologically poorer languages such as

English, in which children often do not acquire the agreement system of

their language until approximately age 4 years (Brown 1973, see Phillips

1995 for a review).

15.3.1.3 Generalization 3. Regular inflectional systems are easier

Inflectional systems that are regular and that contain very few exceptions

are acquired earlier andwith fewer errors than those that have exceptions.

One way to measure whether children have acquired the inflectional
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system of a language is whether they commit errors in production (errors

of commission). Committing errors in production is a special kind of error

(the other kind being an error of omission, see Generalization 5). Examples

of such errors are the use of a first person agreement marker in a third

person context, or the use of singular morphology in a plural context (or

vice versa). It has generally been found that children acquiring languages

with systematic and regular inflectional systems produce far fewer errors

of this sort than children acquiring languages with irregular or unpredict-

able inflectional systems.

A good example of this is the difference between Italian and Brazilian

Portuguese (BP). Italian has a very regular system of verb agreement,

shown in (3a) below. As discussed above, Italian children acquire agree-

ment very early and with few errors. However, BP has a rather unusual

inflectional paradigm, shown in (3b).

(3) a. Italian b. Brazilian Portuguese

1st sg (io) scriv – o 1st sg Eu es’crev – o

2nd sg (tu) scriv – i 2nd sg Você es’crev – e

3rd sg (lui/lei) scriv – e 3rd sg Ele es’crev – e

1st pl (noi) scriv – iamo 1st pl A gente es’crev – e

2nd pl (voi) scriv – ete 1st pl Nós escre’v – emos

3rd pl (Loro) scriv – ono 2nd pl Vocês es’crev – em

3rd pl Eles es’crev – em

In Italian, each person/number has a distinctmorpheme associatedwith it,

and no single morpheme refers to more than one person/number. This is a

regular, unmarked agreement system. Compare this to the BP system,

which is significantly different. Notice that the only morpheme in BP

that uniquely corresponds to a single person/number the way all six do

in Italian is first person singular. The remaining morphemes are either

conflations of multiple person/number references, or are complicated in

some other way. The morpheme -e is used with second person singular,

third person singular and first person plural subjects. So -e seems to occur

in all three persons, and in both the singular and plural. Furthermore, -em

occurs when the subject is either second or third person, plural. And

finally, there are two (seemingly non-distinct) forms for first person plural:

-e and –emos. Thus the BP agreement system is significantly less regular and

predictable than that of Italian.

Rubino and Pine (1998) investigated the acquisition of inflection in one

child acquiring BP. They found that while errors in the singular are rela-

tively low (2.1 per cent), errors in agreement with plural subjects occurred

at a rate of 28 per cent. The researchers argue that this high rate of error

shows that children do not acquire inflection as easily and as rapidly as is

usually thought, and that children acquire agreement on verbs in a piece-

meal fashion. However, the plural is exactly wheremost of the irregularity

of the BP agreement system occurs, and so it is not surprising that
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agreement errors would arise in the plural. When faced with a system that

has unexpected irregularities, the child simply tries to regularize the

system, resulting in error. Such errors are very common in other domains

of child language involving exceptional morphology. Consider overgener-

alization in English verb morphology: children often go through a stage

duringwhich they sometimes produce past tense verbs such as goed, runned

and eated (see Behrens Ch. 12, Section 12.2.2). In this case, children have

acquired the past tense rule of English (add -ed to the verb stem) and have

not learned that this generalization only applies to certain verbs. Children

must learn these cases one by one through positive exposure to each

example. Similarly, in BP the child has learned the regular pattern but

has not learned the irregular portions of the agreement paradigm. We

shall return to BP in our discussion in section 15.3.1.5.

15.3.1.4 Generalization 4. Grammatical subjects often omitted

Languages can be classified into those that allow null subjects (e.g. Italian,

Spanish, Japanese, Swahili) and those that require an overt subject (e.g.

English, French) with finite verbs.

(4) English Italian

a. Overt subject: I ate the cake Io ho mangiato la torta

b. Null subject: * ate the cake Ho mangiato la torta

A feature of child English is that grammatical subjects are omitted at very

high rates. Valian (1991) reports that five English-speaking children (mean

age: 2;0) produced null subjects in approximately 31 per cent of non-

imitative, non-imperative utterances. In a group of older children (mean

age: 2;5), that proportion dropped to 11 per cent. Thus as the children

matured and they began to acquire the inflectional system of their lan-

guage, a higher percentage of subjects occurred. How are subjects related

to inflection? Grammatical subjects are related to inflection and theMI in a

very real sense: the grammatical case required by subjects is referred to

either as nominative case or ergative case (depending on the kind of

language in question). Considering nominative case, within generative

frameworks of language, it is widely assumed to be assigned by some

inflectional category such as tense or agreement (which one depends on

the language and particular theory). But because subjects require case

assignment, they are very closely related to this inflectional category.

That grammatical subjects and inflectional morphology develop in child

language together in real time is therefore not a coincidence. Subjects are

inflectional in nature.

15.3.1.5 Generalization 5. Errors of omission predominate,

errors of commission are rare

When children do make errors, they overwhelmingly make errors of omis-

sion, as shown in (5). Such errors include the omission of inflectional
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elements (e.g. 5d–f), but also the omission of the ‘carrier’ of inflection, (e.g.

the copula verb in 5b and the auxiliary verb in 5c), as well as other elements

that are thought to be related to inflection, such as determiners (5a).

Examples (5a,c) are from Radford (1990), (5b) from Becker (2000), (5d) from

Brown (1973), (5e) from Demuth (1992), and (5f) from Deen (2005).

(5) Errors of omission – very common

a. Paula play ball Determiner Omission

target: Paula plays with the ball

b. I in the kitchen Copula Omission

c. baby talking Auxiliary Omission

d. He bite me Agreement Omission

e.

target:

Ø – qet – il – e

ke – qet – il – e

1sg–finish–PAST–IND4

‘I finished’

AgreementOmission, Sesotho

f.

target:

alafu a – Ø – rud – i

alafu a – li – rud – i

then 3sg–PAST–return–IND

‘Then he returned.’

Tense Omission, Swahili

Such errors are widely reported in the literature for a number of lan-

guages, including German (Poeppel & Wexler 1993), Inuktitut (Swift &

Allen 2002), Japanese (Clancy 1985), Kaluli (Schieffelin 1985), Quechua

(Courtney 1998), Polish (Smoczyńska 1985), Sesotho (Demuth 1992),

Siswati (Kunene 1979), Swahili (Deen 2002, 2005), Turkish (Aksu-Koc &

Slobin 1985) and Zulu (Suzman 1991). Not only are errors of omission

attested in a wide range of languages, within each language omission

often occurs at high rates. For example, Sano and Hyams (1994) report

that in the speech of three children acquiring English (data available on

CHILDES, MacWhinney 2000), at certain stages over 70 per cent of third

person singular verbs were missing the obligatory -s. They investigated the

speech of Eve (age 1;6–1;10), Adam (2;3–3;0) and Nina (2;4–2;5), and found

the rate of omission of -s in third person singular contexts was 78, 81 and

75 per cent, respectively.

Deen (2005) reports similar results in the acquisition of Swahili. The

Swahili verb is inflected minimally for subject agreement (SA), tense (T)

and mood, as shown in (6), and children at early stages omit subject

agreement and tense at high rates (see Table 15.1).

(6) Swahili minimal verbal complex: SA –T – V – Mood

Example: ni – li – anguk– a

1sg –PAST– fall – ind
‘I fell.’

4 IND = indicative mood.
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So the omission of inflectional morphology is crosslinguistically common

and occurs at high rates. Errors of commission (also known as errors of

substitution), while not unheard of, aremuch less common. An example of

an error of substitution is an agreement error such as ‘I eats dinner’, in

which third person agreement incorrectly occurs in a first person context.

In an analysis of the speech of ten English-speaking children (age range

1;6–4;1), Harris and Wexler (1996) identified 1,724 verbs that occurred in

the first person singular context, of which only 3 occurred with the

incorrect third person singular -s suffix – a remarkably low error rate

of 0.17 per cent. Similarly, Deen (2004) investigated the speech of two

children (age 2;10–3;0 and 1;8–2;1) acquiring Swahili, and found that the

rate of errors of agreementwere extremely low. The older child produced a

total of 3 agreement errors out of 224 verbal utterances (an error rate of

1.3 per cent), and the younger child produced 1 error out of 197 verbal

utterances (an error rate of 0.5 per cent). Table 15.2 (adapted from Sano &

Hyams 1994) shows the rate of errors in agreement in a number of children

acquiring various languages.

In calculating error rates, it is important to ensure that a fine-grained

analysis is performed so that the contexts in which errors are more prev-

alent can be identified. Consider the hypothetical data set in Table 15.3, in

which the rate of error has been calculated for each file. The overall error

rate for this corpus is 1.05 per cent (31/2, 945). Such a low error rate

confirms Generalization 5, and fits well with the rest of the data presented

in Table 15.2. However, this error ratemasks an apparent spike in errors in

file 2, where the error rate is more than 5 per cent.

Table 15.1. Rate of omission of agreement and tense in Swahili

Child Age Agreement omission (%) Tense omission (%)

Haw 2;2–2;6 72.1 70.3
Mus 2;0–2;3 54.5 40.0

Table 15.2. Rate of agreement errors in a range of languages

Child Language Age Utterances Percentage error Source

Simone German 1;7–2;8 1,732 1.0 Clahsen & Penke (1992)
Martina Italian 1;8–2;7 478 1.6 Guasti (1993/1994)
Diana Italian 1;10–2;6 610 1.5 Guasti (1993/1994)
Guglielmo Italian 2;2–2;7 201 3.3 Guasti (1993/1994)
Claudia Italian 1;4–2;4 1,410 3.0 Pizzuto & Caselli (1992)
Francesco Italian 1;5–2;10 1,264 2.0 Pizzuto & Caselli (1992)
Marco Italian 1;5–3;0 415 4.0 Pizzuto & Caselli (1992)
Gisela Catalan 1;10–2;6 81 1.2 Torrens (1995)
Guillem Catalan 1;9–2;6 129 2.3 Torrens (1995)
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Furthermore, it is possible that upon closer examination of file 2, one

might discover that a large number of errors occur only in certain contexts

or with certainmorphology or with certain lexical items – facts that would

be lost if a file-by-file analysis were not performed. In fact, this is what is

found by Rubino and Pine (1998) in their study of the Brazilian Portuguese

child discussed in section 15.3.1.3. They found thatwhile the overall rate of

error in subject–verb agreementwas in linewithother languages (44/1,464=

3.01 per cent), the rate of error was significantly higher in the plural

(14/50 = 28 per cent) than in the singular (30/1,414 = 2 per cent). Because

there aremanymore examples of singular verbs thanplural verbs,when the

data are aggregated across all contexts, it gives the impression of a very low

error rate.

However, the unusually high error rate reported for BP is not due to the

low frequency of plurals in BP, as Rubino and Pine suggest. As Deen

(2004) points out, their argument predicts that because plurals are gener-

ally rarer in child speech and child-directed speech than singular verbs,

children crosslinguistically should do worse on plural agreement. But

in the speech of two Swahili children studied by Deen, the rate of error

in the singular was very low (0.5–1.47 per cent), and there were no errors in

the plural. Deen argues that the elevated rate of errors in BP is essentially

because of the irregular nature of the agreement paradigm (see (3b)). Thus

the elevated rate of errors that Rubino and Pine report is due essentially to

Generalization 3 and not to an exception to Generalization 5.

15.4 Root Infinitives

A Root Infinitive (RI) is a verb that is marked with overt non-finite mor-

phology and that occurs in a root (main) clause. Examples of RIs from a

variety of languages are provided in (7).

(7) a. Thorsten das hab-en German

Thorsten that have-INF

‘Thorsten has that.’

b. Papa schoen wass-en Dutch

daddy shoes wash-INF

‘Daddy washes (the) shoes.’

Table 15.3. Hypothetical data set showing variation in error rates across files

File Utterances Errors Percentage File Utterances Errors Percentage

1 370 1 0.27 4 260 1 0.38
2 425 24 5.65 5 525 1 0.19
3 565 4 0.71 6 800 0 0
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c. Ferm-er yeux French

close-INF eyes

‘(I have) closed (my) eyes.’

The verbs here are not just missing inflection, but are overtly marked as

infinitives. In adult language, this is generally ungrammatical (although

non-finite verbs do occur in certain root clauses). For example, the appro-

priate form of the verb in (7a) in adult German would be the finite hat, not

haben. This could be taken as a potential exception to Generalization

5 above – that is, use of the infinitive in finite connects could be construed

as an error of commission. However, as we will see, this is not the case.

One of the most striking facts about RIs is that the occurrence of the

morphological infinitive is not a morphological error. Rather, by position-

ing the infinitival verb in a position reserved for non-finite verbs, children

exhibit knowledge that the form they are using is indeed a non-finite form.

Take German as an example. In adult German main clauses, finite

(inflected) verbs occur in the second position (8a), while infinitives occur

at the end of the sentence (8b). The boxes indicate the different forms of

the verb used in different contexts.

(8) a. Ich sehe viele Leute Finite German Verb

I see.1sg many people Verb in second position (V2)

‘I see many people.’

b. Ich möchte [ viele Leute seh-en ] Non-finite German Verb

I want [ many people see-INF] Verb in final position

‘I want to see many people.’

Following most generative approaches, in German finite main clauses the

verb must move leftward from its final position to the second position in

the clause structure. The first movement is to I(nflection) Phrase (referred

to as S in (1 )), and then a second movement to a position referred to as

C(omplementizer). The first position in the clause structure is usually

filled by the subject of the sentence, although any other element (e.g. the

grammatical object, negation, an adverb) may also be in first position. This

is referred to as the V(erb)-2 phenomenon. In non-finite sentences, how-

ever, the verb does not move leftward to C, and so it remains in sentence-

final position, as in (8b). The details of how and why this happens are not

relevant for our purposes, only that finite verbs occur in the second

position of the sentence, while non-finite verbs occur in the final position

of the sentence. Thus finiteness predicts the position of the verb in

German.

In an analysis of RIs in child German, Poeppel and Wexler (1993) found

that, with few exceptions, inflected verbs occurred in the (correct) second

position (197/208) while uninflected verbs (RIs) occurred in the (correct)

sentence-final position (37/45). That is, the use of infinitival morphology is
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not an error in the sense that the child simply lacks knowledge of the

inflectional system. Rather, the fact that children produce verbs in posi-

tions that conform to the underlying syntactic requirements shows that

children possess an understanding of the syntactic requirements of

German.5 This kind of form–position contingency has been found in

other languages, including Dutch (Wijnen 1997) and French (Pierce 1989).6

Table 15.4 lists some of the languages in which children have been

reported to produce RIs, and languages inwhich children rarely produce RIs.

Why children produce infinitives in some languages and not others is

still unclear: to date there is no satisfactory explanation. One obvious

solution is that the default verb form (if there is one) varies across lan-

guages, but this solution runs into problems once a wide range of

languages is considered.7

15.5 The source of the omission and RIs

So far we have seen that children crosslinguistically acquire inflection by

age 5 (earlier in morphologically rich languages). Initially children may

omit inflections and in some languages produce root infinitives. Both

these phenomena have the potential to inform us about the acquisition

of the MI since they both involve morphological elements that are closely

Table 15.4. Use of RIs and non-RIs

Use of RI by children Non-use of RI by children

Danish (Hamann & Plunkett 1998) Catalan (Grinstead 2000)
Dutch (Weverink 1989) Inuktitut (Swift & Allen 2002)
Faroese (Jonas 1995) Italian (Guasti 1993/94)
Flemish (Krämer 1993) Japanese (Sano 1995)
French (Pierce 1989) Quechua (Courtney 1998)
German (Poeppel & Wexler 1993) Sesotho (Demuth 1992)
Swedish (Platzack 1992) Spanish (Grinstead 2000)

Swahili (Deen 2002, 2005)
Zulu (Suzman 1991)

5 There are several additional arguments to support the conclusion that RIs are reflective of knowledge of the

syntactic requirements of the adult language. For example, RIs in child language tend to occur with null

subjects, while finite verbs tend to occur with overt subjects. This is because the absence of case features on a

non-finite verb results in the failure to license an overt subject. See Deen (2005) for summary of the

languages in which this empirical result has been reported. Additionally, RIs tend to occur in modal contexts

(e.g. Wijnen, 1997) – a property common to adult infinitives too.
6 In French, the form–position contingency relates to the position of the verb with respect to negation. Inflected

verbs in adult French occur to the left of negation (see 2a–b). Children exhibit the same form–position

contingency here too: when RIs occur, they occur to the right of negation pas, but when the verb is inflected, it

consistently occurs to the left of negation.
7 One additional question is whether children acquiring English actually use RIs. Several researchers have

argued that the bare verb used by young English-speaking children is the English equivalent of the RI

(e.g. Wexler 1994), and has the same underlying cause as the RI in other languages.
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tied to the underlying syntax. What could the source of these errors be?

There are at least three possibilities, listed in (9).

(9) a. Deficits in morphological knowledge

b. Deficits in syntax–morphology conversion

c. Deficits in syntactic knowledge.

The first (9a) refers simply to a lack of knowledge of the morphological

properties of a language. A child that has not learned, for example, the full

agreement paradigm in the target language may not know which mor-

pheme to produce in a certain context, and thus may omit morphology.

We will refer to this process as morphological learning – learning the

properties of the various inflectional paradigms in the target language.

The second (9b) is a problem with converting the syntactic representa-

tion into a morphological string. Assuming that morphological learning

has taken place, it is possible that the very algorithm for producing the

appropriate string of morphemes is somehow impeded, resulting in the

absence of the target morpheme. There are twoways that this could occur:

(i) the algorithm itself is incorrect, or (ii) processing resources to execute

the conversion are insufficient, resulting in omission of inflection.

The third (9c) is a child syntactic component that is somehow different

from that of the adult. If the underlying syntactic representation that feeds

into the conversion algorithm is somehow non-adult-like, then the output

will be similarly deviant from the adult norm. There are many classes of

theories within this category, including what I refer to as Structural

Divergence theories and Underspecification theories.

15.5.1 Morphological learning
The first possible source for the omission of inflection in child language is

that the child has simply not learned the full morphological paradigm yet,

and so is not in a position to produce the appropriatemorpheme. There are

several reasons why such an explanationmay be attractive. First, we know

that the morphological form of inflection must be learned by children on

the basis of exposure. That is, no theory of child language posits language-

specific morphemes (e.g. -ed) as innately specified. Second, we know that

the acquisition of inflection is difficult for second-language learners, and

the intuition is that this is because of the difficulty in learning morpho-

logical paradigms (think of all the memorizing involved in learning the

verb conjugations in a language like French).

While such an explanation may account for some of the errors children

produce, it faces serious problems. First, and perhaps most serious, if the

child has not learned the morphological paradigm of inflection, then we

would expect a higher rate of errors of commission. For example, if the child

only knows first and third person morphology in the Italian verbal para-

digm, then we might expect the child to use a high rate of first or third
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person morphology in second person contexts. However, as we saw earlier,

the rate of errors of commission is uniformly low across all three persons.

Second, if morphological learning is the underlying problem, we expect

children learning morphologically rich languages (like Italian and Swahili)

to acquire their morphology later than children learning languages that are

morphologically meagre – the more there is to learn, the longer it should

take to learn. But this is clearly not the case, as we saw in Generalization 2.

And finally, a lack of morphological learning cannot account for the RI

facts – despite infinitival morphology in root clauses, children nevertheless

adhere to the syntactic properties of infinitives, and when verbs are fully

inflected, they consistently occur in the correct position. This shows that

children have knowledge of the properties of the various inflectional forms.

In sum, while the absence of morphological knowledge may account for

some of the acquisition facts, few researchers take this approach seriously.

15.5.2 Morphosyntax conversion
A second possibility is that the delay in the acquisition of inflectional

morphology occurs because of a lack in ability to faithfully render the

syntactic representation into a string of morphological items. How might

this happen? Recall that this is by far the least studied aspect of the MI and

so relatively little is known about how it actually operates. To date, there

have been no proposals of a breakdown in the conversion algorithm itself.

There are several logical reasons for this. First, why is it that a child has a

different conversion algorithm? Other than the fact that inflection is

delayed, there are no logical or empirical reasons to suggest that this

process is any different from the adult. Second, how could a child learn

that a particular conversion algorithm is incorrect? What kinds of evi-

dence would inform the child that the conversion algorithm (and no

other aspect of the MI) requires revision? There is nothing known about

how this mechanism works, and so little can be said about how and why a

child could fix a problem in the conversion algorithm.

The process of conversion is undoubtedly a resource-demanding process,

involving at least the following four steps: (i) reading of the output of the

syntactic component, (ii) matching of terminal syntactic nodes to items in

the lexicon, (iii) retrieval of those items from the lexicon and (iv) assembly

into a string of morphemes. The resources required to quickly and accu-

rately execute this conversion in real time during speech is undoubtedly

substantial. And so it is possible that the processing demands are so rigorous

that an immature processor (such as that of a 3-year-old child) is simply not

powerful enough to cope (see Behrens Ch. 12, Section 12.5, for additional

perspectives on the processing approach to morphology).

There have been several proposals in the literature that suggest reduced

processing power as the source of a variety of child errors (e.g. L. Bloom

1970, P. Bloom 1990a, O’Grady 2005, Valian 1991). Perhaps the most
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well-known proposal is that of Paul Bloom (1990a), who argued that the

omission of overt grammatical subjects in child English (and presumably

other languages) is due to reduced processing capacity. Bloom argued that

the immature processor is not able to cope with the production of a full

sentence, and so the least communicatively important portions of a

sentence – grammatical subjects – are omitted by children. Subjects are con-

sidered less important for communicative purposes because often the subject

is old information, and somay be omitted without any real loss inmeaning.

Bloom’s specific proposal is that the longer a sentence, the greater the

pressure exerted on the processor – the more items to process in a single

utterance the more resource-demanding that particular utterance is. He

therefore predicts that when an utterance contains more words, the child

is more likely to omit a subject. Bloom calculated the average length of

utterances containing overt subjects and those without subjects, and found

a correlation. For example, in the speech of one child, he found the mean

length of VPwith past tense verbs when the sentences include a subject was

2.432 words (n = 44), and when the subject was null 2.833 (n = 36, a statisti-

cally significant difference). He concludes that this correlation arises because

of limits onprocessing capacity, and that as the childmatures, this processing

bottleneck opens up, reducing the rate of omission of subjects.

Bloom’s proposal is innovative in that it presents an articulated theory

of how processing limitations result in morphosyntactic effects in child

language.8 Can such an approach account for the delay in acquisition of

inflectional morphology and/or the RI phenomenon? On first blush, this

approach holds promise. It fits well with Generalization 1 (children

acquire inflectional morphology before age 5 years), since at young ages,

the child’s immature processor is not capable of coping with the pressures

of producing inflectional morphology in real time. But by age 5, the child’s

processor is powerful enough such that no omission is necessary. Second,

this approach is consistent with Generalization 5. The production of any

morphology, even incorrect morphology, requires processing resources.

So, logically, limitations on processing capacity should lead to limits on

the amount of inflection produced, not to the incorrect use of inflection

(that is, errors in commission).

However, limits on processing resources should apply to all children.

Thus children crosslinguistically would be expected to exhibit equal diffi-

culty with the acquisition of morphology, in contrast to Generalization 2

(morphologically rich languages are acquired earlier thanmorphologically

poor languages). Furthermore, the correlation between sentence length

and the presence/absence of inflection in languages other than English

does not hold. For example, Deen (2005) investigated whether the omis-

sion of subject agreement and the omission of tense in child Swahili

8 While this particular approach is now generally considered somewhat simplistic (see Hyams & Wexler 1993

for specific criticisms), it serves to illustrate the logic of this approach.
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is correlated to utterance length, and found no statistically significant

correlation for either. Thus Bloom’s explanation applies selectively to

grammatical subjects in English, which is inconsistent with the idea that

the delay in inflection stems from a general property of development in

the child’s processing capacity. In general, approaches that propose prob-

lems with processing capacity tend to predict much larger deficits in

inflection than are actually observed.We turn now to theories that suggest

deficiencies in the syntactic component of the MI result in the delay in the

acquisition of inflectional morphology, as well as the occurrence of RIs.

15.5.3 Syntax
15.5.3.1 Structural divergence

Considering Baker’s Mirror Principle, on the face of it, the significant rate

of omission of inflection might suggest that children’s underlying syntac-

tic competence is severely deficient. Models that posit gross discontinu-

ities in the syntactic component of the child grammar and the adult

grammar have been largely refuted on empirical and theoretical grounds,

but it is instructive to review the arguments.

We saw earlier that English children produce bare verbs at high rates. To

account for this phenomenon, Radford (1986) argues that children go

through a stage in which they do not have any syntactic structure above

the VP, as in (10). This area of the syntactic tree (above the VP) is often

referred to as functional structure. He argues that the use of such bare

structures is not unique to child language, since adults sometimes produce

them. For example, in sentences such as ‘I consider [John smart]’, the

second clause John smart (referred to as a small clause) is analysed as having

no functional structure, and consists of essentially the same structure as in

(10). Radford points to various similarities between adult small clauses and

child speech in that both (i) show an absence of verbal agreement, (ii) show

an absence of copula verbs, (iii) allow non-nominative subjects, e.g. ‘I

consider him /*he smart’. Radford argues that children go through this

small-clause stage at an early age, and then leave this stage as the child’s

grammar matures. All children are predicted to go through a small clause

stage, since this stage occurs because of an immature linguistic system.

Thus Radford’s Small Clause Hypothesis (SCH) is an example of a proposal

in which the child syntactic component is argued to be substantially

different from the adult syntactic component.

(10) Child syntactic structure

VP
NP

V
N
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(11) Adult syntactic structure 

IP
VP

NPI
V

N

The SCH, in its time, was influential: it accounted for a wide set of facts

in an elegant manner. However, there are problems, one of which is that

child speech is rarely devoid of all inflectional material. As pointed out

earlier, young children produce bare verbs at a rate as high as 80 per cent.

But that means 20 per cent of child utterances include the appropriate

inflectional morphology. It would be difficult to explain this if there was

no functional structure available, as the SCH holds. A second problem is

that children acquiring morphologically rich languages do not appear to

go through anything like the small clause stage that Radford hypothesized.

Italian children, for example, almost never produce bare verbs – in fact,

they produce large amounts of inflectional morphology at early ages, as

described earlier. Thus the theory that inflectional categories are com-

pletely absent in child language at early stages is not supported by the

empirical data.

15.5.3.2 Truncation

Partly in response to the problems with the small clause hypothesis, Rizzi

(1994) put forward a theory that accounts for the optionality of inflection in

child language and that has amechanism to deal with observed crosslinguis-

tic variation. Rizzi argues that for every adult sentence, the top node of the

syntactic tree is specified as a Complementizer Phrase (CP for short). The CP

is typically the position that introduceswords such as that and for in complex

sentences such as ‘I think that John is happy.’ Such words are referred to as

complementizers, and hence the label CP. The CP position is also associated

with wh-questions. Notice that question words such as who, what, which, etc.

(the so-called wh-question words) typically occur at the beginning of a sen-

tence. However, they are often interpreted in some other position. Consider

the sentence ‘What did John eat?’ The question word what is interpreted as

the object of the verb eat. This suggests that at some level, this word origin-

ates in that object position. However, because it is pronounced at the front of

the sentence, it must move from that object position to a position that is

structurally higher. This movement is shown in (12).9

9 The [e] in (12b) signifies the now-empty position from which the wh-word moved. Notice that the auxiliary

verb did is necessary in question formation of this type, and it in fact undergoes movement as well: from the

base form of ‘John did eat what’ to ‘What did John [e] eat [e]’. The auxiliary verb is unlabelled in this tree for

reasons of clarity, but see Haegeman (1991) for a clear description of how wh-question formation works

within this framework.
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(12)

a.

IP
VP

NP

N
V

I

CP

C

John

did

eat
what

b. 

IP
VP

NP

N
V

I

CP

C

John

did

eat

what

[e]

Rizzi argued that for every sentence that an adult produces, the top node of

the structure is alwaysaCP (whether aquestionornot,whether a complemen-

tizer occurs or not).10 He refers to this as an axiomof language, and something

that is obligatory for all adult speakers. Children, on the other hand, have not

set this axiomyet, and so theymay specify anynodeas the topnodeof the tree.

This means that the child utterance need only project up to, say, the VP, and

nothingabove that is everprojected.Thusasentence inwhich the topnode is a

VP is in fact a grammatical sentence for children. Rizzi refers to this as the

Truncation Hypothesis because everything above the node that is specified as

the top node is truncated (i.e. never projected). Crucial to the Truncation

Hypothesis is that any node may be specified as the top node of the tree. In

some utterances, it may be a CP (just like an adult), but in other utterances it

maybe aVP, or anyothernode.However, once aparticular node is specified as

the top node of the tree, everything below that node must be fully projected.

For example, it is not possible for the child to specify CP as the top node of the

tree, and then omit the IP from projection. So the tree in (13a) is permissible,

but the tree in (13b) is not, because it has an intervening projectionmissing.

(13)

a. 
IP 

VP 
NP 

N 
V 

I 

CP 

C 

b.  

VP 
NP 

N 
V 

CP 

C 

The benefits of this system are numerous (see Guasti 2002 for a thorough

and more technical overview of Truncation and its merits). First, because

the specification of the top node of the tree is variable, the child may

sometimes specify the top node as either CP, IP, VP or NP (that is, the object

of the verb). If the top node is specified as VP or NP, inflection will be

omitted by the child. Thus the Truncation Hypothesis has a mechanism to

10 The reasons need not concern us, but the argument is essentially one of parsimony: a system that varies

from utterance to utterance in terms of what the top node is, is inherently more difficult to learn and less

parsimonious.
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account for the optionality of inflection. Second, Truncation is compatible

with many of the generalizations listed in section 15.3.1. Because the

mechanism that correctly specifies the top node as CP matures before

age 5, omission of inflection should cease well before age 5 years

(Generalization 1). Furthermore, grammatical subjects occur within the

IP projection, and thus are vulnerable to Truncation (Generalization 4).

Moreover, because Truncation results in the omission of IP, errors of

omission are expected. However, when the top node of the tree is specified

either as IP or CP, then inflection should occur correctly. Thus errors of

substitution are expected to be rare, and the accuracy of inflection such as

agreement is expected to be very high (Generalization 5).

Truncation is a neat and elegant hypothesis that enjoys good support in

the field. However, there is a significant body of evidence that does not

comport with the hypothesis. For example, Deen (2005) shows that while

Truncation does predict some of the acquisition facts in child Swahili, there

are clause types which clearly defy the system proposed by Rizzi. In partic-

ular, the logic of the TruncationHypothesis is that the projection of the tree

occurs up to (and including) the phrase that is specified as the top node of

the tree – no intermediate phrase may be omitted. In Swahili, this hypoth-

esis may be tested very precisely because, unlike most European languages,

Swahili exhibits multiple inflectional affixes that correspond exactly to the

underlying syntactic structure. Consider (6), repeated as (14) below. The

structure of the example is provided in (15).11 Note that the hierarchical

order of the syntactic projections corresponds to the linear order of the

inflectional morphemes, in accordance with Baker’s Mirror Principle.

(14) Swahili minimal verbal complex: SA – T – V – Mood

Example: ni – li – anguk– a

1sg – past – fall – ind
‘I fell.’

(15) AgrP
TP

MoodP
VP

ni-
-li-

-a
anguk

The Truncation Hypothesis makes the following predictions with respect

to the Swahili clause. If the root is specified as VP, children should produce

verbs that occur without any inflection whatsoever (e.g. anguk from the

example in (14)). If the root is specified as MoodP, children should produce

verbs with mood, but no additional inflection (e.g. anguka). If the root is

11 AgrP = Agreement Phrase, and corresponds to Subject Agreement; TP = Tense Phrase. The order verb–

mood occurs because the verb moves leftward (much as in German) out of the VP and adjoins to Mood.

See Ngonyani (1996) for evidence of this verb movement.
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specified as TP, children should omit subject agreement, and nothing else

(e.g. lianguka). And if the root is specified as AgrP, children should produce

adult-like utterances with nothing omitted (e.g. nilianguka). Deen finds that

children as young as 2 do indeed produce most of these clause types, but

never the first one (root = VP): Swahili children never omit Mood. This is

unpredicted under Truncation. More importantly, however, Swahili chil-

dren produce large rates of utterances in which the tense morpheme is

missing, but all other inflection remains intact. This is schematized in (16):

(16) SA – Ø – V – Mood

Example: ni – anguk – a

1sg – fall – ind
‘I fell.’

Such tenseless clauses are utterly unattested in adult speech, and are

judged as categorically ungrammatical by native Swahili speakers (and

thus are very unlikely to be a product of what the children hear). Such

utterances (which at early stages make up approximately 20 per cent of

children’s verbal utterances) are problematic for the Truncation

Hypothesis since an intermediate projection (TP) appears to be omitted,

while a higher projection (AgrP) occurs. While these facts are problematic

for Truncation, they need not necessarily be seen as contradicting

Truncation. Rather, a more sensible conclusion might be that while

Truncation holds in child language, it is not the only process that leads

to omission: perhaps processes independent of truncation (e.g. phonolog-

ical processes) result in the omission of TP.

15.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we reviewed some of the major findings of the acquisition

of inflection over the last decades from a formal grammar perspective. We

discussed five broad generalizations that hold across a wide range of

languages. The focus was on two of these generalizations: children in a

wide range of languages omit inflection at high rates, and children in some

languages produce Root Infinitives – root clause non-finite verbs. We

discussed three possible sources for these two facts: morphological learn-

ing, processing factors and syntax. Within each approach, we considered

various recent theories, concluding that while each theory fares well in

some respect, no single theory is perfect.

Sowhat does thismean for the study of child language and,more broadly,

for linguistic theory? First, the empirical findings point very clearly to

significant competence on the part of the child.While child language differs

in significant ways from the target language, these differences in no way

suggest anything like a global absence of knowledge in any aspect of

language. Rather, a more informed view of child language is that it is
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by-and-large consistent with the adult language, and that any discrepancies

arise out of relatively restricted divergence from the adult grammar.

Second, no single theory is sufficient to account for the entire gamut of

child data. A realistic view of child language is one that considers different

theories, and finds a way to integrate them into a single, encompassing

model (e.g. MacWhinney 2004a), However, to move forward in under-

standing the nature of the human child and the mechanisms that go into

acquiring language, we need more sophisticated understanding of (i) each

component of the MI and (ii) the acquisition of each area of the MI. This

will require crosslinguistic data. Crosslinguistic data have become more

available over the last few decades (in part because of the CHILDES project,

MacWhinney 2000), but the number of languages on which we have data

sets and meaningful interpretations of those data is not sufficient. That

being said, data by itself is only useful if meaningful analyses can be

conducted on it.

If we are able to disentangle the Domain Problem in the acquisition of

inflection, it will inform us not only of the source of the delay in inflec-

tional morphology, but also of how the three components of the MI fit

together. Thus child language and the study of theMI hold the potential for

great discovery within developmental psycholinguistics, as well as theo-

retical linguistics and cognitive science more broadly.
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Part IV

Semantics, pragmatics
and discourse





16

Lexical meaning
Eve V. Clark

16.1 Introduction

Children produce their first words around age one. They add more, at first

rather slowly, but rapidly become adept at pronouncing longer sequences

of sounds. They then start adding to their repertoiremore quickly, and also

begin to combine single words into longer utterances. In comprehension,

they appear to go much faster and accumulate a rather larger vocabulary

earlier than in production. This asymmetry, of course, continues to hold

for adults too.

How do children go about addingwords to their vocabulary and learning

themeanings they carry? Children appear able to pick up newwords quite

readily, sometimes froma single exposure. Between the ages of one and two,

most children learn to produce between 200 and 600words, and understand

considerably more. Between the ages of two and six years, their vocabulary

grows to as much as 14,000 words. (This amounts to about nine new words

a day.) And by early adulthood, vocabularies range from 50,000 to 100,000

words (Clark 2009). But children do not learn words in isolation. They

learn individual words within the flow of conversation between adults and

children.

Adults are a major source for children’s early word acquisition because

young children infer the possible meanings of unfamiliar words from

how other speakers use them. So they learn in the course of conversation

as they observe adult usage in context. In doing this, children appear to

followmuch the same procedures as adults in trying to communicate their

own intentions while interpreting those of others. Like adults, they make

certain assumptions about communication and conversation – that speak-

ers choose the words and expressions they do for a reason, and if they

choose one word rather than another, it is because they mean something

else. That is, even very young children appear to assume there are inten-

tions guiding the adult’s choices of words, just as there are intentions



guiding a person’s actions (e.g. P. Bloom 1997, 2000, Woodward &

Guajardo 2002).

In doing this, children implicitly follow Grice’s cooperative principle

from well before they are able to fully observe all its constituent maxims.

Their earliest utterances are often impossible to interpret out of context.

Errors of omission make their utterances inconsistent with the maxim of

quantity (Say as much as you need), while errors of commission are incon-

sistent with the maxim of manner (Be clear) (Grice 1989). But as children

learn more about the meaning of each word and each construction, their

utterances become more interpretable to others, and conform more

closely to the cooperative principle in conversational exchanges.

The acquisition of a lexicon, the vocabulary of a language, is an enormous

project.Words are essential tools as speakers communicate about theworld

around them. In learning the words of a language and how to use them,

children attend first to what the adults around them say and do. Adults

in turn offer them the conventional terms to use on each occasion, and so

provide the expertise required in the transmission of a language from one

generation to the next.

16.2 Two approaches to the acquisition
of lexical meaning

How do children limit the possibilities when assigning a meaning to a

new term? One approach has been to assume that children start out with

certain built-in constraints that place limits on the initial hypothesis-space

for possible meanings that might be assigned to specific words when these

are first encountered. For example, children could assume that words pick

out whole objects (a cat, a fork, a bottle) rather than parts or properties (a paw,

a tail, a handle, a cork); they could assume that each category-type can be

designated by only oneword rather than by several alternative terms (the dog

vs. the dog, the poodle, the vandal, the guard); and that words pick out only

simple category types (cat, swing, oak), not complexes of category types (circus,

play, competition). This viewmight be characterized in terms of the following

constraints (see Markman 1989):

a. Whole Object constraint: assume that any unfamiliar word picks out a

whole object

b. Mutual Exclusivity constraint: assume that only one term can be

applied to each object-type

c. Taxonomic constraint: assume that each termpicks out a single category-

type.

Constraints like these would limit the possibilities when children assign

preliminary meanings to new words, but they also pose a problem because

theymust eventually be overridden andultimately discarded. This is because
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they are incompatiblewithhow the vocabulary of a language is structuredon

the one hand, and because they are not reflected in how adults talk to

children on the other. Notice that all languages have terms for picking out

objects, but they also have terms for actions (break, run), properties and states

(green, soft, elated), and relations (in, beside). Moreover, objects and events can

be viewed by speakers from different perspectives, with each perspective

signalled by the speaker’s choice ofwords. For example, a speakermight talk

about the family dog as the dog, our boxer, that pest, the drooler or the postal alarm.

These expressions differ in meaning, yet all of them can refer to the same

entity (Clark 1997). Adults use terms for objects and for actions, properties,

and relations when they talk to young children, and they make use of diffe-

rent perspectives onobjects and events, just as theydowhen talking to adults.

If children rely on built-in constraints early on to assign meanings to

unfamiliar words, how do they learn the meanings of words for actions,

properties and relations? That is, how do they get rid of the constraints

that would block learning in these cases? Notice, too, that their early

vocabularies do not contain only nouns, although those predominate for

children learning some languages. But children also pick up some terms

for actions and properties early on. And how do young children deal with

the fact that adults often use more than one term to refer to the same

object? If they simply drop earlier constraints to accommodate this, when

and under what circumstances do they do this? These questions remain

unanswered.

An alternative approach has been to assume that children adopt much

the same pragmatic assumptions about communication as adults. That is,

from the start they rely on something like the cooperative principle and its

attendantmaxims (Grice 1989). Central to theworking of this principle are

factors basic to all communicative exchanges: joint attention, physical co-

presence and conversational co-presence (H.H. Clark 1996). When adults

talk to each other, they tend to take these for granted. Joint attention is

fundamental in language acquisition (Tomasello 1995, Ch. 5 this volume)

because children have to learn how to connect the words being spoken

with the events being spoken of. They need to learnwhat themappings are

from words-to-world and world-to-words in order to assign meanings to

the words they are hearing. So with young children, adults often make

sure they have established joint attention with a child-addressee before

they try to convey something to that child (e.g. Estigarribia &Clark 2007). If

children are not attending, there is no way to get them to act or supply

information. In adult–child exchanges, joint attention is typically accom-

panied by physical co-presence since, not surprisingly, exchanges with

young children nearly always concern the here-and-now –whatever entity,

action or relation the conversational participants are attending to. And

this physical co-presence is accompanied by conversational co-presence:

the adult and child talk together about whatever is happening at their

locus of joint attention.
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In addition, like a dults, v ery y oung children observ e bo th c onventionality

and c ontrast i n language a nd so use specifi c wo rds for certain meanings from

the start, even when their meanings do not fully coincide with the adult’s.

The est ablished lexic on o f a lang uage is c onventio nal. That is, fo r part ic ular

meanings, there is a term (or construction) that everyone in the community

wo ul d e xpect t o be u se d. If the speaker does no t use that expression t hen,

peo ple infer, he o r she must mean s om et hi ng else. Contrast, the fac t t ha t

differences in form (in word or construction choice) mark differences in

meaning, wo rks tog et he r with conv entionali ty . The se t wo p rinciple s st em

from the assumption that language is designed for communication, and that

chi ld ren, fro m e ar ly on, tre at l angu age a s a co op era ti ve e n de av our. Jus t as for

adults, these princ iples gu id e early w ord use and word int erpretation ( Clark

1993). This leads children to attend to the conventions and so identify the

appropriate t erm s fo r use.

How do these pr ag matic f actors help children acquire the meanin gs

of new t erms? Conventionali ty should lead children to seek t he appro-

priat e terms to expr ess partic ula r meanings. I n fa ct, chil dren sig nal their

recognitio n of t he conventio nali t y o f l an guage i n two ways: first, they

aim f or ad ult targets in their o wn early word uses and repa i r t heir own

mispronunciatio ns (in as fa r as they can), and second, they ask for words

for the world around t hem f rom as early as 1;6 o r 2;0. Children al so

maintain contrasts in their own w or d u ses , opting for t he conventional

term where they know one, and otherwise, once past the stage of over-

extensions, relying on general-purpose deictics or on words coined for

the occasi on (Clark 19 9 3 ). Agai n, children give evidence for all this from

before age two.

16.3 Uptake

When children take up a new word, they pick up first on how that word

was used on that occasion: this is often called ‘fastmapping’ (seeHeibeck&

Markman 1987). They then elaborate this initial information as they learn

more about the conventional meaning of each word, connecting words

to their neighbours and relations in the same semantic domain, as well as

to their word-class and to patterns of use in specific syntactic construc-

tions. Children’s earliest meanings typically overlap to a considerable

extent with the target adult meanings – largely because their fast mapping

stems from observations of actual uses (e.g. Huttenlocher & Smiley 1987).

But their resources are limited at first, so they may over-extend many

of their early words, stretching their uses beyond adult boundaries. For

example, children’s first term for an animal, dog, say, is often over-

extended to pick out cats, sheep, squirrels, and other smallish four-legged

mammals as well, and their first term for fruit, apple or orange, may be over-

extended to a range of other small round objects such as balls, grapes,
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door-knobs, round soaps, spherical candles and so on. At the same time,

children whomake such over-extensions in production do not make them

in comprehension (Thomson & Chapman 1977). Their reliance on over-

extensions, then, reflects a communicative strategy where they stretch

available resources to refer to things they lack words for. This view is

supported by the fact that over-extensions vanish as children acquire

the appropriate words for different areas of the original over-extension.

Around the same time, typically between 2;0 and 2;6, children also start

asking innumerable What’s that? questions, as they actively solicit words

for categories they do not yet have terms for.

16.3.1 Scenarios for uptake
Children are constantly being exposed to unfamiliar words, and need to

take account of them in context. What they do with unfamiliar wordsmay

not be observable, even though they are in fact doing fast mapping in

context. Imagine a child, Anna, holding a drink container and waiting for

the adult to fill it withmilk. (She already knows the word cup, but notmug.)

The adult then says to her, “Can you give me your mug?” At this point,

Anna has only one thing to give, so she can set up inmemory what she has

inferred about the meaning of the new term mug for the next time she

hears it:

(1) Child: New word = MUG
Category: drink container

Subtype: kind of CUP

(Property ??)

This scenario can be compared to a more complex one, where the child,

here Ben, has to revise some of his immediate inferences about the use of

an unfamiliar word. He is holding two plastic animals, a dog and a cat. And

he knows the words dog and cat. But the adult says to him, “Can you hand

me the spaniel?” Ben realizes he needs to hand over one of the animals he’s

holding, but he does not knowwhich one so he guesses and hands over the

cat. And the adult responds with, “No, no, the spaniel.” From this Ben now

infers that spaniel must designate some kind of dog, so he offers the dog

instead. So his initial fast mapping for spanielmight be represented as (2a),

and his revision as (2b):

(2) a. Child: New word = SPANIEL

Category: animal (dog-and-cat)

Subtype: cat ?

b. Child: New word = SPANIEL

Category: animal

Subtype: dog
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Both scenarios require that children make pragmatic inferences about a

possible meaning in the context where they have heard an unfamiliar

word. They can then act upon those inferences as they decide, for example,

how to respond to a request (Clark 2007). Inferences like these provide

the starting point in establishing conventionalmeanings for new terms. So

their fast mapping of an unfamiliar term begins with assigning a word-

form to a referent in context, with a preliminary meaning that could be

glossed as ‘form X picks out that type of entity/property/action/relation’.

Storing some information in memory is critical for children so they can

recognize the same word the next time, and eventually try to make use of

that word themselves.

Adults also make some direct offers of words, and these offer critical

insights into the general process of uptake by children as they begin to

build up a meaning for the new word, establishing both reference and

sense, from the patterns of adult use in context, along with any other

information offered by adult speakers.

16.4 Direct offers of new words

When adults make offers of words that they judge to be new for a young

child, they typically rely on specific syntactic frames in making the offer

(Clark & Wong 2002). Typical frames include those listed in (3), where the

forms in (3c–e) are question/answer sequences where the adult supplies

both the question and the answer:

(3) a. This/that is a–––––––.

b. Those are called –––––––.

c. What is this/that? A –––––––.

d. What’re these called? They’re –––––––.

e. What is X doing? He’s –––––––.

The most readily identifiable frames are those for introducing nouns.

These nearly always contain a deictic like this or that to introduce the

new noun, as in (3a, b). Occasionally, adults use a question/answer sequence

for this (3c, d), but more often rely on such sequences to introduce a new

verb, as in (3e).

Consistently used frames are one way to highlight a new term since

what is new in an utterance is generally placed in final position. This

position carries sentential stress in English, so both position and stress

make the new word prominent. Adults also use other highlighting techni-

ques with newwords: they use them as single words some of the time, and

they tend to use a new word several times in the subsequent exchange

(Clark in press).

How do children respond to direct offers of newwords? In an analysis of

701 direct offers, I found that children tend to repeat new words in their
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next turn immediately after hearing them from the adult. They repeat

them 54 per cent of the time in the next turn, just as the child does in (4):

(4) D (1;8.2, having his shoes put on;

points to some ants on the floor): Ant. Ant.

Father (indicating a small beetle nearby): And that’s a bug.

D: Bug.
(Clark, unpublished data)

Repeats like these show that children are attending to the new word and,

in repeating it, they thereby ratify the adult’s offer. Moreover, their rate

of repetition for new words (at 54 per cent) is over double their rate of

repeating whatever information is new in the preceding speaker’s utter-

ance (at 22 per cent) (Clark 2007). That is, speakers regularly take up what

was new in the preceding speaker’s turn and treat it as given in their

own following turn. This shift of status for information from new to

given is common in conversation in general, but the amount of actual

repetition is modified by speakers’ reliance on other devices to re-refer to

an element that is now being treated as given: for instance, adults use

pronouns (he, they), demonstratives (that, in reference to an object, action,

or event), and the pro-verb do in place of full lexical verbs.With newwords,

though, repeats signal clearly that children are attending to those words

per se.

When children do not repeat the new word, they may acknowledge it

with mmh, yeah, uh-huh, or yes (9 per cent of the time). Or they may simply

continue with a semantically consistent response. While this would count

as an acknowledgement in an adult–adult exchange, it’s harder to assess

whether such responses from children in fact indicate attention to and

uptake of a new word.

Adults do not stop there. They typically go beyond the offer of the word

itself, as in (4), and provide childrenwith additional information about the

referent of that word. This information may allow the child to distinguish

the referent from near-neighbours, identify distinctive features of various

kinds, and so offermore hooks for the child’s later use of theword in other

appropriate contexts. Take the parent–child exchange in (5):

(5) M(1;10, picking up a toy walrus

and putting her finger on a tusk): Big nose.

Father: No. Those are TUSKS.

M: Tusks.
Father: They’re like big teeth.

(Clark, unpublished data)

After the child M repeats the newword tusks, her father adds a comparison

to teeth to distinguish tusks still further from the child’s initial proposal.

In adding information about the referent on such occasions, adults license

extended inferences in context about the meaning of the new word just
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offered. Consider the exchange in (6) and the information the adult offers

after providing a new word:

(6) Mo (looking at a

picture of some owls in a

book with the child):

What are these?

Those are birdies.

Ch (1;7.19): birdies.
Mo: And the name of these kinds of birdies

they call owls. (mother points at the

picture) And they say “hoo-hoo”.

Ch: hoo.
(CHILDES: NewEng 20)1

After the child’s repeat of birdies, the mother first ratifies the child’s use

and then adds the term for the particular sub-kind of bird involved, owls.

Then she picks up on a distinctive characteristic of owls, namely the sound

theymake, hoo-hoo. So this child can infer both that an owl is a kind of bird,

and that it is identifiable from the particular sound it makes. In short,

adults consistently license further inferences about the meaning of the

new word by adding information pertinent to the referent and hence the

use of the target word (Clark 2002).

In offering further information, adults may appeal to the child’s mem-

ory of shared experiences, as in (7):

(7) Parent to child (2;8.11, with a

picture of someone walking

up a hill, presenting the

adjective steep):

They’re–, they’re– he’s climbing up a

hill. It’s a STEEP hill because it goes…

high! It goes high. It goes really high

really fast. So it’s STEEP. Can you say

STEEP? STEEP.2

Child: Steep!
Parent: Steep. Do you like steep hills? Do you

remember – Do you know we walked

up some steep hills this morning on

our walk – when we were looking for

rocks?

(Clark in press)

And they appeal to the child’s current knowledge about near-neighbours

of the target referent of a new word, as in (8):

(8) Parent to child (3;3.7,

with a picture of some birds;

first talks about bird-types

already known to the child, including

And this one? This one, it

looks a bit like a sea-gull. Do

you remember seeing sea-

gulls at the beach?

1 Examples from the CHILDES archive are identified by corpus name and file number.
2 Capitals signal emphatic stress.
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blue-jays and chickadees, then

leads up to the new word, tern):

Child: Mm –hm.

Parent: This one, looks a bit like a

sea-gull, it’s called a TERN.

(Clark in press)

Adults often offer quite extensive information about the category type by

talking about classmembership, parts, properties (including characteristic

sounds), motion and function. They also link new words to information

about habitat and history, as well as mentioning any personal connections

to the referent.

Some typical new-word offers, accompanied by such information, are

given in (9)–(13) for some inclusion relations, a property, a part, a function

and a comparison with a near neighbour, respectively;

(9) Mother (to Christina, 1;7.7): That’s another cat. But that’s a

different kind of cat.

It’s a cub. It’s a baby lion.

(CHILDES: NewEng 20)

(10) Naomi (2;7.16): What is it?

Father: Those are cobblestones.

That’s a street made out of stones.

(CHILDES: Sachs 68)

(11) Sarah (2;3.19, points to picture of bare foot of boy sitting in chair)

Mother: That’s his foot.

Sarah: Foot.
Mother: There’s his toes. Where’s his toes?

Sarah: Toes dere.

(CHILDES: Brown/Sarah 3)

(12) Adam (3;2.0): I fold [?hold] my sword.

Mother: Hmm?

Adam: I fold my sword.

Mother: You’re folding your sword?

That’s a knife for cutting chicken.

(CHILDES: Brown/Adam 24)

(13) Child (2;11, looking at a book with mother)

Mother: Do you know what that one is?

Child: Ummm.

Mother: I don’t know if you know what that one is.

Child: That’s a snake.

Mother: It looks like a snake, doesn’t it? It’s called an eel. It’s like a

snake only it lives in the water. And there’s another one.

(Gelman et al. 1998)
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In effect, adults offer a range of information that will help children keep

one referent-type distinct from another, and allow them to begin setting

up a meaning for the target word, based on any inferences they have been

able to make from the information offered.

16.5 Putting meanings together

Children start to combine words they can already produce sometime

between age 1;2 and 2;0, to produce two-word utterances like more read,

ball there, mummy sock, or no cup. But these combined meanings can be hard

to interpret out of context. As L. Bloom (1971) pointed out, an utterance

like mummy sock may be intended to convey very different meanings,

depending on whether the child is identifying the agent who is putting

on the child’s sock, or identifying the possessor of the sock. As children

add inflections on nouns and verbs, as well as other grammatical mor-

phemes, the meanings of their early word combinations become clearer.

And they too can start tomake use of functionwords like the and can aswell

as of noun and verb inflections. These all offer preliminary information

about the kind of thing an unfamiliar word designates on that occasion,

namely some kind of object vs. some kind of action. They also become

aware that prepositions often mark relations, and adjectives denote pro-

perties (e.g. Fisher 2002b, Fisher et al. 2006, Hall 2000).

Children can make some use of part-of-speech information from as

young as 1;5 when they are able to distinguish proper names from count

nouns (e.g.He’s Dax vs.He’s a dax), and by 2;6-3;0, they can distinguish count

nouns from mass nouns (e.g. That’s ruk vs. That’s a ruk). At this age, they

can distinguish adjectives from proper names: they extend an unfamiliar

adjective (He’s very daxy) to anything else with the same property but

restrict the proper name (Daxy) to the original referent. But can they use

what they already knowabout a familiarword tomake inferences about an

unfamiliar one that co-occurs with it?

What happens when young two year olds are asked to pick out

the referent of an unfamiliar noun used with a familiar verb? In one

study, children aged 2;0 and 2;6 were first tested on familiar combinations

(e.g. feed + horse, read + book, or drink + coffee) to make sure they knew what

the verbs meant. They then heard those verbs combined with unfamiliar

nouns and chose probable referents for those nouns from sets of four

pictures. They had to identify the referent of the object-noun in sentences

containing a familiar verb combined with an unfamiliar noun as direct

object, as in ‘Themummy feeds the ferret’. The childrenmade appropriate

choices at levels well above chance. And a day later, they reliably remem-

bered which picture they had chosen as the referent for each unfamiliar

noun. Children the same age were also tested on familiar verbs (e.g. ‘Show

me something to feed’, followed by a set of four pictures) to see whether
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they had already identified the relevant properties for the object-type (not

mentioned) that typically went with each verb. They did even better in this

task than in the previous one when they had to take the unfamiliar noun

into account as well (Goodman et al. 1998).

Studies like this back up the observational research on how adults

talk about objects and events, and the effects such talk has on children’s

acquisition of the relevant patterns in a language. Consider the way adult

speakers of English and Korean talk about spatial relations. In English,

speakers use the verb put in combination with prepositional phrases

headed by in, for all kinds of containment, as in (14):

(14) a. Put the apples in the bowl.

b. Put the cassette away in its case.

In Korean, speakers use two different verbs for ‘put in’, one for loose-fit

relations like the one described in (14a), and another for tight fit, in (14b)

(Choi & Bowerman 1991). This distinction that adults make in Korean, but

not in English, shapes children’s acquisition of how to talk about contain-

ment from the start, and leads young Korean and English children to

categorize spatial arrays differently because of how their language enco-

des the relevant spatial relations (Choi et al. 1999).

Adults, of course, display to children in their everyday speech the rela-

tions that hold between verbs and their direct objects, as well as many

other patterns of collocation, some involving large classes of co-occurring

terms, others restricted to smaller sets or to single idioms. But the range of

verbs than can occur with a specific noun, as well as the set of nouns that

can occur with a particular verb, offer children important information

about how to construct linguistic categories as well as how to construct

utterances appropriate for talking aboutmany kinds of objects and events.

They learn, for example, that a verb like open in English usually involves the

removal of some kind of impediment to access: open the door, open the brief-

case, open the jam jar, etc. but not *open the light, *open the tap, or *open the apple,

whereas in French, the meaning of ouvrir ‘to open’ appears to mean some-

thing more like ‘allow access to’, and therefore applies to lights (providing

light), taps (allowingwater to run) and radios (making the sound audible), as

well as to doors, windows and briefcases, for instance, although not to such

entities as apples and shoes (see also Bowerman 2005).

In summary, children can identify the probable referents of newnouns by

drawing (in part) on what they already know about relevant verbmeanings.

And they can do this as young as age 2;0. This is consistent with other

experimental studies of word learning where, after a few exposures to

an unfamiliar (nonsense) word in context, children can identify new instan-

ces of possible referents from an array of candidate objects (e.g. Clark &

Grossman 1998). In actual conversation, of course, children are continually

exposed to a much larger range of nouns for the kinds of things that can be

fed or drunk or read, and they hear a range of interconnected uses linking
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familiar and unfamiliar terms all the time (e.g. Bowerman 2005, Callanan

1985, Weizman & Snow 2001).

16.6 Semantic domains

As children learn more words, these can be organized into semantic

domains. One domain might comprise all their words for animals and

for their young (dog and puppy, cat and kitten, horse and foal) for example,

along with some superordinate terms like animal and, eventually,mammal.

They hear associated words for actions specific to each kind of animal, for

specific sounds (bark, neigh, bray, roar, etc.), and specific kinds of motion

(trot, gallop, slither, etc.). They also hear other terms drawn from domains

like food, habitat and general development (e.g. Callanan 1985, Clark &

Wong 2002). Many of these terms occur in adult follow-ups to explicit

offers of new words, where adults talk about distinguishing properties

(fur, feathers, stripes), sounds (roar, squeak, growl), typical locations (zoo, farm,

field) and activities (hunt, creep, fly). Adults also list other similar kinds in

order to ‘place’ the new word offered in the relevant semantic domain, as

in There’s a lion, a leopard, a tiger and a CHEETAH, and they link basic-level

terms to a subordinate or superordinate term, as in That dog is a spaniel or

A seal is an animal. They often offer near-neighbours that contrast with the

term under discussion. For example, in talking about size, whether a toy

truckwill fit under a bridge, say, parentsmay use not only big and small, but

also wide (said of the road or the vehicle), and high and low (in relation to a

bridge) (e.g. Ebeling & Gelman 1994, Rogers 1978).

Some domains take years to acquire, and the meanings children assign to

each termmay shift as they addwords that cut up the conceptual spacemore

finely and learn more about how to use each one (e.g. Ameel et al. 2008,

Andersen 1975). Many domains themselves become interconnected by all

the terms they share in common. Dimensional adjectives like tall or long, for

instance, apply to artifacts and to natural categories of all kinds. Many verbs

apply to entities drawn frommultiple domains. And so on. Inmany domains,

though, even after several years, childrenmay know little beyond somebasic

contrasts in meaning. For instance, they may know, by age six, that the

words oak and elm both designate trees, but not be able to identify any

instances. That is, they have acquired part of the lexical meaning but they

have not yet established the reference for either word. This state of affairs is

not unusual: it holds for most adults in some domains as well.

16.7 Words to fill lexical gaps

Children coin new words from an early age. These supplement the estab-

lished words that they have picked up so far. Young two year olds use
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nouns as verbs for actions where they do not yet know any established

word (e.g. It bows [how a violin works], I broomed her ‘hit her with a [toy]

broom’, Can I fire the candle? ‘light the candle’, Don’t hair me ‘brush my hair’,

Daddy’s rugging ‘vacuuming’, You have to scale it first ‘weigh’). They construct

noun–noun compounds to talk about sub-kinds (e.g. plate-egg vs. cup egg for

‘fried’ vs. ‘boiled’ eggs; house-smoke vs. car-smoke for ‘smoke from a chimney’

vs. ‘exhaust’, tea-sieve vs. water-sieve for a small strainer vs. a large one). And

by 3;0 they also use some derivational affixes like agentive and instrumen-

tal -er (e.g. I’m a good cooker! ‘cook’, You’re the sworder and I’m the gunner , The

rainer ‘person who drives away the rain’, That’s a climber ‘ladder’, I’m gonna

turn off the driver ‘ignition key’, The pounder ‘hammer’) (Clark 1993).

Languages offer a variety of means for the coining of words. The main

devices are compounding and derivation, and different languages favour

each of these to differing degrees. Germanic languages, for instance, tend to

use a lot of compounding for both nouns and verbs, as well as derivation,

while Romance languages favour derivation, especially with suffixes, and

make much less use of compounding. Within a language, some options are

productive for the expression of specific meanings. For example, English

-er, added to a verb root, is more productive for the construction of new

agent nouns than either -ist or -ian. Yet -ist is locally productive in scientific

domains and in music as an agentive suffix (Clark 19 93 ).

In children’s coinages, the choices of word-forms for new words depend

on several factors. One is transparency of meaning: they construct new

words from familiar forms that they already know. This accounts, in

English, for early uses of nouns transformed into verbs where children

lack a verb for the action they want to talk about, and for noun–noun

compounds used to designate objects they want to talk about. Both these

word-form types are also relatively simple to construct (they do not require

any morphological changes to the roots involved). Simplicity of form is

another factor children favour, especially when their knowledge about

the structure of words is still limited. With denominal verbs, there are no

changes to be made in going from the source noun to the new verb. Much

the same holds for noun–noun compounds, where themainmodification is

the imposition of a primary–tertiary stress pattern on the new compound.

One can see these two factors at work in child coinages like magic-man (for

magician) and volcano-y (for volcanic). Magic-man is transparent (magic + man)

and simple, as is volcano-y (volcano + adjectival -y). Notice that inmagician, the

relation tomagic is obscured by the change from final k to sh before the -ian

suffix. In volcanic, the change from volcano lies in the second vowel that

changes value with the addition of the -ic suffix. These aspects of word

formation tend to be mastered only after children have learnt to read.

The other factor that children appear sensitive to is the productivity of

the form–meaning relation used in constructing an innovative word-form.

Productive word-formation patterns in each language are those favoured

by adult speakers for specific meanings such as agentive nouns, locative
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nouns, instrumental verbs and so on. So the frequency with which chil-

dren hear particular word-forms that they can analyse also plays a role.

Children pick up on the more productive options in a language first, and

only later learn the less productive options available (Clark 1993).

Innovative words are subject to the same pragmatic principles as

the rest of the lexicon: new words constructed by the speaker cannot

carry the same meaning as an existing word because conventional terms

pre-empt any innovations that would carry exactly the same meaning. In

effect, coinages must contrast in meaning with existing words. Many

coinages from children fail to observe this constraint: they fill the mean-

ing slot for which there is an existing word (but the children do not yet

know that word). The novel verb to scale temporarily fills the slot for the

conventional verb weigh. The novel compound car-smoke fills the slot for

the conventional noun exhaust, and the derived form climber fills the slot

for the conventional noun ladder. These innovative forms do not contrast

in meaning with the existing conventional forms. They are therefore

forms that children will have to give up once they learn the conventional

forms. However, it can take time for them to discover that their own

coinage in fact has exactly the same meaning as the form used by adult

speakers. Finally, innovative words fill lexical gaps for both adult and

child. And as children learn more words, they become less likely to coin

words that are in fact pre-empted by terms that are already there.

16.8 Meaning beyond the word

Speakers often implicate a meaning that they do not express directly.

Rather, they let the addressee infer what they mean from what they say.

Consider the exchange in (15):

(15) A. Have you read The Kite-Runner?

B. I’ve read Chapter 1.

From this response, Speaker A infers that B has not yet read the whole

book, and so cannot simply answer with “yes”. But B has started the

book so “no” is not a possible answer either. Like adults, children can

make inferences from context about the speaker’s intended meaning,

as in (16):

(16) Father tapping the edge of D’s bowl with a spoon at breakfast –

D (1;11.28): Herb hitting bowl.

Father: Why was I hitting your bowl? Why was I hitting your

bowl?

D: ∂ eat ∂ cornflakes. (D picked up his spoon and finally took

a mouthful)

(Clark, unpublished data)
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While children readily make such inferences in context, can they make

them when the inference depends on the wording for some scale applied

to the event? Scales can involve quantifiers like some and all, where the use

of the term some in conversation typically implicates not all. Or a scale may

be based on general (encyclopedic) knowledge about parts vs. wholes,

where an action affecting only a part would implicate that the action did

not apply to the whole. Or the scale might be an ad hoc one, established in

context. For instance, if a task involved three separate subevents, and only

one of these was completed, this would imply that the task as a whole

remained unfinished.

Can childrenmake the necessary inferences to interpret such scales and

derive the relevant scalar implicatures? In fact, children do well from age

four on when they are presented with scenarios like those in (17) or (18),

and asked to judge whether the puppet involved deserves a reward for

completing the task or not:

(17) Quantifier scale: The lion is told he has to eat four oranges and if he

does, he’ll get a reward; he retires inside a doll’s

house to eat in peace. When he comes out, the

adult asks him: Did you eat the oranges?

Lion: I ate some.

(18) Encyclopedic scale: The dog has to paint the house, and if he does,

he gets a reward. He goes off to paint, and

when he returns, the adult asks: Did you paint

the house?

Dog: I painted the roof.

The responses in these scenarios imply that the lion and the dog respec-

tively failed to complete their tasks and so should not receive a reward.

Four year olds make this judgment readily, and withhold the reward. But

the same children give the reward in cases where the task is completed,

as in (19):

(19) The bear has to fix a broken chair. He goes off to fix it then returns,

and when he returns, the adult asks: Did you fix the chair?

Bear: I fixed it but it was hard.

Overall, children made appropriate judgments for all three types of scale

examined – quantifier (as in (17)), encyclopedic (as in (18)), and ad hoc

(Papafragou & Tantalou 2004).

Children’s ability to infer intentions emerges early (P. Bloom 1997), but

they take longer to learn to identify the implicatures that can accompany

uses of specific lexical items in specific contexts, just as they take several

years to learn how determiners like the and a indicate the given vs. new

status of a noun phrase (compare He saw the dog vs. He saw a dog). Learning

lexical items is one thing: children pick up words readily in context and
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make use of the information available in assigning thempreliminarymean-

ings. But learning just how each word can be used often takes much longer.

16.9 Conclusion

When children learn word meanings, they take advantage of any informa-

tion available in context, and make use of joint attention along with

physical co-presence to identify the intended referents on each occasion.

By correlating joint attention and physical co-presence with the words

being used by the adult, children can start on the mapping required as

they assign meanings to words. Their earliest meanings result from fast

mapping, and may be more limited in scope than the adult’s meaning

for the same term or expression. Establishing meanings that are closer to

the adult’s conventional meanings takes time, and may proceed rather

slowly as children accumulate observations of adult usage as well as addi-

tional information about each referent-type and how it differs from its

neighbours.

Words are critical elements in many larger expressions: when they

appear in idioms, children may have to interpret them differently from

when they occur outside those particular contexts of use. Compare bucket

in She filled the bucket with milk and He kicked the bucket last week. Children

typically learn non-idiomatic uses of words before they learn idiomatic

ones. At the same time, children begin to learn all sorts of collocations

among words from the moment they start to combine words into larger

(syntactic) units. And, in some cases, they may limit their early combina-

tions to a particular collocation, using a specific noun only with the definite

article, and not with an indefinite or a deictic, say, or using a specific verb

only with one particular noun as direct object. Here too, as children learn

more details about the meanings of the words involved, they begin to use a

wider range of combinations to express the meanings they intend, and in

doing so, extend the scope of each syntactic construction they are producing

(Clark & Kelly 2006, Tomasello 2003).

Lexical meanings are an essential tool for speakers in communicating

with others, but words are accompanied in conversation by gaze, by

gesture and by affect as well. It is the combination of all these factors

that children must master in order to convey their intentions to others. To

achieve that, they need to attend not only to the initial context of usewhen

they are first exposed to an unfamiliar word, but also to the myriad uses

they observe subsequently. They need to take in the contexts of use plus

any added information adults provide about referent-types, whether these

are objects, actions, properties or relations. And they need to relate what

they learn about each word to any other words that belong in the same

semantic domain, that collocate with that word, or that make some more

specialized use of it in an idiom or in some figurative extension.
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17

Sentence scope

Stephen Crain

17.1 Introduction

At Logan Airport in Boston, a sign reads: ‘All airplanes do not carry pets’.

Clearly, this sign is intended to convey themessage ‘Not all airplanes carry

pets’ and not the message ‘No airplanes carry pets’. Once on board, pas-

sengers view a video reviewing the safety features of the aircraft. The video

concludes with these instructions: ‘If you do not understand any of the

safety features of this aircraft, please ask a flight attendant for assistance.’

Clearly, the intendedmessage here is ‘If there is any safety feature that you

do not understand’, not ‘If you fail to understand every safety feature.’ As

these examples illustrate, sentences that contain more than one logical

operator (e.g. not, every, any) are open to interpretation. The alternative

interpretations are due to the scope of the operators. The notion of scope is

much the same in human languages and in logic. In the sentence ‘Every

airplane doesnot carry pets’ there are twopossible scope relations involving

the operators every and not. On one reading the universal quantifier every

takes scope over not. A paraphrase of this reading is: No airplanes carry pets.

On a second reading not takeswider scope than every. A paraphrase is: Not all

airplanes carry pets. The same scope ambiguities arise in logic.

This chapter reviews some of the literature on children’s mastery of

scope relations among linguistic expressions in human languages. Two

main issues are addressed. One is the extent to which children and adults

carve up scope relations along the same lines as standard logic. We will

consider a broad range of cases. The second issue is whether or not

children and adults assign the same readings to sentences with more

than one operator, and if not, why not. These are vexing issues, and far

from settled, but the findings from the literature on child language reveal

a great deal about the emergence of semantic competence in human

languages. Before we turn to child language, it will be useful to briefly

review the relevant aspects of scope in classical logic.



17.2 Disjunction and negation in human languages

17.2.1 Semantic scope
Suppose you and your friends Gen and Ted often go to lunch together.

Ted usually orders either sushi or pasta. Today, however, Ted doesn’t

order sushi and he doesn’t order pasta. Later you overhear Gen tell some-

one “Ted didn’t order sushi or pasta.”Would you agree? Adult speakers of

English would agree. Textbooks of logic would also agree. In classical

logic, the formula in which disjunction is in the scope of negation is

¬(A ∨ B). The truth conditions associated with this formula exclude the

possibility of A, and they exclude the possibility of B. And in English, the

statement ‘Ted didn’t order sushi or pasta’ excludes the possibility that

Ted ordered sushi and the possibility that Ted ordered pasta. So, it looks

like English disjunction generates a conjunctive entailment when it

appears in the scope of local negation, as in one of De Morgan’s laws:

¬(A ∨ B) ⇒ (¬A ∧ ¬B).
The conjunctive entailment of disjunction only holds if disjunction

is interpreted as inclusive-or, as in classical logic. To see this, consider

the truth-conditions of disjunction (inclusive-or). A statement of the form

(A ∨B) is true in three cases: (i) if A is true but not B, (ii) if B is true but not A,

and (iii) if both A and B are true. A statement of the form (A ∨ B) is false,

therefore, only if both A and B are false. This means that the negation of

(A ∨ B), namely ¬(A ∨ B), is true just in case both A and B are false. It follows

that ¬(A ∨ B) logically entails (¬A ∧ ¬B).1

In human languages, then,we can determinewhether or not disjunction

corresponds to inclusive-or, as in classical logic, by asking whether nega-

tive statements with disjunction give rise to conjunctive entailments. We

already witnessed one relevant example from English, “Ted didn’t order

sushi or pasta.” This sentence generates a conjunctive entailment, i.e. ‘Ted

didn’t order sushi and Ted didn’t order pasta.’ This is prima facie evidence

that disjunction is interpreted as inclusive-or in English. The story is more

complex in other languages, aswewill see, butwewill also see that there is

considerable overlap between logical and human languages, including

child language.

1 The truth tables in (i) can be used to affirm this logical equivalence.

(i)

A B A ∨ B ¬(A ∨ B) ¬A ¬B ¬A ∧ ¬B

0 0 0 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 0 1 0 0

1 0 1 0 0 1 0

1 1 1 0 0 0 0
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17.2.2 Syntactic domains
To generate a conjunctive entailment, disjunction must be in the scope of

negation. In logic, scope is determined by bracketing. In human languages,

syntactic structure generally determines semantic scope. That is, the scope

of two logical operators is often determined by examining the structural

position of these operators in the constituent structure of the sentence.

The key to the structural relationship in human languages is known as

c-command. One operator A has scope over another operator B if and

only if A c-commands B.2 For example, in (1a) the negation operator (not)

c-commands disjunction (or). Consequently, the sentence (1a) yields a

conjunctive entailment. That is, (1a) entails that if the news didn’t surprise

Karl or Jeb, then it didn’t surprise Karl and it didn’t surprise Jeb. By,

contrast, the negation operator does not c-command disjunction in (1b),

so a conjunctive entailment is not generated. Rather, (1b) is true in three

circumstances: (i) if Karl was surprised, but not Jeb, (ii) if Jeb was surprised,

but not Karl or (iii) if both Karl and Jeb were surprised.

(1) a. The news that Bush won did not surprise Karl or Jeb
b. The news that Bush did not win surprised Karl or Jeb

17.2.3 Inverse scope
Sometimes syntactic position does not guarantee semantic scope in

human languages. For example, (2) is the Japanese translation of the

English sentence ‘Ted didn’t order sushi or pasta.’ Adult speakers of

Japanese do not judge (2) to generate the same conjunctive entailment as

it does in English, namely that Ted did not order sushi and did not order

pasta. Rather, adults judge (2) to mean that ‘Ted didn’t order sushi’ or ‘Ted

didn’t order pasta.’ In logic, the corresponding form is (¬A ∨ ¬B), which

does not entail (¬A ∧ ¬B).

(2) Ted ga sushi ka pasuta o tanomanakatta.

Ted NOM sushi or pasta ACC order-NEG-PAST

‘It’s sushi or pasta that Ted did not order, but I don’t know which one

he did not order’

Although the Japanese disjunction operator ka in (2) is c-commanded by

negation in the surface syntax, ka is interpreted as if it has scope over

negation. Pursuing a suggestion made in Szabolcsi (2002), Goro (2004)

proposed that languages vary in the way they interpret disjunction in

simple negative sentences. This crosslinguistic variation is due to a para-

meter. According to the parameter, there are two classes of languages. In

one class, which includes Japanese, disjunction is a ‘positive polarity item’.

In the other class, which includes English, disjunction is not a positive

2 An expression A c-commands another expression B if there is a path that extends upwards to the first

branching node above A, and then proceeds downwards to B.
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polarity item. By definition, a positive polarity item must take scope over

negation. English some meets this definition of a positive polarity item, as

(3) illustrates. If some were interpreted within the scope of negation, the

sentence would mean ‘Ted didn’t eat any kangaroo’. Instead, it means

there is some kangaroo that Ted didn’t eat.

(3) Ted didn’t eat some kangaroo.

Meaning: There is some kangaroo that Ted didn’t eat

Let us indicate the parameter value on which disjunction takes scope

over negation as (OR > NEG), and the other value as (NEG > OR). The

Japanese setting of the parameter is (OR > NEG). On this setting, disjunc-

tion has scope over negation. So disjunction does not yield a conjunctive

entailment in simple negative sentences like (2). By contrast, the English

setting of the parameter is (NEG > OR), with negation taking scope over

disjunction. So, ‘Ted didn’t order sushi or pasta’ generates a conjunctive

entailment, as in one of De Morgan’s laws: ¬(A ∨ B) ⇒ (¬A ∧ ¬B). At first
glance, it looks as though Japanese fails to adhere to De Morgan’s laws in

simple negative sentences, but since disjunction takes scope over negation

in simple negative sentences in Japanese, De Morgan’s laws are simply not

operative in these sentences.

Positive polarity items (e.g. English some, Japanese ka) are interpreted as

having scope over negation just in case the positive polarity item and

negation are in the same clause. However, if negation appears in a higher

clause than the one containing the positive polarity item, then negation

takes scope over the polarity item, if negation c-commands disjunction.

Example (4) illustrates this for English some.

(4) You’ll never convince me that Ted ate some kangaroo.

Meaning: You’ll never convince me that Ted ate any kangaroo.

17.2.4 Logic and language reunited
If the Japanese disjunction operator ka is a positive polarity item, then

Japanese is expected to adhere to DeMorgan’s laws in sentences in which

negation appears in a higher clause than the clause that contains ka. This

prediction is confirmed, as the examples in (5) illustrate. Disjunction

generates a conjunctive entailment in both structures, so the Japanese

sentences and the corresponding English sentences have the same

meanings.

(5) a. Gen ga Ted ga sushi ka pasuta o tanonda to iwanakatta.

GenNOM Ted NOM sushi or pasta ACC order-PAST that say-NEG-PAST

‘Gen didn’t say Ted ordered sushi or pasta’

Meaning: Gen didn’t say Ted ordered sushi, and she didn’t say Ted ordered

pasta
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b. Gen ga Ted ga sushi ka pasuta o tanomu no o minakatta

GenNOMTed NOMsushi or pasta ACC order-Prt Nmlzr ACCsee-NEG-PAST

(Prt: Present, Nmlzr: Nominalizer)

‘Gen didn’t see Ted order sushi or pasta’

Meaning: Gen didn’t see Ted order sushi, and she didn’t see Ted order pasta.

Examples like those in (5) indicate that Japanese adheres to De Morgan’s

laws after all. When negation appears in a higher clause than the

clause that contains disjunction, a conjunctive entailment is generated

in both Japanese and in English, despite differences in word order.

Notice that the disjunction operator, ka, precedes negation in Japanese,

whereas or follows negation in English. This is because Japanese is a verb-

final language and negation is attached to the verb. Nevertheless, the

Japanese example yields the same truth conditions as its counterpart in

English (and all other languages, as far as we know). This shows that the

interpretation of disjunction does not depend on linear order. What mat-

ters is constituent structure and the structural relations among expressions

(e.g. c-command).

17.3 Disjunction and negation in child language

17.3.1 De Morgan’s laws in child English
There have been several experimental studies of English-speaking

children’s interpretation of disjunction in the scope of negation. These

studies have revealed that 3- to 5-year-old English-speaking children are

aware of the adult interpretation of sentences with disjunction and nega-

tion. A representative example is an experiment by Crain et al. (2002) using

the Truth Value Judgment task. Two experimenters were needed to con-

duct the study. One acted out the stories using the toy props, and the other

manipulated a (wizard) puppet. While the story was being acted out, the

puppet watched alongside the child. During each trial, the story was

interrupted so that the puppet could make a prediction about what he

thought would happen. Then the story resumed, and its final outcome

provided the experimental context against which the subject evaluated

the puppet’s earlier prediction. The puppet repeated his prediction at the

end of each story, and then the child subjectwas askedwhether the puppet

has ‘said the right thing or the wrong thing’. If the child indicated that

the puppet had been wrong, they were asked to explain ‘what really

happened’.

On a typical trial, sentence (6) was uttered by the wizard puppet as a

prediction about how events would unfold in a story. It subsequently

turned out that the girl who stayed up late received a jewel, but not a

dime.
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(6) The girl who stayed up late will not get a dime or a jewel.

The English-speaking children correctly rejected sentences like (6) in exper-

imental contexts suchas this. Children’s stated reason for rejecting (6)was that

the girlwho stayedup latehad received a jewel. This invites the inference that,

in children’s grammars, (6) generates a conjunctive entailment – that the girl

will not receiveadimeand shewill not receivea jewel. This shows thatEnglish-

speaking children adhere to De Morgan’s laws in simple negative sentences.

It is worth noting that the same children accepted sentences like (7) in

the same context. As in (6), negation precedes the disjunction operator in

(7). However, negation does not have scope over the disjunction operator

in (7), so the sentence does not generate a conjunctive entailment. Instead,

(7) implies that the girl will either get a dime or a jewel. We will call this a

‘disjunctive’ interpretation.

(7) The girl who didn’t go to bed will get a dime or a jewel.

Children’s different responses to (6) and (7) demonstrate their knowledge

that constituent structure, and not linear order, governs semantic scope.

17.3.2 De Morgan’s laws in child Japanese
So far, we have seen that English-speaking children adhere to DeMorgan’s

laws in simple negative sentences; disjunction licenses a conjunctive

entailment in such sentences, both for children and adults. By contrast,

for adult speakers of Japanese, a conjunctive entailment is generated only

if negation resides in a higher clause than the clause that contains dis-

junction (see the examples in (5)).When disjunction ka appears under local

negation in simple negative sentences like (8), adult speakers interpret ka

as a positive polarity item, so it takes scope over negation. Therefore, (8)

does not generate a conjunctive entailment for adult speakers of Japanese.

(8) Butasan-wa ninjin ka pi’iman-wo tabe-nakat-ta
pig-TOP pepper or carrot-ACC eat-NEG-PAST

Literally: ‘The pig didn’t eat the pepper or the carrot’

Meaning: The pig didn’t eat the pepper or the pig didn’t eat the carrot.

What about child speakers of Japanese? Based on considerations of

language learnability, Goro (2004) made an intriguing prediction – that

Japanese-speaking children would initially generate a conjunctive entail-

ment in simple negative disjunctive sentences, in contrast to adult spea-

kers of Japanese. This predictionwas based on the observation that the two

settings of the positive polarity parameter stand in a subset/superset rela-

tion. On the Japanese setting of the parameter, disjunction takes scope

over negation (OR > NEG). Therefore, (8) is true in three different sets

of circumstances: (i) when the pig didn’t eat the carrot, but did eat the

pepper, (ii) when the pig didn’t eat the pepper, but ate the carrot, and
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(iii) when the pig didn’t eat either one. On the English setting of the

parameter, the English counterpart to (8) is true just in case (iii), when

the pig didn’t eat either the carrot or the pepper. So, on the English setting

of the parameter (NEG > OR), simple negative statements with disjunction

are true in a subset of the circumstances corresponding to such statements

on the Japanese setting of the parameter (OR > NEG).

Suppose children learning English start off assuming the Japanese setting

of the parameter (OR > NEG). If so, these children would judge the sentence

‘Ted didn’t order sushi or pasta’ to be true if (i) Ted didn’t order sushi, but

ordered pasta, or if (ii) Ted didn’t order pasta, but ordered sushi, or if (iii) Ted

ordered neither. As a matter of fact, the sentence is true only in the last

of these circumstances. So, English-speaking childrenwho have ‘misset’ the

parameter would have to expunge those truth conditions that are not

consistent with the correct parameter value (NEG > OR). The problem of

‘unlearning’ turns out to be particularly vexing, as it would require special

input from adults, such as corrective feedback. As far as we know, such

input is not available to children in sufficient abundance to guarantee that

all children achieve the correct parameter setting (see e.g. Pinker 1990).

Away out of this dilemma is for children to initially choose the parameter

setting that makes sentences true in the most restricted set of circumstan-

ces. Then, if the initial setting is incorrect for the local language, there will

be ample positive evidence pointing out the need to switch the setting to

the one that generates a wider range of truth conditions. This solution to

the learnability problem is called the semantic subset principle (Crain et al.

1994). The principle dictates that, whenever parameter values are in a

subset/superset relation, children initially select the subset value.

In the present case, the semantic subset principle anticipates that child-

ren’s initial setting will be the subset reading (NEG > OR), even in lan-

guages like Japanese, where adult judgments reflect the alternative setting

(OR>NEG). If so, Japanese-speaking childrenwould be expected to initially

interpret (8) in the same way the corresponding sentences are interpreted

in English. Based on this line of reasoning, Goro (2004) predicted that

Japanese-speaking children would generate a conjunctive entailment for

disjunction in the scope of negation, even in simple negative sentences.

The prediction was confirmed in an experimental investigation of 4- and

5-year-old Japanese-speaking children by Goro and Akiba (2004). They

found that the Japanese-speaking children consistently licensed a conjunc-

tive entailment in response to statements like (8).

17.4 Disjunction in the scope of the universal quantifier

17.4.1 The two arguments of the universal quantifier
It will be useful to introduce an additional distinction. Structurally, the

universal quantifier every combines with the subject noun phrase to form
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a grammatical unit, e.g. every student or every student in this room. The subject

noun phrase that every combines with is called its ‘Restrictor’. Once every

combines with its Restrictor, the entire quantificational expression com-

bines with the predicate phrase (e.g. swims, speaks French or Spanish). The

predicate phrase is called the Nuclear Scope of the universal quantifier. So,

every student swims would be represented as: Every R[student] NS[swims].

Suppose you and your friends Gen and Ted board an international flight.

During the flight, Gen and Ted order pasta for their meals, but you order

sushi. Later, every passenger who ordered pasta, including Gen and Ted,

become ill. But, fortunately, you feel fine. Now, suppose you overhear Gen

tell someone: “Everyone who ordered pasta or sushi became ill.” Would you

contradict Gen, saying “No, I ordered sushi, and I feel fine.” That’s what

English-speakers would do. Moreover, if the sentence ‘Everyone who ordered

pasta or sushi became ill’ is translated into Japanese, Russian, or Chinese, the

sentences in these languages also carry the same conjunctive entailment –

that everyone who ordered sushi became ill and everyone who ordered pasta

became ill (contrary to fact). This shows us that disjunction licenses a con-

junctive entailment in the Restrictor of the universal quantifier every:

(9) Everyone who ordered sushi or pasta became ill.

Everyone R[who ordered sushi or pasta] NS[became ill]

Meaning: everyone who ordered sushi became ill

and
everyone who ordered pasta became ill

In (10) the phrases (ordered sushi or pasta and became ill) are reversed. This

allows us to see how disjunction is interpreted in the Nuclear Scope of the

universal quantifier. As indicated in (10a), when disjunction resides in

the Nuclear Scope, it receives a disjunctive interpretation (cf. example (7)).

The critical point is that disjunction does not license a conjunctive entail-

ment in the Nuclear Scope of the universal quantifier, as indicated by the ‘*’

in (10b).

(10) Everyone who became ill ordered sushi or pasta.

Everyone R[who became ill] NS[ordered sushi or pasta]

a. for every x (x = person), if x became ill, then x ordered sushi or x

ordered pasta

b. * → everyone who became ill ordered sushi and everyone who

became ill ordered pasta

The asymmetry in the interpretation of disjunction in the Restrictor versus

the Nuclear Scope of the universal quantifier is summarized in (11).

(11) a. Every R[ … or … ] NS[……………]

= Conjunctive Entailment

b. Every R[ ….…….… ] NS[…. or …….]

= Disjunctive Interpretation
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17.4.2 Disjunction and universal quantification in child language
Several studies have investigated the truth conditions children associate

with disjunction in the Restrictor and in the Nuclear Scope of the universal

quantifier. One, by Gualmini et al. (2003), asked 3- to 5-year-old English-

speaking children to judge sentences including (12) and (13), produced by a

puppet.

(12) Every woman bought eggs or bananas.

(13) Every woman who bought eggs or bananas got a basket.

Sentence (12) was presented to children in a storywhere some of thewomen

bought eggs, but none of them bought bananas. The child participants

consistently accepted (12) in this condition, showing that they assigned a

‘disjunctive’ interpretationwhendisjunction is in theNuclear Scope of every.

In another experimental condition, the same children were presented with

sentence (13) in a context in which the women who bought eggs received a

basket, but not the women who bought bananas. The child participants

consistently rejected the test sentences in this condition. This finding is

taken as evidence that children generated a conjunctive entailment of dis-

junction in the Restrictor of every. This asymmetry in children’s responses

demonstrates children’s knowledge of the asymmetry in the two arguments

of the universal quantifier – the Restrictor and the Nuclear Scope.

17.4.3 More on the scope of universal quantification
17.4.3.1 Isomorphism and inverse scope

Consider sentence (14), and the two (informal) meaning representations

(14a, b):

(14) Every boy is riding an elephant.

a. For every boy x, there is a y (y = elephant), x is riding y

b. There is a y (y = elephant), for every x (x = boy), x is riding y

In (14a), the universal quantifier every takes scope over the existential

quantifier there is, so the meaning is: For every boy, there is a possibly

different elephant that the boy is riding. The order of the operators is

reversed in (14b) resulting in the meaning: There is an elephant such that

every boy is riding that elephant. Since the quantificational expression every

boy takes scope over (i.e. c-commands) an elephant in the constituent struc-

ture for (14a), this is called the ‘isomorphic’ interpretation. The alternative

reading, in (14b), is called the ‘inverse scope’ interpretation. On both read-

ings, however, the universal quantifier every ranges over the denotation of

the subject noun, boy, and the existential quantifier ranges over the deno-

tation of the object noun, elephant.

The isomorphic interpretation and the inverse scope interpretation tend

to crop up whenever there are two operators. For example, in sentences
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with the universal quantifier and negation, as in (15), the sentence gives

rise to an isomorphic reading and an inverse scope reading. On the iso-

morphic reading of ‘Every horse did not jump over the fence’, the subject

noun phrase, every horse has scope over negation, (15a); the sentence is true

only if none of the horses jumped over the fence. On the inverse scope

reading, negation has scope over every horse, (15b), so the sentence denies

the claim that every horse jumped over the fence. So, on the inverse scope

interpretation, ‘Every horse did not jump over the fence’ is true if at least

one horse didn’t jump over the fence.

(15) Every horse did not jump over the fence.

a. For every x (x = horse), ¬[x jumped over the fence]

b. ¬ For every x (x = horse), [x jumped over the fence]

17.4.4 Isomorphism in child language
In some languages, certain types of sentences with two operators are

judged to have only the isomorphic reading. For example, adult speakers

of Mandarin Chinese judge sentences like (16) to license the isomorphic

interpretation (16a), but not the inverse scope interpretation, (16b).

Similarly, the isomorphic interpretation dominates for (17), with the uni-

versal quantifier every horse taking scope over the indefinite noun phrase a

fence.

(16) A horse jumped over every fence.

a. there is an x (x = horse), for every y (y = fence), x jumped over y

b. *for every y (y = fence), there is an x (x = horse), x jumped over y

(17) Every horse jumped over a fence.

a. for every x (x = horse), there is a y (y = horse), x jumped over y

b. *there is a y (y = fence), for every x (x = horses), x jumped over y

In groundbreaking research, T. Lee (1991, 1997) tested children acquiring

Chinese on a range of sentence structures with two operators. Although

children’s responses differed from adults in certain respects, the main

finding was that, by age 7, children responded like adults in assigning

the isomorphic interpretations of sentences like (16) and (17).

Surprisingly, experimental studies of English-speaking children sug-

gested that they, too, have an inherent preference for the isomorphic

interpretation of sentences with two operators. One source of evidence

was a study of children’s productions by O’Leary and Crain (1994). These

researchers designed the target sentences to evoke specific negative senten-

ces from children. For example, in one story, it turned out that one dinosaur

didn’t find anything to eat, but all the others did. When the puppet pro-

duced his version of what happened in the story, he got it wrong, as

illustrated in (18). In response, children often used the indefinite NP some-

thing in the scope of negation:
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(18) Puppet: Every dinosaur found something to eat.

Child: No, this dinosaur didn’t find something to eat.

Meaning: this dinosaur didn’t find anything to eat.

For adults, the sentence ‘This one didn’t find something to eat’ is odd

because something is a positive polarity item, and hence must take scope

over negation. So the sentence means ‘there is something that the one

dinosaur didn’t find to eat’ but that wasn’t what happened in the story.

Clearly, children were using something to mean anything. This suggests that

children intended the isomorphic interpretation in their reply to the puppet

in (18). Children were not simply repeating the expression used by the

puppet, because they consistently replaced anything by something in another

experimental condition (e.g. Puppet: “Only one of the dinosaurs found

anything to eat.” Child: “No, every dinosaur found something to eat.”)

Other studies also appear to support the conjecture that children ini-

tially adopt the isomorphic interpretation. For example, Musolino (1998)

found that children rejected (19) if one of the horses did not jump over

the fence. It would seem that they interpreted (19) to convey the meaning

-none of the horses jumped over the fence- (the isomorphic interpreta-

tion), rather than the meaning -not all of them did- (the inverse scope

interpretation).

(19) Every horse didn’t jump over the fence.

17.4.5 Inverse scope in child language
In several recent studies, however, it has been demonstrated that children

are able to compute the inverse scope interpretations of sentences with

two (or more) operators. The critical experimental factors that are prereq-

uisite to children’s understanding of the alternative interpretations of

scope ambiguities were investigated by Gualmini (2004). By attending to

the felicity conditions on the use of negative sentences, Gualmini was able

to evoke both isomorphic and inverse scope interpretations from children

across a range of structures, including ones like (20) (also see Crain et al.

1996). A central idea in constructing felicitous contexts was anticipated by

Bertrand Russell, who pointed out that ‘perception only gives rise to a

negative judgment when the correlative positive judgment has already

been made or considered’ (1948: 138). This is called the ‘condition of

plausible denial’.

By satisfying the condition of plausible denial, Gualmini (2004) demon-

strated children’s knowledge of an asymmetry in the scope relations of not

and some in the Restrictor versus the Nuclear Scope of the universal

quantifier in sentences like (20) versus (21). In (20) the positive polarity

item some has scope over not, resulting in the inverse scope reading. In (21),

the universal quantifier cancels the polarity sensitivity of some, so not and

some retain their surface scope positions in the meaning representation.
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Therefore, (21) licenses an isomorphic interpretation. Children’s behavi-

oural responses to (20) and (21) indicate knowledge of this asymmetry in

scope relations.

(20) Every smurf didn’t jump over some hurdle.

Every R[smurf] NS[did not jump over some hurdle]

= Inverse scope Interpretation

(21) Every smurf who didn’t jump over some hurdle cried.

Every R[smurf who did not jump over some hurdle ] NS[cried]

= Isomorphic Interpretation

17.4.6 Children’s difficulties in assigning scope
Research has uncovered systematic non-adult responses to sentences con-

taining the universal quantifier by preschool and even school-age children,

beginning with work by Inhelder and Piaget (1964). Consider the picture in

Figure 17.1. Is (22) an accurate description of the picture?

(22) Every boy is riding an elephant.

If you are like most adults, you judge (22) to be a correct description of

the picture. From a logical point of view, the sentence is true because every

member of the set denoted by the subject noun, boy, has the property

expressed by the predicate phrase, is riding an elephant. Once you verify

that every member of the set of boys is riding an elephant, you judge the

sentence to be true. The ‘extra’ elephant, the one not being ridden by a boy,

Figure 17.1 The extra-object condition
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may have puzzled you, but it does notmake the sentence false, because the

range of the universal quantifier every does not extend to the denotation of

the object noun, elephant. The adult analysis is represented in (23).

(23) For every x (x = boy), there is a y (y = elephant), x is riding y

In contrast to adults, preschool and even school-age children sometimes

reject (22) as an accurate description of the picture in figure 17.1. When

children are asked to explain these negative responses (Experimenter:

“Why not?”), children are likely to point to the ‘extra’ elephant. We will

describe three accounts of children’s non-adult behaviour in response to

sentences like (22).

17.4.6.1 The event quantification account

Onone analysis, children produce non-adult responses to (22) because they

demand symmetry (i.e. a one-to-one relation) between the boys and ele-

phants. Consequently, children’s non-adult performance has been called

‘the symmetrical response’. The truth conditions associated with the

symmetrical response can be represented using two universal quantifiers,

each ranging over a different noun, boy versus elephant, as in (24). Notice

that one universal quantifier ranges over the subject noun, boy, and a

second universal quantifier ranges over the object noun, elephant. On the

adult interpretation, with only a single universal quantifier, the truth

conditions are limited to those represented in (24a), and do not extend to

those in (24b).

(24) Every boy is riding an elephant.

a. For every x (x = boy), there is a y (y = elephant), x is riding y

AND

b. For every y (y = elephant), there is an x (x = boy), x is riding y

‘For every boy, there is an elephant that the boy is riding, and for

every elephant, there is a boy riding that elephant.’

Obviously the sentence ‘Every boy is riding an elephant’ does not contain

two universal quantifiers, so the truth conditions in (24) must be derived

from a semantic analysis that contains only a single every. One account

of children’s symmetrical response, by Philip (1995), is called the ‘Event

Quantification account’.

According to this account, children analyse sentences like ‘Every boy is

riding an elephant’ using an ‘event’ variable (‘e’), rather than variables that

range over individuals (e.g. ‘x’ and ‘y’). On the Event Quantification

account, children’s symmetrical response eventuates because the univer-

sal quantifier every ranges over events in which either boys or elephants

participate. So, both the subject noun, boy, and the object noun, elephant,

appear in the Restrictor of every. The denotations of these nouns form a

disjunction, events in which boys participate (‘PART’) and ones in which

elephants participate. The analysis is (informally) represented in (25).
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(25) EVERY e R[ PART(boy, e) v PART(elephant, e)] NS[e = boy-riding-

elephant]

Recall that when the universal qualifier, every, has scope over disjunction

in the Restrictor, disjunction licenses a conjunctive entailment (see 11a).

(26) EVERY R[ … or … ] NS[……………] Conjunctive Entailment

Therefore, the representation in (25) yields both (27a) and (27b), from

which the truth conditions associated with children’s symmetrical

responses immediately follow. To see this, compare (27) with (24).

(27) a. EVERY e R[PART(boy, e)] NS [e = boy-riding-elephant]

AND

b. EVERY e R[PART(elephant, e)] NS [e = boy-riding-elephant]

Despite its success in explaining children’s symmetrical responses, the

Event Quantification account fails to explainmany of the findings reported

in the literature. For example, children acquiring Mandarin Chinese do not

manifest symmetrical responses to sentences like ‘All the men are carrying

water-buckets’ in contexts with extra water buckets, not being carried by

any of the men (Lee 1997). Moreover, by age 7 children acquiring Mandarin

consistently assign an existential wide-scope interpretation to instructions

like (28),which they interpret as an instruction to lay a single towel on every

child (Lee 1991). On the EventQuantification account, there should be a one-

to-one correspondence between towels and children.

(28) (Child’s Name) gai yitiao maojin zai meige xiaohai shenshang

lay one-CL towel at every-CL child body-on

‘(Child’s Name) lays a towel on every child’

The Event Quantification account also fails to explain the findings of

studies in which the same linguistic expression is interpreted differently

by children depending on its hierarchical position in constituent structure.

For example, we reported evidence that children know that disjunction

licenses a conjunctive entailment in the Restrictor of the universal quanti-

fier, but not in the Nuclear Scope. The standard partitioning of sentences

places the subject noun phrase in the Restrictor and the predicate phrase in

the Nuclear Scope (see Section 17.4.1) On the Event Quantification account,

however, the Restrictor contains both the subject phrase and also compo-

nents of the predicate phrase. By altering the contents of the Restrictor in

this way, the event quantification account fails to explain children’s sensi-

tivity to differences in the meaning that depends on preserving the distinc-

tion between subject and predicate in constituent structure.

17.4.6.2 The salience account

A second account of children’s non-adult interpretation of sentences like

‘Every boy is riding an elephant’ is offered by Drozd and van Loosbroek
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(1999) (cf. Geurts 2003). Children differ from adults in response to such

sentences, according to Drozd and van Loosbroek, depending on which of

the sets of objects mentioned in the sentence, boys or elephants, is more

‘discourse active’, i.e. more salient in the context. Let us call this the

‘Salience account’. On this account, when the set of boys is discourse active,

the sentence is given the adult analysis by children, as in (29). However,

when the set of elephants is more salient, the sentence ‘Every boy is riding

an elephant’ is analysed by children as in (30). Children respond “No” when

they adopt the analysis in (30), due to the ‘extra’ elephant. In short, the

Salience account introduces two occurrences of the universal quantifier,

one ranging over the subject noun, boys, and one ranging over the object

noun, elephants.

(29) Every boy is riding an elephant.

For every x (x = boy), there is a y (y = elephant), x is riding y

‘For every boy, there is an elephant which that boy is riding’

(30) Every boy is riding an elephant.

For every y (y = elephant), there is a x (x = boy), x is riding y

‘For every elephant, there is a boy riding that elephant’

On the adult analysis in (29), children say “Yes” in the extra-object con-

dition, evenwhere there is an ‘extra’ object, an elephant not being ridden by

a boy. When the set of elephants is discourse active, therefore, children are

expected to say “Yes” if every elephant is being ridden by a boy, even if there

are ‘extra’ boys, ones not riding elephants. This prediction of the Salience

account was investigated in a study by Meroni et al. (2006). On one trial,

children were shown a picture in which there were four tigers, three of

them holding balloons. The test sentence on this trial was (31).

(31) Every tiger is holding a balloon.

The study was designed to see if children would accept (31) if the

balloons were discourse active. To make the balloons highly salient, the

experimenter made a special point of the fact that there was a beautiful

butterfly on each balloon. Nevertheless, the 3- to 5-year-old children who

participated in the experiment consistently rejected the target sentences.

In short, children did not behave as predicted by the Salience account.

17.4.6.3 The condition of plausible denial

Children who give non-adult responses to sentences with the universal

quantifier, sometimes give adult-like responses in the same experimental

contexts. Therefore, both the Event Quantification account and the

Salience account propose that children’s grammars permit two analyses

of sentences with the universal quantifier, a non-adult interpretation and

an adult-like interpretation. This raises a learnability problem, because the

input from adult speakers of the local language will always be consistent
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with one of children’s interpretations, namely the adult interpretation. It

is difficult to see how, on either account, children could purge their

grammars of the non-adult interpretation.

In addition to this theoretical difficulty, children’s non-adult responses

fail to emerge in certain experimental tasks, such as the Truth Value

Judgment task (Crain et al. 1996). Crain et al. use this observation to argue

that children’s successful performance in the Truth Value Judgment task is

due to the satisfaction of the condition of plausible denial (see section

17.5.3). Essentially, the proposal is that a sentence is felicitous if it answers

a question that was under consideration in the discourse context. It is

pragmatically felicitous to use the sentence ‘Every boy rode an elephant’

if the question at issue is ‘Did every boy ride an elephant?’ This felicity

conditionwas satisfied inTruthValue Judgment tasks byhaving someboy(s)

consider riding a donkey but, in the end, deciding to ride an elephant, just

like the other boys. In such experimental contexts, children consistently

perform like adults in responding to sentences with a universal quantifier,

regardless of the salience of the denotation of the object noun.

17.5 Disjunction in the scope of focus expressions

17.5.1 Disjunction and focus expressions in adult language
The final topic is the acquisition of focus operators.Wewill discuss English

only and its counterpart in Japanese, dake. Suppose you, your friends Gen

and Ted, and several others go out to lunch. Today, Ted orders sushi, rather

than pasta. You order beans, and everyone else orders beans or rice. Later,

you overhear Gen tell someone “Only Ted ordered sushi or pasta.” Would

you agree with your friend? That’s what English-speaking adults would do.

Moreover, if the sentence ‘Only Ted ordered sushi or pasta’ is translated

into Japanese, Russian or Chinese, the sentences in these languages have

the same meaning. The sentences convey two messages: (a) that Ted

ordered either sushi or pasta, and (b) that everyone else didn’t order

sushi or pasta. This second meaning component, moreover, licenses a

conjunctive entailment – everyone else did not order sushi and everyone

else did not order pasta. The same conjunctive entailment is licensed in

other languages. These observations are summarized in (32).

(32) Only Ted ordered sushi or pasta.

a. Ted ordered sushi or pasta. = Disjunctive Interpretation

b. Everyone else (being contrasted with Ted) didn’t order sushi or

pasta. = Conjunctive Entailment

Meaning: Everyone else didn’t order sushi and everyone else didn’t order

pasta.

Following Horn (1996), the meaning of a sentence with the focus opera-

tor only, such as (32), can be decomposed into two conjoined propositions.
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The first proposition pertains to the focus element, Ted. This meaning

component is called the presupposition. Roughly, the presupposition is the

original sentence without the focus operator, as shown in (32a). The second

meaning component is an entailment generated by the focus operator. This

meaning component is called the assertion. The assertion pertains to a set of

individuals being contrasted with the element in focus (here, Ted), as illus-

trated in (32b). The assertion entails that the property being attributed to the

individual in focus is not a property of anyone in the contrast set.

If the English sentence is translated into Japanese, or any other language

as far as we know, the resulting sentence has the samemeaning. Consider

the Japanese counterpart to (32), namely (33).

(33) Ted dake ga sushi ka pasuta o tanonda

Ted only NOM sushi or pasta ACC order-PAST

Presupposition: Ted ordered sushi and pasta.

= Disjunctive Interpretation

Assertion: Everyone else didn’t order sushi or pasta.

= Conjunctive Entailment

Recall that the disjunction operator, ka, takes scope over negation in

Japanese, in simple negative sentences in which disjunction and negation

are both contained in the same clause. Notice that the assertion of example

(33) is the simple negative sentence ‘Everyone else didn’t order sushi or

pasta.’ The assertion is given in Japanese in (34).

(34) Hoka no daremo ga sushi ka pasuta o tanomanakatta

else GEN everybody NOM sushi or pasta ACC order-NEG-PAST

‘Everyone else didn’t order sushi or pasta’

Meaning: It’s either sushi or pasta that everyone else didn’t order

There is a paradox here. The English sentence ‘Only Ted ordered sushi or

pasta’ and its Japanese counterpart both make the same assertion, namely

that everyone being contrasted with Ted did not order sushi, and everyone

did not order pasta. Yet, if the assertion ‘Everyone else didn’t order sushi or

pasta’ is produced in Japanese, it does not carry a conjunctive entailment.

Japanese-speaking children will be hard-pressed to ‘learn’ the meaning of

the assertion in sentences with the focus operator dake, since thismeaning

cannot be expressed in a simple negative sentence with ka.

This suggests that the status of ka as a positive polarity item, with scope

over negation, is a ‘surface’ phenomenon. If ka is introduced as part of an

entailment that is generated by a sentence with the focus operator dake, as

in (34), then ka retains its position within the scope of negation. And the

interpretation of ka in the assertion is consistent with De Morgan’s laws.

That is, ‘Everyone else didn’t order sushi or pasta’ entails that everyone

else didn’t order sushi and everyone else didn’t order pasta. This further

reinforces the conclusion that disjunction in human languages is inclu-

sive-or, as in classical logic.
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17.5.2 Disjunction and focus expressions in child language
Recent experimental research has sought to determine whether or not

children know the two meaning components of sentences with a focus

expression: English only, Japanese dake. As noted earlier, 4- to 5-year-old

children appear to know that or licenses conjunctive entailments in cer-

tain contexts, e.g. under negation, and in the Restrictor of the universal

quantifier every. So, children’s interpretation of or was used to assess their

knowledge of the semantics of only (Goro et al. 2005). The research strategy

in these experiments was to investigate children’s interpretation of dis-

junction or/ka in the presupposition of sentences with the focus operator

only/dake in one experiment, and the meaning of the assertion in a second

experiment. One of the test sentences was (35).

(35) English: Only Bunny Rabbit will eat a carrot or a green pepper.

Japanese: Usagichan-dake-ga ninjin ka piiman-wo taberu-yo.

rabbit-only-NOM carrot or green pepper-ACC eat-dec

Under the decomposition analysis, the meaning of the sentences in (35)

can both be partitioned into two meaning components, as in (36).

(36) a. Presupposition: Bunny Rabbit will eat a carrot or/ka a green pepper

b. Assertion: Everyone other than Bunny Rabbit will not eat a carrot

or/ka a green pepper

Within the presupposition component, the disjunction operator or yields

disjunctive truth conditions: Bunny Rabbit will eat a carrot or will eat a

green pepper. Suppose that children assign the correct interpretation to or/

ka in the presupposition. If so, children should assign these disjunctive truth

conditions, and not the conjunctive entailment of disjunction, so they

should accept sentence (36) in the situation where Bunny Rabbit ate a

carrot but not a green pepper. This is Experiment I.

In the assertion, or/ka licenses a conjunctive entailment – everyone else

will not eat a carrot and they will not eat a green pepper. Consequently, if

children assign the correct interpretation to or/ka in the assertion, they

should reject (36) in the situation in which Cookie Monster ate a green

pepper (while, again, Bunny Rabbit ate a carrot but not a green pepper).

This is Experiment II. To summarize, if children understand both the

presupposition and the assertion of ‘Only Bunny Rabbit will eat a carrot

or a green pepper’, then they should accept it in Experiment I, but reject it

in Experiment II.

Virtually identical experiments were conducted with English-speaking

and Japanese-speaking children, to compare their linguistic behaviour.

The experiment employed the Truth Value Judgment task. The main

finding was that both English-speaking children and Japanese-speaking

children consistently accepted the test sentences in Experiment I, and

consistently rejected the test sentences in Experiment II. The two groups

of children showed no significantly different behaviour in interpreting
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disjunction within sentences containing a focus operator, only versus

dake.

The high rejection rate in Experiment II shows that children assigned

conjunctive entailments to disjunction in the assertion component of sen-

tences with the focus expression only/dake. Children’s consistent rejections

in Experiment II suggests that they are computing the covert meaning

component that is associated with focus operators. Both English-speaking

children and Japanese-speaking children were able to compute the derived

logical truth conditions of disjunction in the scope of a focus operator. This

computation requires children to compute contrast sets, an ability that has

been questioned in the literature (cf. Paterson et al. 2003). The fact that

Japanese-speaking children comprehend the meaning of the assertion,

despite the difficulties associated with ‘learning’ this meaning from experi-

ence (especially in Japanese), invites the conclusion that disjunction is

innately specified as inclusive-or.

17.6 Conclusion

In classical logic, disjunction generates a conjunctive entailment when it

appears in the scope of negation, as in one of De Morgan’s laws: ¬(A ∨ B) ⇒
(¬A ∧ ¬B). The conjunctive entailment of disjunction is licensed only if

disjunction is interpreted as inclusive-or, as in classical logic. In human

languages, then, we can determine whether the interpretation of disjunc-

tion accordswith classical logic by askingwhether disjunction gives rise to

a conjunctive entailment when it appears in the scope of negation. Indeed,

a conjunctive entailment is licensed in English in simple negative senten-

ces, as in the example ‘Ted didn’t order sushi or pasta’. This sentence

entails that Ted didn’t order sushi and Ted didn’t order pasta. In some

other languages, however, disjunction does not generate a conjunctive

entailment in simple negative sentences. These languages include

Japanese and Chinese. But, in contrast to adults, young children learning

Japanese and Chinese take disjunction to license a conjunctive entailment

in simple negative sentences. Clearly, children acquiring Japanese and

Chinese are not simply matching the adult input. Apparently, children

appeal to a primitive (innate) concept of disjunction, namely inclusive-or.

Despite variation across languages, as far as we know, all languages

generate a conjunctive entailment in certain constructions. For example,

a conjunctive entailment is generated when negation resides in a higher

clause than the clause that contains disjunction. Two other putative

linguistic universals have been advanced, also involving disjunction.

One is that disjunction licenses a conjunctive entailment in the scope

of (the Restrictor of) the universal quantifier. The second universal is that

disjunction licenses a conjunctive entailment in the scope of (the asser-

tion) of certain focus expressions, such as English only. The findings of
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experimental investigations reveal that even preschool children know

these and other subtle facts about the interpretation of disjunction in the

scope of other linguistic expressions. Taken together, the findings from

crosslinguistic research and from studies of child language are evidence

of the considerable overlap between the meanings of the logical vocabu-

lary of classical logic and the corresponding expressions in human lan-

guages, including child language.
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18

Sentence processing

Jesse Snedeker

18.1 Introduction

Human language comprehension is so effortless that it often appears instan-

taneous. Someone speaks, and we understand them without any awareness

of how. It is only when we step back and examine the structure of language

that it becomes clear just how complex this ability is. To understand speech,

we must: transform the acoustic input into a phonological representation,

identify each word that is spoken, integrate these words into a structured

syntactic and semantic representation and then use that representation to

determine what the speaker intended to convey.

Figure 18.1 illustrates these processes and how theymight be connected.

The solid arrows represent a pared-down theory of how information flows

through the systemduring comprehension.Most theorists posit additional

connections between the different levels of processing but they disagree

about whether these interactions are immediate or delayed.

The field of sentence processing examines the combinatorial processes

that follow word identification – syntactic analysis, semantic interpreta-

tion and pragmatic processing. Until recently there was little research that

examined children’s sentence processing. Thiswas largely attributable to a

lack of appropriate paradigms. Research on adult language comprehen-

sion had relied on reading paradigms, dual-task studies andmetalinguistic

judgments of words or utterances. While these methods provided sub-

stantial insight into the mature processing system, the findings for

young children were often difficult to interpret. In recent years a number

of new techniques have been developed which allow us to study how

children comprehend spoken language with more natural tasks.

There are several reasons for studying children’s sentence processing.

First, it is a critical but poorly understood aspect of child development. By

four or five years of age, children have mastered the basics of their native

language and amassed an impressive vocabulary. But we know little about



how they employ this knowledge as they are listening. Are young children

able to understand sentences as rapidly as adults? Or is it wiser to slow

down when we speak to them? Do they arrive at essentially the same

interpretation as adults? Or is our communication with children jeopar-

dized by systematic differences in how we resolve linguistic ambiguity?

Mapping the development of language processing could also shed light on

somedevelopmental disorders. For example,many childrenwithAsperger’s

syndrome and Attention Deficit Disorder have problems following spoken

instructions, despite average or even superior performance on standardized

tests of lexical and grammatical abilities. Sensitive measures of online

comprehension could allow us to explore whether these problems stem

from deficits in language processing, in contrast with deficits in pragmatic

abilities, attention or motivation.

Studying children’s language processing may also provide insight into the

architecture of the adult language comprehension system. There is general

consensus that adults are able to rapidly integrate many sources of informa-

tion to arrive at a syntactic and semantic analysis of an utterance. But there is

considerable controversy about precisely how this is done. Some theorists

Acoustic
Proc essing 

Phono logical
Proc essing

Word R etrieval

Semantic
Analysis

Pragma tic
Proc essing

Syntactic
Pars ing

Prosod ic
Proce ssing

Figure 18.1 A sketch of the processes involved in comprehending spoken language. The
solid arrows represent the bottom-up connections that are a part of all theories. The dotted
arrows represent the pathways explored in section 18.4.
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believe that adult language processing is massively interactive (that every

process in Fig. 18.1 connects with and directly influences every other proc-

ess). Others believe that the flow of information through the system is more

constrained (or modular). For example, some theorists propose that during

initial comprehension, information from one level flows solely to the level

immediately above it. In these modular theories, there is typically a second

stage of processing in which a wider range of information sources is used to

refine and revise the initial analysis. With experience these revision pro-

cesses may become so rapid and automatic that it becomes difficult to find

evidence of the initial modular stage. Tracing the development of language

comprehension in developmental time could help resolve this debate. In the

absence of a blueprint,wemaybe able to discover the underlying structure of

sentence processing by watching the building go up.

Finally, studies of children’s sentence processing inform the study of

language acquisition. As we will see in section 18.5, processing studies can

provide data on the nature of children’s linguistic representations which

bear directly on theories of acquisition. In addition, sentence processing

constrains language acquisition. Children acquire language in part on the

basis of the utterances they hear. What they learn from an utterance will

depend on how they represent it, which in turn will depend on the

comprehension process itself (Fodor 1998b).

In this chapter I will briefly describewhat we know about adult sentence

processing and introduce some of the methods that are used in children’s

sentences processing. Then I will review two lines of work: one on ambi-

guity resolution and one on syntactic priming. I will conclude with a

discussion of recent directions in the field.

18.2 Methodological issues

Speech gallops along at about 2.5 words per second. To keep pace language

comprehension must be both rapid and incremental. In other words, we

begin analysing eachword aswehear it, rather thanwaiting until theword

or the sentence is complete. For this reason the study of language compre-

hension requires tools with fine temporal resolution: tools that give us

insight into themoment-to-moment changes in cognitive processes rather

thanmerely showing us the final product. Thesemethods are called online

comprehension tasks, to distinguish them from the offline tasks used to

study children’s grammatical knowledge.

For many years research on adult language comprehension primarily

examined the comprehension of written language. Text was preferred to

speech both because it was much easier to present and because the pre-

sentation of each word or phrase could be yoked to the participant’s

response, providing fine-grained information about processing time.

Many paradigms combined reading or listening with a secondary task,
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like judging whether the sentence was grammatical or whether a string of

letters formed aword. These secondary taskswere used tomake inferences

about the processing load at different points in an utterance and the kinds

of interpretations that were being entertained.

Because these paradigms provided a rich and detailed picture of adult

language comprehension, several creative experimenters adapted them for

use with children (for reviews see Clahsen 2008, McKee 1996). The results

of such studies can be difficult to interpret, primarily because these tasks
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Figure 18.2 Hypothetical example of a reaction-time task in two groups of children. To
respond, children must both initiate the novel task and comprehend the sentence. If task
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require abilities – such as reading, executive functions and metalinguistic

reasoning – which continue to develop throughout childhood (see e.g.

Gombert 1992, Welsh et al. 1991). Often in reaction or reading time tasks

young children appear to be insensitive to information sources or constraints

that guide sentence processing in adults and older children (Kidd 2003,

Traxler 2002). But typically the younger children have much longer reading

or reaction times in all conditions, suggesting that they find the task more

difficult than do older children. Under these circumstances, response times

may not be a sensitive measure of language processing. As the response time

increases the noise in the data increases as well, making it more difficult to

detect effects of a given size. As figure 18.2 illustrates, the presence of a

secondary task – like a judgment or button press – further complicates the

picture. If young children are slower at initiating the secondary task, that

delay can mask any differences in difficulty of the linguistic task. Cognitive

psychologists would say that the effect is absorbed into the slack, and thus is

not apparent in the reaction time (see Sternberg 1998).

These difficulties led researchers to conclude that children’s language pro-

cessing is best studiedwith spoken language andnoovert task. The challenge,

of course, is to figure out how we can get data on online processing under

these conditions. Over the past decade two solutions have emerged. First, we

can examine the neural correlates of sentence processing using neuro-imag-

ing techniques. The most popular imaging technique for studying children’s

sentence processing is the measurement of event-related potentials (or ERPs,

seeCh. 4). ERPsprovide less informationabout the locationof aneuralprocess

thanmethods like fMRI, but they have the temporal resolution necessary for

studying language processes, are safe for use with children, and are inexpen-

sive compared to other imaging techniques. Our interpretation of ERP data in

children is largely based on what we know about particular ERP effects in

adults. One limitation of the technique is thatmost research designs examine

neural responses to anomalous utterances, and thus provide limited informa-

tion about the evolving interpretation of well-formed utterances.

Recently many researchers have been studying children’s online language

processing by examining what they look at as they are listening to an utter-

ance (Fernald et al. 1998, Nation et al. 2003, Song & Fisher 2005, Swingley &

Aslin 2002, Swingley & Fernald 2002, Trueswell et al. 1999). These methods

stem from the intermodal preferential looking paradigm which was deve-

loped to study intermodal perception (Spelke 1979) and offline language

comprehension (Golinkoff et al. 1987), and from the visual world paradigm

that was developed by Michael Tanenhaus and his colleagues to study online

spoken language comprehension in adults (Tanenhaus et al. 1995).

In eye-gaze studies exploring online language processing, children hear

aword or a sentence that refers to the visual scene that accompanies it. The

visual scene can be a video, a still picture, or a set of objects placed on a

tabletop. As the child is listening to the sentence, her gaze direction is

recorded. Later the child’s eye-movements are analysed with respect to the
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accompanying utterance, allowing researchers to make inferences about

the child’s evolving interpretation of the utterance. Eye gaze can be meas-

ured in several ways. Some researchers use automated eye-trackers which

record an image of the eye and use computer algorithms to infer the

direction of gaze. Other researchers simply use a camera which is pointed

at the child’s face and then code the video by hand. The two methods

produce quite similar results (Snedeker & Trueswell 2004).

Whymight eyemovements be a useful measure of language processing?

Because visual acuity ismuch greater in the fovea (the centre of the retina),

we tend to move our eyes to fixate objects that we are attending to. These

eye movements are quick, frequent and largely unconscious. Language in

turn is a remarkably effective way of altering someone’s attentional state.

If I say “telephone” you are likely to find yourself thinking of telephones. If

there is a telephone nearby that I might be referring to, your eyes will tend

to rest on this telephone shortly after the word begins. Eye-gaze paradigms

have several advantages for studying children’s comprehension. The tasks

are simple to administer and typically enjoyable for children. We can

examine the comprehension of naturalistic spoken utterances which do

not contain anomalies. The measure of interest is based on a spontaneous

behaviour which requires no training on the part of the participant.

Finally, because the eyes can move several times a second, eye-gaze para-

digms provide fine-grained temporal information.

In adults these methods are sensitive to language processing at multiple

levels and have been successfully used to explore such diverse issues as: the

time course of lexical activation (Allopenna et al. 1998, Magnuson et al. 2003);

the integration of syntactic and semantic constraints during sentence process-

ing (Boland 2005, Kamide et al. 2003); and the role of contextual cues in

resolving referential and syntactic ambiguities (Chambers et al. 2004). Much

of the developmental work has focused on word recognition, demonstrating

that one and two-year-old children rapidly and incrementally map phonolog-

ical input onto lexical entries (Fernald et al. 2006, 1998, Swingley & Aslin 2002,

Swingley & Fernald 2002). However several researchers have also examined

higher-level processes such as pronoun interpretation (Arnold et al. 2000,

Sekerina et al. 2004, Song & Fisher 2005), incremental semantic analysis

(Sedivy et al. 2000) and syntactic ambiguity resolution (Snedeker & Trueswell,

2004, Trueswell et al. 1999). While this field is still in its infancy, it has already

provided some insights into the origins and development of the language

comprehension system and the grammatical representations that underlie it.

18.3 The adult comprehension system

Half a century of systematic exploration has led to a rich (albeit incomplete)

understanding of how adult listeners interpret spoken language. While there

is still considerable controversy in this field, there isbroadagreementon three
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basic issues (see Altmann 2001, Elman et al. 2005, Treiman et al. 2003 for

reviews). First, language comprehension involves a series of processes which

are ordered with respect to one another (see figure 18.1). Phonological pro-

cessingmust begin beforewords can be recognized. Lexical processes provide

semantic and syntactic information which is integrated into structural repre-

sentations which in turn encode the relations between words. Structured

semantic representations are enriched anddisambiguated bypragmatic infer-

ences that areguidedby informationabout communicationand thecontextof

language use.

Second, each of these processes is incremental. Thismeans that processing

at higher levels begins before processing at the lower levels is completed.

Many theorists use themetaphor of spreading activation (or cascading water)

to capture this relation. As soon as activation (information) begins to accu-

mulate at one level of analysis, it is propagated on to the next level, initiating

the higher level process while the lower one is still in progress. Thus word

recognition is underway by the time the first phoneme has been heard,

syntactic and semantic processing begin as soon as candidate word forms

become active (often leading to expectations about words that have yet to be

heard), and pragmatic inferences can be made before a clause is completed.

Third, processing at a given level can be influenced by information from

other levels, both higher and lower, in the linguistic system. For example,

word identification is rapidly influenced by top-down information about the

syntactic and semantic context inwhich thatword appears, aswell as bottom-

up information about the phonological and prosodic form of the word.

To explore this inmore detail, let’s focus on the syntactic level. In adults

syntactic parsing has primarily been investigated by examining the way

readers initially interpret, and misinterpret, syntactically ambiguous

phrases. For example, consider the sentence fragment (1):

(1) Mothera destroyed the building with …

At this point in theutterance theprepositional phrase (PP) beginningwithwith

is ambiguous because it could be linked to the verb destroyed (VP-attachment),

indicating an instrument (e.g. with her awesome powers); or it could be linked to

the definite noun phrase the building (NP-attachment) indicating a modifier

(e.g. with many balconies). In adults, several different kinds of information

rapidly influence the interpretation of ambiguous phrases.

First, knowledge about the particular words in the sentence constrains

online interpretation of ambiguous phrases (Taraban & McClelland 1988,

Trueswell et al. 1993). For instance, the sentence in (1) favours the instrument

analysis but if we change the verb from destroyed to liked the preference flips

and the modifier analysis, or NP-attachment, is favoured. This kind of infor-

mation is often called ‘lexical bias’ or ‘verb bias’. The observed change in

preferences could reflect knowledge about the kinds of structures in which

each verb is likely to appear (information accessed during word retrieval and

then passed on to the syntactic parser), it could reflect semantic knowledge
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about the arguments of the verb (accessed during word retrieval and passed

on to semantic analysis), or it could reflect a more global analysis of the

plausibility of different events (pragmatic processing), which influences the

relations posited during semantic analysis, which in turn constrains syntactic

parsing. All three pathways are shown in Figure 18.1.1

Second, adults can use intonation or prosody to resolve attachment ambi-

guities. If wehear a pause before the preposition (destroyed the building…with

the tower), we are more likely to assume that the prepositional phrase is

attached to the verb phrase and interpret it as an instrument. In contrast, a

pause or intonational break before the direct object (destroyed … the building

with the tower) favours NP-attachment (Pynte & Prieur 1996, Schafer 1997). In

Figure 18.1, the pathway bywhich prosodymight influence syntax is shown

by the dashed line coming up fromprosodic processing to syntactic parsing.

Finally, the situation in which the utterance is used can influence our

interpretation (Crain & Steedman 1985). For example, if only one building

is under consideration, VP-attachment is likely to be preferred, but if

multiple buildings are available then we are more likely to initially inter-

pret the ambiguous phrase as a modifier specifying the building in ques-

tion (Altmann & Steedman 1988). This type of information is often called

referential context. In a reading task the referential context depends upon

the information provided in the passage (and the reader’s knowledge of

the world). In some studies of spoken language comprehension the refer-

ential context is limited to the set of objects that the participant can act on.

In figure 18.1 the pathway by which referential context might influence

parsing is shown by the dashed line coming down from pragmatic process-

ing to semantic analysis and then to syntactic parsing.

The bulk of the evidence suggests that adults rapidly integrate these

different information sources to arrive at the analysis that best meets

the constraints they have encountered (for a review see Altmann 1998).

But disputes continue about the details of this process: do some sources of

information establish the candidate analyses while other sources of infor-

mationweigh in at a later stage (Boland&Cutler 1996, Pynte& Prieur 1996)?

18.4 Syntactic ambiguity resolution in children

The introduction of eye-gaze paradigms enables us to ask parallel questions

about the development of online parsing. Trueswell and colleagues (1999)

first explored this in a study examining whether children, like adults, can

use referential constraints to guide online parsing. Children were given

spoken instructions to move objects about on a table while their eye

movements were recorded. The critical trials contained a temporary

1 If verb bias effects are actually based on plausibility, then the pathway by which they influence syntactic

analysis is the same as the pathway by which referential context has its effect (shownwith a dashed line from

pragmatics to semantics to syntax).
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PP-attachment ambiguity, see (2) below. The verb (put) was one that typically

appears with a PP argument encoding the destination of the action, thus

supporting an initial analysis of the phrase on the napkin as VP-attached.

(2) Put the frog on the napkin in the box.

In contexts with just one frog, adults initially looked over to the incorrect

destination (the empty napkin) suggesting that they were misanalysing

the first prepositional phrase (on the napkin) as a VP-attached destination

(Tanenhaus et al. 1995). Butwhen two frogswere provided (one ofwhichwas

on a napkin) the participants were able to immediately use the referential

context to avoid this garden path, resulting in eye movements similar to

unambiguous controls (e.g. Put the apple that’s on the napkin …).

In contrast five year oldswere unaffected by the referential context. In both

one-referent and two-referent contexts, children frequently looked at the

incorrect destination, suggesting that they pursued the VP-attachment anal-

ysis regardless of the number of frogs. In fact, the children’s actions suggested

that they never revised this misanalysis. On over half of the trials, their

actions involved the incorrect destination. For example, for the utterance in

(2) many children put the frog onto the napkin and then placed it in the box.

By age eight, most children acted like adults in this task, using referential

context to guide their parsing decisions about ambiguous phrases.

There are two plausible explanations for this overwhelming preference

for the VP-attachment. First, children’s parsing preferences could be

driven by their statistical knowledge of the verb put, which requires the

presence of a PP-argument (the destination). Second, children could have a

general structural preference for VP-attachment. Such a preference would

be predicted by theories of acquisition and parsing that favour simple

syntactic structures (i.e. a Minimal Attachment strategy, Frazier & Fodor

1978, Goodluck & Tavakolian 1982) or that ban complex syntactic opera-

tions entirely in early stages of development (e.g. Frank 1998). On such a

theory, parsing revisions that are based on lexical or referential sources

might simply get faster over the course of development (Goodluck &

Tavakolian 1982), until the erroneous analyses become undetectable to

experimenters measuring adult comprehension (Frazier & Clifton 1996).

Snedeker and Trueswell (2004) explored these two possibilities by

manipulating both the bias of the verb and the referential context in

which the utterance was used. In this study, children and adults heard

globally ambiguous prepositional phrase attachments, as in (3). These

sentences were presented in contexts that provided distinct referents for

the prepositional object under the two analyses. For example in (3c) both a

large fan and a pig holding a fan were provided (see figure 18.3).

(3) a. Modifier Biased: Choose the cow with the fork

b. Unbiased: Feel the frog with the feather

c. Instrument Biased: Tickle the pig with the fan
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Bo th adults and f iv e-year-old c hildren were s trongly sw ay ed by the ty pe of

verb that was u se d in t he instru ctions. When the v erb was one t hat fre-

quently a pp eared with a n instrum ent p hrase (3c), participants began looking

at the potential instrument (e.g. a large fan) shortly after the onset of the

pr ep ositio nal object. When t he v erb w as strongly biased t o a m odifier a nal-

ysis (3a) , pa rticipants foc used in o n the animal ho lding t he o bje ct instead. I n

addition, verb biases strongly shaped the ultimate int erpretation that the

adults and c hildren assigned t o the preposit io nal phrase: i nstrument bia sed

verbs resulted i n a ct io ns involving the t arg et instrument while mo dif ie r

biased verbs resulted in actions on the target animal. Adults also incorpo-

rated referential constraint s i nto their analyses, c hildren showed litt le sensi-

tivity to t he referential m anipu la ti on. Although there was a weak effect of

referent ia l c on text on children’s ey e m ovements, their ultimate interpreta-

tion of the p repo si tional phrase was b ased exclusiv el y on verb bia s.

Recently Snedeker and Yuan (2008 ) built upon these findings by using

the same sentences and paradigm to explore young children’s and adults’

use of prosody in online parsing. While prior studies of adult comprehen-

sion had found rapid effects of prosody on ambiguity resolution (Kjelgaard &

Speer 19 99 , Snedeker & Trueswell 200 3, Steinhauer et al. 19 99 ), there was

little information available about how adults combined prosodic and

lexical cues and no evidence that young children made use of prosody to

resolve syntactic ambiguity (Choi & Mazuka 2003). Two prosodic variants

of each sentence were created. The modifier prosody had an intonational

phrase (IP) break after the verb (You can tap … the frog with the flower) while

the instrument prosody had an IP break after the noun (You can tap the

a fan a pig, a fan

a leaf

camera

an elephant,
a leaf

Figure 18. 3 Example of a display for the verb bias and prosody experiments (Snedeker &
Trueswell 2004, Snedeker & Yuan 2008). The critical utterance was: Tickle the pig with the fan.
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frog … with the flower). The prosody of the sentence was fully crossed with

the verb bias manipulation described above, resulting in six different

conditions.

When large numbers of participants are tested, paradigms like these can

provide detailed information about the time course of language process-

ing. In this study we were able to look at how eye movements changed in

100ms intervals starting at the beginning of the critical word (e.g. fork in

3a). We found that both the children and the adults made rapid use of

prosody to interpret the ambiguous phrase. By 200ms after the critical

word began, adults who heard instrument prosodywere already looking at

the instrument more than those who heard modifier prosody. In children

these effects were smaller and emerged a bit later (500ms after the onset of

the critical word). The effects of verb bias were also robust and rapid,

indicating that lexical information plays a central role even when strong

prosodic cues are present. In children the effect of verb bias appeared

as soon as the critical word began (at 0ms). Since eye movements take

approximately 200ms to programme and execute, this indicates that the

children were using information about the verb to guide syntactic analysis

immediately after encountering the preposition.

Taken together this set of studies suggests that children’s online parsing

is rapidly influenced by lexical and prosodic cues but is relatively imper-

vious to referential cues. Snedeker and Yuan suggest that this pattern

could reflect either (1) a developmental difficulty in employing top-down

cues during comprehension; or (2) the failure of the parsing system to

acquire a constraint which is only a weak predictor of syntactic structure

(see Trueswell & Gleitman 2004 for discussion).

18.5 Syntactic priming

While most researchers have used online methods to explore the pro-

cesses that are involved in language comprehension, these methods can

also give us insight into the nature of children’s linguistic representations.

In our recent work on priming, Malathi Thothathiri and I have used an

eye-movement paradigm to explore how children represent argument

structure.2

Languages have systematic correspondences between syntactic rela-

tions, such as subject and object, and semantic categories, such as agent

and patient or theme. These correspondences allowus to interpret who did

what to whom, even when the verb in the sentence is novel. For example,

in (4) we all know who the culprit is – even if we never encountered this

particular verb and harbour no prejudices against motorists.

2 Allen discusses argument structure in Ch. 13.
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(4) The driver doored the cyclist

Tomasello and colleagues have suggested that young preschoolers use

templates based on the behaviour of individual verbs to guide comprehen-

sion and production (Tomasello 1992 and see Ch. 5). For example, a young

child might have a template for the verb hit that captures the knowledge

illustrated in (5) and another template for pinch, illustrated in (6)

(5) ___X hit ___Y, where X = hitter, Y = hittee

(6) ___A pinch ___B, where A = pincher, B = pinchee

With these templates children would be able to interpret and produce

new utterances with the same verb (such as The taxi hit the delivery van). But

since the item-based templates do not include abstract syntactic and

semantic relations, they would provide no guidance for interpreting

utterances with novel verbs like that in (4). Thus, to evaluate children’s

linguistic representations, researchers typically examine children’s com-

prehension and production of sentences with novel verbs. Almost two

decades’ worth of research has yielded mixed results and contrasting

interpretations. Many novel-verb production studies show limited general-

ization in young children (Tomasello 2000c) but these results are contra-

dicted by novel-verb comprehension studies that demonstrate robust

generalization in children as young as 21months of age (Gertner et al. 2006).

But both types of findings are open to alternate interpretations. Subtle

aspects of verb meaning can constrain the use of verbs in sentence struc-

tures. For example, Give me a cookie is grammatical while Pull me a cookie is

not (see Pinker 1989). Thus, children may fail at a novel-verb generaliza-

tion task simply because they have failed to grasp the exact meaning of a

new verb (Fisher, 2002a). Conversely, success at a novel-verb task could

reflect the use of problem-solving strategies that are unique to novel

stimuli, rather than the use of abstract representations (see Ninio 2005,

Thothathiri & Snedeker 2008).

Most of the concerns about novel-verb studies stem from their placing

children in situations where they are faced with unfamiliar linguistic

input. Structural priming is a method by which we can circumvent these

issues to explore how utterances with known verbs influence one

another. This technique has long been used to investigate the represen-

tations that underlie language production in adults (Bock 1986). For

example, adult participants aremore likely to produce a passive sentence

(e.g. The man was struck by lightning) after reading a passive sentence

(e.g. The president was confused by the question) than after reading an active

sentence (e.g. The question confused the president). Since the two construc-

tions express the same semantic relations, priming can be attributed to

syntactic representations or mappings between syntax and semantics.

Furthermore, since priming occurs despite the fact that the primes and

targets use different nouns and verbs, we can infer that adults have
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abstract representations that capture the similarities between these

sentences.

Production priming has only recently been used to study the nature of

children’s linguistic abstractions. Some researchers have found evidence

for abstract structural priming in three- and four-year-old children

(Huttenlocher et al. 2004, Song & Fisher 2004). Others have not (Gamez

et al. 2005, Savage et al. 2003).

Recently we developed a novel paradigm that combines structural

priming and eye-gaze analyses to investigate priming during online com-

prehension. Since production tasks are often more difficult for children

than comprehension tasks (Hirsh-Pasek & Golinkoff 1996), this may pro-

vide a more sensitive measure of children’s linguistic knowledge. Because

eye-gaze paradigms provide information about how an interpretation

changes during processing, this method allows us to explore the locus of

the priming effect and rule out alternate explanations that have been

proposed for production priming (e.g. priming of the preposition to).

Critically, this technique allows us to explore the representations that

children use when understanding sentences with verbs that they already

know. If children have item-specific representations (as assumed under

the verb island hypothesis, see Ch. 5) then we would expect priming

within verbs but not between verbs. In contrast if children have abstract

syntactic or semantic categories, then we would expect to see between-

verb priming.

The critical sentences in these studies used dative verbs. Dative verbs,

such as give, bring or send, typically appear with three arguments: an agent,

a recipient and a theme. In English there are two ways in which these

arguments can be expressed, as shown in (7). In the prepositional object

construction (7a) the theme appears as the direct object while the recipient

is expressed by the prepositional phrasemarked by to. In the double object

construction (7b) the recipient is the direct object while the theme is

expressed as a second noun phrase.

(7) a. Tim gave a half-eaten pomegranate to Chris.

b. Tim gave Chris a half-eaten pomegranate.

Datives are well-suited for developmental studies of priming. The two

dative constructions have the same basic meaning and differ only in how

the semantic roles get mapped onto syntactic elements. Thus, priming

using datives offers a reasonably clear case of structural priming indepen-

dent of semantics. In addition, both dative constructions are acquired quite

early; children appear to comprehend and produce both forms by age three

(Campbell & Tomasello 2001, Gropen, et al. 1989).

Children were given sets of trials which consisted of filler sentences,

followed by two prime sentences, and then a target sentence. The primes

were either direct object or prepositional object datives and the final target

sentence was also a direct object or prepositional object dative. Our goal
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was to determine whether direct object and prepositional object datives

would prime the interpretation of subsequent utterances that used a

different verb and had no common content words. For example, would

hearing Send the frog the gift facilitate comprehension of Show the horse the

book?

To link this priming to eye movements we made use of a well-studied

phenomenon in word recognition, the cohort effect (Marslen-Wilson &

Welsh 1978). As a spoken word unfolds, listeners activate the lexical items

that share phonemes with the portion of the word that they have heard. In

the visual world paradigm, this process results in fixations to the referents

of words that share phonemes with the target word (Allopenna et al. 1998).

These effects are particularly strong at the beginning of a word, when all

of the phonological information is consistent with multiple words (the

members of this cohort). In our studies we used priming as a top-down

constraint whichmight modulate the activation of different members of a

phonological cohort.

The target trials were either double object (8a) or prepositional

datives (8b).

(8) a. Bring the monkey the hat.

b. Bring the money to the bear.

The set of toys that accompanied the utterance contained two items that

were phonological matches to the initial part of the direct object noun.

One was animate and hence a potential recipient (e.g. a monkey) while the

other was inanimate and hence a more likely theme (e.g. some money).

Thus the overlap in word onsets (e.g. mon …) created a lexical ambiguity

which was tightly linked to a short-lived ambiguity in the argument struc-

ture of the verb. We expected that priming of the direct object dative

would lead the participants to interpret the first noun as a recipient,

resulting in more looks to the animate match, while priming of the

prepositional object dative structure would lead them to interpret it as a

theme, resulting in more looks to the inanimate match.

To validate our paradigm, we began by examining priming between

utterances which shared the same verb (within-verb priming). Since both

item-based grammars and abstract grammars posit shared structure

between utterances with the same verb, within-verb priming would be

consistent with either theory. We found that young four year olds showed

robust within-verb priming during the ambiguous region. Young three

year olds were slower in interpreting the target sentences, but when we

expanded the analysis window to include the whole sentence, we found a

reliable priming effect. Childrenwho had heard double object primeswere

more likely to look at the potential recipient (the monkey) than children

who had heard the prepositional object primes.

To examine the nature of the structures that children use, we conducted

parallel experiments in which the prime and target utterances had no
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content words in common (between-verb priming). Under these circum-

stances the abstract grammars predict priming, while item-based gram-

mars do not (see figure 18.4).

We found that both young four year olds and young three year

olds showed between-verb priming. In the three year olds the effect

of between-verb priming was almost as large as the effect of within-

verb priming, indicating that there was no benefit gained when the

two utterances shared a verb. This would suggest that abstract repre-

sentations play a dominant role in online comprehension in this age

group.

(a) Abstract structural representations 

Show the lion the ball

Verb Recipien t Theme
V N P N P

V erb Theme Recipient
V N P PP

Give t he horse the …

prime

representation

predicted
interpretation of 
target 

(b)  Item-based frames 

Show the lion the ball

Show__ A __ B Show_ _  B to _ _ A 

Give t he ???

prime

representation

predicted
interpretation of
target

Gi ve_ _ Y __ Z  Giv e __ Z to _ _ Y

Figure 18.4 Predictions for the between-verb conditions in the priming experiment
(Thothathiri & Snedeker 2008).
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18.6 Current issues in children’s sentence processing

In this chapter I have described a few studies which illustrate how

eye-movement paradigms have been used to study children’s sentence

processing. The studies on ambiguity resolution demonstrate that four-

year-old children, like adults, draw on information frommultiple levels of

linguistic representation to construct syntactic analyses. While children

may fail to make use of some information (like referential context), they

rapidly use both lexical and prosodic information to guide their interpre-

tation of an ambiguous phrase. The priming studies demonstrate that

children as young as three have abstract grammatical representations

which they employ during online comprehension.

However both sets of studies leavemany questions unanswered.What is

the nature of these abstract representations? And do they shape compre-

hension in even younger children? Why do four and five year olds fail to

revise syntactic misanalyses (Trueswell et al. 1999)? Do they fail to notice

the error or are they incapable of fixing it? Do younger children also use

lexical and prosodic information during parsing?

In the past decade, there has been considerable progress in the study of

children’s online language processing. In addition to the phenomena we

describe here, other researchers have addressed word recognition (Fernald

et al. 2008), morphological processing (Clahsen 2008), reference resolution

(Sekerina et al. 2004, Song & Fisher 2005) and the calculation of pragmatic

inferences (Huang & Snedeker, 2006), among other topics. Crosslinguistic

work is gainingmomentum (Choi&Mazuka, 2003; Clahsen2008; Sekerina&

Brooks 2007). New techniques are being developed. There is good reason to

believe that the next ten years will bring us even closer to understanding

how language comprehension develops.
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Pragmatic development

Judith Becker Bryant

19.1 Introduction

When children are learning language, they must learn more than just

phonology, semantics and syntax. Being a skilled language user means

knowing how to use one’s language appropriately and strategically in

social situations. Children need to learn pragmatic skills, also referred to

as communicative competence (Hymes 1967). They must learn how to

make language work in interactions with their peers, families, teachers

and others.

Many skills are involved in pragmatic competence because we use lan-

guage for somany purposes. Children need to learn to ask questions, make

requests, give orders, express agreement or disagreement, apologize,

refuse, joke, praise and tell stories. They must learn routines such as trick

or treat and happy birthday and polite terms such as please and thank you, hello

and goodbye, excuse me and ways to address others. They must learn to

initiate, maintain and conclude conversations; know when to speak or

be quiet and how to take turns; to provide and respond effectively to

feedback; and to stay on topic. They must know and use the appropriate

volume and tone of voice. They need to learn how the meanings of terms

such as I and you and here and there vary in meaning according to who is

speaking and who is listening. They must learn what styles of speech to

use; when to use jargon; and when and whether to talk about certain

subjects. In some cultures, children must also learn complex forms that

include informal and polite pronouns (e.g. du ‘you’and Sie ‘You (polite)’ in

German) or layered systems of terms and expressions (e.g. to convey

degrees of respect and social distance in Japanese). With all of these skills,

children must learn to be sensitive to their audience and to the situations

in which they are communicating.

Audience and situation (i.e. communicative context) involve many lev-

els. There is the immediate context that includes prior conversation, task



and setting, relationship between speaker and listener, and listener char-

acteristics. There are also broader contexts such as the culture or cultures

in which children develop and communicate. To be competent and effec-

tive, all of these contexts must be taken into account.

In the following section I introduce two major theories that have influ-

enced research on pragmatics. Then I discuss the development of prag-

matic skills, difficulties in acquiring pragmatic competence, the role of

family and others in helping shape pragmatic development and sugges-

tions for future research.

19.2 Theories releva nt to the study of pragmatic
development

Twomajor theories that underlie work in pragmatics are speech act theory

(Austin 1975) and Piaget’s cognitive developmental theory.

19.2.1 Speech act theory
Philosopher John Austin (1975) argued that some sentences do not just

describe or report information. Rather, when uttered in the appropriate

circumstances by the appropriate individuals, they help speakers accom-

plish things in the world. For example, when the designated person says,

“I now pronounce you man and wife” while conducting a marriage cere-

mony, that person is actually marrying a man and woman. Austin called

such sentences performatives or speech acts. Speech acts include, for exam-

ple, bets, requests, warnings, verdicts, promises and apologies.

Austin also suggested that speech acts have three components:

* the locutionary act, or the act of saying a sentence that makes sense

and refers to something,
* the illocutionary act, or the speaker’s purpose in saying that sentence,
* the perlocutionary act, or the effect of that sentence on a listener.

For example, a lady dining in a restaurant might say, ‘I’m hungry’

(a locutionary act). By this, she might intend to make a request for the

waiter to take her order (an illocutionary act). The waiter might under-

stand the diner to bemaking a simple statement of fact (the perlocutionary

act). Alternatively, after eating a heavy meal another diner might say, ‘I’m

hungry’, intending to be ironic, and the waiter might bring the dessert

menu, concluding that this speaker is still hungry and is making an

assertion or request. One needs context to determine what the function

of a given sentence form might be.

Note that speech act theory does not deal specifically with children or

language acquisition. Rather, it has provided researchers with ideas about

which aspects of children’s communication to study (i.e. which specific
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speech acts), the types of at least implicit knowledge children should

acquire about communication, and the other competencies (e.g. the ability

to draw inferences) that may underlie pragmatic competence.

19.2.2 Cognitive developmental theory
Also influential in the study of the development of pragmatic competence

is Jean Piaget’s cognitive developmental theory. Piaget introduced the

notion of egocentrism. An example of egocentric behaviour is when a

child waves at the telephone rather than saying hello to Grandma or talks

about the book his teacher reads at school without explaining which book it

was. In Piaget’s view, egocentrism is the inability to take another person’s

point of view, the inability to recognize that others have different knowl-

edge, feelings, thoughts and perceptions or to know what the different

knowledge, feelings, thoughts and perceptions might be. In his 1926 book

The Language and Thought of the Child (1974), Piaget argued that young

children think and act more egocentrically than adults. An example of

egocentric speech iswhen a child twice asks someone, “What did you say?”

but never listens for an answer (Piaget 1974: 41). Non-egocentric sentences

included information adapted to the listener’s point of view as well as

requests and threats. Piaget found that egocentric speech comprised

nearly half of the spontaneous language of children aged four to seven

years. He also found in experimental work that children called story

characters she or it without explaining to whom they were referring, left

out important information, and did not present events in the correct

order, as if they assumed that their listeners already understood what

they were talking about. From these data, Piaget concluded that young

children are egocentric and unable to take their listeners’ perspectives,

that ‘the effort to understand other people and to communicate one’s

thought objectively does not appear in children before the age of about

7 or 712’ (Piaget 1974: 139).

Both speech act theory and Piaget’s cognitive developmental theory

stress the relevance of context for using and understanding language.

For the speech act theorists, context meant the participants as well as

the task or setting and prior conversation. For Piaget, context meant the

immediate physical context as well as characteristics of the listener (e.g.

listener knowledge). Subsequent researchers have investigated children in

many contexts to see which contextual factors affect the children’s lan-

guage in order to assess specific claims and aspects of these theories.

19.3 The growth of pragmatic skills

It is precisely because pragmatic behaviours are so contextually sensitive

that it is difficult to describe clear developmental progressions for each of
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them. Children usually perform differently in laboratory experiments

than in everyday interaction and converse differently with strangers

thanwith thosewho aremore familiar, making it hard to define and assess

the level of competence. This section therefore focuses on several domains

which provide relatively clear information about development. The devel-

opments described are norms; there are of course many individual

differences.

19.3.1 Infant speech acts
Infants demonstrate increasing evidence of communicative intent and

acquire minimal pragmatic skills over the course of their first year (Clark

2003, Goldin-Meadow Ch. 9). Even before they begin to producewords, they

are able to use gesture, intonation and phonemes to communicate requests

for objects or actions, their desire to direct others’ attention, as well as their

refusal of objects or actions. The range of communicative functions infants

can express increases dramatically alongwith their vocabulary (Bates 1976).

Common pragmatic expressions such as please, thank you, uh-oh, hello and bye

are typically acquired well before two years (Fenson et al. 1994).

One skill necessary for conversation, turn taking, has its roots in the first

year. In many cultures, infants enjoy familiar caregiver–infant routines

such as give-and-take games and peek-a-boo. Through these caregiver-

driven routines, infants learn that particular responses follow specific

caregiver behaviours (Reddy 1999).

19.3.2 Conversational skills
19.3.2.1 Taking turns

Although even young infants can alternate turns while communicating

with adults, preschoolers rarely overlap turns. However, preschoolers lack

the precise timing of turns that older children and adults exhibit. They tend

to rely on obvious cues that a speaker has finished, rather than anticipating

upcoming conversational boundaries, which often results in long pauses

between turns (Garvey 1984). Turn-taking is particularly difficult for chil-

dren when there are more than two speakers (Ervin-Tripp 1979).

Phrases such as the sentence-initial and and fillers such as y’know help

older children hold the floor and keep their turns more effectively (Garvey

1984, Pan & Snow 1999). The timing of their turns is more precise, and

there are fewer long pauses in their conversations. They also acquire the

ability to interrupt by offering excuses. Skilled interrupting develops at

least through adolescence.

19.3.2.2 Initiating and sustaining coherent conversation

With age, children get better at initiating and sustaining coherent con-

versations. Toddlers and young preschoolers may use simple strategies
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like repetition and recasts of their partners’ utterances to keep the con-

versation going (Pan & Snow 1999). Older children can elaborate by adding

new but relevant information to the previous speaker’s turn (Garvey 1990,

Ninio & Snow 1996). They can discuss their day’s activities, have prolonged

debates about the relative merits of different television shows and enjoy

long conversations during pretend play.

Some types of conversations are particularly challenging, however.

Conversations over the telephone pose problems for preschoolers even

though they have many experiences using telephones (Warren & Tate

1992). Similarly, telephone systems that use interactive speech technology

are challenging even for older children because of the vocabulary and

conversational conventions they employ (Arunachalam et al. 2001).

One way to maintain a face-to-face conversation is to use cohesive

devices. These provide ways to link talk to earlier parts of a conversation.

Comprehension depends on making the link. For example, five-year-old

Ben asks, “Where’s Dad?” and his older brother Sam replies, “He’s here.”

The pronoun (or anaphor) he helps connect parts of the conversation

without the need to repeat a prior phrase (‘Dad is here’). Children use

anaphora more frequently with age but do not appear to understand it

fully until the middle school years. Another linking device is ellipsis, in

which a speaker omits part of what was said before. For example, Ben

wonders, “Did the dog eat my toy?” When Sam says, “Yes, he did,” the

missing information (‘eat your toy’) can be found by referring to a more

complete form earlier in the conversation.

Connectives such as then, so, and because become more frequent and

diverse over the preschool years (Garvey 1984, McTear 1988) and beyond

(see Berman Ch. 20). More complex forms such as for example, though, and

perhaps that mark relationships among utterances are seldom produced

until later adolescence (Hoyle & Adger 1998). This developmental progres-

sion applies to English; development of connectives depends in part on the

complexity of forms used in a particular language.

19.3.2.3 Giving and responding to feedback

Longer, coherent conversations are also made possible by an increasing

ability to convey understanding (or the lack thereof) and to repair conversa-

tions when they break down. Two year olds can repeat or verify their utter-

ances when explicitly asked to do so in a familiar and natural situation.

Preschoolers may sometimes issue and respond to queries requesting more

specific responses. Bilingual preschoolers can switch languages to repair

conversational breakdowns (Comeau et al. 2007). However, preschoolers are

inconsistent and often inept at indicating that they do not understandwhen

others’ communication is unclear and at repairing their own speech, espe-

cially when their listener’s feedback is not explicit or when the situation is

unfamiliar or unnatural (Garvey 1984, Lloyd et al. 1998). These younger

children are also poor at acknowledging that they do comprehend.
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School-age children are better able to achieve mutual understanding in

conversations. Once they are six, most children are able to mark correc-

tions with phrases such as I mean, and they insert uh-huh, right, I see and

head nods at appropriate moments to indicate continuing attention and

satisfactory comprehension (Garvey 1984, Lloyd 1992). This type of

response is referred to as back-channel feedback. During themiddle school

years and adolescence, children provide more feedback to listeners, with

constructive interruptions such as “I know what you mean” promoting

conversation. They can also respond appropriately even to subtle feedback

such as listeners’ quizzical expressions. However, such pragmatic compe-

tence continues to develop throughout the life span (Berman 2004a, Hoyle&

Adger 1998, Ninio & Snow 1999, Pan & Snow 1999).

19.3.3 Non-egocentric language
In some of the earliest efforts to assess young children’s pragmatic behav-

iour, researchers asked whether preschoolers communicate egocentri-

cally. Using research procedures modelled after Piaget’s, these

researchers demonstrated that young children are able to take the per-

spective of the listener in certain circumstances. These studies investi-

gated referential communication, the ability to describe an item from a

set of similar items so that a listener can identify it (Lloyd 1992). An

everyday example of referential communication is a child describing a

particular book he wants his mother to retrieve from a shelf full of

books.

O’Neill (1996) had two year olds ask a parent for help retrieving a toy.

Children were more likely to name the toy or its location or to point to it

when parents did not know its location than when they did. In other

words, the children took the parents’ knowledge into account when com-

municating. In contrast, preschoolers made unclear references (e.g. ‘this

one’) and used gestures in trying to communicate with a ‘talking’ com-

puter (Montanari et al. 2004). Preschoolers generally perform better in

familiar situations than in experimental situations (Ninio & Snow 1999)

and with familiar items (e.g. sets of animals) than unusual items (e.g.

abstract shapes) (Yule 1997).

The research does not clearly answer the question of whether pre-

schoolers are egocentric in their attempts to communicate. Their language

depends on context. When preschoolers are familiar with a fairly simple,

interesting task, their language does not appear to be completely egocen-

tric. This conclusion is not inconsistent with Piaget’s theory since Piaget

observed that preschoolers sometimes use egocentric language and some-

times usemore social language. That is, theymay behave egocentrically in

certain situations and are more likely to behave egocentrically than older

children and adults, especially when the cognitive, linguistic and social

demands on them are great.
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19.3.4 Requests
Requests are interesting parts of pragmatic competence for at least two

reasons. First, requests exemplify the distinctions Austin made among the

three components of speech acts: locutionary, illocutionary and perlocu-

tionary acts. Listeners must understand that very indirect, vague locution-

ary acts (e.g. lunch time) and very direct, explicit locutionary acts (e.g. Get

ready for lunch) may have the same illocutionary purpose and perlocution-

ary effect. Adults are assumed to infer the meaning of indirect requests by

considering both their form and the context of their use. Researchers are

interested in whether young children also have this understanding and

therefore investigate children’s comprehension of indirect requests.

Second, effective speakers take context into account by varying the

requests they use in different situations. Speakers have many forms of

requests at their disposal, not only in terms of their direct and indirect

structure, but in terms of whether they contain semantic aggravators

(words or phrases that intensify the request; e.g. or else, right now) or

semantic mitigators (words or phrases that soften the request; e.g. please

or giving reasons). Researchers are thus interested in how children pro-

duce requests and whether they recognize the relationship between the

forms and functions of requests (see Becker 1982, 1984).

19.3.4.1 Comprehension of indirect requests

Both observational and experimental studies indicate that preschoolers

respond to indirect requests as requests for action. Two year olds respond

as appropriately to requests their mothers phrase as questions as to those

phrased directly (Shatz 1978), and three and four year olds respond with

appropriate actionswhen, for instance, telephone callers ask, “Is yourDaddy

there?” and when someone hints, “It’s noisy in here” (Ervin-Tripp 1977).

Other evidence that preschoolers treat indirect requests as requests for

action is found in the way children normally refuse such requests. Garvey

(1975) observed thirty-six preschool dyads. When children did not want to

comply with indirect requests, they often justified and explained in terms

of their inability to perform the requested act (e.g. “I can’t”), lack of will-

ingness (e.g. “I don’t want to”), lack of obligation to comply (e.g. “I don’t

have to”), or their inappropriateness as the person being asked to comply

(e.g. “No, you”). Their comments reveal not only that they viewed indirect

requests as requests, but that they understood the conditions under which

they could legitimately make requests and the conditions under which

they should respond. Experiments also show that preschoolers understand

the intent of indirect requests (Ervin-Tripp et al. 1987, Leonard et al. 1978).

It may be that indirect requests like hints are not very opaque or difficult

for young children to understand. Because some indirect requests are so

common in everyday speech, theymay not require logical reasoning or the

conscious consideration of form and context (Gordon & Ervin-Tripp 1984).

Preschoolers may routinely hear requests such as “Lunch time” (meaning
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‘Clean up and wash your hands’), so that their intent has become obvious

and the response automatic.

19.3.4.2 Production of Requests

Many contextual factors affect the forms of requests adults use in different

situations. They include the roles of the two people conversing, whether

the setting is personal or transactional, whether the requested action can

normally be expected of the listener, and the relative status or power of the

two people. Most of the research on children has focused on status.

In general, like adults, young children tend to address direct requestswith

semantic aggravators to listeners of lower status and indirect requests with

semantic mitigators to listeners of higher status. For example, preschoolers

are more likely to use an imperative (e.g. “Gimme an X”) with a peer and a

more indirect request (e.g. “May I have an X?” “Do you have an X?”) with an

adult (Ervin-Tripp 1977, Gordon & Ervin-Tripp 1984, Shatz & Gelman 1973).

During role play, they have dominant puppets enact more direct requests

than submissive puppets do (Andersen 2000). They even make more subtle

differentiations, using requests that aremore indirect withmore dominant,

bigger peers than with less powerful peers (Wood & Gardner 1980).

19.3.5 Pragmatic development during adolescence
As children move into adolescence, their expanding social worlds both

enable and pressure them to display more sophisticated pragmatic skills.

Experience with a greater variety of teachers and peers, exposure to more

language forms gained from reading and schooling (Berman 2007), and

participation in extracurricular activities such as sports teams and work

motivate adolescents to take others’ perspectives and use language strate-

gically. Furthermore, pragmatic behaviour reflects normal advances in

identity development and increasing autonomy from parents. The social

contexts in which adolescents display pragmatic behaviour also expand to

include such technologies as cellular (mobile) phones and the internet.

During adolescence, language assumes an especially significant role in

marking identity. Appropriate use of current slang expressions and gestures

unique to the peer group is critical. These behaviours mark solidarity

with members of the groups to which teens belong and assert teens’ sepa-

rateness fromother groups and fromyounger children and adults (Cooper &

Anderson-Inman 1998, Greenwood 1998, Heath 1998). Knowing the current

labels for the groups themselves and knowing ways of teasing and arguing

gain importance in the teen years. Shifting among various registers and

language varieties enables adolescents to align themselves with particular

age, social class, racial and ethnic groups (Blum-Kulka 2004). Even gossip

andverbal relational aggression function to forge teenalliances andmanage

social boundaries, discover peer norms and explore identity (Parker &

Gottman 1989).
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The technology available to adolescents affords new opportunities

for social interaction. Pragmatic skill is required to shift adeptly among

different styles of communicating depending on with whom one is com-

municating and whether one is speaking on the phone, text messaging

or using the internet to communicate through instant messaging, chat

rooms, email, social networking sites or blogs. Different terminology

is appropriate to different modalities, and the anonymous modalities

allow teens to construct identities by means of email addresses, screen

names and selective sharing of information (Calvert 2002). Especially

for younger adolescents with limited ability to meet peers outside of

school, technology provides a mechanism for dyadic communication

that promotes friendship as well as for simultaneous communication

with many others that promotes group identity formation (Boneva et al.

2006).

Communication using technology is also structured differently from

face-to-face communication. It offers greater privacy and control but may

present more challenges for maintaining conversational coherence

(Greenfield & Subrahmanyam 2003). Adolescents can keep multiple chan-

nels of communication open and (to some degree) monitor and participate

in all of them simultaneously (Greenfield et al. 2006). Another difference is

that, with chat rooms, related utterances are often separated by several

turns of other conversations. Cellular (mobile) phones and the internet

enable teens to defer conversations, communicate from almost anywhere

at any time and save messages (Ling & Yttri 2006).

19.4 The difficulty of acquiring pragmatic competence

In contrast with morphological and syntactic rules, there are usually not

strict rules for pragmatic competence (Abbeduto & Short-Myerson 2002,

Becker 1990). Rather, in specific contexts, using or omitting a particular

pragmatic behaviour is seen as relatively appropriate or inappropriate. For

example, children do not always have to say please in order to be polite and

appropriate. There are other ways to make polite requests, such as saying

“May I watch TV?” The lack of strict prescriptive and proscriptive rules

probably makes it difficult for children to learn whether and when to

exhibit different behaviours.

Another factor that makes acquisition of pragmatic competence diffi-

cult is that many polite forms have no clear referents. That is, it is not

obvious what a form such as please means. Furthermore, some forms such

as thank you that seem to have a meaning (in this case, being thankful) are

often supposed to be used in situations when their meaning is contra-

dicted (such as when it is appropriate to thank someone who gives you a

toy you already have) (Gleason et al. 1984). Therefore the learning process is

probably different from that for other words.
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Third, the conventions for competent communication in one setting

(e.g. home) are often different from those in other settings (e.g. school).

To the extent that these conventions are different, children may have

trouble learning and adjusting to institutional settings and may also be

judged negatively (see Section 19.6).

19.5 Influences on the acquisition of pragmatic
competence

Acquiring pragmatic competence is difficult, but children have some

help. There are a number of ways families and schools contribute to the

acquisition process. Furthermore, children’s cognitions, knowledge and

efforts to learn about communication also facilitate their pragmatic

development.

19.5.1 Socialization
In general, it can be said that caregivers ‘socialize’ language. They use

language to help their children become competent members of their

societies and cultures, competence reflected in part in the children’s

language usage (Ely & Gleason 1995, Schieffelin & Ochs 1996). Virtually

from birth, infants begin to receive information about some of the prag-

matic behaviours that will help themmeet their social needs. Much of the

structure of conversations may be learned in early interactions between

infants and caregivers. Actions and talk (e.g. the use of hello, please, and

thank you) are highly organized and predictable during social games or

routines such as peekaboo and in give-and-take with objects. Such games

provide children clear and consistent information about a small number of

socially significant phrases. In these interactions, infants also learn about

taking turns, the responsibilities of both participants to keep the interac-

tion going, how to focus on a theme or topic, and how to make the

interaction cohere. Caregivers find ways to pull their infants into the

interaction, to help infants respond and participate, much as if they

were having a conversation (Ninio & Snow 1996).

Once children exhibit some basic pragmatic competence, begin to par-

ticipate more actively in interactions, and can anticipate sequences of

behaviour in the routines, caregivers adapt their interactions (Becker

1990). A number of interesting studies have been conducted on how they

do this during the preschool years.

Gleason and her colleagues (e.g. Snow et al. 1990) and others (e.g. Herot

2002) have observed that parents often prompt their children to produce

appropriate pragmatic behaviours. In order to replicate and extend these

findings, Becker (1994) conducted a one-year longitudinal study of five

families. Parents audiotaped everyday interactions between themselves
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and their preschoolers in their homes, mostly at dinner time. Multiparty

dinner table conversations appear to promote conversational and narra-

tive skills as well as language socialization more generally (Blum-Kulka

1997, Ely et al. 2001). The results of the study showed, first, that parents

commented about a wide variety of pragmatic behaviours. They provided

input about what children were expected to say (e.g. please, goodbye and

address terms), how children were expected to speak (using the appropri-

ate volume, tone of voice and clarity), when children should speak, and

how to stay on topic.

Parents also used a variety of strategies in their comments about and

reactions to their preschoolers’ pragmatic behaviours:

* prompt

○ direct comment onomission (e.g. “Say ‘excuseme’when you cough”)

○ indirect comment on omission (e.g. “What’s the magic word?”)

○ direct comment on error (e.g. “Don’t talk with your mouth full”)

○ indirect comment on error (e.g. “What did you say?”)

○ anticipatory suggestion (e.g. “Don’t forget to say ‘night-night’ to

Daddy”)
* model

○ provide the appropriate behaviour before the child has the oppor-

tunity to produce it (e.g. “Excuse me” as the child coughs)

○ comment on younger sibling’s behaviour (e.g. Mother: “What do you

say?” Infant: “Thank you.” Mother: “You’re welcome. Very good!”)

○ demonstrate prompts and behaviours as instruction (e.g. Father: “Go

get my milk.” Mother: “Well, what do you say?” Father: “Please.”)
* verbally reinforce following preschoolers’ appropriate usage (e.g. “I

like the way you say [X]”)
* pose a hypothetical situation for didactic purposes (e.g. “What would

you say if that ape came up to you and said ‘hi’?”)
* evaluate retroactively (e.g. “She said her prayers [earlier at lunch] all by

herself! Word for word, too. I’m really happy about that.”)
* address child’s comment (e.g. Child: “It’s a bad word, ‘ugly’. ” Mother:

“It’s not a bad word, you just use it wrong.”)
* evaluate another (e.g. “Right, Jane?”)

One of the provocative aspects of these findings is that most of the

parents’ input was indirect. Specifically, parents’ indirect comments on

errors and omissions comprised an average of 61 per cent of the total input

(49–91 per cent across the families). Indirectness seems a risky way to

teach pragmatic competence, because children might not understand

what they are supposed to do. The finding that so much parental input is

indirect is counterintuitive, because parents believe that displaying com-

petence is important and a reflection of their own socialization compe-

tence (Becker & Hall 1989, Bryant 1999). One would think that parents

would be explicit in order to maximize the chances of their children
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performing correctly. Although these are not experimental findings and

therefore causal conclusions cannot be drawn, it is likely that indirectness

challenges children more cognitively and provides more information

about pragmatic conventions than does direct, explicit input (Becker

1988). In fact, mothers of preschoolers believe that indirect responses

place cognitive burdens on children by helping them ‘to think rather

than just parrot’ and ‘figure it out on [their] own’ (Bryant 1999: 134).

The research reported above focuses primarily on middle-class,

American families because that is the population on which most of the

research has been done. It is important to note that societies and cultures

vary greatly with respect to characteristics of caregiver–child interactions,

the pragmatic behaviours they value, and the means by which they social-

ize pragmatic behaviours (Genesee et al. 2004, Schieffelin & Ochs 1986).

However, the children ultimately acquire pragmatic competence that is

appropriate to their culture.

19.5.2 Fathers and siblings
A number of researchers have suggested that different family members

contribute to the acquisition of pragmatic competence in different and

potentially important ways. That is, family members who know the child

less intimately (e.g. fathers who are secondary caregivers) or who lack the

capacity and motivation to tune in to the child’s needs (e.g. older siblings)

may pressure the child to communicate clearly and appropriately more

than would family members who know the child most intimately (e.g.

mothers who are primary caregivers) (Barton & Tomasello 1994, Gleason

1975, Mannle & Tomasello 1987, Rondal 1980). Fathers and siblings, in this

view, challenge children to adapt and broaden their communicative skills

and thus prepare them to talk with strangers and about unfamiliar topics.

Thus, fathers and siblings may serve as ‘bridges’ to the outside world,

“leading the child to change her or his language in order to be understood”

(Gleason 1975: 293).

There is some evidence to support the bridge hypothesis. Relative to

mothers, fathers of infants have been observed to have more breakdowns

in communication, spend less time focused on the same object or action, be

less successful at tuning in to their children’s current focus of attention,

makemore off-topic replies, and request clarificationmore often (Mannle &

Tomasello 1987, Tomasello et al. 1990). Fathers of preschoolers have also

been found to use more imperatives with their children than do mothers

(Gleason 1975, Malone & Guy 1982). A meta-analysis demonstrated that,

across studies, mothers are more supportive (e.g. they praise, acknowledge)

in their speech than fathers (Leaper et al. 1998).

Older siblings are even less tuned in and conversationally responsive

than fathers. In general, siblings are more directive, less responsive and

less adept than their mothers at using techniques for maintaining
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conversationswith younger siblings and at taking into account the infants’

conversational immaturity (Hoff-Ginsberg & Krueger 1991, Mannle et al.

1991, Tomasello & Mannle 1985).

Siblings can influence pragmatic competence in additional ways. Some

researchers argue that children aremotivated toparticipate in conversations

between theirmothers and older siblings. Therefore, they learnhow to enter

conversations effectively (Barton & Tomasello 1991) as well as tomaintain a

topic and take turns in such complex, triadic conversations (Barton &

Tomasello 1994, Hoff-Ginsberg & Krueger 1991). Younger siblings also have

the opportunity to observe conversations between their mothers and older

siblings and are thereby exposed to a variety of communicative styles.

If siblings influence the acquisition of pragmatic competence, one

would expect first-born children to differ from later-born children in

their communicative skills. Hoff-Ginsberg (1998) investigated this possi-

bilitywith one-and-a-half to two-and-a-half year olds. Although, as previous

research has shown, the first-born children exhibited more advanced

lexical and grammatical development, the later born children had more

advanced conversational skills in interactions with their mothers.

There are several limitations in the literature reported above. First, causal

conclusions cannot be drawnbecause the research is descriptive and correla-

tional. Neither experimental studies nor interventions have been imple-

mented to test the influences of families on the acquisition of pragmatic

competence. Second, there are many variations across families with similar

configurations (Mannle & Tomasello 1987). Not allmothers behave the same

way, nor do all fathers or all siblings. For example, DavidsonandSnow (1996)

failed to find that middle-class, highly educated fathers of nursery school

children used more challenging language than mothers. One must also

exercise caution in generalizing results of studies of relatively few families.

Third, context influences parental behaviour to a greater extent than paren-

tal gender does (Lewis 1997). The setting, the task, and other situational

characteristics strongly affect how family members interact with children.

19.5.3 Peers
Children are also exposed to multiparty conversations with peers, often in

the context of daycare or school. Multiparty conversations allow children to

hear more talk, hear greater varieties of talk, and observe and assume

different conversational roles than in dyadic conversation (Blum-Kulka &

Snow 2002). Such conversations require children to deal with participants’

limited background knowledge and to be assertive and clever in finding

ways to participate. Peers probably affect pragmatic competence in a variety

of ways. They may be similar to siblings as relatively uncooperative con-

versational partners, and thus contribute to the pressure preschoolers feel

to communicate more clearly and effectively (Mannle & Tomasello 1987).

Interactions with peers are frequent, sustained and emotionally engaging,
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and so provide a developmental context that promotes narrative and other

pragmatic skills (Nicolopoulou & Richner 2004). Peers also participate in

forms of communication that are different from those of adults speaking to

children (Blum-Kulka & Snow 2004, Ely & Gleason 1995), but, like adults,

may correct peers’ pragmatic behaviour (Nakamura 2001). Their special

kinds of humour and disagreements, the topics about which they talk,

and their explicit socialization about language provide communicative

experiences that no doubt complement those experienced with adults.

19.6 The importance of pragmatic skill

Pragmatic skills are important to children’s lives. Pragmatic competence

predicts later academic skills, is necessary for understanding and functioning

in the classroom, and is associated with greater liking by peers and adults.

First, some aspects of preschoolers’ pragmatic behaviour are predictive of

(and may in fact prepare children for) later literacy (Reeder et al. 1996) and

mathematical achievement. For example, narrative skills may provide a

bridge to print literacy because they can promote the enjoyment of stories

and help children learn about the structure and linguistic conventions of

stories (Griffin et al. 2004, Snow 1994, Snow et al. 2007). Skill at structuring

narratives and elaborating plots is associated with subsequent reading and

writing abilities. Reeder and his colleagues have found a relationship

between pragmatic awareness and early writing ability (Reeder & Shapiro

1997). They argue that having the metalinguistic skills to attribute inten-

tions andmotives to speakers (to comprehend implicit meanings) may help

children develop the ability to understand written language that provides

no clues from social interactions (Reeder & Shapiro 1996). Similarly, Snow

and Blum-Kulka (2002) suggest that the ability to takemultiple perspectives

in multiparty conversations aids in text comprehension. There is also some

evidence that preschoolers’ narrative performance predicts their mathe-

matical ability two years later (O’Neill et al. 2004).

Second, childrenwho are pragmatically skilled function better in school

(Greenwood et al. 2002, Snow & Blum-Kulka 2002) and other evaluative

contexts. Children must learn when and how to speak and respond to

teachers and peers, how to address teachers, to display their knowledge

and obtain information appropriately, to comprehend indirect language

(such as knowing that when teachers say “Use your words” they usually

intend that children solve conflicts verbally rather than physically), and to

modify their behaviour appropriately in different school settings (e.g.

playground, cafeteria, classroom). Throughout the life span, pragmatic

competence (or the lack thereof) affects teachers’ judgments of children’s

abilities andmotivations (Becker et al. 1991, Rice 1993) as well as children’s

opportunities for learning through interactions with peers and teachers

(Rice 1993, Silliman & Wilkinson 1991).
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The relevance of pragmatic behaviour in schools is particularly salient

when the conventions of the classroom are different than those of the

home. Cultures vary in how and when children may converse with adults,

ask questions, display knowledge, make eye contact, wait for others’

responses and use volume. However, teachers evaluate children using

the communicative patterns of the culture with which they are most

familiar, commonly the majority culture (e.g. Genesee et al. 2004, Philips

1993). When the pragmatic practices of home and school are more com-

patible, children are more comfortable and display their pragmatic com-

petencies more effectively.

Finally, pragmatic competence is important because children who are

pragmatically competent are better liked than those who are less skilled.

Many researchers have shown that children who are skilled at gaining

entry to ongoing social interactions and who are verbally responsive are

more popular than children who are less skilled (Dodge et al. 1983, Samter

2003). It is advantageous to be able to employ such verbal strategies as

greeting, suggesting, asking to join in and making substantive contribu-

tions to the interaction (Craig & Washington 1993). Furthermore, Hazen

and her colleagues (Black & Hazen 1990, Kemple et al. 1992) have shown

that three-and-a-half to five-and-a-half year olds who are well liked by their

peers (as contrasted with those who are disliked) are better able to initiate

and maintain cohesive conversations. These children clearly direct their

communication to specific peers, respond appropriately when others try

to communicate with them, and can attend to two playmates rather than

just focusing on one of them. Other researchers have obtained similar

findings for younger (Black & Logan 1995, Gertner et al. 1994) as well as

older children (Brinton & Fujiki 1995, Place & Becker 1991).

It has been found that in adolescence, those who convey allegiance to

the group by using more inclusive pronouns and asking questions are

viewed as better peer leaders than those teens who simply talk more.

Cassell et al. (2006) drew this conclusion from an innovative study of

approximately 300 teens participating in an online international junior

summit. They analysed messages posted prior to the election of delegates.

Not surprisingly, teens and young adults skilled in negotiation and persua-

sion are more successful professionally (Nippold 1998).

The causal relationship between pragmatic competence and popularity

is complex (Black & Logan 1995). Kemple et al. (1992) argued that some

pragmatic skills (such as the ability to make relevant comments and

respond positively and contingently to peers) contribute to young child-

ren’s initial popularity. Then, further differences in communication skills

emerge after children’s reputations as being popular or unpopular are

established. Unpopular children may avoid communicating with peers in

order to avoid rejection. Their poor pragmatic skills serve tomaintain their

lower status and may preclude their involvement in positive interactions

that would help them learn better skills and develop better self-concepts.
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19.7 Challenges for conducting research on pragmatic
development

In conclusion, future research would benefit from reflection about a num-

ber of issues that pose challenges to research in this domain.

1. Serious consideration should be given to the characteristics of context

that matter for pragmatic behaviour. Despite the centrality of this

construct for pragmatics (and, indeed, all of social science), it has

received surprisingly little examination.

2. Even more than with other aspects of behaviour, there is a tension

between the use of naturalistic and experimental methods. Both obvi-

ously provide complementary types of information, and researchers

must keep in mind the potential influence of task on language. For

various reasons, many pragmatics researchers are biased towards

observational methods.

3. Related to this bias is a tendency to use small samples that yield a great

deal of detailed information. Small samples, of course, are potentially

unrepresentative.

4. Transcripts may not provide the contextual and paralinguistic details

necessary to code pragmatic behaviour accurately. Examples of this

problem come from longitudinal data collected by DeHart (1999).
* “Gee, that’s a great idea!” may be a compliment or sarcastic remark.
* “I really like cows” may be an assertion or an indirect request.
* “I know!” in response to a partner’s comment “And here’s a roof for

the gas station” may be an expression of sudden insight or a

derisive remark about complete obviousness.

In all three examples, transcripts suggested different coding than

videos did.

Suggestions for futher reading
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Erlbaum Associates.

Kraut, R., Brynn, M., & Kiesler, S. (Eds.). (2006). Computers, Phones, and the

Internet. New York: Oxford University Press.

Ninio, A., & Snow, C. (1996). Pragmatic Development. Boulder, CO: Westview

Press.

Piaget, J. (1926/1974). (M. Gabain, trans.) The Language and Thought of the

Child. New York: New American Library.
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20

Language development
in narrative contexts

Ruth A. Berman

20.1 Introduction

This chapter considers children’s language beyond the boundaries of

single utterances in naturalistic speech or of isolated sentences in struc-

tured elicitations. Narrative discourse is particularly appropriate for this

purpose, since it emerges early in child language in the context of highly

scaffolded conversational interchanges (Miller & Sperry 1988, Ninio 1988).

Yet children’s narratives manifest autonomous text construction only at

late preschool age; it takes until around age 9 to 10 years before they

demonstrate well-formed global-level organization of narrative structure

(Hickmann 1995, Peterson & McCabe 1983); and rhetorical expressiveness

consolidates only in adolescence and adulthood (Berman &Nir-Sagiv 2007,

Berman & Slobin 1994). Narratives thus provide an advantageous site for

tracing the long developmental route from emergence tomastery in langu-

age acquisition (Berman 2004b). Second, narratives are a universal type of

discourse, familiar to children raised in oral as well as literate cultures

(Bavin 2004, de León in press). They thus embody a special relation

between the presumably universal mode of thought defined by Bruner’s

(1986) ‘landscape of action’ and the impact of typological factors on

language-particular modes of expression (Slobin 1982, 2004).

Third, while canonic narratives – at least in western cultures – are all

organized around a shared ‘action structure’ with an initial setting,

episodes, resolution and coda (Labov 1972, van Dijk 1980), they cover

numerous sub-genres, both fictive (romance, mystery, etc.) and veridical

(autobiography, history, etc.). This varied range is reflected in cross-

sectional research on children’s elicited narratives, including: personal-

experience accounts of children aged 3 to 10 years (Peterson & McCabe

1983) and from middle childhood to adolescence (Berman & Nir-Sagiv

2007, Ravid & Berman 2006); stories based on short picture series

(Hickmann 2003, Karmiloff-Smith 1979, Nelson 1986); and the ‘frog



story’ picture storybook (Berman & Slobin 1994, Strömqvist & Verhoeven

2004). Narrative discourse has thus come to supplement interactive con-

versational contexts as a favoured site for language acquisition research

with a usage-based approach to child language, where linguistic forms –

grammatical morphemes, lexical expressions, syntactic constructions – are

examined in relation to the functions they perform in extended discourse.1

20.2 Narrative-embedded use of linguistic forms

A key theme of this chapter derives from Slobin’s (1973) insight that, with

age, new forms are recruited to meet old functions while, concurrently,

new functions are realized by familiar linguistic means. This is illustrated

in (1) through (3) below by three linguistic categories in the ‘frog story’

narrative sample (Berman & Slobin 1994): prepositions (in, on, after), the

English suffix -ing and the connective and.

(1) Developmental phases in use of prepositions:

1. Spatial [with Concrete Noun]: in the jar, on the floor, run after the bees

2. Temporal [with Time/Event Noun]: in the morning, on that day, after

breakfast

3. Temporal/Causal [with Gerundive]: in running, on waking, after

finding it

4. Manner/Cause [with Abstract Noun]: in fun, on his flight, after the

discovery

Several related patterns emerged in this domain. First, with age, children

use a wider variety of prepositions to express locative and other relations

between predicates and their associated noun phrases, reflecting the gen-

eral developmental trend to greater lexical specificity (for example, in, inside,

into, within). Second, they assign more, and more abstract, meanings to

familiar terms, so that each of the prepositions in (1) acquiresmore complex

semantic functions. Third, they use these lexical items in different morpho-

syntactic environments, with gerunds and derived nominals. Functionally,

such constructions play a role in narrative connectivity – through non-

finite subordination with gerundives – and narrative evaluation – through

complex adverbials ofmanner (in fun, with care), cause (on his flight = as a result

of his fleeing), and temporality (after the discovery = after he discovered). Moreover,

these quite basic, early acquired prepositions, when used in less frequent,

more sophisticated contexts like (1.3) and (1.4), serve for stylistic elevation

through higher register, more literate forms of expression.

1 This chapter focuses on the relation between linguistic forms and narrative functions, adopting what

Nicolopoulou (1997) calls a ‘formalist’ psycholinguistic analysis rather than the interpretive, socio-cultural

approaches that she advocates, and see, too, Bamberg (in press), Blum-Kulka (2005).
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Consider, next, the suffix -ing. One of the first bound morphemes

acquired by English-speaking children, its use changes markedly with

age, as shown in (2).

(2) Changing form/function relations of the English suffixal -ing:

1. Bare main verb:

And that he – floating off, uh – sitting down [3;3]

And here, he trying to get the bees [3;11]

2. Complement of verbs of perception or aspectual verbs:

I see him snoring [4;9]

He kept on calling frog [5;10]

3. Noun Modification – truncated relative clauses:

The dog was shaking the tree with the beehive hanging from it [9;10]

The dog is curious about some bees flying overhead [Adult]

4. Sentence Modification – non-finite adverbial clauses:

The deer carried him to the edge of a cliff, with his dog chasing after [9;1]

The three were just sitting around doing nothing [Adult-d]

As with prepositions in (1), development occurs concurrently in syntac-

tic context, semantic content and narrative function. Early, ungramma-

tical use of bare -ing forms without a tensed auxiliary be, as in (2.1) reflects

young children’s tendency to view (present) progressive as the unmarked,

basic form of picture-based storytelling. Subsequently, these non-tensed

forms are used grammatically, to construct an early type of complement

structure (2.2). Later still, they serve for non-finite clause-linkage to create

a tightly cohesive type of ‘syntactic packaging’ (2.3 – and see also Section

20.3.3). At the most advanced phase, non-finite adverbial clauses provide

background information to the events described in the preceding clause,

so that a linear sequence like The deer carried him to the edge of the cliff, and/

while/as his dog chased aftermay be replaced by a more tightly fused construc-

tion in the non-finite subordinate clause with his dog chasing after in (2.4).

As a third example, consider the basic coordinating conjunction and,

examined in children’s narrative usage in English (Peterson & McCabe

1988), French (Jisa 1985), and Hebrew (Berman 1996). It, too, serves diffe-

rent, and more varied functions with age, as delineated in (3).

(3) Phases in emerging use of the coordinating conjunction ‘and’:

Phase position / Function Intention signalled

I Utterance-Initial / ‘I have more to say:’

Announcing – in the same conversational turn

II Clause-Initial / ‘Something else / more happened’

Chaining – in chronological sequence

III Text-Embedded / ‘The events or states are related’

Chunking – within a given discourse topic

As depicted in (3), use of the coordinating conjunction and progresses

from the behavioural unit of utterance, to the syntactic unit of clause and
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on to the discourse unit of text-segment. This reflects a shift from initial

associative, communicatively motivated declaration that the speaker is

still engaged in talk, to temporal chaining of clauses in sequence and

thence to mature syntactic packaging. In monologic narrative contexts,

use of and reveals a U-shaped developmental curve: three and four year

olds use it relatively little as a syntactic connector between temporally

related texts (Phase II above); subsequently it may be over used, as a

favouredmeans of chaining clauses – oftenwith amore specific sequential

term (e.g. and then, after that); and eventually, in more mature narrative

texts, and is used only occasionally for clause-linkage. For proficient nar-

rators, it is superfluous formarking sequentiality, which they recognize as

the default case for narrative temporality, so not needing to be overtly

marked.

These examples illustrate a key feature of language development that

I have argued elsewhere for various domains in Hebrew (Berman 1986,

2004a). Linguistic forms often emerge early on, typically in the preschool

years, but their development manifests a lengthy route via acquisition to

mastery.

20.3 Expression of discourse functions in different
narrative domains

This section takes narrative functions rather than linguistic forms as the

point of departure for analysis: reference to participants in a story – by

means of nominal constructions like lexical NPs and pronouns (Section

20.3.1; narrative temporality – through the verbal categories of Tense,

Aspect, Mood (Section 20.3.2); and discourse connectivity – by devices for

clause linkage (Section 20.3.3).

20.3.1 Reference
The term ‘reference’ serves here in the narrow sense of relating to entities

mentioned in a piece of discourse. Linguistically, reference can be realized

by lexical noun phrases – proper nouns, common nouns and complex

noun phrases with adjectives, prepositional phrases and/or relative

clauses – and also by personal, reflexive and indefinite pronouns, by argu-

ment ellipsis, repetition or lexical substitution. Hickmann (2003: 5) pro-

vides powerful arguments from this domain for why ‘the basic unit of

analysis must go beyond the sentence’ since ‘context dependence is a

fundamental property of language’. Narratives are well suited to studying

acquisition of referring expressions. For one thing, stories necessarily

involve protagonists and report on events that occur to characters (people,

animals, robots). In order for interlocutors to know who or what is being

talked about as the narrative unfolds, these characters need to be suitably
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introduced as new participants in the story, re-referred to by maintaining

reference to them, ormarked by shifting reference to other participants. In

extended discourse, referring expressions constitute ‘cohesive ties’

(Halliday & Hasan 1976) that serve to link utterances together in a text.

In acquiring reference, children need to integrate local and global pro-

cesses of text construction, to achieve both linguistic cohesion between

utterances and discourse coherence across the text (Hickmann 2004). This

involves knowledge of such apparently disparate linguistic domains as

determiners and pronouns, null subjects, and dislocations (Berman 1990,

Karmiloff-Smith 1981), which then need to be re-represented in integrating

bottom-up and top-down processes of text construction (Karmiloff-Smith

1983). Narrative reference thus demands a combination of linguistic and

cognitive abilities, including: the distinction between deixis and anaphora

and between given and new information (Hickmann 2003, Hickmann et al.

1995), awareness of shared information between narrator and interlocutor

(Kail & Hickmann 1992, Kail & Sanchez y Lopez 1997), and hence, too,

command of a ‘theory of the listener’ (Berman & Slobin 1994).

Three year olds make use of a range of means for making reference

in different languages, including articles and determiners, lexical noun

phrases, different kinds of pronouns and person marking on verbs, and

zero anaphora (e.g. Bamberg 1986, Karmiloff-Smith 1980, McGann &

Schwartz 1988). These devices may be used correctly at the local level of

individual utterances or isolated sentences, yet it takesmany years to acquire

command of reference at amore global discourse level, where account needs

to be taken of the text as a single entity or unified whole. In elicited narra-

tives, young preschoolers tend to use pronouns deictically rather than as

anaphoric means of achieving textual cohesion, reflecting the fact that they

treat narratives as essentially interactive and are as yet unable to take

adequate account of interlocutor knowledge. For example, in picture-series

descriptions, childrenmaymaintain reference by paralinguistic means such

as pointing to the characters in the different pictures, they may use deictic

picture-oriented terms like this, that, here, or else resort to definite and inde-

finite expressions in a way that appears fairly random (Karmiloff-Smith

1981, Katzenberger 1994, Reilly 1992).

These features of early narrative reference are illustrated by the text

of an English-speaking child aged 3;8, based on the ‘frog story’ booklet

(Berman & Slobin 1994: 59), with animate referring expressions

underlined.

(4) It’s a bee. There’s a dog. And there’s a frog, and slippers, and another slipper,

and there’s boots. He’s wake up! They put her head in the pot. Going down.

The dog barked, and here they calling frog. There’s bees. And the hole in the tree.

Ack!! A owl. And he’s running through there and he fell off. Look, oh, he’s up

there! He’s awake. He fell off – in the pool. And there’s no head. Then there’s a

frog. See, he caughted a frog.
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Compare this with (5), the introduction to the same story told by a 10 year

old, who uses indefinite noun phrases to introduce the three characters and

definite or pronominal reference for recurrent mentions, distinguishing

between the boy and the frog by he versus it (Berman & Slobin 1994: 69).

(5) There’s a boy who has a pet frog and a pet dog, and one night after he goes to

bed, the frog sneaks out. And he wakes up and it’s gone. So he and his dog look all

over the place for it. So then they go outside and start calling for it.

It might be easier for young children to make it clear who they are

talking about in their personal-experience accounts, where the narrator

is the chief protagonist, so allowing deictic reference and shifts to only one

or two other participants. Yet toddlers have difficulty making unambigu-

ous use of referring expressions even in their conversation-embedded

narratives, as illustrated by the interchanges in (6) between a mother and

her 26-month-old daughter (from Hudson 1993) and in (7) between an

investigator and a rather older child (from Peterson & Dodsworth 1991) –

with referring expressions again underlined.

(6) M: Did you go swimming in the lake?

C: Yeah! I was running and swimming with Daddy.

M. With Daddy?

C. I can’t swim. But when I’mwith Daddy, he kept putting me in. I can’t swim

with him either.

M. You can’t swim with who?

C. And Laura was there.

M. Laura was there?

C. Yes, and the two of us were stepping in the pool.

The interchange in (6) shows that reference specification is difficult for

very young children even in highly scaffolded contexts, where considerable

shared knowledge with a primary caretaker can be assumed. This difficulty

is exacerbated in narratives elicited by an outside investigator, as in (7).

(7) I. Can you tell me about the barbecue that you had?2

C. We had a barbecue right over here, and I told him to don’t put it … and

I told Dan what he was doing. And …

I. You told Dan what he was doing?

C. Yeah. And when I was doing it, I turned, pushed him, what I do, pushed

way up high.

I. You pushed him way up high?

C. Yes, but he turned to go.

I. But he what?

C. He turned to go on me. He didn’t come to my house.

2 Different cues might be available to children acquiring morphologically richer languages. For example, in

Hebrew, second person pronouns are differentiated for gender (masculine ata, feminine at) and number

(plural atem).
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As the authors clearly state, ‘an almost total lack of identifying referents

for her pronouns makes this an incomprehensible narrative’ (Peterson &

Dodsworth 1991: 412). Such difficulties are compounded when narratives

are elicited by methods requiring more autonomous, monologic text con-

struction, as in (4) and (5).

Most psycholinguistically motivated research on narrative reference is

based on picture-series elicitations, including the pioneering studies

undertaken from rather different perspectives by Karmiloff-Smith (1979,

1981) and Maya Hickmann (1980, 1982), as well as in the work of Nelson

andher associates (Nelson 1986).3 Other studies on reference have used the

‘frog story’ picture booklet to examine how children comparedwith adults

refer to the protagonists in the same story (for example, Bamberg 1987, in

German, Bavin 2000, in Warlpiri, Berman 1990, in Hebrew, Wigglesworth

1990, in English).

Findings of this rich research base have yielded conflicting interpretations.

For example, Karmiloff-Smith (1981) found that from around six years of

age, children rely on ‘a thematic subject strategy’ as a top-down process for

linking utterances across the text: they use the same pronoun all along to

refer to a single major protagonist. In contrast, Bamberg’s (1986, 1987)

analyses indicate that even three year olds can use this strategy, in line

with other studies that claim to show very early command of referential

forms (e.g. Bennet-Kastor 1983). The bulk of research in this domain,

however, suggests that reference to entities (in a story) is a late-developing

ability. Thus, using different elicitationmaterials, the studies of Karmiloff-

Smith (1981, 1987), of Hickmann and her associates (e.g. Hickmann 1987,

1995, Hickmann & Liang 1990, Kail & Hickmann 1992), Wigglesworth’s

‘frog story’ (1990) analysis, as well as those of the present author and her

associates (e.g. Berman & Katzenberger 1998, Katzenberger 1994) indicate

that it takes children until 9 or 10 years of age, or even beyond, to master

the system – in the sense of being able to introduce, maintain, and shift

reference to characters both appropriately and unambiguously.

Hickmann (1995: 206) concludes from her review of ‘diverging findings’

for development of anaphoric referential strategies that these highlight

‘the importance of adequate control in studies of children’s discourse

organization’. Thus, Kail and Hickmann (1992) found that ‘a direct com-

parison of narratives produced in the presence versus the absence of

mutual knowledge shows that only 9-year-old children differentiate the

two situations systematically, while younger children use deixis in both’.

Along different lines, Shapiro and Hudson’s (1991) comparison of preschool

and first-grade children’s performance on two types of picture-series

stories – one ‘event based’ with merely sequential structure and the other

3 Specially designed picture series have also been used in doctoral dissertations examining children’s

developing reference in different languages, including in Cantonese (To Kit Sum 2006) and Hebrew

(Katzenberger 1994).
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a ‘problem-based’ story – showed that in the event-based version, children

used simpler pronominal reference strategies compared with the more

sophisticated linguistic devices they applied in constructing a problem-

based story. These studies support Hickmann’s (2003: 175–183) conclusion

that ‘pervasive methodological problems’ underlie the study of child lan-

guage in general and of acquisition of referring expressions in particular.

A rather different, though not inconsistent, explanation for these diver-

gent findings emerges from the question of what is meant by ‘knowing’

and being able to use such knowledge. A domain-general developmental

progression that addresses this question is articulated in Karmiloff-Smith’s

(1992) model of representational redescription (RR) via reiterated deve-

lopmental phases – from an initial phase focused on external data, via an

internally driven phase, and on to an integrative reconciliation between

internal representations and external data – with knowledge at each phase

represented and re-represented at four different levels. Against this back-

ground, I have argued that the process of linguistic development involves

a protracted route from early emergence via acquisition on to mastery in

different linguistic domains (Berman 2004a) and in different narrative

settings (Berman 1995). Discourse-embedded command of referring

expressions involves a complex process of re-organization of linguistic

knowledge, rather than a one-step transition from, say, deixis to anaphora,

or a simple shift from bottom-up to top-down processing or between local

and global command of narrative reference.

The protracted path of reference acquisition and the fact that it is

mastered relatively late cannot be explained in terms of complexity of

linguistic structure alone. Rather, as noted in section 20.3.1, reference is a

cognitively demanding domain, requiring such late-developing abilities

as:memory retention across stretches of extended discourse; clear grasp of

the distinction between new and given information; understanding of

mutual knowledge; and the ability to provide sufficient, non-redundant

information about who is being referred to at each point in the unfolding

story. Coordinating all these facets of information processing along with

encoding them by appropriate means of linguistic expression is a formi-

dable task for children, even at school age.

Besides, there is no one correct way of referring to participants in a

narrative. Wigglesworth’s (1997) analysis of Australian English ‘frog story’

texts produced by 4 to 10 year olds compared with adults shows that

participants across age-groups select a range of strategies for referring to

characters in their narratives, although proportions differed with age. For

example, while the youngest children alone consistently preferred a the-

matic-subject strategy in referring to the boy as main protagonist, this

strategywas favoured by nearly half the 10 year olds, but by only one adult.

Starting from age 8, ‘an anaphoric strategy’, using full nouns to switch

reference and pronouns to maintain reference, was adopted by around

half the children, and by nearly all of the adults in the group. Similarly,
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Katzenberger’s (19 94 ), study of picture-series narratives in Hebrew (showing

two participants of the same sex and age) found that adults invariably

introduce the characters when they first occur in the text by overt, explicit

lexical means, and subsequently deploy one of several ‘maintain-reference’

strategies to refer to them when they recur (Berman & Katzenberger 1998).

The adults and some 10 year olds favoured three such means: (1) a ‘labelling

strategy’, introducing characters by a proper name (e.g. Aliza, Mrs. Cohen), by

role (e.g. customer, saleswoman), or appearance (the redhead, the one in blue)

subsequently repeating these labels or using third person pronouns or

subject ellipsis; (2) a ‘thematic-subject strategy’ selected one of the charac-

ters as topic across the text, introduced lexically, subsequently referred to

by a personal pronoun or null subject; or (3) a ‘parallel presentation strategy’
that introduces the two characters together at the beginning by distinct

lexical means, and then differentiates them by various means, such as by

different activities. Whatever the strategy, all the adults and 10-year-old

children referred to the characters in a way that made it possible to identify

who was being referred to at each point across their narratives. In contrast,

the preschoolers were able to maintain reference to their characters around

only one quarter of the time, and they differed from older narrators both in

the extent to which character reference was clearly maintained across the

text, but also in the strategies they adopted for this purpose. Importantly,

use of referring expressions was one of the few variables in Katzenberger’s

(1994) study that differentiated between 10-year-old schoolchildren com-

pared with adults, supporting other claims for relatively late development

of narrative referentiality.

Reference-making strategies need, moreover, to be interpreted in light of

target language typology – as demonstrated by the Hickmann et al. (1996)

study of criteria for identifying noun phrases in English, French and

German compared with Mandarin Chinese, where pronouns are unmarked

for such categories as gender, case or animacy. Other languages have surface

morphological cues that serve to disambiguate reference, including person

marking on verbs in Italian and Spanish or extensive gender agreement on

Hebrew verbs and adjectives (Berman 1990, Katzenberger 1994). These

inflections are acquired early, and children can rely on them in identifying

a given referent in both interpreting and producing narratives. A related

factor is extent of same-subject elision in a given language. Berman and

Slobin (19 94) found that English-speaking narrators aged 3 to 9 years as

well as adults relied heavily on pronominal subjects, Hebrew speakers used

null subjects for maintaining reference in one third to half the clauses

they produced, and the Spanish narrators hardly ever used pronoun sub-

jects at all. The fact that narrative topicmaintenance showed such language-

particular trends across age groups confirms Slobin’s (1996, 2001) insight

that the language used by children is from a young age closer to that of adult

speakers of the language than to that of their peers from typologically

different backgrounds.
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20.3.2 Narrative temporality
As a discourse genre organized around dynamic events that proceed

through time, narratives afford a communicative context well suited to

studying acquisition of linguistic temporality. Young children’s abilities in

this connection are considered largely in relation to reference to past time

(Eisenberg 1985, Fivush et al. 1987, Sachs 1983). Early talk about past events

is interpreted as a major cognitive milestone, indicating a removal from

the here and now and the ability to refer to displaced objects and events

even before children have mastered the relevant linguistic means (past

tense, perfective aspect). Ninio (1988) notes that children from around age

20 months refer to completion of events (using diverse grammatical and

lexical forms, such as Hebrew nigmar ‘is-finished = all gone, done’, zehu

‘that’s it, no more’). From around 26 months of age, children begin to

encode the ‘reportative’ function of speech to convey information about

what happened, the basis for stringing together narrative sequences in

‘referential’ clauses (Labov 1972). For example, a Hebrew-speaking child

aged 2;5 talking about what happened at nursery school, informs her

mother: Rani (na)fal, bel pésa [cf. adult Eran nafal ve kibel péca ) ‘Eran fell and

got (a) wound’ = got hurt).

Linguistically, a critical facet of early narrative development is thus use

of past-tense marking. This emerges first, in typologically different lan-

guages, with high-frequency change-of-state intransitive verbs (the ‘unac-

cusatives’ of generative grammar) often with irregular morphology, like

English fell, broke, spilt and in perfective aspect in languages like Italian or

Spanish – to express a ‘resultative perspective’ focused on change-of-state

events in early child grammar (Slobin 1985c). Later use of past tense

morphology applies across verb classes, including dynamic activity

verbs, both intransitive (e.g. went, ran, jumped) and causative (hit, dropped,

pushed), and elaborated, in languages with grammatical aspect, by use of

imperfective aspect and/or past progressive tomark background states or

ongoing events.

Following Labov and Waltezky’s (1967: 20) pathbreaking analysis of

narratives as ‘one method of recapitulating past experience by matching

a verbal sequence of clauses to the sequence of events which actually

occurred’, researchers have identified the temporal sequencing of lin-

guistic strings as crucial for narrative acquisition. As noted in section

20.2, even young preschool children are able to string together events

that took place in the past, while older children come to rely on a con-

sistent dominant tense form for anchoring the events recounted. Thus,

in the frog-story sample, three to four year olds tended to switch between

present and past in describing the events depicted in the pictured story-

book, whereas older children, increasingly from age 5 years up, demon-

strated a narrative storytelling mode by adhering to largely past-tense

forms in such different languages as English, Hebrew, and Spanish

(Berman & Slobin 1994).
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With age, narratives manifest an increasingly more variegated tem-
poral texture, reflected in increasing alternation of forms, moving away

from monotonic temporal sequential anchoring of events, and tense-

aspect shifting for global discourse purposes (Bazzanella & Calleri 1991,

Berman & Nir-Sagiv 2004, Kupersmitt 2006). Extended reliance on aspec-

tual distinctions is revealed by use of past progressive forms in the English

‘frog story’ sample of five and nine year olds; increased use of past perfect

forms in personal experience narratives of adolescents and adults com-

pared with younger children in English and Spanish; and greater reliance

onnon-finite subordinate clauses in English, Hebrew and Spanish – in both

the ‘frog story’ samples and in personal-experience narratives of older

children (Berman 1998, Berman & Nir-Sagiv 2007, Kupersmitt 2006).

Another important development is the ability to go beyond chronological

sequentiality in recounting events: by reference to co-occurrent situations

expressing temporal relations of simultaneity and/or to prior or forthcom-

ing events as the story unfolds expressing retrospection and prospection,

respectively). The crosslinguistic analysis of Aksu-Koç and von Stutterheim

(1994) on the ‘frog story’ narratives reveals that, with age, simultaneous

events are marked by more specific lexical means (e.g. English while or

Hebrew be-od še- rather than the default temporal conjunction when, kše- as

subordinators, and a larger range of converbs in Turkish), togetherwithpast

progressive forms where possible. Reference to temporal retrospection
occurs in the ‘frog story’ as ameans of relating the ‘initiating event’ – a boy’s

pet frog escapes from the jar where it has been kept – and the final reso-

lution, where the boy’s search ends in finding a(nother) frog. Different

means are used to express the relation, from juvenile he saw a frog to he

found his froggie and on to more explicit formulations like his lost pet, the frog

that ran ~ had run away, the frog he (had) lost. These expressive alternatives

reveal a connection between nominal reference and narrative temporality

and demonstrate the repertoire of superficially unrelated linguistic forms

that speakers can choose to express syntactic, semantic and narrative func-

tions of temporality. Age-related levels of ‘narrativity’ range from the

semantics of possession (his = the boy’s) to the discourse function of restrictive

attribution (by relative clauses) and/or the temporal function of retrospec-

tion (by past perfect aspect). They also point to the role of typology and

rhetorical preferences in different target language, for example, whether

the language marks pluperfect aspect for expressing prior-to-past versus

past events, like Spanish and English (more so in British than American

English) or whether (as in German and Hebrew, say) speakers rely on

relative clauses alone, without overt aspectual marking of the relation of

anteriority.

A third facet of increasingly variegated linguistic temporality is demon-

strated by tense-aspect shifting for expressing foreground–background dis-

tinctions. In Spanish, children from a young age distinguish background

situations by use of imperfective forms in contrast to the perfective
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backbone of narrative events – in personal-experience accounts

(Kupersmitt 2006), in retelling of a fable (Sandbank 2004), as well as in

the picture-book ‘frog story’ (Sebastián & Slobin 1994). In Hebrew, a lan-

guage that does not afford such options, older narrators rely increasingly

on present-tense participial forms (the so-called benoni ‘intermediate’ con-

struction) to achieve this discourse function (Berman & Neeman 1994).

Sandbank (2004) compared the reconstruction of the same fable by native

speakers of Spanish, which has a rich system of grammatical aspectual

distinctions, and Hebrew, which lacks inflectional marking of aspect

(Berman & Dromi 1984, Berman & Nir-Sagiv 2004). She found that in the

introductory setting to the fable, Spanish 6 year olds referred predomi-

nantly to activities encoded in the past imperfective (e.g. Caminaban dos

mulas llevando su carga ‘Walked + Impfv two mules carrying their load’)

whereas in Hebrew, children relied more on reference to states, mainly

with the general existential verb haya ‘be’ (e.g. Hayu pa’am shtey pradot

‘(there) were once two mules’). These findings demonstrate the impact of

target language typology on the expressive options available to and

selected by speaker–writers of a given language. And they illustrate

Slobin’s (2004) idea of a ‘distributed semantics’, where diverse linguistic

devices conspire together in expressing a given narrative function, such as,

say, temporal retrospection or background settings versus foreground

events.

20.3.3 Connectivity
The term ‘connectivity’ refers to discourse-embedded clause-linkage,

defined in functional linguistics as ‘nexus’ (Foley & Van Valin 1984),

‘clause-combining’ (Haiman & Thompson 1988), ‘clause complexes’

(Matthiessen 2002), or ‘complex sentences’ (Bybee & Noonan 2001).

Here we consider children’s acquisition of two related facets of this

domain: lexical markers of inter-clausal relations (Section 20.3.3.1) and

the syntactic architecture of groups of clauses linked together syntacti-

cally, thematically or discursively (Section 20.3.3.2).

20.3.3.1 Lexical marking of connectivity

As noted in section 20.2, the coordinating conjunction ‘and’ is the earliest

and most ubiquitous marker of connectivity in children’s narratives. The

excerpts in (8) illustrate 3 year olds’ use of ‘and’ in describing the same

scene in different languages (from Slobin 1988).

(8) English, aged 3;1: A owl. Flew out of here. And he’s running away.

German, aged 3;3: Da kommt ein Vogel. Und da rennt er.

‘There comes a bird. And there he runs’.

Spanish, aged 3;3: Salio un pajaro immenso. Y un ninito se cayo de cabeza asi.

‘Abigbird cameout.Anda little boy fell onhishead like this’.
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Hebrew, aged 3;6: Hine yanshuf. Ve hine hayeled nafal.

‘Here’s an owl. Andhere the boy fell (down)’.

As specified in section 20.3, these immature uses of ‘and’ are utterance-

initial, and hence fail to meet the syntactic function of clause-linkage or to

express a conventional temporal or causal semantic relation. Pak et al.

(1996: 302) argue that initially, for young preschoolers, connectives such

as because, so, then, occur largely in ‘limited, socially defined contexts’ and

serve interactional rather than ideational functions. Along similar lines,

French and Nelson (1985) show that preschoolers use connectives like and,

if, and but more, and more appropriately, when talking about situations

that are familiar to them.

Two converging developments occur in acquiring markers of connecti-

vity in narrative contexts. First, the function of particular items becomes

semantically more specific with age, while concurrently, older children

use a wider range of different connectives along with basic terms like and,

and then, so (Peterson & McCabe 1991). Dependence on ‘and’ decreases as

other connectives take over (Jisa 1987, Laubitz 1987, Scott 1984), while

early marking of temporal relationships gives way to causally chained

sequences of events (Kernan 1977, McCutchen & Perfetti 1982).

These trends are confirmed by comparing Hebrew-speaking children’s

use of connectivitymarkers in elicited picture-book narratives and personal

experience accounts of a fight or quarrel (Berman 1995, 1996). In both

contexts, older children use relativelymore lexicalmarkers of sequentiality

(sentence-modifiers meaning ‘then’, ‘after that’, or ‘afterwards’) than the

3 year olds, increasingly for chaining clauses in sequence. Even in the more

complex ‘frog story’ accounts, such expressions, alone or preceded by the

marker meaning ‘and’, account for fully one quarter of the ‘free’ or

independent clauses (single-clause sentences or the main clause of multi-

clause constructions) in the 5- and 9-year-old texts but far fewer among the

3 year olds. Increased reliance on overt markers of temporal sequencing is

illustrated by texts produced by a preschool 5 year old compared with

9-year-old texts of the two types – translated from the Hebrew originals in

(9) and (10).

(9) a. Excerpt from Hebrew ‘frog story’ translated into English [boy

aged 5;3]:

There was a boy that er … that he caught a frog!!

And afterwards he slept,

And suddenly did not see it

And then he said to the dog …

And – and – he also went outside with his dog to search.

And afterwards he took it

And – he said (something) like this

And they called for it, for the frog!
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And afterwards he went down, told him [= the dog] to go down,

Then he caught him [= the dog]

And he [= the boy] thought he [= the dog] (had) chased it away.

He told him [= the dog] to go outside.

And afterwards they walked and walked until they came to a place where

they wanted to see if it [= the frog] was there.

b. Hebrew ‘fight’ story translated into English [girl, aged 5;3]:

Yesterday at nursery school I quarrelled with my friend Roni,

My friend took the doll (away) from me by force

And afterwards (she) threw it (away).

And then (she) laughed and said that I deserved it.

Afterwards I got upset, and cried.

And afterwards I told (about) her to the teacher.

The texts in (9) are typical of stories told by 5 year olds: Nearly every

clause has a sequential introducer, with or without the conjunction

and to mark event-chaining, indicating that the next step in the story

is about to be described. In contrast, 3 year olds use few terms mar-

king sequentiality, since for them ‘and’ signifies that they are about to

describe the next picture (in the ‘frog story’), or that another utterance

is to follow (in the ‘fight’ sample). And it is also very different from

narrative connectivity marking of 9 year olds, as marked by the under-

lined elements in (10).

(10) a. Excerpt from Hebrew ‘frog story’ translated [boy aged 9;5]:

Once there was a boy, and he had a dog.

The boy looked inside the jar

And inside the jar was a frog.

Afterwards the dog … er afterwards the boy went to sleep and the dog

climbed on top of him to sleep together,

And meanwhile the frog went out of the jar.

Next morning the boy got up, and the dog … also.

When they looked at the jar, they didn’t see the frog.

And then they started looking for it all over the place, and inside the jar

that was there.

Afterwards the boy went outside, and the dog also.

When they looked at the jar, they didn’t see the frog.

And so they started looking for it all over the place, inside shoes and

inside the jar where it was [= had been].

Afterwards the boy went outside, and the dog also.

b. Hebrew 9 year old ‘fight’ story translated into English [boy, aged

9;2]:

Every night I fight with my brother

because he says that only he should take the dog downstairs.
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One night he pushed me

And afterwards [zero] ran away quickly to his room,

And after that I went downstairs with the dog .

[The family lives in an apartment building of several floors]

The 9-year-old texts in (10 ) make less use of ‘and’, relying on connectives

like those meaning ‘because’, ‘but’, ‘in order to’ or ‘until’, ‘meanwhile’ to

mark other logical as well as temporal relations between events in the

unfolding narrative.

Analysis of persona l-ex p erienc e nar ratives p rod uced b oth o rally and

in writing by g rade-school c hildren, middle school, and high school

students show s that devel opm ent in use of connect ivity markers – as o f

other f acets of discourse -embedded la nguage use – c ontinues well

beyond middle c hild hood (Berman & Nir -Sagiv 2004 ). Around adoles-

cenc e, se quential markers serve to frame entire segments of t he narra-

tiv e, b y expressi o ns such as at fi rst, later on, eventually. These reflect more

global, top- dow n narrativ e organization, in place of earlier c haining o f

one event aft er another (Berman & Nir-Sagiv 2007). Such growt h in

var ie t y and fle xibility o f lexical devices is ac compa nied by increas ed

var ia t ion in sy ntac tic clau se-linki ng co nstructions as discu ssed in t he

following sec tion.

20. 3.3.2 Synta ctic packa gin g

Children’s acquisition of complex syntax beyond the sentence level has

been relatively little studied in narrative contexts. Most such research is on

school-age children and pedagogically or clinically motivated, using the

so-called ‘T(erminable) Unit’ – defined as a single finite verb with its

associated subordinate and coordinate clauses – to measure the number

and type of clauses within one such sentence-like element of (mainly

written) discourse (Hunt 1965, Loban 1976, Scott 1988, Scott & Windsor

2000). More functionally motivated criteria of narrative clause-combining

were first specified for the ‘frog story’ narratives in terms of ‘syntactic

packaging’ by Berman and Slobin (1994: 538–554). They found, for example,

that 3 and 4 year olds produce mainly isolated clauses in their narra-

tives, while across languages, older narrators typically package clauses

together significantly more, rising from around 15 to 40 per cent of total

clauses from 3 to 9 years of age in English and Hebrew, while in Spanish,

even 3 year olds combine clauses in a single syntactic package around

one fifth of the time. These trends interface with changes in the type of

constructions used for clause combining as a function of both age and

target language typology.

Two such means are non-finite adverbial subordination (e.g. while run-

ning away from the owl) and subject elision (e.g. The boy climbed the tree and

looked in the hole). Both demonstrate more tightly cohesive syntactic packa-

ging, interacting with the structural options and rhetorical preferences
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of speaker-writers of different languages (Slobin 1996 , 2001 , 2004).

Developmental progression in types of adverbial embedding in ‘frog

story’ narratives is schematically depicted in (11 ) for three languages,

where > stands for ‘earlier than’, while parenthesized constructions

were not found even in the adult ‘frog story’ corpus (Berman 1998).

(11) Developmental progression in types of adverbial subordination:

English: Finite subordinates > Non-finite participles (-ing > -ed) >

(Latinate nominalization e.g. arrival, search)

Hebrew: Finite subordinates > Semi-finite Participle benoni forms >

Derived nominalization > (Non-finite gerundives)

Spanish: Finite subordinates > Non-finite gerunds > Non-finite

infinitives

This developmental progression is supported by findings for personal

experience narratives produced in writing as well as speech by school-age

children and adolescents in these three languages. Berman and Nir-Sagiv’s

(in press ) analysis extends the Berman and Slobin (1994) notion of syntac-

tic packaging by combining syntactic with thematic and discursive criteria

of clause packaging to characterize the ‘syntactic architecture’ of texts

in different discourse genres (Berman & Nir-Sagiv 2007). We found, first,

that density of narrative clause linkage increased from 9 year olds to

12 year olds, and most significantly among 16 year olds and adults in all

three languages: That is, more clauses were packaged together in a single

cohesive unit as a function of age. For example, younger, school-age child-

ren’s texts often consist of isolated or unconnected clauses, whereas ado-

lescents’ (written) narratives average well over two clauses per package.

The number of clauses packaged together was also affected by target

language typology: Spanish revealed the greatest density in this respect

(averaging over 4 clauses per package across age-groups) compared with

English (slightly over 3 on average) andHebrew (2.7 per package).Moreover,

as suggested by findings from the ‘frog story’ sample for the developmental

progression shown in (11), speaker–writers of different languages showed

clear rhetorical preferences in type of clause packaging: Spanish used

centre-embedded ‘nested’ type relative and adverbial clauses significantly

more; Hebrew speaker-writers preferred paratactic stringing of clauses,

typically with same-subject elision; and English participants relied more

on complementation and non-finite participial subordination for creating

inter-clause connectivity. These trends were evidenced from the youngest

age group (9 year olds), demonstrating that children observe the expressive

options favoured by adult speaker-writers of their language. Thus, English-

speaking 9 year olds usedmore non-finite subordination than their Hebrew

peers, yet they, too, showed clear developmental progression, from less

than 5 per cent in the youngest group, up tonearly 10 per cent of the clauses

produced by 12 year olds, jumping to nearly 20 per cent among adolescents

and adults (nearly 17 and 20 per cent of all clauses respectively). Taken
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together, these findings point to clause-combining connectivity as a late

development, far beyond the time when formal, single-sentence analyses

typically stipulate 4 to 5 year olds as having ‘acquired’ complex syntax.

Same-subject elision, an important means of reference maintenance

(Section 20.3.1), also plays a role in narrative connectivity that differs

across languages and age groups. Spanish has rich person marking and

favours subjectless clauses very widely, and Spanish-acquiring children

from early on observe the grammatical requirement of same-subject

elision in coordinate and subordinate clauses, as their ‘default’ option

for narrative connectivity (Sebastián & Slobin 1994). Hebrew null subjects

are somewhatmore restricted and in narrative contexts, Hebrew-speaking

3 and 4 year olds tend not to rely on subject ellipsis, but to overuse

repeated subject pronouns (for example, translated from the Hebrew

‘frog story’ corpus, This dog he also climbs [3;10], And the boy he went up a

tree [4;9]), while children aged 5 to 9 years old use same-subject elision

increasingly for clause linkage in coordination, rather less in subordina-

tion, and more mature narrators (a few 9 and 12 year olds and several

adults) may use subject elision across entire chunks of texts as their

favoured rhetorical option for narrative connectivity (Berman 1988, 1990).

In English, same-subject ellipsis occurs rather less in tensed coordinate

clauses and not at all in complements or adverbial subordinate clauses, so

that, as noted in the preceding subsection, English narrators tend to rely

more on pronominal coordination than their Spanish- or Hebrew-speaking

peers. For English speaker-writers, null-subject subordination is an option

mainly in non-finite clauses, as a late-developing, but favoured means of

achieving narrative connectivity (Berman & Nir-Sagiv in press).

20.4 Overall developmental trends

The overview of form–function relations in developing narrative text con-

struction provided in section 20.3 in the domains of reference, temporality

and connectivity demonstrates the complex interaction between target

language typology – to which children are sensitive from a very young age –

and the long developmental route to mastery of different linguistic

devices (like non-finite subordination or same-subject elision) at the ser-

vice of narrative discourse functions (like reference or connectivity). More

integrative analysis also points to an age-related interaction between these

different linguistic systems, on the one hand, and between command of

linguistic forms at the local level of isolated or adjacent clauses and over-

all, global-level mastery of narrative text organization, on the other. Thus a

linguistic device such as same-subject elision serves for both referential

clarity and discourse connectivity, while non-finite subordination plays a

role both in varying temporal texture and also as a tightly cohesive means

of packaging clauses together.
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This interweaving of different linguistic forms and narrative functions is

illustrated in (12a–d) by Hebrew-language descriptions of the first three

pictures in the ‘frog story’ picture-book. Referring expressions (to animate

entities) are underlined, items marked overtly for temporality are in

bold, connectives are double-underlined, and <subordinate> clauses

enclosed in angled brackets. In the glosses, items in parentheses are

morphemes that have no surface form in (normative) Hebrew, and square

brackets indicate explanatory comments.

(12) a. Girl, aged 3;5:

ze kelev, ve-magafayim ve-kise. ve-ze yeled. kan, ze kelevmetapes al ha-yeled. axshav

… ve-hu maxzik et ha-shaxor ha-ze.

‘This/it (is a) dog, and-boots and-(a)-chair. And this (is a ) boy.

Here, this (is a) dog climbs on the-boy. Now… and-he holds that
black (thing).’

b. Boy, aged 5;2

ha-yeled yashav ve-gam ha-kelev. hem ra’u ke’ara ve-betoxo cfardea ve-az hayeled

halax lishon ve-ha-cfardea yac’a.

‘The-boy sat [=was-sitting] and the-dog also. They saw + Plur

(a) dish and-inside-it (a) frog + Fem and-then the-boy went
to-sleep, and-the-frog exited.’

c. 4th Grade Boy, aged 8;3:

haya le-yeled exad cfardea ,<ve-še-hayeled yashan> ha-cfardea yac’a ve-hi barxa

ve-ba-boker <še-ha-yeled kam> az hu ra’a <še-hatsintsenet reka.>

‘(There) was to a boy [= A boy had] (a) frog + Fem, and <that

[=when] the-boy slept>, the-frog exited and she [=it] escaped
and-in-the-morning <when-the-boy woke> then [=so] he saw
<that the-jar (was) empty.’

d. 6th grade boy aged 11;4:4

hayo haya yeled , še- gidel cfardea babayit, ve kelev gam . hu ahav legadel ota

becincenet. Balayla Ø halax lishon ve hacfardea yac’amihacincenet. K-še-

ba-boker kam, Ø ra’a še-ha-cincenet reyka. Ø hitlabeshmaher. ve Ø hitxil

likro la mihaxalon .

‘Once (upon a time there) was (a) boy <that kept (a) frog+Fem
at-home, and (a) dog, also>. He liked to keep her [=it] in (a) jar. At

night Ø went to sleep and the-frog exited from-the-jar. <When

in-the-morning Ø woke>, Ø saw that the-jar (was) empty. Ø

dressed quickly and Ø began to-call her from-the-window.’

The examples in (12) reveal quite typical, age-related developments in all

three domains, illustrating the interconnection between the linguistic

4 The symbol Ø represents same-subject elision.
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means of expressing different narrative functions. In reference, the 3 year

old’s orientation is largely deictic, while the 5 year old uses pronominal

reference, disambiguated inHebrewbynumber (plural they) and gender (boy,

dog are masculine nouns, frog is feminine). In temporality, the 3 year old

uses only present tense (with no surface verb in copular constructions

in Hebrew), indicating that she is still in ‘picture-description’ rather than

storytelling mode, while from age 5 years, the past tense anchors the

narrative, alternating in the school-age texts with present-tense comple-

ments that mark simultaneity with past-tense matrix verbs. In connec-
tivity, the 8 year old uses subordination for clause-linkage, while the

6th-grader relies extensively on same-subject elision in referring to the

boy as topic.

The Hebrew examples also demonstrate the close connection between

early command of local linguistic means at the level of isolated or adja-

cent clauses and the later developing mastery of global text structure.

These different levels of language use are illustrated for three develop-

mental phases by short picture-series based texts in (13) – adapted from

Karmiloff-Smith (1983).

(13) Narrative Action-Structure and Referential Strategies
a. Here the rabbit’s riding a bike and… the two cats are playing tennis and…

the dog’s kicked a goal and the rabbit’s drawing a line ’cos the turtle’s won

the race and the fox is playing his trumpet and… the dog’s singing with his

guitar.

The text in (13a), representing Karmiloff-Smith’s Phase I early narrative

development, relies on a Definite nominal strategy for reference, there is

no marking of Sequentiality in temporal terms, and there is no overall

Action Structure as evidence of an internalized narrative schema. The

Phase II text in (13b) relies on a Thematic Subject Strategy to refer to the

rabbit as key protagonist, it overtly marks temporal Sequentiality, but it,

too, lacks overall narrative organization.

b. There is a rabbit riding a bicycle and he … sees two cats and he … draws a

line for the turtle and he … sees a dog with a ball and then he sees a fox

playing music and then he … hears some more music.

In contrast, the Phase III text in (13c) uses a nominal strategy for intro-

ducing new referents, who are subsequently referred to by pronouns,

with the rabbit as main protagonist referred to by he and the other

characters by it and it alternates skilfully progressive and simple aspect

verbs in the present, with past tense used in the concluding ‘wrap-up’

clause to signify anteriority. Critically, these linguistic forms serve in the

framework of a fully developed global action structure based on the

script of a (bicycle) race as a top-down organizing principle for narrative

construction.
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c. Well, there’s a rabbit going for a ride on a bicycle and he passes by two cats

who’re playing tennis, and then another rabbit … his friend, is drawing a

line. It’s the finishing line for the bicycle race. And then he rides by a dog

playing football, and then there’s a fox cheering him with a trumpet, and

then they all have a party because he won the race.

Along with the integration of increasingly varied and more appropriate

linguistic devices at the service of different narrative functions, develop-

ment of discourse-embedded language use also requires concurrent atten-

tion to both local linguistic expression and overall text organization.

Table 20.1 (from Berman 1995) sums up the interplay between acquisi-

tion of the principles of narrative organization – from isolated utterances

to chaining adjacent clauses and on to overall command of global text

structure – and use of linguistic means – in tense–aspect alternations,

lexical marking of sequentiality and reliance on null subjects.

In sum, the findings surveyed in this chapter, and summarized in part in

Table 20.1, reflect quite general trends in developing form–function relations

beyond the isolated utterance or sentence. Grammatical command of mor-

phosyntax at the level of the simple clause is established early on, typically by

age 3 years; and complex syntax is largely mastered by age 5. But it takes a

long time, well into school age, until speakers are able to recruit these forms

flexibly and skilfully in extended discourse, so as to plan and control the flow

of information in constructing hierarchically organized (narrative) texts.
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Developmental phase

Linguistic category I Prenarrative II Structural III Rhetorical
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past tense;
erratic shifting,
triggered by
local cues

One dominant
anchor-tense;
grammatical shifting,
local sequence of
tense constraints

Past ~ present narrative
mode, discourse-
based shifting and
grounding
distinctions

Sequentiality
markers:

Occasional,
utterance-initial

Overused, scattered
across texts

Few, selective, marking
episodes

Null subjects: Occasional, some
ungrammatical
in lone clauses

Grammatical, in adjacent
clauses for local
connectivity

Across stretches of text,
for topic
maintenance
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Children with
two languages

Barbara Zurer Pearson

21.1 Introduction

The study of bi- (or multi-) lingual children has the potential to inform – or

challenge – our ideas about the fundamental process of language learning,

its timing and limits, and about the role of the environment in conjunction

with factors internal to the child or the languages themselves.

Until recently, childhood bilingualism was considered a special case of

language acquisition, rather than the majority phenomenon it is (Crystal

2004). According to a topic search by Bialystok (2007), the number of

articles on bilingualism in the corpus selected more than tripled between

1997 and 2005, from an average of 100 articles in 1997 to over 350 in 2005.

One- and two-case studies are popular and instructive, but we are also

witnessing the study of groups of children and the establishment of large

government-funded projects like the Collaborative Research Centre for

Multilingualism in Hamburg and the recently instituted Centre for

Research on Bilingualism in Theory and Practice at the University of

Wales, Bangor. In such centres, much of the programmatic research is

devoted to issues in bilingual acquisition.

Crystal (2004) proposes that the innate mechanisms that help children

acquire their first language also help them acquire second or subsequent

languages in early childhood. In his view, the Language Acquisition Device,

or LAD, (Chomsky 1965) is really a ‘MAD’, or Multilingual Acquisition

Device, so innate factors are as crucial for bilingual language acquisition

as for monolingual acquisition. On the other hand, bilingual-learning

children’s more obvious dependence on relatively specific amounts

of input from the environment has theoretical implications for the

nature of the LAD (or MAD) and also more practically, for the kind of

support parents and other interlocutors provide for language learners,

what Bruner (1983) called the LASS, the Language Acquisition Support

System.



In this chapter I first give a broad descriptive overview of childhood

bilingualism and itsmanymanifestations, especially behaviours unique to

bilinguals. Then I compare early versus late acquisition of the second

language and bilingual versus monolingual acquisition. Finally, I point to

practical research on bilingual children in education and communication

disorders.

21.2 Terms for talking about bilinguals

The term ‘bilingual’ takes on slightly different meanings depending on

whether it is used to describe an individual, a community or a behaviour.

A person is ‘bilingual’ if he or she can use two languages in communica-

tion. Similarly, a community is bilingual if some functions of community

life take place in one language and other functions in another. A language

practice is bilingual if it mixes elements of two languages either recep-

tively or expressively, or both.

21.2.1 Classifications of bilinguals by skills
The consensus is that individuals whousemore than one language fall on a

spectrum. At one end is the simultaneous interpreter at the UNwho speaks

both languages as well as a native and is fully literate in both. At the other

end are newborns who hear two languages spoken to them, but who

cannot speak or understand even one language,much less two. In between

these poles are all degrees of proficiency and use. Preschoolers who are

just being introduced to a new language at school that is different from the

one they speak at home are often called bilingual because, like the new-

born, they have bilingual input and will probably speak two languages at

some point in the near future. They will be considered true, active bilin-

guals when they have productive use of two grammars and can produce

and understand novel sentences in both the first and second language,

even if skills in the languages are not balanced. Often a bilingual has only

one language that is at the same level as a monolingual’s single language.

Typically one language is dominant and the other is non-dominant, or
weaker. Which language is dominant at any one point can change over

time with new experience and new needs for one or the other language.

Also, children younger than age 9 or 10 are vulnerable to loss, or attrition,

of a language if they do not use it consistently.

21.2.2 Classification by learning context
Bilinguals differ according to how their two language communities relate

to each other. If the learners’ dominant language is the community (or

majority) language, they would be called elite or elective bilinguals – for
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example, French speakers in France who decide to learn Chinese. To be

bilingual is a choice since the primary language will already serve their

basic needs in the community. The opposite is a heritage or folk or

immigrant bilingual, for example Chinese speakers who move to

France and must learn French for their daily life and livelihood.

Another defining characteristic is the place where the languages are

learned andused. Ahome languagemay serve for primarily conversational

purposes, what Cummins (1979) calls Basic Interpersonal Communication

Skills (or BICS). More formal, academic language, typically learned at school

or in formal settings, he called Cognitive-Academic Language Proficiency (or

CALP). CALP engages all four modalities of language use: understanding,

speaking, reading and writing, whereas BICS are more likely oral language

only. Those who can read and write as well as understand and speak both

languages are bilingual and bi-literate. Those who can only understand and

possibly read but do not speak or write the second language are passive
bilinguals.

21.2.3 Classification by timing
One common classification of bilinguals is based on when the languages

were learned relative to one another. Child bilinguals can begin both

languages at birth simultaneously or learn one first and then after that

one is established, learn the next one sequentially (or successively). An

infant bilingual is unambiguously a simultaneous learner, but a child

bilingual could be either a simultaneous or sequential learner. The terms

for this contrast are Bilingual First Language Acquisition (BFLA) and early

Second Language Acquisition (early SLA). When one language is learned

first and then another one learned as a second language, they are called

‘L1’ and ‘L2’. Both infant and child bilinguals are considered early bilin-

guals as opposed to someone learning a second language late, or after a

critical age (yet to be determined).

It is not obvious what the limits are of ‘early’ in early SLA nor what the

nature of second language learning is for the child learner. Early language

learning is unlike other complex behaviours, such as figure skating or

playing the piano, which seem like ‘talents’ and are normally distributed

throughout the population. Children learning an L2 within an early sensi-

tive periodhave amoreuniversal expectation of success, as for other human

endowments like walking or binocular vision (Hyltenstam & Abrahamsson

2000). Everyone with sufficient exposure and without a specific handicap –

such as deafness – achieves native or near-native fluency. By contrast, late

second language acquisition is more like a sport, or a talent.

21.2.3.1 The age factor

It is amatter of some debatewhether second language learners have access

to innate mechanisms (the LAD or Universal Grammar, UG) specialized for
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language learning, or whether they must use more general learning

principles which are less efficient for language tasks. Early accounts

(e.g. Lenneberg 1967) proposed that the cut-off between early second

language learning (with UG) and late learning (with general learning

principles) was puberty. However, studies of different language domains

show no clear cut-off age but rather a gradual decline in ability for lan-

guage tasks starting as early as age 7. Indeed, for some tasks, such as

phonological discrimination in the laboratory, or processing the new

language in the presence of noise, not every person who learned a second

language before age 7 falls in the same range as monolingual learners

(Caramazza et al. 1973, Hyltenstam & Abrahamsson 2000). Still, in the real

world, within four or five years of starting the second language, the ‘early

sequential bilingual’ is indistinguishable from the native speaker. For

many people in many parts of the world, the L2 becomes their primary

language.

For syntax the age of 9 or 10 seems a promising candidate for the

language divide between early and late language learning. Hahne (2001),

using ERP measures, found strong differences in syntactic (but not seman-

tic) processing between bilinguals whose age of acquisition of the second

language was younger or older than 10. Also, before age 9, learners of a

second language were more likely to adopt a preference for L2 syntactic

structures than were older learners, whose preferences did not shift away

from the L1 (Jamshidiha &Marefat 2006). For phonology, Caramazza et al.’s

(1973) findings indicate that the divide comes earlier particularly in per-

ception, whereas there is no age limit for learning vocabulary or the

pragmatics of discourse in two languages, and the older learner is perhaps

better than the younger learner in those domains.

In sum, ‘childhood bilingual’ would be the general term for one who

learned two languages natively before age 9, with the caution that the

boundary between early and late is porous. Some rare individuals under 9

will not achieve native fluency (Ioup 1989), and some individuals older

than 9 will (DeKeyser & Larson-Hall 2005). Even sequentially, the young

child learns two languages in the implicit manner characteristic of

first language acquisition. Given rich enough language interactions in

two languages, children can learn them both without explicit, formal

instruction.

21.2.3.2 Learning order

Also at stake in the difference between learning a language early or late is

whether the second language is learned ‘from scratch’, independently

from the first language, or whether it is filtered through the first language

structures. In a University of Miami study of lexical learning by eighteen

bilingual-learning infants (Pearson & Fernandez 1994), most children were

observed to be learning new words in both languages and seemed to be

learning both languages ‘from the ground up’. One child, however, learned
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no words in her second language that she did not already know in her first

language. So despite having begun both languages at birth, she seemed to

be filtering the second language through the first, like a second-language

learner. Other reports also indicate that transitory accents have been

noted in preschoolers (Fantini 1985, Leopold 1939) and what looks like

grammatical transfer (Dopke 1998), or other influence from one language

to the other (Paradis &Genesee 1996), all indicating some degree of second-

language learning.

21.2.4 Relationships between the two languages of a bilingual
Individuals can be balanced in their oral skills, but have a dominant

language for reading and writing (or vice versa). Whether they are balan-

ced or not, they can have their skills, like vocabulary, ‘distributed’

between the languages (Oller & Pearson 2002). For example, a scientist

may know technical vocabulary learned in the L2 in that language only

and not in the L1. Knowledge of household or sports terms may be more

accessible in L1, and relatively fewer terms equally accessible in both.

In general, it is easier to learn a majority language than a minority

language. That is, it takes more exposure to a minority language for the

same degree of acquisition (Pearson et al. 1997, Vihman et al. 2006). When

an elective/elite bilingual learns a second (minority) language, we expect

the second language to be added to the first. To learn French, themajority-

language English speaker does not have to forget English first. French is

added to English, in ‘additive’ bilingualism (Lambert 1977). When an

immigrant learns a second language, especially a child under 10, it is

often at the expense of the first language, resulting in ‘subtractive’ bilin-

gualism, unless efforts are made to help the child continue growing the

first language as well as the second.

The extreme case of subtractive bilingualism has been called ‘serial

monolingualism’, where one language replaces the other, and the indivi-

dual ends up not being bilingual at all. Serial monolingualism is observed

in foreign adoptees who leave their country at an early age and subse-

quently lose all contact with their native language. For example, Pallier

et al. (2003) showed that in word recognition tests and neuro-imaging data,

French adults who had been adopted from Korea between ages 3 and 7

showed no greater response to Korean than to another unknown language.

More usually, the first language skills persist. In a study of processing,

Kohnert and colleagues (1999, 2002) documented the time course of the

switch in language dominance among bilinguals who did not learn their L2

until the start of school. Among these children, their dominance shifted,

and the L2 at different times (for different skills and subskills) became the

stronger language. Still, both languages advanced during the time they

examined (age 6 to adult), but the L1 at a slower rate than the L2. The

researchers did not observe that the L1 actually regressed.
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Another distinction between types of bilinguals derives from observa-

tions of how individuals use their languages, and howmuch interaction is

envisioned between the two languages. Cummins’ (1979) description of

‘independent’ versus ‘interdependent’ development echoes the earlier

distinction from Weinreich (1953) between ‘coordinate’ versus ‘com-

pound’ bilinguals. A coordinate bilingual was envisioned as having two

independent systems that develop in parallel, but with minimal connec-

tion or overlap between them.Wierzbicka (2005) characterizes it as having

‘two sets of mental furniture’, a suite for each language. A compound

bilingual, by contrast, would have only one set of mental furniture, with

two sets of labels for the different pieces. The languages are pictured as

interdependent.

21.3 Bilingual behaviours

Being bilingual also entails a certain amount of mental machinery

involved, for example, in labelling elements as to which language they

are part of and in coordinating the two languages. Psycholinguistic evi-

dence indicates that both languages of a bilingual are always activated

(Francis 2005), so there are elements of both conscious and subconscious

choice in which language gets processed and which language gets sup-

pressed in any situation.

21.3.1 Monolingual versus bilingual mode of speaking
Grosjean (1989) protests that a bilingual ‘is not two monolinguals in one

person’, but in fact, some bilinguals operate in what he calls a ‘monolin-

gual mode’ (Grosjean 2001). That is, they switch between being a mono-

lingual speaker of one language with one person (or in one situation) to

being a monolingual speaker of the other language with another person.

Other people do not feel their languages are so separate from each other

and they use both languages together in a ‘bilingual mode’, or ‘rich langu-

age stew’ (Gupta 2006) when the situation allows. Most bilingual people,

regardless of whether they learned their languages together or separately,

report that they can operate in either a monolingual or bilingual mode,

depending on whom they are speaking with and what the situation

requires.

21.3.2 Codeswitching (and code-mixing)
A phenomenon unique to the bilingual mode is ‘code switching’, where

two languages are used within the same utterance or turn. Bilinguals’

seamless switching between languages (here called codes) can happen

either between sentences orwithin sentences at permissible points in the
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grammatical structure. The latter is often called ‘code-mixing’. Some

bilinguals have negative attitudes about code-switching and resist the

impulse to mix, but many others profess to prefer it. In many bilingual

parts of the world, for example in India, Singapore or south Florida,

mixed language contexts are the standard, and people report it would

feel unnatural to restrict conversations to one language (Gupta 2006).

There is also a growing bilingual literature from writers who flow lyric-

ally back and forth between languages, writing for others with know-

ledge of both languages (See de Courtivron 2003, or the Nuyorican Poetry

Cafe 2007).

Code-mixing used to be thought of as a failure of bilingual behaviour.

In fact, some of it is due to filling in words one does not know or cannot

recall in one language, but code-mixing turns out to be a skilled behav-

iour that people master only after they have considerable skill in both

languages. The principal constraint involves having the utterance respect

the grammar of both languages at once. This is readily accomplished

by adding an invariant tag, or a quotation, which has no syntactic links

with the previous material. For example, “He said he’d be late, n’est-ce

pas?” (‘[isn’t that] right’). A second kind of switch happens within senten-

ces but at clause boundaries, as in the example from Poplack (1980),

“Sometimes I begin a sentence in Spanish, y termino en espanol” (‘and

I finish [it] in Spanish’). A word or a phrase from one language can also be

embedded within a constituent in the grammar of the other language

where it takes the word order and morphosyntax of what is called the

‘matrix language’ frame (Myers-Scotton 2001). Generally, only a small

percentage of switches involve insertions of one word into the grammar

of the other language. Allen (2007a) gives examples from the highly

inflected Inuktitut language, where the inserted English material

(‘mushy’) follows the word order of the matrix sentence and takes its

word endings: mushy-u-nngi-tu-rulu-alu-runa. ([mushy]-be-NEG-one.which-

little-EMPH-this.one ‘This little one isn’t mushy.’) Proper names and

words with similar pronunciation are often ‘triggers’, as in this example

from Clyne (2003): “Holland was too smal voor ons. Het was te benauwd…

(‘too narrow for us. It was too oppressive’). The shared pronunciation

of smal/small appears to condition the switch from one language to the

other.

Clyne (1980) noted that there is a micro-pause at the juncture where a

switch takes place, and indeed in psycholinguistic experiments that force

switching, the switch has been shown to have a measurable time cost. It

takes longer to switch from a non-dominant language to the dominant

language than vice versa (on average 143 milliseconds versus 85 ms). This

may be counterintuitive, but Meuter (2005) argues that this asymmetry

indicates the speaker is working harder (subconsciously) to suppress a

dominant language than a non-dominant language, and thus it takes

longer to release the suppression.
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21.3.3 Code-switching in children
Children’s mixed utterances have been examined to see whether there is a

period of development during which their code-mixing is ungrammatical,

or non-adultlike. While there are clearly some errors – just as adult speech

contains performance errors that donot reflect the speaker’s competence –

only a small percentage of children’s code-switches do not fit into the

categories for adults. In Allen’s (2007a) Inuktitut data, for example, all

but 5 per cent of the code-switching, even at the earliest ages, fit the

structure of both languages.

A certain amount of mixing is expected as children gradually master

their target system. Sometimes, mixing is part of the child’s target. When

the people in the child’s environment switch between languages freely,

the child does, too. Lanza (1997) has shown that child rates of code-

switching follow closely on parental code-switching rates, and also reflect

the kinds of responses parents make to a child’s switched utterances.

21.3.4 Non-converging dialogue
Anothermanifestation of the bilingual mode is ‘non-converging dialogue’.

In these asymmetrical conversations, bilingual and monolingual modes

are mixed, so that people speak to each other in different languages. It is

common for parents to use a minority language and their child to respond

in themajority language. Or, when parents who speak different languages

to their child address each other in the child’s presence, they may choose

to have non-converging conversations in which everyone is using a bilin-

gualmode receptively to understand either language, but each person uses

a different monolingual mode expressively.

21.4 Research areas

Research in child bilingualism spans the gamut of child language topics, but

is concentrated on issues unique to bilinguals. Since a true experimental

design is impossible – families cannot be randomly assigned to raise children

bilingually or not – most of the research is either quasi-experimental, using

already constituted groups that are as similar as possible, or involves short-

term manipulations. One very strong paradigm uses two monolingual con-

trol groups for the bilingual group, one for each language (viz. Caramazza

et al. 1973).

Interest is particularly great in the relationship between a bilingual’s

two languages, including how they are represented in the bilingual brain,

and whether the representation will be different depending on when the

languageswere learned relative to each other, early versus late. Other lines

of research seek to determine how bilingual learning might differ from

first-language learning in monolinguals, for example, whether it is slower
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or less complete than FLA. Finally, many investigations explore the impli-

cations of two languages for educational and social policies.

21.4.1 One-language-or-two in development
21.4.1.1 Single representations versus dual (separate)

representations

Historically, there has been great emphasis on trying to determine how

bilingual children develop their two languages: Do they start with one

‘unitary’ system, with elements of both languages and gradually differen-

tiate their single system into two systems? Or, do they have two languages

from the outset, building both ‘from the ground up’. Early observers like

Leopold (1939) proposed the former, that children start with a single, fused

system which later differentiated into two. Volterra and Taeschner (1978)

took that idea further and proposed that the language separation took place

first in the lexicon and then later in the grammar. From the perspective of

phonology, Schnitzer and Krazinski (1994, 1996) suggest that the locus of

differentiation is evenmore specific, that children first differentiate vowels,

in the second year of life, and subsequently their consonants.

Much of the evidence for the unitary theory came from observations of

children using the same elements and processes in both languages, or

mixing elements of one language in the other. However, as more recent

formulations argue (Paradis & Genesee 1996), children do not randomly

use elements of both languages together regardless of the context, as they

would if they had completely fused systems. Even two year olds with

unbalanced proficiency use the language called for in the situation statisti-

cally more often than the other language (Genesee et al. 1996). Still, the

existence of two separate systems does notmean that there is no influence

of one language on the other.

Hulk and Muller (2000) argue that bilinguals develop like monolinguals

of each language. Bilinguals do not take structures from their stronger

language and use them in the other, but one language may still influence

the acquisition of the other. They argue that when there is overlap at the

surface level between structures in an individual’s two languages, expo-

sure to the structure in one language is taken as evidence for the structure

in the other. The childwill persist in that interpretation untilmore specific

evidence from the second language permits the child tomove from amore

inclusive single (universal) analysis to two language-specific analyses. In

their view, cross-language influence is limited to certain parts of the

grammar and is more constrained than transfer.

21.4.1.2 Psycholinguistic and neurological evidence for

the dual system hypothesis

Tools of analysis from psycholinguistic experiments and neuro-imaging

provide further evidence against the unitary period in bilingual children’s
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development. Around six months, when monolingual infants move from

being universal listeners, (that is, they are equally sensitive to potential

contrasts in any language), to becoming more responsive to their ambient

language than to others (Werker & Tees 1984, 1992), bilingual infants give

signs of recognizing the sounds of their two languages and also distin-

guishing between them (Sebastián-Gallés & Bosch 2005).

Brain-imaging techniques also offer new (but somewhat contradictory)

evidence about whether the bilinguals’ two languages appear to be fused

or distinct. In the 1800s, aphasia studies had already suggested that bilin-

guals’ two languages could be stored in different locations in the brain.

When bilinguals suffer a stroke or other trauma to the brain, inmost cases

both languages are affected, but often enough it happens that one lan-

guage is impaired and the other spared.When a number of bilinguals with

aphasia were found to have damage not in the typical left or language

hemisphere, but in the right hemisphere, it gave rise to the hypothesis that

bilinguals might expand their language capacity by recruiting space for

language in the right hemisphere (Albert & Obler 1978). Further, the well-

known plasticity of children’s brains, which allows a damaged language

centre to relocate a first language to the right hemisphere (Caplan 1980),

also fuelled speculation that in the right conditions, healthy (bilingual)

brains could recruit the right hemisphere for language.

The bilingual aphasia evidence is ambiguous (Solin 1989), but the

proposal seems to have a kernel of truth. New, non-invasive imaging

techniques like functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), positron

emission tomography (PET) scans, and event-related potentials (ERPs),

provide data from healthy individuals in the act of producing or under-

standing language stimuli. Experiments that map the activity of the brain

while people are speaking or listening to one or both languages show

activation for the two languages within the same or different spaces. Kim

et al. (1997) suggested that the organization of two languages in the brain is

a function of when they are learned relative to each other. They showed

that when highly fluent child bilinguals were processing speech, the two

languages activated the same areas of the brain, but when the subjects

were late bilinguals, some areas activated did not overlap. In other studies

(e.g. Perani et al. 1998), the key variable appears to be proficiency and not

age of acquisition (although clearly the two are related). When the second

language is more recent and less fluent, it might take up more space,

whereas two highly practised languages would be handled efficiently

in one area within one hemisphere. This pattern seems analogous to

the pattern of development observed more generally for less practised

behaviours to involve a larger area of weaker connections. As the behav-

iours become more practised, they become more ‘focal’, with stronger

responses from fewer neurons (Eliot 1999).

Using infrared spectoscropy, Shalinsky et al. (2006) compared monolin-

guals with bilinguals when they were speaking in only one language
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(monolingual mode) and also when they were switching between langu-

ages (bilingual mode). In monolingual mode, the activity seen in the left

hemisphere was the same as for monolinguals. However, when the bilin-

guals did a task that made them switch back and forth between their

languages, there was activation in the analogous areas of the right hemi-

sphere as well, in areas distinct from the first language.

Thus the neurological evidence seems to suggest that the bilingual brain

does recruit more cortical areas for language than the monolingual brain,

and to some extent or for some period of time, it may represent the two

languages somewhat separately in different locations in the brain.

21.4.2 How is early bilingual learning different from late SLA?
Some people suggest that children are not better second-language learners

than adults, but they learn in more helpful contexts and are less inhibited

than adults. Evidence from diverse domains contradicts that view. In

regression studies that include psychosocial variables along with age of

arrival or length of residence, motivations and attitudes contribute

very little if anything to the prediction of skill in the second language

(DeKeyser & Larson-Hall 2005). Furthermore, learning a second language

early results in different patterns at the processing level than if the indivi-

duals had learned the language later. In general, early bilinguals appear to

have similar patterns to first-language learners for each of their languages.

However, the phenomena are multifaceted, and so even for the early

bilingual, some features may be similar to patterns observed in monolin-

guals of each language while others show a bi-directional influence of the

languages on each other. Still, such influence is generally more subtle in

early bilinguals than for late bilinguals, who are more likely to use the

same processing patterns and biases in the second language that they

learned for the first.

21.4.2.1 Evidence from syntax

Cross-language influence of this type is illustrated by work in syntax by

Dussias (2001) in a series of experiments with ambiguous relative

clauses. In a sentence like ‘He shot the servant of the actress who was

on the balcony’, the final relative clause could be attached to the higher

noun phrase (servant) or the lower noun phrase (actress). Both options are

possible, but English speakers have been shown to prefer low attach-

ment (Frazier 1987), whereas Spanish L1 speakers favour high attach-

ment (Cuetos & Mitchell 1988). In Dussias’ work, late bilinguals showed

the preference from their first language regardless of whether the sen-

tence was in English or Spanish. By contrast, early bilinguals showed

an intermediate pattern, that is, less low attachment bias for English

stimuli and more low attachment bias in Spanish than the respective

monolinguals.
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21.4.2.2 Evidence from phonology

Zampini and Green (2001) replicate and extend early work by Caramazza

et al. (1973) which showed early bilinguals’ segmental productions to be

close to the respective monolinguals’ (although their perception patterns

were moremixed). Voice onset time (VOT), the interval between the release

of air from the mouth and beginning the vibration of the vocal folds, has

been identified as a sufficient cue to distinguish voiced from voiceless

stops. In English, the VOT for the voiced stops are considered to be

‘short-lag’, that is, in the vicinity of 20 ms, whereas the voiceless counter-

part is ‘long-lag’, generally greater than 35 ms. Spanish also has a voiced/

voiceless stop contrast, but VOT production values measured for Spanish

monolinguals are shifted downward. Thus, the Spanish voiceless stop (/p/)

is short-lag (like the English voiced /b/), and the Spanish voiced /b/ is still

shorter, that is, prevoiced with VOT -30 ms or less. Zampini and Green

showed that the productive VOT values of early bilinguals (but not late

second-language learners) matched those of monolinguals in the respec-

tive languages.

However, for these same subjects, even the production pattern was

different from monolinguals when one looked at another parameter that

distinguishes the voiced/voiceless contrast for Spanish speakers, the

length of the voiceless closure interval (VCI). The VCI refers to how long

the speaker keeps the closure before the release burst (i.e. the interval

before the VOT interval). For English speakers, the Voiceless Closure

Interval is the same for /b/ and /p/, but in Spanish, this interval is much

shorter for /b/ than /p/ (10 ms versus 70 ms on average). Like the English

monolinguals, early bilinguals showed no difference in closure time in

English, and like Spanish monolinguals, they showed a large (50 milli-

second) difference in Spanish. However, unlike the monolinguals, their

closure value for Spanish /b/ was as high as the monolingual values for

English /b/. In order to create the contrast in Spanish, the bilinguals’

voiceless closure interval for Spanish /p/ was that much higher again

than their /b/, making it higher than the Spanish monolinguals’ /p/. Thus,

the representations in each language seem distinct, but they also show

influence of one language pattern on the other. As in the sentence-parsing

example, the early bilinguals were both the same as and different from the

respective monolinguals.

21.4.2.3 Evidence from semantics

Unlike phonology and syntax, semantic processing is thought in general to

be less tied to the requirement of early acquisition of the L2. In electro-

physiological studies by Weber-Fox and Neville (1996), measures from

event-related potentials (ERPs) showed differences between early and late

groups with respect to closed-class words (i.e. function words), but open-

class words (nouns and verbs) and semantic anomalies were less sensitive

towhether the participantswere early or late learners. Illes et al. (1999) also
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found that some tasks, especially those that tapped semantic skills such as

deciding whether a word was abstract or concrete, showed only a small

and inconsistent effect of age of acquisition.

One of the main issues addressed in this area of research has been how

different groups of bilinguals represent and access thewords from their two

languages in semantic memory, especially whether the words are repre-

sented in one merged storage area for both languages, or a separate storage

area for each language. Current models of semantic memory propose more

than one component (e.g. Kroll & de Groot 1997), so it is possible for word

representations to be partially shared and partially separate. For example,

there is considerable cross-language intrusion in memory tasks involving

mixed-language sets (Francis 2005). In fact, memory for which language an

utterance is spoken in is very poor. Kintsch (1970) showed that when

recognizing items from a previous list, subjects were twice as likely to

misclassify the language than to fail to recognize an item.

Data from priming experiments permit inferences about the relative

association by form and meaning of words in a bilingual’s two languages.

In priming, a stimulus is used to sensitize the subject to a later presentation

of the same or similar stimulus. Work by Sánchez-Casas and Garcı́a-Alba

(2005) contrasted four classes of words: identical words, cognates (which

share both form and meaning, like tower/torre), translation equivalents that

share the same meaning but do not sound similar (e.g. book versus libro) and

false cognates, words of the same shape but with different meanings, like

librarie in French tomean ‘bookstore’, not ‘library’. Atmost timing intervals,

cognate priming was almost as effective as priming with the exact same

word, whereas non-cognate translation equivalents showed only a modest

cross-language effect unless the priming interval was very long; false cog-

nates showed a negative effect, unless the priming interval was very short

(Sánchez-Casas & Garcı́a-Alba 2005). Sánchez-Casas and Garcı́a-Alba inter-

pret these results as support for Kroll and deGroot’s (1997) hypothesis that a

word’s form and concept are represented separately. The result with false

cognates shows that the representation of the word form is activated in

the early stages of word recognition, whereas the non-cognate translation

equivalents suggest that conceptual representation is accessed later.

Cognates, which have both form and concept associations, are effective

for priming at all phases, and as effective as if they were repetitions of the

original word. Themagnitude of the priming effect for cognates is the same

as for different forms of the same word, for example door/doors within

languages and closer than within-language synonyms (which also share

meaning but not form).

So there is considerable evidence in different domains of language

that the outcomes of early bilingual learning – for BFLA and also for

early SLA – are qualitatively different from later learning. However,

little work has been done to delimit the differences between BFLA and

early SLA.
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21.4.3 How is bilingualism different from monolingualism?
Another common thread in the research literature on bilingual children

concerns the relative advantage or disadvantage of bilinguals vis-à-vis mono-

lingual children in language or cognitive development. As chronicled in a

reviewbyHakuta (1986), comparisons of bilingual andmonolingual children

in the first half of the twentieth century reflected the anti-immigration

attitudes of the times. Bilinguals were typically immigrants, and immigrants

did poorly in school, so by a logical fallacy, bilingualism was seen as the

cause of children doing poorly in school. When confounding factors like

poverty and educational backgroundwere controlled for, andwhen children

were tested in a language they could understand,most comparisons were no

longer unfavourable for bilinguals (see also Oller & Eilers 2002).

21.4.3.1 Bilingual developmental milestones

Given the great variability in typical language acquisition milestones, it is

very difficult to find statistical differences betweenmatched bilingual and

monolingual groups on any measures of language functioning. (School

performance is a separate issue that we will address in Section 21.4.3.4.)

Many early language milestones are similar, regardless of which language

children are learning, or how many languages they are learning. Mature

babbling typically appears at around 6 months of age, first words around

12–14 months, and first two-word combinations around 18–25 months

(Fenson et al. 1994).

A similar timetable is observed for bilinguals, although often a child will

be roughly comparable to a monolingual in only one of the two languages,

not both. In fact, the bilingual groups that have been examined are

squarely in the middle of what norms we have. (For babbling, see Oller

et al. 1997; for first words, Pearson & Fernandez 1994; and Petitto et al.

2001; for early syntax, see reviews in de Houwer 1995, and Genesee et al.

2004.) Based on their ownwork and that of a large Bilingual First Language

Acquisition research project in Hamburg Germany (Meisel 1994), Genesee

et al. (2004: 73) conclude that bilinguals follow the same course and rate as

monolinguals in each language in many aspects of their development,

‘from the sound system to grammar’.

21.4.3.2 Meta-linguistic comparisons

In other language domains, bilinguals appear not just to equal monolin-

guals, but to exceed them. For example, bilinguals have been shown to

excel at ‘meta-linguistic awareness’, a skill associatedwith learning to read

and write. It also helps children learn a third language (Bild & Swain 1989).

One illustration of precocious meta-linguistic awareness – that children

can manipulate words independently of the sentences they occur in – is

their ability to switch names for things without switching the object being

named. In a study by Cummins (1978), while both monolinguals and

bilinguals were able to agree, for example, to call the moon ‘the sun’,
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bilinguals were better at realizing that the night sky would still be dark,

even with a moon that was now called ‘sun’.

Similarly, at the emergent reading stage, work by Bialystok (1991)

showed that bilinguals were more than a year in advance of the mono-

linguals in recognizing that print does not change what it says depending

on what it is labelling. In a pre-reading stage, children can usually say that

a card under a toy rabbit says rabbit, but the harder test is to knowwhat is on

the cardwhen it ismoved under a bird. In Bialystok’s study, only 18 per cent

of the bilinguals at this stage of emergent reading erroneously said “bird”,

whereas 62 per cent of the monolinguals gave that answer. The 4-year-old

bilinguals were ahead of the 5-year-old monolinguals on this task.

The bilingual advantage in reading was shown in a language and literacy

study of 960 English–Spanish bilingual and English monolingual children

in kindergarten, second and fifth grade in south Florida (Oller & Eilers

2002). Half of the bilinguals were in ‘one-way’ English-only schools, learn-

ing Spanish at home, while the other half were in ‘two-way’ dual language

programmes, where they learned to read in two languages from the very

beginning. By second grade, differences in reading skill between the

groups had emerged, favouring the group with instruction in two lan-

guages, and the advantagewasmaintained at fifth grade. Themost striking

observation was that learning to read in Spanish as well as in English had

clear benefits in terms of the children’s reading scores not just in Spanish,

but in English as well.

21.4.3.3 The effect of bilingualism on cognition

Research on the cognitive abilities of bilinguals conducted by Peal and

Lambert (1962) is often creditedwith turning the tide towardmore positive

views of childhood bilingualism. These authors showed that bilingual

elementary school children were more divergent thinkers, better problem

solvers and ahead in content in school than matched monolinguals.

Bialystok (1999) proposes an Analysis and Control model to explain

bilinguals’ advantage in some tasks but not in others. According to this

model, bilinguals and monolinguals perform equally well in analysis

tasks, which demand explicit abstract representations, such as recogniz-

ing syntactic errors in speech. By contrast, bilinguals do better in ‘control’

tasks, those which require them to focus on just one or two aspects of a

task while suppressing attention to its other aspects. To be successful, the

participant must ignore conflicting or extraneous information.

Bialystok (1999) used the dimension change card sort task to show bilin-

guals’ superior selective attention. She asked subjects to sort a set of cards

twice, once according to the colour of the figures on the card, and a second

time sorting according to the shape of the figures. Bilingual and monolin-

gual children did the first sorting equally well. However, on the second sort,

bilingual children respondedmore accurately andmore quickly. They were

better able to put the old response aside and pick up the new one.
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21.4.3.4 Areas of slower development

In the two areas of grammar that are most sensitive to the amount

of language exposure, vocabulary and morphosyntax, one may see

a slower pace of learning in bilinguals compared to monolinguals.

However, this difference need not translate into an academic deficit.

We examine in this section how bilinguals’ slower pace of learning in

these domains relates to other academic skills differently than for

monolinguals.

Bilingual children are by no means poor word learners. Their total

lexicons – counting both languages – are considerably larger than those

of monolinguals for reception and generally equivalent for production

(Pearson et al. 1993). However, in the early stages of vocabulary develop-

ment bilingual childrenmay know fewer words in each language (perhaps

asmuch as 30 or 50 per cent less). Gathercole (2002) suggests that there is a

threshold mechanism. Learning is directly related to exposure up to a

‘critical mass’. Once the critical mass is achieved, exposure differences

will have less effect.

During the time when their single-language vocabularies are smaller,

the close association often observed in monolinguals between vocabulary

size and cognitive and academic measures is not observed in bilinguals.

Oller et al. (2007) have demonstrated what they call a ‘profile effect’.

Bilingual and monolingual children took a battery of separately scaled

tests covering oral language skills including receptive and productive

vocabulary and literacy skills. Means for the monolingual groups in the

separate tests were around the standardizedmean of 100 across the board.

That is, vocabulary patterned with the other skills. The bilingual group

means for most tests were also around the standardized mean of 100,

except in vocabulary, where the decrement ranged from 10 to 26 points.

Thus, despite their lower scores in vocabulary, their scores in the other

skills tested were not depressed. The extra time needed for them to reach a

threshold, or ‘catch up’, in vocabulary did not appear to affect their

language and literacy skills overall.

A similar dissociation has been shown between morphosyntactic accu-

racy and other language skills. That is, when words do not follow a

general rule but have irregular forms like many plural forms in English

(e.g. sheep/sheep), it takes longer to amass enough exposures to the forms

to learn the irregulars. In a study of several hundred stories retold by

monolingual and bilingual school children, discourse skills correlated

closely with morphosyntax scores for the monolinguals, but not for the

bilinguals (Pearson 2002). In monolingual children, the failure to have

developed key areas of morphosyntax is often taken to be a sign of a

processing problem indicative of a language delay more generally. In a

bilingual child, by contrast, it is usually just an indication that the child

had not yet had enough time and opportunity for exposure to the items

equivalent to monolinguals.
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21.5 Practical implications of bilingualism

21.5.1 Education for children with two languages
21.5.1.1 Immersion schooling

Communities (and families) that wish to support children’s growth in a

minority language can follow Fishman’s (2001) advice to set aside times

and functions for the minority language. Schooling in the medium of two

languages supports families’ efforts to keep up the minority language with-

out harm to the majority language (Oller & Eilers 2002). Wong-Fillmore

(1991) showed that families whose childrenwent to English-only preschools

were five timesmore likely to drop theminority language in the home than

families of childrenwhowent tominority language, or bilingual preschools.

Among the Inuits of Canada, Allen (2007a) also documents the diminished

use and loss of proficiency in the minority language among schoolchildren

instructed in an L2 with higher prestige, English or French. Within the first

year of schooling in L2, Inuktitut proficiency declined significantly relative

to children who were schooled in Inuktitut. Within two years, the gap

widened, especially in the language for academic proficiency (as opposed

to conversational proficiency).

In contrast, Allen (2007a) did not find the loss of L1 when two high

prestige languages were involved. For example, French-speaking children

schooled in English did not lose their French. Canadian immersion pro-

grammes have been in operation for decades, teaching English-speaking

children French without loss to their English (Swain & Lapkin 1982).

Likewise, in Northern Wales, making the minority language Welsh the

language of instruction in public schools (since 1993) has led to the first

upturn in the use of Welsh for more than a century. This has been accom-

plished without detriment to the children’s English (Gathercole 2006).

21.5.1.2 Dual immersion schooling

However, strong arguments are made for children’s need to learn the

language of power on an equal footing with monolingual speakers in

their country. One successful ‘compromise’ model used in the US is called

dual immersion, or two-way schooling, where school subjects are taught in

both the majority and minority languages equally. Children begin their

academics in a language they know well, but do not delay learning in

the majority language as well. Carefully controlled comparisons between

children in two-way schools versus English-only schools in Miami showed

that by fifth grade English scores for children in the two school types had

only one standard score point difference, whereas the Spanish scores were

ten standardized points better on average for children in the two-way

schools (Pearson 2007).

Children in the two-way school could study the minority language with-

out loss to the majority language. Furthermore, shared language provides
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a clear mechanism for helping the children identify with individuals in

other ethnic groups. Learning a second language can play a crucial role in

breaking down prejudice and fostering positive attitudes towardmembers

of other groups as demonstrated byWright and Tropp (2005). However, the

small number of two-way programmes in the US, around 300 according to

a database maintained by the Center for Applied Linguistics (Howard &

Christian 2007), means that US policy makers have not heard or have not

listened to the research evidence.

21.5.2 Language impairment and bilingualism
In a comprehensive treatment of the topic of language impairment and

bilingualism, Genesee et al. (2004) demonstrate that most bilingual chil-

dren with language impairment in one language show equivalent disor-

ders in both languages – but different languages present different areas of

vulnerability, so the actual symptoms of the disorders will be different in

each language. With bilingual children whom one suspects of having a

language impairment, Genesee et al. (2004) caution, only in rare cases will

dropping one language, especially a first language, solve the language

problem. Often it will cut children off from their most effective sources

of help. By contrast, many cases show that children with language impair-

ment can use two languages at a level that would be expected if they had

learned just one. Bilingualism does not appear to cause or aggravate the

language impairment.

However, it is important to distinguish between failure to use a feature

of the morphology correctly (like lexical and grammatical gender agree-

ment) because of faulty processing that prevents children with the same

input conditions from learning like typically developing children and the

absence of that morphology because of diminished input. Since bilingual

children with SLI show both effects – a processing problem and diminished

input – theirmorphology will showmore errors thanmonolingual children

with SLI (Baker & de Jong 2007). There is evidence for several constructions

(Gathercole 2002) that bilinguals reach a critical mass and ‘catch up’ with

monolinguals on points of morphosyntactic development. However, there

is no evidence that processing problems associated with SLI will be elimi-

nated if only one language is being learned.

21.6 Conclusion

The ability to learn two languages is within the human endowment, but

not every child in a bilingual setting becomes bilingual. In a survey of

18,000 households in Flanders, de Houwer (2007) found approximately

12 per cent reported that two ormore languages were spoken in the home.

Of that number 75 per cent reported that their children were bilingual.
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While it is clearly possible for children to become bilingual, it is not

guaranteed. De Houwer’s surveys confirm that parent attitudes are the

best predictors of whether the parent will provide circumstances with

adequate input in a minority language for their children to learn it

(Pearson 2008). Early dual language learning, parents and schools have

found, cannot be coerced; but with encouragement and continual rein-

forcement, children around the world can flourish in two languages.
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22

Sign language
acquisition studies

Diane Lillo-Martin

22.1 Introduction

In this chapter,1 I overview aspects of sign language acquisition studies

conducted over the past twenty years, and speculate on the future of such

studies. I have organized the research into five themes, according to some

of the goals of these works. These themes are as follows.

(1) Exploring the parallels between sign and spoken language acquisition. In this

category I include a variety of studies which show that sign language

acquisition takes a similar path as spoken language acquisition, under

comparable input conditions (i.e. childrenwhose parents sign to them

fluently from birth). Such studies serve to drive home the point that

sign languages are fully natural languages and by implication, are

deserving of all the rights associated with full natural languages.

(2) Explaining the differences between sign and spoken language acquisition. In

this category are studies which note potential differences in the path

of acquisition of sign and spoken languages, and attempt to account

for them, often by appealing to the modality. In some cases the diffe-

rences are quite straightforwardly due to the modality (e.g. although

sign phonology and spoken phonology have abstract principles in

common, they are deeply rooted in modality differences); in others,

a good argument has beenmade that ties the difference to a particular

aspect of the modality.

1 This chapter is a revised version of ‘Sign language acquisition studies: Past, present and future’ (Lillo-Martin

2008), published in the online proceedings of the conference on Theoretical Issues in Sign Language

Research 9, held in Florianópolis, Brazil in December 2006. I sincerely thank Ronice Müller de Quadros and

the organizing committee of TISLR 9 for inviting me to give the presentation on which this chapter is based.

Preparation of this presentation and chapter was supported in part by a grant from the National Institutes

of Health (NIDCD #00183).



(3) A. Using sign language acquisition data to inform us about sign language

grammar.

B. Using sign language grammar to inform us about sign language acquisition.

These two categories are grouped together to emphasize the impor-

tance of a strong, reciprocal relationship between studies of grammar

and studies of acquisition. Studies in this category show how acqui-

sition studies can bear on theoretical questions in grammatical anal-

ysis, and how grammatical developments can lead to new questions

or reanalysis in acquisition studies. Such relationships between

acquisition and grammar are not unique to sign language studies, of

course, but sign language researchers can and do profitably partici-

pate in these kinds of works.

(4) Using sign language acquisition data to inform us about theories of language

acquisition. Again, sign language research is not alone in pursuing the

goal of developing and testing explicit theories of how language

acquisition proceeds, but it has much to contribute to such goals. It

is particularly important to include sign languages in the database

of language acquisition facts which theories strive to explain, since

any such theory would have as its goal providing an explanation for

the ability of any child to learn the natural language he or she is

exposed to.

(5) Using sign language acquisition data to tell us about the nature of language.

Sign languages and deaf communities allow us to understand inmore

detail the nature of language since, due to experiments of nature, they

sometimes reveal what happens to language in extreme circumstan-

ces. Information about what emerges is of great significance to theo-

ries of language.

Of course, many studies fall intomore than one of the categories above,

and others may not have been specifically directed at any of these topics.

However, I think it can be useful to take this type of view and examine

the broader impacts of studies, whatever their original goals were. The

overview provided here is not meant to be exhaustive, but selects examples

of studies falling into each theme, to give the reader an idea of directions

and possibilities. Additional research in all of these areas is eagerly

anticipated. Before discussing these five themes I provide a brief

background.

22.2 Background

Any study of the acquisition of sign languagesmust begin with information

regarding the participants and their language-learning situation. Unlike the

vast majority of children, deaf children typically do not receive (accessible)

linguistic input from birth. Only about 5 per cent of deaf children are born
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to deaf, signing parents (Mitchell & Karchmer 2004). These children are the

focus of much research on sign language acquisition, since their input

conditions are relatively comparable to that for children learning a spoken

language. Most of the studies described here have been conducted with

children in this condition, unless otherwise specified (primarily in theme 5).

Other deaf children can be studied to gain a better understanding of the

effects of delayed or imperfect input on the course of language acquisition

(see Goldin-Meadow Ch. 9 for some discussion of the ‘homesigning’ some-

times produced by deaf children with no sign language model).

The sign languages under investigation here are natural languages, dis-

tinct from the spoken languages of the surrounding hearing communities.

Most of the examples discussed here come from American Sign Language

(ASL), and there are some examples from other sign languages including

Brazilian Sign Language (LSB), and Sign Language of the Netherlands (SLN).

It will be useful for the reader to understand that the sub-lexical (phono-

logical) structure of individual signs is typically described in terms of hand-

shape, location, andmovement. In the research literature, signs are glossed

using upper-case words from a spoken language with approximately the

samemeaning,with additional notational devices to indicate relevantmodi-

fications such as agreement and reduplication. Non-manual markers (facial

expressions and body position) are usually noted on a line above the glosses

which indicates their extent.

22.3 Five themes

22.3.1 Exploring the parallels between sign and spoken
language acquisition

In this category I include research which aims to show that a particular

sign language ‘is a language’ and is acquired on a par with spoken langu-

ages (see Lillo-Martin 1999, Newport & Meier 1985 for reviews of some of

this research).

One clear example comes from the work of Laura Ann Petitto. Her body

of research makes the strong claim that sign language is acquired in

exactly the same way as oral language. For example, in one of her own

overviews she claims, ‘Deaf children exposed to signed languages from

birth acquire these languages on an identical maturational time course as

hearing children acquire spoken languages’ (Petitto 2000: 43). Milestones

claimed by Petitto to be ‘identical’ in signing and speaking children include

babbling (7–12months of age); the first-word stage (11–14 months); and the

first two-word stage (16–22 months). Furthermore, Petitto says, ‘social and

conversational patterns of language use… aswell as the types of things that

they “talk” about … have demonstrated unequivocally that their language

acquisition follows the identical path seen in age-matched hearing children

acquiring spoken language’ (Petitto 2000: 44).
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Similar reports that the general path of language acquisition is similar

for signed and spoken languages can be found in studies of sign languages

other than ASL; for example, Italian Sign Language (Caselli & Volterra

1990), Brazilian Sign Language (Quadros 1997), and Sign Language of the

Netherlands (Van den Bogaerde 2000), among others.

Consider the case of babbling. Research on the babbling of hearing

children shows that vocal babbling (repetitive, syllabic sounds such as

‘baba’) emerges around 6 to 8 months of age, and continues (with certain

changes) until it disappears aswords come in (see also Vihman et al. Ch. 10).

Petitto and Marentette (1991) similarly observed that deaf children

exposed to sign language produced ‘manual babbles’ during this same

period. They found manual babble activities occurring as 32–71 per cent of

the gestures produced by two deaf children studied at 10, 12 and 14 months

of age. Petitto and Marentette argued that manual babbling is like vocal

babbling in satisfying three conditions. First, the babbles employed phonetic

units restricted to those used in signing; second, they showed syllabic organ-

ization; and third, they were used non-communicatively. Petitto (2000: 45)

concludes, ‘the discovery of babbling in another modality confirmed the

hypothesis that babbling represents a distinct and critical stage in the onto-

geny of human language.’

The similarities in babbling between children learning a sign language

and children learning a spoken language were emphasized and expanded

on in studies by Meier and Willerman (1995) and Cheek et al. (2001),

although they propose that babbling in both modalities is a conse-

quence of motor development rather than an expression specifically of

the linguistic faculty. Like Petitto and Marentette (1991), Meier and

Willerman and Cheek et al. observed manual babbling in children

exposed to sign language: they observed five deaf children at approxi-

mately 7, 10 and 13 months and reported manual babbling in between

25 and 93 per cent of all gestures produced. However, unlike Petitto

and Marantette, who reported that manual babbling was much less fre-

quent in the three hearing subjects they studied (about 20 per cent of

gestures), Meier andWillerman and Cheek et al. report that the five hearing

children not exposed to sign language whom they studied produce manual

babbles much like those of deaf children, at rates of 44–100 per cent of

all gestures.

Both of these studies find strong similarities between children develo-

ping sign language and children developing spoken language. Both also

connect their findings to theoretical explanations which stress similarities

in the development of sign and spoken languages, although their theories

are different. Both are thus good examples of parallels between sign and

spoken language acquisition.

Why is it important to demonstrate that deaf childrenwith native signing

input acquire sign languages along an ‘identical’ – or even parallel – time

course as that of children learning spoken languages? For Petitto, the
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implication of this finding is that the human propensity for language is not

modality dependent. Rather, the mechanisms that make language develop-

ment possible apply equally well to a visual–gestural language as to an

auditory–vocal language. As we seek to understand how language acquisi-

tion is possible, our theories might need to be changed to accommodate

such modality independence.

Such conclusions about the nature of the language-acquisition mecha-

nisms would not be warranted if sign languages were considered anything

less than full, natural human languages with the same biological founda-

tions as well as similar social environments. Nowadays, well-informed

linguists and psychologists do not question the status of sign languages.

However, there are still many people who are not well informed on this

subject and oftentimes they are in positions which allow them to make

decisions regarding the welfare of (potential) sign language users. For this

reason, the point cannot be stressed too much.

22.3.2 Explaining the differences between sign and spoken
language acquisition

This category of research focuses onwhere sign language and oral language

acquisitionmight be different, and attempts to explain this as, for example,

effects of the modality. Such modality effects may include iconicity and

motor/articulatory development, among others.

An example of research considering the role of modality in explaining

differences between sign language and spoken language development

looks at the appearance of first signs versus spoken words. Numerous

authors have claimed that first signs appear before first words by asmuch

as six months, and the current enthusiasm for ‘baby signing’ in the

hearing population is based on this idea. Meier and Newport (1990), in a

thorough review of the literature documenting acquisition milestones

for sign versus speech, came to several important general conclusions

about the similarities and differences. First, the ‘advantage’ for signs

seems to be about 1.5 to 2.5 months (roughly age 8.5 months for first

signs versus age 10–11months for first words), and this difference is seen

only with the earliest context-bound signs, not purely symbolic ones.

Second, they argued that the sign advantage exists only for first words,

not for first word combinations (early syntax). Finally, Meier and

Newport offered a possible explanation for the sign advantage in terms

of ‘peripheral’ mechanisms – that is, the mechanisms used in the pro-

duction and/or perception of signs versus words. They provided reasons

to think that it takes longer for speaking children to develop sufficient

articulatory control to produce utterances which can be recognized as

words than for signing children to develop comparable control. Thus, the

difference boils down to a disadvantage for spoken language at the earliest

stages of lexical development.
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Another body of research which examines effects of modality on sign

language acquisition concerns early sign phonology. Researchers have

studied which components of signs children are more or less accurate

with, and found that in many cases children’s development can be

explained by appealing to the development of motor and perceptual

mechanisms. Both of these explanations emphasize the role that moda-

lity plays in sign language acquisition. It may well be that modality plays

an especially important role in explaining patterns of phonological

development.

For example, several researchers findmore errors on handshape than on

location in early signs. Young children’s first signs tend to use a handshape

with all fingers extended, whether spread or lax ( ), or with the fingers

all in a fist ( ), or with just the index finger extended ( ). These hand-

shapes will often be substituted for others in target signs which use more

complex handshapes. However, the location of signs is much more fre-

quently produced correctly. A possible explanation offered for this pattern

is that fine motor control is needed for handshape, but this develops later

than the gross motor control which is needed for location (Cheek et al.

2001, Conlin et al. 2000, Marentette & Mayberry 2000). On the flip side of

the coin, researchers suggest that it may be easier for children to perceive

differences in location as compared with different handshapes, also con-

tributing to the earlier accuracy with the former.

Researchers have also noticed that children’s earliest signing often

involves movement repetition (Meier 2006). This can be directly related

to repeated movements in motoric development such as the stereotypes

of repeated kicking or arm waving. Meier (2006) also observes that chil-

dren sometimes produce certain two-handed signs with incorrect move-

ment. In these signs, the target form has one hand acting on the other as a

base. However, children may erroneously use identical movements on

both hands. Meier proposes that such errors may be explainable by refer-

ence to a phenomenon known as ‘sympathy’, whereby children have

difficulty inhibiting the action of one hand when the other is active.

Meier (2006) argues that studying articulatory factors in the development

of sign phonology is important for at least two reasons. First, knowing

which effects come from articulation helps identify those which require

other explanations. Second, he suggests that articulatory factors may pro-

mote particular kinds of linguistic organization – especially for children –

whichmight lead us to think that these effectsmay reflect not only different

levels of performance with grammar (for signing and speaking children),

but also different competences.

Identifying whether children’s developing ability to produce signs reflects

performance or competence differences is difficult, but there are some

cases for which an articulatory/perceptual explanation is probably unwar-

ranted. For example, Conlin et al. (2000) and Marentette and Mayberry

(2000) suggest that some location errors are not consistent with a motoric
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explanation, but rather indicate that the child has misrepresented

the target location of certain signs. This suggestion reinforces Meier’s

comment that understanding articulatory factors helps to identify

those aspects of the development of signs which require alternative

explanations.

These examples have emphasized the modality dependence of the pro-

posed explanations of phonological development. However, it should be

pointed out that articulatory factors may well explain some aspects of early

phonological development in spoken languages as well (e.g. MacNeilage &

Davis 1990). ‘Modality’ effects are present in both modalities, then, and in

this sense attending to modality is not only a way of explaining how sign

language development and spoken language development are different, but

again how they are alike.

22.3.3 The reciprocal relationship between sign language
grammar and acquisition

22.3.3.1 Using sign language acquisition data to inform

us about sign language grammar

When competing grammatical models make different acquisition predic-

tions, developmental data can be used to test themodels. This is a principle

of spoken language research as well as sign language research, although it

has only been applied in sign language research relatively recently. Here

I will discuss two examples, the first one only briefly.

Conlin et al. (2000: 52) state, ‘Studies of early sign development … may

help us decide between competing models of the adult language.’ For

example, they suggest that children’s early signs may help in the determi-

nation of canonical signs. The usefulness of looking at child signing for

this purpose is already clear. Researchers have identified certain hand-

shapes as phonologically unmarked (for example, only these handshapes

may appear as the base hand of certain two-handed signs). It has long been

recognized that the earliest occurring handshapes come from the set of

unmarked ones in the adult language (Battison 1978). Conlin et al. also

hope that analyses of children’s signing can help in the evaluation of

models of adult grammar, in particular when certain models are better

able to capture the generalizations about children’s productions. Karnopp

(2002) takes such an approach in her investigation of the development of

phonology in Brazilian Sign Language. She adopts the Dependency model

of van d er Hu lst (19 9 3 ) a nd finds that i t m ake s str ong predictions a bout

sign phonology acquisition which were borne out in the data she ana-

lysed from one deaf signing child. For example, the Dependency model

identifies the finger selection aspect of handshape as a ‘head’, and the

finger configuration aspect (e.g. whether the fingers are open or bent) as a

‘dependent’, and therefore predicts that finger configuration will be

acquired only after finger selection. Karnopp concludes that the sign
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language acquisition data she analysed provide strong support for the

theoretical model used.

A second example comes from the area of syntax. Lillo-Martin and

Quadros (2006, in press ) investigated the acquisition of topic, focus and

wh-questions in American Sign Language (ASL) and Brazilian Sign

Language (LSB). They argued that the child-language data helps to reveal

the correct analyses of these structures. We will start with a few examples.

In both ASL and LSB, certain signs can appear in a sentence twice, once

in their usual position and again at the end of the sentence, to indicate

emphasis on that sign. These constructions are often called ‘doubling’.

Some examples are given in (1) (examples in this section are grammatical

in both ASL and LSB; they are reproduced from Lillo-Martin & Quadros

in press).

(1) a. JOHN CAN READ CAN

‘John really CAN read.’

b. MARY FINISH GO SPAIN FINISH

‘Mary ALREADY went to Spain.’

c. I LOSE BOOK LOSE

‘I did LOSE the book indeed.’

Also in both of these languages, the same category of signs which can

occur in doubling constructions can occur in the sentence-final position

only. These sentences can be referred to as ‘final constructions’. Examples

are given in (2).

(2) a. JOHN READ CAN

b. MARY GO SPAIN FINISH

c. I BOOK LOSE

According to one type of grammatical analysis, doubling and final con-

structions are related. Both are used for emphatic focus, and according to

these theories, their derivations are related (Nunes & Quadros 2006, 2007,

Petronio 1993, Wilbur, 1997).

However, there is another kind of focus, known as new information

focus (for short, ‘I-focus’). Unlike the emphatic focus, this places the

focused material in the sentence-initial position (Lillo-Martin & Quadros

in press, Neidle 2002). Such new information focus is used, for example, in

the context of answering a question, as in example (3). The basic word

order (SVO for both ASL and LSB) is also permitted in such contexts.

(3) S1: WHAT YOU READ?

‘What did you read?’

I-focus

S2: BOOK STOKOE I READ

or I READ BOOK STOKOE

‘I read Stokoe’s book.’
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According to the proposals of Lillo-Martin and Quadros, I-focus is

derived syntactically through a completely different mechanism from

that of emphatic focus. They predicted that if their analyses are correct,

children would acquire doubling and final constructions together, since

these are both instances of emphatic focus, but these might be acquired

independently from I-focus, since it is derived differently. Lillo-Martin

and Q uadr os ( 20 0 5 ) t e s t e d t h e ir pr e d ic t i o n b y lo o k i n g a t t h e l o n g i t u d i n a l

spontaneous production data from two deaf children acquiring ASL as a

native language (Aby, Sal), and two deaf children acquiring LSB as a native

language (Ana, Leo). All four children have deaf, signing parents. They

were videotaped regularly starting before the age of 2. Their utterances

were examined to determine when they started productively using

I-focus, doubling and final constructions. The results of this study are

summarized in Table 22.1.

It is clear that the children did acquire doubling and final constructions

together, but these two constructions were acquired later than I-focus (highly

significant by Binomial Exact Probability). These results can be taken to

support theoretical analyses which relate doubling and final constructions

in ASL and LSB over analyses which give them distinct derivations.

The two examples presented have shown areas in which data from sign

language acquisition can bear on theoretical questions of grammatical

analyses. For both sign and spoken languages, there are many cases in

which different theoretical proposals do not obviously make different

predictions for acquisition, so acquisition data may not bear on such

issues. However, other cases lead to expectations of ordering, such that

phenomena that are related in the adult grammar can be expected to

be acquired together; or phenomena that are separated are expected to be

acquired separately. In some cases, specific ordering predictions can be

made, such as when a particular construction has others as prerequisites

(for discussion of examples, see Snyder & Lillo-Martin in press). In these

cases, language acquisition data can provide important support – or

disconfirmation – of theoretical proposals.

Table 22.1. Summary of results – Lillo-Martin

and Quadros (2005)

Ageof acquisitionof each structure
Child I-focus Doubling Final

Aby 1;9 *** 2;1 2;0
Sal 1;7 *** 1;9 1;9
Ana 1;6 ** 2;0 2;1
Leo 1;10 *** 2;1 2;2

**p<0.005
***p<0.001
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22.3.3.2 Using sign language grammar to inform us about

sign language acquisition

Category 3A looks at ways in which acquisition studies can inform studies

of grammar. The present category of studies goes in the opposite direction,

using new developments in grammar to inform acquisition studies. These

two categories are closely related, since both show the close relationship

between acquisition studies and linguistic theory, and in fact there is often

a spiral effect such that both fields benefit from and influence each other

in the same domain.

An example of this category comes from studies of children’s develop-

ment of word order. Coerts and Mills (1994) undertook a study of two deaf

children’s development of the subject – object – verb word order in the

Sign Language of the Netherlands (SLN), between the ages of about one-

and-a-half years to two-and-a-half years. They found that children showed a

great deal of variability in their ordering of subjects and verbs. This vari-

ability in the acquisition of word order was puzzling and left without a full

explanation. Then, Bos (1995) identified SLN as having a process known as

Subject Pronoun Copy (SPC) (cf. Padden 1988). According to SPC, the subject

of a sentence (glossed INDEX) can be repeated as a pronoun in the sentence-

final position, as shown in (4a). However, it is also possible for the sentence-

initial subject to be unexpressed (this is a general process found in SLN as

well as in other sign languages). When the sentence-initial subject is left

unexpressed, but the sentence-final subject pronoun is present, the surface

order is verb – subject, as in (4) (examples from Coerts 2000).

(4) a. INDEXbeppie FILM INDEXbeppie

‘Beppie is filming’.

b. CRY INDEXdolls

‘The dolls are crying.’

Coerts (2000) then undertook to reanalyse the child data previously

studied by Coerts and Mills (1994). First, it was clear that the children

knew that SLN permits null subjects, as they used them appropriately

and frequently. She then employed a fairly strict criterion for acquisition

of the SPC process: the childmust use a sentence-final subject pronoun in a

sentence with an overt subject to show that they had acquired SPC. Once

the children showed they had acquired SPC, at around two years, any later

instances of verb – subject order in which the post-verbal subject is a

pronoun were considered instances of SPC.

Using this reanalysis, Coerts found that the majority of the previously

‘unexplained’ word order examples were in fact explainable, and children’s

acquisition of word order was more in line with expectations. Coerts

concludes:

knowledge of the adult language steers the choice of analysis procedures

used for acquisition data … an analysis procedure that takes subject
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pronoun copy into account results in a much clearer picture with respect

to the acquisition of subject and verb position. (Coerts 2000: 107)

A project by Chen Pichler (2001a, 2001b) resulted in similar findings for

ASL, and her study goes beyond consideration of SPC alone to include

other instances of word order changes allowed in the adult grammar.

Although there had been early claims that children strictly followed the

adult basic SVO word order, Schick (2002) found no evidence for this

strategy in two year olds, concluding instead that children’s word order

was ‘random’. Chen Pichler used a similar approach to Coerts’ and deter-

minedwhen children’s use of verb–subject order could be considered cases

of SPC, and when their use of object–verb order could be considered as

following from adult-like word-order changing operations (for example,

object shift).

Chen Pichler established clear criteria for counting utterances as legal

order changes. For example, post-verbal subjects must be pronouns to be

considered SPC; preverbal objects occurring with verbs marked for aspect,

spatial location or handling classifier were considered instances of object

shift. Using these criteria, Chen Pichler found that children’s word order use

demonstrates regularity in following grammatical options much earlier

than previously thought. Thus, taking into consideration such develop-

ments in the syntactic analyses leads to more reliable acquisition studies.

Both of the examples provided illustrate the importance of considering

the target adult grammarwhen studying language development. The goal of

studying language acquisition is to understand how children become adult-

like in their knowledge of language. When children differ from adults, an

explanation for this difference must be sought. But sometimes researchers

examining child development overlook developments in the study of the

adult grammar. The description of the language children are exposed to,

andwill ultimately be users of, changes as researchers gathermore data and

form hypotheses which point in new directions for further study.

22.3.4 Using sign language acquisition data to inform
us about theories of language acquisition

In the previous section, we considered theories of adult grammar and their

relationship to studies of language acquisition. Here, we turn to theories of

the process of acquisition. Alternative theories of how language develops can

be tested and refined using real-time acquisition data from sign languages

just as they are tested using data from spoken languages. These theories are

general theories about language acquisition, not particular to sign languages

(and in general, not developed on the basis of sign language data).

As an example, consider the Verb Island Hypothesis of Tomasello (1992,

see also Tomasello Ch. 5). According to this model of language develop-

ment, children go through an early period in which verbs are individual
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‘islands’ of organization. It predicts that certain patterns (such as word

order or inflections) will be found with individual verbs, although there

will not be evidence that a whole class of verbs behaves in the same way.

This early period of verb islands would begin when children are starting to

use two-word combinations, but generalizations would be apparent some

months later (say, around the age of two years for most children).

In support of this proposal, Morgan and Woll (2002: 275) conclude: ‘we

found no evidence for the child’s exploitation of an abstract set of verb

frames before 3;2. The child appeared to build argument structure afresh

with each new verb and these verbs were uniquely tied to their communi-

cative function.’ Only later, they argue, do children build rules which hold

over multiple verbs.

Schick (2002) also examined the verb island hypothesis in her study of

early sign combinations. She found only limited evidence in support of the

hypothesis, in that some of the children she studied showed consistent

ordering patterns with some verbs. However, she found that in many

cases, word order was quite varied even for individual verbs. This would

appear to show neither verb islands, where individual verbs behave alike,

nor evidence of word order rules which apply across the board to all

different verbs.

In this context, we can return to the findings of Coerts (2000) and Chen

Pichler (2001), reported in section 22.3.3.2. These authors reported system-

atic use of word order by young signing children when grammatical alter-

nations allowed by the adult grammar are also considered. According to

their results, children’s signing is neither randomnor organized into verb-

specific islands. Rather, the rules which characterize the adult grammar

are also found in this domain of children’s language. Whether the data

analysed byMorgan andWoll (BSL) and by Schick (ASL) are amenable to the

same conclusion remains to be seen.

Another example can be raised fromReilly’s study of the development of

non-manualmarking (as summarized in Reilly 2006). Reilly and colleagues

have been interested in children’s development of the use of linguistic

non-manual markings versus often very similar affective and communica-

tive facial expressions. Reilly sees this project as, in part, a test of the

degree to which language is an innately specified independent cognitive

function, because it assesses the separability of language from other cog-

nitive functions. She suggests that an approach to language acquisition in

which language is seen as a general cognitive system would predict that

children would readily recruit their prelinguistic affective and communi-

cative abilities in the service of linguistic functions, and thus acquire non-

manual markings together with their co-occurring manual components.

On the other hand, ‘children would approach each linguistic structure and

its morphology de novo’ in a more modular approach (Reilly 2006: 268).

This question is clearly addressed with data from the development of non-

manualmarking of negation. The negative non-manualmarker used in adult
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ASL (indicatedwith ‘neg’ on the line above the sign glosses) is essentially like

the negative headshake used communicatively by very young children,

whether exposed to sign language or not. Negation can be expressed in

adult ASL by a negative sign co-occurring with this negative headshake, or

even by the negative headshake alone, as in the examples in (5) (examples

from Reilly 2006; the notation ‘t’ indicates a topic non-manual marker).

(5) t neg

a. BOOK READ ME CAN’T

I can’t read the book.’

neg

b. ME EAT ICE-CREAM

‘I don’t eat ice cream.’

Reilly and her colleagues found that deaf children acquiring sign

languages, like hearing, non-signing children, produce communicative

negative headshakes by about 12 months of age. The first negative signs,

NO and DON’T-WANT, emerge at 18–20 months, followed by other negative

signs up to age 3;6. For seven of the eight negative signs investigated, Reilly

found that the manual sign first appears without the required co-occurring

headshake. Several months later, the negative headshake is used together

with the negative signs. This separation occurred despite the fact that the

negative headshake was used prelinguistically by these children to mean

essentially the same thing. Reilly concludes that children treat the negative

headshake as it is used in ASL as a linguistic element whichmust be analysed

independently. This would not be expected under the theory of language as a

more general cognitive system, but only by the modular approach.

The two theories under discussion in this section – the verb island

hypothesis and themodularity of language with respect to other cognitive

systems – can be further tested using data from sign language acquisition,

as can other theories of language development. In some cases, sign langu-

ages provide a new form of data, unavailable using the study of spoken

languages alone. The study of the non-manual marking of negation is one

such case. In other cases, sign language research provides needed breadth

and diversity of languages brought to bear on a theoretical question.

22.3.5 Using sign language acquisition data to tell us about
the nature of language

The study of sign languages and deaf communities can provide informa-

tion about language development under extreme circumstances which are

not found elsewhere. This is a unique contribution to our understanding

of the nature of language and the mechanisms which make language

acquisition possible. Researchers studying such circumstances have a

very special role to play in advancing scientific knowledge.
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Examples of such contributions come from the study of recently deve-

loped sign languages, late first-language learners of sign languages, learn-

ers with degraded input, learners of invented sign systems, homesigners,

etc. These studies tell us about the ranges of possible languages, the path

and properties of language emergence, ‘resilient’ properties of language

which appear in the absence of evidence, critical period effects in language

acquisition, how the learnermodifies the input she or he receives, etc. The

range of outcomes from such studies is so broad and important that there

is no way to give it justice here. However, I will give one example to whet

the reader’s appetite; for a fuller meal please see the original works in

this area.

Late first-language learners are virtually unheard of in spoken language

communities, but not so in signers. Since about 95 per cent of deaf chil-

dren have hearing parents (Mitchell & Karchmer 2004), it is not surprising

that the vast majority are not exposed to sign language from birth.

Sometimes, parents decide to educate their children orally (without sign

language); some of these children are later exposed to a sign language after

having learned only a portion of spoken language (often, not enough to

communicate effectively). In other cases, children experience late expo-

sure to sign language simply because the resources for exposing the child

earlier were not available to the family. For various reasons, children may

be exposed to sign language only after the age of two years, or five years, or

twelve years, etc. It is not well understood exactly how such delayed

linguistic exposure affects language development, but it is clear that

there are some effects.

Morford and Mayberry (2000) provide an overview of some of the

research investigating effects of delayed input on (first) language acquis-

ition and processing. Most of this research has been conducted with adults

whose exposure to sign language began at different times. By studying

adults, researchers investigate the outcome of the language-development

process, after years of experience have made the use of sign language a

well-practised, familiar skill.

Overall, studies with adults whose age of first exposure to ASL was

between approximately 4 and 16 years, as compared to native signers

(those with exposure from birth), have consistently reported differences

in both production and comprehension tests. Furthermore, studies looking

at language processing have also found differences for different age-of-

exposure groups. The degree of an effect is not uniform across different

studies. For example, Newport (1990) found that later learners (those with

exposure after age 12) scored lower than ‘early’ learners (thosewith exposure

between 4 and 6), who in turn scored lower than native signers, on tests of

ASLmorphology production and comprehension. However, the three groups

were not different on a test of basic word order. Similarly, Emmorey et al.

(1995) found that late learners were different from native signers in a study

of online processing of verb agreement, but not in aspect marking.
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Mayberry, Lock and Kazmi (2002) extended such findings by comparing

late first-language learners of ASLwith late second-language learners of ASL:

late-deafened adults whose exposure to sign language began in the same

period as the late first-language learners (9–13). Their study asked partici-

pants to judge the grammaticality of complex sentences. The effects of

late exposure were strongest for late first-language learners; late second-

language learners performed close to natives.

These results reinforce the idea that early exposure to language is crucial

for its normal acquisition. But what factor(s) will be most affected by

delayed input when other factors are relatively spared? Newport (1990)

hypothesizes that young children have the ability to detect patterns of the

‘correct grain size’ for the development of complexmorphology, while the

greater cognitive capabilities of older children or adults actually interfere

with this type of analysis, thus leading to the differences in performance

on syntactic versus morphological tests she observed.

An alternative proposal is put forth by Morford and Mayberry (2000),

who emphasize the differences in phonological processing skills for native

or early learners versus late learners, and suggest that what is missing for

late learners is what is learned by those with native exposure in the first

year of life. In particular, a great deal of phonological development takes

place during this period, and studies show infants’ sensitivities to phono-

logical information from a very early age. What Morford and Mayberry

propose is that ‘the true advantage of early exposure to language is the

development of the phonological system prior to the development of

the lexical–semantic and morpho-syntactic systems’ (p. 124). Problems in

phonological processing can have ‘cascading’ effects on other levels of

language processing, showing up in the various areas of effects of language

delay.

The study of late learners hasmuch to contribute to theories of language

and language development. The effects of delayed input should not be

random or general, but rather should fall along fault lines which the

grammar makes available. Theories of why children are better language

learners than adults are must make reference to crucial aspects of the

language-learning mechanism. Such theories have little data to go on out-

side of the realm of late first-language acquisition in deaf children, since

second-language learning appears to have different constraints and con-

sequences in some ways.

22.4 Research which cuts across themes

Many areas of sign language acquisition research touch on more than

one of the themes discussed above. One area of research which touches

on all of the themes is the acquisition of verb agreement, which has been a

subject of attention for well over twenty years.
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In ASL and other sign languages, subject and object person-agreement

is expressed on a class of verbs (such as HELP and ASK) by modifying

the initial and final locations of the verb. Agreement with source and

goal location in another class of verbs (such as MOVE and GO) takes a

similar form, but the endpoints represent location arguments rather than

person. A third class of verbs (including LIKE and EAT) takes no agreement

marking at all.

Meier (1982) examined the acquisition of verb agreement in ASL in

comparison to the acquisition of verbal morphology in spoken lan-

guages. He argued that sign language agreement is acquired in a similar

fashion as is complex, unstressed verb agreement in some spoken lan-

guages. On the other hand, Morgan, Barriere and Woll (2006), in their

study of the acquisition of verb agreement in British Sign Language (BSL),

argue that ‘spatial’ aspects of verb agreement in sign language make it

unlike that in spoken languages. The form of agreement is not an affix,

but a modification of the root, which Morgan et al. argue involves a high

degree of simultaneity, making segmentation difficult for the young

child. Both of these research groups found that children make errors of

omission and commission in marking verbs for agreement, until at least

the age of three years.

On the other hand, Quadros and Lillo-Martin (2007) found that

verb agreement errors were extremely rare, for two children acquiring

ASL and two children acquiring LSB. They attributed the differential

error rate to a different theoretical view of contexts for obligatory use

of verb morphology. They argue that the acquisition data support

an approach which identifies verbs needing agreement in particular

sentential contexts rather than lexically marking certain verbs as always

requiring agreement, a view which is confirmed in studies with adult

signers.

Verb agreement has also been studied in late learners, as it seems to be

an area of special problems. Adult late learners have been shown to err on

using verbal morphology (Newport 1990), and they also have processing

difficulties in this domain (Emmorey et al. 1995). Studies of verb agreement

in late learners provide some evidence that there are specifically gram-

matical differences between early and later learners as well as proposed

processing differences. Berk (2003) studied two children whose exposure

to ASL began at the age of six. She found that the later learners were

particularly affected in their production of person-marking agreement

on ASL verbs. They made numerous errors of both omission and commis-

sion, continuing without a decrease in error rate over four years of obser-

vation. Other verbal morphology, indicating location agreement, was not

affected, as the late learners appropriately used such marking, although

the form of location agreement is very similar to that of person agreement.

A specifically grammatical deficit would seem to be implicated in order to

explain such a difference.
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22.5 The future of sign language acquisition research

What does the future of sign language acquisition research look like? Our

hope is that future research on sign languages will continue to enhance

connections with the questions asked of spoken language acquisition.

Theories of language, and of language acquisition, need to accommodate

sign language data, so sign language research that informs and benefits

from studies of spoken languages is desirable. Even more studies of an

enhanced range of populations is encouraged – for example, cross-sign

language comparisons, studies of the effects of differences in input quality

and timing, etc. Such studies have much to offer, both scientifically and

practically.
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23

Children with specific
language impairment

J. Bruce Tomblin

23.1 Introduction

During the past twenty years there has been an increasing amount of

literature concerning one form of developmental language disorder that

has come to be known as specific language impairment (SLI). Within this

chapter, I will be focusing on the conceptual and empirical issues con-

cerned with who these children are in relation to other children with or

without language impairment and what is known about the course and

aetiology of SLI. In the following chapter, Leonard (Ch. 24) will surveywhat

we know about the particular language features of SLI and the explana-

tions offered for these features.

23.2 Conceptualizing SLI

Much of the research concerning child language development has focused

onmechanisms and characteristics that generalize across children. In such

research, individual differences in language development are acknowl-

edged, but often set aside. In contrast, these individual differences in

language development are the central focus of those who study develop-

mental language disorders. Consequently, developmental language disor-

ders may be viewed as a particular region in a multidimensional space of

individual differences among children with regard to language develop-

ment and use. Conceptualizing SLI as a domain within a broader region of

individual differences in language development helps highlight key issues

that surrounded its development as a type of developmental language

disorder and the manner in which it compares with individual differences

of typically developing children. The current conceptualization of SLI

can be traced back to the middle of the twentieth century where the

term developmental aphasia or dysphasia was used to refer to language



comprehension and/or production deficits in the context of a child who

was not mentally retarded, mentally ill or deaf (Myklebust 1952). These

children were described as having poor language development without

concomitant intellectual disability or hearing impairment. By the early

1980s the term aphasia in reference to developmental language disorders

began to give way to SLI (Fey & Leonard 1983). SLI was preferred over

developmental aphasia largely due to the neurogenic implication of the

term aphasia which refers to an acquired language disorder associated

with brain lesions. The list of concomitant conditions that excluded chil-

dren from being SLI also expanded. Leonard (1998) listed normal hearing,

normal nonverbal IQ (performance IQ > 85), absence of recent otitis

media, absence of seizure disorder, cerebral palsy, brain lesions, normal

oral structure and function and normal reciprocal social interactions or

restriction of activities. It is noteworthy that all these exclusionary con-

ditions are diagnosed on the basis of behaviours other than language. As a

result, SLI has come to be the only developmental disorder that is diag-

nosed on the basis of language itself. This feature of SLI means that it

provides and in fact necessitates explicit consideration of when and why

we say a child has language impairment.

23.2.1 Standards for language impairment
Although there were descriptions of children with language impairment

for more than a century, much of this literature provided few explicit

guidelines as to what would determine this. This is likely to be due to the

absence of well-developed theory regarding language development and

well-developed methods of measurement (For example, see Myklebust

1971). By the 1970s new language measures were being introduced and

these provided guidelines for clinical interpretation (for example: Lee &

Canter 1971, Rizzo & Stephens 1981). These guidelines defined language

impairment as a discrepancy between a child’s level of language achieve-

ment and the skills expected to be seen in a child of that chronological

age – where these expectations were based on test norms. Referencing

language achievement to chronological age was soon challenged by those

who argued that the relevant benchmark for language development was

not chronological age, but rather the child’s cognitive development (Miller

et al. 1978, Stark & Tallal 1981) and cognitive development was typically

operationally defined as nonverbal IQ. This notion that achievement

expectations should be based on some general cognitive or general intel-

lectual benchmark was also being espoused in the fields of learning dis-

abilities and dyslexia and came to be known as cognitive referencing.

Thus, by the 1990s, SLI came to be viewed as language achievement that

was to some degree poorer than would be expected on the basis of non-

verbal IQ. This ‘cognitive discrepancy’ did not replace the chronological

age criterion however, but rather was added to it. Thus, children with SLI
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needed to have language skills that were both below chronological age and

nonverbal IQ expectations.

During the 1990s, several individuals voiced concerns about the value of

cognitive referencing (Dale & Cole 1991, Lahey 1990). Concerns were raised

that this standard excluded children with poor language skills and poor

nonverbal intelligence from eligibility for services based on the assumption

that their language skills could not be advanced beyond their nonverbal

(cognitive) levels. Cole and Dale (Cole et al. 1990) demonstrated that in fact

this assumptionwas not valid and further that discrepancy-based diagnoses

were not stable over time. Thus, in 1997, my colleagues and I (Tomblin et al.

1996) presented a standard for language impairment that returned to the

age-based reference. After surveying practising speech-language clinicians,

we established that language achievement below the 10th percentile in two

areas of language constituted language impairment. This criterion for the

determination of language impairment was quite similar to one suggested

by Paul (2001). Soon thereafter, we implemented this standard for the

determination of the prevalence of SLI in kindergarten children (Tomblin

et al. 1997). In this case, however, we continued to retain the requirement of

a nonverbal discrepancy, by requiring children with SLI to have nonverbal

IQs above 85. Thus, children with SLI were likely to have language skills

below the 10th percentile and nonverbal intellectual skills above the 16th

percentile. Subsequently, several studies have compared the language pro-

files of these children with SLI who had nonverbal IQs above 85 with those

children who met the criteria for language impairment but who had non-

verbal IQs between 70 and 85 termed non-specific language impaired (NLI)

for lack of a better term (EllisWeismer et al. 2000, Tomblin& Zhang 1999). In

these studies the NLI group had generally lower language skills and slower

processing than the SLI group. In many ways these two groups presented

very similar profiles and also similar patterns of language change over time.

Rice et al. (2005) did find some differences between these two groups con-

cerning patterns of use of overgeneralization of regular past tense forms to

irregular. Currently, common practice has retained some vestige of a non-

verbal discrepancy at least in the form of fully normal (> 85) nonverbal IQ,

however, Tager-Flusberg and Cooper (1999) noted that the inclusion of this

practice bears reconsideration.

23.2.2 SLI and excluded conditions
As noted above, in addition to the presence of language impairment,

SLI also requires the absence of excluded conditions. Common to these

exclusionary conditions are factors that are known to influence language

development and often result in language impairment. One could reason-

ably conclude that SLI represents individual differences in language that

result in particularly poor levels of language for which we have no current

explanation. A stronger claim would be that the application of these
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exclusionary conditions suggests that SLI is intended to refer to poor

language achievement resulting from causes internal and possibly unique

to the language systems, hence the term ‘specific’. (See, for instance,

Clahsen 1989, Friederici 2006, Gopnik 1997, Rice & Wexler 1996a, van

der Lely & Stollwerck 1996.)

By creating a group of children with SLI that are distinguished from

other children with language disorders within these excluded groups, we

might infer that the language characteristics of children with SLI are also

distinct from these other conditions. This hypothesis has only recently

been put to empirical test with respect to several different populations.

Children with Down syndrome (DS) usually are mentally retarded and

have often been described as having particular difficulty with morpho-

syntax (Chapman 1997), which is also often a characteristic weakness in

children with SLI (see Leonard Ch. 24). Eadie and colleagues examined the

use of grammatical morphology, particularly tense use, in mean-length-

utterance-matched children with SLI and DS (Eadie et al. 2002). These

authors reported no statistical differences in the use of grammatical mor-

phology between the SLI and DS participants. More recently Laws and

Bishop directly compared children with SLI with those DS after matching

on nonverbal IQwith respect to lexical, sentence and narrative use (Laws &

Bishop 2003) and pragmatics (Laws & Bishop 2004). Across these aspects of

language, they found few differences between SLI and DS individuals in

language and communication function. Williams syndrome (WS) repre-

sents another group of individuals who often have intellectual disability.

Pinker (1991) proposed that WS was a mirror image of SLI and thus these

two conditions represented a double dissociation between rule learning

and lexical learning systems where SLI represents a rule-learning deficit

with preserved lexical abilities and the opposite for WS. This perspective

was echoed by Clahsen and Almazan (2001) based upon their analysis of

plural formation in the WS individuals. Laws and Bishop (2004) have

directly compared children with SLI with children with WS and found

that WS children were significantly better on measures of speech and

grammar than the children with SLI, but both groups were poorer than

the typically developing control group. In this study the children with SLI

and WS were matched on nonverbal IQ, thus these data would support

Rice et al.’s (2005) conclusion that children with SLI contrast with children

with WS primarily with respect to the relationship between language and

nonverbal cognitive skills. This contrast, however, becomes less interes-

tingwhenwe recall that childrenwith SLI are selected in part because their

language is poorer than their nonverbal skills whereas this is not so with

WS (see Richardson & Thomas Ch. 26). Also, the extent to which language

in WS exceeds general cognitive levels of development has been ques-

tioned in recent reviews (Brock 2007, Donnai & Karmiloff-Smith 2000,

Mervis & Becerra 2007). Therefore it is unlikely that a strong version of

Pinker’s double dissociation hypothesis that includes sparing of either
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rules or vocabulary across SLI and WS can hold. When one takes a broad

view of the language features of SLI and those of childrenwithDS orWSwe

find far greater similarities than differences. Where differences occur,

they seem to be more in amount than kind. Whether these similarities

also reflect shared causal factors remains an interesting and unanswered

question.

The language features of children with SLI have also been contrasted

with autism. For several decades there has been an ongoing interest in the

relationship between SLI or earlier childhood aphasia and autism.

Beginning with studies by Rutter and colleagues (Bartak et al. 1975, 1977)

and extending through research more recently by Bishop and colleagues

(Bishop & Norbury 2002) one common hypothesis has been that SLI and

autismmay be examples of a spectrumdisorder involving communication.

A portion of this hypothesis has been concernedwith shared aetiology (see

for instance, Folstein &Mankoski 2000), but this work has also considered

the possible similarities and differences in language behaviours between

SLI and autism. Any comparison between SLI and autism must recognize

that the scope and variability of communication deficits within autism is

much greater than in SLI. Common across this variability is always poor

social use of language in autism whereas the features of phonology, gram-

mar and semantics are highly variable ranging from complete mutism to,

in some cases, relatively normal grammar and often spared phonology

(Kjelgaard & Tager-Flusberg 2001, Sigman & Capps 1997, also see Luyster &

Lord Ch. 25). Among those children with autism who are able to perform

on standardized measures of language structure and content, and are thus

higher functioning children with autism, the average language perfor-

mance levels are similar albeit somewhat lower than those of children

with SLI (Bartak et al. 1977, Tager-Flusberg 2004a). Currently there appears

to be general agreement that SLI overlaps with autism with regard to core

language features often found in SLI that involve impairments in grammar

and semantics, but contrasts with autism with regard to the domain of

pragmatics and social cognition (Bishop 2003). This overlap could be taken

as support for the initial hypothesis that SLI is simply a milder variant of

autism and thus resides on a continuumwith it. An alternative hypothesis

has surfaced in the past decade where the autism spectrum is viewed as

having multiple components, one of which could be SLI. In this case the

overlap of SLI and autismwith respect to structure andmeaning systems is

not due to differences in severity but rather the joint occurrence of SLI

with the social deficits that aremore invariant in autism. In this regard, SLI

is viewed as a common co-morbid condition with autism resulting in

childrenwith SLI and autism or childrenwith autismwithout concomitant

SLI. The manner in which these two accounts differ currently has more to

dowith alternative theories of shared versus unique aetiologies for SLI and

autism because both assume that there is overlap in aspects of language

characteristics.
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One additional group of children with language impairment that is

excluded from SLI is that of childrenwith hearing impairment. The spoken

language skills of children with hearing impairment are even more vari-

able than those found in children with autism. Those children with

congenital profound hearing loss often fail to acquire much functional

spoken language and instead acquire their language and communication

system via manual communication systems. Even those who do acquire

the spoken language of their community usually have very limited skills

unless they are provided with cochlear implants. The spoken language

skills of children who have mild to moderate hearing loss (children who

are hard of hearing; HH) aremore likely to be comparable with those of SLI

at least with regard to severity of the language deficit. Additionally, those

theories that posit that SLI is caused by generalized central auditory

processing deficits of acoustic stimuli (see, for instance, Tallal et al. 1993)

support the prediction that the language profiles of children with SLI and

HHmay be similar. Bishop and her colleagues (Briscoe et al. 2001, Norbury

et al. 2001) tested this prediction by comparing phonological memory,

finite verb morphology and general spoken and written language abilities

in children who were HH and children with SLI. With the exception of

phonological memory measured by non-word repetition, the HH as a

group was better than the age-matched children with SLI. These authors

did note that there was considerable variability among the children with

hearing loss and some were more similar to the SLI group with regard

to language ability. Based upon very limited data, we can conclude that

children with SLI do differ from children with HH in that the latter group

approaches normal levels of spoken-language development.

This contrast of SLI with other forms of language impairment suggests

that at least with regard to aspects of language other than pragmatics,

childrenwith SLI seem to be quite similar to childrenwith certain forms of

intellectual disability and autism and differ from the HH children largely

because the latter group seems to have better language skills than children

with SLI. Thus if we consider the multidimensional space containing

individual differences in child language the predominant evidence sug-

gests that childrenwith SLI occupy a similar region asmany other children

with developmental disorders.

23.2.3 SLI and typically developing children
So far we have considered whether language comes apart in different ways

for children with SLI than for other children with poor language ability.

A more common question that has been asked over the years has been

whether the features of SLI place them in a different space than younger

children considered to have normal-language status (NL). Childrenwith SLI

have been hypothesized to contrast with NL children in one of two ways.

One obvious way has been to consider these children as fundamentally
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different language learners and therefore it would be expected that fea-

tures of their language are different from those of any NL children at any

point in development. Additionally, themechanisms by which language is

acquired would be assumed to be different in some way. This hypothesis

has been known as the deviance hypothesis. The alternative view has been

one of delay whichmay be interpreted as a slowed learning trajectory that

ultimately reaches full maturity or a slow trajectory that terminates at

levels below full maturity (Leonard 1998). Key to the delay hypothesis is

that the developmental trajectory of language for childrenwith SLI follows

the same course as that found in typically developing children. A some-

what weaker form of the delay hypothesis is one that permits variability in

rates of development across language systems and therefore allows for

relative strengths and weaknesses, but yet still constrains development of

each system to follow the normal trajectory. Leonard (1998) referred to this

as a profile difference. All of these forms of the delay hypothesis would be

compatible with aetiologies for SLI that involve quantitative differences in

underlying systems that contribute to individual differences in rates of

language development. Constraints in rates of development arising from

unique sources however could also conceivably produce a quantitative

effect as well.

This issue of whether the language of children with SLI is delayed or

deviant was a dominant topic of research during the 1970s and 1980s.

Leonard (1987, 1998) has summarized this work and concluded that much

of the research supports at least some form of the delay hypothesis and

most particularly the profile difference model. The bulk of the language

features of children with SLI are quite similar to younger typically deve-

loping children. However, as can be seen in the following chapter (Ch. 24

Leonard), there is considerable evidence that certain aspects of grammar are

more challenging to children with SLI than other aspects of grammar or

semantics. This greater vulnerability of particular aspects of grammar is

very consistent with Leonard’s view of a profile difference. Returning to our

multidimensional space, we would then consider children with SLI in a

region occupied by typically developing children of a younger age. This

perspective however would not be shared by some accounts of SLI such as

those of van der Laley and Battell (2003), Clahsen (e.g. 1999b) and Gopnik

(1990). These researchers have interpreted this vulnerability in grammar as

evidence for a specific defect in the grammatical system that is inherently

deviant and thus, at least with regard to some aspects of grammar, they

would place children with SLI in a different universe than typically devel-

oping children.

23.2.4 A developmental perspective on SLI
SLI represents a type of developmental disorder and therefore it has the

potential to emerge at some point in development, change over time and
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converge on a state of maturity. We have established that much of the

evidence concerning the nature of the language deficit in childrenwith SLI

is consistent with developmental processes that yield slower growth rates

but qualitatively similar features as typically developing children.

23.2.4.1 Late talkers

It is generally believed that the developmental origins of SLI can be traced

to very early periods of development. Studies of individual differences in

basic perceptual skills during infancy have shown that these are predictive

of later language status (Benasich & Tallal 2002, Newman et al. 2006). Given

that the current diagnosis of SLI depends upon delays in expected patterns

of language growth, childrenwith potential SLI are rarely identified before

18 to 24 months of age at which time these children are referred to as late

talkers. It is assumed that children with persisting SLI will emerge from

this group of late talkers. The persistence of poor language (SLI) among late

talkers has been found to be between 20 and 70 per cent (Rescorla,

Dahlsgaard & Roberts 2000, La Paro et al. 2004, Paul 1993, Whitehurst &

Fischel 1994). Because of the volatility in early language development,

there has been a reluctance to diagnose SLI until the trajectory of language

development in children becomes more stable. This developmental vola-

tility appears to decline in four-year-old children (Bishop & Edmundson

1987). As a result Rescorla and Lee (2000) and Stothard et al. (1998) recom-

mend reserving the diagnosis of SLI for children over 4 years.

23.2.4.2 SLI emergence

SLI thus emerges as persisting poor language achievement during the

preschool years. If a child presents with SLI after 4 years of age there is

considerable likelihood that this will persist. The extent to which normal-

ization occurs during the school years has been the topic of several

longitudinal studies of SLI during the school years and into adulthood

(Aram & Nation 1980, Beitchman et al. 1996b, Conti-Ramsden & Botting

2004, Stark et al. 1984, Tomblin et al. 2003). In general, these studies show

considerable persistence in SLI during the early school years. Some authors

suggest that 81 to 89 per cent of these children continue to present a

language problem throughout their school years (Silva 1987, Stark &

Tallal 1988). Other authors have reported lower levels of persistence in the

range of 54 to 56 per cent (Bishop & Edmundson 1987, Cole et al. 1995). My

research group (Tomblin et al. 2003) has shown that it is possible thatmuch

of the apparent ‘recovery’ in these studies is likely to be due to the effect of

regression to the mean that is inherent in methods that classify children

on the basis of deviant performance on measures that contain measure-

ment error and then subsequently reclassify the children with similar

measures. Some of the children initially classified as having low language

skills (i.e. SLI) are likely to be erroneously classified and thus when meas-

ured again theywill appear to have resolved their impaired languagewhen
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in fact their ‘true’ ability had not changed at all. Our analysis of the amount

of change over a four year period of time suggested very little evidence of

children changing their relative language standing across this time period.

Recently this stable pattern of SLI, shown to exist during the early school

years, has been extended into late adolescence and adulthood (Johnson

et al. 1999, Rutter & Mawhood 1991, Stothard et al. 1998).

23.2.5 Summary of the construct of SLI
We can see that SLI is an evolving construct that defines a group of

children who do poorly in language development although they do not

present with the ordinary developmental or sensory disorders. There has

been a considerable amount of work comparing these children with other

atypical and typical language learners. These comparisons paint a picture

of a pattern of language development that is surprisingly similar across all

these groups. The principal way that children with SLI differ from other

children has to do with the rate of development referenced to their chro-

nological age. We also see that SLI emerges out of a period in development

where there is considerable variability within and across children with

regard to rates of acquisition. Predicting the long-term growth trajectory of

language is difficult until children approach school age. At that time these

language growth trajectories stabilize and SLI can be determined with

greater confidence. Once children approach school age with SLI, they are

very likely to persist in having poor language abilities throughout child-

hood and into adulthood. Thus the slow development does not appear to

ultimately resolve into fully developed language abilities that are achieved

at a later time point, but rather appear to represent persisting poor lan-

guage skills into adulthood.

23.3 Aetiology of SLI

The general picture above suggests that the aetiological factors that create

the individual differences in language represented by SLI are likely to

overlap with the factors that create individual differences among both

NL children and childrenwith excluded conditions. Questions of causation

for complex developmental systems such as language have to contend

with the fact that causation is likely to be a pathway with multiple levels

withmultiple inputs. Figure 23.1 depicts this scheme. As can be seen in the

figure, some of these levels are more proximal to the actual language

behaviour of the child at any point in time whereas other levels are more

likely to be distal.We can assume that themost proximal causal factors are

those that can be subsumed by the notion of cognition that encompasses

language representations and processes involved in the activation of these

representations. This cognitive level of explanation has been the focus of
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considerable attention in research on SLI and is discussed in the next

chapter (Ch. 24 by Leonard). Within the present chapter, we will focus on

the more distal causal factors for SLI; namely genetics, neurological status

and environmental factors.

23.3.1 Genetics of SLI
The observation that speech and language problems run in families and

may be genetic can be found dating back to Ingram (1959); however,

systematic studies are of more recent origin. Several studies have shown

that speech and language problems are more common in families selected

because a child (called a proband) had SLI in contrast with families with

NL probands. Although family aggregation studies provide suggestive

evidence that genes may play a role in a phenotype, twin studies provide

a means of estimating whether there are genetic influences on a trait. If a

dichotomous trait is genetically influenced we should find that monozy-

gotic twins (MZ) more often have the same trait than do dyzygotic (DZ)

twins. Concordance rates of SLI for MZ twins have run from 0.70 to 0.96

whereas they have ranged from0.46 to 0.69 for DZ twins (Bishop et al. 1995,

Lewis & Thompson 1992, Spinath et al. 2004, Tomblin & Buckwalter 1998).

In each case the concordance for MZ was higher than for the DZ twins

suggesting a genetic influence on SLI.

Heritability is an index that reflects the proportion of a quantitative trait

variance that is attributable to genetic sources of variance. Quantitative

measures of language within twinships containing children with SLI, have

consistently shown moderate to strong levels of heritability (Fisher 2006).

In addition to showing support for a genetic influence on language impair-

ment, these studies have shown that phenotypes that are based on

language behaviour

cognition

En vironment brain

cell

gene

Figure 23.1 Amodel of the principal causal systems that contribute to individual differences.
Note each level interactswith, aswell as is acted onby, the adjoining levels and environmental
influences can affect multiple levels.
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language status without regard to performance IQ yield higher heritability

than those that employ a discrepancy criterion, and language heritability

does not vary as a function of the performance IQ level of the sample.

Heritability does appear to increase in groups that are sampled because of

greater severity. Thus, the twin research supports a hypothesis that

genetic factors play a role in the aetiology of SLI. It is important to note

that this does not mean that SLI is genetically determined, nor should it be

taken to mean that there are language genes that cause language disorder

(Fisher 2006). Recall that these genetic effects are likely quite distant from

the actual language behaviour and have many intervening processes that

are highly interactive.

The evidence that SLI and by extension language in general may be genet-

ically influenced has sparked interest in the identification of what these

genes may be. Progress in this effort was advanced considerably by the

discovery of a family (KE) where many of the members had specific speech

and language impairment (Vargha-Khadem et al. 1995). Fisher et al. (1998)

performed a genome-wide search using these familymembers and found the

speech and language problemwas linked to geneticmarkers on the long arm

of chromosome 7 in the region of 7q31. The gene mutation accounting for

the speech and language impairment in this family was then identified as

FOXP2 (Lai et al. 2001). FOXP2has been determined to be a regulatory gene that

controls expression of other genes and the affected family members had a

mutation that resulted in a protein product that could not perform the

regulatory functions of the normal protein. Although these affected family

members do present a profile of language impairment consistent with SLI,

they also have substantial motor speech disorders characterized as apraxia.

Thus, it is not clear that the impairment in these individuals can be described

as SLI. At this time, however, there is no evidence that the particular muta-

tion in FOXP2 found in the KE family contributes to language impairment in

the general population (Newbury et al. 2002, O’Brien et al. 2003, SLI

Consortium 2004). It still remains possible that other mutations in FOXP2 or

in genes controlled by FOXP2 are important to the aetiology of SLI.

Beyond the research concerning FOXP2, there have been additional

studies using molecular genetic methods to identify genes influencing SLI

during the last six years. A very small number of genome-wide scans have

yielded potential regions of interest on chromosomes 2, 13, 16 and 19

(Bartlett et al. 2002, SLI Consortium 2004, The SLI Consortium 2002). The

findings of the SLI Consortium andNewbury and colleagues are noteworthy

in that they have been able to replicate linkage at chromosome 16 to non-

word repetition. It is likely that several genes and various forms of genetic

variation (single base pair substitutions, deletions and replications) will be

contributing to individual differences in language development including

that of SLI. By identifying these genes, it will become possible to form

hypotheses concerning the pathways these genes act on and thus identify

mechanisms important to language development and disorder.
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23.3.2 Neurological findings and SLI
The aetiological pathway of genes to language behaviour has to involve the

brain. If there are genes that predispose children to SLI then we might

expect to find structural and/or functional differences in their brains. We

will restrict ourselves to the question of whether there are structural

differences associated with SLI as the functional differences may be an

alternate manifestation of the language deficit rather than the cause.

Recall that the roots of the concept of SLI date back to the term child-

hood aphasia and this term suggested that these children had some type of

brain lesion suggestive of minimal brain damage. With the development

of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), it has become possible to examine

the structure of brains of individuals with SLI. There have now been

several brain studies and as a part of these studies consideration has

been given as to whether these individuals actually do have small focal

lesions and so far there is no evidence of such type of brain abnormality

associated with SLI (Trauner et al. 2000). Trauner and colleagues did, how-

ever, find a range of subtle non-language behavioural signs suggestive of

abnormal neurological status. The search for anatomical bases of SLI has

focused on whether there are differences in relative brain volumes across

different brain regions. In particular, interest has focused on the cortical

regions of Broca andWernike (planum temporale) and their size in the left

and right hemisphere. Within typical language learners, the planum is

usually larger in the left than the right hemisphere. However, within

individuals with SLI, several studies have shown that this relationship is

often reduced or reversed and, as well, an absence of the expected larger

Broca’s area in the left hemisphere has been reported (Gauger et al. 1997,

Herbert et al. 2005, Jernigan et al. 1991, Plante et al. 1991).

Most of the research concerning brain structure and SLI has concen-

trated on the study of brain regions that have long been associated with

language functions. Such an approach assumes that there are language-

specific brain regions and that language can be viewed as a special cogni-

tive faculty. Under the alternate view that language arises from a widely

distributed non-modular neural system, Herbert and colleagues (2003)

have examined larger scale brain regions including subcortical structures.

They report that children with SLI presented larger cortical volume that is

due to greater amounts of white matter reflecting proportionately greater

amounts of connectivity viamyelinated fibre tracts. Although connectivity

is generally considered important for neural networks, excessive connec-

tivity could result in inefficient and noisy processing.

Overall, the studies of brain structure do provide consistent evidence

of abnormal structural development that may serve as a basis for the

language-learning difficulties associated with SLI. These abnormalities

may point toward abnormalities in early formation of neural architecture

and possibly also ongoing changes in activity-dependent neural connec-

tivity. This latter dynamic process of neural developmentwas suggested by
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Locke (1994)who pointed out that differences in regional brain sizemay be

the product of poor language learning rather than the cause of the learning

difficulties. Disentangling this relationship is likely to be difficult.

23.3.3 The language environment and SLI
Nature and nurture have a long dialectical relationship in developmental

science. In recent years, however, few will argue that these are in opposi-

tion, but rather nowadays nature and nurture have merged in such topics

as epigenetics and behavioural embryology (Gottlieb 1997). Genes and

brains only work in the context of environments. Furthermore, environ-

ments are shaped by the behaviour of individuals (Scarr & McCartney

1983), thus the direction of causality with regard to the child with SLI

and the linguistic environment needs to be considered carefully.

There is a sizable literature that has shown a relationship between individ-

ual differences in the development of language and the communicative syn-

chrony and reciprocity found inparent–childdyads. This quality of synchrony

and reciprocity is reflected in the use of responses to child initiations, seman-

tically contingent utterances and structural reformulations of prior child

utterances sometimes called recasts. It stands to reason that onemight expect

this relationship to extend to childrenwith SLI and indeed questions concern-

ing the contribution of the linguistic environment to SLI were common a few

decades ago. Most of this work was done in laboratory settings where adult–

child dyadswere observed and features of linguistic input examined. Inmuch

of this research (see Leonard 1998 for a summary), the language input to the

child with SLI was found to be structurally less complex, and marked by

discourse styles that were suggestive of poorer synchrony and reciprocity

than was found with typically developing age mates. Leonard (1998) has

pointed out that the fact that this pattern extended to other adults who

were not parents (e.g. teachers), suggested that this language style was not

unique to the parents and therefore this is not the principal cause of SLI,

although he did acknowledge that this style, thatmay be elicited by the child,

could compound an already existing language-learning problem.

What is particularly lacking are data concerning the quantity of input.

Hart and Risley (1995) and Huttenlocher and colleagues (1991) have pro-

vided evidence that frequency of inputmay be an important contributor to

individual differences among NL children. We have yet to learn whether

such quantitative input differences in the home are associated with late

talkers or children with SLI.

23.4 Academic and social outcomes of SLI

Earlier it was noted that SLI can be viewed as emergent during development.

One aspect of this emergence concerns the extent to which aspects of early
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language status progresses into later reading and behaviour problems and

what the possible bases of this emergent pattern may be. Two hypotheses

have been prominent in this literature. One hypothesis is that the associa-

tions between spoken language and later outcomes are causal. Alternatively,

the association of language and reading problems with behaviour problems

may rest on a common underlying condition such as a neuromaturational

delay that result in poor achievement in each domain.

Several investigators have examined the reading and psychosocial out-

comes of childrenwith LI in the early school years. Several studies reported

poorer reading achievement and greater rates of reading disorder (RD) in

children with language impairment (LI) (Aram et al. 1984, Bishop & Adams

1990, Catts 1993, Silva et al. 1987, Stark & Tallal 1988, Stark et al. 1984).

In these studies, the prevalence of RD in children with SLI ranged from

25 per cent (Bishop & Adams 1990) to 90 per cent (Stark et al. 1984). The

strong relationship between RD and LI has been shown to be attributable

to the limitations these children have in both their ability to understand

language and their phonological awareness (Catts et al. 1999, 2001). The

phonological awareness deficits place them at risk for difficulties in learn-

ing decoding skills and the comprehension problems place them at risk for

reading-comprehension problems.

Several studies have shown elevated rates of behaviour problems among

children with LI (Beitchman et al. 1986b, 1987, 1989, 1990, 1996a, Benasich

et al. 1993, Stevenson et al. 1985). The most common behavioural problem

reported in these studies has been ADHD; however internalizing problems

such as anxiety disorder are also reported. Some research has shown that

these behaviour problems appear to varywith the setting inwhich the child is

observed and in particular are reported by the children’s teachers to a greater

degree than their parents (Redmond & Rice 1998). This has been interpreted

as evidence that these behaviour problems may arise more in the classroom

situation than at home and are therefore reactions to classroom stress.

Further support for this view arises from data showing that the excess of

behaviour problems in children with RD and/or LI is found in those children

with both conditions (Tomblin et al. 2000). Thus, these studies support the

notion that LI in conjunction with RD results in the child facing excessive

failure particularly with the classroom which in turn results in reactive

behaviour problems. These conclusions however fail to explain why beha-

viour problems seem to be reported in preschool childrenwith LI (Beitchman

et al. 1986a). These findings could be used to argue for an underlying factor

such as neurodevelopmental delay that contributes to all these conditions.

23.5 Conclusions

One way of viewing SLI is that it represents a region of individual differences

in languagedevelopment that represents impaired language development for
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whichwehave nowell-supported explanation. The research to date has yet to

offer a clear aetiologic candidate that serves as a singular and deterministic

cause of SLI. It is possible and even likely that such a single deterministic

aetiology cannot be found. I concluded earlier that these childrenwith SLI are

more likely inefficient language learners than qualitatively different learners.

Therefore it is possible that the causes of SLI will encompass those mecha-

nisms, whether genetic, neurological or environmental, that also contribute

to individual differences in language development across groups of children,

including the NL population. If so there are probably multiple factors that

operate in a probabilistic interactive fashion. This type of aetiologic model

has been termed a quantitative trait locus (QTL) by those studying genetics.

Thus, the genetic contribution to SLI may simply consist of a combination of

several gene variants such that each has a small deleterious effect on under-

lying systems for language. If so, these same gene variants may also be the

basis for individual differences among NL children as well. Those who have

been examining the influence of the linguistic environment on SLI appear to

have approached the question of causation from this perspective, in that the

type of parental input features they have examined are the same as those

considered to be important for NL children. The research concerning struc-

tural brain differences have not been clearlymotivated by a view of aetiologic

continuity between SLI and NL. It remains quite possible, however, that the

findings of differences in regional brain size and greater connectivity could be

found to be associatedwith variation in language ability in other populations

as well. The value of considering SLI as being continuous with NL is that SLI

can both inform and be informed by research on the NL population in order

to yield a comprehensive understanding of language development.
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24

Language symptoms and
their possible sources
in specific language
impairment

Laurence B. Leonard

24.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, Tomblin described a group of children exhibiting

what has been termed a ‘specific language impairment’ (SLI). It was noted

that the sources of these children’s problems may be multifactorial, even

in the many cases in which a genetic contribution seems likely. Although

children with SLI are most often identified during the preschool years, the

problems are often longstanding, adversely affecting not only the develop-

ment of reading and other academic skills but social development as well.

In Tomblin’s chapter, factors that might contribute to an impairment in

language were discussed. In the present chapter, the focus is on language

itself, that is, the language symptoms that are associated with SLI.

There are good reasons to focus on the language characteristics of

children with SLI. First, of course, these symptoms are frequently the

means of identifying children with this disorder. As noted earlier, the

weakest developmental area in children with SLI is language itself, and it

is not uncommon for these children to be identified, at least initially,

solely on the basis of their difficulties with language. Second, until or

unless direct causal links can be found between non-linguistic factors

and the children’s language problems, language itself will be the direct

focus of therapy. Therefore, it is important to have a firm grasp of the

details of language that aremore, and less, troublesome for these children.

Third, a focus on the salient language symptoms of children with SLI can

lead to possible explanations for SLI. These explanations, in the long run,

may provide us with more effective methods of prevention or treatment.

Indeed, based on the accumulating data on the language symptoms

of SLI, investigators have begun to advance proposals concerning the

reasons for these special difficulties. In this chapter, we consider some of

the accounts that have been offered to explain these salient language



symptoms of children with SLI. We begin with a brief summary of the

symptoms themselves.

24.2 Salient language symptoms in SLI

Children with SLI show a deficit in a range of language areas, such as

vocabulary and phonology, but a more serious deficit in particular areas.

During the preschool and kindergarten years, morphosyntax is an espe-

cially weak area, and, as these children gradually gain sufficient ability to

participate in multi-utterance conversational turns, narrative skills, too,

prove to be an area of extraordinary weakness. The details of the special

difficulties differ according to the type of language being acquired. Here,

we highlight the salient characteristics of SLI in some of the language types

that have received significant investigative attention: (1) English; (2)

German and Swedish; (3) Italian and Spanish; and (4) French. Although

not discussed here, studies are also beginning to appear on such languages

as Cantonese, Catalan, Dutch, Greek, Hebrew and Hungarian.

24.2.1 English
By far, the most studies of SLI have dealt with English-speaking children.

Deficits observed in these children run a full range, from deficits in lexical

skills (e.g. Gray 2004, McGregor et al. 2002) and argument structure

(e.g. Grela 2003, Thordardottir & Ellis Weismer 2002) to problems with

wh-questions and complement clauses (Owen & Leonard 2006, Schuele &

Dykes 2005, van der Lely & Battel 2003), to difficulties with group negotia-

tions and other conversational skills (e.g. Brinton et al. 1998, Liiva & Cleave

2005). Narrative skills (e.g. Dodwell & Bavin in press, Merritt & Liles 1987)

and related skills such as inferencing (e.g. Ellis Weismer 1985, Norbury &

Bishop 2002) also represent a weakness in these children.

An especially well-documented problem in English-speaking children

with SLI is a serious deficit in the use of grammatical morphemes that

mark tense and agreement. These include the third-person singular -s

and past tense -ed inflections and the copula and auxiliary forms of be.

Children with SLI make less use of these morphemes than do younger

typically developing childrenmatched for mean length of utterance (MLU)

or some other language measure (e.g. Cleave & Rice 1997, Leonard et al.

1997, Marshall & van der Lely 2006, Oetting & Horohov 1997). Problems

in this area can continue into the early elementary school grades and

beyond (Marchman et al. 1999, Norbury et al. 2001, Rice et al. 1998, van

der Lely 1997). Composite measures of tense and agreement morpheme

use exhibit good sensitivity and specificity in distinguishing children with

SLI from their typically developing peers (Bedore & Leonard 1998, Rice

2003). Furthermore, measures of tense and agreement show promise as
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a method of identifying younger children at risk for SLI (Hadley & Short

2005).

Differences between children with SLI and typically developing compa-

rison groups in the use of tense and agreement morphemes usually take

the form of differences in degree of use. For example, whereas typically

developing 3 year olds may use third-person singular -s in approximately

61 per cent of obligatory contexts in spontaneous speech, 5-year-old

children with SLI may use this morpheme in 36 per cent of obligatory

contexts (Rice & Wexler 1996b). With a few exceptions (see Owen &

Goffman 2007), when children with SLI fail to use a tense and agreement

morpheme in obligatory contexts, it appears as if they produce the non-

finite form of the verb. Thus, in most instances, a verb form such as run in

Mummy run everyday is not the child’s failed attempt to articulate the final

(-s) morpheme, but rather the child’s selection of a formmore akin to run in

an adult utterance such as We watch Mummy run everyday.

24.2.2 German and Swedish
In German, verb inflections that mark tense and agreement are more

frequent than in English. For example, in the present tense, third-person

singular-s (e.g. sings) is the only overt inflection in English, whereas German

possesses an inflection for each person and number combination (e.g. singe

‘I sing’, singst ‘you sing’, singt ‘he/she sings’). As inEnglish, differences between

children with SLI and their younger MLU-matched compatriots are observed

in these languages (e.g. Rice et al. 1997). Infinitives are often used in contexts

requiring tense and agreement inflections and, in these languages, infinitives

have overt inflections (e.g. German ‘to sing’ is singen, not the bare stem sing).

However, bare stems have also been noted as substitutes on occasion.

Importantly, although German-speaking children with SLI have difficul-

ties with tense and agreement inflections, their use of these inflections in

obligatory contexts significantly exceeds the degree of use of tense and

agreement inflections by English-speaking children with SLI. For example,

whereas preschool-aged children with SLI acquiring English use third-

person singular inflections in approximately 34 per cent of obligatory

contexts (Leonard et al. 1997), the percentages for the corresponding

inflections in German can range from 50 to 88 per cent (Rice et al. 1997,

Roberts & Leonard 1997).

German is a ‘verb-second’ language; that is, the verb expressing agree-

ment and/or tense must appear in second position in the sentence.

Therefore, when utterances begin with a subject, as is common, the

word order corresponds to that of English, as in the German utterance,

Jeanette fand die Kinder ‘Jeanette found the children’. However, when a

constituent other than the subject appears in sentence-initial position,

the verb that expresses tense and agreement appears next, not the subject,

as seen in gestern fand Jeanette die Kinder. This utterance has the meaning of
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‘Yesterday Jeanette found the children’ but is literally translated as

‘Yesterday found Jeanette the children’.

German-speaking childrenwith SLI sometimes fail to use the proper verb-

second word order, often producing the lone verb in the sentence in final

position. This sentence position is the typical position for non-finite lexical

verbs, including infinitives, when an auxiliary also appears in the sentence,

as in the German utterance Chris kann Kaffee trinken ‘Chris can coffee drink’

(= ‘Chris can drink coffee’) where trinken is the infinitive ‘to drink’. However,

children with SLI may also produce the infinitive form in sentence-final

position even when no auxiliary appears in the utterance, as in Chris Kaffee

trinken ‘Chris coffee drink’ (= ‘Chris drink coffee’). Cases have also been

observed in which a verb marked for tense and agreement appears in

sentence-final position, as in Chris Kaffee trinkt ‘Chris coffee drinks’.

Swedish is also a verb-second language, but differs from German in

certain key respects. For example, verbs are inflected for tense but not

agreement. In addition, infinitives do not appear in sentence-final position

when an auxiliary such as ‘can’ is used in second position. Swedish-speaking

childrenwith SLI use tense inflectionswith higher percentages in obligatory

contexts than do their English-speaking counterparts. For example, whereas

English-speaking preschoolerswith SLI use past tense inflections in approxi-

mately 50 per cent of obligatory contexts, Swedish-speaking preschoolers

with SLI use past tense inflections in approximately 85 per cent of obligatory

contexts (Leonard et al. 2005). When children fail to use a tense inflection in

an obligatory context, infinitives are the usual substitute. Instead of Karl

dricker kaffe ‘Karl drinks coffee’, for example, a childmight produceKarl dricka

kaffe ‘Karl drink coffee’. The form dricka has the infinitive inflection -a in

place of the present tense inflection -er. Although Swedish-speaking children

with SLI produce sentences with word order errors (Hansson et al. 2000),

they appear to do so with lower frequencies than in a language such as

German. Rice et al. (1997) found that German-speaking children with SLI

used tense-marked verb forms in the appropriate second position in 74

per cent of their utterances, whereas Leonard et al. (2005) observed that

Swedish-speaking childrenwith SLI used tense-marked verb forms in second

position in 93per cent of their utterances. Strikingly, the latter figure is based

on non-subject-initial utterances that are the clearest test cases for the child-

ren’s control of the verb-second pattern. Because subject-initial utterances

reflect the canonical subject–verb–object word order of Swedish, they do not

offer clear evidence that children grasp the verb-second rule of the language.

24.2.3 Italian and Spanish
In Romance languages such as Italian and Spanish, the subject of the

sentence can be omitted when the referent is clear from the physical or

discourse context. Thus, for example, in Italian, dormono ‘[they] sleep’ would

be a very natural response when asked “Tell me about the girls in this
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picture.” For this reason, such languages are referred to as ‘null-subject’

languages. In these languages, verb inflections are abundant and bare stems

are not permitted. Subject–verb–object is the basic word order, but the rich

verb morphology permits considerable variation in the order in which

words can be sequenced in a sentence.

Unlike the case for English and other Germanic languages, Italian- and

Spanish-speaking children with SLI do not exhibit a serious difficulty in

the use of verb inflections that mark tense and agreement (e.g. Bortolini

et al. 1998). This is not to say that their verb inflection use is at age level.

However, relative to younger MLU-matched children, few differences are

found for many tense and agreement inflections (e.g. Bedore & Leonard

2001, 2005, Bortolini et al. 1997). In one sense this is rather paradoxical. In

languages such as English, tense and agreement inflections are difficult for

children with SLI. Because Italian and Spanish have an abundance of such

inflections, onemight expect even greater difficulties for childrenwith SLI

in these languages. Yet, instead of compounding the children’s problems,

the rich set of tense and agreement inflections in these languages appears

to be relatively helpful, not only in comparison to English-speaking chil-

drenwith SLI but also in allowing them to narrow their disadvantagewhen

compared to their typically developing compatriots.

The errors made by children with SLI in Italian and Spanish also differ

from those seen in Germanic languages. Infinitives as substitutes are

uncommon; instead, errors are usually productions of substitute inflec-

tions that differ from the appropriate inflections by a single feature, such

as the use of a third person singular inflection in place of a third person

plural inflection. These substitutes are not default forms, for they are not

used unless they share features with the form that is obligated by the adult

grammar. For example, first person singular inflections are sometimes

produced in contexts requiring first person plural inflections, but they

are not seen in contexts requiring third person plural inflections.

In contrast to the similarity between children with SLI and younger

MLU controls in the use of verb inflections, Italian- and Spanish-speaking

children with SLI show relative weaknesses in their use of function words.

For Spanish, differences of this type have been documented for definite

articles and direct object clitics (Bedore & Leonard 2001, 2005, Restrepo &

Gutierrez-Clellan 2001). Direct object clitics are pronouns used when the

referent is clear; they usually precede the verb marked for tense and

agreement. For example, the utterance La come ‘(He/she) eats it’ in

Spanish has the clitic la that refers to a feminine singular direct object.

For Italian, certain auxiliary verbs as well as definite articles and direct

objects have emerged as problematic (Bortolini et al. 1997, Leonard &

Bortolini 1998). An example of an auxiliary is ha as in the Italian utterance

Ha mangiato ‘(He/she) has eaten’. This type of error is relevant because in

most regions of Italy, the ‘passato prossimo’ (formed by combining the

auxiliary with the past participle) is the most common way of referring to
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past events. Studies on Italian and Spanish that have employed only

comparisons between children with SLI and their typically developing

same-age peers have found, not surprisingly, differences favouring the

typically developing children (Bortolini et al. 2002, 2006, Eng & O’Connor

2000, Jacobson & Schwartz 2002).

If there is a difference between these Romance languages in the way

function words are used by children with SLI, it is that substitution errors

as well as omissions are seen in Spanish, whereas omission errors predo-

minate in Italian (e.g. Bedore & Leonard 2001, Bortolini et al. 2006).

Prosodic differences between Spanish and Italian may be the basis for

these differences, as Spanish weak syllables (including function words)

differ from strong syllables to a smaller degree than in other languages

(Delattre 1966), and thus may be less prone to weak syllable deletion.

24.2.4 French
Although French is a Romance language like Italian and Spanish, it differs

from these other languages in important ways. First, it is not a null-subject

language. Furthermore, although the distinctions among tense and agree-

ment inflections are relatively preserved in the orthography, the pronun-

ciation of these inflections results in a significant amount of homophony.

For example, the inflected verb forms of ‘speak’ for first (parle), second

(parles), and third person (parle) singular and third person plural (parlent)

are pronounced alike. Subject nouns or pronouns (in this case, je, tu, il/elle,

and ils/elles, respectively) are needed to properly identify the person and

number of the verb.

To refer to past events, French makes use of the ‘passé composé’ which

requires the auxiliary in combination with the past participle, as in the

Italian passato prossimo. French-speaking children with SLI, like Italian-

speaking children with SLI, seem to omit the auxiliary more often than

younger typically developing children (Paradis & Crago 2001). However,

the status of present tense inflections in the speech of French-speaking

children with SLI is a source of disagreement. In contexts requiring

these inflections, the children’s choice of verb forms is quite accurate

(Thordardottir & Namazi 2007). However, given the homophony involved

in the present tense paradigm, coupled with the errors seen in the passé

composé (created through the omission of auxiliaries), Paradis and Crago

(2001) have argued that present tense forms produced by French-speaking

children with SLI might constitute a type of default and do not reflect the

tense properties that are reflected in the otherwise identical forms used in

the adult grammar.We shall return to this issue in our discussion of one of

the accounts of the tense and agreement morpheme difficulties in SLI.

Direct object clitics appear to be an area of special weakness for French-

speaking children with SLI (Jakubowicz et al. 1998, Paradis 2007). As in

Italian and Spanish, these forms typically precede the verb marked for
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tense and agreement in French (e.g. le in Gina le voit ‘Gina sees him’). Clitics

are often omitted by childrenwith SLI. Interestingly, definite articlesmake

use of the same phonetic forms as direct object clitics (e.g. le is the mascu-

line singular form for ‘the’) and French-speaking children with SLI have

very little difficulty with such articles (Jakubowicz et al. 1998).

24.3 Alternative accounts of SLI: the broader language
deficit or areas of extraordinary difficulty?

Possible explanations for the language deficit in SLI have taken awide range

of forms. Many of these have proposed that the problem may not rest with

language per se, but rather with children’s ability to process and/or store

information sufficiently well to learn language properly. Approaches of

this type are concerned with the more general language problems of the

children; particular details of language that are especially problematic for

the children are usually not addressed. As will be seen, some accounts

assume a subtle weakness in a wide range of cognitive operations, whereas

others assume that one particular mechanism is awry. All of these accounts

are discussed under the heading ‘processing and memory accounts’.

Other types of accounts assume that childrenwith SLI lack some essential

linguistic principle or rule. These accounts pay close attention to particular

details of language that tend to be especially weak in children with SLI.

Thus, these accounts play an important role neglected by most processing

andmemory accounts – that of addressing pockets of great difficulty. At the

same time, they suffer from the limitation of ignoring the broader deficit.

These accounts will be discussed under the heading ‘selective deficits in

linguistic principles’. A goal of future research will be to find a theoretically

coherent way of explaining both the mild-to-moderate broader deficit and

the more serious deficit in select areas of language functioning.

The accounts discussed here are among the most prominent that have a

focus on either the broader deficit or on selective areas of difficulty.

Examples of other types of accounts include those of Leonard (1989),

Tallal et al. (1996), Clahsen et al. (1997), van der Lely (1998) and Joanisse

and Seidenberg (2003).

24.3.1 Processing and memory accounts
Processing can be viewed from several perspectives. Frequently, it is

viewed from the perspective of time – the speed required to perform

some task. It has also been viewed from the perspective of work space,

that is, the amount of space available to perform the necessary computa-

tional operations, often referred to as processing ‘capacity’. Of course, the

two perspectives are related, given that the faster that information can be

processed, the greater the amount of information that can be processed in
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any given unit of time. Nevertheless, the two types of perspectives are

separable, especially when processing capacity is assessed through work-

ing memory. Working memory tasks are those that tap the child’s ability

to store small amounts of information for a brief time, while keeping the

information available for mental manipulation. Although recent work

recognizes the joint contributions that speed and working memory

might make to a better understanding of SLI (Leonard et al. 2007), the

prominent accounts focus primarily on one or the other. Following a

brief review of each type of account, we will consider how the presumed

speed or working memory limitations may impede language learning.

24.3.1.1 Generalized slowing

Studies of SLI have occasionally includedmeasures of response time (RT) in

an effort to detect subtle weaknesses even when accuracy is high.

Investigators have typically reported slower RTs in children with SLI rela-

tive to same-age peers. Tasks on which children with SLI show relatively

slow RTs are not limited to linguistic tasks such as picture naming or

judging the grammatical accuracy of sentences; slow RTs have also been

noted for non-linguistic tasks such as judging whether two abstract

designs are identical. Kail (1994) proposed that this may be a generalized

slowing, that is, slower processing speed across all tasks, including those

of a non-linguistic nature. His evidence indicated that this was a propor-

tional slowing. That is, Kail’s analysis of data from a wide range of tasks

revealed that, regardless of the task, children with SLI were approximately

33 per cent slower than their typically developing age-mates. If the slower

RTs were due to a single inefficient operation (e.g. executing the response

after a decision has been reached), the RTs for the SLI group should have

differed from those of peers by a constant, absolute value (e.g. 100 milli-

seconds) rather than by a constant proportion. Since the initial work of

Kail, other investigators have reported evidence consistent with general-

ized slowing, though with slightly smaller percentages of slowing relative

to same-age peers (e.g. Miller et al. 2006) and some evidence that certain

subdomains (e.g. picture naming) may show less slowing than others

(Windsor et al. 2001).

24.3.1.2 Working memory

Evidence from tasks that emphasize working memory is rather clear

in showing deficits in children with SLI (e.g. Gillam et al. 1998, Johnston

1994, Montgomery 2000). Tasks have included the recall of lists of words

(e.g. Kail & Leonard 1986) as well as the recall of the last word in each of

several sentences that must also be judged in terms of their truth value

(e.g. Hoffman & Gillam 2004, Marton & Schwartz 2003). Verbal working

memory deficits are most commonly reported, but evidence can also

be found for deficits in visual working memory (e.g. Bavin et al. 2005,

Hoffman & Gillam 2004).
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24.3.1.3 Phonological working memory

An especially active area of research in SLI has been the area of phono-

logical workingmemory. Most often, this ability has been gauged by child-

ren’s performance on non-word repetition tasks, that is, tasks in which

children must repeat non-words of varying lengths. Evidence showing

significant weaknesses in children with SLI abound in the literature

(Bishop et al. 2006, Conti-Ramsden 2003, Dollaghan & Campbell 1998,

Ellis Weismer et al. 2000, Gathercole & Baddeley 1990). In a recent meta-

analysis, Graf Estes et al. (2007b) provide evidence that this type of task

consistently reveals differences between children with SLI and their typi-

cally developing peers.

24.3.1.4 Speed, working memory and the broader language deficit

One can see how deficits in speed and working memory can have a

deleterious effect on the broader language deficit. For example, if children

have limitations in phonological workingmemory, theymay requiremore

exposures to each new word before they can form an adequate phono-

logical representation. This, in turn, could slow the pace of lexical acqui-

sition. If verbs are among the lexical items that are acquired slowly, the

children’s development of argument structure could also be hampered.

For example, if children have limited knowledge of the verb draw, they

may not know that it can serve as both an intransitive verb with only the

subject as an argument, as in She’s drawing, and as a transitive verb with

both the subject and direct object as arguments, as in She’s drawing a picture.

Similarly, knowledge of a verb such as see can affect complex sentence

development, given that verbs of this type are used with complement

clauses, as in She sees that the dog is hungry, as well as in simple sentences,

as in She sees the dog.

Working memory limitations are also likely to affect sentence com-

prehension. For example, both Montgomery (1995) and Deevy and

Leonard (2004) found that when sentences were lengthened simply

by adding (non-contrastive) adjectives (e.g. Who is the little gray bird

chasing?), the comprehension of the children with SLI showed a dispro-

portionate decline relative to the same sentence structure without

adjectives (Who is the bird chasing?). More sophisticated forms of sentence

comprehension could also be hindered by working memory limitations.

For example, sentences that can have multiple interpretations may be

especially difficult because the children’s working memory capacities

may be inadequate to arrive at more than one interpretation of the

sentence.

Limitations in speed of processing should also have broad effects on

children’s language comprehension. If children are processing the infor-

mation in a sentence slowly, by the time some element of the sentence is

interpreted, critical information that appears subsequently in the speech

stream may be missed.
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24.3.2 Selective deficits in linguistic principles
Although speed and working memory limitations may well contribute to

the broader language deficit of children with SLI, there are, in addition,

pockets of especially serious difficulties in SLI that do not lend themselves

to a straightforward explanation by processing accounts. These areas of

great difficulty have been the focus of several accounts that assume selec-

tive deficits in linguistic principles.We turn now to some of the prominent

approaches of this type.

24.3.2.1 Extended optional infinitive (EOI) account

Rice, Wexler and their colleagues proposed that children with SLI treat

tense as optional (e.g. Rice & Wexler 1996b, Rice et al. 1998). For example,

in the children’s grammars, both Mummy likes coffee and Mummy like coffee

are acceptable. In languages such as English, German, Dutch and Swedish,

typically developing children as well as children with SLI proceed through

a developmental period of treating tense and agreement morphemes as

optional in main clauses. However, for children with SLI, this period is

significantly protracted, and may be attributable to a maturational prin-

ciple not yet taking hold (Rice 2003). During this period of optionality, when

children fail to express tense, they instead produce a non-finite form. For

example, in the above example Mummy like coffee, the verb like would be

assumed to be the infinitive form, which, in English is a bare stem.

There is considerable evidence that is consistent with the EOI account.

For example, in presumably ‘optional infinitive’ languages that employ an

overt inflection for infinitives (e.g. German, Swedish), children with SLI,

do, in fact, often produce the overt infinitive form in contexts requiring a

tense morpheme (Leonard et al. 2005, Rice et al. 1997).

Paradis and Crago (2001) reported that French, too, might show an

optional period. However, in this case, instead of using infinitive forms

to replace tense and agreement forms, children presumably select

present tense forms and use them as default forms that lack tense.

Given the homophony in the present tense paradigm of French, these

default forms are not in any obvious way incorrect. Paradis and Crago

base their argument in part on the fact that the auxiliaries required for

the passé composé – the most frequent means of expressing past tense –

are often omitted. However, comparable omission of auxiliaries is often

seen by Italian-speaking children with SLI in using the passato prossimo,

and these children are quite accurate in their use of present tense inflec-

tions. In Italian, there is no homophony in the present tense inflection

paradigm (e.g. parlo ‘[I] speak’, parli ‘[you] speak’, parla ‘[he/she] speaks,

parlano ‘[they] speak’, each with a different pronunciation).

24.3.2.2 Agreement, tense omission model (ATOM)

According to the EOI account, children’s failure to use a morpheme such

as third person singular -s or auxiliary is can be attributed to a failure to
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express tense. That is, because these particular morphemes mark tense as

well as agreement, if tense is not expressed, the entire morpheme is

blocked. However, Wexler, Schütze and Rice (1998) suggested that agree-

ment, too, might be optional in the grammars of children with SLI. The

source of the failure to use likes inMummy like coffee could be attributable to

the lack of tense, but also to the lack of agreement. However, these inves-

tigators noted that children with SLI sometimes produce utterances such

as Yesterday him played. In the general theoretical framework adopted by

Wexler et al. nominative (subject) case is licensed by agreement in the verb,

not tense. If agreement is missing, the child would adopt the default form

for English, the accusative (object) case, as in him. Following this assump-

tion, Wexler et al. proposed that utterances such as Yesterday him played

reflected missing agreement, whereas those such as Yesterday he play

reflected missing tense.

24.3.2.3 Extended unique checking constraint (EUCC)

Although the ATOM account expanded the range of tense and agreement

difficulties of children with SLI that might be explained, there remained

the problem of explaining why some languages do not appear to be

‘optional infinitive’ languages. Notable among these are languages that

have rich verb inflection paradigms and allow for null subjects. These

include Italian and Spanish, among others.

Wexler (1998, 2003) has provided a reformulation of the EOI and ATOM

accounts that retains the original theoretical framework but attempts to

explain why some languages and not others show this pattern of optional

use. Instead of assuming that tense and agreement are optional, Wexler

proposes that the grammars of children with SLI have a constraint that, in

a language such as English, allows only one functional category to be

projected. This constraint presumably reflects a maturational principle

that is lacking in all children at the outset of development but is quickly

grasped by typically developing children. Children with SLI, in contrast,

are assumed to lack this maturational principle – and hence must operate

with this constraint – for an extended period of time. According toWexler,

this constraint makes it difficult to generate an utterance such as Yesterday

he played orMum runs everyday because these utterances require the projec-

tion of both tense and agreement. As in the ATOM account, utterances

such as Yesterday him played (or Yesterday he play) andMum run everydaymight

result.

According to the EUCC framework, in null-subject languages with rich

agreementmorphology such as Italian and Spanish, the constraint does not

apply to the agreement category, and therefore both tense and agreement

can be projected. As discussed earlier, the data for Italian and Spanish are

consistent with this assumption, as tense and agreement verb inflections

are used by children with SLI in these languages to a degree that is compa-

rable to that of MLU-matched control children.
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Recall, though, that in Italian and Spanish, direct object clitics are quite

problematic for children with SLI. Wexler (1998) assumes that clitics

require two functional categories to be projected (one that ensures that

the clitic receives accusative case, as is required for direct objects, and the

other to allow the clitic to appear in front of the verb). Because the

projection of two functional categories violates the constraint, clitics will

often be absent from the children’s utterances. It would seem that a

similar line of reasoning might apply to explain the absence of direct

object clitics from the speech of French-speaking children with SLI.

24.3.2.4 Linguistic principles and problems with tense

and agreement morphology

A major contribution of the EOI, ATOM and EUCC accounts is that they

deal explicitly with an area of special weakness in many children with SLI,

the use of tense and agreement morphology. Furthermore, these accounts

address the children’s inconsistency, and the types of productions that

occur when children fail to use the appropriate morpheme. The EUCC has

an additional asset because it provides a means of explaining the less

significant deficit in tense and agreement morphology in children with

SLI acquiring Italian and Spanish.

Although the EOI, ATOM and EUCC accounts offer major advantages in

precision, they leave certain facts unaccounted for. For example, these

accounts do not provide a basis for expecting higher percentages of use by

German- and Swedish-speaking children with SLI than by their English-

speaking counterparts even though all of these languages can be regarded

as optional infinitive languages (see Leonard & Deevy 2006).

24.3.3 Can processing accounts explain problems with
tense and agreement morphology?

Although processing accounts tend to focus on the broader deficit and

leave the explanation of pockets of special difficulties to accounts with a

focus on linguistic principles, it seems possible that a processing approach

might also be used to address problems of a more selective nature. In an

attempt to evaluate the feasibility of considering difficulties with tense

and agreementmorphology as part of a processing limitation, Leonard and

his colleagues proposed the ‘morphological richness’ account (Leonard

1998: 255–257, Leonard et al. 1987). According to this account, extraordi-

nary difficulties with tense and agreement morphemes result from an

interaction between a limited processing capacity and the properties of

the particular system of grammar that must be learned. The typology of

English is assumed to place significant processing demands on the learn-

ing of tense and agreement morphology. Inflections are sparse in English

and bare stems are frequent. Faced with a limited processing capacity,

then, children with SLI presumably devote their limited resources to the
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more prevalent structural information conveyed by word order. As a

result, fewer resources remain for the learning of tense and agreement

morphology, requiring more encounters with these morphemes before

they can be learned. In contrast, children with SLI acquiring languages

with a rich inflectional morphology such as Italian and Spanish are

expected to devote their limited resources to this area of the grammar.

Consequently, differences between these children and their typically

developing peers will be smaller than in a language such as English.

However, given the processing capacity limitations assumed in this

account, even if resources are directed toward tense and agreement mor-

phology, problems could arise if the morphemes to be learned reflect a

complex combination of grammatical dimensions. Following proposals of

Pinker (1984), Leonard and his colleagues assumed that children first

hypothesize dimensions (e.g. number, person, gender) one at a time and

only hypothesize combinations of dimensions after the input contradicts

the single-dimension solution. For example, -s does not appear in utter-

ances such as I run or They run and therefore could not mark singular alone

or third person alone, but rather the conjunction of third person and

singular. The more dimensions children must consider simultaneously,

the greater the demands on their limited processing capacity. These

demands can result in incomplete processing, requiring more encounters

with the inflection before it can become a stable part of the children’s

grammar.

As can be seen, then, a rich inflectional morphology offers childrenwith

SLI the advantage of allowing them to devote their limited resources to this

aspect of language. However, if the inflections reflect a large number of

dimensions, problems could be seen even in these languages. The data

available thus far seem consistent with this general line of thinking. For

example, children with SLI learning Italian and those learning Hebrew –

both languages with a rich inflectional morphology – show significantly

greater use of tense and agreementmorphology than their English-speaking

peers with SLI. However, Hebrew-speaking childrenwith SLI have problems

in select areas of inflectional morphology, specifically, those inflections

that require the conjunction of four different dimensions, tense, person,

number and gender (Dromi et al. 1999). Inflections involving combinations

of only three of these dimensions are not problematic.

24.4 Conclusions

In the previous chapter, Tomblin examined many of the factors that

might contribute to an impairment in language. In this chapter, we have

examined many of the language symptoms of this impairment. We have

seen that tense and agreement morphology is an area of difficulty that

stands out inmany childrenwith SLI. However, the nature of this difficulty
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is shaped verymuch by the type of language being acquired. The proposals

that have been offered to explain the language symptoms of SLI have

ranged from those dealing principally with the broader deficit to those

that examine selective deficits in tense and agreement morphology.

Proposals of the first type emphasize limitations in processing and work-

ing memory; those of the second type emphasize deficits in linguistic

principles. Both types of proposals have advantages but, taken singly,

they fall well short of a complete account of the language difficulties

seen in children with SLI. Future research should explore ways in which

these two types of proposals might be merged in ways that are theore-

tically coherent. A greater understanding of this perplexing disordermight

result from such efforts.
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25

The language of
children with autism

Rhiannon J. Luyster
Catherine Lord

25.1 Introduction

In its earliest clinical description (Kanner 1943), autism was characterized

bymarked social impairment and considerable heterogeneity in language.

While eight of the eleven children with autism Kanner described even-

tually acquired language, the other three did not. Kanner noted that even

those childrenwho learned ‘structurally sound’ language did not use it in a

communicative fashion, instead speaking in an undirected and repetitive

manner. These observations of autism and the considerable variability in

language skills, as well as the apparent divergence between language

structure and language use within it, still ring remarkably true. In the

years since Kanner’s report, research has expanded what we know about

linguistic development in this population, and as larger samples andmore

detailed measures are employed, our characterization of language conti-

nues to advance.

Autism is a developmental disorder with a strong genetic component

(Freitag 2007, Gupta & State 2007). It is currently understood to be the

most severe prototypic disorder on an ‘autism spectrum’, which also

includes Asperger syndrome and Pervasive Developmental Disorder –

Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS), as well as several more rare disorders

with some similar symptoms. These threemost common diagnoses are the

focus of this chapter and are considered together as autism spectrum

disorder (ASD), an umbrella term now preferred by most autism research-

ers and families to the previous designation of Pervasive Developmental

Disorders (World Health Organization 1992). ASD is characterized by

three features: (1) impairments in social interaction; (2) impairments in

communication (which includes speech); and (3) the presence of restricted

Thisworkwas supported by grants R01MH066496 from theNational Institute ofMentalHealth andHD35482-01

from the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development to Catherine Lord.



and repetitive interests or behaviours (American Psychiatric Association

1994. Note: the terms autism and ASD will be used interchangeably

throughout this chapter to refer to this broad group of individuals). ASD

is about four times more common in males than in females; current

estimates of the occurrence rate of the entire spectrum of disorders are

one child per 150 children (Autism and Developmental Disabilities

Monitoring Network 2007).

ASD is a lifelong disorder. There is no cure, although studies have

indicated that the provision of early intervention can improve outcome

for some children (Harris & Handleman 2000, Turner et al. 2006) and a

small proportion of the least impaired children and adolescentsmaymove

out of the spectrum (Lord et al. 2006). Early studies of language outcome

indicated that as many as half of all individuals with ASD remained non-

verbal into adulthood, suggesting that the absence of language was a

common feature of the disorder (Bailey et al. 1996, Lord & Rutter 1994).

However, newer reports have suggested that only about 15 to 20 per cent of

individuals with ASD fail to acquire at least communicative single words

by late childhood or adolescence, and at least half obtain functional,

complex expressive language (Eaves & Ho 2004, Turner et al. 2006). This

change may be related to the increasing identification of individuals who

are more mildly affected than those who were diagnosed two or three

decades ago (Chakrabarti & Fombonne 2005, Yeargin-Allsopp et al. 2003).

Language impairment or delay is not required for an ASD diagnosis.

However, a progression of language impairments are associated with ASD

(Tager-Flusberg 2004b). The earliest language abnormality identified is

usually a delay, but for many children, it gradually becomes apparent that

the language the child comes to use is unusual (Chawarska et al. 2007).

Figure 25.1 provides some typical early language profiles of children with

ASD. As an example, a two-year-old boy with ASD may not yet be speaking,

but by three years of age, he may have acquired functional language as well

as some repetitive speech (reciting phrases from a favourite movie). As his

language emerges, unusual intonation may become evident, and he may

have difficulty appropriately using pronouns, such as I and you. Not surpri-

singly, the mastery of language in early childhood has been positively

associated with a number of skills in later childhood and beyond. Children

with relatively stronger language skills early in life have higher IQ scores,

social skills, adaptive skills and school ability in adolescence (Eaves & Ho

2004, Lord, Risi & Pickles 2004). Language skills at age 2 are moderately

correlated with later outcome, and language at age 3 is muchmore strongly

related (Charman et al. 2005), such that a child who is still experiencing a

language delay at age 3 has a reduced likelihood of becoming a fluent

speaker. Interestingly, if one looks back at the early years of children with

ASD who have acquired fluent language, a history of language delay makes

relatively little difference in severity of social measures later in childhood

(Eisenmajer et al. 1998) or eventual verbal IQ (Szatmari et al. 1995).
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As just described, the acquisition of language varies widely across the

autism spectrum. It is also of note that language abilities themselves are

quite heterogeneous (Kjelgaard & Tager-Flusberg 2001). While the core

structural features of language (i.e. phonology, syntax, grammar) have

historically been assumed to be relatively intact, the ability to approp-

riately use language (i.e. pragmatics) has consistently shown impairments

(Tager-Flusberg 2004b). The remainder of this chapter will summarize

what is known about receptive and expressive language – in terms of

structure and use – in children with ASD, starting with a description of

prelinguistic development, followed by a presentation of research on early

language mastery and change throughout childhood. Related research

in augmentative communication and reading will be briefly addressed,

and emerging bodies of research on language processing, the genetics of

language and early intervention will be highlighted.

25.2 Early development

25.2.1 Prelinguistic development
It is important to begin our exploration even before speech emerges. The

term ‘social communication’ refers to a set of nonverbal skills which are

socially directed and intended to be communicative, including an extensive

set of behaviours such as eye contact, facial expression, non-word vocali-

zations, gestures and shared affect. In typical development, these skills

Case 1:  Max

Case 2: Amelia

When Max was 16 months old, his parents were excited to notice that their son was learning new
words.  However, as the months went by, they started to get worried.  Max seemed only to be using
certain kinds of words.  He was learning the names of his two favourite kinds of things: vehicles and
shapes.  Max had learned twelve words for different kinds of cars and trucks, and he knew almost
fifteen different shapes.  He learned a few words for some other things he really wanted, like “juice”
and “cookie,” but he never learned all the usual first words that his older sister had said, like
“Mummy” or “hi” or “that”.  Occasionally, he would ask his parents for something he wanted
(like juice), but mostly he talked when he was by himself.   He would recite lists of shapes when he
was sitting alone, and when he saw a truck on the street, he would say “truck” without ever looking
at his parents or trying to get them to pay attention too.      

Amelia's parents were surprised that she was using phrases by the time she was 20 months old, but
the more they listened to her talk, the more it seemed like something wasn't quite right.  Instead of
putting words together on her own, Amelia just repeated things that she'd heard from the shows on
television.  While other people who heard Amelia talk were often impressed to hear such long
phrases come from such a young child, her parents were more worried than pleased.  Amelia would
often say the same phrase over and over again in exactly the same way, and she didn't seem to
understand what it meant.  Her father also noticed that when he asked her a question, like “Do you
want juice?”, Amelia would just repeat the phrase “want juice?” instead of answering the question.

Figure 25.1 Early language development in children with ASD: two case studies
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emerge in the first months of life and are believed to be important precur-

sors to speech (Carpenter et al. 1998). They are also understood to be related

to other socio-cognitive attainments often implicated in discussions of ASD,

most importantly the mastery of a ‘Theory of Mind’ (see Figure 25.2 for a

brief discussion).

A growing body of research has followed infants who are at risk for deve-

loping ASD (usually younger siblings of children on the spectrum because of

their increased risk for ASD; Freitag 2007) from the firstmonths of life. These

reports have indicated that by 12 months of age, many children later diag-

nosed with ASD show impairments in eye contact, socially directed smiling

and vocalization and interest/enjoyment in engaging with other people

(Bryson et al. 2007, Chawarska et al. 2007, Zwaigenbaum et al. 2005). Other

studies – which reviewed videotapes taken when the children were infants –

revealed early differences in children’s tendency to look at other people

(Osterling et al. 2002) and their ability to respond when other people call

their names (Baranek 1999,Werner et al. 2000). Overall, these results suggest

an early difficulty in orienting to social stimuli (Dawson et al. 2002, 2005a).

Early abnormalities are evident in emerging language as well. Canonical

babbling is not clearly impaired (Sheinkopf et al. 2000, Werner & Dawson

2005), but it may be less frequent (Iverson & Wozniak 2007). By their first

birthday, children later diagnosed with ASD have consistently been shown

to have receptive and expressive language impairments (Landa & Garrett-

Mayer 2006, Mitchell et al. 2006, Zwaigenbaum et al. 2005) and to be

delayed in early gesture use (Bryson et al. 2007, Zwaigenbaum et al. 2005).

Moreover, whereas typically developing infants have a preference for

speech sounds over non-speech sounds (e.g. synthesized analogues;

Vouloumanos &Werker 2007), infants later diagnosed with ASD generally

do not (Klin 1992, Kuhl et al. 2005). For children with autism, the degree of

preference is negatively related to their concurrent expressive language

development (Kuhl et al. 2005).

25.2.2 Assessment of language in young children with ASD
Researchers have questioned whether standard tests of language are valid for

children diagnosed with ASD, particularly those who are very young or

The term ‘Theory of Mind’ (ToM) refers to an individual’s ability to attribute mental states
– such as desires, beliefs and intents – to other people.  It is a set of skills which typically
develops in the first several years of life and is understood to be a fundamental
component of cognitive, social and language development.  Many researchers have noted
that children with ASD demonstrate ToM impairments and have suggested that ToM
deficits are one possible explanation of the social and linguistic difficulties in ASD.  For a
discussion of how ToM impairments may be related to the language profile of children
with ASD, see Baron-Cohen, 2000 and Walenski et al., 2006. 

Figure 25.2 Theory of Mind (ToM) in children with ASD
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markedly impaired in either language or related nonverbal skills (Charman

2004, Risi et al. 2006). Partly, this is because children who are significantly

language impaired may not be able to earn a meaningful score on some

standardized tests, either because the norms do not extend to their age or

because they cannot complete a sufficient number of tasks. In addition,

individualswithASDmaybeproficient at some things (i.e. identifyinganimals

and reciting a script from a video) but experience profound deficits in others

(i.e. answering questions or following directions). Consequently, their overall

scoresmay be biased by a relative strength – such as single word vocabulary –

or weakness, such as verb usage (Jarrold, Boucher & Russell 1997).

Tests which are designed to evaluate language in typically developing

children are premised on the assumption that the child has certain other

skills (such as the basic motivation to engage with the examiner). When

these fundamental skills are impaired – as they are for children with ASD –

results may not only reflect the child’s language ability but also the child’s

ability to attend and engage in a social interaction. For this reason, many

researchers have suggested that additional methods, like taking language

samples and recruiting parent report, may be important complementary

approaches (Charman 2004, Luyster et al. 2007b).

25.2.3 Trajectories of early language development
Studies have begun to explore the trajectories of language development in

ASDduring childhood. Ingeneral, the language skills of individualswithASD

improve over childhood (Ballaban-Gil et al. 1996, Lord et al. 2004a). However,

a particularly striking path of development in ASD has been noted in a

considerable minority of children who experience a loss of language, a

developmental pattern which has not been observed in typically developing

children. This ‘regression’ has been documented in about 25 per cent of

children with ASD (Goldberg et al. 2003, Lord et al. 2004b). It is distinct from

the losses observed in other developmental disorders (such as Rett syn-

drome) in that the language skills are usually re-acquired, and it is not

accompanied by changes in motor or adaptive skill (e.g. using utensils,

bladder control). Although this trajectory is unique to ASD, it is not unique

to language. Language loss is accompanied by the loss of a number of related

social communication skills, such as eye contact and social responsiveness

(Goldberg et al. 2003, Lord et al. 2004b, Luyster et al. 2005). Regression has

been associatedwith slightly poorer outcomes in some studies (Bernabei et al.

2007; Richler et al. 2006) but not others (Lord et al. 2004b,Werner et al. 2005).

25.3 Receptive language

Making a distinction between language understanding and production has

been useful in identification efforts. Receptive language delay (as opposed to
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an expressive language delay) is important for distinguishing between ASD

and other disorders (Bartak et al. 1977, Lord & Paul 1997). Furthermore, in

typically developing children, receptive vocabulary is in advance of expres-

sive usage: children understand more language than they can generate

(Fenson et al. 1994). This is also generally understood to be the case in

children with ASD.

However, some results have indicated that childrenwith ASD show less

of an advantage in receptive skills than do their typically developing

peers (Charman et al. 2003). When language scores were compared to

age expectations for adults with ASD, there was a greater deficit in

receptive vocabulary than in expressive vocabulary (Howlin 2003).

Similarly, children with ASD demonstrated a profile in which expressive

language standard scores were higher than the receptive scores; the

opposite profile was observed in a group of children with specific lan-

guage impairment (Lloyd et al. 2006). Other studies have not confirmed

this profile. Neither Jarrold and colleagues (1997) nor Kjelgaard and

Tager-Flusberg (2001) found any relative advantage in expressive lan-

guage versus receptive language in ASD.

Studies have also explored children’s understanding of the structure

of language. Swensen et al. (2007), using a preferential looking paradigm,

found that the understanding of subject–verb–object (SVO) word order

preceded the production of SVO structure in two- and three-year-old

children with ASD. Similar reports of intact SVO understanding have

been reported by other researchers (Kelley et al. 2006, Paul et al. 1988).

While children with ASD and concurrent language impairment have diffi-

culty using sentence context to decide which meaning of a homograph is

most appropriate (e.g. bank, which could refer either to a financial institu-

tion or the side of a river), children with ASD and average language scores

perform as well as their typically developing peers (Norbury 2005).

Of late, researchers have begun to look beyond such basic characte-

rizations of the receptive abilities of young individuals with ASD to explore

the complex underlying processes of early language understanding.

Theories of typical language development have invoked word learning

biases (see Clark Ch.16), suggesting that children have a tendency to

interpret new words in certain ways (i.e. as referring to objects rather

than actions, called the ‘noun bias’). Young children with ASD appear to

abide by some of these biases (i.e. the noun bias, Swensen et al. 2007) but

not others (i.e. the shape bias, Tek et al. 2007).

Other researchers have investigated children’s understanding of

how language can be used in different ways, where the focus is the

intended meaning within a social context. Examples of different

kinds of language use include humour, sarcasm, irony and metaphor.

Understanding these different non-literal uses of words has consistently

been found to be impaired in children with ASD (Happé 1994, Wang

et al. 2006).
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25.4 Expressive language

The study of expressive language in ASD has addressed children’s ability to

produce structurally correct language and their ability to use language

appropriately, (the latter is considered ‘pragmatics’, see section 25.4.2).

Given the centrality of language for the development of childrenwith ASD,

one might suppose that the field had firmly established the characte-

rization of expressive language. In fact, the degree of language integrity

and impairment is still up for discussion, partly due to inconsistent fin-

dings across projects and partly due to heterogeneity within samples.

25.4.1 Structural aspects of expressive language
Phonological abilities of children with ASD appear to be intact. Some

studies have indicated possible phonological and articulation abnorma-

lity lingering into adolescence (Shriberg et al. 2001), while other studies

have confirmed delay but not chronic impairment (Bartak et al. 1975,

Kjelgaard & Tager-Flusberg 2001). The prosody and intonation of speech

is often unusual in individuals with ASD (see McCann & Peppe 2003 for a

review, Paul et al. 2005). Some children speak in an almost mechanical

manner, lacking the ups and downs of normal speech. Others have the

opposite problem, using intonations which are exaggerated and ‘sing-

songy’. In addition to abnormalities of intonation, other aberrations of

speech are often reported, such as inappropriate volume or speed.

The acquisition of vocabulary is an area of some uncertainty. The lex-

icons of childrenwith ASDhave been reported to be comprised similarly to

those of typically developing children across different word categories

(e.g. nouns, predicates) (Charman et al. 2003, Luyster et al. 2007a). On the

other hand, impairments have been noted in the appropriate use of

emotional terms (Hobson et al. 1989) and deictic terms (which mark the

differential reference of language between speaker and listener, such as

this or that) (Lord & Paul, 1997, Tager-Flusberg 1994). A particularly salient

example of deictic impairments are pronoun errors (Le Couteur et al. 1989);

at some point in development, a high proportion of children with ASD

consistently reverse their pronouns, saying ‘you’ for ‘I’ (Lee et al. 1994).

The question of semantics and underlying conceptual organization has

also yielded varied results. In some reports, children with ASD demonstra-

ted lexical organization similar to typically developing children (meaning

that they form conceptual categories in the same way, e.g. Tager-Flusberg

1985, Ungerer & Sigman 1987). Other studies reported deficits in connected-

ness and depth of lexical knowledge (Dunn et al. 1996, Minshew et al. 2002).

A recent study revealed differential performance of ASD children across

different kinds ofwords, suggesting that impairmentsmay be related specifi-

cally to the conceptual understanding of animate things (Kelley et al. 2006).
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In their mastery of syntax and grammar, children with ASD generally

follow a normal, albeit delayed, developmental progression (Tager-

Flusberg et al. 1990, Waterhouse & Fein 1982). Nevertheless, some studies

have suggested that they may show important differences from typically

developing children in their use of morphological and syntactic terms,

either in the ability to use forms correctly (Volden & Lord 1991) or in the

range of produced forms (Bartolucci et al. 1980, Fein et al. 1996). One recent

study indicated that the inconsistency of results may be partly due to the

particular skill in question: when given a variety of standardized and

experimental tests, school-aged children with ASD performed as well as

their typically developing peers on most morphology and syntax tasks

but showed difficulties with verb argument structure (Kelley et al. 2006).

Verb agreement has been shown elsewhere to be an area of difficulty for

children with ASD who also have receptive vocabulary deficits (Roberts

et al. 2004b).

25.4.2 Pragmatic aspects of expressive language
Perhaps the most noted language deficits of children with ASD are in the

realm of pragmatics. In general, challenges in the appropriate social use of

language are associatedwith ASD in particular, although some researchers

have suggested that pragmatic impairment can also be present in children

without ASD (Bishop & Norbury 2002). In the ASD population, pragmatic

impairments have been observed in a variety ofmanifestations. A boymay

repeat words or phrases that he has just heard (a behaviour called ‘echo-

lalia’) or has heard in the past (‘delayed echolalia’). This ‘echoed’ language

is frequently used in an undirected repetitive fashion (though some

researchers have discussed its communicative function, see Prizant &

Duchan 1981). In addition, children may use stereotyped words or phrases –

that is, they may say the same thing repeatedly, even if the word or phrase

is used appropriately (e.g. a young child named James saying “Good job,

Mr James!” every time he completes a task).

The term ‘neologism’ refers to the generation of a non-word (for

instance, saying bloosers for ‘bruises’, or plin for floating pieces of paper

or fabric; Volden & Lord 1991). The use of neologisms is somewhat rare;

what may be more frequent is an idiosyncratic use of language, in which

the child phrases things in an unusual manner (Bartak et al. 1975, Kanner

1943). An example of this is asking “Whenwas it born?” (instead of “When

was it made?”) or referring to tears as “sad water”. Interestingly, these

abnormalities have been linked to concept formation, such that children’s

unusual use of words or phrases may indicate that they are not abiding by

common concepts or acceptedmeanings of aword (see Volden& Lord 1991

for a discussion).

In typical development, children use language for a variety of reasons:

ask a question,make a request, comment on an object or event or just chat.
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Children with ASD tend to use language in a more limited manner. They

are much more likely to speak in order to make a request than to share

their interest in something with another person (Landry & Loveland 1989,

Stone & Caro-Martinez 1990). Often, this renders individuals profoundly

impaired in conversational ability. Individuals with ASD who are able

to engage in reciprocal dialogue with another person generally find

it difficult to move flexibly from topic to topic, often responding inap-

propriately to the cues of others (Tager-Flusberg & Anderson 1991, Volden

2004). A child with ASD who was particularly interested in bus schedules

might be capable of maintaining a simple discussion about local public

transportation but would have a difficult time following the conversation

if the topic changed to the price of gasoline and its effect on public

transportation.

Rigidity in language use is demonstrated in other ways as well. Some

individuals engage in verbal rituals, in which either they feel a need to say

something in a certain way or demand that their social partner provide a

particular verbal response (Le Couteur et al. 1989). For instance, a child

might recite a favourite scene from a television show and, if interrupted,

start over again until he completes the entire script. Alternatively, a young

girl might repeatedly ask her father “Does the elevator go up or down?”

until her father answers, “The elevator goes down.”

One very important aspect of language in typically developing children

is its integrationwith other nonverbal communication skills, such as gaze,

facial expression and gestures. This too is an area of difficulty for children

with ASD, as discussed in section 25.2.1. As children with ASD age, deficits

become clear in other, more complex nonverbal behaviours, such as using

‘beat’ gestures while speaking and nodding or shaking one’s head to

indicate engagement with one’s conversational partner (Garcia-Perez

et al. 2007).

25.5 Issues related to language development

As discussed above, aminority of childrenwith ASD remain nonverbal into

adolescence, and these children require assistance in order to communi-

cate. Augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) systems have

been developed tomeet this need. A recentmeta-analysis of AAC on speech

production (for individuals with ASD as well as other developmental

disabilities) reported that, overall, AAC programmes appear to be success-

ful in increasing expressive language (Millar et al. 2006). Perhaps the best-

known AAC system is the Picture Exchange Communication System

(PECS), which requires the child to hand a picture to a recipient in order

to make a request, and there is some emerging evidence that PECS may be

particularly valuable in increasing communication use (Howlin et al. 2007,

Yoder & Stone 2006).
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Reading ability in children with ASD has not yet been extensively

researched. Results suggest – as in other areas of language ability –

considerable heterogeneity across individuals. For instance, a recent

study of children with ASD between 6 and 15 years of age reported that

nine children (about 22 per cent) were unable to read at all (Nation et al.

2006). For those children who domaster some reading skills, studies have

fairly consistently reported that decoding skills (that is, deciphering

unfamiliar words) exceed comprehension skills (Minshew et al. 1994,

Whitehouse & Harris 1984).

25.6 Emerging areas of research in language
development

A particularly relevant approach for our knowledge of language and

language processing in ASD is neuro-imaging. Results from these endea-

vours suggest that individuals with ASD may have atypical associations

between language and brain structure and function, characterized by

diminished left hemisphere lateralization (the left hemisphere is associ-

ated with language processing in typically developing individuals) and

increased association with the right hemisphere (e.g. Bigler et al. 2007,

Boddaert et al. 2003). These findings suggest the failure of the left hemi-

sphere to ‘specialize’ in language the way that it does in typical develop-

ment (Dick et al. 2007), resulting in a less integrated and efficient neural

network; this observation is similar to others noted in electrophysiological

studies addressing the ability of children with ASD to process faces (see

Dawson et al. 2005b for a review).

A second emerging body of research has to do with exploring genetic

differences. It has become increasingly clear that ASD has a strong genetic

component, and investigators are currently exploring the ways in which

the genetic profile of ASDmay be related to the behavioural profile of ASD.

Studies have explored whether associations of ASD with specific genetic

regions are increased for children who have autism and language delay.

Results have been somewhat inconsistent, but some promising linkages

have been reported both with age of language acquisition (Alarcon et al.

2002, Schellenberg et al. 2006) and the pattern of developmental regres-

sion (Molloy et al. 2005, Schellenberg et al. 2006). Further research will

be required in order to explore observed associations between language

development and other confounding factors, such as IQ, age and autism

severity (Hus et al. 2007). These associations make replication difficult

and cloud the relationship between language itself and underlying

genetic profiles.

Finally, with the growing numbers of children diagnosed with ASD and

the increasing demands on families, schools, and communities to provide

long-term support, considerable attention has been paid to providing
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high-quality intervention services. Because of the evidence that early

language mastery is associated with positive outcomes, intervention

programmes often primarily emphasize children’s verbal development.

The provision of intervention services varies widely, although speech and

language therapy is most commonly sought (Thomas et al. 2007). Research

has indicated that individuals with ASD who receive intensive interven-

tion early in childhood have better language than their peers who did not

receive such services (Harris & Handleman 2000, Turner et al. 2006). It

remains unclear whether there are certain intervention approaches that

work better than others (see Goldstein 2002 for a review). Moreover, while

large effects of intervention were initially claimed (Lovaas 1987), recent

reports have suggested that the influence is much more modest, though

still meaningful (Eikeseth et al. 2007, Kasari et al. 2006).

25.7 Conclusions

There remain challenges ahead for the study of language in children with

ASD. Despite having been widely studied, language in ASD does not yet

have a generally accepted standardized measure. Currently, there are a

range of tests (primarily normed on typically developing children) which

are commonly used but which present a number of difficulties, as dis-

cussed above (see section 25.2.2). With the growing numbers of children

with ASD and the increasing need for appropriate standardized measures,

many researchers have begun to tailor tests for this population and then

work to establish basic psychometric properties. Measuring language

(especially expressive) in children with ASD can be particularly difficult

because of the inconsistency of language use across situations. Ideally, it

would be possible to find a reliable and meaningful set of behaviours

which has concurrent validity and also provides unique information

about language development. Formalizing these behaviours as part of an

ASD-specific language assessment would support efforts to clarify a num-

ber of the observed discrepancies in the literature.

Furthermore, the varied observations of language and social impairment

in ASD have led many diagnosticians to contemplate the ways in which

language, nonverbal communication and social interaction are intertwined.

We are now beginning to consider the notion that the building blocks of

language are separable from communication but communication is not

separable from social interaction, as evidenced by indications that behavi-

ours such as social imitation and play load onto social and communication

factors (Bishop 1998, Lecavalier et al. 2006) There is a movement in the field

to restructure the formal diagnostic guidelines to reflect this new con-

ception of ASD. Whereas there are currently three required domains of

symptomatology outlined in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental

Disorders – Fourth Edition (DSM-IV; American Psychiatric Association 1994),
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the upcoming revision is anticipated to outline two core features, both of

which have been established in the literature (Gotham et al. 2007, Lecavalier

et al. 2006): social communication and repetitive behaviours. According to

the updated criteria, these two features may have associated impairments

in nonverbal IQ and language. The shift of language impairment from a

required to a possible symptom is largely the result of the many observa-

tions discussed throughout this chapter: language impairment is not

specific to or universal throughout ASD, so it is less useful as a defining

feature. Nevertheless, alongwith nonverbal IQ, language characteristics are

central to both the diagnostic process and treatment planning. As we con-

tinue to study the language skills of individuals with ASD, it will be impor-

tant to include well-matched comparison samples in order to clarify

whether there are certain abnormalities (e.g. verbal rituals) which are

unique to ASD. These new discoveries can, in turn, inform the refinement

of diagnostic frameworks and enrich our understanding of ASD itself.
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26

Language development
in genetic disorders

Fiona M. Richardson
Michael S. C. Thomas

26.1 Introduction

The study of language in developmental disorders is an important endea-

vour for several reasons. First, it is essential to identify areas of relative

strength and weakness in order to gain a profile of the disorder, so that we

may best support and facilitate the development of language and commu-

nication skills in these individuals. Second, such research allows us the

opportunity to gain an insight into questions about the process of normal

language development. For example: to what extent do biological factors

influence language development? Does language learning rely on general

cognitive processes, or processes that are specific to language? In this

chapter, we focus on the process of language development in two contras-

ting developmental disorders: (i) Williams syndrome and (ii) Down syn-

drome. This chapter will describe what has been learned about normal

language development through the study of these disorders and discuss

unresolved issues that still exist in this field.

Both Williams syndrome (WS) and Down syndrome (DS) are genetically

defined disorders. WS is caused through the deletion of approximately 28

genes from one copy of chromosome 7.1 The incidence of WS is rare,

occurring in approximately 1 in 20,000 live births (Morris et al. 1998). DS

is more common by comparison, affecting approximately 14 in 10,000 live

births (Roberts et al. 2007) and is the result of three copies (referred to

as ‘trisomy’) of chromosome 21 (Tassabehji 2003). In normal individuals,

there are only two copies of chromosome 21 – one from each parent. Both

disorders result in some degree of learning disability or learning

This research was supported by MRC Career Establishment Grant GO300188 and British Academy Grant

SG-40400 awarded to Dr Michael Thomas.
1 The length of missing DNA is well understood while the functional role of the relevant base pairs is a topic of

active research.



difficulties, with IQ in WS typically falling between 51 and 70 (Donnai &

Karmiloff-Smith 2000, Mervis & Becerra 2007), and in DS ranging from 35

to 70 (Chapman&Hesketh 2000). Both disorders are also accompanied by a

series of clearly distinguishable physical characteristics. For example,

individuals with WS and DS frequently suffer from co-occurring heart

problems and growth deficiency; individuals with DS may also suffer

from respiratory problems. A prominent feature of both disorders is that

they are also typically accompanied by a distinctive facial appearance

(Morris 2006, Roizen & Patterson 2003).

The profile of verbal and nonverbal skills differs between disorders. InWS,

overall IQmeasures mask areas of relative strength and weakness inmental

abilities, such as language, problem-solving ability and visuo-spatial process-

ing, resulting in an uneven cognitive profile. Language in WS is frequently

hailed as being a particularly strong skill. Notably, individuals withWS tend

to develop extensive vocabularies that exceed expectations when compared

to typically developing children with the same mental age (Bellugi et al.

1988). Children with WS also have relatively good auditory rote memory

processing, having a longer forward and backward digit span than normally

developing individuals matched for both chronological age and mental age,

as well as individuals with DS (Klein &Mervis 1999). By contrast, visuo-spatial

skills inWSareparticularly poor, for example asmeasured through theuse of

drawing and pattern construction tasks (Mervis et al. 2000, Udwin & Yule

1991, Wang & Bellugi 1994). WS is also characterized by a distinctive person-

ality profile, which is described as hypersociable or ‘over-friendly’. However,

individuals with WS are also prone to suffering from anxiety, particularly

when in unfamiliar surroundings, or faced with a new set of circumstances

(Klein-Tasman & Mervis 2003).

In terms of the profile of strengths and weaknesses in DS, visuo-spatial

and visuo-motor skills are considered to be relatively good compared to

overall mental age (Klein &Mervis 1999). However, in DS spoken language

can be problematic. In part this is due to differences in facial musculature

and oral structure (such as a larger tongue and smaller palette) that can

limit the speed and range of motion in mouth movements making articu-

lation more difficult, and resulting in poor clarity of speech (Dodd &

Thompson 2001, Miller & Leddy 1998). Moreover, cranial facial differences

and narrow auditory canals, in conjunction with a slight deficiency of the

immune system, results in a susceptibility to Otitis media – inflammation

or infection of the middle ear. This can lead to fluctuations in clarity of

hearing or even hearing loss, which occurs in approximately two thirds of

children with DS (American Academy of Paediatrics 2004, Roberts et al.

2004a, Roizen 2002). These additional factors make it more difficult for

individuals with DS to develop clear well-articulated spoken language.

Nevertheless, children with DS are still capable of effective communica-

tion through the support of nonverbal methods, and are socially moti-

vated, affectionate and engaging (Moore et al. 2002).
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In the following section, we consider the similarities and differences in

the process of early language development inWS and DS in comparison to

normally developing children, indicating how the initial characteristics of

these disorders shape language learning from the very beginning of the

acquisition process.

26.2 Early communicative development

The initial development of communication skills begins in infancy,with the

use of nonverbal elements, such as gestures and eye gaze. This communi-

cation takes place between the infant and caregiver (dyadic interactions),

and subsequently between the infant, caregiver and object or toy (triadic

interactions). It is these initial patterns of interaction that underpin the

development of conceptual knowledge – learning how objects are used and in

what context; and vocabulary – learning what objects are called. In this

section, we take a look at these early stages of language development in

WS andDS, where initial differences fromnormally developing infantsmay

be clearly identified.

26.2.1 Early communicative development in WS
The strong desire for social interaction that characterizes individuals

with WS is apparent in infancy through a keen interest in faces.

However, this results in infants with WS preferring to look at the face

of their caregiver, as opposed to engaging in gaze-following behaviour,

which is typically seen in normally developing infants (Bellugi et al. 1992).

This initial reluctance makes more complex interactions between

the infant, caregiver and an object or toy problematic. This is because

toddlers with WS have difficulty switching their attention from the care-

giver to an object being referred to in communication (via pointing,

looking and naming).

During the early stages of communication development, normally

developing children use deictic gestures such as pointing, as well as eye

gaze, to direct the attention of their caregiver to objects. This behaviour

facilitates the child in learning the terms of reference for objects and

events. Since shared attention to newly named objects is one of the main

routes into the development of vocabulary knowledge (see Tomasello Ch. 5,

Carpenter et al. 1998), difficulty in triadic interactions places toddlers with

WS at a disadvantage in vocabulary development. Indeed, difficulty in

triadic interactions is considered to be a major source of the delay in the

development of vocabulary knowledge in WS (Laing et al. 2002, Mervis et al.

2003). Mervis and Bertrand (1997) found that in WS the use of pointing

behaviour emerges after these children start to use verbal labels. This fin-

ding was confirmed by Laing et al. (2002), and could not be attributed to any
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deficit (difficulty in performance belownormal level) in finemotor skills that

could potentially impede the development of pointing behaviour. Thus the

development of early nonverbal communication skills in WS deviates from

that found in normal development.

However, the development of productive vocabulary in WS usually

matches, or sometimes even extends beyond, mental-age expectations.

In WS, growth in vocabulary is remarkably rapid, equalling or even exten-

ding beyond that of children with the same mental age. This rapid growth

has been attributed to the high attentional value placed on verbal input

and increased auditory memory for words found in WS, rather than the

early use of semantic knowledge to support vocabulary growth (Mervis &

Bertrand 1997, Singer-Harris et al. 1997). Indeed, there is preliminary

evidence that compared to typically developing children, those with WS

show a reduced comprehension vocabulary in comparison to their produc-

tion vocabulary (Paterson 2000), implying that these children have a

poorer understanding of word knowledge than their use of vocabulary

suggests.

26.2.2 Early communicative development in DS
Like infants with WS, infants with DS also encounter difficulties that

result in a delay in establishing early nonverbal communication skills.

Specifically, infants with DS usually have difficulty in establishing mutual

eye contact with the caregiver, which makes the development of patterns

of interaction more challenging (Berger & Cunningham 1981, Jansow et al.

1988). Moreover, once this initial problem is resolved, infants with DS

prefer to continue to focus on the eyes of their caregiver, rather than the

facial features, as young infants typically do (Berger & Cunningham 1981).

This can subsequently lead to further difficulties in establishing more

complex nonverbal exchanges, such as in triadic interactions. There is

also usually delay in the onset of babbling, which is in part attributed to

the articulatory difficulties that can occur in conjunction with this disor-

der (Miller et al. 1992).

Young children with DS also differ in their use of nonverbal commu-

nicative gestures, producing more gestures than those seen in normal

development (and more than observed in WS). It is postulated that this

additional use of gesture may be a method of compensating for the delay

in the onset of developing spoken language due to frequently occurring

articulatory difficulties (Singer-Harris et al. 1997). Recent research has

investigated the types of gesture used in DS in comparison to normally

developing children. Children with DS produce deictic gestures (point-

ing, giving, showing) and iconic gestures (depicting the use of an object –

such as gesturing the use of a spoon) more than normally developing

children, and use a particularly large number of iconic gestures in their

communication (Stefanini et al. 2007). The use of iconic gestures, in
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particular, implies that these children have conceptual knowledge and

are extracting meaning from their environment, which is not necessarily

evident through their language production.

However, not all children with DS suffer from such profound articula-

tory difficulties that spoken language becomes insurmountable. Although

vocabulary development is delayed, with some children with DS taking

over 3 years to produce their first words (Berglund et al. 2001), once this

process begins the subsequent rate of development is comparable to that

seen in normally developing children of the same mental age MA (Tager-

Flusberg & Sullivan 1998). Upon reaching the two-word stage, the progress

of productive language development in DS varies – as some children do not

extend beyond this stage until 4 years of age, or even as late as 5 or 6 years

(Fowler 1998). Moving beyond the two-word stage, the use of grammatical

knowledge develops.

26.2.3 Summary
Overall, early communication development in WS and DS may be

summarized in terms of two main characteristics. First, there is a delay

in the onset of language development in both disorders. Second, when

language development does get underway, there is an imbalance between

productive vocabulary and actual word knowledge. In children with WS,

the development of productive vocabulary is rapid and indeed exceeds

expectations based onmental age, whereas the development of intelligible

speech in DS is frequently hampered by articulatory difficulties. However,

children with DS do demonstrate conceptual knowledge of their environ-

ment through the use of gesture, whereas the rapid development of pro-

ductive vocabulary inWS is not necessarilymet with a corresponding level

of understanding.

26.3 Patterns of language development

The development of language is heavily dependent upon the extent of

the learning difficulties of the individual. Although there are cases of

children who show exceptional language proficiency despite low IQ

(Cromer 1994), it is usually expected that language ability in a child

with learning difficulties will not surpass that of their mental age

(Miller et al. 1978). For example, children with DS with a low IQ (below

50) may never develop complex structured language (Miller 1988).

Furthermore, in order to succeed in acquiring language, children must

also be socially motivated with the desire to communicate, and have

some ability to understand the thoughts and intentions of others. In

conjunction, these factors are crucial to the level of overall proficiency

attained.
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In the following section, we consider different aspects of language

development in WS and DS, and discuss how these children differ from

the typically developing population.

26.3.1 Later language learning in WS
Although the main feature of language development inWS is delay (Brock

2007, Thomas et al. 2001, 2006), the eventual outcome is relatively success-

ful in that in most cases children with WS become proficient users of

language. However, this is not to say that language in these individuals is

normal; indeed, there is disparity between different aspects of language

that results in an atypical profile (differing from normal development).

Moreover, there is also variability in terms of the relative strengths and

weaknesses found in both linguistic and cognitive skills (Porter &

Coltheart 2005). Children with WS usually develop an extensive vocabu-

lary and complex syntax – though their vocabulary skills generally exceed

their syntactic ability in terms of mental age (Karmiloff-Smith et al. 1997).

This profile of language skills contrasts with that found in children with

specific language impairment (SLI), who have a particular difficulty in

processing grammatical constructions (see Leonard Ch. 24, Tomblin

Ch. 23 for discussion). In typically developing children there is a relation-

ship between the length of utterance and the complexity of grammatical

structure – this relationship also holds in WS (Mervis et al. 1999).

Children with WS make more errors in morphology than in syntax, that

is, in verb tense and agreement and personal pronouns (Karmiloff-Smith

et al. 1997, Volterrra et al. 1996). Also, French-speaking children with WS

find grammatical gender particularly difficult (Karmiloff-Smith et al. 1997).

Whilst the cognitive profiles of children with WS have been studies across

many different languages, current work reflects a similar profile to that

found in English-speaking childrenwithWS (Levy& Bechar 2003). Although

syntactic complexity is higher than expected upon the basis of non-linguistic

skills, such as visuo-spatial construction or reasoning, they are never-

theless lower than expectations based upon levels of receptive vocabulary

ability or auditory short-term memory (Mervis et al. 1999). A close inspec-

tion of grammatical abilities was carried out by Mervis et al. using the Test

of Receptive Grammar (TROG: Bishop 1983), which assesses the ability to

understand different types of sentence constructions of varying levels of

complexity. This studywas carried out with a large sample of 77 individuals

between the ages of 5 and 52 years. Only 18 per cent of the participants

(22 per cent of the adults) passed the test block that assessed right branching

relative clauses (e.g. The girl chases the dog that is jumping) and only 5 per cent

(9 per cent of the adults) passed the block assessing centre-embedded

relative clauses (e.g. The duck the ball is on is yellow).

In terms of the development of semantic knowledge, children with WS

exhibit a relative strength in category concepts (e.g. the distinctions
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between animals, tools, clothing, furniture). This contrasts with problems

understanding semantic relational concepts. For example, children with

WS have difficulty in understanding sentences containing spatial terms

of reference (such as: The bottle is in the boat – Phillips et al. 2004). Within

category concepts, recent evidence has indicated differential naming prob-

lems across categories, such as animals being named better than foods

(Temple et al. 2002, Thomas et al. 2006). On the basis of such evidence

it has been argued that the lexicon is an area of specific anomalies in

WS (Clahsen & Almazan 1998, Rossen et al. 1996, Temple et al. 2002).

Fractionation such as this also appears in other areas of the WS language

system (Thomas 2006). For example, in the area of pragmatics children

with WS have relatively good social sensitivity (e.g. making dyadic eye

contact, sensitivity to nonverbal cues) but exhibit problems in areas such

as greeting behaviours, topic maintenance and answering questions

(Semel & Rosner 2003).

Thomas and Karmiloff-Smith (2003) recently characterized two types

of hypotheses regarding the developmental profile of WS: (i) a series of

‘imbalance’ hypotheses, which account for the profile shown in WS in

terms of an imbalance in the integration of phonological and semantic

processing, and (ii) a ‘conservative hypothesis’, which proposes that langu-

age development in WS is delayed but not fundamentally altered. In the

latter case, any anomalies in the language profile of children with WS

would be accounted for by non-linguistic characteristics of the disorder –

such as a strong desire for social interaction and poor visuo-spatial skills

(Brock 2007).

26.3.2 Later language learning in DS
There are limitations in the overall level of complexity of language

attained in DS. Moreover, the production of intelligible speech can be

particularly challenging. Phonological development is delayed, procee-

ding at a slower rate in terms of mental age expectations and is associated

with more error-prone production (Bleile & Schwartz 1984, Roberts et al.

2005, Stoel-Gammon 1980). The development of vocabulary knowledge in

DS is also slow, but there is some consistency with those patterns observed

in normal development. For example, some children with DS experience a

vocabulary spurt (Berglund et al. 2001, Klein & Mervis 1999); however, this

tends to occur at a more advanced age than seen in typically developing

children. On the other hand, the development of receptive vocabulary

is more consistent with mental age expectations, and is greatly enhanced

throughout adolescence and adulthood, through life experience (Chapman

2006, Miller 1999).

Grammatical development varies widely in DS, and can only be partially

explained in terms of IQ differences. For individuals with DS whose langu-

age development does progress beyond the use of two-word utterances,
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utterances tend to be shorter in comparison to normally developing chil-

dren (as measured by mean length of utterance) and are of lower syntactic

complexity (Mervis et al. 1999). Also, like children with SLI there are

difficulties in grammatical morphology. Children with DS are also more

imitative than normally developing children in their use of language

(Tager-Flusberg & Sullivan 1998). However, the development of syntax in

DS has a prolonged developmental span, with increases in syntactic com-

plexity and utterance length being known to continue throughout adoles-

cence and into early adulthood (Chapman et al. 2002).

In terms of pragmatics abilities, children with DS are socially motivated

in their use of language, and display the same range of communicative

interests and interactions as typically developing children. However, the

strength of these pragmatic abilities seems to be closely tied to mental age

(Fowler 1998). This may in part contribute to some of the inconsistencies

reported in the literature concerning the range of pragmatic abilities

reported in DS such as taking into account the needs of the listener during

conversation (Roberts et al. 2007). However, overall it is clear that individ-

uals with DS are capable of holding and maintaining conversations in a

similar way to typically developing children.

26.3.3 Summary
In later language learning, disparities between the normally developing

population and WS and DS become more obvious. This is not only due to

the limitations placed on language ability by learning difficulties, but also

in terms of the differential profile of strengths and weaknesses shown

both within and across different aspects of language skill (phonology,

grammar, semantics and pragmatics). Language inWS appears to be strong

at surface level, and is characterized by its particular use in social engage-

ment. However, in spite of the development of an extensive vocabulary

and complex syntax, there are elements of grammar, receptive vocabulary

and semantic knowledge that do not match this proficiency. By compar-

ison, language development in DS appears to asymptote at a lower level of

complexity and the development of spoken language can be hindered by

articulatory difficulties. However, the receptive abilities of those with DS

exceed those of productive language, and individuals with DS display

sensitivity to the thoughts and intentions of others and enjoy social inter-

action through conversation.

26.4 What can WS and DS tell us about language
development?

The differing profiles of linguistic and non-linguistic skills in WS and DS

illustrate the ways in which the normal developmental process may be
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deflected. The comparison of language skills across syndromes is parti-

cularly informative in terms of establishing what skills are crucial to

successful language acquisition. In general, the contrasting language skills

of those with WS and DS indicate that general cognitive ability cannot be

considered to be a reliable indicator of all aspects of language function in

children with learning difficulties. Comparisons carried out both in early

development (Tager-Flusberg & Sullivan 1998) and later childhood (Fowler

1998) suggest that pragmatics and semantics are more closely linked to

overall mental age across different disorders, while phonology and syntax

can dissociate. McDonald (1997) compared language acquisition across

different disorder groups (including WS and DS) who exhibited varying

degrees of success and concluded that good representations of speech

sounds (phonology) are a critical requirement to the successful develop-

ment of language. However, Morton (2004) argues that successful language

acquisition is dependent upon multiple cognitive components, and that

impairment in any one of these can potentially result in the system failing

to develop normally. Therefore, under Morton’s view, good phonological

skills may be a necessary but not sufficient requirement for successful

language acquisition.

Consideration of what components of language are critical to successful

acquisition raises key questions about how these components emerge as a

process of development and what happens when something goes wrong.

In current developmental theory, there are two potential interpretations.

The first takes as its starting point the functional organization of normal

adult cognitive processes. The field of neuropsychology has identified case

studies of healthy adults who exhibit specific deficits in particular aspects

of language processing following brain damage. From these dissociations,

the language system is inferred to be organized into specific processing

components or ‘modules’. As applied to developmental disorders, a spe-

cific difficulty or strength in a given aspect of language processing is

viewed as reflecting the under-development or over-development of that

specific component of the language system (Clahsen & Temple 2003).

This framework provides a comfortable fit between the results of stand-

ardized language tests and atypical functional structure. Assuming we

have tests that give an indication of the integrity of individual modules

(e.g. tests of vocabulary, tests of grammar, tests of phonological process-

ing), scores in the normal range of performance on a given test can be

interpreted as reflecting a normally developed component. By contrast

scores above or below the normal range can be read as reflecting an

(atypically) over- or under-developed component. This mapping of test

results to modular structure in developmental disorders rests on one of

two assumptions. Either the modular system identified in the adult is also

present in the infant, so that language development can commence with

an initially selective anomaly in one or more components; or the modular

structure emerges through development in such a way that when things
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go wrong, some parts emerge with atypical functionality while the rest

nevertheless manage to emerge displaying their normal functionality.

Together, these alternatives constitute the assumption of ‘residual nor-

mality’ (Thomas & Karmiloff-Smith 2002). Formally, the assumption is that

the rest of the system can develop normally irrespective of the selective

difficulty in one processing component.

The second, contrasting explanatory framework argues that develop-

mentmust play some role in shaping the profile of any given developmen-

tal disorder. This approach, known as ‘neuroconstructivism’, is based on

the premise that components of the adult cognitive system are a product of

the process of development and not initially present in infancy (Mareschal

et al. 2007). This view is strongly motivated by data from developmental

cognitive neuroscience (Elman et al. 1996, Karmiloff-Smith 1998). It calls

into question a key assumption made by the modular view, that perfor-

mance within the normal range on a given test of cognitive ability is an

indicator of normal functional structure. Instead, neuroconstructivism

argues that performance within the normal range may be achieved

through atypical means, and that the underlying mechanisms that give

rise to the same level of performancemay be fundamentally different. The

debate between these two explanations of uneven linguistic profiles has at

times become polarized. On the one hand, there are strong claims that for

given developmental disorders, certain cognitive structures must have

developed normally, given behaviour in the normal range (sometimes

these are referred to as intact or spared systems). On the other hand, there

are counter-claims that since the developmental processes we know about

could not have produced such an uneven modular outcome, the relevant

behaviour must be produced by structures that are qualitatively different

and atypical.

At the neurological level, brain-imaging techniques have been applied to

the study of brain development in developmental disorders such as WS

andDS. These studies look at a range of aspects of brain development, such

as exploring anatomical differences between brain structures. For exam-

ple, they look for differences in overall size or in the volume of a specific

brain structure (in terms of amount of grey or whitematter), or differences

in patterns of brain symmetry (between left and right hemispheres) or

connectivity, known as ‘structural’ differences. In WS, structural techni-

ques have identified regions of reduced grey matter volume in the intra-

parietal sulcus and the orbitofrontal cortex (Meyer-Lindenberg et al. 2006).

Abnormalities in the folds of the cerebral cortex have also been identified

(Gaser et al. 2006, Kippenhan et al. 2005, Van Essen et al. 2006). In children

with DS, brain regions such as the hippocampus, prefrontal cortex and

cerebellum have been found to have a low volume (Nadel 2003). Exactly

how these differences in brain structure affect brain ‘function’ is as yet

unclear, and raises further questions. To what extent can we expect

normal brain function in a system with structural differences?
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As the different constraints placed on the system in developmental

disorders put these children at a disadvantage, it is likely that their cogni-

tive systemswill attempt to overcome the challenges they face through the

process of ‘compensation’ (Thomas 2005a, 2005b). The process of compen-

sation within the context of developmental disorders is frequently incom-

plete, as evidenced by children failing to deliver levels of performance

within the range of normally developing children. Thismay be because the

process of compensation has resulted in the atypical system utilizing a

secondary, less efficient route to task success, or the system has a reduced

capacity or less efficient processing resources (i.e. Bishop 1994). However,

children are renowned for the adaptive capacity, which is generally attri-

buted to a property known as ‘plasticity’ – the flexibility of the learning

system to adapt and alter in order to incorporate new information from

the environment. This property of the learning system is generally consi-

dered to decrease over age (Uylings 2006), and may offer only a short

window of opportunity for optimal adaptive change (known as a ‘sensitive

period’, M. Johnson 2005). In conjunction, these factors play an important

role in shaping the language systems of children with developmental

disorders (Fowler 1998).

Finally, we shift our focus to consider the role of the environment in

shaping the course of developmental disorders. In terms of environmental

influences, there are two main points for consideration. The first of these

is the extent to which differences in the internal cognitive system result in

differences in the way in which the environment is perceived. We know

that the neurology of the cognitive system in children differs from that of

normally developing children, which may in turn result in differences in

which the external environment is perceived by children with develop-

mental disorders. Autism is a particularly good example of this (Happé &

Frith 1996). Thus, although the external environment may not have been

altered in any explicit manner, it may be fundamentally different from

that of a normally developing child. In addition, children with develop-

mental disorders display different initial preferences as to what they find

interesting in their external environment (such as a keen interest in faces

in WS). This means that the way they manipulate their external environ-

ment in order to participate in exchanges they perceive as rewarding may

result in a subtly altered role for the environment in shaping the course of

development. The second environmental influence and one of the most

important motivating factors for the study of developmental disorders, is

how we might support and facilitate effective development through a

process of intervention. The degree and type of intervention appropriate

may depend upon a number of factors. These include the profile of

the individual child and the level of intervention services that may be

accessed. Interventional methods seek to manipulate the environment

and in doing so attempt to influence the course of development for those

with disorders in a positive way. Somewhat counterintuitively, it may
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often be useful to interfere and further bolster an area of relative strength

(such as language inWS) so that this ability can be used strategically to aid

areas of weakness (such as visuo-spatial skills: Semel & Rosner 2003). For

example, a series of memorized verbal cues may be one way to improve

picture drawing or tying of shoe laces.

In sum, development is a process of change – in developmental disorders

it is vital that we understand what changes are occurring and when, in

order to establish the similarities and differences in children with disor-

ders and typically developing children. Exploring the nature of these

transitions not only enhances our understanding of developmental disor-

ders but also provides us with an insight into cognitive processes in gen-

eral, in terms of the emergence of modularity and expertise, and the scale

and flexibility of cognitive processes during learning. In exploring the

mechanisms of development, understanding the impact of the environ-

ment is also crucial. In this respect, the environment should not be viewed

as a static influence; the environment can be changed externally, and

may also undergo internal changes as the child’s ability to interpret the

environment or gain knowledge from it alters over time.

26.5 Unanswered questions and future challenges

In this chapter, we have explored the profiles of language development

inWS and DS.We did so first to gain an insight into the relative patterns of

strengths and weaknesses that characterize these disorders, and second

to understand how the course of typical language development may be

altered. However, a range of unanswered questions remains, which pose

challenges for future research. Specifically, how does the functional

organization of the language system emerge, and to what extent is this

constrained by the processing properties of our neurology? These key

questions are important to modular theorists and neuroconstructivists

alike.

Within the context of developmental disorders, we need to be able to

answer questions such as: does deficiency in one component (say, phono-

logy) affect the development of another (say, syntax)? And, what level of

disruption is necessary to produce a developmental disorder? Moreover,

understanding the processing capabilities of different neural substrates in

both typical development and developmental disorders is an important

step towards understanding what kinds of differences result in a disorder.

In short, we need to understand the parameters that affect the course of

development and the different paths that development may take when

faced with adverse circumstances. In this respect methods such as brain-

imaging and computational modelling of language developmentmay help

in characterizing typical and atypical developmental processes (Thomas &

Karmiloff-Smith 2003).
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Suggestions for further reading

The following reviews provide a useful summary of language and commu-

nication skills in DS and WS:

Mervis, C., & Becerra, A. (2007). Language and communication development

in Williams syndrome, Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities

Research Reviews, 13, 3–15.

Roberts, J., Price, J., & Malkin, C. (2007). Language and communication

development in Down syndrome. Mental Retardation and Developmental

Disabilities Research Reviews, 13, 26–35

Formore information on cross-syndrome comparisons see the following

useful chapters:

Bellugi, U., Bihrle, A., Neville, H., Jernigan, T., & Doherty, S. (1992).

Language, cognition, and brain organization in a neurodevelopmental

disorder. In M.R. Gunnar & C.A. Nelson (Eds.), Developmental Behavioral

Neuroscience (pp. 201–232). Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.

Tager-Flusberg, H., & Sullivan, K. (1998). Early language development

in children with mental retardation. In J. A. Burack, R.M. Hodapp &

E. Zigler (Eds.), Handbook of Mental Retardation and Development

(pp. 208–239). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

For further reading into how the study of developmental disorders can

provide an insight into the process of language development, see:

Thomas, M., & Karmiloff-Smith, A. (2005). Can developmental disorders

reveal the component parts of the human language faculty? Language

Learning and Development, 1, 65–92.

For further reading into the development of cognitive processes, see:

Mareschal, D., Johnson, M., Sirios, S., Spratling, M., & Thomas, M. (2007).

Neuroconstructivism: How the Brain Constructs Cognition. Oxford: Oxford

University Press.
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